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Preface

The Fourth Topical Meeting on Short Wavelength Coherent
Radiation: Generation and Applications was held in North Falmouth,
Massachusetts, September 26-29, 1988. This volume is a record of the
exciting research presented at the conference. The most recent pre-
vious conferences in this series were held in Monterey, California
(1986) and Boulder, Colorado (1984 and 1982).

The meeting brought together 164 participants, including scientists
from Australia, Austria, Canada, China, England, France, Germany,
Japan, the Soviet Union, Sweden, and the United States. It is a reflec-
tion of the continuing growth in the areas covered by the conference
that the attendance at the meetings continues to grow and that the
number of contributed papers grows even faster. This made it neces-
sary to schedule many of the contributions for a particularly lively
poster session that lasted far past its scheduled end at 10:00 pm.

Much of the conference was devoted to new results on short
wavelength lasers. Progress in short wavelength synchrotron sources
and nonlinear-optics techniques was also reported. Theoretical and
experimental research was presented to describe the coupling of in-
tense lasers with matter and the study of multiphoton and above-
threshold ionization. A session was devoted to the remarkable
coherence properties of nuclear Bragg-scattered radiation. In the ap-
plications area, new results were presented on x-ray optics, micros-
copy, holography, and spectroscopy.

We wish to express our appreciation to the Technical Program
Committee for their help and valuable advice. The Optical Society of
America made our task easy with excellent management, organiza-
tion, and editorial support. We are particularly grateful to Mary Ellen
Malzone, Barbara Hicks, Cindy Martin, and Donna Leggett for their
tireless efforts. Janice Fleming has expertly guided the publication of
the proceedings book with great efficiency. We gratefully acknow-
ledge the generous financial support that was provided for the con-
ference by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the Office of
Naval Research, the U.S. Department of Energy, the National Science
Foundation, and the Optical Society of America. We are also grateful
to our industrial sponsor, Acton Research Corporation.

Roger W. Falcone
Berkeley, CA

Janos Kirz
Stony Brook, NY

December 1988
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Progress Towards a 44-A X-Ray Laser

B. J. MacGowan, J. L Bourgade, t P. Combis, t C. J. Keane,t R. A. London,*
M. Louis-Jacquet,t D. L Matthews,t S. Maxon,* D. Naccache,

M. D. Rosen,* G. Thiell,t and D. A. Whelant

Center for X-Ray Optics, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

t Centre d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton, B.P. 27, 94190 Villeneuve St. Georges, France
tLawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California

P.O. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

Abstract inversion should be maintained, steady state,
within a plasma produced by short-pulse optical

Since 1984 when soft x-ray amplification was laser irradiation of matter. The population
convincingly demonstrated at XUV wavelengths inversion was predicted to be produced by the
near 200A, much effort has gone into obtaining plasma thermal electrons collisionally exciting
soft x-ray gain at shorter wavelengths. One electrons from the Ne-like 2p6 ground state to the
motivation is the possibility of using a high 2p51/23p1/2)0 (J = 0) level. The population of the
brightness source of amplified spontaneous J = 0 level was then expected to produce large
emission to perform holography of live biological 0lws then te tpr
specimens over short time scales. gains (10-20 cm" ) on the 2p5 1/23p1/2)o -

2p 5 l/23s) (J = 0 - 1) transition (at 182 A in
Introduction Se24+). The population inversion is maintained

by the very rapid 3s - 2p radiative decay rate.
A strong motivation for the development of a soft Experiments at LLNL in 1984 succeeded in
x-ray laser is the possibility of imaging biological demonstrating gain in Ne-like selenium at 206
specimens holographically. This application and 209 A in an exploding foil amplifier.5 ,6 The
would require a bright source of coherent amplifier consisted of a thin foil of Se on a
radiation with a wavelength close to the 43.76-A Forrnvar (C1 1H1805) substrate that was irradiated
K absorption edge of carbon.1  by two opposed high-intensity beams of short-

This article will summarize progress to date in pulse optical laser light focused into a 1.1-cm-
the field of soft x-ray laser development. The long line. The plasma formed by the heating and
main emphasis will be on experiments carried out subsequent explosion of the foil served as the
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory amplifying medium. The large density scale
although the large amount of progress at other lengths (of order 100 gm) within the plasma
laboratories will be mentioned. allowed 200-A radiation to propagate down the

Collisionally pumped schemes for producing length of the amplifier without being refracted out
population inversion and hence gain in both of the gain region. The ability to propagate
neon-like and nickel-like high-Z ions will be radiation over large lengths is essential in order
described. The results of experiments with to achieve a large gain length product and hence
recombination schemes in lower Z ions will also significant amplification. The electron density and
be briefly discussed. temperature in the gain region were 3-5 x 1020

cm-3 and 1 keV, respectively. Various other
Neon-like Schemes mechanisms contribute to the population of the

J = 0 and other levels in the 3p manifold,
The possibility of producing a 3p - 3s population (dielectronic recombination from F-like, cascading
inversion, within a hot plasma of ions from higher n states and the 3d levels), leading to
isoelectronic to Ne I, was first published in the the possibility of gain on other 3p - 3s transitions
literature by Zherikhin et al., 2 in 1976. such as the 206 and 209 A, J = 2- 1 lines.7 A
Subsequent work3 ,4 indicated that the population surprising result of the experiments of Ref. 5 was
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that, although large amplification was observed spontaneous emission of length A and line center
for the J = 2 - 1 lines, the J = 0 - 1 line was not gain a. Due to the irradiation geometry, the
even unambiguously identified. observed line intensity for the 2.2-cm data is not

Figure 1 shows sample time integrated spectra consistent with such a gain; however, it was the
from Se exploding foil plasmas of different brightest signal obtained in the experiments of
lengths. The spectra were taken "on-axis", that is Ref. 5 and serves to illustrate how intense the
looking down the long axis of the cylindrical neon-like lines are when amplified. The
plasma produced by the line focus. The brightest equivalent Planckian radiation temperature of the
lines are the J = 2 - 1 transitions at 206.38 and line emission at 206 and 209 A was estimated in
209.78 A (Ref. 8) which are observed to increase Ref. 5 to be 30 keV, far in excess of the
dramatically in intensity as the length of the target temperature of any component of the plasma and,
is increased. The spectra were taken from hence, further evidence that the line emission
exploding foils of Se of areal density 45 gIg cm- 2 was being amplified. Additional, time-resolved
irradiated with a total of 7 x 1013 W cm- 2 in a 450 data, demonstrated that the amplified
psec pulse of 2(o (X = 0.53 gm) light. The data are spontaneous emission had a time duration of

order 200 ps, much shorter than that of thefrom the original Novette experiments of Ref. 5 heating pulse and indicative that it was being
when the maximum length line focus achievable produced by a strongly time varying phenomenon
with the cylindrical optics, then available, was such as a transient gain.
1.1 cm. In later experiments performed at the Nova

In the 0.5- and 1-cm experiments shown in Fig. laser,9,10 the length of the line focus available for
1, the irradiance was obtained by superposing each of two superposed beams was increased to
the two 1.1-cm beams on either side of the target. 5 cm. The subsequent observations of the
For the last spectrum, from the 2.2-cm plasma, the scaling of the brightness of the neon-like lines
target was irradiated by offsetting the two 1.1-cm- over lengths up to 5 cm resulted in gain
long line foci on either side of the foil, end to end, measurements for three other lines besides the
making a total length of 2.2 cm. The irradiation 206 and 209 A, J = 2 - 1 transitions observed in
geometry in the latter case was not optimum. In. the first experiments. In particular, the J = 0 - 1
experiments limited to foils irradiated with the line was identified at 182.43 A (Ref. 8) but with
superposed beams, a gain of 5.5 cm- 1 was significantly less gain than expected.
measured by fitting the increase in line intensity The scaling of line-intensity data was fit to the
with plasma length to the formula: equation:

-= 01/2 1 I (e'=- 1)3/2(c61e aJ ) -1/2 (2)I = Io e1a.9)-/ (1)

for the output power of a source of unsaturated
for the scaling of the output of a spatially and amplified spontaneous emission of length.A .11
temporally uniform source of amplified This formula is an approximation for the

frequency integrated power, assuming constant
8_ .gain a in space and time, for the usual case of a0 C Doppler broadened line. It is exact in the large

4 m and small positive a. limits, with a maximum error
of 10% for intermediate mi. Equation (2) is more

Oaccurate than Eq. (1) which is not valid for a
less than 2. Figure 2 shows the intensity of the

E 20- 1.0 cm - 206.38 A, J = 2 - 1 line of selenium for target
o 10 !- lengths up to 4 cm. The fit to Eq. (2) results in a

U-', . gain of 4.0 cm- 1 . The gains of the other four Ne-
M 150 like 3p - 3s lines were measured in the same way

100 J =2-i 2.2 cm and are summarized in Table 1.
50 - j - The Ne-like Se result has been

0- isoelectronically scaled to higher Z ions. y 2 9 +
150 170 190 210 230 250 270 has shown gain at 155.0 and 157.1 A, whilst

Mo32+ has produced a gain of 4 cm-1 at 131.0
Wavelength(A) and 132.7 A (Ref. 12). Cu19+ and Ge 22+ have

Figure 1. On axis spectra from Se exploding foil shown gain near 280 and 230 A in experiments
plasmas of various lengths showing the non- carried out at the Naval Research Laboratory.13

linear increase in intensity of the Ne-like lines as Also experiments performed at the Centre
a function of plasma length. d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton 1 4 have
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lo' T splitting between the 4d and 4p levels (compared
l' to that between the 3p and 3s levels of a Ne-likeion with the same ionization potential), the
10 wavelengths of lasing transitions are significantly

U) 1° shorter than those of Ne-like ions produced with
14 the same heating laser intensity.

103

A Ni-like laser was first demonstrated 19,20 with
o-= 10a 4.0 cm-'_ Eu 35+ produced by the irradiation of a thin (60 ig

10cm- 2) foil of EuF 2 by two superposed beams of 2ow
-0' light with a total irradiance of 7 x 1013 W cm"2.°100 This irradiance was similar to that used to

-10- produce lasing transitions near 200 A in Se24 +

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 during the first Ne-like experiments; however, the
Target length (cm) 4d - 4p lasing transitions observed from the Eu35+

Figure 2. The scaling of intensity of the 206.38-A were at 71.00 and 65.83 A.
Ne-like Se J = 2 - 1 transition with target length. Figure 3 shows details from the spectra of
The data can be fit to a small signal gain of 4.0 different length EuF 2 targets, in the region near
cm- 1. the lasing lines. The two J = 0 - 1 lines are

observed to increase at a rate faster than linear
as the target length is increased whilst other (non-
lasing) lines increase linearly or at a rate less

demonstrated gain at 164.1 and 166.5 A in a than linear. Fitting the scaling of line intensity to
plasma of Sr28 +. The observed gains and gain Eq. (2) resulted in gains of 1.1 and 0.6 cm-1 for
lengths for all of the experiments mentioned are the 71.00 and 65.83 A lines, respectively. These
summarized in Table 1 along with the measured gains were in good agreement with the
experimental conditions. predicted gains from detailed calculations19 .

One observation to be made from Table 1 is Two other Ni-like 4d-4p lines were identified at
that the required pump laser intensity is 100.39 and 104.56 A. These are the
increasing very rapidly as the wavelength of the 3d 9s124d 5 /2 ) 2- 3d95/24p 3/2) 1, J =2-1, and the
lasing transition is reduced. 15 The increase in d9
irradiance between Se 24+ and Mo3 2+ was from 3 5/24d512 )1 "3d 52 4 P32)1, J = 1-1, transitions,
7 x 1013 to 4 x 1014 W cm- 2. So far attempts to
produce gain in the 80 to 100 A region, with respectively. Although these lines were observed
Ag37+ at irradiances of up to 1016 W cm- 2, have to be bright, in an axis spectra, their length
been unsuccessful.16 To obtain gain near 43.76
A, with a 3p - 3s transition in a Ne-like ion, would 0.5
require Gd 5 4+ with an estimated irradiance in
excess of 1016 W cm- 2 . Such an irradiance -would be difficult to produce over a long line 0.4 U34

focus with currently available laser drivers.
A further observation to be made from Table 1 E 0., ,

is that the J = 0 - 1 line (E(O-1)) has not been T Eu35  ,'
observed to have a significantly higher gain than Target
other transitions, in contradiction to predict- 0.2 -length .,. ' >'

ions 2-4,6. The explanation for the low gain on the = 3.5 cm ,""
J = 0 - 1 line is still not understood. 0.1- ,, '., ,

-- 1.7 cmt',.,. , 78.63 A

Nickel-like Schemes 0.8 oesc . 3 A 71.00 A
0 _ - I I I

The concept of a Ni-like 4d - 4p analog to the Ne- 62.5 65.0 67.5 70.0 72.5 75.0 77.5 80.0
like 3p - 3s scheme has been described in the Wavelength (A)
literature16 - 18 and has recently been demon- Figure 3. Details from on-axis spectra of EuF 2
strated experimentally 1 9 -2 1. The population targets of various lengths, showing the
inversion necessary for amplification is produced exponential increase in intensity of the J = 0 - 1
between the 3d9 4d and 3d94p levels, the latter line at 65.83 and 71.00 A with target length.
level then decays radiatively to a 3d'0 Ni-like Reproduced with permission from Ref. 20.
closed-shell ground state. Because of the larger Copyright 1987, The American Physical Society.
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Table 1. Summary of achievements to date with neon-like schemes.

Ion Transition x(A) Target Areal Irradiance xpump Gain Gain Ref
Density (WCmn2 ) (11M) (cm- 1) Length
(PWMf2 ) (Pulselength)

CU19 + A(2-1) 279.31 1200 6x1 012 1.05 1.7 2.7 13
B(2-1) 284.67 (2ns) 1.7 2.7
E(0-1) 221.11 2.0 3.2

Ge22 + A(2-1) 232.24 Solid 6x10 12  1.05 4.1 6.2 13
B(2-1) 236.26 (2ns) Blend Blend
E(0-1) 196.06 3.1 4.6

Se2 4 + A(2-1) 206.38 45 7x10 1 3  0.53 4.0 16.0 9,10
B(2-1) 209.78 (0.5ns) 3.8 15.2
C(2-1) 262.94 3.5 11.8
D(1 -1) 220.28 2.2 9.2
E(0-1) 182.43 2.4 9.6

Sr2 8 + A(2-1) 164.1 90(SrF 2) 1.4x 10 14  0.53 4.4 9.7 14
B(2-1) 166.5 (0.5ns) 4.0 8.8
E(0-1) 159.8 Blend Blend

y29 + A(2-1) 155.0 47 1.4x10 1 4  0.53 -4 - 11 -

+ E(0-1) (0.5ns)
B(2-1) 157.1 -4 - 11

M0 3 2 + A(2-1) 131.0 88(Mo2 N) Ux10 14  0.53 4.1 7.1 12
B(2-1) 132.7 (0.5ns) 4.2 7.3
D(1-1) 139.4 2.9 5.0
E(0-1) 141.6 0 0
F(0-1) 106.4 2.2 3.8

Ag3 7 + A(2-1) 99.3 1015 Prediction only
B(2-1) 100.3 Prediction only
E(O-1) 122.7 Prediction only
F(0-1) 81.5 Prediction only

Transitions: A(2-1) 2p5 3/23P3/2)2 - 2p5 
3 /23s),

B(2-1) 2p5 
1 /23P3/2)2 - 2p5 1/23s),1

C(2-1) 2p5 3/23p,/2)2 - 2p5 3/23s),
D(1 -1) 2p5 3/23P3/2)1 - 2p5 3/23s),
E(0-1) 2p5 1/23p,/2)0 - 2p5 1/23s),
F(O- 1) 2p5 3/23P3/2)0 - 2p5 3/23s),

scaling was close to linear (ax - 0). This dielectronic recombination from the cobalt-like ion
observation was in contradiction to calculations19  stage which would be reduced by a lower
which predicted gains of order 1 cm- 1 on both electron temperature. Another possibility is that
lines. A possible reason for the lack of gain on trapping by self-absorption of photons from the 4p
these lines could be that the plasma electron - 3d dump lines are elevating the population in
temperature is lower than in the calculation.22  the 4p state. This process would discriminate
Just like the J = 2 and J = 1 levels in Ne-like ions, against the J = 2 - 1 and J = 1 - I compared to the
these lines should be fed by many processes, but J = 0 - 1 lines due to the ratio of the statistical
a significant contribution should come from weights of the upper and lower levels being
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larger for the former transitions. The population in a 1 -ns pulse. The J = 0 - 1 lines analogous to
inversions, and hence gains, of the J = 2 - 1 and J those in Eu35+ were observed at 50.26 and 56.09
= 1 - 1 are affected more by a change in the lower A. The 50.26 A, J = 0 - 1 was observed to
level population than are the J = 0 - 1 transitions. increase with target length, consistent with a gain

The Ni-like scheme is particularly attractive of 1.2 ± 0.4 cm-1. The measurement of gain on
because it should allow extrapolation to the second J = 0 - 1 (at 56.09 A) was complicated
wavelengths close to 44 A without a prohibitive by the presence of nearby lines making its
increase in pump power. Figure 4 shows the identification difficult for short length targets.
scaling of the wavelengths of the four most Detailed calculations predicted gains up to 9 cm-1

prominent Ni-like 4d - 4p lines with nuclear on both of the J = 0 - 1 lines for the target and
charge. The shorter wavelength J = 0 - 1 line irradiance conditions used in the experiment.
(65.83 A in Eu) is the most promising candidate However, using a new version of the LASNEX
for a 44-A laser. Both the 65.83 and 71.00 A, J = hydrodynamics code, which produces lower
0 - 1 transitions originate from the same level, electron temperatures, leads to gain predictions
The main reason for their different gains is that, in of order 3 cm-' for both lines. The predicted
Eu 35+ , the 65.83-A line has a smaller oscillator gains on the J = 2 - 1 and 1 - 1 lines are reduced
strength. Although this line has less gain than the in the new calculations and in good agreement
71.00-A line in Eu, it's oscillator strength becomes with the near zero gains observed on these
larger than that of the longer wavelength J = 0 - 1 lines.22 The experiment and calculation are not
at a nuclear charge of 70 (Ref. 23). At a nuclear in serious disagreement. Due to the uncertainties
charge near 74 (tungsten), the oscillator strength in the electron temperatures produced by the
of the shorter wavelength line (at 43.16 A) is a calculations, it is possible that the temperature in
factor of two larger than that of the longer the experiment is lower than we think. Hence, it is
wavelength line. possible that the J = 0 - 1 gain can be increased

The extrapolation of the Ni-like scheme to by increasing the pump laser irradiance, as will
higher Z has been investigated in experiments21  be attempted in future experiments.
with Yb42+. Targets of 100 L'g cm- 2 of Yb on 10 ig Table 2 lists the Ni-like 4d-4p laser lines
cm-2 of OH were irradiated with 1.4 1014 W cm-2 observed to date. Also shown in Table 2 are the

110 predicted wavelengths of the analogous short
wavelength J = 0 - 1 transition in tantalum,

_0 produce lasing transitions near 44 A with
predicted pumping irradiances in excess of 4 x
1014 W cm- 2. Preliminary experiments at lower

90 J= 1 - 1 irradiance 16 have produced under-ionized
plasmas not suitable for observation of
amplification near 44 A. Future experiments will

80 - - be able to irradiate targets up to 2 cm in length
J = 2- 1 with in excess of 4 x 1014 W cm- 2 and, hence,

make a measurement of gain possible.
* 70 A Ni-like Ta x-ray laser would saturate at an

70-1 output power of approximately 3 x 1011 W cm-2," J=0"l

where saturation is defined as the rate of
60 stimulated emission producing a two-fold

reduction in the small signal gain. If a 100 Lm by
100 gm output aperture and emission time of 200

50 -j = psec are assumed, the laser would produce atleast 6 mJ. If the divergence of the x-ray laser
arbn - -- were 1 mrad by 1 mrad, then 17 gain lengths40 rbn E K 4would be required to reach saturation and the40- Edge43.7 A laser would have about 500 transverse modes.

Recent calculations22 indicate that gains of order
5 cm"1 should be achievable with Ni-like W.65 70 75 80 Hence, a Ni-like Ta or W x-ray laser of 4 cm
length could be capable of providing of order 10

Figure 4. The scaling of the wavelength of the gJ per transverse mode. This energy would be
four most prominent Ni-like 4d - 4p lines with sufficient to expose high-resolution photo resists
nuclear charge. such a polymethyl methacrylate which requires of
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Table 2. Summary of achievements to date with nickel-like schemes.

Ion Transition x(A) Target Areal Irradiance Xpump Gain Gain Ref
Density (Wcm "2) (11m) (cm- 1) Length
(pgcrvm2 ) (Pulselength)

Eu3 5 +  A(2-1) 100.39 60 7x10 1 3  0.53 0.1 20
B(1-1) 104.56 (ins) -0.1 -

C(0o-1) 71.00 1.1 3.8
D(0-1) 65.83 0.6 2.1

Yb42 +  B(1-1) 84.40 110 1.4x10 14  0.53 -1.0 - 21
D(0-1) 50.26 (Ins) 1.2 2.0

Ta45 +  D(0o-) 44.83 > 4x10 14  Prediction only
W4 6+  D(0-1) 43.16 > 4x10 14  Prediction only

Re4 7 +  D(0-1) 41.54 > 4x10 1 4  Prediction only

Transitions: A(2-1) 3d 9
5/2 4d 5 /2 )2 - 3d 9

5/24 P3/2) 1
B(1 -1) 3d 9

5 /24d 5 /2 )1 - 3d9
5 /24 P3/2) 1

C(0-1) 3d 9
3 /24d 3 /2 )0 - 3d9

5 /24 P3/2)1
D(0-1) 3d 9

3/ 24d 3 /2 )0 - 3d9
3/ 2

4 P1/2) 1

order 0.1 J cm-2 (Ref. 24). Therefore, it should be Recombination Schemes
possible to perform Gabor holography on small
(- a few gim) samples using such a source of x- Table 3 summarizes demonstrations of
rays. 24 ,25 Such an x-ray laser would probably be amplification ir recombination pumped schemes
pumped by 8 beams of the Nova laser (32 TW of published to date. The schemes are separated
power); however, experiments to demonstrate into lithium- and hydrogen-like schemes. In both
gain in Ni-like Ta and W will be attempted in early schemes, the dominant pump mechanism is three
1989 using the Nova Two Beam Chamber Facility body recombination from the next ionization state.
with up to 8 TW of pump power. The higher principal quantum number states are

A natural analog to the Ni-like 4d - 4p laser is favored by three body recombination (which
the Nd-like 5f - 5d laser.23 The Nd-like ground scales as n4) and hence, if the recombination rate
state is a closed 4f shell with a total of 60 atomic is fast enough, high n states can become inverted
electrons. The electron collisional excitation rate relative to low n states that are strongly coupled
between the 4f and the 5f levels for ions such as radiatively to the ground state. In LI-like
U32+ has been calculated to be large enough to Al, amplification has been demonstrated on the 4f
pump a 5f - 5d population inversion. The - 3d and 5f - 3d transitions 27 -29 and recently
candidate lasing transition in U3 2 + is at extrapolated to the 4f - 3d in silicon.29 In H-like C,
approximately 70 A. Unfortunately there are not the 3 - 2 transition at 182 A has been amplified up
enough elements in the periodic table to scale to 8 gain lengths in experiments performed at
Nd-like systems to significantly shorter Princeton University.30.31 The same scheme has
wavelength. Their chief advantage is that a Nd- produced 3.7 gain lengths at Rutherford Appleton
like system might produce a very efficient x-ray Laboratory and been extrapolated to 81 A in F8 +
laser near 70 A with pump laser irradiances as with 2.8 gain lengths being reported. 28

low as 1013 W cm -2. Some experimental work In order to obtain a fast recombination rate, two
has been performed at Lockheed Palo Alto, on methods have been used. In both, the objective
laser irradiation of high Z elements such as U, but is to heat the lasant material so that it is stripped
to date no clear evidence of the production of the beyond the ion state required, then cool it rapidly
Nd-like ion state has been observed.26  whilst keeping the density high so that rapid
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Table 3. Summary of achievements to date with recombination schemes.

Ion Transition X(A) Target Irradiance ump Gain Gain Ref
(Wcm-2) (11m) (cm- 1) Length

(Pulselength)

A1 10 + 5f-3d 105.7 Solid 4x10 1 2  1.06 1.0 2.0 27
(2.5ns)

A1 10 + 4f-3d 154.7 7 gm fibre 1.7x10 1 4  0.53 3.0 2.0 28
5f-3d 105.7 (120ps) 3.0 2.0

A1 1 0+ 4f-3d 154.7 Magnetically 2x10 1 3  10.6 3.5 3.5 29
confined laser- (50ns)

Si 1 1 + 4f-3d 129 produced plasma 2x101 3  10.6 1.5 1.5 29
(5Ons)

H-Uke

C5 +  3-2 182 Magnetically 5xl 01 2  10.6 8.0 8.0 30,31
confined laser- (75ns)
produced plasma

C5+  3-2 182 7 W fibre 1.5x10 1 4  0.53 4.1 3.7 28,32
(7Ops)

F8 +  3-2 81 7/Jm fibre 5.7x1l01 4  0.53 5.5 2.8 28
(70ps)

recombination occurs. The technique used at cm- 2 thick, 100 gim wide strips of the lasant
Princeton 29-3 1 heats the plasma using a long- material, sandwiched between two 5 pg cm- 2 thick
pulse (75-ns) C02 laser, the plasma then flows CH foils have been used in similar experiments.
into a region where it is confined by a strong Al strips have been irradiated with up to 2.5 x
magnetic field (90 kG) which keeps the electron 1014 W cm- 2 in 120-ps pulses, but the resultant
density high (1018-1019 cm-3 ). The plasma then plasma was only ionized to H-like Al (Ref. 33).
cools through radiation, either from the lasant Hence the possibility of pumping an inversion in
ions or from added high-Z impurities such as Fe. H-like Al by recombination from the fully stripped
This technique was used to produce a H-like C state would require more irradiance. Similar
amplifier of 8 gain lengths.30 ,3 1 The pulse of targets of CaF2 and Cr led to the identification of
amplified spontaneous emission at 182 A was the 4f - 3d transitions (at 57.7 A) in Li-like Ca and
observed to have a time duration of 10-30 ns and Cr (at 38.6 A), but no observation of amplification
a total energy of 1-3 mJ (Ref. 31). was made.

In the experiments at Ecole Polytechnique 27  Since the cooling mechanism is adiabatic
and Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 28 ,32 the expansion, it is necessary to use short pulse
mechanism employed was a combination of irradiation so that the plasma is heated and
short-pulse laser irradiation of a solid target ionized beyond the required ion state whilst it still
followed by cooling through adiabatic expansion has a small volume. The use of shorter pulse
of the almost cylindrical plasma. In the Ecole irradiation will therefore result in higher electron
Polytechnique experiments, the targets were density at the time of peak recombination, and
slabs of Al and a 2.5-ns irradiating pulse was thus higher gain. Achieving high density during
used. For the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory recombination is particularly important for short
experiments, the targets were, typically, 7-gm- wavelength recombination x-ray laser schemes
thick carbon fibres, either bare or coated with the since the recombination rate has to compete with
lasant material, irradiated with 70-ps pulses. The the spontaneous emission rate from the upper
fibres were irradiated symmetrically so that the laser level. In the near future, short wavelength
plasma formed a cylindrically expanding amplifier experiments with H-like and Li-like recombination
medium. 28.32 At Nova, targets consisting of 50 jig systems will be performed with irradiating pulses
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as short as 20 ps. Candidates for operation near 9. B.J. MacGowan et al. "Lawrence Livermore
44 A are H-like Mg at 45.5 A and Li-like Ti, 4f - 3d National Laboratory soft x-ray laser research:
at 46.7 A. recent results," in Multilayer Structures and
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Observation of Extreme Ultraviolet Amplification in 3-2

(42-46A), 4-3(130.5A) and 5-4(305A) Transitions

in Laser Produced He-like Al Plasma

H. Kuroda, K. Muroo, K. Naito and Y. Tanaka

The Institute for Solid State Physics

The University of Tokyo

Roppongi 7-22-1, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106 Japan

Phone: 03-478-6811

To demonstrate the XUV stimulated emission process in

plasma produced by lOOps glass-laser pulse, close to the water

window region, XUV and X-ray spectroscopic measurements are

done by adopting He-like Al 3-2, 4-3 or 5-4 transition scheme.

This scheme is simple and predictable by the spectroscopic

analysis, and suitable to demonstrate the induced emission of

the shorter wavelength than any other transition ever

attained.

First, intensities of 2p-ls, 3p- s, 4p-ls and 5p-ls

transitions of He- ike Al in X-ray region, and those of 3-2,

4-3 and 5-4 transitions in XUV region were measured, at

various laser energy. Enhancements of XUV intensitie of 3-

2(42.4 -46A), 4-3(130.5A) and 5-4(305A) transitions were seen

compared to intensities of 3-1, 4-1 and 5-1 transitions as the

laser energy was increased. These enhancements were probably
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due to the induced emission process.

Next, intensities of 3-2 transition were measured at

various line-focus length, keeping the laser energy density as

constant. Intensities of He-like 3d-2p, 3p-2s and 3s-2p

transitions grew exponential ly compared to the linear growth

of transitions of lower ionized Al. These exponential growth

are found to be due to the induced emission process. Gain

coefficients are estimated as 4-10cm 1
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12.8 eV Laser in Neutral Cesium

C. P. J. Barty, D. A. King, G. Y. Yin, K. H. Hahn, J. E. Field
J. F. Young, and S. E. Harr;_-

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University
Stanfor4 California 94305

Abstract levels that are embedded within a
continuum usually autoionize on a

We report the operation of a saturated picosecond timescale, making the
12.8 eV (96.9 nm) laser in Cs vapor that accumulation of population difficult. But
has an extrapolated small signal gain of this need not be the case; recent work by
exp(83) in a total length of 17 cm. We Spong et al.[3,4] has shown, for example,
believe that lasing occurs from a core- that there are many levels in neutral Rb
excited level embedded in the continuum that have autoionization lifetimes
of the valence electron. The laser is exceeding 10 ps and several that exceed
pumped by soft x-rays from a 100 ps. Such long lifetimes can result
synchronous, traveling-wave, laser- either from angular momentum and spin
produced (2.5 J, 15 ps, 1064 nm) plasma. selection rules that to first order

prohibit autoionization, or from
Introduction fortuitous radial matrix element

cancellations. The possibility of using
Recently, it has been the aim of several such levels to make extreme ultraviolet
research efforts to achieve lasing action and soft x-ray lasers has been noted by
at wavelengths below 100 nm. In several workers[5,6,7]. The existence of
general, successful efforts such as the an inversion from an upper level
20.6 nm Se laser[lI have involved embedded within a continuum has been
transitions in highly ionized atoms inferred from fluorescence intensity
created within a dense laser-produced measurements by Silfvast et al.[81.
plasma and have required kilojoule class
laser systems as pumping sources. In Spectroscopy
this work, we report the first operation
of a new class of short wavelength lasers An energy level diagram of the Cs 96.9
in which the upper level of the lasing nm laser system is shown in fig. 1. The
transition is embedded in the continuum 117,702 cm " 1 energy of the upper level
of the valence electron[2]. Consequently, has been measured by vacuum
it requires less than a joule of pumping ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy
energy to saturate the lasing transition. [9,10), and the energy of the 5p 6 5d

We believe that the upper level of the 2D3/2 lower level is well known[10]. The
laser is a core-excited level in neutral Cs difference, 96.897 nm, agrees with our
and is pumped by photoelectrons
generated by soft x-rays emitted from a measured emission wavelength of 96.86 +
laser produced plasma. Core-excited 0.05 nm. The upper level designation is
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based upon a comparison of a computer ratio to radiation of 0.0014. Therefore, it
generated ground state absorption should be very difficult to observe
spectra, using the RCN/RCG atomic spontaneous emission from this
physics code developed by Robert transition. Significant outputs will occur
Cowan[Il], the known absorption spectra only if the upper level is excited very
of Connerade[9], and the ejected electron rapidly and the stimulated emission rate
spectra of Pejcev et al.[121. exceeds the autoionization rate.

Experimental Arrangement

CESIUM In our experiments, rapid excitation is
provided via an intense 15 ps laser

1 7pumping pulse. The pulse is focused by a
117 702cm 5P5 5d6s 4D)12 cylindrical lens onto a target which

(146 eV) =0.7 4DV2 (5p 55d6s) resides within a Cs heatpipe cell. At the
+ 0.7 4D,,2 (5p 55d 2) surface of the target, a hot plasma is
+0.15 2p 1,2 (5p5d6s) created which radiates incoherent soft
- 0.15 2p 1:2 (5p 56p 2) x-rays and, in the process, photoionizes

electron 96.9 nmpumping laser the surrounding Cs vapor. The resulting

fAbs = 0.07 flaser = 0.0035 photoelectrons may then collisionally
A[ lifetime = 60 ps excite the 96.9 nm laser transition. In
spontaneous lifetime = 40 ns order to achieve large single pass gains

with this excitation, it is necessary that
31 407 cm-" 5p6 iS0 Cs the length of the line focus be extended

(39v) 5 to several cm. However, the short
autoionization lifetime of the upper level

14499 cm' 5p 65d 2D3/2  and the finite transit time of the 96.9 nm
(1.8 ev ) radiation through the gain region limit

0 cm-1  5p66s 2Sv2 the useful length of the line focus,
unless a traveling-wave excitation is
used.

Figure 1. Energy level diagram of The synchronous traveling-wave
neutral Cs excitation used in this experiment is

shown schematically in fig. 2.

The four largest components of the
code generated eigenvector of the upper
level are shown in fig. 1. The two large
quartet terms, arising from the 5d6s and 15 ps,2,/ " s

the 5d 2 configurations, allow the level to compess
have a relatively long autoionization pulse , ,

lifetime, while the doublet terms allow T -- .- *. _
for large pumping and laser oscillator ----------
strengths. It should also be noted that of 651 /

all the core excited levels in the 90 nm to 22 'l"6/120 rim region of the neutral Cs spectra,-

this level has the most favorable 10o, -n. ' 1200 groove/mm
combination of code calculated lifetime, lase .r.. grating

pumping cross section, and gain cross loipe,

section with respect to achieving laser pulse
action.

The relatively long spontaneous
decay time of 40 ns yields a branching Figure 2. Grating- assisted, traveling-

wave geometry
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The geometry is a modification of that output[16]. The length was varied by
used by Sher et al.[13] for the Xe 108.9 masking the input plasma producing
nm Auger laser. A 2.5 J, 15 ps, 1064 nm beam. The gain was measured at several
pulse is incident upon a cylindrical lens sections along the 17 cm target and was
at 65 deg from normal and is focussed uniform, averaging 4.9 cm" 1 . This yields
onto a target which is parallel to the a total extrapolated small signal gain of
lens. The large angle of incidence exp(83). A typical gain measurement is
expands the length of the line focus by shown in fig. 3.
1/cos(65) = 2.4, producing a 17 cm long
plasma. By itself, this geometry would
produce a plasma sweeping along the
target at a speed of c/sin(65) = 1.1 x c,
resulting in a synchronism mismatch of 40000

3.1 ps per cm of target length. In this
experiment, however, the 15 ps long gain =4.9cm-1
pulse is formed by chirping a mode- pressure = 4torr
locked 1064 nm pulse in a fiber, excitation: 2.5J, lSps, 1064nm

amplifying it in Nd:YAG and Nd:glass 30000
stages, and compressing the resulting
120 ps pulse with a parallel grating
pair[14]. The second grating of this pair
is tilted off true parallelism by 2.3 deg so
as to produce a tilted wave front[15] that
exactly compensates for the group - 200o0

velocity lead of the oblique geometry.
The result is a plasma, and its associated
pulse of soft x-rays, which travels along
the target at the speed of light.

The Cs heatpipe target chamber was loo
operated at a Cs density of 6.3 x 1016 cm"3

The surface of the stainless steel target
rod is grooved at a pitch of 43 per cm and
during the experiments is wet with
liquid Cs. Radiation from a -cm region 0
in front of the target was collected by a U.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Im normal incidence spectrometer and
detected by a microchannel plate having Length(cm)
a 600 ps time resolution. Thin films of In
and Al, and LiF windows were used to Figure 3. Small signal gain measurement
check for possible grating second order
and ghost signals. For wavelength
measurements, the 96.9 nm laser beam The solid line represents a computer
was scattered from two ground glass generated fit to the superfluorescence
plates before entering the spectrometer. function. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of

the 96.9 nm output energy on total
Results plasma length. The linear increase after

4 cm clearly indicates saturation of the
Small signal gain was determined by transition. In this case, a 4 cm plasma
measuring the relative 96.9 nm energy length corresponds to only 400 mJ of
as a function of plasma length for short pump energy on target.
sections of the target and fitting the The absolute output energy was
data to the functional form for measured with an Al vacuum photodiode
frequency-integrated superfluorescence and a calibrated In filter to be 1.5gtJ.
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The temporal profile of the full length
10' output is shown in fig. 5. The

measurement was made with a Kentec x-
100 ray streak camera equipped with a KBr

-~coated In photocathode. The resolution ofto- the camera is -20 ps.

S10*'

10'30*

- 4 0

o-

1 0-' 4 .... ........
0 2 4 6 9 10 12 1416 18

Lengtai (cm)

1.6 .3

1.4

1.2

S0.6 0
-0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

S0.4

0.2 Pressure (torr)

0.0 - ~ ~ 14 1 Figure 6. Gain vs. Cs pressure
Length (cm)

Figure 4. Output energy at 96.9 nm as a30
function of plasma length. Semi-
log and linear plots

eniergy on target -2.5 J 20000 - - -- -plasma length - 17 cm
i o64gm pulse length - 15 ps

U~ 10000

z0

0 2 4 6 8 1)d 12 1 4

T)ME Pressure (torr)

Figure 5. Streak camera output of 96.9 Figure 7. Small signal output vs. Cs
nmi radiation pressure. 2 cm plasma length
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Using a two dimensional vidicon detector signal levels of the 90.1 nm Cs II
placed -1 m from the end of the plasma, resonance line and the 63.8 nm Cs III
the beam divergence was estimated to be resonance line were unchanged for
< 2 mrad. short and long pulse excitation,

Variation of small signal gain with indicating that the laser signal
ambient Cs pressure and of small signal reduction with longer pulse pumping
output with Cs pressure is shown in figs. should not be attributed to reduced x-ray
6 and 7. Taken together, these curves conversion.
imply that the ambient Cs absorption
cross section at 96.9 nm is 0.3 x 10-18 Discussion
cm 2 .

Several experiments were performed The measured gains are in good
to test the importance of synchronous agreement with simple estimates of
traveling-wave pumping. The grating photoelectron pumped gain. For our 1064
angle and target angle of incidence were nm power density on target of 1.5x10 1 2
changed to produce a group velocity lead Wcm-2, assuming that only 3% of the
for the traveling excitation of 10 ps per 1064 nm laser energy is converted to
cm of target length. For this condition, soft x-rays, the resulting laser produced
the output signal for a 2.4 cm plasma plasma will have an effective blackbody
length was reduced by a factor of 525, temperature of 25 eV. At a distance of
and the gain was reduced to 1.8 cm- 1. 1mm from target, the flux from this

Using synchronous pumping, we also blackbody will create, in Cs, a
compared the 96.9 nm gain using the photoelectron density of about 1016 cm-3

normal 15 ps pumping pulse and an with a Maxwell-Boltzmann temperature
unchirped 190 ps pulse of the same of -30 eV. At this temperature, the
energy. The result is shown in fig. 8. The RCN/RCG code calculates a temperature-

averaged electron excitation times
velocity product for the upper laser

200Wa level of 3.5 x 10- 9 cm 3 sec - 1. Using theEnergy on Target =2.2 J

calculated upper level autoionizing
lifetime of 62 ps as the effective
pumping time, yields an upper level

tS hr population density of 1.4 x 101 4 cm- 3 .
Short Pulse = 15 . This is consistent with experiments

Long Pulse = 190 p, demonstrating that laser-produced
Gain=3.2cm-1 plasmas can produce populations in

excess of 1014 cm "3 in metastable levels
low0 embedded within a continuum[17]. This

upper level population times the
calculated gain cross section of 1.7x10- 14

cm 2 gives a gain coefficient of 2.4 cm- 1 ,
S~ON assuming the lower level is empty, as

compared to our measured value of 4.9
cm 1. The autoionization lifetime and
oscillator strength calculated by the
RCN/RCG code can vary by about a factor

0 .of two depending on the relative energyspacing used between the 5d6s, 5d 2 , and
Length (cm) 6p 2 configurations. Direct excitation by

the plasma soft x-rays may also play a
Figure 8. Small signal gain for long and role in the production of upper level

short pulse excitation population.
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The above calculation assumes that cooler electrons. The lower electron
the lower level of the laser transition is temperature and excitation energy can
empty. However, current calculations yield a much larger cross section for
indicate that electron rates into the excitation. This, in addition to the lack of
lower level are larger than those into energy lost to ionization, results in much
the upper level, and that electron lower pumping requirements.
collisional rates out of the lower level Furthermore, since the lasing media is
alone cannot empty the level and an atomic vapor, plasma diffraction
produce an inversion. The mechanism effects that can limit the gain
by which the population of the lower interaction region and beam quality, are
laser level is reduced below that of the no longer present. This is evident in our
upper level has not been determined and long interaction length of 17 cm and our
is critical to the understanding of this estimated beam divergence of < 2 mrad.
system. A 1064 nm two-photon transition Finally, in order to take advantage of
to the continuum, with the 4f valence the possibility of long gain regions, it is
level as an intermediary, may play a role necessary to use a traveling-wave
in this process. We also note that, in excitation. We found that the highest
principal, for levels embedded in a gains were obtained with an excitation
continuum, Fano type interferences that traveled across the surface of the
between autoionizing lines[18] that target with a velocity v = c. However,
cause a cancellation of absorption and in all our tests of gain vs. traveling-
allow stimulated emission without wave, the speed at which the excitation
inversion[19,20]. However, no such lines swept across the surface of the target
appear to exist in the correct proximity was greater than or equal to c. In
of the 117,702 cm "1 4 Dl/2 upper level, general, the group velocity in an

The predicted poor radiative yield of inverted media for a pulse on line
the upper laser level implies that it center is slower than the speed of light
should be difficult to observe 96.9 nm in vacuum. It is therefore believed that
spontaneous emission. Using a very excitations traveling at less than the
short, 0.6 cm long, plasma in the same speed of light may further improve gain.
cell, we were unable to observe 96.9 nm
radiation, and estimate that its intensity Summary
was at least a factor of 40 smaller than
the 90.1 nm Cs II resonance line, a factor We believe this is the first observation of
of 60 smaller than the 63.8 nm Cs III laser action on a transition having an
resonance line, and a factor of 40 upper level embedded within the
smaller than the 87.5 nm Cs IV continuum of an outer electron.
resonance line, all of which we Extremely large gains were produced
observed. Emission at 96.9 nm may have using only 2.5 J of pumping energy, and
been observed from a discharge in this fact bodes well for the extension of
earlier work at a signal level -200 below this concept to even shorter
the 90.1 nm Cs II resonance line[21]. wavelengths.

Although difficult to detect unless The authors would like to thank M. H.
large gains are present, lasers of this Sher for his participation in the Kentec
type have some intrinsic advantages streak camera measurement and
over short wavelength lasers created in acknowledge many helpful discussions
highly stripped laser plasmas[l]. The with A. Imamoglu, J. J. Macklin, M. H.
most striking is the 100 fold or more Sher, and P. J. K. Wisoff. This work was
reduction in pump energy required to jointly supported by the U. S. Office of
produce large single pass gains. Because Naval Research, U. S. Air Force Office of
the upper level is at a much lower Scientific Research, the U. S. Army
energy than it would be in a typical Research Office, and the Strategic
ionic species, it can be pumped by much Defense Initiative Organization. K. H.
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X-Ray Laser Experiment with Double Pass Device
and Long-Recombing-Plasma Column

P. Jaegle, + A. Carillon, + P. Dhez,* B. Gauthe, + F. Gadi, + G. Jamelon, + and A. Klisnick +

Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Atomique et lonique, Bat. 350
Universiti Paris-Su4 F-91405 Orsay, France

Summary during propagation trough the plasma
column we suggest to consider the

The results reported here, are time focussing effects due to the gain
integrated measurements of soft X-ray coefficient profile.
amplification obtained with our new
experimental set-up involving a single I. Introduction
normal incidence multilayered mirror,
put at the rear of a 60mm laser- On the way to get a usable soft x-ray
plasma column. After a brief ,laser, significant advances have been
description of the experimental achieved since the first observations, ten
system, we report the first results years ago, of Amplified Spontaneous
obtained at 10.57nm by comparing Emission (ASE) at 10.57nm in lithium-
intensities of single-pass ASE and of like ions obtained with laser-produced
double-pass with the mirror. The plasma and massive aluminum targets
target is a thin aluminum layer with a (1,2) as well as at 18.2 nm in hydrogenic
thickness optimizing the population carbon (3). Considering that a usable soft
inversion on lithium-like AI+ 10 ions. X-ray laser would need a gain-length
The pumping is produced by product (GL) about 15 to 20, subsequent
recombination mechanisms during the efforts were done on both factors. Higher
plasma cooling. G for different wavelengths, from some

From the single to the double pass tens to few nanometers, are continuously
X-ray beam, the lines exhibit searched through several kinds of
significant differences, both in peak transitions using three basic population
intensities and widths. First, double- inversion schemes: recombination during
passing enhances the 10.57nm line plasma cooling, collisional excitation (4)
intensity much more than mirror and the more hypothetical direct pumping
reflection would do without any by X-ray. Large L were first obtained
amplification by the plasma. Secondly, through a direct increase of the length of
and concomitantly, one observes a line the plasma column to reach now several
width decreasing of about 30%. centimeters in some experiments. First
This is supposed due to a core size suggestions to increase the effective
decreasing of the zone emitting the path length by a double pass using normal
line. To explain how the cross-section incidence X-UV multilayers mirror came
of the double pass beam can be reduced in 1984 (5) on the basis of reflectivity
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achieved by such mirror (6,7) and gain 2. Experimental set-uD
measurements obtained by comparing ASE
from plasma of different lengths. Even 2.1. Plasma production.
few percent of reflectivity at the rear of
a plasma column produce a noticeable Cylindrical
effect so long as the mirror orientation
is correct and as well as the variation of
gain lifetime matches the extra pass
length introduced by reflection. In fact,
investigation of line shape and intensity Target
change with and without rear mirror is a
very efficient test of GL increase with
only shot to shot comparisons for iden-
tical plasma column characteristics.
With time component resolved measu- Grating
rement, a single shot gives a direct %
access to the time dependent gain-length I
product by comparing relative intensities
of the time components: the direct and
time delayed reflected beam. Until now Detector
only two experiments have successfully
observed path length increase with such -5 Beams
half cavity mirrors (8,9). More recently
(10), an additional semi-transparent Figure 1. The geometry_of the five
multilayer has been introduced as a beam beam experiment is indicated on this
splitter in front of the plasma to get scheme. The central beam is

three pass amplification and test the horizontal, all the laser beam axes

feasibility of real X-ray laser cavities. are contained in a vertical plane and

Beside the intensity increase itself, have a 2205 angular separation. The

line shape and divergency variation of Nd laser pulse (l.6pt, 5 x 100 J,

amplified beam are interesting features 2 . 5 ns) is focused on a 60mm

to observe as signs of coherence modifi- nta in fie cnda l

cation. horizontal line by five cylindrical
The results presented here are time- lens. The spectrometer plane is

integrated measurements obtained with horizontal.
our new experimental set-up and a single
normal incidence multilayered mirror put The figure 1 shows the geometry and the
at the rear of a 60mm laser-plasma main characteristics of the new five
column (11). After a brief description of beam Nd-laser experiment recently
the experimental system, we will report installed at the laboratory facility LULl.
the first results obtained at 10.57nm by In our case the wavelength isl.06 g±m and
comparing single-pass ASE and double- the pulse duration 2.5 ns. Focussing on a
pass using the mirror. The target was a single side of the target was achieved by
thin aluminum layer, able to optimize the using cylindrical lenses plus square
population inversion on lithium-like diaphragms to insure illumination homo-
AI+ 10 ions which are pumped by geneity along the focal spot line. The
recombination during the plasma cooling, focal spot was a rectangular surface 64
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mm x 200 g±m; the estimated power was plasma column ,the lines for which the
2 x 1012 W/cm 2  which is sufficient to plasma does amplify radiation have a
ionize the plasma up to He-like ions noticeable direc-tivity. So an impro-
which will recombine to Li-like ions. vement of sensitivity to amplification

Although massive aluminum slab phenomena will be obtained if the
target have been used for preliminary spectrometer is designed in order to
studies of the aluminum spectrum and
monochromator tests, the results 1,1 d = 1000 mm

reported here were obtained with a 100 _ 10 s=450pm
nm aluminum layer evaporated on a thick 0,9 . 0,20
standard commercial polymer. The alu- 0,8
minum layer thickness has been chosen 0,7 0,16
with the help of calculation performed Z; 0,_ _._-

with an hydrodynamical simulation. This = o*s8 0,12 Jffd

corresponds to a thickness slightly 0,4

smaller than the ablation length. That 0 100 200 300 400 500

minimizes the density of the aluminum Entrance Slit Width s 1pm)

plasma between active plasma and the
target surface, in view to help to a radial Figure 3. Divergence variations,of hotns ettr tan n te cse and corresponding line widths, of the
escape of photons better than in the case 10.57nm line for the spectrometer
of massive target. This is necessary to arrangement shown on Fig.2. The
avoid radiation trapping effect which divergemes a n n w i g.2. v e
destroys the population inversion by divergences and line widths, versus
pumping from the ground level to the the entrance slit S a, correspond to a
lower level of lasing transition. Se-S2 distance 1000mm and a fixedexit slit width 400pm.

2.2. Soft X-ray spectrometer.
The figure 2 presents a scheme of the focus more efficiently the parallel rather
optical system showing the spectro- than the divergent light.
meter, the plasma column and the multi- To increase the sensitivity to parallel
layered mirror. light our grazing incidence grating

It is known that, among the X-UV light spectrometer works on a focalisation
emitted when looking axially at a long circle which is the half of the classical

Rowland circle as indicated on Fig. 2.
With such an optical scheme, only the
parallel light falling on the grating is

Spherical perfectly focussed on the focalisation
1120 Concave

30o1000 15 Grating circle where the detector is located.
900 11mm
R=4675

In the present experiment the detector
Spherical Plasma Focal circle was a flat scintillator of 12mm lengthWlC Multillayer Column R." 1169;Mirrour C Lumn .... coupled to an Optical Multichannel

Analyzer (OMA), which gives time-
Figure 2. Scheme of the integrated flux measurements. The OMA,
spectrometer, plasma column and has a 25p. linear resolution matching the
mirror arrangement. The distance dispersion of the grating ( 900 grooves-
between each element is indicated. /mm, curvature radius R - 4675 mm,
All indicated lengths are in milli- grazing angle of 10050).
meter. Typical slit widths are: 450m Optical calculations show that, for a
for the exit slit S2 and 300pm for beam falling on the grating with a diver-
the entrance slit SI . gency (), the instrumental line width is:
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AX (nm) - 0.208 x 8 (mrad) (1) coincidence between the incoming and
Therefore, with a divergent source, the the reflected laser beam is obtained

resolution of such a spectrometer is The mirror has 15 tungsten/carbon
dependent on the distance d between the bilayers with a period adjusted to get
S1 and S2 slits, represented on figure 2, the theoretical 0.2nm halfwidth centered
and to their aperture widths ,sl and S2. on the 10.57nm line. On this spherical
In our experiment a typical setting is to multilayer none absolute reflectivity
vary only s2, keeping fixed the slit measurement have been done for this
distance d .1000mm. The fixed sl - 300 wavelength but, according to reflectivity
I±m value is the supposed plasma column tests achieved at 0.154 nm, with K line
diameter. The full divergence for this from copper X-ray tube on flat similar
simple slit system is: mirrors, the real reflectivity at 10.57 nm

8 (mrad) - 103 (s1 + s2) / d (2) has been evaluated to 5%.

For a range of typical slit width s2, the 3. Experimental results.
theoretical line width and the divergence
are plotted on the graph Fig. 3, as Figures 4 a and 4 b, show spectra corres-
deduced from Eqs. 1 and 2. These values ponding respectively to single- and
will be used later to discuss the results. double-pass in the region of the 3d-5f (X

2.3. Multilayered mirror. M 10.57 nm) and 3p-5d (X - 10.38 nm)

The mirror was a spherical blank, radius transitions. From the single- to the

of curvature 60mm, coated with double-pass, these lines exhibit signi-

tungsten/carbon multilayer (12). A ficant differences, both in peak inten-

shutter near the mirror surface can be sities and line widths As observed

opened or shut from shot to shot in order precedently at other wavelengths by two

to compare the spectra corres-ponding groups (8,9), ones sees that double-
respectively to single- and double-pass. passing enhances the 10.57 nm line muchIn addition a screen with a mm hole more than a simple mirror reflection
Idietiona sen th plasmm olen would do without any amplification by
diameter is set on the plasma column the plasma. From the experimentally

axis to avoid large surface mirror observed enhancement the galn

damage. Slight movements of the blank coefficient can be deduced if the mirror

between two succes-sive shots permit to reflectivity is known. We find G = 0.5

use the same mirror for several shots.

The distance from the mirror to the cm- 1 . It is clear that a weaker intensity
plasma end was of 30 mm, so the mirror enhan-cement affects the 10.38 nm line
sphere center is just in the middle of the for which population inversion is also
plasma column length. The role of the predicted.
mirror curvature will be considered Besides this main result one observes
later. This short distance makes easier an half width decreasing of the 10.57 nm
the alignment and relax the tolerances line, about 30%, from 0.17 to 0.12 nm as
for angular precision and stability. In our indicated on Fig. 4. We comment this
case, assuming a 300 1gm diameter for point as follows
the active plasma, the angular precision One can evaluate the geometrical
needed is no more than 2mrad. The proper divergence of the beam emitted by a
setting of the mirror is performed at plasma column diameter D and length L by
atmospheric pressure by the help of a the usual 2D/L value. In our case that
small He-Ne laser beam sent from the would correspond to 6 mrad. But,
rear of the spectrometer to the mirror according to Eqs. 1 and 2 summarized on
and coinciding with the plasma column the Fig. 3, the slit setting (sl - 300 p4m

axis. Then the mirror is oriented until s2 - 450 Im and d -1000 mm) leads to a
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E8 J compared to the single-pass spectrum
E=387 J 10,57nm needs to be explained.

mirror At the present stage of our analysis it
open should be more than hazardous to ascribe

(R=5%) the 0.50 mrad divergence to a

10O.38nm corresponding parallel beam produced by
the double-passing. Another hypothesis

0.1 2nm to explain such divergence-reduction, is
the possibility to get a decrease from the
300 gm in single-pass to about 1001am in

I double pass for the diameter of the
emitting of zone at the end of the plasma.

S, Y\ In such case the sI - 300 p.m would not
// A be the effective entrance collimator, at

the contrary to the single-pass plasma
which has a diameter comparable to sl.

E=449 J To explain a decreasing of the active
mirror beam diameter in the double-pass case,

closed / 0.17nm we can identify two possible reasons:
mirror focus-sing effect and beam
steering induced by a radial gradient of
index or gain. Although the radial

/ / \ \ A gradient index has not a perfectly
cylindrical symmetry and cannot be
modelled precisely, this effect has been

Flgure4. Comparison of intensities tentatively tested with the help of a 1-D
and widths obtained with a single- model and plane or spherical waves
and double-pass for the two aluminum coming out from different plasma points.
lines 3d-5f (X = 10.57nm) and 3p-5d At the present stage of the analysis (11)
() = 10.38nm). The target is a 100im that leads to disregard a coarse geome-
aluminum layer evaporated on a thick trical effect due to the mirror shape. On
polymer. The reflectivity of the another side, the refraction index contri-
multilayer, for double pass spectra, bution is also certainly negligeable in our
is about 5%. case, because the electronic density is at

least two orders of magnitude below that
which is known for inducing noticeable
effects. However one can have focussing

0.75 mrad maximum divergence and a effects due to the gain coefficient
theoretical half width AX - 0.16 nm. So profile. The so-called lenslike medium
with sources having divergence larger effect (13) should explain the reduction
than 0.75 mrad the observed widths is of the cross-section of the reflected
due to slit colli-mation and is quite beam during the propagation through the
similar for all lines. With an experi- plasma column. Its magnitude has been
mental uncertainty less than 10% this calculated for plasma column charac-
corresponds to the 0.17 nm experimental teristics close to the experimental ones.
width obtained on the single-pass Considering the gain lifetime of the
spectrum without mirror. From the 0.12 recombination system and the short
nm half width observed on the double- distance from plasma end to mirror we
pass spectrum, through the same Eqs. 1 supposed we don't need to use time
and 2, we can now infer a 0.5 mrad dependent gain model or to take into
divergence. This 30% in reduction account time degradation for the mirror.
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In such calculation our plasma was effects in different plasma conditions.
considered in a steady state and the The side illuminated thin foil target
radiation path was modelled through a permit to set mirrors cavity close to the
formal constant complex optical index, plasma ends without blocking laser
the imaginary part of which being set in illumination. Combined with the long gain
such way to represent an amplification life time, we can explore a maximum
of the medium. We conclude that the most number of path lengths with different
realistic expla-nation for the importance kind of double side cavity models. The
of the observed 30% width decreasing on long 60mm length column increases also
the 10.57 nm line in the double pass the possibility of studying beam guiding
spectrum is to suppose that the emissive effects.
zone is reduced by comparison to the The recombination scheme we are using
single pass. is less demanding in laser energy than

the collisional excitation does and have
Concuions longer gain time life. This is specially

important to study shorter wavelength
A new experimental set-up has been lasing transitions without need of
organized to study the 10.75 nm line exceptional powerful laser facilities.
which is now well known to present ASE.
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Short Wavelength Lasers: Something New, Something Old

P. L. Hagelstein

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Research Laboratory of Electronics
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract Substantial effort has recently been focussed on the
Significant amplification in the EUV and soft x-ray spec- physics of plasmas produced by very high intensity sub-
tral regimes have been demonstrated recently at a num- picosecond optical pulses. The argument has been made
ber of laboratories using very high power ICF class lasers that the requisite energy density for x-ray laser studies
as pump sources. We discuss in this paper the possibility can easily be produced and that the pump sources are
of developing short wavelength lasers on a smaller scale benchtop few joule systems. Precise details of how such
by scaling the electron collisional scheme in nickel-like lasers might work in practice seems largely (except for
ions to lower Z. Additionally, we examine population inner-shell photo-pumped schemes) to be determined.
inversions in neodynium-like ions as an alternate route In spite of an impressive array of talent and resources
towards a small scale soft x-ray laser. currently involved in this work, there are no reports to

We consider specifically the design of a transient date of significant amplification in the EUV or soft x-ray
nickel-like molybdenum collisional laser based on a 4d - regime using short pulse techniques.
4p transition near 194 A. Such a laser could be driven The present proposal concerns primarily the devel-
by a 10 Joule Nd:glas pump laser system. In addi- opment of a short wavelength (194 A) laser at the uni-
tion we consider the extension of the electron collisional versity level. The method which we plan to use is a
scheme to neodynium-like U, in which the monopole- version of the nickel-like excitation scheme, which at
excited 5f - 5d transition occurs near 71 A. shorter wavelengths (50-70 A) has been very success-

ful at LLNL, -6 scaled down to work with a "tabletop"
pump laser.

Introduction This work is motivated by a number of observations:
During the past several years, progress in the area of 1. X-ray lasers which require very large drivers (pump
laboratory x-ray laser research has been made princi- lasers wi renive and i ricer pp
pally at laboratories specializing in inertial confinement lasers) will be expensive and impractical for appli-
or magnetic confinement fusion research. Currently, suc- cations.
cessful x-ray laser experiments generally involve teams 2. The nickel-like scheme is by now a "proven' scheme,
of experimentalists, theorists, major pump facilities and and is amenable to design using established com-
sophisticated diagnostics. putational tools

No one has yet developed an x-ray laser at home in
their garage. 3. Recent advances in slab laser technology have led

Laboratory x-ray laser systems are not commercially to the development of high-power slab laser sys-
available at this time from any company. If such systems tems which can produce tens of joules of energy
were easily available, one might imagine that they would per pulse at ten hertz.7 The EUV laser which we
be used for tasks similar to those for which UV lasers are are proposing could in principle be used as a short
currently employed, except at shorter wavelength. wavlength convertor for a high power slab laser to

The major point of this paper is to show that, at produce a milliwatt average EUV output.
least in principle, it should be possible to extend the
electron collisional scheme to lower Z to a regime ac- The extension of the electron collisional scheme to
cessible to small scale laser pump sources. Specifically, neodynium-like ions6 is also considered in this work. In
that laboratory x-ray laser experimental research may principle, one might expect that since the nickel-like sys-
one day (soon) be considered within the realm of "small tem works 'better" (in the sense that amplification at
science' (although perhaps still not accessible to a hob- shorter wavelength is possible for a given laser inten-
byist in his/her garage) through the use of the schemes sity), that working with neodynium-like ions (which are
described here or through other methods. analogs one shell further filled) would be better still.
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We have begun an investigation of this suggestion, and and a wavelength comensurate with rhe schemes under
have found that due to the presence of metastable states discussion in this proposal.
(which do not similarly degrade the operation of either
the neon-like s - 11 or nickel-like systems) the neodynium- Electron collislonal excitation In nickel-llke ions
like ions are not as attractive as might otherwise be ex-
pected. Nevertheless, the collisional scheme in the Nd- The proposed system is based on the collisional excite-
like sequence is sufficiently interesting to warrant further tion scheme in low Z nickel-like ions in a dense laser-
investigation, produced plasma (although amplification in nickel-like

ions has been demonstrated at high Z,4 there are no
Applications reports of amplification at low Z due in part to difflicul-

ties to be discussed shortly - the method which we are
We have argued that exploration of short wavelength proposing is in this sense novel). Nickel-like molybde-
(EUV) laser schemes which require relatively modest num (see Figure 1), for example, has a monopole-excited
pump sources is motivated by applications. In our field, 4d - 4p line which we estimate to be near 194 A. Al-
the question of precisely what applications are available though the focus of our discussion will be on molybde-
for x-ray lasers is often asked, and the answers are not num, we are interested in the isoelectronic ions of neigh-
always obvious. For example, it is often said that x-ray boring Z.
lasers will have a large impact in biology through holo-
graphic imaging of living cells, and that this task will Elecron s m in- 3 4f
require a sub-44 A x-ray laser. This argument, whether excitation scheme in Mo
correct or incorrect, has for years and is currently driv- Sd 4f
ing research efforts in the field.

Our view is that ultimately a sm al-scale *benchtop" 3_/
x-ray laser system which is relatively cheap and easy to A.L-64eV
use will have many uses for research in academia and in X,-1944
industry. 3"p

Examples of potential applications include nonlinear 3 4d 4

spectroscopy and mixing of EUV radiation with both 2 .uo
optical and EUV light. Such studies might be of interest
in a number of scenarios: Rckel-like Mo~28 elecons]

a. Actively driving resonant or ionizing transitions in 2oo 1EAu246eV Z42

neutral or ionized atomic systems in order to study V50.44

population kinetics of interest for atomic physics, "
astrophysics and short wavelength laser research. _ 3sPd

b. Mixing EUV light with EUV light to produce very
bright sources at shorter wavelengths. Such mixing
would involve multi-photon transitions in moder- Figure 1: Electron monopole collisional excitation scheme
ately stripped complex ions. in nickel-like molybdenum.

c. Mixing EUV with optical radiation to provide bright The nickel-like ions are attractive due to the rela-
tunable sources in the EUV. tively large ratio between laser transition energy and

3 - 4 excitation energy. This means that the ions are
Phase sensitive diagnostics and holographic probing relatively easy to produce and excite at a given laser

of thin (0.1 p) samples or surfaces may prove useful. We wavelength, relative to other schemes at the same laser
envision solid state and biological samples. Although it wavlength. Nd-like ions have a ratio which is even more
would not be possible to resolve atoms or molecules, ulti- favorable.
mately resolution on the order of a wavelength (200-300 In nickel-like ions, electron collisional excitation of
A) should be attainable. These techniques should be the 3s33d' 0 ground state can lead to substantial pro-
very sensitive in determining transverse profiles of ab- duction of population in the $a'SpSSdg4d 'S o state. This
sorbing monolayers on thin films. Time resolved imag- requires that molybdenum be ionized thirteen times in
ing of the surfaces of cells in ivo may be useful for the a moderately dense (2 - 4 x 1013 electrons/cm3 ) and
biology community. transient plasma, and that an electron temperature in

High intensity EUV radiation can in principle be excess of 150 eV be present.
generated by focusing the output of a short wavelength The monopole excited 'S0 state serves as the upper
laser to a spot. Under such conditions one might expect laser state for a 4d - 4p laser transition to the $SS9JJ4p
to create small very dense hot plasmas. It is possible IP 1 lower state. Fast radiative decay of the 1P, state in
that multiphoton absorption of EUV radiation could be the absence of radiation trapping ensures the production
demonstrated, of a population inversion. The nickel-like system is more

It is possible that the x-ray laser will find applica- efficient than the neon-like system since the laser transi-
tions in the area of photodithography, specifically in the tion energy is a larger fraction of the excitation energy
areas of reduction or holographic lithography. An x-ray in the nickel-like system by a factor of about 2.5.
laser source for this application would have to have a The nickel-like system has proven to be attractive
very high average power (tens to hundreds of milliwatte) both theoretically and experimentally at higher Z at
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LLNL during the last few years. 1- 6 Gain has been ob-
served in europium (Z=63) and ytterbium (Z=70) at 66 . . .

A and at 50.2 A, respectively. 4

Population kinetics and gain

We have constructed a detailed atomic physics model
of nickel-like molybdenum and surrounding sequences
using a relativistic Hartree Fock model (the relativistic
atomic physic code YODA,3 which has been used with
success in previous design work' 2 '5 '-. 1 0 ), and we have
examined the ionization balance and small signal gain.

Although a number of lines in the vicinity of 250 279 A

A are calculated to have a small gain (0.1 cm -1 ) (see -' -.

Figures 2-4), the monopole-excited line at 194 A does
not show gain under steady state conditions. The rea- 2.0 OA

son for this is that the plasma is over-ionized in steady
state at electron temperatures where significant excita-
tion occurs. Substantial gain is computed on the 194 A Figure 4: Gain on the 4d - 4p transitions as a function
line under transient (non-steady state) conditions, and of electron density 100 eV in steady state.
as a result we must arrange for such conditions in our
target design, which is considered in the next section.

If the electron temperature rises rapidly (within 100
0.30 psec) to 200-300 eV at low density, then the plasma ion-

izes through the nickel-like sequence relatively slowly.
During this transient stage, both high electron tempera-
ture and nickel-like ions are present, and as a result very
substantial (3-5 cm- 1) gain can be produced on the 194
A line.

The low-Z nickel-like ions tend to be sensitive to ra-
diation trapping on the 3d- 4p transition at 50.4 A (see
Figure 1). As a result, the optical depth of the molyb-
denum must be restricted in at least one transverse di-
mension. A characteristic length under the conditions
of interest is roughly 40 p. This requirement leads us

0 Co to consider 'tamped" plasmas, where the laser medium
ions are restricted in space in at least one dimension.

Figure 2: Fractional population of nickel-like ions vs. Target design and plasma modeling
electron temperature at the optimum density (N =
2.8 x 101 /cm 3 ) in steady state. Since the 3d-4d ex- Our current target design for a molybdenum collisional
citation energy is 300 eV, very little direct excitation excitation laser is essentially a thick-film design in which
occurs since the significant nickel-like population occurs the molybdenum is laterally tamped (see Figure 5).
under 100 eV.

_ 

06k

254 A o .q it
(1-2.10 WtC.,

-262A

.0? 279 A

02 '-194 A

-. Niobimn (Z=41) Molybdenum (Z=4 [Thin Film
.04238 Tamper (- 600 Amplif CH SuppqrtA Thick) (-5001 Thid) C-2000A

-. 36 Theck)

. . ... . .! . . Figure 5: Schematic of a simple tamped thick film laser
60 80 100 120 140 160 target.

Figure 3: Gain on the 4d - 4p transitions as a func- A sequence of approximately 5 short (100 picosec-
tion of electron temperature at the optimum density ond) pulses of I p radiation is incident on the metal
(N. = 2.8 x 1018/cms ) in steady state. High gain can be surface. The molybdenum coating initially has dimen-
achieved only under non-steady state conditions. sion of 10 p by I cm, and is approximately 500 A thick.
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The incident laser pulse is larger, imaging on the surface
at 50 p by 1 cm and centered on the molybdenum strip, r....

If the incident intensity peaks at 2 x 1012 W/c , 
then coronal plasma temperatures in the neighborhood
of 400 eV may be expected over part of the duration
of the laser pulse. This expectation is realized in 2-D
numerical simulations using the LASNEX laser fusion
code at LLNL.

For example, we consider some results from a 2-D
LASNEX simulation of a Mo/CH thin film target. This /
calculation was done by Steve Maxon at LLNL. The \ \ /

plasma expands dramatically away from the initial sur- \,,
face of the foil, and a thin strip which is initially 10 p at , \ \ N

the surface expands to 40 p at 150 p above the surface
(the Lagrangian mesh is shown in Figure 6). (This result .... . ".....
is for an initial laser illumination width of 90jp instead NO , 1 0 .7
of 50 p, but we expect similar behavior for narrower ... . , ,, , .
illumination).

Figure 8: Electron density isocontours for the conditions

S F o-during the first strong pulse for the problem of Figure 7.

.. Gain contours from XRASER for the 194 A line are
- /shown in Figure 9 under the assumption of no radiation

,trapping. Small signal gains of 5-10 cm -1 are computed
for this simulation. The trapped gains are lower and
dependent on the width of the initial molybdenum strip.

', {_ !' '~For the case of 10 p initial width, the trapped gain is
.•roughly half of the values shown.

'0~7'

Dj starce (cr,) from initial film surface G f c0 /

Figure 6: Part of the Lagrangian mesh (initial 40 p spot) 4/

from 2-D (LASNEX) simulation of a laser target. Snap- / 92

shot is from the first 'strong" pulse of a Gaussian train. f 8 62
c B F: 10.3

We show the temperature and density profiles in Fig- . , ,I I,
ure 7 and 8. The electron density is roughly 1 - 2 x H: 13.7

1019 cm- and the temperature is 200-300 eV in the re- F

gion of interest to us. ('Temperatures exceeding 500 eV 40~ 60 /e
are observed later in this calculation). . \

,1 50 100 150 200 ?50 300

, -, ,Distance (microns) from initial film surface

-/"/ S 20 9 c,

-5 22n. ni Figure 9: Small signal gain contours for the 194 A line
4, 2400 were r.Sisedo 0p hngiso ths mag ne

6 260 assuming no trapping. (If the initial molybdenum width\ 28 - i , were 3-5 p instead of 10ju, then gains of this magnitude

S- \should be obeverved over 12-20 p transverse distances).

.I ~ - i The plasma expansion between pulses is significant.
Our calculations so far suggest that for pulses which lie
within a Gaussian envelope, the first 2-S (weak) pulses

'o loo 70 50 3" prepare the plasma. The first 2-3 strong pulses produce
D .....(icrons) f initial f -face plasma conditions for 100 psec around the peak of the

pulse which appear to be attractive for our requirements
Figure 7: Temperature profile computed during the first (where 7 nsec between pulses is used). During the fol-
strong pulse for the problem of Figure 7. lowing pulses, serious plasma expansion occurs.
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Although useful temperatures and densities are produced, ver gain in higher Z systems in the Nd-like sequence.
the operation of the amplifier will degrade. Due to the relative radiative decay rates of the 5f - 5d

A reduction in plasma degradation may be available laser transition and 5d - 4/ transition which empties
through using either a smaller spot size or by arrang- the lower laser state, the monopole excitation scheme in
ing to have a thin high Z substrate to cool the plasma lower Z ions may not work particularly well. The laser
between pulses and to slow down plasma expansion. scheme is illustrated in Figure 10.

The laser energy required to illuminate two ampli-
fiers over I cm by SOp (each) is estimated to be 60-

E = 2NIAt 580/
560- T' 5,25'512,712

= 2 x 5 x (2 x 1012W/CM2 ) X (5 X 10-$cm2) X (10-1ae) 540 f 2

=510J 2 X69/A10i ~A- 1.1 X10e'se6

500
The plasma is pumped by a pulse train, and gain is ELECTRON

realized in the modeling for a short time while a pulse 48 COLLISIONAL
is incident. Since several nanoseconds elapse between >- 460.ExCITAT'O

subsequent pulses, there is time for an amplified EUV U 440_

pulse to travel to a reflector1'2 .1 and back to provide 420

feedback.
400-

Collislonal excitatiou in Nd-like ions

The electron collisional excitation scheme in neon-like
and in nickel-like ions is based on the existence of very T
strong monopole excitation cross sections from the ground
state. The neon-like ground state contains 10 electrons
in completely filled K and L shells. The nickel-like 4s d'0fI4 Iso

ground state contains 28 electrons in completely filled
K, L and M shells. The occurance of a completely filled
low-lying ground state (with low degeneracy) enables a Figure 10: Electron monopole collisional excitation scheme
substantial fraction of population to be concentrated in in neodynium-like uranium.
that state, which aids in developing gain.

The neodynium-like ion is the analog of the nickel- We have modified YODA to handle the neodynium-
like ion for highly stripped systems. The ground state like sequence, ad we have created an atomic physics
contains 60 electrons which completely fills orbitals of data set to describe the laser kinetics in Nd-like uranium.the K, L, M, and N shells. From a consideration of The monopole collisional excitation collision strength,
the scaling of distorted wave collisionsa cross sections which was estimated to be 0.22 in reference 6, is found

in different sequences, it was noted that the neodynium- to be closer to 0.20 near threshold. We have plotted thelikeion shold osem a erylarg moopoe exitaion distorted wave excitation crss section near threshold in
like ions should possess a very large monopole excitation Figur 1
cross section for the 41 - 51 IS to I'S transition.6  ure 11.
Because of these points, there seemed to be significant
motivation to consider the design of short wavelength
lasers based on the collisional scheme in neodynium-like
ions.

Further motivation for considering neodynium-like
ions comes from the favorable scaling of the ratio of laser .210
transition energy to excitation energy. For example, in
neon-like selenium, one must excite a 1550 eV transition
to obtain gain at 68 eV (the strongest J = 2 transi-
tions are pumped primarily through other mechanisms
in selenium), giving a ratio of about 1/23. In nickel-
like gadolinium, the 3d - 4d excitation occurs near 1340 200
eV, and the strongest 4d - 4p monopole-excited line is
near 181 eV, resulting in a ratio of 1/7.4. This favorable
scaling for the nickel-like ions has enabled gain to be ob-
served at rather short wavelengths (50.2 A in ytterbium)
at LLNL. The same ratio is yet more favorable in Nd-
like ions. In Nd-like uranium, the excitation energy for 190
the 41 - 51 strong monopole transition is near 600 eV, 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

and the expected 51 - 5d laser transition energy is near E

175 eV, giving a ratio of 1/3.4.
We have focussed our attention so far on Nd-like ura- Figure 11: Collision strength for the 41 - 51 IS 0 -1 So

nium, primarily because the atomic physics seems to fa- transition in neodynium-lils uranium.
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We noted earlier that nickel-like molybdenum devel-
ope only small gain under steady-state conditions, since
the nickel-like ions are present only when the temper- %.3xo0
ature is relatively low in comparison to the monopole 30 A io

excitation energy. We have found a similar result from
a calculation of the laser kinetics of neodynium-like ura- 25 B
nium - specifically, that there is essentially no gain on D
any 5 - 5 transition under steady state conditions. Be- 1.6001
cause of this we must consider a transient plasma and "2 20
time-dependent ionization effects in order to discuss gain 16 I
in Nd-like uranium. CL

Nd-like U gain in a transient plasma -6
o 10-We consider a target design and associated pumping by ; 2

a Nd:glass laser at 1 1 similar to the nickel-like molybde- ions/cm 3

num laser described earlier. The excitation energy in Ni- 5 - -
like molybdenum is 300 eV, the excitation energy in Nd-
like uranium is 600 eV, hence the required temperature is
twice as high in uranium. Additionally, due to the larger 0 100 200 300 400 500
energy differences between states in the n = 5 manifold, t(psec)
and due to the higher residual nuclear charge, the opti-
mum electron density (close to 1030 electrons/cms) for
transient gain in neodynium-like uranium is higher by a Figure 13: Total neodyniurn-like sequence fractional pop-
factor of 5-10 than the corresponding electron density in ulation for four different initial total ion densities.
Ni-like molybdenum.

In order to model the kinetics of the transient laser The computation of ionization balance for such coin-
plasma, we shall adopt a temperature history similar plicated ions is nontrivial. As a first cut at the problem,
to that observed in the LASNEX calculation described we have connected a detailed model for the neodynium-
earlier (see Figure 12), and consider a range of densities like sequence with hydrogenic models for neighboring se-
centered around 10 electrons/cm3 . The temperature quences, adjusting the degeneracies of the hydrogenic
is high for about 200 picoseconds in this model. states to account for the nonhydrogenic splittings which

soccur. Such a model underestimates multistep collisional
processes which lead to ionization through highly split n-
manifolds. Additionally, the dielectronic recombination

600 T_ rates for these ions are completely unknown. They are
expected to be large (several times 10-10 cm 3/sec) based
on what is known for nickel-like ions, yet there are differ-

500 A ences due to large numbers of the doubly-excited states
being below the ionization threshold.

As a result of these issues, we recognize that an accu-
> 400 rate computation of the ionization balance in the vicinity

of Nd-like uranium is well beyond the current state of the
art. For the purposes of our estimates, no matter what

2 300 the precise forward and backward rates are, a plasma
c," transiently heated under the conditions considered here

E will definitely strip well past the Nd-like sequence, and
2do so in a time not so different from what we have mod--200 eled (since for the 60- and 61-electron ions our models

do take into account most of the forward collisional pro-
csases). Hence, our model, even though it is relatively

00 , ,crude, should suffice to begin a study of transient gain
0 100 200 300 400 500 in Nd-like uranium.

t(psec) - One feature of the collisional scheme in closed-shell
ions is the ground state IS which tends to be well-
populated in neon-like and in nickel-like ions. In the

Figure 12: Electron and ion temperature histories as- neodynium-like sequence, the total sequence population
sumed for the Nd-like uranium transient plasma simula- is very highly fractionated due to the presence of low-
tion. lying metastable 5# and 5p states. For example, in both

mid-Z neon-like and nickel-like ions, the large majority
We find that under these conditions, the plasma ion- of the total sequence population up to a = 10 resides in

izes through the neodynium-like sequence while the tem- the 'So ground state. In Nd-like uranium, less than 10
perature is high, as shown in Figure 13. The ionisa- per cent of the total sequence population is in the ground
tion balance was assumed initially to be centered five state as shown in Figure 14. The remaining population
sequences back. is largely in the 5 and 5p metastables. Because of this,
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Nd-like uranium is not as sensitive to radiation trapping Summary and conclusions
as the nickel-like molybdenum scheme is, and the asso-
ciated characteristic length is somewhat larger than 100 We have explored the design of an electron collisional
is. laser in nickel-like molybdenum (X = 194 A), in order to

scale the nickel-like laser scheme down to a more accessi-
ble level. We have found that low-Z nickel-like systems
do not develop high gain under steady-state conditions

- Z -(the neon-like and nickel-like lasers developed at LLNL
0 1 do achieve their observed gain under steady-state condi-

15% tions), and that the target design and pumping scheme
0. must develop gain under transient conditions.

A A transient target design has been proposed and" \ " modeled, and the resulting small signal gain at 194A
S 10% B is found to be very high. The system is sensitive to radi-

D C ation trapping with a 40 p scale length, which requires
a laterally tamped target design. (Neither the neon-like
nor the nickel-like systems developed at LLNL suffered

0 05% sufficiently from trapping to require a tamped target de-o sign.) The total energy requirement to pump the laser
0. (assuming a cavity made with loony multilayer mirrors)
Uis about 10 Joules.

We have also examined transient gain in Nd-like ura-
0 100 200 300 400 500 nium at 71 A. The near threshold excitation collision

t(psec) - strength is found to be 0.20, which is ten percent less
than estimated in Reference 6. No gain is predicted un-

Figure 14: Neodynium-like ground state 'So fractional der steady state conditions, and under transient condi-
population for four different initial total ion densities. tions a peak gain of 0.75 cm - 1 is predicted at 71 A on the

monopole-excited line at an electron density near 1020
electrons/cm. The fractionation of the sequence popu-
lation between the ground state and low-lying metastable

As a result of this, the monopole-excited small-signal levels is responsible for the relatively low gain. We have
gain is relatively low, as is shown in Figure 15. Peak concluded that the system deserves further attention in
gains in the vicinity of 0.7 - 0.8 cm - 1 are calculated. spite of the fractionation problem.
Such gains are sufficiently low that our initial excitement
and optimism are in retrospect unjustified. Nevertheless, References
the gain is high enough such that a practical soft x-ray
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X-Ray Laser Related Experiments and Theory at Princeton

S. Suckewer +

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

Abstract using relatively low pumping power,

generation of very high power density
This paper describes a new system for radiation (above 10 8 W/cm 2 ) by the Chicago
the development of an X-ray laser in Grnup [2] for application for X-ray lasers
the wavelength region from 5 nm to 1 and the proposal to construct a "table
nm utilizing a Powerful Sub-Picosecond top" VUV laser at 30-40 nm using Ni-like
Laser (PP-Laser) of expected peak power or Nd-like ions by the MIT Group [3].
up to 0.5 TW in a 300 fsec pulse. Soft The intention of this paper is to
X-ray spectra generated by the interaction give a short overview and provide an
of the PP-Laser beam with different introduction to the experimental and
targets are presented and compared to theoretical work at Princeton presented
the spectra generated by a much less in series of five papers [4-8] on (i)
intense laser beam (20-30 GW). A the development of a powerful
theoretical model for the interaction sub-picosecond laser system and generated
of atoms with such a strong laser EM soft X-ray spectra with such a laser
field is also briefly discussed. The related to a new approach to X-ray laser
development of additional amplifiers development; (ii) a theoretical model
for the recombining soft X-ray laser for atoms in very strong EM fields;
and the design of a cavity are presented (iii,iv), improvement of present 18.2
from the point of view of applications nm laser and its applications for X-ray
for X-ray microscopy and microlithography. microscopy; as well as (v) some
The overview ends with the presentation difficulties with the calibration of
of recent results on the quenching of the soft X-ray spectrometers due to
spontaneous emission radiation and its quenching of Einstein A-coefficients.
possible effect on the absolute intensity
calibration of soft X-ray spectrometers. 2. Approach Toward a 1 um X-ray Laser

1. Introduction The main difficulty in approaching shorter

and shorter wavelengths is the requirement
There is rapid progress in a number for very large pumping power. For example,
of laboratories in the direction of for X-ray lasers pumped primarily by
the development of X-ray lasers in much recombination or electron-excitation
shorter wavelength regions than the processes, the pumping power P is
ones presently operating near 20 nm proportional approximately to X -4 for
as well as progress in the development constant gain g. This follows from a
of lasers in VUV region near 100 nm simple relation between gain, wavelength
and below. However in this paper we X , and population inversion A Ninv. (see
will not discuss those works, some of e.g. [9])
which represent very important
achievements such as reaching very high g 1 X4 ANinv
gain (much above saturation) in Cesium
near 90 nm by the Stanford Group (1] while
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ANinv ' P
2 FiaST A

Therefore, in order to decrease the
lasing wavelength from 10 nm down to
1 nm, the pumping power would have to
be increased approximately by a factor
of 104 . The presently operating laser P NUV PROTONS
at 18.2 nm requires a pumping laser LIT (SLECTIVE ITATIONd
of energy % 300 J. Without changing l_01 8 Vi.2

a pulse length its energy would have 248Nm

to be in the order of tens of MJ for
lasing at 1 nm. Because the size and
cost of the laser increases rapidly I GROUND STAT

with energy (but not with power), such
a system woule be very large and very
expensive. Therefore a lot of attention
is devoted to the schemes for X-ray
lasers in whicIL the metastable and I-AQ2LMA PAITIAL
autoionizing levels can be used for on 10-
storage of pumping energy as was proposed NILWLA
by S. Harris [10 or schemes based on I
very short (picosecond and sub-picosecond)
pumping pulses [11]. This last approach ____0 NTKRALIAII
is particularly attractive because with
decreasing wavelength of the lasing Figure 1. Basic idea of "Two-Laser
transition the lifetime of the ion in Approach" to X-ray lasers: a relatively
the upper state T = l/A, decreases as low power and high energy laser "is pre-
A2  (A is the spontaneous transition paring" ions and an extremely high power
probability) and is of the order of sub-picosecond laser creates a population
10-12 - 10-13 sec for a transition inversion.

wavelength of 1 1 nm.
Therefore pumping is required only

for a picosecond or sub-picosecond time
duration. After this time energy would
just be wasted in heating the target
material. Lasers with beam energy of11 TARC, I

order of only 1 joule and pulse duration CHANI R

of 1 psec can provide a very large power SPEC[ROMITIR
P % 1012 Watts. Even more important,
such a laser operating in the UV (e.g. MAGnIT

KrF excimer laser with wavelength 0.25 "" OPTCAL FIBER 11

p) can be focussed to a 2-3 micron size
providing tremendous power density on

the target. The power density can be (NALA

in excess of 1018 W/cm5 (with APF

corresponding electric field % 1011
V/cm = 1 kV/A). With this power density N .............
it is possible to provide multiphoton
excitation and multiphoton ionizationAI
of highly ionized ions and use such _

processes for the creation of population iinversion and gain at wavelengths down ACo sr
to 1 nm. However, it seems to be a IME.

very difficult problem to both create
highly ionized ions and provide selective A V
multiphoton excitation of such ions (I F

with a single laser. Therefore our ..
approach is based on using two lasers
[121. The role of one laser with

HR I NI 1)relatively low power and high energy (0% 1 Ro l, )1M I11(MRI INtTI
I%'()%I CO)NI

(e.g. 0.5 kJ, 50 na CO 2 or 100 J, 3 INS1 S II \
ns, Nd/YLF laser) is to create a plasma
column of highly ionized ions which Figure 2. Scheme of the experimental
may be confined in a strong magnetic arrangement for the "Two Laser Approach".
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field. The role of the second, extremely
high power laser (I J, 1 psec KrF laser)
is to generate gain by multiphoton
ionization (MPI) or by a very fast 0-om ,12

ionization (e.g. inner shell ionization) . d .Lce d:Y b JDe t

or by selective multiphoton excitation. K L o
This approach is illustrated in Fig.
1 and more details about our Powerful
Picosecond (Sub-Picosecond) Laser .....
(PP-Laser) system are presented in L.
Meixler et.al. [4] paper in thisI
proceeding. In Fig. 2 is shown the F l-

scheme of experimental arrangement. PICOSECOND.

The same 0.5 kJ CO2 laser (or 100 J LASER
Nd/YLF laser) which is used for pumping SYSTEM
the 18.2 nm laser [13] is re-directed

by a system of mirrors and focussed BLOCK
onto a thin foil or fiber target by DIAGRAM

cylindrical lenses producing an up D"Uy

to % 1-1.5 cm long and 100-150 p wide 67-

line focus. The target is placed in 100-

a vacuum chamber inside a 20 cm long -130li0M Mm D --

solenoidal magnet, designed for a magnetic .-.-. .... 4

fields of up to 150 kG. Axial radiation K'' .........

from the plasma column in the range

0.5 nm-30 nm can be measured by the

grazing incidence Schwob-Fraenkel
spectrometer "SOXMOS" [141. The core Figure 3. Simplified block diagram of the

of the experiment is the PP-Laser which PP-Laser System.

is focussed on the plasma column from
the opposite side to the CO 2 or Nd/YLF
laser. The PP-Laser can be focussed
on the plasma in such a way that
travelling wave gain will be provided.
Synchronization of the lasers which

constitute the PP-Laser system (a
simplified block diagram of PP-Laser
is shown in Fig. 3), time control of
the PP-Laser system in relation to the
triggering of the CO 2 or Nd/YLF lasers,
magnet and diagnostics is provided by
several "Fast" and "Master" (slow)
electronic timers. (These timers were
specially developed in our laboratory
for the experiment). The control system,
timers and data acquisition (computers)
are located inside a double shielded
Faraday Cage in order to isolate them
from strong EM noise coming mainly from
the CO 2 laser, the large aperture KrF
amplifier and magnet. Most of the signals
to and from the Faraday Cage are
transmitted by optical fibers.

In Fig. 4 is shown a picture of the
PP-Laser system without the final KrF
amplifier. Located on the right hand
side of the picture are the mode-locked
YAG laser, dye laser, and three-stage
of dye amplifier pumped by a 3J Quantel
Nd/Glass laser. On the left hand side
are shown two Lamda-Physics KrF '
amplifiers. A large aperture (5 x 10
cm) KrF amplifier (3rd KrF amplifier) Figure 4. Photo of the PP-Laser System

was added to the system and is shown without the final KrF amplifier.
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in Fig. 5. This amplifier was developed
at Princeton University in cooperation Figure 6. Autocorrelation trace of a com-
wifh J. Goldhar (Univ. of Maryland) pressed pulse after the second KrF* ampli-

during the last 'U 2.5 years and presently fier.
is operating routinely as part of the

PP-Laser system. It is a -00 cm long,
fast discharge amplifier, which is was the measurement of the soft X-ray
operated in a double pass mode. The spectra of carbon and fluorine. The
energy of seed pulse from the second laser beam was focussed on a rotating

KrF amplifier is 10-15 mJ and pulse cylindrical teflon target and a soft
duration (without compression) is X-ray grazing incidence Schwob-Fraenkel
P psec. Using a fiber-gratings system spectrometer "SOXMOS" with multichannel

for pulse compression (work done in detector monitored the plasma radiation
cooperation with J. Fujimoto, MIT) the from the target surface. In the lower

pulse duration is 250-300 fsec and output part of Fig. 7 is shown athe spectrum
energy from final amplifier is 150 mJ. an pscin ity of the CVI 33.74 A and CV
In Fig. 6 is shown the result of 40.27 A lines (both from 2 i d b

measurement of the pulse duration using transitions). Beside the enormous line

a two-photon itauiotechnique in broadening one may see strongly pronounced
Xe 15t. More details about the large unusual structure in the li nes. Both

aperture KrF amplifier and measurements broadening and structure are larger than
of the pulse duration for non-compressed in the spectra obtained with the 20-30

and compressed pulses are presented GW, I psec PP-Laser beam (without final
in [4]. During the writing of this KrF amplifier) shown in the upper part
paper, measurements of pulse duration of Fig. 7. It should also be noticed
of the beam after final amplifier were that the number of shots needed for this
not yet available however, indirect short wavelength spectra is not
measurements indicate that final amplifier proportional to the laser beam energy
does not increase the pulse duration but rather to its power (the energy of
implying a PP-laser beam power of P %0.5 the laser beam increased by factor of
TW. The focal spot of such a beam using 5-7 while the number of shots decreased
a less than optimal f/10 lens is expected by a factor of 20). In earlier spectra
to be 1- 7-8 p in diameter providing obtained with the 20-30 GW PP-Laser (1016

a power density close to 10 8 W/cm W/cm
2
), part of the large broadening

(with a new f/2 or f/3 focussing system and asymmetry of FVII lines in the 120-1400
the power density should be several A region was attributed to the Stark
times higher). effect and radiation of forbidden

One of the first experiments with components of the lines [16]. Very
such a high power density laser beam recently K. Koshelov [17] interpreted
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Figure 7. Spectra obtained (a) without compression and (b) with compressed pulse and
final IKrF* amplifier.
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Figure B. Spectra of FVII obtained with compressed pulse and with final KrF* amplifier.
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asymmetric broadening of the FVII lines
as a result of satellite line radiation. Two AmplifierExpriment
Spectral lines of CVI, CV and FVII (Figs.
7,8) excited by the very high power
beam seems to indicate a complicated Line-loeusdNd/Glass Loser

satellite type structure. Of course, /
the very strong electric field created Magnet

by such a laser beam may be responsible ai,
for these effects. Spectroscopic data _ _LL~JEZI

for different targets as well as X Xry

experiments in which a highly ionized r
plasma will be initially generated by Late ____________________

CO2  or Nd/YLF lasers and after that \ /
excited by PP-Laser should enable us Cylindrical Target

4-Blade & Stainless steel bladeto develop a clearer picture of the Target
behavior of highly ionized ions in strong
laser fields. Figure 9. Scheme of arrangement of CO2

In the meantime, theoretical work laser pumped X-ray laser (SXL) with two
is in progress with the aim of answering additional SXL amplifiers.
basic questions related to the use of
the PP-Laser for the creation of additional SXL amplifier (3 nn long),
population inversion for X-ray lasing at 18.2 nm pumped by a line focussed
in the region 5-4 nm down to 1 nm. Nd/YLF laser beam on a carbon target.
One such question is: how the ratio In Fig. 9 the arrangement of CO 2 laser
between the rate of excitation of the pumped SXL with two additional SXL
chosen level n and the rate of ionization amplifiers inside the solenoidal magnet
from this level is dependent on the is shown schematically. (The magnetic
laser intensity (multiphoton processes) field is crucial for the C02 laser pumped
and Z of ions? Another question for SXL but it is much less important for
consideration is: does the presence SXL amplifiers pumped by the Nd/YLF laser).
of other bound states influence the Located on the left hand side of the
ionization from a given bound state? system is the CO 2 laser beam which is

The theoretical model is based on focussed on the center of carbon disc
a sequence of 6-function confining target with four carbon blades. Along
potentials as an approximation to a the path of the soft X-ray laser beam
continuous potential. Such a model are located two cylindrical carbon targets
allows for relatively simple analytical whose length can be changed from 1 mm
and numerical calculations of the to 3 mm by rotation. Thin iron blades
multiphoton ionization rate under strong in the front of the targets provide
field conditions and some of the results additional radiation cooling of the plasma
are presented in the paper by S. Susskind column. We have demonstrated gain up
et.al. (8] in this proceeding. to g I 8 cm- 1 in one SXL amplifier with

25 J Nd/YLF laser beam energy (see D.
3. Progress in Recombining Soft X-Ray Kim et.al. paper [6) in this proceedings).
Laser In Fig. 10 are shown axial spectra in

the vicinity of the lasing line CVI 18.2
(a) Development of an Additional nm (3-2 transition) and in the vicinity
Amplifier at 18.2 ma of CVI 13.5 nm (4-2 transition) for 1,

2 and 3 mm long targets. One may see
Presently the highest beam energy of a strong non-linear increase of intensity
our X-ray laser [18] at 18.2 nm (CVI of the 18.2 nm line (Fig. 11) in
3-2 transition) pumped by a WL %300 J comparison to near-linear increase of
CO 2 laser in a 90 kG solenoidal magnetic the intensity of 13.5 nm line. (Note
field is Wx I 3 mJ with a 3 min repetition that this line should be optically thin
rate. A higher repetition rate is due to the expected population inversion
predicted for a recently designed between levels 4 and 2, also in axial
commercial prototype soft X-ray laser spectrometer there is no contribution
(SXL) with a superconducting coil. of the 4th order of the CVI 3.37 nm line
This system would also be more compact to the intensity of the 13.5 nm line).
then our laboratory SXL at PPL. The A significant problem here is to match
beam energy Wx is one of the most the transverse size ("aperture") of SXL
important parameters at present for amplifier to the original SXL. We were
applications of the SXL. In order to able to create significant gain with
increase Wx we have developed an only 6 J pumping energy of Nd/YLF laser,
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4) , _ , however in this case the SXL amplifier
25J had too small an "aperture". We have

W not yet been able to match temporally0 " -  and spatially the SXL laser with SXL

amplifier. This may be due to jitter
of the CO 2  laser and difficultly in

Lalignment of SXL amplifier along SXL
beam path in vacuum.

T T T- T FFTFT rfl-)--2F (b) Cavity
2 

c v ca

A laser cavity can increase the brightness2_o
-of the SXL beam by several orders of

magnitude by decreasing the divergence
to close to the diffraction limit. In
order to establish the proper cavity

modes, a number of passes through the
gain medium are needed and a relatively

rT 7VF f- - long duration gain is necessary. The
(c) V 4 Princeton SXL at 18.2 nm with a gain

F- duration of 10-30 nsec seems to be well

In our early work using a newly
developed multilayer mirror [191, we
demonstrated, for the first time, an
120% increase in 18.2 nm radiation due

to amplification of stimulated emission
_ - _ A1 -by a mirror of reflectivity only 12%

[14]. However, the mirror alignment
Figure 10. Axial spectra in vicinity of posed tremendous difficulties and made
CVI 18.2 nm lasing line and CVI 13.5 nm it practically impossible to use a cavity
line for 1, 2, and 3 mm long targets. in the original SXL setup. We have

therefore designed an unstable resonator
type cavity [20] with a transversely
pumped carbon fiber as the lasing medium

10000 - (Fig. 12). A specially designed fiber
transport mechanism will enable the use

50 kG of 15 fibers without opening the vacuum
25J

9000 S.S Blade I chamber. For the spherical multilayer
• C VI 182 A

8000 0 C VI 135 A

7000 /
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z /
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FA 50Output
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4000 -

3000 -
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Figure 11. Gain measurements for CVI. Figure 12. Unstable resonantor type

cavity for the SXL.
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cavity mirrors a small vacuum chamber 0

was built in which the position of the [ LIM
mirror can be remotely adjusted with F H-like Sequence: 3-2 tranition
high precision. The same cavity will Li-like Sequens: 4-3d transitin
also be used for a 1 cm long SXL created oseS :
by a line focussed Nd/YLF laser beam : ugX0oCE
incident on the cylindrical carbon target r AIM 0 NM
described in section (a). siM 0oM

In the cavity design, particularly sxo 0

in choosing distances between lasing > Aro 4 NaM

medium and mirrors, we were concerned 0 oMgA93M
with the possibilities of damaging the .0 V° 00 sIr,C,0 0
multilayer mirrors by X-ray radiation. crm 0
Recently, however, Ceglio et.al. [21] Mnm Ni MW
have demonstrated, in a very elegant FsXEY
cavity experiment, that such mirrors
are quite stable against soft X-ray 0iO

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
beam damage even at a distance of a IONIZATION ENERGY (V)
few centimeters from lasing medium.

Figure 13. Lasing wavelengths of H-like

(c) Gain in Li-Like Ions at 15.4 nm and Li-like ions versus the ionization
and 12.9 nm energy.

Pioneering work for Li-like AIXI ions
particularly for the 5f-3d transition related to X-ray microlithography, which
at 10.5 nm was done by P. Jaegle and we are very much interested in. The
his group (see e.g. [22]) using a Nd/Glass ultimate goal of our X-ray laser microscopy
laser (initial plasma electron density program is to obtain images of living
Ne = 1021 cm- 3 ) for the pumping lasing cells, preferably holographical images
medium. In our system with a CO2 pump with three dimensional reconstruction.
laser the critical electron density As a first step in this direction we
is Ne = 1019 cm- 3 . For such an electron have built a simple contact microscope
density, the largest gain in AIXI and with help from J. Kirz (Univ. of Stony
SiXII is expected for the 4f-3d transition Brook) and D. Sayre (IBM). The details
at 15.4 nm and 12.9 nm respectively, of this work as well as our other X-ray

The aluminum or silicon targets used laser microscopy works are described
in the experiment were very similar in the following paper by D. DiCicco
to the SXL carbon target with the et.al. [6]. In such a microscope, a
exception that the blades were a thin (%0.I ) silicon nitride window
combination of lasing element (Al or 0.2 rmn x 0.2 mm square separates the
Si) and fast radiator (Fe). The measured vacuum tube, in which X-rays travel,
one-pass gain was gl % 3-4 for 15.4 from the biological cells located on
nm and gl % 1-2 for 12.9 nm radiation. photoresist at atmospheric pressure (see
Details about the experiment and e.g. [6, 23]). An aluminum filter less
theoretical modeling are presented [5]. than 0.1 P thick with a highest

It is worthwhile noticing here that transmisivity near 18.2 nm prevents visible
Li-like ions provide a more efficient and UV radiation from interacting with
lasing medium than H-like ions. In the photoresist. The X-ray laser beam
Fig. 13 is shown the lasing wavelength was directed towards the microscope and
of H-like (3-2 transition) and Li-like focussed to a 1 nun x 0.8 mm spot by an
(4f-3d transition) ions versus the elipsoidal grazing incidence mirror.
ionization energy of these ions. Because We have demonstrated in this experiment
the required pumping energy increases that the SXL beam has sufficient energy
with ionization energy, lasing action to expose photoresist in a single shot.
in Li-like ions can be generated at After the initial experiments in which
shorter wavelength than in H-like ions, an image of 100 mesh was obtained on
with the same pumping energy particularly PMMA photoresist, images of Diatom
if one considers 5f-3d transitions. fragments (silicified skeleton of

planktonic algae) were also recorded
4. Applications of Soft X-Ray Laser on photoresists. In Fig. 14 is presented

such an image on photoresist viewed with
The 18.2 nm laser (SXL) has been used a scanning electron microscope (SEM).
for X-ray contact microscopy of biological The picture indicates the resolution
specimens. This work is also rlosely on the photoresist is better than 0.1 p.
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COMPOSITE X-RAY LASER MICROSCOPE (COXRALM)
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microl Ithography, live cells in a wet environment and on
In the next step, we built a Composite the design of an Imaging X-Ray Laser

Optical/X-Ray Laser Microscope (COXRALM) Microscope (IXRALM).
shown schematically in Fig. 15 and

described in [6]. COXRALM/ allows a 5. Effect of Quenching of Spontaneous
biologist to select and observe biological Emission on X1V Spectrometer Calibration
cells using an optical phase contrast Using Branching Ratio Technique
microscope [24]. The cells are located
directly on a optically transparent The intensity ratio of two spectral lines
photoresist. After selection and initial from the same upper level in an optically
observations, the images of the cell thin plasma is equal to the ratio of
is created on photoresist with the SXL the respective spontaneous emission,
beam in order to obtain higher resolution A, coefficients (Einstein coefficients).
than with an optical microscope. In If the wavelength of one line is in the
this procedure the X-ray laser tube visible spectral region and the wavelength
with the 0.1 uj silicon nitride window of the second line is in VUV or XUV region,
on its tip is lowered until contact by measuring the ratio of signals of
with the cell is made. The photoresist these lines and knowing the absolute
is exposed by triggering the SXL. In intensity of the first line the absolute
Fig. 16, is shown a photograph of COXRALM intensity of the XUV line can be obtained
oriented horizontally (COXRALm can also from the ratio of the A-coefficients.
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Figure 16. Photo of horizontally oriented
COXRALM attached to the SXL. Figure 18. Relative instensities and

branching ratio for two CIII lines.

CIII 5696 A (3d-3p)1574 AO (3d-2p) lines
showed the same phenomena. In Fig.
18 are shown the intensities and intensity
ratios for CIII. More extensive and
detailed information about these
measurements are presented by Y. Chung,
et.al. (17] in this proceedings. In
[17] there is also a discussion of
theoretical approaches to the problem.
However up to now we do not have a model
which provides a convincing explanation
of the experimentally observed quenching
of spontaneous radiation.
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Abstract density of the plasma scales as ne-ZAe-" ,
favouring target irradiation with short

Observation of gain in Balmer-a (H a) wavelength lasers. Still the gain will
transitions in Na XI, M& XII and Al XIII scale as g-Z 7A "1 -7, suggesting less
is reported. Planer stripe targets were gain at shorter wavelengths [5,61. This
irradiated with intense, line-focused 351 reduced gain at higher Z is mainly
nm laser light. Time evolution of the because that the initial electron density
gain in Na XI Ha is also presented. does not scale asZ 7 as is required from

isoelectronic scaling for the recombining
Introduction Ha laser. Careful diagnostic procedure

is required in order to observe
Early in 1988, a joint experiment was amplification in higher Z ions.done using the Gekko XII facility at ILE High intensity, short wavelength
between the Institute of Laser laser irradiation on target became
Engineering (ILE), Osaka University possible with the use of the frequency-
an the Rutherford Appleton tripled two beams of the Gekko XII glass
Laboratory, U.K. on short wavelength laser facility [7]. Determination of gain
scaling of recombining plasma soft x-ray (or loss) was made by comparing the
laser. This experiment resulted in intensity ratios along and transverse to
observation of gain in Balmer (Ha) the x-ray laser axis as will be described
transitions in Na XI and Mg XII and also later. Major emphasis of the ex eriment
an indication of gain in Ha ofAl XIII. was laced on demonstration o gain inExtention of XUV lasers to shorter the pa transition of Na XI. After
wavelengths due to isoelectronic scaling obtaining major results on the Na H0,
of recombination pumping of H-like ions the experiment was extended to the Mg
has been pursued using fiber targets at Ha and Al H0 to test amplification at
the Rutherford Laboratory [1,21 and shorter wavelengths.
using planer targets at ILE ,3,4].
Amplification in C H. at 182 A and F H0  Experiment
at 81 A has been observed in both cases.
Promising extension of these works will Experimental arrangement is shown in
be to test amplification in Ha transitions Fig. 1. A laser pulse of 130 ps duration
in higher-Z ions such as Na XI, Mg XII and 351 nm wavelength was focused to a
and Al XIII. line of 7 mm length and 30 pm width.

The wavelength of the Ha transition The maximum laser energy was 150 J
scales as X- Z2. In order to obtain corresponding to the intenstyof5X1014
sufficient ionization balance in the W/cm with one-beam irradiation.
initial production of the plasma, the Most of the data were taken with
electron temperature has to be increased stripe targets where a laser material of 1
at least as Te Z2 . This leads to increase pm thickness was coated on a 0.13 pm-
in laser intensity as IL-Z4AeJ where Ae thick planer plastic substrate of 6 mm
is the laser wavelength. The initial width. The laser materials were NaF,
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MgF 2 and Al for observing amplification asterisk is blended with the 4p-2s line of
in Na, Mg and Al, respectively. A split- Li-like Na and the 5d-2p line of H-like F.
field imaging microscope system [8] was Also the H, line itself is composed of 3
used to accurately align the target on a fine structure components without
horizontal reference position. including splittings due to Lamb shift.

In the axial and transverse These blended lines were deconvolved by
spectrographs shown in Fig. 1, a using a least-squared curve fitting
grazing-incidence spherical mirror program in order to determine the
formed a 10:1 reduced astigmatic image intensity of each component. The gain
of the source onto the horizontally- was determined for the strongest
positioned entrance slit of each component of the Ha line, i.e. 3d 2D/2-2p
spectrograph. Both slits were opened 2P 3/2 transition. The characteristic
wide in order to ensure that the source response curve of the Kodak 101-07 film
images were completely contained used for time-intergrated measurement
within the widths of the slits, was determined in an independent

Both spectrographs were equipped experiment.
with varied-space gratings for flat-field
imaging of the spectra. Spectral Experimental Results
recordings were made either with
photographic films for time-integrated Figure 5 shows the axial and the
measurements or with streak cameras transverse spectra, and the axial-to-
for time-resolved measurements, transverse intensity ratios for NaF,

Relative sensitivity of these MgF2 and Al, respectively. In all cases,
spectrographs was carefully determined only the H. lines have the intensity
by recording spectra from a plasma of a ratios greater than 1 showing that they
small size which produced identical have positive gains. On the other hand,
emissions to both spectrographs. Once the resonance lines such as CV 2p-is as
the cross-calibration is made carefully, well as non-resonant lines of lower ionic
the gain length product ge is obtained species including blended lines show
from each data shot by Ia/It=[exp(ge)- absorption.
1]/(gf) where Ia/It is the axial-to- The gain coefficients for the H,
transverse intensity ratio normalized by transitions in Na XI, Mg XII and Al XIII
the cross calibation data. thus determined are 1.7±0.6 cm-,

The spectral resolution of the axial 1.5±0.6 cm " and 0.3±0.6 cm*':
(1200 line/mm grating) and the respectively. These gain values were
transverse(2400 line/mm grating) obtained with the laser energies of 73 J,
spectrographs with the film recording 143 J and 152 J, respectively. As is
were 0.2 A and 0.1 A at around 50 A, evident from the small intensity ratio of
respectively. Figures 2-4 show time- the 2p-ls transitions of H-like and He-
integrated spectra observed in the axial like ions for Al, the laser intensity was
direction for NaF, MgF2 and Al target, insufficient to achieve good ionization
respectively. The spectra were assigned balance in the case of Al, thus resulting
using the Kelly's Table [9]. In Fig.2, for in the low gain value.
example, the Na Ho line marked by an Also time-resolved measurements on
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amplification of Na XI H. line were studied using Na, Mg and Al. By
made using the streak cameras attached irradiating stripe targets with short
to the axial and the transverse wavelength laser at higher intensity,
spectrographs. Details are presented in gain was observed for Na Ha at 54.1 A
another paper [101. The gain of the Na and Mg Ha at 45.5 A. Also an indication
Ha line starts at 80-100 psec after the of gain was obtained for Al Ha at 38.8 A.
peak of the laser pulse, becomes These results will be useful in designing
maximum at 150-200 psec reaching to 2- soft x-ray lasers near and within the
4 cm-1, and decays gradually to zero at "water window" wavelength region.
-600 psec when the H emission ceases. Based on the hydrodynamic analyses

Analyses on Al, it is expected that a higher gain
will be obtained by irradiating a target

Population inversion between n =3 and at higher intensity with a laser pulse of

n=2 states are created during shorter duration.
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Abstract energy levels. We investigate this process

Population inversion due to charge exchange using a collisional radiative model which

processes is investigated for helium-like includes all the sublevels up to n = 40.

ions in tokamaks by using a collisional We apply this model to the spectra obtained

radiative model. Dependence of charge from Alcator tokamak plasmas [1, 2] and
exchange cross secions on the quantum derive n - L distribution of charge
numbers n, I Is estimated from the observed exchange cross sections.

spectra.

2. X-ray spectra from Alcator tokamak

1. Introduction This section summarizes the results of the
X-ray spectral lines associated with He- experiments on Alcator tokamak [1, 2]. Our

like ions have been observed for many investigation described in the subsequent

tokamak plasmas and their emission sections is based on these observations.

intensities have been discussed in terms of Space-resolved X-ray spectra of Ar16+

the population mechanism of excited states. (He-like) were observed from Alcator

In quantitative analysis of the spectra, tokamak plasmas with Ar gas puffing. In

ionization, excitation and recombination Fig.1, reproduced from ref.1, spectral
processes have been taken into lines from n = 2 to n = 1 transitions, w

consideration, but the charge exchange (is2 1S - ls2p 1P), x (is2 1S - ls2p 3P2),

process has generally been ignored. y (1s2 1S - ls2p 3P1) and z (1s2 1S - ls2s
Although the influence of the charge 3S), are shown for three different lines of

exchange process to the spectra is sight through the plasma; these are at the

mentioned in the discussion of some center (a), and through the points of d
experiments, only a qualitative account is 8.3 (b) and 11.3 cm (c) off from the
presented. Charge exchange process is center, where d is the shortest distance to

important for He-like spectral lines in the chord of observation from the plasma

relation with population inversion axis. One can see a drastic change in the
following the electron capture into higher spectra from the central chord to the outer
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ones. The relative intensities of the enhancements are attributed to electron

forbidden line Iz, and the intercombination capture from hydrogen atoms in the excited

lines, Ix and Iy, to the resonance line states with ni  3 and 2, respectively
intensity Iw, increase remarkably towards [2,6].

the outer chord. This relative enhancement

could be accounted for by an increasing

contribution from radiative recombination 1500- d-0.cm

to the excited-level populations[3] towards ,

the outer region. The spectrum in WI x y qra k Z)

Fig.1(c), however, cannot be accounted for 1000 IIi

only by the radiative recombination • I

process. Specifically, the observed 5001
intensity ratios of Iz/(I + I) 0.9 ±

0.2, is considerably smaller than the value-__

1.5 expected from radiative recombination.

A possible interpretation would be that a

charge exchange process between ArlT+(H- d=8.3cm

like) and deuteron atoms dominates the 100

population of highly excited states, and V)

that the relative enhancement of the C' i1

intercombination lines results through 0 50 . I

cascade(]. i t"
I

X-ray spectra of the transitions is
2 

- .v " '

Isnp with 3 ; n S - were also

obtained[2]. Fig.2 shows the observed

spectra with 7 i n : 13 through the three 80

chords d = 3.9 cm (a), 8.0 cm (b) and 13.5

cm (c). As seen in Fig.2, the transitions 60 d=II.3cm 

from n = 9 and n = 10 are enhanced

relatively to those from n 7 7 and 8 40
towards the outer chord. This is regarded

as clear evidence of charge exchange 1
recombination between Ar17+ and neutral 20 '
hydrogen in the ground state into the . .. . Jk..

levels of n = 9 and 10 (2, 5]. Other 3.96 3 98 4.00
observed spectra corresponding to highly 0

excited states n 10 are shown in Fig.3 Wavelength(A)
which was obtained for d = 8.3 - 13.2 am.

The spectrum in Fig.3 shows a broad feature Fig.1 Observed spectra.of Is2 - 1s21

from 3.01 to 3.02 A. A peak at around transitions in Ar16+ from Alcator tokamak

3.013A corresponds to the transitions from for three diffent chordsal]. w: Is2 1S -

n - 27 and the shoulder near 3.018A to the ls2p 1p, x: is2 - ls2p 3P2 , y: 1s2 1S -

transition from n - 18. These 1s2p 3P1, z: is
2 

- ls2s 3S.
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500 ' 3. Analysis and Discussion

400d=3.9cm 7 We have constructed a collisional radiative

300 39cmmodel for He-like ions where the levels of

200 8 n -5 40 are resolved with different angular112 11 10 L

100 momentum 1. The total number of levels

0 considered is 1641. In the present study,
120 20=8.cmwe include the charge exchange process,

. 80
C

0 40 Ar17+(ls)+ H(ni) -+ Ar16+(n 1) + H+  (1)

as an additional population mechnism of
30

=1.5 excited levels. By adjusting the magnitude

20 of the charge exchange cross sections, we

10 try to fit our calculation to the

experiment described in the preceding

0 section.
3.025 3.040 3.055 3.070

O

Wavelength(A) i) Spectra for the transitions with

Fig.2 Observed spectra of Is2 - lsnl 7 : n S 12

transition with 7 ; n 13 in Ar16 + from The intensity I10 in Fig.3 is much stronger

Alcator tokamak for three differnt than those of 113 and 114, where In means

chords[2]. the line intensity of the is2 - Isnp

transition. Emission lines of highly

ionized ions (e.g., Ar17+) are observed

from the outer region as well as the inner
400 hot region of the tokamak plasma. This

27 d=8.3-13.2cm indicates a considerable fraction of those

300 10 highly ionized ions is present even in the

I outer region with temperatures a low as -

36 300 eV, likely due to convective transport

- 200 in the plasma[3). Ar
164 spectra under such

o 18 a plasma condition exhibit a typical
1 example of recombining plasma[4]. In fact

11

100 1312 I as seen in Fig.3 the recombination

continuum is detected at wavelengths

shorter than 3.0088A which is the

0 ionization limit of the Is2 state.
3.010 3.020 3.030 3.040 Assuming that 113 is produced by radiative

Wavelength(A) recombination only, we derive the electron

temperature Te to be about 500 eV from the

Fig.3 Observed spectra of Is2 - 1sni intensity ratio of I13/Icont - 2.8 x 104A,

transitions with n a 10 in Ar16+ from where Icont represents the intensity of

Alcator tokamak[2]. continuum in units of photons /A. The
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value 500 eV is reasonable as a temperature 17 and 18 are produced mainly by direct

around d = 8.5 cm. From the intensity 113, capture to the p state.

the contribution from radiative Case (a); Most of the electrons captured

recombination is estimated to the line to 91 or 101 state flow to lower states (n

intensities, I10 - 112, and In 2 15. The 1, 2, 3 etc ) through direct radiative

resulting intensities are much lower than transitions and a few percent of electrons

the observation, flows to the 7p state to produce 17. The

Thus, the intensity I10 is understood to electron capture to s states enhances 17

be dominated by direct charge exchange and 18 through cascade most effectively.

recombination with neutral hydrogen. From However, this results in too strong I. to

the intensity ratio of I10/Icont , the account for the observed ratios to Ix, Iy

following relation is derived, and Iw . The electron capture to the levels

of larger I values such as 9f and 9g is not

Ocx(t 0p 1P)v nH(1)/ne efficient to produce the resonance series

: 5.0 x 10-14 cm-3s, (2) lines 17 and 18. The best candidate is the

charge exchange to 9d and 10d states, and

where ocx(lOp 1P) is the charge exchange we fit the line intensities of 17 and 18 to

cross section to 10p 1P state, v the the experiment. The resulting cross

velocity of Ar17+ relative to hydrogen section for 10d state is larger by one

atom, and ne and nH (1) the densities of order of magnitude than that for 10p state.

the electron and the neutral hydrogen in A part of 19 is ascribed to the direct

the ground state, respectively. For the capture to 9p state through charge

values of ne = 5 x 1013 cm-3 , nH (I) = 109 exchange. The cross sections thus derived

cm-3 and v = 2.5 x 107 cm/s (Ti = Te = 350 are summarized as case (a) in Table I, (the

eV) given in Ref.[1, 2], the cross section cross sections for the g states are

0(10p 1P) is estimated to be 1.0 x 10- 16  discussed later.) and the calculated

cm2 . Assuming the statistical distribution spectra for 17 through 113 are compared

for singlet and triplet states, we obtain with the measurement in Fig.4, where the

o(Op) = 4.0 x 10- 16 cm
2 . density ratio of n(Arl7+)/n(Arl

6+) = 0.01

We now turn to the lines from n = 7 - 9 is assumed. The hatched region in Fig.4

in Fig.2(c). These are also enhanced, and indicates the contribution from radiative

we assume that this enhancement is also recombination.

attributed to charge exchange Case (b); The intensities 17 - I,, are

recombination. However in this case, it is dominated by direct capture to np states.

unlikely that all the population of these The intensity difference between 17 and 18,

upper levels are produced directly by this however, is to be explained by cascade from

mechanism. Rather, the fact that the n = 9 and 10. The cross sections deduced

intensity 17 is higher than 18 strongly under this assumption are listed in Table I

suggests some contribution from cascade as case (b). The values estimated in

from n = 10 and 9. We consider two extreme Ref.[2] are also given in bracket in Table

cases; (a) 17 and 18 are produced only by I for comparison. Calculated spectrum for

cascades from n = 9 and 10 levels, and (b) (b) is not shown in Fig.4 since it is

nearly the same as for (a).
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30.0 - 3000.0!

10.0 10 7 2000W8 0L
0.0 - I 1 0 0 000.0 w

12~1.o ~ ~0.0 . . . ;

3.03 3.04 3.05 3.06 3.07 3.08 3.94 3.96 3.98 4.0

Wave Length(A) Wave Length(A)

Fig.4 Calculated spectra (solid curve) and Fig.6 Calculated spectra (solid curve) and

observed one (points) of is2 - sn/ observed one (points) of 1s2 - 1s21

transitions with 7 -' n r 13. The hatched transitions. The hatched regions show the

regions show the contribution by radiative contribution by radiative recombination.

recombination. Te = 350 eV, ne = 5 x 1013

am-3 , nH = 10
9 cm-3 and n(Ar17+)/n(Ar 16+) 27

0.01 are taken for calculations. 10
20.0

1.0 18
C
o 10.0 II
0

0 Radmtive Recombinto.n

SCX (n-10) Abramov

- 0 CX (n-10) St.stI .

CX (-10' t -0) 0.03.0 3.01 3.02 3.03 3.04

A CX (n10. 1 -3)

V CX (n-tO 1 -4) Wave Length(A)

. CX (-10. t-9)

+ Obd o V* .... Fig.7 Calculates spectra (solid curve) and

observed one (points) of is2 - lsn!

0., transition with n Z 10. The hatched
w X V Z

regions show the contribution by radiative

Fig.5 Intensity ratios of I w/IZ, Ix/I z and recombination.

Iy/IZ calculated by (0) radiative

recombination only, (A) charge exchange

recombination to n = 10 levels with Abramov et al.[7] obtained Ldistribution

distribution by eq. (3) (7], (EI) charge Wn, for the charge exchange process at low

exchange recombination to n = 10 levels energies as [5],

with statistical distribution, (0) charge

exchange recombination to lOs (1 = 0), (A) W, = (21+1)(n-1)!]2/[(n+L)l(n-1-L)!]. (3)

to lO (U = 3), (V) to lOg (L = 4) and (M)

to n = 10 and 1= 9 state only. (+) Our derived I distribution Is quite

observed values. different from eq.(3). The observed

intensities 17 and 18 cannot be reproduced
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Table I

Charge exchange cross sections for Ar17+ +H(1) -*Ar 16+ (n 1) + H+

n = 7 8 9 10 11

p [Re£.2] [1.5(-15)] [7.5(-16)]

p (a) - - 4.O(-16) 4.O(-16) 1.3(-16)
(b) 1.2(-16) 1.4(-16) 4.6(-16) 4.o(-16) 9.4(-17)

d (a) - - 8.4(-15) 8.4(-15)

(b) 1.1(-15) 1.3(-15) 4.6(-15) 4.0(-15) 9.4(-16)

g (a) - - 1.6(-14) 1.6(-14)

(b) 2.4(-15) 2.8(-15) 9.2(-15) 8.0(-15) 1.9(-15)

Total (a) 5.0(-14) cm
2

(b) 3.7(-14) cm
2

Table II

Charge exchange cross sections for Ar17  +H(i) -Ar 16+ (n 1) + H

(1 2 and n k 15 )

i :2 i=3 i=4

15p 1.4(-14) 24p 9.2(-14) 32p 9.2(-14)

16p 1.9(-14) 25p 1.0(-13) 33p 1.0(-13)

17p 2.2(-14) 26p 1.1(-13) 34p 1.1(-13)

18p 2.3(-14) 27p 1.2(-13) 35p 1.2(-13)

19p 2.3(-14) 28p 1.1(-13) 36p 1.2(-13)

20p 2.3(-14) 29p 1.0(-13) 37p 1.2(-13)
21p 2.2(-14) 30p 9.2(-14) 38p 1.1(-13)

22p 1.9(-14) 31p 7.6(-14) 39P 1.0(-13)

23p 1.4(-14) 40p 9.2(-14)

Total 1.8(-13) cm2  8.0(-13) em2  9.7(-13) cm2

[Ref.2] [1.0(-13)] [2.5(-13)]
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by the distribution given by eq.(3) because between hydrogen atoms in excited states

the cascade contribution to 17 is too and Ar17+. The electrons are captured to

small, the levels near n = 18, 27 and 36 by charge

exchange with hydrogen in the ni = 2, 3 and

ii) Spectra for the transitions of 4, respectively[2, 6]. The ratios of the

n = 2 to n = I hydrogen density in these excited states to

The cascade contribution from large values that in the ground state are calculated to

of I such as d, f, g states enhances the be nH(ni)/nH(1) = 0.004, 0.001 and 0.0004

intensy ratio (I. + Iy)/Iz, whereas the for ni z 2, 3 and 4 [8]. Since the

cascade from small I values such as s state observed intensities 113 and 114 are

reduces this ratio. With increasing I considered to be produced by radiative

values, the intensity ratio (Ix + Iy)/I w  recombination as discussed in Sec.3(i),

becomes smaller. In Fig.5 calculated the contribution of the cascade from higher

intensities of Iw, Ix and Iy normalized to levels are small for these lines. Then for

IZ are shown for the following cases; (i) the levels with n i 15 we assume that

only by radiative recombination, and by almost of electrons are captured to I = 1

charge exchange to n = 10 state (ii) with state. Comparison of the calculated

distribution according to eq.(3), (iMi) spectrum with the observed one is shown in

with statistical distribution, and (iv), Fig.7. The cross sections derived for n

(v), (vi), (vii) with only one of the 15 are listed in Table II. These cross

levels of I = 0, 3, 4, and 9. The observed sections are roughly expressed in a form of

values are also shown by the dashed line. Gaussian distribution as o(np) = ao exp(-

When we note that the observed intensities ((n-no)/An)2 ), where the values of 0 are

consist of the two components due to 2.3 x 10-14, 1.2 x 10-13 and 1.2 x 10- 13

radiative recombination and charge exchange and values of An are 5, 6 and 8 for no

recombination, we conclude that the capture 19, 27 and 36, respectively. The

to the levels I 4 are necessary to populations for the levels of n > 27 are

explain the observed intensity ratios of re-distributed due to I mixing. This effect

O x + Iy)/I z . But the intensity ratio is taken into account in our calculations.

Iw/Iz would be too large for the values I > The spectral lines in Fig.? are assumed to

4. Thus charge exchange to g states L = be emitted mainly at the plasma periphery

4) of n = 9 and 10 is the best selection to near d = 13 cm where Te - 350 eV, while

explain the observed relative intensities conitnuum emission comes from inner region

of IwI I 1y and Iz . The calculated around at d = 8.5 cm where Te - 500eV.

spectrum for the transiions of n = 2 to n

= 1 is compared with the measurement in 4. Summary

Fig.6 and the deduced cross sections for We have derived charge exchange cross

the g states are listed in Table I. sections to n - I states for the process (1)

from the observed spectra obtained from the

i) Spectra for the transitions with peripheral region of tokamak plasmas. We

n a 15 considered the two extreme cases (a) and

We consider that the broad feature for n a (b), and both fitted well to the

15 in Eig.3 is due to charge exchange experiment. We may assume that the actual
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Sec.3(i). The statistical distribution

also has a difficulty that Iw/Iz is too

large as discussed in Sec.3(ii). The I

distribution derived from the observed

spectra appears to take a maximum around

the g state for n = 9 and 10. The cross

sections for the g state is larger than

those for p state by more than one order of

magnitude. The observed spectrum for n a

19 is consistent with the I distribution

having a maximum at the p state.

Population inversion for n = 9, 10 and

15 states found from tokamak plasmas has

been analysed in terms of the charge

exchange processes. Our present

investigation could be useful in

exploration of the possibilities of the VUV

coherent radiation through charge exchange

recombination.
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Prepulsing to Increase the Efficiency
of Laser-Produced-Plasma Pumped Lasers

M. H. Sher and S. J. Benerofe

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Abstract heads. The 20 psec pulses are generated by passing a
150 psec pulse from the same oscillator through a

We have demonstrated the use of a low energy prepulse single mode silica fiber (to produce a self phase
to enhance the soft-x-ray emission of laser produced modulation induced frequency chirp) and then using the
plasmas in a parameter range which has been used to gain narrowed spectral band pass of the Nd:YAG
pump photoionization lasers. We present data on amplifiers to shorten the pulse [6]. The focal spots on
conversion efficiency and output pulse duration as a target are 100 and 140 p.m in diameter for the main and
function of input intensity, pulselength, and prepulse prepulse beams respectively. The target surface is an
conditions. Our goal in these studies is to allow the approximately 1 pn thick layer of gold electroplated
design of more efficient short-wavelength with a matte finish onto an unpolished stainless steel
photoionization lasers, and to achieve high repetition disk. The disk is rotated to expose a fresh gold surface
rate operation of these lasers in the near future. on each shot. The spectral sensitivity of the detectors

Several recently reported short wavelength lasers [1, 21 vacuum
have utilized a laser-produced plasma "soft-x-ray filters hotodiode
flashlamp" as the pump source. We have characterized
the soft-x-ray conversion efficiency in the parameter
range of importance to these lasers and have prepulse
demonstrated that the yield can be improved dramatically abeam

by the presence of a low energy prepulse [3 - 51. For
plasmas formed by 1064 nm radiation incident onto main beam
gold targets at intensities from 4x10 10 to 3x10 12 W gold
cm-2 and pulselengths of 170, 70, and 20 psec, we have target

measured the conversion efficiency and duration of the
plasma emission into the photon energy range from 120
to 285 eV.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. filters

1064 nm pulses from a Nd:YAG laser system are
focused into an evacuated chamber and onto a gold target
at normal incidence. Soft-x-rays emitted by the plasma s
formed on the gold surface are detected at 30 deg off the camera
target normal by a soft-x-ray streak camera and by a
vacuum photodiode. The 70 and 170 psec pulses are
generated directly by a q-switched, mode-locked Nd:YAG
oscillator and are amplified in four succeeding Nd:YAG Figure 1. Experimental arrangement
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(shown in Fig. 2) was defined by a filter set of 1.0 Im prepulse produces less enhancement of the main pulse
Paralene-N and 0.15 pm Ag [7] positioned in front of output, it too seems to be leveling off at
both the vacuum photodiode (A120 3 photocathode [8]) approximately 1.5 nsec. In Fig. 4, we set the
and the streak camera (0.01 gm CsI on 0.1 im Formvar pulselength at 20 psec, the pulse spacing at 1.5 nsec,
photocathode [9]).

4

0.02 []

FILTERED VACUUM PHOTODIODE 0peus nest

" ' 1 ty
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY Z' 3 1.6x0 1 1 Wcm 2

>

z

00
U-LL 2
wU 0.01 UJ

0 * prepulse Intensity
- " 3.301010 W cm "

(a) main beam intensity - 1.8 x 1012 W cm"2

0 tpulse length - 26 psec
01.0 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

FILTERED STREAK 4.AMERA TIME DELAY (nsec)

SPECTRAL SENSITIVY Figure 3. Soft-x-ray yield enhancement vs. time delay
between prepulse and main pulse.

0.5 the main pulse intensity at 1.3x1012 W cm -2 , and we
vary the prepulse intensity. The effect of the prepulse

2 seems to asymptote at an intensity of about 8x10 10 W
Scm-2.

(b)
12

0 1 20 30 400 , main beam intensity - 1.3x10 12 W cm "2

pulse length - 20 psec 1 a
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) C 10 time delay - 1.5 nsec

Figure 2. Calculated spectral sensitivity of a) vacuum . 8
photodiode and b) streak camera. 8 80

All of the measurements were made on a single uJ 6 a

shot basis, and readings for both the photodiode and the W
streak camera were recorded on each shoL Each of the 4 4
points displayed in the following graphs represents the c
average of several shots, where shot to shot fluctuations X 2 a
were usually within 25 %. ,1Z"

Initial measurements determined the effect of the 0
U) 0prepulse as a function of its intensity and temporal 1 2 5 7 10

spacing from the main pulse. In Fig. 3 we show how
the soft-x-ray yield of the main pulse varies as the
temporal spacing between the pre- and main pulses is Figure 4. Soft-x-ray yield enhancement vs. prepulse
increased. The pulse length was 26 psec, the intensity intensity.
in the main beam was 1.8x1012 W cm-2 , and separate
data sets were taken for prepulse intensities of 1.6x 1011 In Fig. 5 we show the conversion efficiency into
W cm -2 and 3.3x10 10 W cm-2 . The higher intensity the 120 to 285 eV bandwidth as a function of main
prepulse curve indicates that the yield increases as the beam intensity, with and without a prepulse, for 1064
time delay is increased up to approximately I nsec, after nm pulselengths of 20 psec. In this case the pulse
which it remains roughly constant out to our 2.3 nsec spacing was 1.5 nsec and the prepulse intensity was
measurement limit. Although the lower intensity maintained at a value high enough to insure the
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maximum enhancement. The data shows that the sensitivity curve shown in Fig. 2a, and a 22 eV black
conversion efficiency is improved significantly and falls body spectral distribution of the emission in the detector
off more slowly with decreasing intensity in the bandwidth. This black body temperature was chosen to
presence of a prepulse. The slopes of the curves match the vacuum photodiode signal for a single
indicate an 1(2.10) dependence of conversion efficiency reference condition (pulse length = 70 psec and Imain =
on main beam intensity for the main beam only and an Ix1012 W cm-2 ), and all other conversion efficiencies
I(1-25) dependence for the prepulsed plasma. Figures 6 were scaled linearly with no change in the assumed
and 7 are analogous to Fig. 5 but are done at spectral shape. We estimate that these conversion
pulselengths of 70 and 170 psec. At 1012 W cm-2 the efficiencies are accurate to within a factor of three.
conversion efficiency (into the 120 - 285 eV bandwidth)
of the un-prepulsed plasma is 0.9 %, 0.2 %, and 0.06 % 10
for the 170, 70, and 20 psec pulses respectively. The
prepulse increases these figures to 1.5 %, 0.6 %, and

0.3%. o~ 1
1 with
Xt prepulse

with prepulse ~I1.25 U
z

W 2/ without
S 0.1 In 0.1 peus

Zr " preulse

I

LL zW 02 pulse length -170 psec
time delay - 1.5 nsec

0.01 .. . 10.0.01
LU1010 1011 1012 1013

6 ifedly- 1.5 nsec MAIN PULSE INTENSITY (W cm-2)
00.001 jAN-0pecitniy

1011 1012 1013 Figure 7. With pulselength = 170 psec, conversion

MAIN PULSE INTENSITY (W cm-2)  efficiency (into 120 - 285 eV bandwidth) vs. main pulse
intensity.

Figure 5. With pulselength = 20 psec, conversion
efficiency (into 120 - 285 eV bandwidth) vs. main pulse Unfortunately, the increases in time-integrated yield
intensity, due to the prepulse are not obtained without some

increase in the soft-x-ray pulselength. For the 20 psec,

10 1064 nm pulses the soft-x-ray emission lasted about 45

z wft plh e

U

L. 0.1
LU

0 u

without prepulse UI10pe
,, 0.01 z with prepulse

Z pulse length - 70 psoc
0 Stime 

delay - 1.5 nsec
0.00 . . ..... .. ..... . . ..... 15 psec

0.0011
1010 1011 1012 1013 without prepulse

MAIN PULSE INTENSITY (W cm")  7

Figure 6. With pulselength = 70 psec, conversion
efficiency (into 120 - 285 eV bandwidth) vs. main pulse TIME
intensity. Figure 8. Streak camera traces of soft-x-ray emission

from 70 psec pulse.

Calibration of the conversion efficiency in Figs.
5-7 is based on several assumptions: an isotropic psec (FWHM) for the main pulse only and 70 psec for
angular distribution of the x-rays, the calculated spectral the prepulsed plasma. (Here we have deconvolved an
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assumed streak camera resolution of 20 psec.) We note chamber. All three photodiodes behaved in a similar
that the increase in FWHM caused by the prepulse manner as the time delay was changed, and the data
comes predominantly from the falling edge of the pulse, shown is the average of the three diode signals. Our
while the rise time does not change significantly. target chamber was not suitable to calibrate the
Figure 8 shows streak camera traces for a 70 psec pulse photodiodes to measure absolute reflected fractions, but
at 1ain = 4.4x10 1 1 W cm- 2 and 'Pre = 1.7x10 10 W the correlation between the reflected 1064 nm light and
cm- . Under these conditions the main pulse only the soft-x-ray output is clear.
emission has a FWHM of 105 psec which is increased 3
to 130 psec by the prepulse. The emission time of the
170 psec pulse was approximately 250 psec and was not
increased significantly by the prepulse. soft-x-rays

In a situation where the total energy available for 2
plasma production is limited, it may be necessary to
divide a single beam into two parts in order to produce
the largest x-ray yield. Figure 9 shows the x-ray 2pulse length W 70 psc/ main pulse intensity - 2.0X02Wcm
enhancement available for a 22.5 psec, 1064 nm pulse " mai prse intenity., 1.6x1011 W cm-2

with an intensity of 1.6x10 12 W cm- 2 as a function of Zn
the fraction of that total energy which is diverted to the scattered 1064 nm
prepulse beam.

0 L
8 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

a a TIME DELAY (niec)
Figure 10. Scattered 1064 nm light and soft-x-ray yield

C vs. time delay between prepulse and main pulse.

1While increasing the soft-x-ray yield is important
-to making photoionization lasers, there are other effects

4 ,which must be considered when using a prepulsed
>" plasma to pump these lasers. Soft-x-rays or blowoff
>< material produced by the prepulse itself may degrade the
5 ambient gain medium and, hence, reduce the2 100% main beam intensity - 1.6 X 1012 W/Cm 2  effectiveness of the main pulse pumping. One way to

pulselength - 22.5 psec reduce the x-ray yield of the prepulse is to form the
delay of main pulse -1.0 nsc prepulse plasma with shorter wavelength light. Because

0 the shorter wavelength should have better mass ablation
0 5 10 15 20 efficiency [12] while producing a colder plasma [10,

% ENERGY IN PREPULSE 13], it should (in this sense) make a better prepulse. In

Figure 9. Soft-x-ray yield enhancement vs. fraction of preliminary experiments with 70 psec pulses at a main
main pulse energy diverted to prepulse. beam intensity of 5x 1011 W cm-2 , we measured the

same 3 times enhancement of the main beam emission,
While the presence of the prepulse alters the with a 7.5x10 1 0 W cm-2 , 1064 nm prepulse and a

behavior of the main pulse plasma in many ways, we 4.3x1010 W cm- 2 , 532 nm prepulse. The 532 nm
believe the mechanism which is primarily responsible prepulse, however, emitted 8 times less broadband (as
for the enhanced soft-x-ray yield is an increase in the detected by an unfiltered vacuum photodiode)
collisional absorption of the incident laser light. The soft-x-rays.
pre-formed plasma (with its larger density scale length) In this work, we have studied the soft-x-ray
is able to absorb a larger fraction of incident light than conversion efficiency of laser-produced plasmas in a
is the initially cold metal surface [10, 11]. Figure 10 is parameter range which has been used to pump
a graph similar to that in Fig. 3 where, in addition to photoionization lasers. We find that the conversion
the increase in soft-x-ray yield, we have plotted the efficiency decreases rapidly with pAselength, but the
decrease in 1064 nm light scattered from a 70 psec main decrease can be slowed by the presence of a low energy
pulse as the time delay between the pre- and main prepulse. We have characterized the effects of the
pulses is increased. Two photodiodes were positioned prepulse and addressed some of the practical
to detect light scattered to 30 and 90 deg off the target considerations which will be important in pumping
normal, and a third was placed above and behind the photoionization lasers. This information will aid in the
target to collect light bouncing off the front wall of the design of more efficient photoionization lasers and in
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the production of new short-wavelength lasers. (1982).
13. C. E. Max, "Physics of the Coronal Plasma in
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Concerning the extreme ultraviolet lasing in the laser-

produced plasma, He-like Al scheme is atractive because the

wavewlength of He-like 3-2 transitions are shorter than any

other transition ever done, and very close to the water

window. This scheme is expected to give a large population

inversion caused by the rapid decaying of the n=2 level, and

the great feed to the n=3 levels by the cascade radiative

transitions and two electron transitions through the

autoionized states.

A lOOps glass-laser pulse was line-focused on the solid

Al target, and intensities of He-like 3-2 transitions were

measured at various plasma length, keeping the laser input

energy density as constant. Intensities of 3d-2p(45A), 3s-

2p(46A) and 3p1 Po-2siS(42.4A) grew exponentially and

saturated, as the Plasma length was increased. This

exponential growth is due to the stimulated emission process,
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and saturation is due to the escape of the XUV light from the

line-shape-plasma axis caused by bending of XUV light in a

density-graded plasma. Gain coefficients are estimated as

9.8cm - 1 ,  7cm - 1  and 4.4cm - 1  for He-I;ke Al 3d-2p, 3s-2p and

3plPO-2slS transitions respectively.
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Population Inversions between n=5, 4, 3 and 2 levels

of He-like Al Plasma Observed by Spatially

Resolved X-ray Spectroscopy
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Roppongi 7-22-1, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106 Japan
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Population inversions between N=5, 4 and 3 levels are

observed in a lOOps Laser-produced plasma. As a results, XUV

of 42AM46A, 130A and 305A corresponding to 3-2, 4-3 and 5-4

transitions are observed experimentally. Relative population

densities are determined by measuring the intensities of

spatially resolved X-ray line spectra of 6.635A, 6.314A and

6.18A corresponding to the 3-1, 4-1 and 5- 1 transitions,

which are normalized by their oscillation strengths. Careful

absorption was paid to rule out the effect of reabsorption.

Populations were inverted at the region located 50-1 O.um from

the target surface. Laser light was focused into 50,m

diameter and amount of inversion was clearly increased when

laser intensities was increased. As to the 5-4 and 4-3

inversion, similar result was observed in silicon target,

however inversion between n=3 and 2 was not confirmed at these
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laser intensities. XUV gains are very promising especially as

to 5-4 and 4-3 transitions in both target.
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Probability of Soft X-Ray Radiation for 3p-3s Transition in Neon-Like Iron

Huimin Peng, Guoping Zhang, Jiatian Sheng, and Yunfeng Shao

Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics
P.O. Box 8009, Beijing, China

ABSTRACT and threebody recombinations, collisional
excitations and de-excitations by electrons,

Using 1-D non-LTE radiative hydrodynamic co- radiative line trasitions and Coapton scat-
de JB-19 we simulated the interactions of tering are considered. The multigroup flux-
basic and double frequency neodymiun-glass limited diffusion approximation is used in
laser beam which is focussed into a line on- the radiative transport equations. Laser li-
to target, with thin Formvar-iron foils. The ght via inverse bremsstrahlung absorption is
,values of population inversions and gains considered to be the most important in our
are calculated using steady rate equations. ccmputational simulations. We used steady
The profiles of laser-produced plasma condi- rate equations to cai-ulate the populations
tions and the probabilities for 3p-3s tran- in the some levels of the iron ions at dif-
sition in neon-like iron at peak intensities frent electron temperaturies, densities and
5TW per square centimeter to 201W per square certain abundance of neon-like iron.
centimeter and FWHM 8 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 ps are shown. We simulated the interactions of basic

and double frequency Nd-glass laser light
which is focussed into a line onto target,

INTRODUCTION with thin Formvar-iron foils. At first, we
made the computational results of neon-like

In recent years considerable insterest has ion of selenium to be in agreement with the
centered on the 3p-3s trasitions in neon-li- experimental results of LLNL, then we calcu-
ke ions in the developiment of soft x-ray la- lated the plasma conditions of thin plastic-
sers, and incontravertible success has been iron targets.
achieved in LLNL[I-2]. Other laboratories In this paper we show the ccmputational
have got great progress to-[3-4]. The conpu- results of laser-produced plasma conditions
tational simulation of soft x-ray lasers has and the probabilities of 3p-3s transitions
been done for several years at Institute of in neon-like ion of iron. The thin foil tar-
Applied Physics and Computational Mathema- gets consist of 300-750 angstrom coating of
tics in or.der to get sime interest results, iron on 750-1000 angstrom Formvar(CllHl805).
construct, examine and improve carputing co- A segment of the foil is illuminated with
des and design useful experiments. Taking one gaussian laser beam on the surface of
account of the capability of Nd-glass laser the iron or two opposing laser beams. The
Shongguang which sets up at shanghai High peak intensity of the incident laser pulse
Power Laser Physics Labaratory, we chose varies from 51W per square centimeter to 10
thin iron foil which deposits on thin plas- 1W per square centimeter for each of two op-
tic substrate(Fornmar-C11H1805) as the la- posing laser beams, and varies from 107W-20
sing medium in the calculation. W per square centimeter for one incident

Laserproduced plasma condition is calcu- laser beam. The FWHM of incident pulse va-
lated using one dimensional non-local ther- ries from 800ps to 1000ps, and the wave-
m dynamic equilibrium radiative hydrodynamic lengths of the incident laser light are 1.06
code JB-19. In this code, the bremsstralung Wm and 0.53.um.
effect, radiative ionizations and reccmbina-
tions, collisional ionizations by electrons BASIC EQUATIONS
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1. The 1-D equations of radiative hydrodyna- 2

mics Ne P ir+Ne Pie

8R ~+Ne[Z (gj/gi)fpjipj+,Z(gj/gi~..Pj]
- = u (I) 0 ~iJ

at +7 (gj/gi)WjiPj bji( )fdi , (9)

6R r j<i jo
- = -- (-), (2)
-r= R Bi = Ai+Bir+Bie+Bile+Bilr

= Ai+ ir+Ne C ie
au i

- = - -p (3) -d t NRP 3 +Ne[Z (I-Pj)(ij+Z (l-Pj)ij]

P = Pion+Pe+Pr+q , (4) ji

whereot=0,1,2 means planar, cylindrical j<i jo
spherical geometry respectively, Pion, Pe (10)
and Pr denote the pressure of the ions, ele-
ctrons and radiation, q is the viscosity where ir, ie, ile and ilr denote the radi-
pressure. ation ionization and recombination, colli-

There are tw kinds of equations of elec- sional ionization by electrons and three-bo-
tron energy for real and ideal gas respecti- dy recombination, collisional excitation and
vely de-excitation by electrons and radiative

line transition for i level respectively, Pi
)E I is the population probability for i level,

= a- -w-(R Fe)-Pei(-) fj is the nunber per mode(quantum state) for
at ?R R V4 9 photon and bji(g) is the profile of tl1.

radiative line transition from j to i, gi
-Wr+Wie+WL , (5) and gj are the statistical weights of i and

j levels, and Wji=(gi/gj)Aij, in which Aij
- e  is sponteneous radiative decay rate fron le-

-- (CveTe+V) = (R Fe)-Pe-(-) vel i to j.
at R SR at 3. Multigroup fluxlinmited diffusion equa-

tions for radative transport
-Wr+Wie+WL , (6)

1dfj; 1 a f
where Ee is the electron energy, Wr is the -- = - -- R(R Fr)+- (-)
transfer rate of the energy fron electrons ft P SR 3 TV t(
into radiation, WL is the rate of laser
light energy deposition, Wie is the exchange
rate of the energies between electrons and +--Cfy)
ions, Cve is the specific heat capacity at
constant volume for electron, Te is the ele-
ctron tefperature, V is the electron poten- 1 af]
tial energy and Fe is the limited flux of + p[ (1+fo)fg+Te- , (11)
electron conduction. f 01 30)

The equation for ion energy is
where Fr is the limited flux of radiation,

C)U O is the radiative parameter for Compton
-(CviTi) = -(Pi+q)-(-)- -- ±(R Fi) scattering[5], CV and Djo are parameters for
at at F SR photoelectric effect, bremsstrahlung effect

and radiative line transition.
- Wie , (7) For simplicity, we assumed that laser

light irradiates target with normal inci-
2. Averageatam population rate equations dance. The absorption of laser light in pla-

sma is considered via inverse bremsstrah-
dPi lung. When incident laser light reaches cri-
- = Ai - BiPi , (8) tical surface, it is refelected, the refle-
dt cted laser light is absorbed by plasma, in

which the density approaches or is less than
where critical density, till it passes out through

Ai - Air+Aie+Aile+Ailr the system.
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LASERPRODU ED PLASMA CONDITIONS
. I * I I I Ui I I T

In order to get population inversions and We 1066 a To
gains of 3p-3s trasition in neon-like ions Ie -
of iron, the laser-produced plasma condition 5.0 , i1 0 106K
must be suitable for lasing. We expect to -_ 12_0a
design exploding foil to ensure that during 52pI
incident laser pulse the target can be bur- J8 2.0

ned through and a roughly cylindrical plasma 0 1.0 10
that contain neon-like ions can be produ- 1
ced. If such plasma condition can last 1 a
enough time in enough wide region, the amp- 0.5 5
lication of soft x-ray radiation can be ob- W -To ., --- , "
tained.

According to the theoretical and experi- 0.2 2
mental results of LLNL for selenium and
using scaling law[6], we estimated that the 0.1
parameters of laser-produced plasma condi- 0 40 80 120 140 200

6 R )m
tion for thin iron foil ought to be Te 4x10

20 3 Fig. 1 The electron density Ne and tempera-
K and Ne 2xl /an . We suggest that thin ture Te of laser-produced plasma of iron vs
Formvar-iron foil to be illuminated with one space R at different time for 750AFormvar +
laser light beam on iron side or two oppo- 300A.Fe foil. The dot-and-dash lines denote
sing laser light beam. The incident gaus- the profiles at burned time of iron foil.
sian laser light beam can be in wavelengths The peak of incident pulse is t=T=1031ps.
i.06um and 0.53)pn, FWHI 800ps-1000ps, peak
intensities 5TW-20W per square centimeters. foil was burned through, then uniform pro-

In the calculation we let the time at files of electron density and temperature
I/Io=0.01 as the starting and ending time of 6
gaussian laser pulse, where Io is the peak proceduced, in which Te is about 4x10 K and
intensity of incident laser pulse. So the 20 3
intensity of incident pulse at t=T=.289T Ne/-12xl /an.
reaches maximun Io, where T is the FWiHM of In Fig.3 the electron temperature in the
incident laser pulse. The calculated results middle of iron region varies with time t for
are given as following, above two geometries was shown.

In Fig.1 we showed the profiles of elec-
tron temperature of laser-produced plasma r , , , * , , ,
for thin Formvar-iron foil in which 300 ang- 20 3

strom thickness of iron deposites on a thi- Te /c44iT
ckness 750 angstrom Formvar substrate. Two 5.0 T 1444ps _ 5.0
opposing incident gaussian laser beams with 3()
wavelength 1.06pn , FHM 8 0 0ps and peak in- 3.0 10----650-03.o

tensity 501W per square centimeter were su- 2.0 - . 1650 2.0
pposed to be focussed into lines onto tar- -- We
get. From it we can see that at t=1066ps , 10 .0
that is nearly at the peak intensity of in-
cident laser pulse (peak time t=T=-1031ps), 0.5 III 0.5
the foil was burned through by the thermal -
conduction wave, and after 100-200ps, the 0.3
smooth electron density and temperature pro- 0.2
files occured, in which the smooth region
wides about l00um and electron temperature 0.1 . I0. .1 .16 -50 0 50 100 150 200
is about 4x10 K and electron density reaches 5 00

20 
3

2-3x10 /an . Fig.2 The electron density Ne and tempera-
In Fig.2 we showed the profiles of elec- ture Te vs space R at different time in the

tron density and temperature for the same plasma of iron. The dot-and- dash lines de-
thickness foil. The wavelength 1.06xn ,FWHM note the profiles at burned through time of
800ps and Io equals 10W per square centime- the foil. The peak of incident pulse occurs
ter one gaussian laser light pulse was focu- at t-T=1031ps and the burned through time is
ssed into a line onto the surface of iron. t=1444ps.
After the peak of incident laser pulse, the
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Fran Figs.1-3 we can see that using wave- sing gaussian laser beam or peak intensity
length 1.06)zn, FWHM 800ps, Io equals 50TW 20TW per square centimeter one laser beam
per square centimeter two opposing gaussian on iron side. Because all laser light absor-
laser beam or Io equals 10TW per square ption and reflection processes occur at ele-
centimeter one beam laser light to irradi- ctron density less than critical density
ate thickness 300 angstrom iron which depo- Nec,and Nec is inversely as the square of
sites on 750 angstrom Formvar substrate, wavelength of laser light, so double fre-
the smooth profiles of electron density and quency Nd-glass laser light can penetrate
temperature can be obtained afer the foil iorn medium deeply.
was burned through by the thermal-conduction
wave. If the thickness of iron mediun and , ! !
the FWHM of incident laser light to be inc- ,\2l 0s
reased suitably , good electron density and 5.0 / , 00" 1061 To
tenperature frofile can be obtained too. In we 1 00 S
Fig.4 we showed the computational results 3.0 10
for thickness 500 angstrom iron which depo- 2.0

sites on one side of thickness 750 angstrom _-
Formvar. The foil was irradiated with wave- 1.0 10
length 1.06)n, FWHM 10 0 0 ps and Io equals 5TW 0
per square centimeter two opposing gaussian 0 j f. _*To 5
laser beams. The foil was burned through by 0.5 -

thermal-conduction wave at t=1497ps(the peak W.0.3 - -- 3
of incident pulse is at t=1289ps),after 100- 2
200ps a uniform plasma of iron can be produ-

ced,in which Te is about 3-4xlO K and Ne is 0.1 0 50 100 150 2001

20 3 R
about 2-3xi0 /an . The more thickness of
ironfoil is increased the later of burned Fig.4 The profiles of electron density *Ne
through time is reached, at last the foil of and temperature Te for 750AFormvar+500AFe
iron can't be burned through. foil, which was irradiated with ,=1.06um, r =

12 2
106K' 1000ps and Io=5xlO W/an two opposing gaus-

To 10K sian laser pulse. The peak of incident pulse
5.0- 1 is t=1289ps and the burned through time of

Tel 06 a X, m1.O6um the foil is t=1497ps.
4.0 T -800ps N I I I ! I -:i 102 /c- ,

3.0 \*o

2.0

1.0 10-

0.0 5
0 500 1000 1500 2000

t PS 2

Fig.3 The electron temperature Te in the mi-
ddle of iron region vs time t for 750AForm- 1
var+300AFe foil. Tel denotes the foil was -100 -50 0 50 100 150 20
irradiated with a incident laser bean, Io R
equals 10TW per square centimeter on the si-
de of iron, and Te2 denotes two oppsing la- Fig.5 The profilq of electron density for
ser beams illuminated foil, each of them Io 1000AFormvar+750AFe foil which was irradi-
equals 5TW per square centimeter. 13

ated with X=0.53im, T =800ps and Io=lxlO w
In figs.5-8, we showed the laser-produced 2

plasma conditions for 1000AFornwar+750AFe /an two opposing gaussian laser beams. The
foil target which was irradiated with wave- burned through time of the foil t-889ps is
length 0.53pm, FAWM 800ps and peak intensity before the peak time of the incident pulse.
equals 10TW per square centimeter two oppo-
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0 00
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Fig.6 THe profile of electron temperature Te Fig.8 The electron tenperature Te and ion
for 1000Formvar+750AFe foil. The parameters temperature Ti in the miodle of iron vs time
of incident laser light are as same as men- t for 1000AFormvar+750AFe foil. Number 1
tioned in Fig.5. means the foil was illuminated with one bean

f0 z
20 ,laser pulse Io=2xlO w/an and number 2

90 1o2O, ' ' 10Y- To Mas the foil was illuminated with two
posing laser beans each of them Io=lxlo w

2

20 - 1023pB /cm , \=0.53Lm andT=800ps.

20 1200PS 1

rent levels of neon-like ions

5 5 d e
3 .400p/ - 3 Nj'[, Aji + Ne(Z Cji + Cji)]

2 '03-2 i~j 1(1 i'3

e d
1 -50 0 50 100 150 200 = Ne[ Ni'Cij + Z. Ni'Cij] + Z Ni'Aij

Fig.7 The profiles of electrqn density *Ne (12)
and temperature Te for 1000AFormvar+750AFe
foil which was illuminated with) =0.53im,T= where Nj'=Nj/N1 is the ratio of the ion num-

#, 2 ber density in the j level to the total num-
800ps and Io=2xl0 w/cm incident gaussian her for all of the levels of the neon-like
laser bean. The burned through time is t= e d
1023ps and the peak of incident pulse is t=T ion, Cij and Cij are the electron excitation
=1031ps. and de-excitation rate coefficients. Atomic

data are taken from [8] , and only 27 confi-
From calculated results we can see that gurations for 3s,3p and 3d levels are consi-

for two opposing laser beams the foil can be dered in our calculation. The cascading from
burned through before the peak of incident more highly excited configurations is negle-
laser pulse, and for one incident laser bean cted.
on the side of ir n, the foil can be burned The gain coefficient from i to j level is
through nearly at the peak of laser pulse.
Later is better for getting a uniform pro-
file of plasma.-g i M gOt= -- -- Aij ( ----- gi(Ni/gi -Nj/gj )

CALCULATION OF GAINS 8T 2TWi
(13)

1. Steady rate equations
According to works[7-8], we use steady rate where ) is the wavelength of the trasition
equations to calculate populations of diffe- between i and j levels, Ti is the ion tempe-
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rature, M is the atomic mass of the ion, k condition that ' =1/4.
is Boltzmann constant. In the calculation
only Doppler browdening was considered.

2.Calculated results 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.0
Supposing the abundence of neon-like ion of Te_ ___

iron isj =1/4 in the plasma, we calculated 3.0 .116 .239 .348 .525 .651 .751 .482
the gain coefficients for 3p-3s transitions 3.5 .165 .344 .507 .784 .999 1.22 1.22
at different densities and temperaturies. 4.0 .212 .445 .662 1.04 1.35 1.69 2.03
The calculated results are shown in Table 5.0 .292 .622 .933 1.49 1.97 2.55 3.58
1-3. 6.0 .353 .756 1.14 1.85 2.46 3.24 4.97

In fig.9 we showed the gain coefficient
vs electron density on conditions that? =1/4 Table 3. The gain coefficients vs Te and Ne

6 2 5 3 2~ 1
and Te=4x10 K. for 2s 2p 2p D2 -2s 2p 3s PI on =1/4.

--1 3p S0-3a1  C1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.01. TO-1

3 3p"D ,-38 P. 3.0 .152 .312 .464 .742 .983 1.28 1.87
. 2 3.5 .213 .438 .656 1.06 1.41 1.87 2.88

2.C/ 4.0 .271 .559 .837 1.36 1.82 2.44 3.87
- 5.0 .369 .763 1.15 1.87 2.53 3.41 5.62

/ 6.0 1.443 .918 1.38 2.26 3.07 4.15 6.961
13 6 20 j

In Table 1-3 TE in 10 K, Ne in 0 /an, and
0. / c in 1/cm.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
0.

Our computational simulations showed that
0,. under following conditions. using 1. wave-

length 0.53)an, FW M 8 0 0ps and peak intensity1*________________ 20W per square centimeter one gaussian la-

lser be to irradiate 1000AFormvar+750AFe0.i 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 foil; or 2. wavelength 1.06)zn, FWHM 800-
No 1020 cM3  1000ps, peak intensity 5TW per square cen-

timeter tw opposing gauslian laser beams
Fig.9 The gain coefficient of 3p-3s transi- to irradiate 300-500AFe+750AFonvar foil; or
tion vs electron density Ne on conditions 3. wavelength 1.06)3m, FWM 800ps peak inten-

6 sity 10TW per square centimeter one gaus;
that ? =1/4 and Te=4xl0 K. sian laser beam to irradiate 300AFe+750A

Formvar foil; an electron density Ne 2-
20 3

Table 1. The gain coefficient vs Te and Ne 3x10 /an and electron temperature Te ,
2 51 2 5 3 6

for 2s 2p 3p S 0 -2s 2p 3s P1  transition on 4x10 K nearly uniform plasma can be ob-
tained.

condition that ? =1/4. On conditions that the abundance of neon-
6

like ion of iron 1 =1/4, Te-4xl0 K and NE-O[ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.0 20 3

Te 0.2_ 0.3_ 0.5_ 0.7_ 1.0_ 2.0_W_2x10 /an , the gain coefficient of 3p-3s
3.0 .177 .383 .584 .963 1.32 1.80 3.11 transition can reach more than 2/cm.
3.5 .246 .535 .818 1.35 1.85 2.54 4.11 There are some problems in our calcula-
4.0 .309 .678 1.04 1.72 2.35 3.23 5.63 that have to resolve. The first is how many
5.0 .417 .919 1.41 2.34 3.20 4.40 7.68 abundance of neon-like ion of iron actually
6.0 .494 1.10 1.68 2.80 3.84 5.27 9.19 occurs in the laser-produced plasma? It de-

pends on atomic data and plasma conditions.
Besides this, the trapping effect hasn't

Table 2. The gain coefficient vs Te and Ne been considered in our calculation. It will
2 3 1 2 5 reduce gain coefficient.

for 2s 2p 3p D,-2s 2p 3s P transition on We hope that the experiments will provide
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enough informations such as the profiles of
electron density and temperature, the abun-
dance of neon-like ion in laser-produced
plasma, using them we can test, examine and
improve our codes and design useful experi-
ments for getting soft x-ray amplification.

The authors express their thanhs to S.F.Li
and Y.C.Zhang for their useful computational
calculations.
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HARMONIC GENERATION IN LASER-FREE ELECTRON SCATTERING

RECONSIDERED

Anna K. Puntajer and C. Leubner

Inst. Theoret. Phys., University of Innsbruck, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria

For zero electron drift velocity, the corrected version' of Vachaspati's classical cross sec-

tionsl-2 deviates strongly from a semi---classical one by Ehlotzky 3 and from an unpublished

quantum electrodynamical cross section by Jafarpour. 4 Therefore, the cross section is recal-

culated within classical electrodynamics, which suffices for the experimental configurations

in question. 5 This classical cross section, derivable more simply and with fewer approxima-

tions than the semi-classical one, nevertheless agrees perfectly with Elotzky's result 3 for all

harmonics, but only to some extent with Vachaspati's earlier version 2 of the classical

second harmonic cross section, and not at all with his corrected one,' nor with Jafarpour's

quantum electrodynamical one. 4 Moreover, it also incorporates relativistic Thomson

scattering as envisaged by McDonald. 6

For second harmonic scattering, Fig. 1 shows perfect agreement between the semi-

classical3 cross section and the present classical one. Vachaspati's earlier version 2 agrees to

some extent, whereas his corrected one' and Jafarpour's unpublished QED cross section4

deviate strongly.
Even for zero electron drift velocity as in Fig. 1, the cross section exhibits a marked

forward-backward asymmetry, briefly mentioned by Sarachik and Schappert. 7 It can be ex-

plained as an interference between the fields produced by the linear and nonlinear compo-

nents of the electron motion, and it renders Englert and Rinehart's 4 direction of observa-

tion most unfavorable for observing second harmonic photons.

/ N

- direction of
\ obsiation in Ref. 4

Re.f. I

laser beam -electron bem - -

/ / QE
/ Ref.2 /

//

S/

N present crm section and Ref. 3

Figure 1
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Gain Guided X-Ray Beams

Ernst E. Fill

Max-Planck-Institutfiir Quantenoptik
D-8046 Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract In x-ray laser media, however, there is not only

It is shown that with gain and index profiles of a refractive index gradient but also a strong gain
typical x-ray laser experiments the x-ray beam is distribution transverse to the beam propagation

guided by the gain profile rather than defocussed direction. Ray tracing studies [3 indicated that

by the refractive index distribution. An arbitrary the gain gradient should have an influence on the

beam generated within the medium or injected beam propagation.
into the medium is quickly transformed into a In this paper we show that under typical con-
'matching' beam, propagating without change. The ditions of x-ray laser experiments beam spreading
effective gain of the matching beam is somewhat due to the refractive index gradient does not oc-
lower than the gain at the maximum of the gain cur [14]. Approximating gain and index distribu-
distribution. tions with quadratic functions, formulae for Gaus-

If the gain distribution exhibits a small curva- sian beams propagating in such media are derived.
ture in direction of beam propagation the effective The analysis is done for the general case of non-
gain is dramatically reduced coincident symmetry axes of the gain and index

profiles and is extended to media with a slight cur-

Introduction vature in direction of beam propagation.

In laser plasma x-ray laser media strong electron Beam Propagation in Square Law Media
density gradients transverse to the direction of x-
ray beam propagation exist. These index gradients We give a short review of the theory for the prop-
result from the free-electron contribution to the re- agation aa san a i a rdium t -
fractive index of a plasma, which - for frequencies plex propagation constant of which varies quadrat-
far above the plasma frequency - can be approxi- ically transverse to the propagation direction [5,61.
mated by The propagation constant k is decomposed into

n = 1 - Ne/2Nc. (1) its real and imaginary parts according to

In Eq.(1) Ne is the electron density and N, is the k = 0 + ja, (3)
critical electron density for the x-ray beam given
by where is related to the refractive index n byN,= 1.1 x 1013 A- 2  (2)

n T(4)
with N, in cm - 3 and X in em. 2w

There is concern [1, 2] that the refractive index and o is the electric field gain coefficient related to
gradient may deflect the x-ray laser beam out of the intensity gain coefficient by
the high gain region, thus limiting the maximum
achievable effective gain length. g=2 . (5)
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Allowing for displaced gain and index distribu- the solution of which can be written as [6]
tions we may write for a and 0 14(z, y, z) = exp{-jj-Q (z2 +y 2 ) + Sz+P]), (13)

a---aO -- 1/2 ar - 1/2a 2z2 - /2 a2y 2  (6a)2
where Q(z),S(z) and P(z) are complex parame-

0 = --- - 1/2 #2X2 - 1/2#2y 2 , (6b) ters.

This equation represents a cylindrically sym-
where z and y are coordinates perpendicular to the metric Gaussian beam displaced in z-direction from
direction of beam propagation. the (z = 0, y = 0)-axis. The parameter Q is re-

The particular form of Eqs. (6) puts the origin lated to the well known complex beam parameter

at the center of the index distribution whereas the q by

gain parabola is displaced in z-direction by Q = 2ir/(Aq). (14)

The radius of curvature R of the wavefront and
=0 = -0!l/(2 a12) (7) the beam width w are given by

and the value of a at zo is given by R = 21/(AQR); w = (-2/QI) / 2, (15)
1 2

rmaz= a0 + 2 zo. (8) where the subscripts R and I symbolize the real

and imaginary parts of a quantity. The beam may

The gain- and index distributions given by Eqs. be displaced from the axis with different displace-

(6) are cylindrically symmetric. It may be noted ments for amplitude and phase. The amplitude
that the analysis can be performed as well for a bi- maximum and the center of curvature of the wave-

axial distribution (in which the contours of equal front are displaced by
gain or refractive index are ellipses). For simplic-
ity, however, in this paper only the cylindrically = S1 /QI; Xp = -SRIQR. (16)
symmetric case is treated.

It is convenient to decompose k acording to By inserting (13) into the wave equation and
comparing equal powers of z and y one obtains the

1 2following differential equations for the parameters
k = - (kix + kivy + k22 Z2 + k2Vy2). (9) Q, S and P

From Eqs. (6) one has kdQ+Q2 +kk 2 =0 (17)

k0 + (lOa) dZ
dS 1

kl, = jal; ki, = 0 (lob) kO z + Q S + ko kl, = 0 (18)

k2 = 02 + ja2, (lOc) kodP+A+1S2 -0, (19)d0z + Q+ 2=O,19

where the second index of k2 was dropped since which have the solutions
k2. = k2,.

Consider a Gaussian beam propagating in z- - Q(O) + Q.- + (Q(O) - Qm) exp(2jyz)
direction. The medium is assumed homogeneous Q = mQ(O) + Qm - (Q(o) - Q.) exp(2j-yz)'
along z. To obtain a solution of Maxwells equa- (20)
tions a transverse field component is written as where Qm is the 'matching' beam parameter, given

E = O(z, y, z) exp [j(wt - ko z)J. (11) by

Neglecting the second derivative of 0' with respect Q (21)

to z the wave equation becomes and

a2 + a2~,p= k2 /kO. (22)

-Z2 "y 2 - a-z (12)

-ko(k, + k2z2 + k2y2)0 = 0 S(z) = €() + Q(z)k1 .l(2k 2 ), (23)
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where Using Eqs. (15) and (17) one derives

9 29(0)Qrm exp(j-yz) + 1 [(Q2)(
Q(O) + Qm - (Q(0) - Qm) exp(2jz( 4)O + a2).

and

9(0) = S(0) - Q(O)kl 2 /(2k 2). (25) Stationary Solution

)= P(z) - Q(z)k/(8k2) + S(z)kl/(2k2 ) The parameters Q(z), S(z) and P(z) completely
2 specify a beam as it propagates through a medium.

k2 z/ (8k2 ) If yj > 0 the beam parameters become indepen-
(26) dent of the initial conditions in the limit of z --# oo

where and settle to those of the stationary 'matching'
P =P(0) beam. The propagation distance, at which this

happens, is approximately given by 1/y. From
- j In Q(O) + Qm + (Q(O) - Qm) exp(2j-yz) Eqs. (19) and (10c) it is seen that -Ij > 0 requires

2Qm exp(j-yz) a2 > 0 (35)_ €(0)2 1 - exp(2jyz)
92 1(O)+ m - 0- exp(2j) implying a downward bent gain parabola. If a2 =(27) 0 (no gain profile) and 62 > 0, the beam pa-

rameters oscillate without limit about those of the

and matching beam. (With no gain profile and #2 < 0
P(o) = Q(O)k2/(8k22) - s(O)k/(2k 2 ), (28) a matching beam doesn't exist).From Eqs. (17),(20),(21),(23) and (24) one de-

with P(O) = 0, to normalize the input field. rives for the parameters of the stationary beam

The field amp iuude on the x = 0, y = 0-axis is
given by exp(aoz + P(z)j). The local amplitude Q = Qmn (36)
gain coefficient or, axis is a0 + ".P" More interest- Sm = Qm kl=/(2k 2) (37)
ing, however, are ampitude and gain at the cen-
ter of the field distribution. Transforming into the PM + 14) z + P, (38)
'beam center' at z = z one obtains 8k 2

P, = p1 _Q! z (29) where P, is a constant given by

(29)_ give by

and, after differentiation, using Eqs. (16)-(19) and Pc =- InQ(0) +jQm In __L
2 Qm 8k

1 =001S -(s(o) - S

-= QR - (al Za + a 2 z2). (30) 2k2

The effective amplitude gain coefficient at beam As a condition for a real beam width one ob-
center is given by tains from Eqs. (15) and (18)

a o + dP I  (31) Re((ki0) > 0 (40)
eff dzwhich leads to

The intensity gain coefficient at beam center is
given by 2 a6 1 f. One may define a power gain Q2# 0 + ao62 > 0. (41)
coefficient

1 dWp (32) Under the condition of Eq. (41) the param-
Wp dz 'eters of the matching beam can be expressed by

where Wp = irw 2 1e is the beam power and Ic is ao,lo, al, a2 and 0 2. One obtains
the intensity at beam center. The power gain co-
efficient is given by Rm = 00 V/2 ( (00 2 - a0C 2)2 + (02/30 + a0# 2 )2

1 dIc 2 dw (33) - 6o#2 + a)C2] - 1/ 2  '

g W w dz (42)
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wm 2314[ V(0,02 - a'0a2) 2 + (C12,0 + a0102) 2  We evaluate an example with the following pa-
rameters, typical for laser plasmas with gain in the

+ PA - a a2]
/  soft x-ray region: A = 10nm;Ne = 5 x 10 2 0cm- 3;

(43) gyax = 3 cm - 1 . Assume that the index of refrac-

Xa, = zO (1 - 82/(/22 + a )1/2I, (44) tion reaches its free space value of I at a distance
of 100 Am from the axis of symmetry and that the

zpm = xO 11 + 02/(12 + a2)1/2J. (45) gain becomes zero at 50Am from its maximum.

The effective gain coefficient of the matching If the symmetry axes of the gain and index dis-
beam becomes tributions coincide, one has from Eqs. (1)-(8) # =-

ao-1IRm+ !a/A221(62 +c,), (46) 6.28 x 106cm- 1 ; a0 = 1.5cm-1; aI = 0; 2 =-
2f f2 -2.86 x 106 cm-3 ; a2 = 1.2 x 105 Cm- 3 . Insert-

which can be written as ing these values into Eqs. (42)-(47) one obtains

1 2 for the parameters of the matching beam Rm =
aef I, amax - 1/Rm - 2a 2 -,82/(2 +1). 1.4 8 cm; wn = 4.74 x 10- 3 c and for the effec-

(47) tive gain coefficient gfe = 1.66cm-.The beam

therefore propagates with a gain coefficient which
Since the beam diameter is constant, both, the is about half the gain coefficient at the center of the

intensity- and power gain coefficients are given by gain distribution. The parameters of the matching

2 ae fj.- beam are approached at a propagation distance

The distance, at which an arbitrary beam in- zm 1.48 cm.

jected into the medium approaches the stationary
beam, is given approximately by (ko = f0) The situation changes if the gain maximum is

displaced by, say, x0 = 20Mm from the refrac-
Zm - 1i 2 + a -112]1/2. (48) tive index minimum. Now ao = 1.26cm - 1 and

2 2 -021' a, = -4.8 x 102 cm- 2 , while all the other param-
,eters remain the same. Evaluation of the beam
parameters reveals that the beam amplitude distri-
bution and its phase front travel along parallel axes

Application to X-Ray Laser Experiments with x,, - 0 and zP, = 40 Mm, while the values
The previous formalism can be easily applied to of Rm, wrn and zm are virtually unaltered. The
the conditions of laser plasma x-ray lasers. Assume effective gain coefficient gf of the beam, how-
an exploding foil target with a Gaussian electron ever, is smaller than previously, assuming a value
density distribution, approximated, near the max- of 1.17cm - 1.

imum, by a parabola. Since the electron density
decreases away from the axis, the refractive index
increases (see Eq. (1)) and the parameter P2 be- The evolution of a beam towards the matching
comes negative, beam is illustrated in Figs. 1-3. The medium is

We note, that the condition for a real station- assumed to have the previous parameters with co-

ary beam width (Eq. (41)) is easily satisfied in incident symmetry axes for the gain and index dis-
tributions (zo = 0; aj 0). Beam propagation is

x-ray laser experiments. Furthermore, one usu- demonsrated by pltting te 1-onaryto th
allyhas 0002 >>a~a210001 > C'20 + O2, demonstrated by plotting the 1!' e-boundary of the

ally has 11301321 > ad2 110 2 >> a2 /I + thi 2 field amplitude distribution and the local power
floa2 >> o32 and 11321 >> a2. In this case
the above equations can be considerably simpli- gain coefficient, normalized to the gain coefficient

fled. One obtains (12 < 0) on axis.

The figures relate to different input beams: In
R.. 130/1021; wmt- 2[1I82l/(#a,)11/4, (49) Fig. 1 the diameter of the input beam is assumed afactor of 3 larger than the diameter of the matching

xam t 0; xp, c- 2 z0 (50) beam with the beam entering on axis. Note that
a az - 1/Rrn - a'2 x/2. (51) the power gain coefficient is initially negative, since

S1 - x ( the beam extends into the region of negative a.

and After about 1.5 cm, however, the beam diameter
M - / 121. (52) and the gain coefficient acquire the values of the
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matching beam. Only after about 3 cm approach the gain and the
beam position the values of the stationary beam.

9.'/. A situation as in Figs. 1 and 2 might occur if
an x-ray laser beam is injected into a second laser
medium acting as an amplifier.

/0

012 3
z (enm1

Fig. 1. Gaussian beam in a square law medium 7 1111111lllllllll1lllllllllll
showing beam width w and normalized local power T

gain coefficient gplgo versus propagation distance
z. For medium parameters see text. Input beam I
width w0 = 

3 wmn. Input radius of curvature of the 0 Z 3 4

wavefront R0 = 100cm.

Fig. 3. Propagation of beam with input diame-
ter 1/50 of the matching beam diameter. Ro
100cm. Input beam on axis.

C --"-i ______ _____ _____

9,,9

0E

Fig. 2. Off-axis and oblique input beams. The
parameters too and R0 are those of the matching
beam. The dashed lines show position and gain 2 tc.1

coefficient of the matching beam.
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but input beam 20,um
off axis and at an angle of 2 mRad away from the
axis. Dashed lines show position and gain of the
matching beam.

In Fig. 2 the input beam has the parameters
of the matching beam, but it starts displaced by
20 jum from the axis and at an angle of 5 mRad
away from the axis. It is seen, how the gain de-
creases as the beam is shifting away from the axis. In the examples of Figs. 3 and 4 the input
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beams have a diameter which is 50 times smaller Conclusions
than the matching beam diameter. In Fig. 3 the
beam starts on axis. It is seen how, at first, the The application of the well known theory of beam
beam spreads by diffraction, but after propagat- propagation in media with parabolic gain and in-ing about 1 cm, gain guiding takes over and the dex profiles shows that concern about beam de-
beam parameters approach the ones of the match- focussing or beam deflection due to the refractiveing beam. In Fig. 4 the input beam has an offset index gradient in x-ray laser media is unfounded.of 2Obam and and angle of 2 mRad away from the Furthermore the useful length of a gain medium isaxis and, correspondingly, the matching beam is not limited. Due to the gain distribution the beamaxisand corespndiglythemathingbea is is kept together and transformed into a 'matching'
attained only after a longer distance of propaga- sttogr an tra e ito ching'
tion. Figures 3 and 4 may be relevant to the gen- in aram wh gatesowithoutachang-
eration of an x-ray laser beam by amplified sponta- ing its parameters. The gain of the matching beam
neous emission (ASE) with many modes generated is somewhat lower than the gain at the maximum
within the gain medium. As the various beamlets of the gain distribution.
are pulled towards the matching beam, coherence
of the total emission is approached. Extending the theory to media with a bend in

direction of beam propagation it turns out that a
stationary beam still exists, but propagates with
severe losses, unless the bending radius is very

Curved Beams large.

The theory of beam propagation in square law
media was extended to a situation in which the
gain and index distributions lead the beam along Acknowledgement
a curved path. The original motivation for con-
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around a full circle, thus eliminating the need for work of the Association Euratom/IPP.
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Abstract
using a visible laser delivering about 2 kJ

We describe a series of experiments in a subnanosecond pulse. More recently,
to characterize plasmas produced by significant amplification has been reported
moderate intensity (- 2x1 013 W/cm 2), from Cu and Ge plasmas heated with a
nanosecond pulse, CO2 laser irradiation of 300 J, 1 pm laser pulse of a few
planar targets using both line (150 gm x 7 nanoseconds duration [4]. Although the
mm) and spherical (1 mm diam.) focussing possibility of exciting a neon-like copper
optics. X-ray line and continuum plasma by means of C02 laser generated
diagnostics have been used to infer a heat hot electrons has been discussed in a
front penetration of about 20 pgm/cm 2 at proposal predating the experimental
temperatures of approximately 300 eV, successes with shorter wavelength drivers
We observe only minor differences [5], we are unaware of any published data
between targets whose mass is small on plasmas produced by CO laser heating
compared to the hot electron range and of foil targets in line focus geometry at
much more massive ones, indicating a intensities of relevance to the 3p-3s laser
poor efficiency for hot electron reflexing in problem. Several factors differentiate the
thin targets. In the case of Cu targets, plasmas which may be produced by a 10
observations of L shell x-ray transitions pm laser in this regard. Firstly since it is
from neon and fluorine-like ions show a highly desirable to produce a plasma at an
similar ionization distribution to 1 pm laser electron density near the maximum
produced plasmas in which gain has determined by collisional de-excitation of
recently been demonstrated. The Ne-like the upper laser level [6] (n. > 10'0 cm 3),
Cu XX 3p-3s emission lines have been the C02 laser heated medium must be
observed. A comparison of on-axis to overdense at the time of soft x-ray gain.
off-axis spectra provides evidence for gain Secondly, at driver intensities of relevance
on these lines. to the XUV laser problem (1013_1014 W/cm)

the absorption of 10 p.m laser radiation at
a solid target surface will be dominated by

Introduction collective processes which generate Iong
mean free path (hot) electrons [7],[8?

In the past few years, several These hot electrons will dominate energy
laboratories [1]-[4] have reported gain in transport in the case of an exploding foil
the soft x-ray region from electron and may introduce significantly enhanced
collisionally pumped 3p-3s transitions in lateral energy loss from a line focus [9].
neon-like ions with Z in the range from It is not clear however that either of the
29-42. Initial successes in this field [1],(2] above factors rules out the use of a 10 g~m
were achieved with plasmas produced by driver in producing an exploding foil 3p-3s
exploding thin (- 50 iggm/cm 2) Se targets XUV laser medium. The fact that the
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target plasma will remain overdense
through the soft x-ray lasing process
possibly allows the foil to be heated with
longer driver pulses and at lower average
density. This will result in a laser medium A C D

with considerably lower ion temperature Th. n N

which may lead to enhanced gain by
reducing the doppler width of the laser '3
line. The fact that target heating will be :,A 4 C.AC, A,0, 4c A

moderated by a hot electron population . " A'

may introduce the possibility of alternative A C' D
collisional excitation processes in which hot .. -.
electron collisions lead directly to 3p-3s , 7
inversions [5],[10],1 1]. Although this
possibility opens some intriguing paths for 5COA , 4 , C0 C 5 ,_. CC 0G 75 a , C _,GA 3 ,A
scaling collisionally excited lasers to A -H Al o, CH V -CA,

shorter wavelengths, it must be
remembered that the hot electron
population produced by long wavelength
absorption can probably never exceed a
few tenths of the critical electron density Figure 2. Target configurations
which probably limits the gain which can employed in Aluminum line emission
be achieved by CO2 laser generated hot studies. Targets were 1 cm diameter,
electron pumping. planar composites mounted on glass

In what follows, we will present support stalks.
some preliminary experimental studies of
C02 laser heated targets in the 1013 W/cm 2  Layered Target X-Ray Line Diagnostics
intensity range using both line and of 10 4m Laser Heated Foils
spherical focussing geometry and
employing targets whose areal mass In order to characterize the heating
density ranged from small compared to the of low mass foils with moderate intensity
hot electron range (thin targets) to much C02 laser radiation, we have used the
greater than the hot electron range (thick experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. A
targets). We observe a hot electron 300-400 J, 1-1.5 nsec 10 jam laser pulse
heated zone which extends about 20 was focussed with a 3 m focal length, f/12
pggm/cm 2 into these targets at an electron NaCI lens onto compound, CH
temperature of several hundred electron (polystyrene), Al, mylar targets of the forms
volts. In the case of Cu targets, we shown in Fig. 2. For most experiments a
observe a similar ionization distribution (as piano convex lens was used with the
evidenced by n = 3-2 line emission) to that target situated in the near field of the laser
observed in 1 gm laser heated targets in beam at a beam diameter of 1 mm. In
which gain has been observed [12]. this position, the beam exhibited several

PET diffraction rings introducing about a 2:1
-3Spectrograph intensity modulation across a radial profile.

(curved) Data was also obtained with a 7 mm long
Pinhole x 150 g~m wide line focus produced by
Camera RAP grinding a 30 m radius cylindrical surface

Spectrograph on one side of the NaCI lens. The
ot) approximate spatially and temporally

averaged laser intensity on target was
about 2.5 x 103 W/cm for the spherical
focus and 2 x 103' W/cm 2 for the line
focus. Al line emission in the 7-8.5A
region was recorded by three crystal

Fltered Pin spectographs located as shown in Fig. 1.
Diode Array Spectrographs 1 and 2 used flat RAP

Spectrograph crystals recording on KODAK DEF x-ray
(not) film and viewed the target rear and front

Figure 1. Experimental setup for surfaces at approximately 450 to the
layered target x-ray line diagnostics. incident laser beam. Spectrograph 3 used
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a 5 cm radius bent PET crystal in Von lacked sufficient resolution to resolve the
Hamos geometry and viewed the front He like resonance and intercombination
surface of the target from above at an lines so that the plotted values represent
angle of about 100 to the plane of the the sum of these two lines. Although this
target. An array of five filtered PIN data represents measurements made with
diodess was used to characterize high a spherical focus, no significant difference
energy x-ray continuum (Bremsstrahlung) was noted in Al line emission when
emission in the energy range from 6 to 14 switching from spherical to line focus.
keV. The 500A (13 1±gm/cm

2 ) layer of Al Lineouts of spectra obtained from
imbedded in the (CH),, - mylar targets
shown in Fig. 2 served as a marker to
give crudely spatially resolved estimates of
time averaged electron temperature and
density in the overdense target material.
Electron temperature was obtained from
the ratio of He-like to H-like Al resonance
lines, while electron density could be
estimated from the He-like intercombination
to resonance line ratio [13]. Previous
studies at NRC and elsewhere indicate
that the CO2 laser burn depth for planar
targets at an intensity of 2 x 10'3 W/cm2

and a 1.5 nsec pulse is equivalent to less
than 300A of (CH), ensuring that the Al in (a)
targets B,C,D and B',C',D' remained in the
overdense zone during the 10 gim heating
pulse.

SPHERICAL FOCUS LINE FOCUS(b

t Al

S"B C .

'e'7.8 8.0 8.2 8.4

".,Wavelength (4)

- .. 0' ,% Figure 4. Al K-shell spectra for thin

(a) and thick (b) tar ets coated with 900A
_ CH, (targets C and C' of Fig, 2).

i. .. .spectrograph 3 for the same targets and
0 50 100 150 200 0 50 Soo 50 200 focal geometry are shown in Fig. 4. From

the data of Fig. 3, it is apparent that self
Thickness of CH (rm) absorption plays an important role in

Figure 3. Yield of He-like Al attenuating the He-like Al line emission
resonance line for various thicknesses of detected by the spectrograph viewing the
(CH), overlay. Solid triangles represent front surface of the target. In the case of
data from thin targets with spectrograph thin targets where the Al tracer could be
viewing target rear, open circles represent viewed directly from behind, He-like Al
data from thick targets with spectrograph emission decreases only gradually for CH
viewing target front surface, and solid overlay thickness up to about 15 ggm/cm2

circles represent data from front and quite rapidly thereafter. The
spectrograph with thin targets. spectrograph viewing the front surface of

the target shows a much steeper decrease
The He-like Al line intensities of He like line intensity indicating that He

recorded by spectrographs 1 and 2 are like emission is attenuated by about a
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of plastic factor of three for example by absorption in
overlay thickness. These spectrographs escaping through 100 nm of CH. In the
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case of thick targets only the front viewing lower time averaged densities than would
spectrograh was useful. In this case a be expected for the thick target case
much more rapid falloff in He-like line where expansion is inertially restricted on
emission ;s observed. Reference to the one side. It is apparent that hot
lineouts from spectrograph three (Fig. 4) electrons are playing a major role in the
indicates that this can be partially target heating in both cases with the
attributed to a more rapid falloff in the presence of a complete inner shell
intercombination iine in this case, due to transition sequence extending from cold Ka
higher electron densities being maintained (Al II) to Li-like states (Al XI). The form
for the thick targets. In summary when of this sequence suggests a need for
allowance is made for absorption, the He caution in using the ratio of hydrogen-like
like resonance line decreases by about a to helium-like Al resonance lines to infer a
factor of three for overlays up to about 150 cold electron temperature as has been
nm of CH for thin targets and after done above. The relatively weak
allowing for intercombination line quenching hydrogen-like resonance line may be
it decreases by about a factor of five for produced by hot electron induced
the thick targets. The relatively minor ionization from a thermal reservoir of
difference between the thick and thin He-like ions.
targets indicates that hot electron reflexing
does not play a major role in the heating
of the thin targets. A similar conclusion SPHERICAL FOCUS LINE CC'IJS

can be drawn from the spectra reproduced o0,
in Fig. 4.

TABLE I3.6 key A 2.35 keV

~ 3 6.8 keY
TABLE I 

C, o 
7 3

TARGET To (eV) n(10'9cm 3)

A 500 1.0 3.05 ke v
B 350 3.0

C 300 8.0 1o2 - I I . I . . I ,
D --- 10.0 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 4 6 8 t0 12 t4 16

A' 500 1.0
B' 300 20.0 Energy (keV)

C' 300 60.0
D' --- 100.0 Figure 5. High energy x-ray

continuum spectra from spherical focus (on
left) with cirlces representing thick targets
and triangles, thin targets and similar
observations from line focus (on right).

Temperatures inferred from the ratio
of hydrogen to helium-like resonance lines Typical high energy x-ray continuum
and electron densities inferred from the spectra from "thin" (400A CH over 500A
ratio of helium-like intercombination to Al) and "thick" (400A CH over 500A Al
resonance lines are indicated in Table 1. over 75 l.m mylar) targets are shown in
As might be expected, the most striking Fig. 5 for both line and spherical foci. It
difference between the thick and thin target can be seen that the temperature inferred
spectra is the inference of higher densities from the slopes of these spectra decreases
for the thick targets. Because of the by about a factor of two in going from
nonlinear density dependence of the ratio spherical to line focus and also decrease
of resonance to intercombination line sharply in going from "thick" to "thin"
intensities and the time integration in these targets. Although the peak laser intensity
spectra, it is unreasonable to read too was somewhat larger in the spherical focus
much into this difference, other than to due to more severe hot spots in the
observe that a double sided expansion intensity distribution of the beam for this
(explosion) of the thin foils will lead to case, it is likely that the large temperature
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variations inferred from the data are largely paper we will present the results of x-ray
due to hot electron transport phenomena spectroscopic diagnostics of copper
rather than absorption. The mass plasmas produced under similar conditions
thickness of thin targets corresponds to those used above.
approximately to the range of a 2 keV
electron, that is to say electrons with
higher energy than this emerge from a CO. Laser Heated Cu Plasmas
single pass through the target with a
significant fraction of their original energy. The experimental setup used to
The large difference in slopes for the study CO2 laser heated Cu plasmas is
"thick" and "thin" target cases with shown in Fig. 6. The CO2 laser was
spherical focus seems to imply that these focussed in line and spherical focal
high energy electrons suffer significant geometries onto the surface of either solid
energy loss on reflection from the plasma Cu targets or foils consisting of 45
sheath at the rear of the foil. For the line pAgm/cm of Cu evaporated onto 40
focus geometry it is likely that lateral pLgm/cm 2 of carbon or 25pggm/cm 2 Cu on
energy transport on both the front and rear 51igm/cm2 cellulose nitrate (collodion). In
surfaces of the target plays an important the latter cases the targets were irradiated
role in determining the slope of the from the Cu side. Spherical focal spots of
continuum. Lateral energy transport is 1mm diameter and 7mm x 150 Lm line foci
likely to be more important in this were produced with the f/12 NaCl lens as
geometry due to the narrow (150 Itm) decribed above and in addition 15mm x
transverse width of the focal spot for the 1501im line foci were obtained with a 4m
line focus. It is likely that energy losses focal length spherical mirror tilted about 10
associated with lateral transport (E x B degrees off axis.
drift) are more severe for higher energy
electrons. This effect may partially P ...Oe C..,eta

account for the "colder" bremsstrahlung
spectra observed in line focus geometry.

The thermal temperatures and Il
densities inferred from the aluminum lind AIZ" ....

spectra discussed above are roughly
consistent with previous interferometric Toge, , .,, Mall

observations of 10 pgm target irradiation in
this intensity regime [14]. These studies
using small spherical focal spots (=100 pgm Cyh.c, C, Low

diam.) have indicated that for thick ( 200 , "A
pggm/cm 2) glass targets, a supercritical ,RAP"
density plateau is formed which expands (curved)

away from the target surface with a
velocity of about 7 x 108 cm/sec and 0I
maintains an approximately constant
electron density of 1-2 x 10"

F cm3. The
approximately constant density maintained I m q oc

by the plateau is strongly suggestive of a Spectoqfoh

sonic expansion for this feature. An ion
acoustic velocity of 7 x 106 cm/sec
corresponds to a temperature of
approximately 200 eV. The mass Figure 6. Experimental setup for
thickness of the plateau observed studies of CO 2 laser heated Cu plasmas
interferometrically reaches about 20 ggm/ in line focus geometry.
cm2 near the end of a 1.5 nsec FWHM
CO2 laser pulse. It is thus evident that the
densities, heat front penetration and Diagnostics consisted of a flat
temperatures inferred in the present crystal RAP spectrograph with 200 g~m
studies with the thick targets are consistent wide entrance slit which viewed Cu L shell
with the earlier optical diagnostics. The emission lines axially and could
plasma conditions obtained are near those differentiate between emission from the
required to produce significant gain in front and rear sides of foil targets, a bent
neon-like Cu. In the remainder of this crystal RAP spectrograph in Von Hamos
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geometry which viewed the same spectral foil preparation and storage technique this
ines from below and slightly in front of the problem has been substantially reduced.
target, and an x-ray pinhole camera with
50 pm resolution filtered to detect x-rays CuK
near 1 keV viewed the focal region from 7 8X 9X
above and slightly in front of the target. xx
On some shots XUV spectra in the 2pC'-2o"o

50-300A region were recorded on Kodak F
type 101 film with a 1 m grazing incidence
spectrograph viewing the plasma axially. CUX
A grazing incidence cylindrical or toroidal 2p,-2p,3s
mirror was used to image the plasma onto
the spectrograph slit as shown.

As was the case with the Al targets
described above, little difference in hard
x-ray line emission was noticed between CU ]
plasmas produced with the 1 mm diameter 2Sa2po- 2 s 0'3 p CU

circular spot and the 150 gm x 7 mm line. 2ps-.,3, 2p5 -pA,3s 2P3 s-2P53sZ

The plasmas produced by the line focus
did however exhibit a significantly colder
th energy bremsstrahlung spectrum.
Typical continuum spectra for Cu-C targets
are shown in Fig. 7 for 7mm line and 1 mm
spherical focus.

X-ray Intensity 1o 12 14

o-0 0 WAVELENGTH (A)

-Figure 8. Cy L shell spectrum in region
M from 10.5-14A recorded with bent crystal

(Von Hamos) PET spectrograph.

The symmetry of the plasma<"- " expansion towards the front and rear of

the target foil along the driving laser axis
was studied with the spatially resolving flat
crystal spectrograph shown in Fig. 6. Onl
the thicker (45ggm/cm2 Cu plus 40ggm/cm
CH) were used in these shots. Although
the spatial resolution was limited by the

Figure 7. High energy x-ray continuum 200 gm wide slit there was no evidence of
spectra from targets consisting of 45 Cu line radiation coming from the side of
iLgm/cm 2 Cu over 40 I.gm/cm 2 C. the foil opposite to the incoming laser
Triangles represent data from 1 mm beam. The copper line emission appeared
diameter spherical focus and circles, data to be largely restricted to a zone about
from 7 mm x 150 gm line focus 200 g±m wide on the front side of the target

with a weaker "halo" of emission especially
Pinhole photographs of 1 keV x-ray apparent in the 2p8 -2p63d CuXX transition

emission from the targets irradiated with a extending out 500 .m or more from the
line focus reveal a fairly uniform emission target surface. A microdensitometer scan
from the full length of the focal region. In of the spectrum recorded by the RAP, Von
most of the photographs of the foil targets, Hamos spectrograph focus in the region
fine scale structure consisting of narrow from 10.5-14A from a target irradiated with
( 200 im) dark bands appeared across the a 7mm line focus is reproduced in Fig. 8.
line focus. This problem was particularly It is interesting to compare the n-2
evident with the thinner foils and is due to CuXX x-ray spectra observed in the
gaps in the Cu layer. As we improved our present work to similar spectra [4] obtained
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for 1 pm laser target irradiation in line is complicated by an enhanced background
focus at an intensity of 103' W/cm 2. In
general terms, the spectra observed at the
two wavelengths are more remarkable for C, XVII,their similarities than their differences,
however in the NRL experiment much .
more symmetric (front to back) distribution
of Cu XX lines viewed parallel to the target
was observed even though their foils were .v*, ,.
approximately 2x thicker than those used 1c ' ,
here. This is an indication of somewhat " A 3-3.

greater thermal penetration in the case of 
1"2-

the 1 pm experiment. This is not
surprising since the results of the layered
AL, CH target experiment discussed above
indicate a penetration of about 20 p I 2OU 22b 250 2/5 3U00

gm/cm 2 in the 10 pm case while the A (A)

ablation depth for the 1 pm experiment is Figure 9. Axial VUV spectrum from Cu
estimated to be 70 I.gm/nsec cm2. The foil target (35pggm/cm 2 Cu on 51ggm/cm 2

ionization balance obtained in the two CH).
experiments is nevertheless quite similar
with perhaps only slightly stronger fluorine
like lines observed in the 1 pm case. The 0.55
line intensity ratios of neonlike Cu XX u) .. I CXX.

2p6-2p6 nd series lines are very similar in 12-,
the two cases implying about equal 050 -,,

electron temperatures (-300 eV) assuming
local thermodynamic equilibrium. An
interesting feature of the spectrum shown 0 045

in Fig. 8 is the presence of several high
orders (7,8,9) of the Cu Ka line at 1.54A.
This provides confirmation of the important C.,4

role played by suprathermal electrons in
heating these plasmas.

We have obtained XUV spectra from 03 .
7 mm and 15mm long foils and solid Cu 260 270 280 290 300 310

targets using the 1 m grazing incidence A ( )
spectrograph (Fig. 6). A 1500A Al filter
was used iu ;solate the spectral region
above about 170A. The spectra are
complicated by a number of oxygen lines b)

and some yet unclassified Cu lines. We Ib) ,
have been able to identfy Cu XVIII, Cu 0.76

XIX, and Cu XX lines. A typical spectrum I
is shown in Figure 9. The resolution of
these spectra was limited by the rather 0 °A
wide (200 gm) entrance slit used on the
grazing incidence spectrograph. The Cu 0 °,2
XX J=2-1 transitions for which gain has
been reported in 1 pgm experiments are 0
most prominent in the 15mm long line
irradiations of the thin (25pgm/cm Cu on,, c ....
5pgm/cm2 CH) foils. In this case, the J=1-1 0.68 2 0 2-3

line at 296A is also quite prominent. An A (A)

attempt has been made to observe the
off-axis emission by tilting the target 50 off
the spectrograph axis. In this case, the Cu Figure 10. Axial ,a), and 5 deg. off axis,
XX lines appear to be considerably b), spectra from 25pgm/cm Cu on
reduced in intensity when compared to 5pgm/cm2 CH in vicinity of 3p-3s Cu XX
other Cu lines (Figure 10.) but the analysis lines.
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continuum presumably due to increased by means of a plasma waveguide.
surface area exposed to the spectrograph. In the present experiments, at an
Nevertheless we interpret these results as intensity of =1 013 W/cm 2, we have identified
evidence that gain is present for these Cu the 3p-3s emission lines from Cu XX
XX 3s-3p lines. We are presently making (neon-like). We have obtained strongest
further optical modifications to produce a 3p-3s emission with thin foils (-25
line focus up to 25 mm in length so that AgM/cm 2 Cu over 5 ggm/cm 2 plastic).
we may search for exponential growth in Under these conditions a comparison of
the emission on these transitions on-axis to off-axis spectra provides

evidence that gain is indeed achieved.
Discussion: It is not clear whether hot electron

reflexing plays any substantial role in the
An attractive element in the possible collisional excitation of these plasmas.In

use of 10 lam lasers as drivers for electron the present case, neon-like Cu has been
collisionally pumped XUV lasers is the chosen as a gain candidate because of the
potential of benefitting from direct published data for 1 gm target irradiation
suprathermal electron excitation of the under similar conditions. No attempt has
lasant ions. Several schemes for obtaining been made to choose a collisionally
an enhanced population inversion by taking pumped system optimally matched to the
advantage of a superthermal electron thermal plasma parameters and hot
population have been proposed [10],[11]. electron temperature actually achieved.
In one proposal [10], the 2p-3p collisional
excitation rate for neonlike ions is
enhanced on a transient basis by
introducing electrons with energy optimally References
matched to the excitation potential and in
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Ne-Like Ion X-Ray Laser Experiments in Plasmas
Produced by 0.53-lkm and 0.35-jjm Laser Light
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Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract series of collaborative x-ray laser
experiments between Lawrence

Recent Ne-like ion x-ray laser Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and
experiments carried out at the Centre CEL-V. As part of this collaborative
d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton (CEL-V) with effort, Ne-like, Ni-like, and recom-
both 0.53-1im and 0.35-im laser light bination x-ray laser systems were
will be described. This paper will investigated. Table I summarizes the
concentrate primarily on the observation Ne-like ion x-ray laser experiments
of amplification in Ne-like Sr (Z=38) in performed at CEL-V. In this paper, we
plasmas produced by 0.53-1im laser light. will focus primarily on the results of the
Small signal gains of 4.4 cm- 1 and 4.0 .Ne-like Sr campaign; Ne-like Se x-ray
c m-1 have been measured for the laser spectra from plasmas produced by
Ne-like Sr J=2-1 transitions at 164.1 and 0.35-lim light will also be briefly
166.5 A, respectively. In addition, the described. Results from the other
effects of pumping the Ne-like Se laser experiments listed in Table I will be
with 0.35-1i m light have been presented in the near future.
investigated. The resulting Se spectra do Sr was chosen as an element to study
not differ significantly from those for several reasons. First of all, it is of
observed with 0.53-lim light. A brief interest frr)m the point of view of
summary of other experiments carried Ne-like kinetics. The reduced wavelength
out at CEL-V will also be given, overlaps amongst the Ne-like lines of Sr

as compared to other elements make this
Introduction an attractive ion to study for purposes of

identifying weak transitions. Identifi-
Since the demonstration of soft x-ray cation of these weak lines may shed light
amplification in Ne-like Se in 1984, on issues such as the unexplained
significant progress has been made in relatively weak amplification of certain
characterizing, isoelectronically scaling, J=0-1 transitions. 1  Secondly, a Ne-likX
and boosting the output power of Ne-like Sr laser operating at 164.1 and 166.5 A
x-ray lasing systems. In particular, up to is a good candidate for use in x-ray
16 gain lengths have been observed in optics related experiments, as discussed
Ne-like Se, 2 ,3 and lasing has been else- where in these proceedings.6
demonstrated in Y (Z-39)1 and Mo Finally, recent experiments by Monier et
(Z -4 2). 4 In addition to these al.7 haye dejnonstrated fluorescen e of
experiments, which have been conducted the 2p -2p 3d line at 6.059 A in
with O.53-1gm laser light, gain in Ne-like Ne-like Sr due to photopumping of this
Ge (Z-32) and Cu (Z=29) has been reported transition by L3 emission at 6.053 A in
in plasmas created by 1.06-lim H-like Al. This photopumping process
wavelength laser irradiation.5  may possibly be used to enhance the gain

In this paper, we present gain on transitions in the 3p-3s manifold, and
measurements for Ne-like Sr (Z=38). hence the measurement of gain in the
This work was carried out as part of a non-photo-assisted case is of interest.
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TABLE I: Ne-like Ion X-ray Laser ExperimentsPerformed at CEL-V

E Taraet Thickness.Laser Conditions Purpose

Ne-like Se Gain 35 gg/cm 2 ; 7x1 013 W/cm 2 (2co) Examine behavior of Se gain
Optimization 46 pg/cm2 ; 1.4x1 014 W/cm2 (2o) as a function of target thick-

58 jig/cm2 ; 4x1 013 W/cM2 (2(o) ness, laser intensity

Ne-like Se J=0 70 pg/cm 2 ; 2x10 13 W/cm 2 (20) Attempt to maximize J=O
Spectroscopy output by creating high

density plasma

Ne-like Sr Gain 80 pg/cm 2 ; 1.4x1014 W/cm 2, J=0-1 Gain measurements
Measurement and 7x10 13 W/cm2 (2o)) at 164.1, 166.5A; physics
Spectroscopy of J=0-1 transitions

Ne-like Ge Gain 27 pg/cm 2 ; 6x1 013 W/cm2 (2co) Gain measurements
Measurement and 34 pg/cm 2 ; 2x1013 W/cm 2, and general spectroscopy
Spectroscopy 5x1013 W/cm2 (2(o)

Ne-like Ag 164 pg/cm 2 ; 2x1 014 W/cm2 (2(o) Look for J=2-1 lasing
Spectroscopy transitions in Ag

Ne-like 3(o Se, Mo, Ag; various thicknesses Examine Ne-like lasing
Spectroscopy and intensities (3(o) in plasmas produced by

3o light

Experimental Setup target by a pair of counterrotating
cylindrica lenses and a single f/4.3

The experiments described in this paper spherical lens. With this optical chain, a
were carried out at the Phebus laser line focus continuously variable in length
facility located at the Centre d'Etudes de up to 2.7 cm was available. In an actual
Limeil-Valenton, France 8 . The facility is experiment, the line-focused beams were
similar in overall plan to the Nova superimposed on the target. Target foils
Two-Beam chamber described else- of 0.8, 1.7, and 2.2 cm length were used
where. 4  The Phebus laser consists of in these experiments. The alignment
two laser chains, each of which is system for the targets was integral with
identical to a single arm of the Nova that for the McPigs diagnostic and has
laser facility at Lawrence Livermore been described previously.4

National Laboratory. For these The diagnostics used in this work are
experiments, Phebus provided up to 1400 shown in Fig. 1. The two principal
J/arm of 0.53-pm light in a 500-ps instruments used to record soft x-ray
FWHM pulse. spectra and measure gain were a McPigs

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the soft x-ray spectrograph 9 and a trans-
Phebus target chamber with diagnostics mission grating streaked soft x-ray
in lace. The radius of this chamber is spectrograph (SPARTUVIX). 10 The formqr
13u cm, as compared to 80 cm for the provides high resolution (AX - 0.1-0.2 A)
Nova Two-Beam vacuum chamber. The time-gated spectra, while SPARTUVIX;:get was positioned at chamber centert as positione caber o bth yields continuous time resolution of softby a positioner capable of both x-ray emisin Awith less spectral
translatory and rotational movement. resosutiosnIo(n.- 1A) Details regarding
Each laser beam was focused onto the
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T ging (These are to
X-ray Crstal streaked soft x-ray ( e transitions analogous t he
,,,, rota,, . . spectrograp, 2) well known J=2-1 transitions at 206.4

- (srea, and 209.8 A in Ne-like Se. 1-3 ) Figure 3
order . shows a McPigs spectra from a 2.2-cm-

long SrF 2 target irradiated at a total
-ffrction intensity of 1. x10 1 4  W/cm 2 . For thisx-ry laser grating ne st f 14 1

a.risdefied gting shot, the spectrum was overexposed in
by tes mirror order to allow weaker transtions to be

viewed. The principal lasing transitions
shown in Fig. 2 are identified. (The

PhebuS general features of the Sr soft x-ray and
On axis spectrograph x-ray spectra were similar to those
(Mcpgs) Lasantfoilon reported by other authors 12-14  and will

atuminum pottrre be described in detail elsewhere.15)
The two J=2-1 transitions are

Figure 1: Experimental setup for X-ray observed to be the brightest lines in the
laser research at the Phebus laser spectrum, in accord with expectations.
facility. Two other bright Ne-like lines may be

seen (the Se analogous wavelengths 1 6
apear in pareptheses): the =1-1 at
tiu.1 A (;20.8 A), and the J=2-1 at 224

these diagnostics and their use in x-ray (262.9 A). The J=0-1 line at 159.84laser research have been given (182.4A) appears but is nearlyelsewhere.9,1 0(1§ .ape r bu is n rl
elsewhere.n 1 0  the SPARTUVIX and coincident in wavelength with a bright
In addition tot looked and sodium-like strontium line at 159.77 A.McPigs diagnostics that looked along the This overlap will be seen to have

x-ray laser axis, a pair of streaked x-ray conseq uence for measurement ofga on
crystal spectrographs positioned off- the 198 Atasion Th g 2-
axis were used to look at emission from and 1=14r wavelengths quoted here
3-2 transitions. Time-integrated x-ray are measured; the acp uracy of these
crystal spectrometers were also measurements is j0.,A. Our measure-
employed. A set of time-integrated ments for he wavelength of the 164.1
x-ray pinhole cameras (filtered to look in 'and 166.5 lines are in agreement with
the 1.5 keV region and used to measure those performed by Wyart et al. 12 . The
the line focus width and verify beam wavelengths of the J=0-1 lines are
super- position) completed the semiempirical fits based on experimental
diagnostic suite. data.1 7

Experimental Results

For this work, exploding foil type targets
similar to those employed in earJie. __

Ne-like ion x-ray laser experiments 2,5
were used. The targets consisted of CH
foils of areal density 10 ig/cm 2  '
overcoated with 80 gg/cm2 of SrF2. Line (20,,,
focus widths of 150 irm or 300 lum were (,, 1,,1.

used, corresponding to total on-target 2p " .
laser intensities of 1.4x10 14  W/cm 2  or f,,. ,.4
7x101 3 W/cm 2 . The 1.4x10 1 4 W/cm 2  

(2p",,,,3_67

intensity was derived from a simple 12 ,r 3" (20p, ,), "

scaling model1 1 for gain in Ne-like
systems, and was estimated to be the
optimum intensity for these targets. (2,,_,,,,

This intensity is midway between tlie
7x10 1 3 W/cm 2 and 4x10 1 4 W/cm 2

intensities used in previous work in Se1
(Z=34) and Mo 4 (Z=42).

Figure 2 shows a simplified Grotrian ..
diagram for Ne-like Sr and identifies the
primary lasing transitions. Based on Figure 2: Grotrian diagram for Ne-like
previous results in Se1 and Mo4 , the twQ Sr, showing principal transitions of
J-2-1 transitions at 164.1 and 166.5A interest. (Position of Ne-like Sr ground
are expected to have the highest gain. state is not drawn to scale.)
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1 4.1 A 2-1 experiments. The detailed behavior ofi~g h0 1 64tAJ=21N-ll

, A = ,1 2.2o. "WIM the gain coefficient at high and low
,, ,+,,6 i66.s A J 2.1 1....,,.,o0,wM, intensity will be discussed in an

upcoming paper.1 5

A definitive gain measurement was
possible only for the two J=2-1

A- -"7 w transitions. The 175.1 and 224.9 A lines
fl J , were observed, but their intensity on

shorter targets was too low to providea
reliable gain measurement. The fact that
these lines were observed, however, does

... indicate that they we re probably being00 ,20 140 ,,0 ,in "o 2 0 240 M 280 amplified. The 159.8 A transition waswa"Io,,,, .....trw) ,observed to grow slower than linear on
Figure 3: McPigs spectra from a 2.2-cm all McPigs time strips. This type of
long SrF 2 foil irradiated with 0.53-I1m behavior is well-known for Na-likel 4

light, lines and occurs because such lines are
generally optically thick. It thys appears
that the observed 159.8 A spectral
feature arises primarily from Na-like ion

Figure 4 shows the behavior with emission. The 84.9 A transition shown in
target length of the 164.1 A transition as Fig. 2 was not observed. At the moment,
measured by McPigs for the high it appears that the other J=0-1 line of
intensity case, along with the inferred interest at 133.0 A was also not
gain coefficient. In this figure, the line observed. This region of the spectra is
intensity versus length has been fitted to quite crowded, however, and further
the following formula: 1 8 analysis of McPigs spectra in this

wavelength region are underway.
I=E(eaL. 1)3/2 (aLeaL)-1/ 2  In addition to these Sr experiments,

o, several experiments were carried out
where I is the intensity in W/cm- 2 sr- 1  with the Ne-like Se laser using 0.35-1m
integrated over the line profile, a is the laser light. Figure 5 shows the spectra
time-integrated line center gain from a 1.6-cm-long Se target irradiated
coefficient, L is the target length, and E with 0.35- m light at an intensity of
is the emissivity. 9x10 1 3 W/cm2 . Note that the two J=2-1

The increase in intensity of the transitions at 206.4 and 209.8 A are
164.1 A line with target length as shown observed to be the brightest lines in the
in Fig. 4 is consistent with a gain spectrum. The relative intensities of the
coefficirint of 4.4 cm- 1 . The gain on the J=2-1, J=1-1, and J=0-1 lines in this
166.5 A line was 4.0 cm- 1 for this case. spectrum are similar to those
In deter- mining the measured gains, it observed1 -3 with 0.53-gm light. Further
was verified that the x-ray continuum analysis of this data is underway and the
scaled linearly with increasing target results will be presented in the near
length as has been observed in other future.
exploding foil type x-ray laser

100 
Summary

A wide variety of experiments toI=4.4m_'4 investigate Ne-like ion x-ray laser
/ physics issues have been carried out at

S10- Strontium the Centre d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton,
X 164.1A France, as part of a LLNL/CEL-V

collaborative effort. In this paper, we
e 10-2 have presented first results from a

subset of these experiments. In
particular, we have presented measure-

UMC ,ments of gain on several soft x-ray
0 transitions in Ne-like Sr. Gains of 4.4
10.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1. 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 cm- 1 and 4.0 cm-' at an intensity of

Target length (cn) 1.4x10 14 W/cm- were measured for the
164.1 A and 166.5 AJ=2-1 transitions.

Figure 4: Intensity of the 164.1 A Sr (Note that it should be possible to
J-2-1 transition vs. target length for the demonstrate saturated output (- 20 gain
1.4 x 1014 W/cm2 intensity case. lengths) of the Ne-like Sr laser on the
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Capillary Discharge Plasmas as Extreme Ultraviolet Laser Sources

J. J. Rocca, M. C. Marconi, M. Villagran Muniz, and D. C. Beethe

Electrical Engineering Department, Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

Abstract advantages relate to the requirements for
the generation of a dense highly ionized

We propose the generation of XUV plasma as well as for its subsequent rapid
and soft X-ray laser radiation by electron- cooling. In addition, the capillary limits
ion recombination in capillary plasmas the plasma radius, helping to avoid self
excited by fast discharges. Highly ionized absorption of resonant radiation.
plasmas are created in a capillary geometry In the proposed excitation scheme
by a high current pulse; subsequently rapid a nearly completely ionized plasma is
cooling of the plasma occurs by electron created by a short (10-100 ns) high current
heat conduction and radiation. Electron-ion pulse through a small diameter capillary.
recombination is expected to result in Ca6illary discharges can be used to create
population inversion and gain in 3-2 dense (1017 _-1020 cm- 3) highly ionized
transitions of hydrogenic ions with plasmas with length-to-diameter ratio > 100
wavelengths ranging from the VUV to soft X- (6,71. Our experimental results show that
rays. We have generated nearly completely in this geometry highly ionized plasmas
ionized helium and lithium capillary with conditions appropriate to study short
plasmas to study the possibility of wavelength radiation amplification can be
amplification in the 3-2 hydrogenic lines created with modest excitation energy. The
during plasma recombination. Time resolved capillary geometry favors plasma cooling by
XUV spectra of a 500 Om diameter lithium electron heat conduction at the termination
capillary discharge were obtained. The of the discharge pulse as a consequence of
intensity of the LIII 72.9 nm 3-2 line is the proximity of the plasma to the
observed to increase during the decay of capillary walls. Heat conduction added to
the current pulse. The capillary discharge radiative losses from the highly charged
recombination scheme is expected to ions results in rapid plasma cooling and a
advantageously scale to soft X-rays large three-body electron-ion recombination
wavelengths. A time dependent collisional- rate which is expected to result in
radiative model of the c~pillary plasmas population inversions and significant gain
predicts a gain of 5 cm in the 18.2 nm at XUV and soft X-ray wavelengths. OfCVI transition. tXVadsf -a aeegh.O

particular interest are the 3 to 2

Introduction transitions of hydrogenic ions ranging In
wavelength from 164 nm for HelI in a

Soft X-ray amplification has relatively low power density discharge, toSoftntl b -n aempfated ion hay 18.2 nm for CVI in high power density
recently been demonstrated in highly discharges. The scheme proposed is
ionized plasmas created by high energy obviously not limited to these transitions,
laser pulses [1,2]. XUV lasers have also however hydrogenic ions simplify model

been demonstrated using laser excitation calculations and plasma diagnostics. The

[3-5]. We propose the direct discharge experiments discussed in this work

excitation of XlV and soft Xray correspond to the study of highly ionized
coiaty eomlers. usig cpllas o He and Li capillary discharges, and are

capillary geometry. The capillary relevant to the possibility of VUV and XUV
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Figure 1. Capillary discharge set-up

amplification. An electromagnet capable of generating an
The concept we propose should axial magnetic field of up to 100 kG with a

scale advantageously to shorter wavelengths half cycle of 170 Us surrounds the

due to the favorable Z7 scaling of the capillary and provides additional control

optimum electron density [8]. We have over the plasma evolution.
developed a time dependent collisional We have also constructed a
radiative model of the capillary discharge modified version of this set-up that
which predicts that large gains should be includes a spark-gap switch to study gas
obtainable at hat X-ray wavelengths. More loaded capillary discharges. A high current

specifically, the model predicts an pulse can create a magnetically self-
fo confined plasma column, in which high

exponential gain of e for the 18.2 nm temperature and a high degree of ionization
transition of CVI in a capillary 100 Um in are obtained. At the end of the excitation
diameter and 2 cm in length [9]. the plasma expands mixing with the

surrounding cooler neutral gas. The
Capillary discharges experfients electron gas rapidly losses energy in

exiting and ionizing collisions, by heat
To study the generation of highly conduction and in the volume change,

ionized capillary plasmas in low Z elements causing plasma recombination.
we constructed the discharge arrangement The first experiments were
schematically illustrated in figure 1. A conducted in Helium gas. The generation of
6.6 nF ring of ceramic capacitors which can a nearly totally ionized Helium plasma
be charged up to 100 kV surrounds a followed by three body electron-ion
capillary channel. To keep the Inductance recombination when the plasma cools at the
at a very low value no switch is used in termination of the discharge pulse could
series with the discharge circuit. The result in gain in the VUV at 164nm. During
capacitors are charged to a voltage below the plasma recombination this line is
the capillary flashover value, and excited predominantly by collisional and
initiation of the discharge at the desired radiative decay of the population of levels
time Is obtained by firing a smaller of higher energy which are been pumped by
trigger discharge in proximity with one of electron-ion recombination. The HeII 4-3
the electrodes. After breakdown occurs transition at 486.5nm is of interest
rapid ablation and ionization of the wall because feeds the n=3 level and been in the
material takes place due to extreme visible region of the spectrum allows for
temperature loading of the capillary wall. convenient monitoring of the plasma
A high temperature core plasma develops in evolution (figure 2).
the center of the capillary, surrounded by Figure 3 illustrates the temporal
a cooler plasma in contact with the walls.
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evolution of the discharge current and the
corresponding 486.5nm HelI line emission in
the radial direction from a 1 mm diameter,

Hell 30 cm long, 1 Torr capillary discharge
excited by a 4nF capacitor charged to 25
kV. The 100 ns current pulse is well
terminated, facilitating rapid cooling of
the plasma at the end of the pulse. The

5 4 most intense emission from the HeII 4-3
- 4 10 -- 468.5 / transition occurs 200 ns after the

E termination of the current pulse,3 indicating abundant excitation by electron-
ion recombination.

The evolution of the electron
5 density in the helium capillary plasma was

3.5 10- 164.0 nm measured by recording the Stark broadening
of the HeII 486.5 nm line as a function of

uI. time. Figure 4 illustrates the measured
5 line shape of this line at 86 ns and 293 ns

31 2 after the initiation of the discharge
current pulse. The evolution of the plasma

30.4 nm density is plotted in figure 5. The
measurements show that nearly complete

0 ionization is achieved at the time of peak
current. The plasma density at the time
corresponding to the peak of the HeII
recombination related line emission was

16 -3
Figure 2. Simplified energy level diagram measured to be 3.4 10 cm . This electron
of HeII shcwing excitation following density value is estimated to be several
collisional recombination. times larger than the value for which

superelastic electron deexcitation of the
n=3 level equals radiative decay through

2

1.6-

1.2 -4--

E
L_ 0.8 tO

ot
0.4-d

0

0 200 400 600 800 doo 1200

Time (ns)

Figure 3. Current pulse and corresponding emission from
the HeII 4-3 line in a 1 mm diameter, 30 cm long, 1 Torr.
25 kV He capillary discharge.
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Figure 5. Measured evolution of the plasma density in a 20 kV, 1 Torr
He capillary discharge. The dashed line indicates the density at the
time of the recombination peak.

the emission at 164 nm [8,10J; and XUV emission from a lithfLml capillary
consequently is too high to obtain discharge
significant gain in this transition.
Adjusting the discharge parameters to lower In a rapidly cooling lithium
the plasma density is expected to lead to plasma, recombination of totally ionized
inversion of the 3-2 164 nm line. atoms into high lying energy levels of

LiIII followed by electron impact
deexcitation, could result in a population
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inversion between the n=3 and n=2 levels
and amplitication in the 72.9nm transition LuII
(Figure 6). W'1, the purpose of studying

the excitation of this line by electron-ion -

recombination and the possibility of XUV

amplification in lithium plasmas we
constructed a lithium hydride capillary 500 5 4
Um in diameter and 4 cm in length which was -9 -
inserted in the set-up of figure 1. Lithium 10208.2 nm

hydride was selected as the capi1lary E 3
material because its dielectric 0
characteristic. The plasma is produced by
ablation of the capillary walls following
the discharge of the 6.6 nF ring of - 8 10- 72.9 nm
capacitors charged to voltages between 15

and 50 kV. The current pulse produced by a I
40 kV discharge is illustrated in Figure 7. 5
The peak current of the 50 ns FWHM pulse is 2
5 KA, corresponding to a current density of 7 1

2.5 106 A cm- 2 . 13.5 nm

The set up illustrated in figure 8

was used to study the axial XUV emission 0
from the capillary plasma. The radiation is
focused into the entrance slit of a I m
normal incidence vacju, monochromator by an Figure 6. Simplitied energy
aluminum coated spherical mirror, and is
detected by a multichannel-plate sevel iam fLllshowing excitation following
intensified diode array detector. The electron-ion recombination.
current pulse was monitored with a RogowsKI
coil having a risetime of 2 ns, and was
recorded by a 200 Mhz waveform transient
digitizer. Time integrated XUV spectra do
not show the 72.9 nm LiIIi line when the
discharge voltage is less than 20 kV, but
when the discharge energy is increased by
incrementing the charging voltage to 25 kV,
the 72.9 nm line appears in the spectra and

capillary
micrometer discharge

r~y mirror Crrent Coil

Intenified

normal incidence . ro detcto

Figure 7. Experimental set-up used to study the XUV emission from a Li

capillary discharge.
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Figure 8. Time resolved XUV spectra of a 500 Umn diameter, 4 cm long Li
capillary discharge excited with the current pulse shown. The time delay
with respect to the current peak is indicated In each spectrum.
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High Power, Short Pulse Ultra-Violet Laser
for the Development of a New X-Ray Laser
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Abstract by a factor of ten requires an increase
in input laser power of four orders of

A high power, short pulse ultra-violet magnitude. However, the pumping time
laser system (Powerful Picosecond-Laser) required, T , actually decreases as X-2
has been developed at Princeton Plasma So, the practical approach to shorter
Physics Laboratory (PPPL) as part of wavelength emission should make use of
experiments designed to generate shorter short pulse length, high power lasers.
wavelength X-ray lasers. With the addition This is what has motivated our construction
of pulse compression and a final KrF of the powerful, picosecond laser
amplifier the laser output is expected (PP-Laser).
to have reached 1/3-1/2 TW levels. The For a number of years C. Rhodes and
laser system, particularly the final his group (61 proposed to use very high
amplifier, will be described along with power density, short pulse lasers for
some initial soft X-ray spectra from multiphoton selective excitation of inner
laser-target experiments. The front-end shell transitiong in order to generate
of the PP-Laser provides an output of lasing in the 10 A wavelength region.
20-30 GW and can be focussed to intensities
of % 1016 W/cm 2 . Experiments using this First Stage Of The System
output to examine the effects of a prepulse
on laser-target interaction will be The PP-Laser system which we have
described. developed, [7] as well as systems developed

by others, 18,111 have a large number
Introduction of system components. The first stage

of our system consists of a short pulse
One approach, which we consider as highly dye oscillator/amplifier whose output
promising, is to use autoionizing is frequency converted to obtain a
metastable levels for storage of the wavelength of 248 nm, and then amplified
pumping energy as proposed by S. Harris by two KrF amplifiers to obtain output
[I] for 207 A lasing in Lithium. Other energy in the 20 - 30 mJ range. A detailed
approaches are based on inner shell block diagram of the system showing the
ionization [2,3] and Auger transitions 1st stage, the optional pulse compression
(4,5]. and the final KrF amplifier is given

It is our goal to demonstrate X-ray in Fig. 1.
lasing significantly below 10 nm, perhaps The frequency doubled (523 nm) output
as short as 1 mm. However, with present of the mode-locked Nd:YAG pump is used
X-ray schemes (even those with extremely to pump the cavity dumped dye oscillator,
large pump lasers), these goals may be providing an output which is approximately
difficult to reach and a new approaches 1 - at 647 nm. Residual 1.06 tim from
may be required. the YAG laser is directed through a pulse

In a recombination laser X-ray scheme slicer, amplified, frequency doubled
the input pump intensity scales as severely and used to synchronously pump a three
as X T That is, to reduce the wavelength stage dye amplifier. The output of the
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that the results look similar to the
1-2 keV high temperture tokamak plasmas,

except that the lines are much broader

1061- IO p 512- 6?4

- N:A D-MD.Results From The First Stage Of The Short
-(KTP) L Pulse Laser System

MThe output of the Ist stage (20-30 GW)
%el.,. ol " ,was initially used in experiments with

s-, solid targets. Using a 3-m, high
Nd-, resolution XUV spectrometer [14], a number

Af__.lfr NG 24 --1- of spectra were recorded in the region
1063 9= from 10 to 300 A. The highlights of

(M-W the resulting spectra were the observation
Dof highly ionized species (Fe XVI), Fig.

70P 6, and very significant line broadening
ms for certain transitions. The high

w Aresolution of the instrument can be seen

from the narrowness of the Lill lines
647- in Fig. 7. The observed broadening

loop. -may be a result of either Stark broadening
in high density (> 1022 cm

- 3
) plasma

3"t. or the extremely high electric field
Jlft 1associated with the laser pulse (10 V/AX).

Modelling, based on Stark broadening,
indicated that in some cases a mixing
of wavefunctions and subsequent emission

Figure 1. Picosecond Laser System - from otherwise forbidden transitions
Block Diagram. occured, leading to observed asymmetry

in certain lines (FVII 3d-2p, Fig. 8).
oscillator is delayed and then directed This asymmetry, as recently was pointed
into this dye amplifier. Optionally, out by K. Koshelev [151, may be the results
the pulse width of the pico-second pulse of contribution to line intensities from
may be shortened to the 200-300 fs range satellite lines.
with a fiber - grating compressor prior The effect of a prepulse [16] on the
to amplification [12]. generation of plasma by a picosecond

The non-compressed pulses, measured KrF* laser has been examined. The prepulse
with an autocorrelator at the outputs preceding the picosecond pulse, arises
of the Dye oscillator, and the Dye from the amplified spontaneous emission
Amplifiers, and also at the output of (ASE) of the two KrF* amplifiers. The
KrF II (using the two photon fluorescence amount of prepulse energy is varied by
technique in Xe), were 1 psec, 1.3 psec, changing the injection timing of the
and 1.1 psec FWHM respectively (Fig. 2). seed pulse. Even though the ASE signal
The corresponding compressed pulse at is a factor of 104 times longer in duration
the output of KrF II, measuring 250 and more than 105 times weaker in intensity
fsec with the two photon fluorscence than the main picosecond pulse, it
technique, is shown in Fig. 3. nevertheless significantly changes the

The dye amplifier output is frequency condition of interaction of the main
doubled and then mixed with residual pulse with the target.
1.063 pm to yield the desired 248 nm The spectra shown in Figs. 9 (a),
seed pulse for the KrF* excimer (b), and (c) were obtained with a teflon
amplifiers. Without compression, the target at injection times of t , -3,
output beam from the 2nd KrF* amplifier 0, and +3 ns respectively, with respect
focal spot intensities of 1016 W/cm2 . to time t = 0, when the laser (I ps)
This constitutes the output from the pulse energy is maximum. The estimated
1st stage of the PP-Laser System. A amount of prepulse energy in each case
photograph of the Ist stage showing is 0.3, 7, and 15%, respectively, of
KrF AMP I and II in the foreground is the picosecond pulse energy. As the
shown in Fig. 4. injection time is delayed (more prepulse)

In Fig. 5 is presented intense spectral FVII, lines become broader. Also the
lines of hydrogen and helium like ions forbidden transition 3p-2p of FVI, gets
of oxygen and carkon in the wavelength stronger with increasing prepulse.
region of 15 to 45 A. It is remarkable This implies that the FVII ions are
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(Two-photon fluorescence technique in Xe)

- .- A T PSBC 2 -2 T P
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Figure 2. Autocorrelation traces of non-compressed pulses.
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Figure 3. Compressed pulse at the output Figure 4. First stage of Powerful
of the 2nd KrF* amplifier. Picosecond Laser System showing 1st and 2nd

KrF amplifier.
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Figure 5. Densitometer trace of the spectrum from a G-10 target showing transitions in

H-like and C VI and 0 VIII, He-like C V and 0 VII, and Li-like Si XII.

created at higher electron density closer that the peak electron temperature will
to the peak of the picosecond pulse decrease. Therefore a hotter plasma
as the prepulse increases. Furthermore, is created with less prepulse. This
narrower line widths of FVII in the model is supported by calculations based
case of a weak prepulse (t = -3 ns, on the observed spectral intensities
Fig. 9) means that FVII ions in this and the linewidths of the Li-like FVII.
case are created at a lower density.
Since the plasma created by the picosecond Final KrF* Amplifier
KrF* laser freely expands, the observation
of FVII ions at lower electron density Excimer Laser research is being vigorously
implies that a significant part of the pursued [17] because this class of lasers
radiation from FVII ions is generated offered several advantages in comparison
during the recombination phase after to other lasers; they can amplify
the laser pulse and there existed a sub-picosecond pulses [18], their short
plasma with higher electron density wavelength allows the output pulse to
and higher electron temperature earlier be focussed to a relatively small spot
in time. This may be indicated by the size, and their relatively high pumping
presence of much stronger resonance efficiencies allow multi-terawatt power
lines of CV and CVI (observed in third densities to be delivered to targets
order) for the case of weak prepulse with small laboratory size facilities.
(t - -3 ns) than those observed for The final KrF* excimer amplifier (KrF
a stronger prepulse (t = 0 ns). Thus, III) has as its seed pulse the 25 mJ,
the initial plasma in the case of t 248 nm output from the Picosecond Laser
- -3 ns is hotter than that at t = 0 System first stage. The cross-sectional
ns or t - +3 .,s. area of the laser cavity is 5 cm by 10

The role of the prepulse can be modeled cm, and the active length is approximately
as follows. The prepulse is expected 80 cm. The amplifier is UV preionized
to create a low temperature plasma which by a row of 41 pins which span the length
will expand prior to the arrival of of the laser active region. The amplifier
the picosecond pulse. As the amount has Brewster's angle window mounts on
and duration of prepulse increases, each end to minimize reflection from
the number of ions interacting with the quartz windows. The amplifier unit
the picosecond pulse will increase, consists of the laser body and its
Subsequently, the heat capacity of the associated high voltage circuitry contained
plasma will increase with increasing in an aluminum enclosure to minimize
prepulse because a larger number of EMI, and external high voltage power
particles are involved, with the result supplies and control electronics. Timing
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Figure 8. Fluorine spectrum obtained Figure 10. End view of KrF amplifier.
with teflon target.

is derived from the PPPL designed and
constructed Fast Timing System and Master
Timing System used to coordinate the
rest of the experiment, which is locked
to the 38 MHz clock derived from the

--------- -------- mode locker of the Nd:YAG pump of the

dye oscillator.
The main body of the amplifier is

a3 | made of 1.25 inch thick G-10 epoxyJ - - fiberglass and the electrode ends are
*1 made from 3/4 inch thick aluminum. One

h electrode is machined from solid aluminum,
pyn and the other electrode is similar but

FVIII F has a slot milled into it and then has
2L* ... av • , layer of stainless steel screening

-0 ,over it to allow the UV from the preionizer
-'V pins to pass through. The basic electrical

S-. circuit configuration of the laser is
the capacitive discharge circuit, similar

o - - a - to those found in nitrogen, and CO2 TEA
. . lasers. The electrical circuits for

FVII excimer lasers, however, are characterized
FVII by very low inductance, very fast current

F .- . .. . . . . and voltage rise-times and very high4 I! peak currents which means that circuit1k " " FV,, critical considerations in the development
FYI of a reliable laboratory scale 1 Joule

,IP 'm excimer laser. Figure 10 shoi.s an end

1 view of the amplifier. The preionization
mi 4  i T circuitry is shown along the top of theI amplifier, and the main discharge

capacitors are mounted close to the laserI body along each side.
- a - - p4- A series of tests were run on the

KrF* final amplifier, first as an
Figure 9. Fluorine and carbon spectra oscillator, and later as an amplifier
in the wavelength region 90-130 obtained in the Picosecond Laser System. In the
with teflon target. The injection time oscillator configuration, a 1.5 meter
of the picosecond pulse in each case radius spherical mirror was placed at
(a) t = -3 nsec, (b) t = 0 nsec, and one end of the laser, and a 5% reflective
(c) t = +3 respectively, flat window at the other end so that

a laser cavity was formed. In this
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configuration a set of tests were run Experimental Configuration For The New
to determine the optimum gas mix to X-Ray Laser System

obtain maximum output energy. Based
on these results, it was determined As mentioned earlier, the PP-laser has

that the highest energy output was been developed as a high intensity pump

available using a mix of 50 torr krypton, source in the development of a shorter

75 torr of 5% fluorine in a helium buffer wavelength X-ray laser. In general,
gas mix, and then operating at 3 atm however, in order to obtain shorter
absolute with the balance of gas composed wavelength emission, one must access

of neon. When the amplifier is part transitions which arise from excited
of the Picosecond Laser System, the levels of highly ionized species. The

amplifier is double passed. The pulse laser characteristics which one needs
expands to fill the aperture as it to produce the relatively long-lived

traverses the amplifier on the initial ionization stage required are very
pass, and is reflected by the 1.5 meter different from those needed to excite
spherical mirror and slowly converges the short wavelength transition and produce
on its return trip before being focussed a population inversion. While a single
onto the target. In this configuration, laser might be able to perform these
out,*it energy of 1 Joule has been measured tasks, a two-laser approach [19], which
using a 20 nsec seed pulse from the separates these processes promises to
first two KrF amplifiers, and energy be a more efficient one.
levels in the range of 150-200 mJ (with The two-laser approach to produce
'. 20 ASE) have been recorded using a shorter wavelength X-ray laser (Fig.
the compressed seed pulse. Some recent 14) consists of the following elements.

results indicated that ASE has been A high energy CO2 or Glass laser is fired
reduced to % 10% for 120-150 mJ output. onto a target producing a plasma column.

A large magnet is used to confine the
Initial Spectroscopic Results With The plasma and provide the desired plasma
Final KrF Amplifier conditions. The short pulse, high power

laser is used at the appropriate time
The plasma is monitored by a grazing (the occurence of the correct ionization
incidence soft X-ray spectrometer, state), to create the inversion. The
(SOXHOS) [13] which uses a microchannel interaction is examined using various
plate detection system for increased diagnostics, primarily axial and transverse
sensitivity over conventional XUV spectrometers. All the essential
spectrometers. Recently obtained spectra elements for this experiment are now
using the system with the large aperture in place. Temporal synchronization between

final KrF* amplifier, show results the lasers, the magnetic field, and the
significantly different from the spectra diagnostics has been verified. Higher
obtained from the system without the output power from the lasers may prove
final amplifier. The spectra of Fig. necessary but initial target experiments
Ila was obtained from 200 non-compressed will be performed in the near future.
shots from the 1st part of the system,
at an energy of approximately 20 mJ Conclusion
each and pulse duration 1 psec. The
spectra of Fig. lib was obtained from Initial tests have been conducted with
5 shots at 100 mJ with compressed ( ̂ 300 a compressed laser pulse at 248 nm and
fsec) pulses. The latter spectra shows have resulted in the spectra of plasma
an increase of line broadening, and from teflon targets. The system appears
the onset of satellite lines in comparison to work reliably and is capable of being
to the former spectra. Spectra are synchronized to other lasers, and
being analyzed presently and the results diagnostics. Additional experiments
will be published elsewhere. will be performed to investigate the

Figs. 12 and 13 show the results effects of the interaction of the powerful
obtained with a compressed 100 mJ pulse laser pulse on various targets.
on a teflon target. Fig. 12 shows FVII
lines which are very broadened, and Acknovledgement
have significant intensity, while Fig.
13, which corresponds to ASE only shots, We would like to acknowledge the help
shows no significant spectra, indicating of J. Fujimoto (MIT) for his help with
that the FVII lines are a consequence the pulse compression, and also M. Littman
of the shortened picosecond pulse, and R. Miles (both Princeton Univ.) and

T. McIlrath (Univ. of Maryland) for their
work and helpful suggestions on the
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Figure 11. Carbon spectrum obtained with teflon target. (a) 200 shots at 20 mJ with
At %1 psec, (b) 5 shots at 100 mJ with A t % 300 fsec.
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Figure 12. Fluroine and carbon spectra obtained with teflon target.
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PP-Laser system. We would additionally 12. This work was done in conjunction
like to acknowledge the help of Nicholas with J. Fujimoto, M.I.T.
Tkach in the electronics area, and John 13. J.L. Schwob, et al., "High Resolution
Schwarzmann and Andrew Schuessler for Duo-Multichannel Soft X-Ray
their help in mechanical construction. Spectrometer for Tokamak Plasma
This research was supported by the U.S. Diagnostics, Rev. Sci. Instrum.
Department of Energy, Advanced Energy 58, (9) p. 1601, Sept. 1987.
Projects of Basic Energy Sciences, the 14. C.H. Nam, et al., "Observation of
U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Asymmetric Stark Profiles from Plasmas
Research. Created by a Picosecond KrF Laser,"

Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 2427 (1987).
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Soft X-Ray Amplification in a Magnetically Confined Recombining
H-like and Li-like Plasma

D. Kim, C. H. Skinner, A. Wouters, E. Valeo, D. Voorhees, and S. Suckewer t

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

Abstract as a cooling method by Gudzenko and Shelepin. In
1974 Irons and Peacock[2] observed population in-

A series of experiments with H-like carbon has been versions in H-like carbon ions between levels 3,4,5
performed using a Nd/Glass laser ( maximum out- and 2 in an expanding plasma created by laser irra-
put energy is 100 J in 3 nsecs ) in a line focus config- diation of a slab target. However, the measured gain
uration. The maximum gain observed was 8.1 cm- I was low (- 10 5 cm- 1 ). Later higher gain was re-
using 25 J laser energy. This work is an initial step ported by Dewhurst et al.[3] but it was still too low
toward the development of a soft x-ray amplifier for to create a well collimated beam. In the late 1970's
the presently operating C VI 182 A soft x-ray laser in it was realized that the adiabatic expansion cooling
a CO2 laser produced plasma confined in a magnetic may not be the most favorable means of producing
field. significant gain because at the time of strongest re-

The possibility of lasing action at 187.2 A in Li- combination the plasma had already expanded so
like Mg X, 154.7 A in Li-like Al XI, and 129 A in that the electron density was too low to produce
Li-like Si XII in a magnetically confined recomb- high gain. To overcome this problem, Suckewer and
ing plasma has been also investigated. A CO 2 laser Fishman[4] proposed a new configuration of confin-
was focused onto a target assembly and the result- ing a CO2 laser produced plasma in a magnetic field.
ing plasma confined in a solenoidal magnet field up Using this new configuration, a gain-length product
to 9 Tesla. Impurities such as iron or titanium were of 6.5[51, and later up to 8[6] at C VI 182 A has been
introduced to increase the cooling in the recombina- demonstrated.
tion phase to produce more favorable conditions for The possibility of using soft x-ray lasers for mi-
high gain. Gain-length products of I - 2 at 187.2 A croscopy of living cells has stimulated work to de-
in Mg X, 3 - 4 at 154.7 A in A) XI, and I - 2 at velop x-ray lasers operating in the wavelength region
129 A in Si XII were observed. To better understand 23.3 A to 43.7 A, the so-callcd water window. An
plasma dynamics, a one-dimensional hydro-atomic important point, however, that is rarely discussed, is
code has been developed to simulate the experiment, the laser energy required for these applications. For
The comparison between experiments and computer instance, in order to record a high resolution image
simulation will be discussed. of a biological cell on photo-resist, a substantial laser

beam energy is required. We have, therefore, ded-
Introduction icated a significant effort to increase the energy of

the 182 A soft x-ray laser. One approach has been
The idea of creating a population inversion using the to develop additional amplifiers.
collisional recombination of ions dates back to 1960's
when Gudzenko and Shelepin[l] proposed first this Experiments with H-like Carbon
scheme in H-like ions. Since then, this scheme has
been investigated both theoretically and experimen- The first step in developing such amplifiers is to gen-
tally. Adiabatic expansion was originally proposed erate gain in C VI at 182 A. A gain medium was pro-
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I zm wavelength Nd/Glass laser than for the 10 jim

CO 2 laser. However, in the future, we plan to coin-
bine this amplifier with our CO 2 laser-pumped, mag-
netically confined soft x-ray laser; so, it is necessary

I I Ithat the Nd/glass laser pumped amplifier also work
SI ' ' i ''in a magnetic field and have a similar transverse di-

mension.
In the experiments the 2 in. diameter laser beam

was line-focused onto the cylindrical target by the

combination of a 67 cm focal length spherical lens
and 450 cm focal length cylindrical lens (Figure 1).
The dimensions of the line focus were - 100 jAm by
5 mm. One of features of the target system is the
capability of rotating the target so that for every

Figure 2. Experimental spectra obtained by XUV shot a fresh target surface is exposed by the laser.
spectrometer for different plasma lengths, 1, 2, and Gain was measured by changing the target length
3 mm. and hence the plasma length, as shown in Figure 1.

Another feature was the stainless steel blade 0.8 mm
in front of the target. The 0.25 mm thick stainless

duced by Nd/Glass laser beam brought to a line fo- steel blade is placed 0.8 mm away from the target
cus on a solid carbon target in a strong magnetic surface. The function of the blade was to provide
field (field lines parallel to the line focus). The role an additional cooling source: fully stripped carbon
of the magnetic field is less important here than in ions in the laser-produced plasma interact with the

our work in generating gain at 182 A using a CO2  blade and cool down rapidly through thermal con-
laser point-focused along the magnetic field axis be- duction and line radiation. Experiments with a tar-
cause of much higher initial electron density for the get lacking the stainless steel blade showed signifi-
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cantlv lower gain. A limited spatial region is selecte(d
bv a slot in a mask 1.5 cm away frou the target in I00

the axial direct ion and the plasiia is viewed t hrugh NY

the slot by an axial XU\ spectrometer. For the data LIra
presented below, the slot size was 0.8 x 2 tin and *Beff H-like Sequece 3-2 transhlkn
the near edge of the slot was 0.5 nun away froin the Li-Uke Sequence: 4-3 transittin
target surface. Experinents in which the distance oN.MU

frorn the edge of the slot to the target, surface was Q MO1o OCM
varied indicated a favorable condition for high gain AIDoo ONVI
in this region. 9 1

Figure 2 shows the experiiental data recorded X0 0-i SxlZ eFl]
W 0 NeXwith an axial grazing-incidence soft x-ray spectron- Ar rZ Na]

eter. The intensity dependence of the C VI 135 A, All L AIJ
CVI 182 A, and C V 186 A lines with respect to the We V 000 0 

plasma length are shown. The data were obtained rXrM 0
with 25 J laser energy and the stainless steel blade W= NI X10

and the slot dimensions as described above. The
magnetic field was 50 kW. The plasma lengths were 0 p i

1, 2, and 3 Imn. Emission by iron is clearly seen in 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

the spectra. The 182 A line fron C VI is blended IONIZATION ENERGY (@V)

with a similar wavelength line from iron. The line
intensity of Fe X1 182 A is knwn to b" about the Figure 4. Potential lasing line vs. ionization energy

saie as ihat of Fe XI 180.,l Ar7, hence, the sall for fl-like sequence ( 3 2 transition ) and Li-like

contribution of Fe XI 182 A can be estimated and sequence (4f 3d transition

subtracted.
In Figure 3, the corrected line intensities of C VI CO2 Laser Target Grazing Incidence

182 A (integrated over kine and frequency) are plot- Mirget
ted with respect to the plasma length. The data
have been fitted by the formula J8] Axial

(e .
-  

1) n n

2Q MagnetTransverse

which describes the output intensity of a Doppler- Transverse Scan
broadened, homogeneous source of amplified sponta- Spectrometer
neous emission of gain-length product GL. The the-
oretical gain curve for G _ 8.1 cm I is drawn. It can

clearly be seen that the C VI 182 A line increases Transverse XUV
exponentially and the C VI 135 A line linearly with 0.8 u
the plasima length. Axial XUV 1.3 ma

Expeririments withi Li-like Ionis aird Coirilpite~r
Sizrmmilation

Al 2.Om

In this section the extension to Li-like ions of exper-
iments with I-like C VI in a C0 2 laser produced
nmagnetically confined plasnia is presented. The Li- Al ,b
like sequence has several advantages over H-like se- 20 "! ,
quence. As can be seen in Figure 4, Li-like ions '/ Stee [ ""

have a lower ionization potential than H-like ions
with a comparable lasing wavelength. For example, C02 Laser

Si XII has an ionization potential of 523 eV for a
4f 3d transition at 129 A, compared to 1l-like N Figure 5. Experimental set-up and target assembly
VII which has an ionizatio, potential of 667 eV for ( Al in this case ) used in the experiments with Li-
a 3-2 transition at 134 A. The 4f - 3d transition like sions
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SXEL Figure 7. The axial spectra ofAl XI in the non-gain

Figue 6 Th axil secta ofMg inthe on-ainregion (a) and the gain region (b). The magnetic
Figue 6 Th axil secta ofMg inthe on-ain field strength used was 70 k(G.

region (a) and the gain region (b). The magnetic
field strength used was 30 kG.

niuni for silicon targets) is attached perpendicularly
to the target surface (see Figure 5). The blade helps
to create a more uniform plasma in the axial direc-

in Li-like sequence has a scaling of Z 2.4 with an tion along the magnetic field and also provides a
atomic number Z which is more favorable than Z-2 way to introduce impurities ( stainless steel or tita-
scaling in H-like sequence. One of important atomic mium in our experimient.) fo~r additional cooling. The
processes that create an population inversion is a Fl~-Ij4.*,t . ed:" (?G '-= .:h..ra! and transverse direc-
fast depopulation process of the lower level. This tions by multichannel soft x-ray spectrometers[10l,
is the L0 radiative transition in Il-like ions or the which produce time-integrated spectra. The axial
3d 2p radiative transition in Li-like ions. While the emission is imaged by a grazing-incidence mrirror
radiative transition rate in H-like ions scales as Z4 , onto the entrance slit of a multichannel soft x-ray
the 3d - 2p transition in Li-like ions increases faster spectrometer as shown in Figure 5. The geonhetry"
with Z, ZI(z) with f(Z) > 5 fir Z/ < 30. Along the Li- of the present experimental set-up allows us to ad-
like isoelectronic sequence, a higher gain at a shorter just the spectronmeter to view the 200jtn region
wavelength with a lower pumping laser power can be with high gain (we refer to this region a.s the gain
produced than along H-like isoelectronic sequence, region) or the - 200tnm region with little or no gain
This fact has been exploited in experiments with Al (we refer to this region as the non-gain region). On
Xl by Jaegl et a).191 the spectrum recorded from the gain region, we ex-

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure ,5. A pect to see the amplification of the potential lasing
CO2 laser( - 500i in - 50 nsecs) is focusd onto an line by stimulated emission. This effect was clearly
aluminum or silicon target, and creates a highly ion- shown in the work on H-like CVI where extensive
ized plasnma column confined in a strong axial mag- observations of absolute intensity anti measurements
netic field. A composite blade made from a sandwich of absolute divergence were the prinmry evidence for
of aluminum and stainless steel (or silicon and tita lasing[6].
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900 respectively, recorded by the axial XUV instrument
t.4 at two different transverse positions corresponding

40 to the gain and the non-gain regions as described in
600- ,the previous paragraph. A convenient way of show-

- -ing the amplification of the 4f 3d transition is
. o - to measure the change of the line intensity of this
- transition relative to that of the 4p 3s transition.

200 This comparison, being based on lines in the same
ion from upper levels with the same principal quan-
tum number, is independent of uncertainties in the

Soo_ exact spatial distribution of different kinds of ions

(b) m _ viewed by the spectrometer. For Mg case, the ra-
tnoA600i of the line intensity of Mg X 187.2 A to that of

Z . Mg X 170.2 A in Figure 6(a) is 3:1 and the ratio in
o - Figure 6(b) is 5:1. The change of the intensity ratio

)-400 from one transverse position of the instrument ( the
Z non-gain region ) to the other ( the gain region) is

5 / 3 1.7. The same analysis shows that the change
of the ratio is 2.8 for Al case and 1.8 for Si case.

This implies that a higher gain medium is created in
PIXEL Al plasma than in Mg and Si plasma. This can be

understood with the help of Figure 9 which is pro-

Figure 8. The axial spectra of Si XII in the non-gain duced by the atomic physics code for li-like ions[1 1]
region (a) and the gain region (b). The magnetic for various electron densities at a given temperature.
field strength used was 50 W. Unless the population of the He-like Mg is greater

by a factor of about 10 than that of the He-like Al
the gain on Mg X 187.2 A line is not higher than

. I .' . . theoneon Al XI 154.7 A line. In experiments, the
Te - 5V comparable amounts of He-like Mg and Al might be

produced and the better gain charateristic of Al pro-
0-2 duces a higher gain medium in Al than in Mg. How-

ever, in the case of Si, a smaller amount of He-like Si
SiZl seemed to be produced due to the higher ionization

energy of Si so that even though Si XII has a bet-
ter gain performance than Al Xl, a lower gain was

C. observed in Si XII.

A one-dimensional hydro-atomic code[12], origi

nally developed for C VI has been modified for Li-
AIM like ions in order to simulate the experiments, the

code generated theoretical time-integrated spectra
from the same plasma region as viewed by the spec-
trometers in experiment. Figure 10 shows the axial

i lspectra generated by the computer along with the
axial experimental spectra. The experimental spec-

MgX tra is also shown in Figure 7.
As observed in the experimental spectra, the ra-

tio of the 154 A to 141 A line intensity is about three
-I I times larger in the calculated gain-region spectrum

9N. (Ci) 0 IFigure 10(b)] than in the calculated non-gain-region

spectrum [Figure 10(d)] for a model plasma which

Figure 9. The normalized gain of the 4f 3d tran- has a gain-length product of GL - 3.7. The differ-
sition in Mg X, Al XI and Si XII vs. the electron ence of a factor of 1.7 in the ratio of line intensity of
density at T 5 eV. 154 A to 14l A between experimental and theoretical

spectra could be due to the variation of spectrome
Figures 6 - 8 are the spectra of Mg, Al and Si,
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Figure 10. Axial spectra of A] 'Q (a) and (c) are experimental data for the gain and the non-gain region,

respectively; (b) and (d) are calculated time-integrated axial spectra over the gain region and the non-gain
region, respectively,

I I I I I ter detector sensitivity with wavelength. This has, of
, +--.3.7 7-(b) course, no effect on present results for relative values

,2 ofline intensities in the gain and the non-gain region.

; 1(291,The experimentally observed change in the ra-

-J_ F100 -b to

tio of the 154 to 141 A line intensity with respect

,x, x,,. -' to the transverse position of the axial spectrometer
• \ / is shown in Figure 11(a), along with computational

e . ial s A I results. The use of the AI X 150.3 line as a refer-

repciey (b)\~~and(d) are calculatd tence was avoided for two reasons. The intensity of

6- the Al XI 150.3 A line is unfortunately blended by
r e gio the 0 VI 150 A line. The relative intensities of

Cot VI lines change with plasma conditions as shown in

(- o Figure 10(a) and (c) and it is difficult to unconvolute

the intensity of the Al XI 150.3 A line. The com-
2 , putations were performed for two plasma conditions

with peak gain-length products GL=3.7 and 1.6, re-
l i 0 ol ispectively. These two conditions were obtained by

0 200 400 00 200 400 Soo
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE H.) ORIZONTA DISTANCE .. changing the amount of impurity, iron in our case,

while maintaining a constant laser input energy. It
Figure 11. Observed and predicted line intensity ra- can be seen that there is a good agreement between
tic) versus horizontal position of the axial spectrom- the shape of the curves for GL=3.7 and the experi-
eter; (a) in Al Xs experimental data ( solid circle ); mental data. The same analysis was done for cases

modelithe AltXlp15.3 ALline.is(unforunatrlyeblendeddb

0odeling with thek 0L V= 15. ( line Thel reltiv inof Mg and Si, where good agreements were observed
cling with peak GL 3.7 ( cross ); (b) observed line for both g and Si for a cLd: 1.6 model plasma

intensitt ratio in Si MlI.
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Calculation and Design of Ni-Like W Soft X-Ray Laserst

S. Maxon, S. Dalhed, P. Hagelstein*,

B. MacGowan, R. London, and M. Rosen

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P. 0. Box 5508, Livermore, CA 94550, USA

(415) 422-4091

SUMMARY

Gain on 0-1 transitions has now been demonstrated in Ni-like

1,2 3 2
Eu and Yb using targets between 60 and WUO ug/cm2 . The

intensities of the input laser were 7xlO13 W/cm2 (Eu) and

1.4xlO14 W/cm 2 (Yb). The measured gain coefficient on the 71A
-1

(Eu) and the 50.3A line (Yb) was 1 cm . Using a modified

version of the Lagrangian hydrodynamics code LASNEX together with the

kinetics code XRASER, the calculated gains are in reasonable agree-

ment with experiment.
2

In Ni-like W, the leading 0-I transition has the wavelength

43.IA. 1D calculations for 90 ug/cm 2 targets irradiated by a

3w Gaussian pulse show an increase in the gain coefficient from I

to 2.6 cm-I as the intensity is increased from 2.2xi014 to

14 2
2.6xi0 W/cm 2 . The electron temperature, at the peak of the

input pulse, increases from 0.8 to 0.95 keY.

A more dramatic effect is seen by using square pulses (3w).
-I

The gain coefficient increases from 2 to 6 cm when the intensity
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14 14 2

is increased from 1.8xO1 to 2.2x10 W/cm2 . The electron

density for the square pulse is a factor 2.5-3.0 times larger than

the gaussian pulse.

The modified version of LASNEX which was used to run these

problems radiates more energy producing lower temperatures in the

plasma.

tWork performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract
number W-7405-ENG-48.

*Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

1. B. J. MacGowan, et.al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 2157 (1987).

2. S. Maxon, et.al., Phys. Rev. A 37, 2227 (1988).

3. B. J. MacGowan, et.al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B, to be published.
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Quantum-Mechanical Interference in Four-Wave Mixing

P. B. Chapple, K. G. H. Baldwin, and H.-A. Bachor

Laser Physics Centre, Australian National University
GPO Box 4, Canberra ACT2601, Australia

ABSTRACT of two photons of a red field at 602.2nm (frequency
o)) and one photon of a green field at 557.Onm
(frequency %.i). The 4 wave mixing at 2w+ % was

Interference between two different resonantly enhanced by either (fig. 1): (i) a 2-photon
quantum-mechanical pathways for 4 wave mixing in resonance (2o),) with the 5s1,2 state; or (ii) a
sodium vapor has been observed. The 4 wave mixing 2-photon resonance (w0+ 02) with the 4da. and
was enhanced by 2-photon resonance with the 5s 4d5 ,, states (which were unresolved in this
state, for one pathway, and the 4d state, for the experiment). The 4 wave mixing signal was recorded
other. The phase of the interference could be varied as a function of the red and green wavelengths in the
continuously by varying laser frequencies, and vicinity of these 2-photon resonances.
constructive and destructive interference effects were
studied. A model based on third-order perturbation
theory gives a good description of the features
observed.

INTRODUCTION

Whenever a state can be coherently excited to another
state by two or more different pathways, the complex
amplitudes for the different processes must be added
together, leading to constructive and destructive
interference effects. We report here a novel 4 wave
mixing experiment in which UV light was generated 4d
in sodium vapor via two different pathways, 5 (
involving resonant enhancement from two different t 45 2 W
states. By appropriate choices of laser wavelengths, A
the processes could be driven separately or together.
When they were driven together, both constructive I
and destructive interference effects were observed. 0

Recently there has been much interest in 4WM £02
interference between, firstly, the atomic polarizations b.
driven by laser light which is supplied to a nonlinear
medium, and, secondly, those driven by light which
is produced in the medium itself. 1-5 The effects

reported here are simpler in that they involve only
polarizations induced by the input laser fields. In fact
the two interfering pathways are very similar, the only
difference being the different resonances which were FIG. 1. Excitation pathways for the principal
used to enhance the 4 wave mixing. Light at a 2-photon-resonant, 4 wave mixing processes in
wavelength of 195.5nm was generated by the action this experiment
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THEORETICAL MODEL simple perturbative model, is thus the sum of two
Lorentzians, plus an interference term. The two

If the input fields have the same linear polarization, resonant frequencies are b/2 and l2d.- wa. The
the lowest order (third-order) of perturbation theory two terms on the right-hand ide of equafion t3) may
whic~an describe the atomic polarization gives: add together to produce constructive or destructive

(3J (2°i+(02) interference.
= OZ(3)(-2(L-012;0)1, o 1t , ot ) E (0o)1)2 E ((12) (1) It is necessary to incorporate the effects of Doppler

broadening of the 2-photon resonances by replacing
where thetthird-o susc yot their terms in equation (2) by convolutions with
o),,o),,%) can be written as the sum of two-p oton Doppler profiles. Further corrections are be made by
resonant terms: allowing for the fine structure splitting of the 4d state

(1.028 GHz), and the hyperfine splittings of the 3s
state (1.772 GHz) and the 5s state (0.150 GHz).6

Hyperfine splitting of tie 4d state is insignificant.
The 4 wave mixing signal produced is again

______ ___ ____ 1proportional to I P (2o),+ %~) 12. This theory is valid
iiNX 2_ + when the laser powers are low enough for third-order

" 2 " 1 " perturbation theory to give a correct description.
PC -When effects such as ac Stark shifting, saturation of

resonances, self-focussing or nonlinear absorption of
Pr IL /PP 1 + I i4 1 the input beams become significant, a considerably

+L 02(V+)-i1d L'-. - l1 - I more complicated theory is required l7 -10 .
d +01 1

EXPERIMENT

Here the indices g, b and d stand for the degenerate The sodium was if-heated in a stainless steel cell,Hompnere of the ndies, 5 and nd fatef ode e under 25mbar of argon. Using hook
components of the 3s, 5s and 4d states of sodium interferometr ,I the sodium density was determined
respectively (or almost degenerate components, if to be 3 7x 0 4 cm-3 , and the vapor length was
allowance is made for the fine and hyperfine to excimer-pp de las
splittings). These components must be summed over, 80m•. The two excimer-pumped dye asers usedsplitins).Thee coponntsmus be ummd oer, Rhodarnine 6G for the 602.2 nm beam and Coumarin
to give the total resonant contribution to the nonlinear 153 for the 557.0 nm beam Each produced up to 30
susceptibility. The sum over all odd parity states a mJ in 20ns within a 1.2 GHz bandwidth. The
and c accounts for the contribution of other states to beams were combined using a dispersing prism. The
the four wave mixing process, and includes an UV signal beam (collinear with the input beams) wasintegral over the continuum states. The N2 values ar separated using a Pelli-Broca prism, a
the ground state atomic number densitAes, the A--transdiuting fPiroa ormatorvalus ar eletricdiple mtrixelemntsi UV-transmitting filter and a monochromator.
values are electric dipole matrix elements in the The results presented here were obtained using
direction of the applied fields, and values are unfocussed laser beams to reduce the complications
frequency intervals between states i and j. F, and 1d which occur at high intensities. The central beam
determine the linewidths of the two-photon intensity in the cell was 600 kW cm-2 for the red
resonances. beam, with 0.65 mJ per pulse in the cell, and

If fine and hyperfine splittings are insignificant, 1.4 MW cm-2 for the green beam, with 2.7 mJ per
then the polarization can be written simply as pulse in the cell. The maximum signal produced at

195.5nm under these conditions was of the order of

P ) -2m+ a, + _ (2) 5 x 1015 J.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

where the values a1 and a2 incorporatet the dipole Fig. 2 shows the recorded 4 wave mixing signal
matrix elements and the nonresonant detunings. around 195.5nm, consisting of data obtained in a
Since the laser frequencies are close to 2-photon sequence of scans of the red laser frequency col. A
resonance and F, and Pa are small, a1 and a 2 are slightly different green laser frequency oi was chosen
regarded as being indepenAent of frequency. for each sequential scan. The larger peak,
P (2wi + o)2) does not include any linear polarization corresponding to the resonance o)= fb2, occurs in
due to E (2o + o)2) (small signal limit). The 4 wave the same place for all of the scans, whW the
mixing signal S is proportional to position of the smaller peak, for the resonance o) =

S a1 1 1.d-.-2, depends on the green laser frequency.

S IP(2a +q I (amg-0 1irf+(1-)--I

The profile of S as a function of o1, according to this
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Fig. 3 shows some of the red laser scans plotted
• "- with theoretical curves. The transverse damping

terms rb and rd were calculated 12 to be give full
__ _ _ collisional linewidths of 1.11 GHz and 0.98 GHz.

2 - - From the number density measurement, a vapor
1.0 (GHZ) temperature of 290 "C was inferred. The values al

and a. were determined by requiring that the peaks in
0 . the theoretical curve of Fig. 3 (a) have the same areas

___-_,._____ as the experimental ones. The ratio a /a2 was
0.5 assumed to be real and positive, which agrees well

.,with the experimental findings.

0

0 . . " Constructive interference is clearly demonstrated
-20 -10 0 1o 20 in Fig 3(d), in which the peak height is greater than

AV (GHz} the sum of the peak heights of Fig 3 (a), for both
theory and experiment. Destructive interference can
be seen in Fig. 3 (b), in which the wings of the peaks

FIG. 2. Three-dimensional plot of the four have been suppressed slightly between the peaks.
wave mixing signal, in arbitrary units. Av, d = 0 The observed profiles were slightly broader than the
when o1 = 12,/2, and Avgre, = 0 when o2 = theoretical ones, probably because the effects of the
Odg-D/J2. nonzero laser bandwidths and the short duration of

the pulse were not accounted for. Overall, however,
the agreement between theory and experiment was
good.

In order to check on the existence of competition
and saturation effects, two other simultaneous1 emission processes were studied, using the same

0.4- ( method of detection. Firstly, third harmonic
generation due to the red laser, two-photon resonant
with the 5s state, produced radiation at 200.8nm.

0. 0_ This signal was found to have no dependence pn the
0.0 ' 'green laser beam. Secondly, 4 wave mixing

produced radiation at co +2%a2 (190.5nm),
0.4 (b) two-photon resonant wih the 4d state. There was no

evidence that this process varied when the red laser
was two-photon resonant with the 5s state. These

0. 0 _f _ _ ... _findings indicated that the different processes did notaffect each other, giving some justification for the use
0.4-€ of lowest order of perturbation theory in our

0. (C) discussion. In observations made at higher
intensities, achieved by focussing the laser beams in
the sodium vapor, saturation phenomena and the

0.0 ' , power broadening of peaks were observed. These
were not evident in the case of unfocussed beams.

0.8- CONCLUSION
(d)

In this work, a novel experiment was performed, in
0.4 - which two different quantum- mechanical pathways

for 4 wave mixing in sodium vapor interfered with
one another. Moreover, by varying the frequencies of

0.0- T-5 the laser beams involved, the phase of this
-15 0o30 interference was varied continuously. In particular,

constructive and destructive interference effects were
Av (G HZ) observed. The pathways could also be isolated from

one another to remove the interference. For low laser
intensities, a simple theoretical model based on

FIG. 3. Comparison of results (points) with third-order perturbation theory gives a good
theory (solid curves) for the 4 wave mixing output description of the features observed. At higher
(arbitrary units) as a function of ao (red laser). intensities, saturation and other higher order
The green laer detuning Av is processes make the situation considerably more
(a) Av - -I OHz - 48, where 6 5.80 Ghz complicated.
(1) Av - -1 0Hz - 2& (c) Av = -1 Hz-. We wish to acknowledge the support of the
(d) Av - -1GHz. Australian Research Grants Scheme.
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Transversely Optically Pumped Ultraviolet Laser
in the Range of 330-390 nm

Junhua Yu, Shangwen Sun, Yongkang Cheng, Chen Tang, and Zuguang Ma

Institute of Opto-Electronics, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, China

Abs tract
A series of six Laser lines at 330-390 -e 1. 2. 3. 4 5 6 7
on the BE -)E transition In sulfur
dimer vapor transversetly-umped by a XeCI. & + 7 & L
tecorrespWiing absorption coefficientand small signal gain coefficient were Imeasured.The man gain is about 0.30 cmf 8

I introduction
Pt g.l Setup for measuring absorption co-

Sulfur dimer Laser due to its high effi- efficient
cient, low pumping threshold aid broad 1. D)euterium lam I herico Euartz
distributed spectrum was attractive as a tens( f=76. 6nm) 3, s. Iris 4. T-slaped
blue-green Laser for oceanoptics " quartz cell 6. Cylindrical quartz lens
but It Is also a promising candidate (or Mfzl9 On) 7. OWA-11 8. Temperature
an efficient ultraviolet laser system.The controler
shortest wavelength of UW Lasing on the
B-X transition In :S. at 305am was achie- Fig. 1 shows the scheme of experiment set-
ved by S. R. Leone and [K. .Kosnik. up for measuring absorption coefficient

We realized the anticipated extending 01S.A Deuterium lamp was used as a cw
of the S, [N lasing9 region towards the tit source at 19 o -Si m. The sherical
shorter wavelength for about 35 nim while lens with a focal alstance of 76.5m con-
a XeCI excimer laser transversely pumped verts the point light source located In
the T-shaped qutartz cell with a p lane- Its focus nto parallel light beam Theg aecavIty. hbere are six VN lasing back iris my Increase coaxi aLity of out-

anispreakd In the range of 330-390 nM put beam. The emitted beam from the S.
with ,corresponding peak wavelengths cell via a cylindrical quartz lens Is fo-
330.92 nm, 317.73 n4 34.18 nk,344 81 nm, cased Into the incident slit of the35~~~.i6~ 3mad304am ovrf the pos- OM-11 polychromator. At 6201C In the
sib Itity to lase In near [N regioan for Shig-temperature heating zone and at 180-

we masued the absorption coefficient 23010 In the low-temperature heating zone
and the smaI l inal gain coefficient.And the measured absorption coefficient of S.
It was fou= that the gain coefficient Is can be expressed In the formula as fot-
always larger than absorption coefficient towst
In the above-mentioned UV spect ra( region.
The mean value of gain coefficient In the 6AT(/~n((,./(,)
whole IN region Is about 0.30 cm-a where 1(A T ) Is the Initial Light In-
11. Experiment tensity of' t6e Deuterium lamp through the
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cett which is heated at 1iS"C for redu-
cing the influence of other gases in our 2
experiment.J is the intensity of the tamp
via the absorption medium.

3
3 2 1 4 8

4 59K
12

6 Fig.3 Setup for realization and measure-
ment of S, LV laser oscillation on B--X
transition.
1. BG 201 S(C excimer laser 2. Reftec-

Fi.2 Setup for gain mearsurement by the tive mirror 3,4. Cylindrical lenses
technique of ref5ector-type S. T-shaped quartz cell 6. Neutral at-

1. eG chni- exctmer laser tenuator 7. Optical cable 8. SP1EX mo-

. Cylindrica tens 3. Reflective mirror nochromator 9. PMT(RCA 852) 10. BOXCAR
for 308.1n 4. At-coated reflector II. X-Y recorder 12. emperature con-
s. T-shaped quartz cell 6. Temperature troter
controler 7. Cylindrical tens 8. ON-II plane-plane cavity with an output coupler

Fi9.2 illustrates the scheme of expe- transmissivity or S0X and passing th-
rimentat setup for measuring small signal rough neutral attenuators and optical
gain coefficient of S, by means of m- quartz cable probe leads on to the slit
plified spontaneous emission (ASE) tech- of SPEX 1870 scanning monochromator call-
n que of reflector-type due to the high brated by a He-Ne Laser and then is de-
dain and the easy prbduced ASE in s. tected by the PMr RCA 8852 processed by
Uing XeCt excimer laser as a pumpln BOXCAR and recorded by a chart recorder.
source and subtracting each other the
light intensities with and without the m. Results and discussion
pimping measured by OMA-ll,while the alu-
minium coated reflector was covered, a
singIe-pass intensity I, is obtained
without background noise. And in the same
wY, a round-trip intensity f., with re-
flector of R--90% Is obtained. Substitu-
tin two values of IL and I., into the e-qual io,

G,( v )=Q1/t)tn[l,. / I,-1)/R] M

where I is the active length of . The

small signal gaincoefficient of c an
also be calculated.

Fig.3 demonstrates the scheme of S. 311.91.9 %3
laser experimental setup for realization
and measurement of UV laser oscillation
on the B'* -rX transition.The trans- F1i.4 Dependence of single-pass absorp-
verse size of the pun beam from the XeCI tion and gain of S. on the wavelength.
excimer laser at 31)8.1 nm with a bandwid-
th of 3m and pulse-duration of 28ns via F19.4 shows the measured dependence of
two-cytindrical lenses is epended into single-pass absorption and gain of S. on
t=16 cm on the axis of the S cell. The the scanned wavelength at 600"C in the
output laser beam generatea in the high-temperature zone and 2201C In the
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to--teperature zone under the same
pumpil condition. From Fl1.4, it can be
seen That there exist two absorption
peaks near 31J.6 am and 391.9 nM. The
pearence of the tatter results from the
Irlmer This conclusion is also veri-
fied byt e theoretical calculation. In
point of absorption coefficient, it is
more suitable to select the pumping wave-
tength corresponding higher absorption
coefficient In the range of absorption
spectrum. In our experiment, the A =3081
. corresponds to a =0.083 cm". Fro the
absorption spectrum we otained absorp-
tion coeffic ent a-. 026-P.052 cm-" at
509-305 nm and a= .034 cif at 337.1 m.
therefore, using the XeCt excimer laserat 308 1 nit as pumping source is mtore ef-

ficient than the doibled-frequency dye
laser and the N laser at 337. am. The
mean value of measured small signal gain
coefficient In the IV spectral range is
about 0.30 cif'.

F19.5 shows the six-band [V laserectrum on the B-X transition of S,
ich has threshold effect and optical

cavity effect with laser intensity stron-
gert tan the fluorescence one by a factor
of 1000. In this experimen t the pu~ing
wavelength of 308.1 am with a bandwidth
of 3 am is very close to the resonant ex-
citing wavelength on the X-B transition
frm the arond state )r., v"= to the
excited state B' -. v' =4 and from the

;, vm=2 to t heB'_ , V =5. From the
re nces 6 and 7, it can be concluded
that at pmslng wavelength of 308.1am '
with a bandwdth of 3m the stimulated te, V,

absorption occurs between vibration-rota-tional levels as follows ,rf,vW=iJ F19.5 S. UV laser spectrum on the B-X
29 nd B3  vv' =4,J' 15;X'X. v -2 transition

E<29 d , v' =5, J* <30 And the Table I Origins of the S. six VV Laser bands
eV lasing occurs on the B-X transition

from the higher rotational levels of vib-
rational level v" =4 and the lower rota- Peak Waveengthom) Laser F-C
tiona levels of the vibration level v' = Expt. Catc. transition Factars
5 to some of the vibration-rotationat le- 380.42 379.76 v' =4-v"-10, 43 J>35 0.062
vets of the ground state. It means that 353.16 352.74 v, =4-vn=7, 55>J33 0.054
every vibration transition contains a 344.81 344.20 v' =4-v=, 53>J>29 0.061
series of rotational transitions.The orn- 340.13 338.72 v' =5-v"=6, 28>J>13 0.059
ilas of six IN laser bands are listed in 337.73 337.53 v' =4-v=5, 52>1>30 0.011
he Tabj 330.92 330. ?6 v' =5--v"=5, 20_J_ 0.043

From Ib. and Fig.5 it is obvious
that the value of the* f-k factor cor-
responding to six UV bands are consi- References
deribty large and the Intensity of the 1. S R. Leone and K. G. KosnIk, Appt.
laser output or iginted from the transi- Phys. Lett., 30(7), 346(1977)
tians V' = --'v =O, 7, 6, 5 are stronger 2. J. P. Girardeau-tlntaut and G.oreau,
than that frm the transitions v' =5-v= Apt. Phys. Lett , 36(7), 09(1980)
6, 5 as a result of more population 3. Yu Junhua, Sun Shangwen, heng Yang-
stored In the vibrational level of v' =4 kang, Zhon Li and VA Zuguang, Chinese
than the v' =5. .Lasers, 15(2),112(1980)
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Spectra of Lead, Bismuth, Thorium and Uranium Relevent To A Neodymium-Like

Soft X-ray Lasing Scheme, W.L. Hodge, High Energy Laser Associates,

6114 LaSalle Ave Oakland, Ca. 94611 Phone: (415) 658-8586, P.C. Filbert,

D.A. Kohler, C.L. Navoda, and J.D. Perez, Applied Physics Laboratory, Palo Alto

Research Laboratory, Lockheed Missile and Space Company, Palo Alto, Ca. 94304

Phone: (415) 424-2022, work supported by the Lockheed Independent Research

Program, P.L. Hagelstein, Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Cambridge, Ma. 02139 Phone: (617) 253-0899, work

supported by the Vinton-Hayes Foundation, S. Maxon, and J.H. Scofield, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, Ca. 94550, Phone: (415) 447-8162,

J.M. Peek, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, Phone:

(505) 665-0542.

The Nd-like isoelectronic sequence (60 electrons) of high Z elements could

provide the basis for a soft x-ray laser(i). Gain may be possible at

approximately 70 A for the 5f-Sd transition in Nd-like Uranium. The potential

advantage is that a medium power Nd:glass laser (10E12 to 10E13 watts/cm2) is

sufficient to create a soft x-ray laser. As a first step in this development,

soft x-ray spectra from Pb, Bi, Th and U were taken. These results will be

presented along with three different atomic structure computer calculations of

transition energies.

The spectra were produced with 1OEll to lOE14 watt/cm2 of laser power from the

Lockheed Pulsed Laser Facility. Time integrated and theoretical spectra of

Uranium are displayed in figure 1. The data is dominated by broad unresolved

transition arrays (UTAs) from 5-5 and 6-5 transitions, The theoretical spectrum

was created using calculated gf values and wavelengths for the Nd-, Pm- and Sm-

like isoelectronic sequences. This comparison partially explains the gross

features of the experimental data. Transitions from a large number of other

ionization states will help form the broad UTAs.

1. P.L. Hagelstein and S. Dalhed, Phy. Rev. A,37,1358 (1988).
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Experimental and Theoretical
Spectra of Uranium
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Soft X-Ray Lasing of Li-like Ions
in Laser-Produced Plasmas*

Yim T. Lee and W. M. Howard
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

Several demonstrations of lasing in the extreme -ultraviolet (XUV) wavelength

region have been successfully achieved using either collision or recombination

pumping. The first successful demonstration was reported for the 3p-3s transitions

in Ne-like selenium ions. Laser transitions at shorter wavelengths htve also bee',

achieved by using the 4d-4p transitions in Ni-like ions. These schemes are based on

collisional excitation pumping, while in other successful schemes the upper lasing

levels are populated directly by recombination processes.

However, lasing using resonant photo-pumping in the XUV wavelength region

has not yet been demonstrated. In resonant photo-pumping, the emission from one

ion is used to pump a transition in the ion of a different element. A successful

resonance scheme requires a close overlap between the wavelengths of these

transitions. This concept for achieving population inversions of ions in plasmas was

first proposed by Vinogradove et al. and by Norton and Peacock. Although several

schemes for achieving laser amplification in the sub 100 A wavelength region have

been proposed, the shortest wavelength at which significant gain has been measured

by using photo-pumping is 2163 A.

Recently, we propose a new laser scheme based on resonant photo-pumping of

LI-like Ions using Kx radiation. In particular, we consider the lasing plasma to be a

thin iron foil and the pump radiation source to be an aluminum slab. Both of these

targets are assumed to be irradiated by a high-power optical laser. The radiation

from the 2P3/ 2 -1sl/ 2 transition of H-like aluminum ions in the source is used to

pump the 5p,/ 2 and 5P3/ 2 levels of Li-like iron ions in the lasing plasma. Pumping

of the 5p levels results in gains for the transitions between the n=5 and n-4 levels at

the wavelengths of 70 A.
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In this paper we explore the possibility of designing a lasing medium in which

population inversions between the n=5 and n=3 levels will occur in addition to that

between the n=5 and n=4 levels. In our scheme, such transitions are between the 5f

and 3d levels, giving the wavelengths at approximately 23 A. A source with this

wavelength which lies inside the "water window" is needed for biological holography.

Our calculation shows that population inversions between the 5f and 3d levels will

occur if the lasing plasma after being ionized to Li-like state can be rapidly cooled

down to a lower temperature. This results from the decrease in the collisional

excitation contribution to the 3d level populations and from the increase in the 5f

level populations by direct recombination. Rapid cooling of the lasing plasma will, in

addition, enhance the gains for the n=5 to n=4 transitions. We will discuss

experimental designs which can be used to demonstrate laser amplifications in these

transitions.

In this paper we also present other resonance line pairs which can be applied to

resonantly photo-excite Li-like ion of different elements other than iron. Discussion

on the possibility of achieving laser amplification in some of these schemes by using

laser-produced plasmas as a lasing medium will be presented.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48.
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Time Development of Amplification in Na XI Ha-Line at 54.19

H. Nishimura, H. Shiraga, H. Daido, T. Tachi, P. R. Herman,
E. Miura, H. Takabe, M. Yamanaka, and Y. Kato

Institute of Laser Engineering Osaka University, Swta, Osaka 565, Japan

G. J. Tallents and M. H. Key
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire OXJJ OQX, United Kngdom

Abstract 2. Experiment

Temporal behavior of the Na XI Balmer-a (Ha) Major diagnostics apparatus were two time-
transition in a laser-produced NaF plasma is resolving XUV spectrographs attaching streak
experimentally investigated. The time vari- cameras with the arrangement as shown in
ation of the gain value was derived from the Fig. 1 [4). One spectrograph aligned on the
ratio of the Ha intensities along and trans- x-ray laser axis had a 1200 lines/mm vari-
verse to the x-ray laser axis. The Na XI Ha able periodicity flat-field diffraction
line is amplified during 100-500 psec after grating. It gave spectra with a resolution
laser irradiation with the maximum gain of of 0.2 A at wavelengths around 50 1 with
2-4 cm". The experimental result is in film recording, and 0.5 X with a HAMAMATSU
close agreement with a model calculation C2950 XUV streak camera. Rather poor spe-
using a 2-dimensional hydrodynamic code. ctral resolution resulted in line blending,

requiring then deconvolusion process in
1. Introduction order to extract temporal behavior of the

lasing line. Because this spectrograph was
Research on extremely short wavelength laser efficient. in the long wavelength region
is being proceeded not only because of at- (80-200 A), a comparatively wide slit of
tractive application to biological investi- 0.1mm in width was used as the photocathode
gations but also interests in physical - in the streak camera. Time resolution in
understandings of atomic processes which this case was 100 psec. A second similar
take place in highly excited dense matter, spectrograph positioned 60 degrees with
Extension of XUV lasers to shorter wave- respect to the x-ray laser axis had a 2400
lengths are explored either with electron- lines/mm grating blazed at a shorter wave-
collisional excitation scheme [] or with length. This transverse spectrograph gave
recombining plasma scheme [2].

Recently, demonstration of soft x-ray
gain in #almer-a (Ha) transitions in Na XI Au-coated Vd Spce x-ry streak

at 54.1 A, Mg XII at 45.5 A and Al XIII at ff ,Wwag"
38.8 has been reported on the basis of the
recombining plasma scheme [3). Details of
this work are presented in this proceeding
[41.

In this paper, we report time development
of amplification in Na XI Ha line measured Plat
in the above work. Observation was made by SO

using two time resolving spectrographs. The
experimental results are evaluated based on
an isoelectronic scaling of the Ha laser
operating by recombination to hydorgenic Figure 1. A schematic diagram of an XUV
ions, and the numerical calculation using a spectrograph equipped with an XUV streak
2-dimensional fluid code. camera.
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0 0

spectra with 0.1 A and 0.3 A resolutions for 0.2 jm-thick Na2B407 evaporated on a 0.13film recording and KENTECK streak camera um parylene film. The B V 2p2p°-1s 2S line
recording, respectively. Transmission type emission at 48.587 A was used as a calib-
photocathodes were used in both streak came- ration source. This target was so aligned
ras; photocathode for the HAMAMATSU was Cul chat the target normal was in the middle of
of 5.6x10-5 g/cm2 evaporated on an aluminum- the two spectrographs, and the size of the
/parylene laminated substrate and that for laser heated region was 30 im x 0.65 mm
the KENTECK was low-density CsI of 2x0 -3  providig spatially uniform source.
g/cm 2 evaporated on an aluminum/Formver A time-resolved spectrum observed along
laminated substrate. Spectral sensitivi- the x-ray laser axis is shown in Fig. 2.
ties of these potocathodes [5,6] were taken Upper figure shows an instantaneous spectrum
into account in the data processing. at 0.2 nsec after the laser peak. The Na XI

In the experiment, a stripe target was Ha line (3d2D-2p 2p° transition) is blended
used; NaF was overcoated in a stripe shape with the Na IX 4p2p°-2s 2S and F IX 5d2D-
of 30 um in width and 6 mm in length on a 2p2p° lines. These blended lines have to be
parylene foil of 0.13 urm in thickness. deconvoluted using time variations of the
Density-thickness product of the NaF was 2.8 other blending-free lines belonging to the
x10-  g/cm 2, which is thick enough to avoid same atomic species. First, fractions of
the laser burn-through and to improve cool- blended lines were derived from the time-
ing of the ablated plasma via electron ther- integrated spectrum with higher spectral
mal conduction in addition to the adiabatic resolution as shown in Fig. 3. A least-
expansion. squares curve fitting numerical calculation

Target was irradiated by one beam of program was used to extract the intensity
frequency tripled light from the Gekko XII of each line as given by the height of the
Nd:glass laser facility. The target normal stick spectrum. The Na XI Ha doublet line
was aligned on the laser axis. The laser
p u l s e d u r a t i o n w a s 1 3 0 p s e c ( F W H M ) a n d t h e 2p , -2 2s /2 2 *P,
laser energy was 150±15 J. The focal spot (5.1o) 3 .,.1A)
was a line shape of 30 um in width and 7 mm 3 (9.4.l4A)

in length yielding 5±0.5x10" 4 W/cm 2  irradi- VD 3,-P,,,
ance on the target. (4.os2A)

A cross calibration target consisted of 2 - &A
-..*Me IX 4pRP2'2S

SVill 2p-3d Na Viii 3d-2p 1 (53,4OAt)
IX nd-2p F IX Bd' 2plP

3F -4 a IX d-2p(53.527A)314 -- -'. .- --
3 5 Na IX nd - 2*

N1 x np-2a 0 53.50 54.00 54.50

3 4 o X d-2pWavelength C ]
C V2P- Figure 3. Time-integrated spectrum of the

Na XI Ha line. The closed circles represent
the spectrum obtained from the film record-

_t..2n* ing and the solid curve shows the envelope
of the deconvoluted lines whose heights and
wavelengths are shown by the solid lines.

0 I I

c d Na X3d-2p

t e 6o 40 __ _IX_"_

Wavelength (A) o 0 1.5

Figure 2. Streak camera record of the axial
emission spectrum. The upper curve shows Figure 4 Time histories of the Na XI Ha, F
the spectrum at 200 psec after the laser IX 4d 2 D-2p2p ° and Na 4d2 D-2p 2P0 lines usedpeak. for the deconvolution data processing.
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consists of a stronger component at 54.194 A L' " I'.... i 
(3dfDt/-2pnP3/2) and a weaker component at 10'LMW (Z=I'} @ WM VA"We

/2-2p 2Pl/ 2). OM
Second, ti dependences of the blended 0 @.,

lines were derived. The transition lines 100 -
from the upper levels to the Na IX 2s2s 4F

level were blended with other lines. There- M

fore time resolved spectra of Na IX 4d2D-
2p2P° and F IX 4d2D-2p2p0 transition lines
were used. Figure 4 shows the time depen-
dences of Na IX 4d2D-2p 2p° and F IX 4d

2D-
2p2p0  transition lines for estimating the 10" 10 10 10 10, 10
time dependences of the Na IX 4p2P°-2s S and EWCDiy (a.')
F IX 5d2D-2p2p , respectively, together with
the deconvoluted Na XI Ha line. Emission Figure 6. Dynamical behaviors of the NaF
intensities of the Na IX 4d-2p and F IX plasma and contours of the potentially av-
4d-2p lines decrease at around the laser ailable gain. Expeimental data is repres-
peak, in contrast to the time dependences of ented by a shaded region.
the Na XI Ha line.

In order to extract time development of 3.Discussion
amplification, relative sensitivities of the Isoelectronic scaling of highly ionized
axial and transverse spectrographs were plasma XUV laser has been analyzed by M.H.
calibrated using the cross calibration data Key [7]. A contour representation of the
[4] and the characteristic responses of the potentially available gain g for negligible
streak cameras together with the recording ground state population is shown in Fig. 6
systems. Validity of this data processing in terms of the electron density ne, and the
procedure was checked using the B V 2p2P°- electron temperature Te. The initial plasma
1s2S line emission from the Na2B407 target. parameters and the cooling characteristic
Temporal shapes of the B V 2p-1s lines ob- are quite important features determining the
tained from the two spectrographs agree gain.
quite well with each other. In order to follow the temporal behavior

Temporal variation of amplification co- of the plasma density and temperature of a
efficient g(t) was assessed by the time-de- laser-created NOP plasma, computer simula-
pendent ratio R(t) of the Ha intensity for tion was made using a 2-dimensional Lagran-
the two spectrographs; R(t)=[exp g(t)t -1] gean fluid code ILESTA-2D (8]. Figure 7
/ g(t)t , where I is the length along the shows plasma exapansion behaviors expressed
x-ray laser axis. Resulted time dependence in terms of Lagrangean coordinate mesh,
of the gain coefficient is shown in Fig. 5. isodensity and temperature contours of a NaF
The gain starts M00 psec after the laser target at 10 psec before and 110 psec after
peak, becomes maximum at 150-200 psec and the laser peak. Laser is incident from the
decays gradually as the emission intensity right-hand side and the x-ray laser axis is
of the Ha line decreases. The measured max- perpendicular to the figure plane. Lateral
mum gain coefficient of 2-4 cm-1 is slightly expansion along the target surface is note-
higher than the time integrated data of g% worthy which contributes to plasma cooling.
1.2 cm-1 obtained in the similar experimen- Dynamical behaviors of plasma parameters
tal conditions (3]. obtained by this 2-D calculation are also

plotted in Fig. 6. The initial depth from
£the surface of the plasma element is denoted

._ _ on each curve in unit of um. The times atL.0.,S the laser peak is marked by an open circle
3 and each closed circle marks a time step of
2 50 psec. Experimentally obtained gain hist-

2 Gain ory is also represented by a shaded region.
* o --- Simulation result indicates that the plasma

Loss component of ne%2xlO 2' cm-3 and Te'u400 eV
- mainly contributes to the amplification
Siwhich is initially 0.22-0.26 Um deep from the

-3 surface. The plasma component closer to the

-00 0 200 40' 60o
' ' 860L surface expands too fast for attaining opti-

mum density. In contrast, the plasma compo-
nent deeper from the surface does not reach
to a temperature high enough to sustain

Figure 5. Time history of the gain coeffl- sufficient ionization. At 50 psec after the
cient of the Na XI Ha line. laser peak. the temperature and the density
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Figure 7. Plasma expansion behavior of the 2. C.C.Popovics, R.Corbett, C.J.Hooker,
NaF target at 10 psec before and 110 psec M.H.Key, G.P.Kiehn, C.L.S.Lewis,
after the laser peak calculated with a 2-- G.J.Pert, C.Regan, S.J.Rose, S.Sadaat,
dimentional fluid code. R.Smith, T.Tomie, and O.Willi, "Laser

amplification at 18.2nm in recombining

of this depth region become respectively 1.5 plasma from a laser irradiated carbon

keV and 6.4x10 21 cm ' realizing ionization fibre", Phys. Rev. Lett., a, 2161-2164

balance of nZ-1/nZ=0.04. After this time, (1987)

the plasma cools faster than by adiabatic
expansion and results in maximum gain of g4 3. Y.Kato, M.H.Key et. al., "Extension of
cm-1  at 200 psec after the laser peak. At recombining plasma laser with Balmer-a

this time, the plasma component giving the transition to shorter wavelength", in

maximum gain flows at '8O um away from the Proceedings of the International Quantum
mrigaxim g n oElectronics Conference(IQEC), Tokyo,
original position of the target surface. 18-21 July, 1988.

4. Conclusion 4. Y.Kato, M.Yamanaka, H.Daido, T.Tachi,

Time development of amplification of Na XI H.Nishimura, H.Shiraga, E.Miura,
Ha line in a laser-created NaF plasma was P.R.Herman, H.Takabe, T.Jitsuno,
observed. The amplification starts at 100 M.Takagi, S.Nakai, C.Yamanaka, M.H.Key,
psec after the laser peak and becomes maxi- G.J.Tallents, S.J.Rose, and P. T.Ramsby,
mum at 150-200 ?sec with the gain coeffi- "Amplification of Na XI Ha, Mg XII Ha,
cient of 2-4 cm- . Temporal behavior of the and Al XIII Ha transitions", in this
gain have beeen interpreted using the analy- volums.
tical and numerical ev "uations for a 2-di-
mensionally expanding and recombining plasma 5. B.L.Henke, J.P.Knauer, and K.Premarate,
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ABSTRACT 12]. The expected scenario is as follows.
The high power C02 laser hits a thin foil

We propose a cylinder-type target as a and the light is scattered back to the
carbon recombination laser medium made of cylinder wall as shown in Fig.l. Almost
30-pm thick parylene (CRHR) whose diameter uniform plasma is produced inside the
and length are 3rm and3m-12mm, respec- cylinder during the early stage of the ir-
tively. The high power 002 laser (500J in radiation pulse. The successive laser
50ns) irradiates a 2500-- thick parylene pulse continues to heat the plasma and the
foil attached to the end of the cylinder, fully ionized carbon plasma is generated in
Then the plasma from the thin foil and the the long cylindrical heated region where
cylinder wall produced by the scattered the electron density is smaller than that
light expands and is confined in the near the cylinder wall due to the radial
cylinder, producing an almost uniform pressure balance. The radial density
plasma without magnetic field. The plasma profile may satisfy the waveguiding
length of more than 1 cm was observed with structure[13]. The heated length is es-
x-ray pinhole camera. We measured the gain timated with the scale length of the col-
of CVI 3d-2p line (18.2 nm) using the axial lisional absorption[14] to be several cm in
and the transverse spectrometers. The max- our experimental condition. The cylinder
imum gain length product of 2.4 at cylinder wall should have sufficiently large heat
length of 12 mm was obtained, capacity to cool the hot plasma efficiently

and also have long inertial time to sustain
1. INTRODUCTION the plasma pressure during the ionization

and the recombination phases. When theRecently, several approaches to develop XUV laser stops or the plasma density exceeds
(extreme ultra violet) to soft x-ray lasers the critical density of the C02 laser, the
have successfully demonstrated significant plasma cools rapidly due to strong heat
amount of gain and intense amplified spon- conduction to the heavy thick cylinder wall
taneous emission light[I]. Ne-like[2,3] and the population inversion occurs via the
and Ni-like[4] ions produced by line three body recombination process. The aim
focused powerful lasers are excited by of this study is to obtain relatively large
heated electrons and large gain length gain length product using relatively simple
product of the order of ten has been excitation laser system. We expect to ob-
achieved. The recombination pumped lasers tain the MW level XUV coherent light using
have also demonstrated the significant gain the XUV unstable resonator.
length product[5-9]. The key issue to In the following sections, we describe
achieve high gain in recombination scheme the experimental setup, the gain measure-
is rapid cooling of highly ionized plasma ments and discussions and the summary of
via the thermal conduction, the expansion this paper.
and the radiation.

In this paper, we propose the 2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
cylinder-type target as the Hydrogen-like
Baler-alpha carbon XUV laser medium[10- We constructed the unstable resonator in
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1ou ~the electron beam sustained discharge
/10T booster amplifier of the LEK[O VIII C2

laser system[151. The optical parameters
3mm of the cavity are shown in Fig.2. The

CO, Laser iJ . j/J j usual gold coated concave mirror was used
400JlOn- Scattered Light as the cavity mirror. The pure molybdenum

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the cylinder convex mirror whose damage threshold was

target and laser irradiation geometry. about four times higher than the usual gold
one[16] was used at the other side of the
cavity. We have no damage problems on
cavity optics. The diameter and the length
of the medium are 27 cm and 2 m, respec-
tively. The usual electrical input energy

Unsta Resontor to the discharge was 16 kJ (maximum energy
Annoiar 0~ was 64 kJ) and the laser energies between

=" W 200 J and 500 J were stably obtained with a

om Co.vex-ik pulse width of 50 s. The beam divergence
Cavity Lnox , was less than 10 rad. We investigated

the oscillation waveform changing the con-co -- e--
atents of C0,N 2 ,He gas mixture, but the

waveforms did not change drastically. The
booster amplifier has two main discharge

Py>o ,ctrc chambers with only one electron beam gun
Detector chamber. One arm of discharge chamber was

240, vused as the oscillator. The other one is
BU m prepared to use as the amplifier to in-

Fig.2 Large aperture C02 laser oscillator crease maximum laser energy and to optimize

system in the LEKKO VIII system. the waveform for XUV laser study.
The 400 J in 50 ns C02 laser light is

focused with f/10 gold coated spheric1
mirrr giving peak intensity of 3 x 10
W/cm . Schematic diagram of the irradia-
tion and observation system are shown in
Fig.3. We can measure two spectra simul-
taneously using the axial and the
transverse grazing incidence XUV

Axia spectrometers. Spectral regions and

Cylinder resolutions of the axial jand transverle

C01 Laser Target spectrometers were 30-400 A and 20-400 A,

4OJ,5 ns -- 0.3 A and 0.15 A, respectively. The

f/10 Flat Feld spectra were recorded on KODAK 101-07 film
XUV Spectrometer which was calibrated by Henke's group[17].

The x-rays whose energy was above 1 keV
Grazing Incidence were imaged with 25 Wm thick Be filtered x-
XUV Spectrometer ray pinhole camera. Heated plasma length

1100S of up to 1 cm was observed through the win-
A=20'-400A dow at the cylinder wall. The focusing op-
AA-.16A Transverse tics, targets (XUV laser medium) and diag-

Fig.3 Schematic diagram of the target, the nostic instruments are installe In the

laser irradiation geometry and the observa- chamber which is evacuated to 10-  Torr by

tion system. The gain is measured with two turbo-molecular pumps.

axial and transverse spectrometers. 3. GAIN MEASUREMNTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Typical XUV spectra in the axial and
transverse directions are shown in Fig.4.
The enhancement factor of CVI 3d-2p line
are estimated with the axial and the
transverse XUV fluences normalized by those
of CVI 5d-2p line. CVI 3d-2p line in axial
direction is obviously enhanced compared
with the transverse one. Almost same
results are obtained using CVI 6d-2p line
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Axial as a reference line[5]. The maximum en-
hancement factor of 4.2 and corresponding

cv1 gain length product of 2.4 were obtained
3d-2p with 12 mm long cylinder target. In our1. 04-2p 3P-2% 3-2pI target, the gain coefficient was rather

" cvi \ and 3- 3 | difficult to estimate. If we assume that
- CV the gain length is equal to the cylinder

cv1 |, , cvlength because the plasma may cool strongly
.6d2p -(th) in the vicinity of the cylinder wall, the

CL o / maximum gain coefficient is 3.8/cm at
0o V cylinder length of 6 ur.

We measured the electron temperaturej4p-'2* 0-2p
0 20 40 10 8 and density using t9~e sgectroscopic methods

to be 50 eV and 10 /cm , details of which

Wavelength [A] is described elsewhere[181. The gain coef-

ficient is predicted by the quasi-steady
Transverse state collisional-radiative model assuming

the fully striped carbon plasma at the ini-
cv owi tial stage of recombination[19]. Figure 51 *2.is CVl 4d-2p 3d-2p CVI

r .ad ov, 3d -2p shows the contour of he normalized iso-
CV - Cv, 2p-i. 3p", cv, gain coefficient (G/Z' ) of CVI 3d-2p line
-1.0. p (4th}i 2-,i i as functions of t e normalized electron

II 1,2p-, (Trature T/Z ) Ind the normalized

0.5 '% electron density (ne/Z ), where Z is the
atomic number of the ions. Solid circle

4p- , 5 denote the measured density and tempera-
120 140 160 180 ture, giving gain coefficient of an order

Wavelength [A] of I/cm which agrees with the data of gain
measurements. To obtain higher gain coef-

Fig.4 Observed axial and transverse XUV ficient, the temperature should decrease
spectra. CVI 3d-2p line is enhanced in during the recombination phase because the
axial direction. density is roughly limited by the critical

density of the CO laser and the opacity of
the Lyman-alpha line which pumps the lower
lasing level to decrease the population in-
version. Several improvements such as op-
timizations of cylinder parameters, wall

Q )=o Z=SrCerbon materials, thickness of the foil and so on
!!!P should be required for getting higher gain.

4. SUMMARY
- Experimental

. 1 oetWe propose a cylinder-type target as a
'O.S .0 acarbon recombination laser medium. The

long uniform carbon plasma up to 12 um was
0.1 .. ,produced by an intense CO laser irradia-
lo" 1 0, 10" lo- o solo tion. The measured gain ?ength product of

m./Z7(Cr) CVI 3d-2p line (18.2 nm) using the axial
Fig.5 Iso-gain contour of the Hydrogen- and transverse spectrometers was up to 2.4.
like ions calculated with the quasi-steady
state collisional-radiative model. Solid
circle denotes the observed electron den- References
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Narrow Line X-Ray Transition Radiation by Electron Beam
Traversing a Solid-State Superlattice
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Abstract photon

Soft x-ray can be generated by low energy
electron beams traversing a periodic layered
medium with very short spatial period as was
shown previously by Kaplan and Datta. We show
that a combination of materials with high and low
atomic number can produce an intense x-ray radia-
tion with very narrow spectral peaks at the vicinity A
of K, L, ... atomic absorption edges of each of the
materials. We propose selection rules for materials electron
constituting the solid-state superlattice. Our results
demonstrate that an inexpensive x-ray source with
mega (or submega) electron volt energy of electron
beam can be used to generate narrow-line x-ray
radiation. F1 a2 fl a2 t f2

Introduction Fig. 1. The configuration of resonant transition ra-
diation.

When an electron beam traverses the inter- dition
face between two semi-infinite dielectric materials J/1cosO, = c/v - r X/I (1)
with different dielectric constants el and C2, it emits
electromagnetic radiation [1]. This phenomenon, where e 1 (/Clll+v'12)/I is the average
which is called transition radiation, is different refractive index, 11 and 12 are the thicknesses of
both from the Cerenkov radiation and from the the individual layers formed by two media, and
Bremsstrahlung radiation. This electromagnetic I = 11+12 is the spatial period of the periodic
radiation can be greatly enhanced by using a medium. This condition represents the construc-
periodic multilayer medium (the so called resonant tive coherent interference of electromagnetic wave
transition radiation) [2,3] instead of a single inter- a. a distance point; this fact was explicitly demon-
face, see Fig. 1. strated in the recent experiment [4] with a small
The spatial distribution of the intensity of transi- number of layers.
tion radiation then has a conical pattern with most Usually [2,3,5-81 1 >>X, so that ultra-
of the intensity at each particular wavelength X relativistic electrons with energies 100Mev-50 Gev
concentrating about some certain angle 0 of emis- [ are required to satisfy condition (1) for real 0,.
sion measured from the path of the electron beam. However, with the advent of new technologies
Each spatial mode with a number r has a different periodic layered structures (and even superlattices)
resonant angle 0, which is related to wavelength X can be constructed with a spatial period less than
and to the speed of electron v by the resonant con- 100 A. These structure are widely used as x-ray
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mirror 19,101. It was recently proposed [11-13] to section for a single interface is given by [3]
use these structures in order to obtain resonant 0)2
transition radiation exploiting electron beams with F -G 1 2 (3)
very low energies. In solid-state structure, how- -- 3
ever, electron scattering and photoabsorption may where AE=f 1 -E2, a = 1 / 137 is the fine structure
be the main obstacles to achieving an effective constant, 0 is the angle of emission, w is the fre-
source of x-ray radiation. More recently [14], we quency of the radiation, # = v /e, and G (6,0) is a
studied the losses due to photoabsorption and elec- radiation pattern of a single interface. If the elec-
tron scattering and their effect on resonant transi- tron energy is lower than that required for Ceren-
tion radiation. We showed that a slightly increase kov radiation (i.e., less than 100 - 500 Mev in our
of the electron beam energy will render case), G (8,6) can be expressed as
insignificant the loss of electrons and photoabsorp- sin(1-fl2-fcosO)
tion imposes an energy ceiling above which an C (0,O) = i0 (1 '8cosO)
increase in electron beam energy produces no 2(l_cos29)(l_ cos6) (4)
significant improvement. The factor F2 is attributable to coherent summa-

For the transition radiation, electromagnetic tion of radiation at two neighboring interfaces, and
field is generated due to the difference in dielectric assumes the interference pattern of two sources
constant between the neighboring layers and the
power of the radiation is proportional to F 2 - 4 sin2 [12 (1/fi-V12 cosO)/)\] (5)
1 fl(w)_H(w) 12. Therefore, dispersion of dielectric where 12 is the thickness of the denser medium.

constants of the materials strongly affect the This expression indicates that the power of radia-
optimal radiation and the shape of the radiation tion in a single plate is four times as large as that
spectrum. In this paper, we investigate the effect of single interface when the interference is con-
of anomalous dispersion in the dielectric constant structive.
on the radiation spectrum, and demonstrated that
peaks with narrow spectral width can be generated. In order to include both photoabsorption and
Based on this and our previous study on losses due electron scattering into consideration, we note that
to photoabsorption and electron scattering [14], we both of them affect only "multilayer" factor F 3,
propose the rules for selection of materials consti- whereas the factors F, and F 2 remain intact. To
tuting the solid-state superlattice. Usually, [5,6,8 include photoabsorption into consideration, we
light elements 'wth smil! atomic number are used assume that the emitted field decays exponentially
as radiators and air plays a role as a spacer in a as e- iz /(2co81) where ii = (illI + P212)/ is the
system utilizing ultra-relativistic electrons. Since a average absorption coefficient, z is the distance
solid-state structure [12-13] has to be used in order traveled by the electron and 0 is the angle of emis-
to employ low-energy electron beams and the value sion. For M period, we have
of f-1 is roughly proportional to the number of M-1
electrons which increases with atomic number of an F3 = I Yr, . 2,

atom, heavy elements with large atomic number * =0
become appropriate candidates as radiators and
light elements as spacers in order to obtain a larger 4), - e j-o(M-e)+21X. I, (6)
quantity f I - f2 I (at least in a short-wavelength where a i
range). The use of materials with large atomic paraeet--. T c/(2cosO) is dimensionless absorption
number is further justified by the fact that many parameter. The factor of cosp in a accounts for
[151 absorption lines of these materials fall within th longer athle te bytepoonuthe soft x-ray range (0.1 - 2 key), to nonzero angle of emission.

Although both energies and momenta of elec-

Transition radiation in a solid-state superlat- trons change as the electrons pass through a layer
tice of the material, most of the transmitted electrons

The differential cross-section for transition conserve their energies and momenta for films

radiation including photoabsorption in a multilayer thinner than the mean free path [16]. In the first
system can be expressed in the following form approximation, we consider only the radiation con-
2,3,6-8 tribution of these electrons, and describe scattering

in terms of the transmission of electron T. Inter-

d 2 N (2) preting T(z) as the probability of an electron to

d fd w = F1 F 2F 3  (2) pass through a distance z, we can account for elec-
tron scatteri b redefining 4), in Eq. (6) as

where F, is the differential cross-section for one J, ( i - -'0+2X . (The different, less
single interface, F 2 denotes the coherent interfer- rigorous, approach was used by us previously [17].
ence of radiation in a single plate (i.e. in two The results of [17] depart from the present calcula-
neighboring interfaces), and F 3 represents the tions by less than an order of magnitude.) The
coherence summation of radiation from each layer. dependence of T(z) on the thickness of the
The unit of the differential cross-section is number medium, z s1, can be characterized by the so
of photon N per unit solid angle 0 in steradian per called critical length L,, = (dE/dz)/E. where
frequency w per electron. The differential cross-
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dE/dz is the energy loss of electrons per path to photo-absorption. Indeed, it is obvious that
length, and Ee is the initial electrons energy. L,, using a multilayer structure thicker than I/li will
is defined as the length at which virtually all elec- not yield a further increase in radiation. On the
trons are scattered and absorbed; it can be calcu- other hand, in order to still have a multilayer
lated by using Bethe's formula [18-201. For LC, structure with reasonable number of layers (say M
longer than the total length of multilayer structure > 4) [14] the condition for the maximum spatial
MI (which is usually valid), T decays almost period of the structure, I < 1/47, must be taken
exponentially, T = exp(-z ,'L,, ). It can be shown into account. Using this consideration as well as
then that the factor F 3 is expressed as Eq. (11) for I = opt , we 9h&ain the ceiling of the
F3 = c -(M -X7+) hM (required -y as -y _- 1/(2 VX). With the typical

F1+cosM -pj value of 1/Ii- 1pm at X - 10A', we obtain

- t" 15 corresponding to E f--- 7 Mev. For light
-cos(2MX)]/Jcosh(a-p)-cos(2X)] (7) materials this ceiling may reduce to 2 Mev, and

where p - I /(2L,, ). Because of the rapid varia- even lower.
tion of F 3 with respect to angle 0, it is more mean- The minimum electron beam energy required
ingful to measure the radiation yield by integratin to obtain appreciable intensity of radiation is
Eq. (2) over solid angle Q using Eqs. (3), and (7) achieved when electron scattering results in the
under the condition that r =1 and 11 12 = 1/2: same losses as photoabsorption, i.e. L,, /e = 1/i.

N 2o 8X2a The typical value of 1/j! is of the order of microns
dN d N ) d Q sinh(M_(d-p)) around a wavelength of 10 A'. For example when

d"w f dwdQ J l (-p) 1/7 t- 5pm, the minimal electron energy is about100 key. Above this energy, photo-absorption
begins to dominate over electron scattering.

() 2(8) Resonances of dielectric constant

Eqs. (7) and (8) reduce to the known respective for- It is readily seen from Eq. (3) that the inten-
mulas [5-8] when only photoabsorption is present sity of transition radiation is directly proportional
(i.e. p =--0). to I E- E212 where f 1 2 are respective dielectric

constants of the both materials of periodic struc-We now use Eq. (8) to find the optimal tu.Phtaorincefcet nEq.()ls
geometrical configuration (i.e. number of layers and ture. Photoabsorption coefficient j7 in Eqs. (7) also
gemtric al ofiuato (iye. number ot era nd i affects the intensity of radiation appreciably.. Both
thickness of each layer) so that the radiation is of these parameters undergo large change near so

maximized in the desired frequency range. We calle am absor o edge a whic th

maximize the right hand side of Eq. (8) with called atomic absorption edges at which the
respect to 0, and hence obtain 0, and optimal spa- absorption rises sharply.). In Figs. 2a and 2b the
rtial to I, nd hence otan mand tima s- tatomic scattering factors f [related to dielectric
tial period C,.1 We then maximize the term constant by Eq. (16) belowi and /2 (related to
sinh((a-p)M )e - M(a+l/(G-p) with respect to M, absorption by Eq. (17) belowJ versus photon energyand obtain the optimal number of periods as ardeit.
M.,t =, [ln(a/p) 1[2(a-p) . We can now find the are depicted.
maxim [adnonw[itanglWe can neriow find he Because of the sharp changes in f I and f 2, one
maxmum raiatio with ange , eridlt , and must expect a significant resonant increase of radi-
number of period Mq. . As a result, an optim- ation intensity in the vicinity of these atomic
ized" Eq. (8) can nowbe written as absorption edges of either of two materials. For

dN a 1 each particular element, these atomic absorption
dN -- __ -I (9) edges (and related resonances of refractive index)
d w 2n% are pertinent to the photo-ionization of bounded

where electrons [21] from their respective atomic shells
Q (1-1$ /X)2[1 - (l/l-X/[)1(l/f3- ,/I) (K, L, M ...) to the ionization continuum.

The most known effect related to this elec-
p (p/O) */(U- ). (10) tron transition is almost discontinuous jump of

absorption p (or f 2, see below) as the photon
One can see that for sufficiently high electron energy increases in the vicinity of resonance. The

beam energy (e.g. E, > 1 Mev), Q.pc and respec- points at which absorption increases almost discon-
tive 1W can be approximated by a very simple for- tinuously due to photo-ionization of K, L, M or N
mula: electrons are called K, L, M, N absorption edges

respectively. The most pronounced absorption
QO'P let / ), _  (11) edges correspond to inner atomic shells. Most of

For a fixed I, Q is saturated [5-7] after Qopt is the elements have at least one absorption edge in

reached even if electron energy keep on increasing. the soft x-ray range. This situation is depicted in

We discovered, however, that even when the period Fig. 3 which shows the location of absorption edge

I is optimized for each particular in photon energy versus atomic number for various

E. = (-y-1)m0 c2 , there is some maximal meaning- atomic shells.

ful energy ("ceiling") of electron beam related now
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Fig. 3. Location of absorption edges in photon en-
ergy h-w versus atomic number Z, with curves K,
L, and M corresponding to the respictive absorp-
tion edges.

M LK

~L The total (complex) dielectric constant can be

expressed then in terms of the complex atomic
K scattering factor

f2 f = (1_f r. X2NA /(27r)) 2 ; f = f 1+'f 2 (12)

where factors f 1 and f 2 are real and can be
expressed as [15,22]

2 V2 (, - )Z , p,, (V)dv

E f* 2_12) fW

b) Fig. 2. Typical behavior of a) atomic scattering 32_n rtw22 ed (v)d
factor fe and b) atomic scattering factor fm2 bf  Zrw cf K,

versus frequency w. o f

where Z. is the number of q-shell electrons, /U is31c lcL known (or rather less used) the cross-section for photo-ionization of q-shell

phenomenon is a resonant anomalous dispersion of electrons by a photon with a frequency , w is the
a real component of dielectric constant at absorp frequency of incident photon, ri is the damping

tion edges, which can result in quite a drastic factor, and w% is the threshold frequency (i.e.
change of refractive index. For example, although absorption edget frequency). The damping constant
the common notion is that the refractive index n er can be determined experimentally. In the ideal
for x-rays is slightly less than unity, the resonant case, the damping is due to radiation damping only
dispersion at absorption edges can result in n [22a,

being significan tly greater than 1 [22]. It can I f r c2 g/ 3 .c3 r ,/ .( 5readily be noticed though that anomalous disper- 2

sion in the x-ray range must have a major impor- Eqs. (13) and (14) are the counterparts of the
tance as far as the Cerenkov and transition radia- Kramers-Kronig relations for atomic scattering fac-
tions are concerned since the behavior of n wi-l ( tors. Each bound electron in an atom can be
in the Cerenkov radiation) or n 2w- (w) (in treated as an oscillator and the summation of the
the case of the transition radiationi, determines the scattering factors from each electron gives the
very existence of these phenomena resulting atomic scattering factor in Eqs. (13) and

In order to take the anomalous dispersion (14). Far from absorption edges, Eqs (13) and (14)
into account, we use atomic scattering factors to can be reduced to

calculate the dielectric constant and absorption.
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2 Z _.+ ._ (16) JK= 1 In (z -1) 2 + r2/4 (
/ 1 C Z 2 _ 2  4 x iI X ± 1 )2  + (2 2 )

wP. () whereas for p = 2 ( which is approximately the
f 2 -4rr. € (17) case for L-electrons)

where p. = -u/(NA) = E Z, is the atomic JL =I+ 2_ In[( _l)2+F '-  (23)
cross-section. Since usually f >> 2 andx l+2(

1>>r, \2NA f 1/(27r), we can further simplify Eq. For M-electrons p is close [24,25] to 2.5; calcula-
(12) as tions for this and some other fractional quantities

ft r. 2N a  of p with 2 < p < 3 [which result in much more
(18) complicated functions compared with Eqs.(22) and

7r (23)] can be found in Ref.[22]. At the present
With experimental and theoretical data for atomic stage, however, it does not seem justifiable to go
scattering factors in Ref [15], we can readily calcu- into too detailed picture of the resonances, since
late absorption coefficient and dielectric constant p -factor in general depends not only on the kind of
with Eqs. (16) and (17), and make the following shell, but also on frequency, and, quite possible, on
observations. As expected, we find f t--Z at the many other factors. Therefore, in our further cal-
frequencies higher than the frequency of K absorp- culations in this paper, for all shells other than
tion edge since all the electrons can then be con- K-shell we will use Eq. (23) for p = 2, which
sidered as free. Elements with Z- 1 to 4 have results in slightly reduced quantity for the magni-
their K absorption edges below 0.2 key, Fig. 3. tude of if 11, and therefore, in reduced maximum
However, there are many absorption edges of ele- intensity of radiation.
ments of high Z falling within the soft x-ray range All solid elements have sharp resonance at
as depicted in Fig. 3. As a result, Eq. (18) has to K-edge, beginning from Z=3, i.e. from lithium,
be used for calculation of dielectric constant which whose K-absorption edge corresponds to
can be larger than unity around the absorption XK-226.5A°; XK decreases as Z increases. Since
edges owing to anomalous dispersion. the photo-ionization gives rise to sharp resonances

Unfortunately, the known experimental data only when electrons are excited from the inner-
(see e.g. Ref[15]) do not provide any significant atomic shells, the L-shells can be used beginning
information on the atomic scattering factor f I in from Z = 14 ( Silicon, with the L-absorption edge
the very close vicinity of absorption edges, i.e. in at XL -- 123A*), M-shells beginning from Z - 48 (
the range being of the most interest for our pur- cadmium, with XM! 28,13A ), and N-shells begin-
poses. Apparently this is related basically to the ning from Z = 58 ( cerium with XN -100A'; in
fact that so far, there were no immediate practical this particular case, the N-shell resonance accord-
needs for this kind of data. Therefore, in order to ing to data [15] becomes very sharp even before
obtain the data on the resonances of real part of N-shell is completely filled up). For all these shells
refractive index, we have to make a theoretical and elements, the factor f at the absorption edge,
estimates based on Eq. (13) using some reasonable according to Eqs. (20) - (23), can approximately be
assumptions. Assuming, in a rough approximation, written as
in Eq. (13) [15,22,23] 1 ff-1 Z - At + B, [J (w/w, )-1] (24)

,, roe f c ( V f for v < w, (19) where subscript q labels the type of shell (K, L, M,
W I N), and A 0, 2, 10,28andB, = 2, 8,18, 32,

where increment p, varies [22,23] for different for the K, L, M and N shells respectively. The Eq.
shells (and frequencies) remaining basically (24) and Eqs. (20) - (23) were used by us to calcu-
between p = 3 and p = 2, we rewrite Eq. (13) in late parameters of the system for a few specific
the form examples of materials. Although the increment p

is not very well defined for L, M and N shells, the
f I Zf- - 1, (20) total error in the peak intensity of radiation with

p = 2 does not exceed 10 - 20 %. The important
where factor that needs further detailed investigation, is

the splitting of resonance for the higher shells (L,
S (z 2 _s )dz (21) M, N) into sub-shell levels, which should reduce

S 2 [l 2 rf 2 x 4 somehow the resonance peak of If 11 and therefore,I X I [(Z2-a) Ithe peak intensity of the transition radiation. It
where a = w/w. Using p = 3 which is approxi- must be noted though that all the results using
mately valid for K-electrons [23], one readily Eqs. (22) and (24) should be valid for K-shell lines.
obtains that in this case One can also note, that the peak resonant magni-

tude of f I determined by Eqs. (22) or (23) is very
insensitive to the variation of damping parameter
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r compare with radiation damping Eq. (15) since tively high photon energy or short wavelengths
this magnitude at the point of resonance -=1) (down to a few angstroms). At low photon ener-
depends on r as - in(F). gies, though, the light element may occur to be a

good candidate as radiator. Consider an example
Selection of materials when the desired photon energy of radiation is 100

Proposed method of x-ray generation is suit- ev which corresponds to X - 110 A'. One can see
able to obtain radiation in the entire range of from Fig. 3 that the radiator candidates are Be, Al
wavelengths 1 - 200 A*. Using various combination and Rb (with different shells). Since at low photon
of materials, a broad spectrums of x-ray radiation energy the absorption factor is larger for elements
can be obtained. This method, however, can be with high atomic number, Be is the best candidate.
envisioned as the most efficient way of generation It is obvious, therefore, that in order to design a
of narrow x-ray lines radiation in the vicinity of narrow line radiator for longer wavelengths ( 44A*
absorption edges of various elements where dielec- and longer) one has to use couples of two elements
tric constant e varies drastically. The idea is that out of the "island of light elements", i.e. B, Be,
for each desired frequency the alternating layers and C. A combination of either two of these ele-
are chosen in such a way that one of the materials ments will form a system which would radiate at
of the multilayer structure has its resonant fre- two frequencies out of three: 43.68A° or 284.84 ev (
quency (i.e. frequency of one of its absorption C ), 66.OA ° or 188.0 ev ( B ), and 111.0A or 111.0
edges) in the vicinity of the desired frequency. We ev ( Be ). Based on the results from previous sec-

will call such material (or layer) a "radiator". The tion, the energy of electron beam required for these
other material must be chosen in such a way that structures to generate, are very low and can vary
its absorption edges are far from the chosen fre- from 200-300 key to 1 Mev.
quency of radiation. We will call such layers c, M
"spacers". Another requirement for the spacer is 6.4 2.0

that its absorption in the vicinity of desired fre-
quency be minimum. This brings us to the condi-
tion that for the most of frequencies of radiation 1.5
the spacer must be a light element with a low 4.8.
atomic number. Yet another "technological"
requirement is for each material to form stable 10

layers with smooth surfaces. All these require- f
ments single out three light elements ("island of C

light elements"): B, Be, and C as the best candi- X 3.2
dates. It is worth noting that carbon is conven- .50
tionally used in multilayers mirrors for x-ray range

The radiator candidates can be chosen from 1.6 8./ 00.
the elements in the periodic table with one of their
absorption edges close to the desired frequency.
This procedure is illustrated by Fig. 3. In Fig. 3
(which is based on data from Ref [15]), the photon 0.04
energies corresponding to K, M, L absorption edges 0.13 0.53 0.93
are plotted against the atomic number of elements w(kev)
which embrace almost the entire periodic table.
One can see that for photon energy within the soft Fig. 4. Radiation efficiency t7 in number of photon
x-ray range (up to 2 key), elements for the radiator / ev-electron-Mev versus photon energy k-w in key
can be chosen from K, L, or M branches. The for the periodic structure with combinations of
further selection of one of these groups is based on Be/Ce when electron beam energy E0 is 1 Mev and
the absorption factor as well as the dielectric con- the spatial period I and total length L are optim-
stant factor I ft - f 1 2. At high photon energy ( ized at the absorption edges of heavy elements. In-
> 0.3 key or X<44 A'), the rule of thumb is to set: Actual peak of Ce
choose the heaviest elements as the radiator
because their dielectric constants differ the most
from the light spacer. To illustrate that, consider e consi e te perions strditfren
desired photon energy -- 0.88 key corresponding to media that constitute the periodic structure. In

X 14 A'. One can see from Fig. 3 that the radia- these examples, our choice of spacers will be Car-
tor candidates are Ni and Ce (leaving aside Ne as a bon (C). The advantages of C is its surface
gas). Obviously, the best candidate is Ce. smoothness and stable boundary separation. The

K absorption edges of C is at 0.283 key. For the
The procedure described above enables one to illustration sake, we choose Barium (Ba), Cerium

select couples of elements each one consisting of a (Ce), and Europium (Eu) as radiators (this choice
heavy element (radiator) + a light element (spacer) being somewhat arbitrary). For practical applica-
for generation of narrow line radiation with rela- tions, the choice of radiator depends on the fre-
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quency range desired. The absorption edges of Ba, 1 ,i. M
Ce, and Eu are at 0.78 key (M edge), 0.883 key (M
edge), and 1.11 key (M edge) respectively. These
elements with high atomic number have the
characteristic of large f I and f 2 compared to ele- 4.0 .71
ments with low atomic number. The results of the
previous sections indicate that in a soft x-ray range
one should expect the resulting spectral density to X
have two peaks. The peak at low frequency is due 3.0
to the element with low atomic number (which act
then as a radiator) while the p-ak at higher fre- X .25
quency is due to the element with higher atomic "-' 2.0
number. As a demonstration, we use electron
beam energy of 1 Mev which is readily available in .
university laboratories. 1124 1.120 1.120

6.4 _ _._ M 1.0 . (K,.0 R.y)

00

0.15 0.55 0.95
4.3 2.0 t.(kev)

Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 4 except Be/Eu as the ma-
terials constituting periodic structure. Inset: Actu-

X 3.2 1.0 al peak of Eu

low frequency. Based on the same reasoning, we
expect the radiation at lower frequency generated

by the light elements to be stronger than that of
., 8.80 .73 heavier elements emitted at high frequency. We

tw Kev also notice the abrupt decrease of radiation at fre-
quency higher than the absorption edge frequency

0.0- "due to the discontinuous jump of absorption near
0.13 0.35 0.93 the absorption edge.

0.1 0.550The total length L of the structure and its
w(kev) spatial period 1 required for the maximum radi.k-

tion for the C/Ba, C/Ce, and C/Eu structures
Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 4 except Be/Ba as the ma- when E, = 1 Mev are listed in Table 1. The
terials constituting periodic structure. Inset: Actu- value of parameters L and I for the structures in
al peak of Ba Tables 1 correspond to the structure used in Figs.

4-6, i.e. to the optimum structure at the absorp-
Figs. 4-6 shows the plots of radiation tion edge of the heavy elements. We observe from

efficiency t7 = E. - 1 dN /d w versus photon energy the tables that the period of the structure does not
for the cases with C as a spacer and Ba, Ce, or Eu depend on the kind of materials whereas the total
as a radiator. The plots in Figs. 4-6 show the radi- length of the structure varies a lot with different
ation from each structure optimized at the absorp- media. The variation in total length is due to the
tion edge frequency of each radiator. Note that we dependence of L on absorption coefficient. The
plotted the actual height and width of the peaks angle of emission which depends on the electron
from heavy materials in the inset of Figs. 4-6 beam energy is approximately 17.7 ° for the case of
instead of drawing them in the main figures E. = 1 Mev.
because these peaks are too high and too narrow to
be depicted in the main figures. Indeed the actual
relative width of each peak is about 10- with radi- Conclusions
ation damping accounted for Isee Eq. (15)), and its We have investigated the role of photoab-
height is on the order of 10 which is about two sorption and electron scattering in x-ray emission
order of magnitude larger than the scale of the by electrons with low energies. We showed that
main figure. It is obvious that the spectrum are energy of electron beam E. from 100 - 200 key to
maximum at the absorption edge frequency of each a few Mev is sufficient to give rise to the narrow
radiator. Since IA I, which determines the line transition radiation (with a relative linewidth
intensity of radiation in direct proportion, '- 10--10 -) in a multilayer structure with a short
decreases as w increases, the peaks at high fre- spatial period (50 A' to 2000 A*). We developed a
quency have lower intensities than those peaks at procedure which allows us to choose appropriate
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8. M. A. Piestrup, P. F. Finman, A. N. Chu, T.
Table 1. The optimal spatial period 10g and op- W. Barbee, Jr., R. H. Pantell, R. A.
timal total length Lo.e for period structure with Gearhart, F. R. Buskirk, "Transition Radia-
combination of Be/Ge, Be/Ce, Be/Ba, and Be/Eu tion as an x-ray source," IEEE J. Quan.
for E¢ = 1 Mev around the radiation peak for Elect. vol. QE-19, pp. 1771-81, 1983.
higher frequencies corresponding to various transi- 9. T. W. Barbee and D. C. Keith, in Workshop
tions of different heavier elements (the M edges - on Instrumentation for Synchrotron Radiation
for the Ba, Ce, and Eu). Research, H. Winick and G. Brown, eds.

Radiator X (A') lore (A*) L., (u m Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
Ce 14 (0.88 key) 1297 5.97 78/04, I1H-36 (May 1978).
Ba 16 (0.77 kev) 1396 9.07 10 E. Spiller, "Evaporated multilayer dispersion
Eu 11 1.11 key) 982 9.48 elements for soft x-rays," in Topical Confer-

ence on Low-Energy x-ray Diagnostics, D. T.
Attwood and B. L. Henke, eds. AIP Conf.

materials (both for radiator and spacer) in order to Proc., vol. 75, 1981, pp. 124-130.

obtain radiation with narrow resonant peaks at the

frequencies of absorption edges of various elements 11. A. E. Kaplan and S. Datta, "Extreme-
which are due to photo-ionization electron transi- ultraviolet and x-ray emission and
tions from inner-atomic shells. We have developed amplification by non-relativistic electron
a numerical procedure to optimize parameters of beam traversing a superlattice," Appl. Phys.
the periodic structure required to obtain maximum Lett., vol. 44, pp. 661-3, 1984.
radiation. In this procedure, the spatial period, 12. A. E. Kaplan and S. Datta, "Extreme-
optimal total length, and resonant angle are ultraviolet and x-ray emission and
evaluated. This completely specifies the design of amplification by non-relativistic electron
the system. beam traversing a superlattice," in Second

This research was supported by AFOSR. Topical Meeting in Laser Technique in the
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ABSTRACT

Amplified spontaneous emission of the 2p53s3 p -2p 53p3 D2
transition at 50.8 nm in neon-like titanium ion has been
observed in a line-shaped plasma produced by focusing a long
laser pulse of 5 ns on a slab target for keeping population
inversion for a long time.

INTRODUCTION line shape for producing population
inversion.

Laser produced plasmas have been applied to
short wavelength laser studies because of EXPERIMENT
including high density multiply charged
ions. The electron collisional excitation The experimental setup is illustrated in
of neon-like ions in the laser produced Fig.1. This system is mainly consisted of
plasma is one of the pumping schemes of the the target chamber equipped with a focusing
short way length laser. The radiative decay lens system and a Seya-Namioka type
of the 2P 3p levels to the ground state 2p monochromator to observe the VUV emission
of neon-like ion are forbidden, while the from the laser produced plasma. The Nd-
2p 5 3s levels decay very rapidly to the glass laser (1.05 P-m, 5 ns ) was focused on
ground state. Consequpntly, the Fopulation a target in a line shape of maximum 18 mm
inversion between 2p 3s and 2p 3p takes
place. D.L.Mattews and co-workers have Nd-Glass Laser
reported ASE ( Amplified Spontaneous (1.053pm, 5ns-FWHM
Emission ) of neon-like selenium ion using a
selenium coated film target [1] . -? Adjustable
B.J.MacGowan and co-workers also reported - Light-Shield Plate
ASE of neon-like molybdenum ion using a
molybdenum coated film target [2]. T.N.Lee Focusing Lenst
and co-workers reported ASE of neon-like F g

germanium ion using a coated film, and also
observed ASE of copper ions using a coated
film, a foil and a slab as a target [3]. The Scintillator
electron collisional excitation is

essentially a continuous pumping scheme, so
that the population inversion is maintained P uttpter
while this pumping scheme exists. We have Photomultilie

observed ASE of the 2p5 3siP1 -2p 5 3pDD Sya-Naioka Type
transition of neon-like titanium ion at 50. Monochromator
nm. The Nd-glass laser with the pulse width
of 5 ns is focused on a slab target in a Fig.1 Schematic of the experimental setup.
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length and 40 pm width by the focusing lens jim which is the spatial re.solution of
system. The width of line focus is defined measurement is 0.63 ns. This time is so
as a FWHM ( Full Width at Half Maximum ) of short compared with 5 ns of the laser pulse.
the depth profile of a scar on a target. At It is obvious that if a target is
the laser energy of 40 J 2 the laser power sufficiently thick, the plasma is ejected
density was about 1.0 x 10 W/cm2 . In order continuously during the laser irradiation.
to vary the plasma length without any change
of other parameters, an adjustable light- 4.0 1 1
shield plate was set in front of the Plasma Length I
focusing lens system. A titanium target was
a slab of the 1 mm thickness with 99.9 % A 18 mm

purity. In this experiment, the Seya- 0 9 mm
Namioka type monochromator was set to 3.0-
observe the emissions along the long side of
a line plasma ( the axis of the plasma ) as E
shown in Fig.1. This monochromator was used
with a grating of 1200 lines/mm and 2 A k A

resolution. A concave mirror and a plane '-20
mirror which were coated with platinum were A 2.0

set to focus a image of the plasma on the /
entrance slit of the monochromator. We C

observed the plasma at distance of 100 jum _ 0- o 0
from the target surface, because the spatial I
resolution of this optical system was about 1.0 0 0
100 am and the emission from the plasma was
not cut by t h edge of the target. This 50.8 nm
position has the strongest intensity
although the intensity was not able to be
measured inside of this position. The 0
emission from the laser produced plasma was 50.2 50.6 51.0 51.4

detected by the photomultiplier with the Wavelength (nm)
scintillator of dimethyl-POPOP deposited on
a plane glass plate uniformly. The response Fig.2 Spectra for plasma lengths of 9 mm and
time of the detector system was about 3 ns. 18 mm. These spectra were observed at

40 J laser energy.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

4.0 I

Spectra around 50.8 nm are shown in Fig.2 4

for the plasmas of 18 mm and 9 mm length. Wavelength /
The wavelenth3 of 50.8 nm corresponds to the
2p3s3P1 -2p3pD transition of ncon-like A 50.8 nm
titanium ion. The line intensity of this 3.0 0 50.6 nm
transition for the plasma of 9 mm length is
buried in the background level. But for the C

plasma of 18 mm length the line intensity at
50.8 nm is clearly higher than the
background. The measured intensities at 50.8 22.0
nm and 50.6 nm are shown as a function of
the plasma length in Fig.3, where the
intensity of 50.6 nm was used as a monitor )

of the background. It is clear that the line S a

intensity at 50.8 nm increases nonlinearly 1.0 a
with the plasma length. On the other hand,
the intensity at 50.6 nm does not increase. /a
It is considered from these results that the
spontaneous emission at 50.8 nm is amplified
in the laser produced plasma. However, the
amplification at 50.8 nm was not detected at 0 1 20
the laser energy less than 40 J. 0 10 20

From the measurement of time-resolved Plasma Length (mm)
spatial distribution of the emission, the
expansion velocity of the lasma was Fig.3 Intensity variations at 50.6 nm and
obtained to be about 1.6 x 10' cm/s. The 50.8 nm as a function of the plasma
time of flight through the distance of 100 length. The laser energy is 40 J.
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as the combination of the laser pulse width "Multipass amplification of soft x
and the response time of the detector. rays in a laser cavity," Optics Lett.
Because the response time is about 3 ns, the 13, 108-110 (1988).
duration time of 50.8 nm emission is 5. J.A.Trail, R.L.Byer and T.W.Barbee,Jr.,
estimated to be about 5 ns, which is equal "Measurement of soft x-ray multilayer
to the laser pulse width. Therefore, it is mirror reflectance at normal incidence
considered that long time duration of using laser-produced plasmas," Appl.
population inversion is realized by using Phys. Lett. 52, 269-271 (1988).
the long pulse laser for irradiating a slab
target. Recently, mirrors with high
reflectivity in VUV region has been
developed by use of a multilayer structure
[4]. And besides, the observation of a large
effect of the cavity mirrors on VUV ASg
signal in the plasma produced by a short
pulse laser was reported [5]. In our
experiment using a longer pulse laser, it is
expected that the effect of cavity mirrors
on ASE signal becomes more significant.

SUMMARY

Ile produced a plasma by focusing a long
pulse Nd-glass laser in a line shape on a
slab target. ASE ?f the neon-like titanium
ion transition 2p 3s 3P1 -2p53p

3D2 at 50.8 nm
along the axis of the plasma has been
observed. From the time variation of 50.8 nm
emission, we conclude that amplification
will continue during irradiation of the Nd-
glass laser. It is greatly expected that by
using cavity mirrors in long pulse
operation, VUV laser oscillation with high
efficiency can be achieved.
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X-Ray Laser Research at Physics International

C. Deeney, J. Levine, T. Nash, P. D. LePeli, and M. Krishnan

Physics International Company
2700 Merced Street, San Leandro, California 94577

Abstract Na X (Pump) No IX (Lasant)

Photopumped and recombination X-ray laser schemes 41
are ur, er investigation at Physics International, on the 12p s230
DNA/PITHON 3 TW facility. For the sodium-neon 58
resonant photopumped scheme, DNA/PITHON is used 5 s3d
to implode a sodium-bearing plasma, the pump, and a 82

secondary capacitor bank is used to drive a neon gas puff
Z-pinch, the lasant. The characterization of the pinched ls2p
sodium plasma is reported in this paper, as are pump 11.0027
power measurements, which showed 65 GW in the Na 11.0003
X 1 s2-ls2p 1P line. In earlier experiments, neon gas
was imploded onto sodium-fluoride coated targets, on-
axis, but insufficient sodium pump powers were
obtained. However, some very interesting spectral
features, which could be an indication of recombination
pumping, were observed in the neon plasmas formed 182
when neon was imploded onto aluminum targets.
These results are also presented in this paper. Figure 1. Energy level diagram for the sodium-

neon photopump X-ray scheme.
Introduction

The energy levels for the sodium-neon photopumped (1) pump plasmas. In a gas puff Z-pinch, a large current,

X-ray laser scheme are shown in Fig. I. The Na X Is2- 100 kA - 5 MA, is passed through either a gas jet or
an annular gas shell. The interaction of the current with

2p 1p line at 11.0027 A pumps the Ne IX s2 -ls4p 1 its self-magnetic field results in a Lorentz force that is
line, at 11.0003 A. This pumping could result in directed radially inwards. This force compresses the
inversions in the 4-3, 4-2, and 3-2 lines. Apruzese and plasma. When the sheath or imploding shell assembles
Davis (2) predict a gain on the 4-3 line, at 230 A, of 1 on-axis, the directed radiial kinetic energy is thermalized
cm - 1 when the sodium and neon plasmas are 4 cm apart and a hot, dense plasma is formed, which is
and the sodium radiates 200 GW in the pump line. subsequently heated by the current.
This gain estimate assumes a neon ion density of 1018 Gas puff Z-pinches and imploding wire arrays are
cm-3 . copious X-ray sources. When imploded with small,

This photopump scheme has been investigated <10 kU, slow, l-Is risetime banks, 10% of the stored
experimentally using laser-produced plasmas (3) and energy is radiated in the 100-1000 eV region over
Z-pinches (4); however, there has as yet been no 500 ns or so, and the plasmas formed typically have
demnntration of qain. At Physics International, the electron densities in the range of 1019 to 1020 cm- 3 and
sodium-neon scheme is being investigated using pulse- electron temperatures less than 100 eV (5,6). On large
power-driven Z-pinches to produce both the lasant and pulse-power-driven Z-pinches, which operate at the
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multi-TW level, greater than 1% of the stored energy is neon plasma so that different lengths of the lasant
radiated at keV photon energies in 10-20 ns timescales plasma are pumped by the sodium plasma.
(7), and the plasmas have electron densities in the mid In this paper, the preliminary efforts to produce the
1020 cm "3 and electron temperatures in the range of sodium plasma, and the pump yield measurement on
400-1000 eV (7,8,9,10). DNA/PITHON, are described. The development of the

Based on the performance of Z-pinches under different neon plasma is also briefly described. Early
driver conditions, the approach shown in Fig. 2 was experiments on the sodium-neon scheme involved
adopted to perform sodium-neon photopump imploding neon gas onto aluminum and sodium fluoride
experiments. The DNA/PITHON generator, whose coated targets. Although the sodium pump line yield
parameters are given in Table 1, is used to implode a was low, some interesting spectral features were

sodium bearing plasma. This should provide the high observed, which could indicate recombination pumping,
pump power. The cooler, 50-eV, less dense, and these are also discussed.
n, = 5 1019 cm-3 , neon plasma will be formed using Sodium Source Development.
a 27-kW, 9-pF capacitor bank, which generates 500 kA
with a 2-ps quarter period. The geometry of these two The reactivity of pure sodium makes it difficult to use
Z-pinches is designed to allow them to be brought to in Z-pinches, compared to ordinary metals that can be
within 4 cm of each other. The advantage of this made into wires and imploded as arrays. Techniques do
approach is that the two plasmas can be independently exist which allow sodium compounds to be vaporized
controlled and optimized to the correct size, temperature, and puffed, similar to a gas. An electrical discharge
and densities. Also, length scaling can be examined passed through a NaF capilliary (11) has been shown to
without having to change the actual plasma length, produce a sodium containing jet, and this jet was used
which could alter the plasma parameters. The variation as a Z-pinch load on Gamble II to produce 35 GW in
of intensity with length can be achieved by baffling the the Na X ls 2 -ls2p IP line (12,13). Other work

performed by Gazaix (14) has demonstrated highly
Lasant Plasma collimated jets of aluminum and sodium.
Dyive In the source used in the Physics International

experiments, sodium chloride was packed into a fixed
DNAP"rNo Lssaannular volume. The mass loading was 100 ± 10 mg.

The driver bank was a 28-pF capacitor, charged to
15 kV, which discharged through a 58-pH inductor into
the sodium chloride load. The capacitor was crowbarred

Laser X-ray 7 I .:. plasmaafter 40 lis to allow the inductor-drtven current to decay
Emisson Pump Plasma slowly in the sodium chloride plasma. Typically the

main PITHON current would be fired between 30 and
50 gis after the current was initiated in the sodium
chloride load. No detailed measurements were performed

Figure 2. Physics International's approach TO of the mass distribution or the control of the sodium
photopumped X-ray laser scheme. Two chloride vapor source. Future work will improve and
separate, optimized drivers are used to characterize the sodium source.

produce the lasant and the pump ce
plam. Pump Line Yield Measurements.

Table 1. PITHON parameters. The sodium source was mounted onto the

Machin Parameters: DNA/PITHON generator and sodium chloride vapor
puffs were imploded. A range of X-ray diagnostics, as
shown in Fig. 3, was employed to measure the X-ray

Peak Current = 2 to 3 MA yield and the collapse dynamics. The pump line
Inductance = 20 to 30 nH
trise = 50 ns
Estored =3/4 MJ

Pinch Plama Paramneters:

ne = mid 1020 cm-
3

Te 400 to 1000 eV 10
1 -3 cm
d- 2 mm
Yield -1 kJ of I keV X-rays
t = 10 to 20 ns Figure 3. Diagnostic layout.
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temporal behavior was measured using a germanium- Shot 4706

filtered, copper cathode X-ray diode (15) (XRD) and a 3 60
time-resolved ( 3 gated frames) crystal spectrometer. A
12-frame X-ray pinhole camera filtered with 8 jim of
Kapton was used to study the spatial extent of the X-ray ;2

emitting regions in time. A time-integrated crystal 0
spectrometer was used to measure the relative yield from -

one shot to another. tThe time-resolved pinhole camera shows that the V 14 ns FWHM 20,=

sodium plasma is 3 mm in diameter and 2 cm long;
however, it is not very homogeneous or uniform. This
is acceptable, in this case, since there is sufficient 0- ,
separation of the pump and lasant plasma to compensate 0 100 200 300 400 oo
for non-uniformities in the sodium plasma. However, Time (ns)
gross plasma instabilities in the sodium plasma should
be avoided. The sodium plasma radiates typically for Figure 5. Germanium-filtered, copper cathode
40 ns, with the most intense period being 15 ns in XRD: Signal and Pinch Current.
duration. The axial variation in time to pinch-the so-
called zipper effect -is of the order of 10 ns. A typical shots where the pump line yield was low, the impurity
time-integrated spectrum, Shot #4706, is shown in Fig. emission was comparable with the pump line. This is
4. The ratio of the La to the He of the sodium demonstrated in the time resolved spectra, shown in
indicates a temperature of 600-800 eV, which is hotter Fig. 6.
than the optimal temperature estimated to maximize the
Hea intensity. As can be seen from the spectrum, there The Neon Plasma Source.
is a significant fraction of radiation in aluminum
impurity lines and some in zinc and copper lines. The As described above, a 27-kJ capacitor bank was used to
source of these impurities are the puff nozzle, which is drive the neon plasma. Some preliminary shots were
made from aluminum, and the current return cage, taken with this source, and the time resolved XUV
which is made from brass. Using a graphite nozzle, the images obtained show that the plasma is 5 cm long and
aluminum radiation was eliminated but the pump line 1 mm in diameter. There were problems with insulator
yield was not significantly increased, breakdown under UV illumination; therefore, the neon

In Fig. 5, the germanium-filtered, copper cathode bank was redesigned. As yet, this redesigned version
XRD signal is shown superimposed on the pinch has not been tested and the neon plasma has not been
current for Shot # 4706. The peak power measured in diagnosed.
the pump line was 65 GW with a 14-ns FWHM. The
total yield in the line was 2 kJ. The filtering on this Implosions onto Targets and Evidence for
diode rejects the Na La line and the aluminum Recombination Pumping.
radiation. From the published cathode sensitivities and
known filter transmissions, the signal was analyzed to There have been some other tests performed at Physics
give the absolute power in the pump line. Further International to either implement the sodium pump or
analysis of the data, to study the yield variation with produce a uniform neon plasma. These tests involved
puff driver and pulsed power parameters, is underway. imploding a neon gas shell onto a target placed on-axis,
The germanium filter does pass the copper and zinc as pioneered by Sandia (16) and shown schematically in
impurites, which are seen on the spectra shown in Fig. Fig. 7. Targets of 3-cm length and 1.6-mm diameter
5; however, their magnitudes are low for this shot. In

500,O00

400.000

300,000-

i lit

1 0 0 11 12 -f I 4

Figure 4. Time integrated X-ray crystal spectra. Figure 6. Time-resolved X-ray crystal spectra.
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were taken, using the time-resolved MCPIGS and time-
integrated McDonald spectrometers, so that it was

I1 possible to look for inversions which could indicate
three-body recombination pumping.

011I .. PLASM In Fig. 9, the radial and axial spectra taken from a
25-ns long MCPIG time frame are shown. The target7 .. was again coated with 3000 A aluminum. There is a

iLSM known candidate laser line, 4f-3d in Li-like aluminum
(17), and this line is seen in both the on- and off-axis

.. , ,spectra. Its intensity relative to the non-lasing,
150.1 A, Li-like oxygen 3p-2s line is the same in both
the on- and off-axis spectra. This indicates that there isFigure 7. Schematic drawings of experimental no inversion, probably due to severe optical trapping in

confgnration which produced alnmi- the 3d-2p transition in Li-like aluminum since the n=2
num and neon plasmas, level is the ground state.

were used, and these were 2-gm-thick parylene coated Spatial anomalies have been observed, however, in
with 3000 A of sodium fluoride or sometimes 3000 A the XUV emissions from H-like neon when the neon

of aluminum as a comparison. With the sodium- was imploded onto 1.8-Igm thick aluminum cylindrical
fluoride-coated targets only 100 joules was emitted in targets. These more massive , 1.8-gm aluminum

the sodium pump line, which is an insufficient yield. targets may serve as better heat sinks to induce
Wthhe target puinlace, ahuniorm nn pasuffiin smedrecombination. In Fig. 10, the spatial profiles of theWith the target in place, a uniform neon plasma some 3 4-2 and 3-2 (Balmer Ct) of H-like neon are shown.
cm long and 200 pm thick was produced on the surface, Ths ne profiler a ke ro a son
as shown in the 5-ns X-ray framing camera pictures in These line profiles were taken from a 25-s-long time

Fig.8, ut he eonplasa ws o to hih a frame of a MCPIG. The time frame was timed to beFig. 8, but the neon plasma was of too high a cicdn ihtesanto ftebl lsao
temperature and had too short a lifetime to be usefully coincident with the stagnation of the bulk plasma on

pumped by a sodium plasma. the target. The radial spatial resolution, due to a cross
Thus the use of targets did not seem to be a fruitful slit, is 1.5 mm at the source . The 4-3 line emission

way of approaching the sodium-neon scheme. But peaks on-axis but the spatial resolution is comparable
targets may be of interest in another way. When a to the target size; therefore, this emission is probably
collapsing gas shell stagnates onto a target, only a few peaked in the vicinity of the outer target surface. By
thousand angstroms of the target are heated enough to contrast, the 3-2 line emission peaks at some 6-mm
radiate in the K-shell, so the bulk of the target remains diameter annulus. In Fig. 11, the spatial radial
cold and dense. Thus there can be two mechanisms by profiles of the 3-2 and 4-2 lines in H-like neon are
which three-body recombination can take place. After compared when neon is imploded onto targets coated
the initial pinch onto the target, the plasma can expand with a large amount of magnesium. The use of
and cool, which would result in three-body magnesium avoids the problem of the blending of the
recombination in the dense plasmas near the target neon 4-2 line with an aluminum line. The line
surface, or secondly, stripped ions in the thermalised emission in both these lines is siiiliar. If it is
neon plasma which propagate towards the cool dense assumed that the 4-2 line behaves similarly for a
target can then undergo three-body recombination. As aluminum target, then the H-like neon 4-2 line and the
previously stated, the neon was ionized to the H-like 4-3 line have different radial spatial profiles. Any gain
and He-like states when imploded onto a target, and on the 4-3 line would be an order of magnitude greater
therefore there may be evidence of recombination than that for the 4-2 line. Thus the 4-3 line could be
producing inversions. On-axis and off-axis XUV spectra lasing on-axis while the 4-2 does not.
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Figure 8. 5-n time-resolved X-ray pinhole
photographs from Shot 4436, neon im- Figure 9. Shot 1519, MCPIGs spectra, neon on
ploding onto 1.8-pm Al. 3000 A Al on 2- m parylene.
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7 -  lasing have not been substantiated, it is clear that there
3 3to Zis substantial recombination occuring in the neon at the
(43) target surface.

5 /Conclusions and Future Work.

X-ray laser research on gas puff Z-pinches, focussing on
3 NGthe sodium-neon photopump scheme, is in progress.
S, -The results, to date, of this study can be summarized as

2 xfollows:
I Sodium implosions using a 3-TW generator have

The 41o 2 p lle follows the 3 to 2 profile, resulted in 65 GW, 2 kU being emitted in the Na X Is2_
2 ls2p line.

-2 .1 ( 1 • A neon gas puff Z-pinch has been designed andadius (mm*) constructed to produce a neon plasma in the correct
ionization stage to be pumped by the sodium pump

Figure 10. Shot 442, radial profiles of lines of radiation.
H-like neon, neon on 1.8 urn AI. e Anomalies in the spatial profiles of the 4-3 H-like

neon line, seen when neon is imploded onto aluminum
I targets, could be explained by three-body recombination

pumping of the n-4 level at the target surface.
ex Future work will require the optimization of the4-3

15.3 A sodium source so that the goal of 200-250 GW in the
(52) sodium Hea can be met. The neon plasma has to be

characterized and optimized into the desired ionization
3- stage; then fluorescence and length scaling experiments

3ex will be performed to look for gain in the He-like 4-3
ss.s A line at 230 A. A concentrated effort will be directed

towards the sodium-neon X-ray laser scheme, but if
1 Ths profiles sugges recombinations, on ais. there is an opportunity, on- and off-axis time-resolved

. 1 0 2 measurements will be performed, with implosions onto
Radius(mm) targets, to further investigate the three-body

recombination in H-like neon.
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Continuous Anti-Stokes Raman Laser Operation

A. Feitisch and B. Wellegehausen

Institut fir (,,eantenoptik, Universitt Hannover
Welfengarten 1, 3000 Hannover 1, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract First, a natural two photon inversion is expected
between two levels of same parity, where the upper

The non parametric anti-Stokes Raman process pro- level 2 is a metastable or long living level, which
vides a possibility for the efficient upconversion of should be well populated in a discharge, and the
infrared or visible laser radiation into the uv and vuv lower level 1 is a short living, lowly populated level.
spectral range. Especially for cw operation the active for example the final level of an operating laser
materials in discharge excited gas laser systems may transition.
be used. A first cw system has been operated in an Second, a natural two photon inversion is evident
argon ion laser , where 648.3 nm radiation of a dye in a cascade laser scheme (Fig. 1b). Instead of the
laser could be converted into 437.5 nm radiation, with cascade laser (v2 4 ,v4 1) a-i ASRL may be operated,
a conversion efficiency of more than 20 % and a converting pump laser radiation of frequency vp into
maximum output power of 150 mW. anti-Stokes radiation of frequency vas.

Introduction

The realization of continuous short-wavelength co- W13> .'3>

herent radiation is a special and difficult task. So VP
far, no cw operating primary laser system below./ AS

12> 12>VA200 nm exists. By third order frequency mixing cw ON

radiation down to 135 nm has been produced with 14>
output powers in the 100 nanowatt range /1/. From 1-> I1>
basic principle, the anti-Stokes Raman process should
allow more powerful cw operation. So far powerful
pulsed operation of anti-Stokes Raman lasers (ASRL)
with a shortest wavelength around 146 nm has been Fig 1. Anti-Stokes Raman laser upconversion schemes

demonstrated /2/.
A necessary requirement for operation of an ASRL

is a population inversion on a two photon transition. Experlmnrttal
For the pulsed systems the two photon inversion has
been generated by photodissociation of molecules /3/ In case of the argon ion excited in the discharge of
and by innershell photoionisation of atoms /4/. an argon ion laser, a two photon inversion exists
Inversion densities in the order of 1015 cm - 3 have between the long living quasi metastable 3d2P 3/2
been produced, which were necessary to operate the level and the 4s 2 P3/ 2 level, which is the final level of
systems as transient systems without any feedback. the well known 488 nm and 515 nm laser transition
If optical resonators can be applied, as for the cw ( Fig. 2 ). With the next available resonance 4p? S1/2,
systems, the necessary two photon inversion densities this inversion allows the conversion of 648 nm radi-
may be reduced to the order of 1010 cm- 3 or less. ation into 437 nm radiation.
Consequently, naturally existing two photon inversions With a Spectra Physics 2025 argon ion laser di'3-
in cw operating normal laser systems, especially charge as active material and a single frequency
discharge pumped lasers, may be used for ASRL DCM - dye laser as pump source, a maximum output
purposes. Two schemes described in Fig. 1 may be power of 150 mW at 437.5 nm could be achieved for
used. a pump power of 650 mW. No saturation could be
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observed at this pump power level, so that much Peferences
higher output powers appear feasible. Different reso-
nator configurations, involving standing wave and 1. J. Nolting, H. Kunze, I. SchUtz , R. Wallenstein:
running wave ring configurations have been investi- Appl. Phys. B, to be published
gated. In the ring resonator unidirectional oscillation 2. K. Ludewigt, W. Pfingsten, C. M6hlmann,
( in pump direction) of the ASRL is obtained, which B. Wellegehausen : Opt. Lett. 11,39, (1987)
is due to an intrinsic gain asymmetrie of the Raman 3. J.C. White : in "Tunable Lasers ", Springer Series:
amplification process. This unidirectional oscillation Topics in applied Physics 59 p 181ff, ( 1987)
and a so far possible tuning of the ASRL of more 4. M. Hube, M. Dieckmann, H. Welling.
than 20 GHz around the resonance are a proof of B. Wellegehausen : submitted to J. Opt. Soc. Am. B
the Raman nature of the process. Further experimen- 5. A. Feitisch, D. Schnier, T. MUller, B. Wellegehausen
tal details can be found in /5/. IEEE J. Quant. Electr., Vol 24, No 3, 507, (1988)

With the argon ion laser discharge and the des- 6. CRC Handbook of Laser Science and Technology.
cribed method chances for ASRL down to 200 nm Vol II, p. 178 ed. M.J. Weber, CRC Press Inc. 1982
and even below exist, starting from higher lying
levels and using higher lying intermediate resonances
as indicated in Fig. 2 . In first experiments with a
blue dye laser as pump source on the 4s2 D5/2 -

4p' 2 P 3 / 2 transition ( 427..8nm ), strong laser induced
fluorescence on the 4 p' P 3 / 2 - 4s2 P3/2 transition
at 294 nm has already been observed. Instead of the
argon ion other ionic species such as the cadmium
ion or the copper ion may be used for short-wave-
length ASRL. For example, in the He-Cd hollow cathode
discharge ASRL down to 200 nm seem to be possible,
using the two photon inversion between the 6g 2G
and the 5d 2 D states, which drives oscillation of the
well known red - green cascades (636nm , 537 nm)
/6/.

Energy / 10 3 cm -1]

4.-" : :: :: : 4d

So ----- /2 4d .. ,.., 2 '3n2....~~ ~~~.. . . . . . .l Z:'::'
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Fig. 2 : Ar* level scheme with realized ( - )

and proposed ( ---- ) anti-Stokes FPman lasers
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ULTRAHIGH PEAK POWER PULSES PRODUCED BY CHIRPED PULSE

AMPLIFICATION

P. Maine, D. Strickland, B. Bado, and G. Mourou

LABORATORY FOR LASER ENERGETICS
University of Rochester

250 East River Road
Rochester, NY 14623-1299

Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) I allows the amplification of short laser pulses
in amplifying media with good storage properties (low transition cross section) like
Nd:glass 1,2 or Alexandrite. 3 -4 In these media, straight amplification cannot be performed
well, because of the large input flux necessary to reach efficient energy extraction. This
condition leads to unacceptable peak powers. To minimize the intensity effects, the pulse is
stretched, amplified, and recompressed. This technique allows an efficient energy
extraction while maintaining a good beam quality. The intensity is kept below the onset
level of small-scale focusing, occurring when values of the B integral are larger than three.
We recall that the B integral is given by the expression.

L

B = Lf n2 I(z)dz.

0

where X is the laser wavelength, n2 the nonlinear index of refraction, 1(z) the laser
intensity, and L the optical element lengths.

Using this technique, we have been able to amplify single picosecond pulses to the
joule level using a table-top system. The beam divergence has been measured to be two
times the diffraction limit at the output of the system.

A 50 ps pulse is produced by a cw mode-locked YLF laser. The pulses are coupled
into a single mode optical fiber and are spectrally broadened by self-phase modulation and
stretched by group velocity dispersion. Additional stretching up to a nanosecond can be
obtained by using a pair of gratings bet, -en the focal points of telescope. 5 -6 The pulses
are then injected into a regenerative amplifier, which brings their energy from the nanojoule
to the millijoule level. The regenerative amplifier output is successively amplified to
100 mJ and 1 J by two Nd:glass amplifiers of 9 mm and 16 mm diameters respectively.
After amplification, the pulses are recompressed to 1 ps by a double-pass grating-pair
compression system. At this point the laser energy 0.6 J.

We have shown that amplification over nine orders of magnitude can be achieved
with this technique. Presently, we are exploring the possibility of scaling up the pulse
energy with Nd:glass systems to the I I level, while maintaining the pulse duration of
1 ps. Also, we will describe current efforts based on CPA to produce ultrahigh peak
power pulses in the picosecond domain with material such as Ti:sapphire or Alexandrite.
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Multiterawatt Excimer Laser System

S. Watanabe, A. Endoh, M. Watanabe, and N. Sarukura

Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo
Roppongi 7-22-1, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan

Abstract duration at KrF.(5( On the other hand, two-

photon absorption at 248 nm in UV materials
A peak power of 4 TW has been obtained in KrF has been 2discussed at intensities of 10 to2
with an output energy of 1.5 J in 390 fs from 100 GW/cm because of its potential limit to
an electron-beam-pumped amplifier ith an an achievable peak intensity.161 In this
active cross section of 320 cm . The paper, we report the results of multiterawatt
amplified spontaneous emission was as low as amplification of a subpicosecond (sub-ps) KrF
1.8% in energy. The pulse width was measured laser. A sub-ps KrF pulse was amplified in an
by the newly-developed third-order electron-beam-pumped laser up to 4 TW, which
autocorrelation technique based on the XeF C- is the highest peak power ever obtained in
A transition. An initial pulse width of 210 excimer lasers. The final pulse width was
fs was increased to 390 fs through measured to be 390 fs by using the newly
amplifiers. The process of the pulse width developed method.171
broadening was investigated in detail through A block diagram of an amplification system
dummy optics, the thickness of which is shown in Fig.1. The system was composed of
coinsides with the entire system. The three stages, namely the front end including
broadening was attributed mainly to the dye lasers and high repetition rate
linear dispersion of thick optics for near-- amplifiers, two discharge amplifiers with a
transform-limited input pulses. Nonlinear 7 cm x 7 cm aperture and an electron- beam-
absorption and self-phase modulation were not pumped amplifier with a 23 cm x 23 cm
significant in the output window of a 2,5-cm- aperture.
thick CaF 2  at an intensity of 13 GW/cm .

2 ~hrh rep. drscharge amp.

Introduction DY LAS C

There are considerable interests in the IR PULSE CW ML YAG
development of multiterawatt excimer lasers LAMPSES
for applications of an extremely high
intensity optical field to multiphoton E pert ri re ,daperture

processes and XUV lasers.jl,21 A peak power Tdicagam._,
of 1 TW was obtained recently in a XeC.

discharge laser with a pulse width of 310 J/60ns KrF SJ160ns KrF
fs.131 KrF is an attractive medium for a much 14J/80ns XeCI l4J180ns XeCI
higher peak puwer due to the possibly shorter e-beam amp.
pulse width and the capability of employing
larger aperture electron-beam-pumped
amplifiers. The shortest pulse of 45 fs was 12.3,
achieved by compressing the chirped pulse 200J/70ns *4
from a KrF amplifier with a 4-mJ energy.141
An electron-beam-pumped amplifier was Fig.1 Block diagram of a multiterawatt
employed to produce 2.5 J with a 3.5-ps- excimer laser system.
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11. Subpicosecond generation at 248nm reduce ASE, saturable absorbers were inserted
between every stage. The solid saturable
absorber (Schott glass RG850) was placed

The schematic diagram to generate 248-nm between the first and second stages, and
pulses is shown in Fig.2. The hybrid HITC saturable absorbrer dye jets were used
synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser among the later stages. The amplified
generated sub-ps pulses at 745nm. The mixed energy was 480pJ. The 6 total gain through the
solution of Pyridine 2 / DDI 181 was used in chain was more than 10 . Explicit difference
a single jet as the combination of a gain in a pulse width and spectrum was not
medium and a saturable absorber. The average observed after the amplifier chain. But the
power was 30mW. The frequency-doubled output temporal wings almost disappeared during
of a mode-locked cw Nd:YAG laser (Spectra amplification. The autocorrelation trace and
Physics series 3000, PRF 82MHz) with a fiber- spectum are shown in Fig.4(a), (b),
grating pulse compressor (Spectra Physics respectively. The amplified 745-nm pulse
3690) was used to pump the dye laser with a was frequency-doubled in a 1mm-thick KDP
pulse width of 3.5ps at 530nm. crystal and then sum-frequency mixed with its
Autocorrelation measurement showed the pulse second harmonic in a 1mm-thick BBO crystal.
width at 745nm to be 290fs with some temporal The energy of the 248-nm seed pulse was a few
wings present in Fig.3(a). The spectral width microjou]es. The uv pulses were amplified
was 2.1nm, as shown in Fig.3(b). The time-
bandwidth product is 0.33, which is very
clos to the value for a transform-limited
sech pulse. Amplification of a single D
selected pulse in the train was accomplished 5
by a four-stage dye amplifier chain, which
was pumped by a 5.5-ns, 75-mJ XeCl laser. V

In the amplifier chain, LD-700 was used in >-
all stages. Conventional side-pumped cells -
were used for the first three stages and a U9 " 450fs
prismatic cell with a bore of 2mm was used z 90sfor the fina stage. The dye concentration H-

was 1.3xl0 M in methanol for the first and Z
second cells.. The third and fourth cell
were used -ith the concentration of 6.5x10
and 3.5xi0 M in methanol, respectively. To

T AE -- ---- 0
IR PULSE CW ML YAC LASER -3 0 3

COMPRESSOR 82MHz 700mW_1

------------------------------------------ T IM E D EL A Y ( ps )
S.F. DYE JET

74-nm ._YBRID SYNCH. ML DYE LASER
Pyridine 2 (b

AMPLIFICATION L
SINGLE PULSE SELECTION L-0

:AMPI AMPI IITC -

......... .......I A I IoITC 
2.75nm

LIi

XeCt LASER D
BO0

5.5ns 75J n 745nm X-

AMPLIFIER
Fig.3 (a) Background-free autocorrelation

Fig.2 Schematic diagram to generate sub-ps and (b) corresponding spectrum of 745-
pulses at 248nm. nm pulses at the oscillator.
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by two high repetition rate KrF J2 Single shot measurement
preamplifiers, which have the same aperture of subpicosecond pulse width
size of 2cm x 1cm, and active lengths of 30cm
and 60cm, respectively. First, the pulses
were amplified in the 30-cm laser and then In a multiterawatt system, a pulse width
amplified in the. 60-cm laser with the double measurement of a single shot is required.
pass configuration employing a vacuum spacial The pulse width measurement for a sub-ps KrF
filter between each pass. A typical laser using two-photon.fluorescence of Xe
output energy was lOmJ with a negligible excimers was reported by Hutchinson et ai

small content of an ASE background. The 191. In this method, a vuv lens along with
beam divergence was 50urad, which is twice a vuv image detector must be handled in a
for the diffraction limit, vacuum chamber. Furthermore to obtain high

resolution, the lens must be well aberration-
corrected for the given field size and
spectral width. Prom this point of view,(a) visible fluorescences are obviously desirable
both for higher resolution and easier
handling. The intensity of the XeF C-A

transition (480nm) induced by a sub-ps KrF

_ laser was found to show a cubic dependence on
KrF laser intensity (Fig.5), while it showed

Ca quadratic dependence at a low intensity of

30-ns pulses. There is shown in Fig.6 the
-kinetic pathway to form XeF B and C states.

In a high intensity region, the three-photon
ionization of Xe atoms may become dominant,

>. as observed using the fourth harmonic of a
- 420 fs

Z 10Q5
Tp 270 fs GRADIENT - 3.0 o

C 0

=104

0

-3 0 3 1 0

Fn0
TIME DELAY (Ps)

S (b) 10
W ~ 0

CU 0
E b LU 102 0

O 0 0
00

cc 10 0
0 0 Xe 1.00 atm

2 nm F2 (5%) /He 0.85 atmz
1 Ar 2.15 atm

z 0.1 1 10

745 nm LASER INTENSITY E TW/cm2 J

Fig.4 (a) Background-free autocorrelation Fig.5 The dependence of the XeF C-A
and (b) corresponding spectrum of 745- fluorescence on intensity of the
nm pulses after the dye amplifier chain. subpicosecond KrF laser.
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Nd:YAG laser 1101. In this case, the XeF B
state is produced through the reaction of 

Xe+

with F which is created electron attachment
of F2 . The XeF C state is known to be 10

2ollisionally mixed with the XeF B state. (a
111,121 Both state radiate 352nm and 480nm, (a)
respectively, and relax with almost the same
decay time. The Xe F trimer is also
produced from the C state and emits a 600-nm

CO)
photon. The time durations of these Z
fluorescences were found to be a few W-2

I- 5 230t,nanoseconds from measurements made with the z
biplaner phototube for the typical gas --

mixture with 1.00 atm of Xe, 0.85 atm of 5% W Tp=180fs
F in He, and 2.15atm of Ar. This value is Z
s~ort enough that the spatial diffusion of W
XeF excimers does not affect the resolution L

of autocorrelation measurements even in the WH
sub-ps region. The typical arrangement with cI I0 0 i
a triangular configuration was employed to -
measure the pulse width of the KrF laser by J-
the three-photon fluorescence of the XeF C-A
transition. An input pulse was focused by a
60-cm focal-length lens and divided by a beam
splitter into two beams, which were reflected
by two turning mirrors and collided precisely
at the focal point in the gas cell. The
fluorescence image was enlarged by a factor

of 5 - 10 with a reversely mounted camera

lens (Nikon 55mm F3.5), and detected by a

SIT camera with a multichannel analyzer.

The pulse width after the preamplifier was

measured to be 180 fs by using this method.
The width of autocorrelation trace was

divided by 1.29 with regards t three-photon
fluorescence by assuming a sech pulse. The
single shot autocorrelation trace and >_
spectrum are shown in Fig.7 (a), (b),
respectively. The observed contrast ratio 0.36 nm
was close to the theoretical value of 10:1. Z

I-z
| J

Xe" + a-4
/ZZ F-( F, + e - F + F- 24)4 4 5

-. , X \ WAVELENGTH (nm)

hI I Fh X IF(c XeF

Products 480n Fig.7 (a) Autocorrelation trace and (b)
( 0n corresponding spectrum of a single 248-

Xe F (A) 60Om nm pulse after the the front end.

h _ _

XeF (X) Xe + F
Hligh L..

Ion Atom
channel Channel

Fig.6 Kinetic pathway to form XeF excimers.
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13 ultiterawatt amplification 100 mJ. The maximum output energy was 160 mJ
at a relatively high gain and input energy.
The extracted energy was the same between

The experimental set up is shown in Fig.8. sub-ps and 20-ps pulses.1131 The windows
The beam was expanded by a telescope 5ombined were antireflection-coated, 10-mm-thick CaF 2

with the spatial filter to a 25-cm cross crystals. T~e intensity at the output windo
section to feed to the next discharge laser was 16 GW/cm with a cross section of 25 cm
stage. A vacuum spatial filter with a '0 0 -ym and an estimated pulse width of 250 fs. No
pinhole was used to suppress ASE. An input color center formation was observed in the
energy to the preamplifier was decreased to window material after several hundred shots.
the 5-mJ level due to losses by inserted The output beam of the preamplifier was
optics. spatilly filtered with a 300-pm-diameter

A preamplifier in the system was an UV- pinhole and expanded in vacuum to fill the
preionized discharge laser with a 7cm x 7cm entire aperture of the main amplifier. The
cross section. Amplification characteristics ASE accompanying the pulse was negligibly
were studied earlier in detail by using 20-ps small after the spatial filter. The input
pulses. 131 The active volume was 4 liter energy to the main amplifier was decreased to
with an 80-cm length. The amplifier was 50 mJ by losses due to optical components
operated with a gas mix of 0.3% F and 5% Kr, such as the spatial filter and turning
diluted by Ne at 4.5 atm. The electrical mirrors.
pumpigg density of discharge was about 2.5 The main amplifier was an electron-beam-
MW/cm dt its peak. The small signal gain was pumped laser with an active volume of 23cm x
measured to be 3.9 %/cm. The amplifier was 23cm x 80cm (42 liter).141 When operated as
double passed to provide a typical output of an oscillator, 160 J in 70 ns was obtained.

The laser was developed as a picosecond
BEAM EXPANDER amplifier with attentions to spatially

r uniform gain distribution, low ASE, and low
FRONT END 0 1 jitter timing. The inside wall of the laser

chamber was processed in black to avoid
reflection. The gas mix used was 0.5 % F2,

5mJ 14% Kr, diluted by Ar at 1 atm. The deposited
25cm2 ,210fS energy was 1.8 kJ n 70 ns, thus the pump

rate being 0.6 MW/cm . The outut window was a
DISCHARGE AMP. 25-mm-thick, 250-mm-diameter CaF , while a

30-mm-thick, 300-mm-diameter fusei quartz was
used for the other window. In the separate

lO"mJ measurement, the transmission of CaF was
lOcmJ investigate5 at an intensity range of i0 to

cmX7cm 100 GW/cm with sub-ps pulses. The
25cm2 measurement indicated that the transmittance

of t4e CaF2 window was over 90% even at 30
BEAM EXPANDER GW/cm , while the transmittance of the quartz

window was only 40%. The transmittance of
CaF 2  was subgtantially higher than the
previous data. The quartz window mrst be

SPATIAL FLTER used at a low intensity of a few GW/cm . The
limitted diameter of CaF 2 slightly 2restricted
the active cross section to 320 cm . The beam

E-BEAM AMP. was double passed through the amplifier, and

nearly 60% of the active volume tas utilized
in the final pass. The time interval between
the first and second passes was determined to
be 20 ns by the requirements of the optical
arrangement. The amplified pulses and the

23cmX23cm spontaneous emissions from the amplifiers
were observed simultaneously through UV

DIAGNOS fibers (Fig.9).1131 The pulse widths of
spontaneous emissions were 40 ns for the

320cm 2, 1discharge laser and 60 ns for the electron-2 1.5J 390fs beam-pumped amplifier, respectively. Strong

gain depletion was observed after the passage

Fig.8 Expermental setup of multiterawatt of the saturating pulse especially in the
case of the main amplifier. The output beam

amplification, was relayed by mirrors to the diagnostic
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section. The amplified beam was
characterized on pulse width, spectrum, ASE
background and output energy. The spectrum
of the final output was essentially the same
as that of the front end (Fig.10). This shows
that self-phase modulation did not occur
after the front end. The pulse width of 390
fs was much wider than 210 fs in the front
end (Fig.ll). The process of the pulse width
broadening is described in the next section.
ASE was measured at the diagnostic section
15m apart from the output window to be 27 mJ
(1.8% of the total energy). With an input

energy of 50 mJ, an output energy of 1.5 J
was obtained. The final peak power was - 0.37nm

._! , , _247 248 249D WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig.10 Spectrum of the 4-TW KrF laser.

10

50ns/div

(a)
-.-- Tp=39fs

5

A II

50ns/div o I I
-1 0 +1

(b) TIME DELAY (ps)

Fig.9 Time sequences of the trigger- laser Fig.11 Single shot autocerrelat on trace of
lights and the spontaneous emissions from (a) the 4-TW KrF laser. The sech pulse shape
the discharge-pumped and (b) the electrcn- was assumed.
beam-pumped amplifiers. Strong gain
depletion was observed in (b).
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deduce5 to be 4 TW (390 fs, 1.5 J) with a width obtained after the final amplifier.
320-cm cross section. Th fluence and te At the shortest input pulse of 180fs, the
intensity were 4.7 mJ/cm and 13 GW/cm , output pulse width was 330fs. The pulse
respectively. Two-photon absorption in the width broadening was previously analyzed in a
CaP window of a 25-mm thickness was not CPM ring laser with regards to a frequency
significant within the experimental errors, sweep and a dispersion by assuming a
It was reasonable to assume the small signai gaussian pulse shape 1161. The theory with
ain of 5%/cm at a pump rate of 0.6 MW/cm no regargs to a frequency sweep is relatively
51. Then the maximum extractable energy in good agreement with the measurements above
E =g IE A was calculated as 2.5J (g0 ; the an input range of 300fs, but predicts ama s
smahl signal gain of 5%/cm, 1; the active larger broadening than the observation below
length of 280 cm, E ; the saturation fluence 300fs. The reason of this difference is not
of 2mJ/cm^, A; the cross section of the beam so clear within the scope of this experiment.
of 320 cm ). Losses in the output window due This difference would arise from the nature
to reflection and absorption were around 10% of the input pulse such as a pulse shape and

thus the obtained energy was 65% of E . a frequency sweep. But in this experiment
This value was quite reasonable with regars the frequency sweep in the input pulse is
to high absorption in the electron-beam- small because the observed time-bandwidth
pumped medium 1151. The obtained fluence of product is very close to the transform-
4.7mJ/cm was low com ared with the ASE- limited value for a sech 2 pulse. Then, the
limited value of lOmJ/c T 1131. The measured observed pulse width broadening would be
intensity of 13 GW/cm was well below the explained by the linear dispersion of the
region where nonlinear absorption was optical elements for near-transform-limited
considerable. Then 10 TW would be possible in pulses.
the present system both by increasing a gain
of the final amplifier and by compensating Conclusion
pulse width broadening.

J4 Process of pulse width broadening 1171 Sub-ps pulses as short as 180fs have been
generated by the system based on the hybrid

The pulse width after the final amplifier synchronously pumped dye laser. The pulse

was measured to be 390fs when the pulse width width was measured in each shot by the newly-

at the preamplifier was 210fs. Self-phase developed third-order autocorrelation

modulation was not observed from the final technique with the XeF visible transition. A

spectrum. In order to investigate the pulse 210-fs KrF pulse was amplified to 4 TW with a

broadening due to the dispersion of optical 390-fs pulse width by using the 23cmx23cm-

element in the KrF system, the change of a aperture electron-beam-pumped laser. The

pulse width was measured through quartz and output energy was 1.5 J with the 1.8 ASE

Ca 2  blocks aa dummy optics. The background. The fluence was -7 mJ/cm and

thicknesses of quartz and CaP were 100mm the intensity was 13 GW/cm . Two-photon
and 74mm, respectively, which aimost coinside 700

with those of the entire system. The __

autocorrelation traces of the pulses before
and after the dummy optics were obtained
simultaneously by the single shot technique. Z Goo
The spectra were also monitored before and
after the dummy optics simultaneously. The
explicit change of a spectral width and shape W So
was not observed between them at an energy co
of lmJ with a cross section of 2cmxlcm.
The input pulse width was varied by small (.
changes in the adjustment of the hybrid mode- 1 400DS
locked dye laser resonator. The pulse (. *

width after dummy optics is plotted versus D
the input pulse width in Fig. 12, The 0 300
pulses around 200fs was aimost transform- Ia moo 000 GM GOO

limited when assuming a sech pulse while the
pulse width around 500fs was near twice of INPUT PULSE WIDTH (fs)
the transform-limited value. The time-
bandwidth products of all data were within Fig.12 The pulse width after dummy optics
twice for transform-limited pulses. At the versus the input pulse width. The
input pulse of 210fs, the pulse was broadened straight line corresponds to the case without
to 360fs. This result is close to the pulse broadening.
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absorptiun was not significant in the 25-mm- 14. A.Endoh, M.Watanabe, and S.Watanabe,
thick CaP window at an intensity level in Fusion Tech. 11, 492 (1987)
this experiment. Self-phase modulation was 15. F.Kannari, M.J.Shaw, and F.O'Neill,
not observed from the spectrum of the final J.Appl.Phys. 15, 476 (1987)
output. The process of pulse width broadening 16. W.Dietel, E.D6pel, D.Kiihle, and
was investigated in detail through dummy B.Wilhelmi, Opt. Commun. 43, 433 (1982)
optics. The broadening was attributed 17. ?4.Watanabe, A.Endoh, N.Sarukura and
mainly to the linear dispersion for near- S.Watanabe, submitted to Appl.Phys.B
transform-limited pulses. The peak power of

excimer lasers was improved by almost one

order of magnitude compared with the previous
report by sub-ps amplification of the

electron-beam-pumped laser. The system will

contribute to the physics at a high
intensity optical fields.
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Narrowband Tunable VUV/XUV Radiation Generated by Frequency Mixing

of Pulsed and CW Laserradiation

G. Hilber, A. Lago and R. Wallenstein
Institut fUr Quantenoptik, Universitat Hannover

3000 Hannover, FRG

Four- and six-wave mixing of pulsed and cw laser radiation in

gases generates coherent radiation in the spectral region of the

VUV/XUV at 60 - 200 nm.1  Recently considerable experimental

progress has been achieved towards the development of powerful

coherent VUV/XUV light sources based on these nonlinear optical

methods.

The third-order resonant sum- and difference frequency mixing in

Kr, for example, generates broadly tunable VUV/XUV radiation at

wavelengths in the region of 70 - 200 nm. Because of the high

efficiency, the reliability, and the experimental simplicity the

conversion in Kr has the potential to become a standard method for

the generation of frequency tunable VUV/XUV light. 2

The frequency mixing of cw laser radiation produces frequency

stable VUV radiation (at 140-200 nm) of narrow spectral width

(AE<3-10-5 cm-1).

In contrast to the extensive experimental investigations the

theoretical treatment of frequency mixing in gases was restricted

mostly to special conditions (like homogeneous medium, equal

confocal parameters, focii of the laser beams located at the same

position, etc.)3.

Using the integral method to solve the inhomogeneous Maxwell

equation we were able to perform a rigorous theoretical analysis

of the frequency mixing in gases. 3 This analysis provides a

general description of optical frequency mixing of n different

laser beams in gases of arbitrary density distribution. Besides

the conversion in pulsed gas jets, the frequency mixing using

Gaussian laser beams with different confocal parameters and the
175



frequency conversion of crossed beams have been analyzed in

detail. These results provide new, important information for the

optimization of the conversion efficiency. Possible improvements

indicated by theory exceed one order of magnitude. First

experiments confirm these predictions.

Because of the enhanced efficiency frequency mixing of pulsed

radiation generated with laboratory-size laser systems will

produce tunable VUV light of narrow spectral width ( E<10- 2cm-1)

and pulse powers of at least 10-50 KW.

1 R. Hilbig, G. Hilber, A. Lago, B. Wolff, and R. Wallenstein

Comments At.Mol.Phys. part D18, 157 (1986), and references

therein

2 G. Hilber, A. Lago and R. Wallenstein, JOSA B4, 1753 (1987)

3 A. Lago, G. Hilber, and R. Wallenstein, Phys.Rev.A 36, 3827

(1987), and references therein.
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High Efficiency, Scalable, 130 nm Coherent Source
by Four-Wave Mixing in Hg Vapor

C. H. Muller, III, C. E. Hamilton, and D. D. Lowenthal

Spectra Technology, Inc., 2755 Northup Way, Bellevue, Washington 98004

A. V. Smith

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT output energies of 1.1 mJ have been achieved.
The laser system and mixing cell constructed

Coherent vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)pulses with for this demonstration are described, and
energy 1.1 mJ. 3 ns pulse length (1.3 MW comparisons between experimental results and
cm 1_ unfocused),and measured bandwidth <0.1 predictions are presented.
cm-1 have been achieved using four-wave sum-
frequency mixing in mercury vapor. High SUM-FREQUENCY MIXING IN HG VAPOR
energy conversion efficiencies of 5 percent have
been demonstrated in a collimated beam A thorough discussion of efficiency limiting
geometry over I meter interaction lengths. Tir mechanisms. nonlinear phase matching
130 nm radiation is tunable over 2.5 cm- conditions, and input wave flux considerations
The experimental facility assembled to produce for 130 nm generation is given in Ref. 5. A
this efficient VUV laser source will be simplified energy level diagram for Hg is shown
described, and comparison between experimental in Fig. 1. One approach for 130 nm generation
measurements and theory are provided. with collimated beams In pur Hg Involves

input energies 1. =39220 cm (255 nm
INTRODUCTION N =24710 cm-1 (405 nm). and ,- =12810 cm"

(777 nm). As shown In Fig. 1. the 7 S state
Recent measurements 1 ' 2  and calculations "5  is used for two-photon resonant enhancement
have shown that two-photon-resonant sum- and io| and #2 are chosen to Index match the
frequency mixing In Hg vapor is an efficient process. In this case the nonlinear
process for the production of coherent VUV susceptibility3 is very If rge since the detunin9
radiation in the 120-140 nm region. In from the 6 T, and IP 1 states Is 200 cm-
contrast to earier experimental work. which and 68 cm-', respectively. For sum-frequency
utilized a tightly focul geometry and very mixing ( 1  + 12) ale chosen tqobe In exact
high pump Intensities." these new results resonance with the 7"S state of "Hg and &4
show that efficient conversion Is possible with = &I + io + &3" In the exact resonance
relatively low Input law Intensities (S-0 case. amp d, yontaeous emission1 (O ) at

cm 2 ) and collimated non-focused beams. 1014 nm (7 5-6 P1 and 406 nm (7 $-6 P) Is
The collimated geometry Is very Important expected to Eimit convwersion ffichcs to
because it allows tractable modeling, area approximately 10%. Other considerations such
scaling of the processes to higher energies per as absorption of ttp 130 nm output wave by
pulse, and high optical quality of the output the wings of Hg (S P). Stark effects, Impuritles
wave. In the collimated geometry we he In the Hg vapor mixing cll. and photolontleat
demonstrated 5 percent conversion efficiencies in may also contribut to relucd converse
the production of 130 nm radiation. VUV afflclencles. it Is posible that iosses due t,-
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z system.

20 X1 =255 nm using dye amplifiers (PDA) pumped by
frequency doubled Nd:YAG. Two stages of
PDAs are used: the first stage is a 3 dye cell

61S transversely pumped PDA. and the second Is a
modified unit with only a single transversely
pumped dye cell. Thes two stages of dye

Figure 1. Simplified energy level diagram for amplification provide approximately 10 mJ per
Hg showing the states used for sum-frequency pulse outputs at the three fundamental
mixing to 130 nm. wavelengths with single frequency diffraction

limited beam quality.
ASE may be eliminated by tuning jo| + it The Nd:YAG pump laser system for the

S my b 2  PDAs is critical to obtaining smooth.
slightly to the red of the 7 S state of Hg repeatable. nsec pulse outputs. The pump

("near-resonance condition). however, in this arrangement uses two Spectra-Physics DCR-3A
case, hyper-Raman scattering may still limit Nd:YAG laser systems. The first DCR-3A is
conversion efficiencies at 130 nm. We expect employed as a standard oscilltor, but Is
to look into this question In the near future. injection seeded with another commercial device
Optimum flux rates for mixing at 130 nm are manufactured by Light Wave Electronics. The
approximately 01/#2/03 = 1/1/1 with parallel seeded DCR-3A provides a smooth temporal
polarized input beams. pulse otytput that is completely free of

longitudinal mode beating. This in turn
130 nm LASER SYSTEM produces a temporally smooth pulse out of the

pulsed dye amplifiers. The frequency doubled
Efficient generation of 130 nm radiation in a output from this Nd:YAG oscillator is used to
collimated nonfocused four-wave-mixing process pump the first stage of three PDA units;
requires single-frequency, near diffraction limited, leftover 1.06 # radiation is then amplified in the
spatially uniform laser sources. Our mixing second DCR-3A Nd:YAG system and used to
scheme employs Input wavelengths at 255, 405, pump the second stage of three PDA units.
and 777 nm. One distinct advantage of the Thus. each of the six PDA's is pumped with
255/405/777 nm approach is that ultimately it approximately 100 mJ of single mode 532 nm
could be Imple meted with an all solid state radiation. This approach avoids intensity
ThSapphlre laser system. At the present time, modulations from the pump waves modulating
however, the laser system used to produce the dye waves, which would increase the
these wavelengd Is shown schematically In bandwidth and cause conversion fluctuations.
Fig. 2. Three fundamental wavelengths at 76S. The next stage of law amplification Is
810 and 777 nm m gented with ingl generated by Nd:YAG pumped ThSapphire. We
frequency ring dye oscillaes. These cw beams have chosen ThSapphire because of its higher
ae amplified k it nnweeind pulse widths demonstrated conversion efficiency, compared to
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dye amplifiers, and its demonstrated higher W ,n -

pulse energy when pumped with commercial
based, frequency doubled. Nd:YAG hardware.
Also, because of its simplicity, no dye solution. 1.ol
and its ability to store energy on a I,, 'KI-
microsecond time scale. The ability of
Ti:Sapphire to store energy has advantages in M"E-

terms of reducing the possibility of damaging
the material with the pump beams. For ., -

example: the pump beam, a doubled Nd:YAG SP-TER
laser, need not be a few nsec in length but
instead can be up to several hundred nsec in
length.

As shown in Fig. 2. an actively mode Figure 3. Arrangement of a single pass
lockedi Q-switched train from u commercial Ti:Sapphire amplifier. The fluorescence
Quantronix Nd:YAG laser system is used to temporal profile is shown on the left. The
pump the Ti:Sapphire. The mode locked sudden decrease In the fluroescence signal is
output train is composed of 100 ps pulses due to the extraction pulse. The pump beam
spaced at 10 ns intervals for a total train
length of 200 nsec. This Quantronix output
train is pre-amplifled In a DCR-2A Nd:YAG
laser system. the output is then split equally The harmonic generators and geometry used are
into two beams and each of these beams nearly identical to the standard configuration
amplified further in two more DCR-2A Nd:YAG used in doubling and tripling pulsed Nd:YAG
units. The final configuration delivers two lasels. The nonlinear materials are KOP.
beam lines each with 400 mJ of frequency KD P. and BBO, which are angle tuned for
doubled Nd:YAG output. The first of these phase matching. Both one and two
two beam lines is divided equally into three dimensional physical optics models of the
pans and is used to pump the first three doubling and tripling scheme have been run to
stages of Ti:Sapphire amplification for the 765, determine predicted conversion efficlencles.
810, and 777 nm fundamental wavelengths. Reasonable conversion efficiencies are achieved
This amplification stage brings these even at low energies due to the short pulse
wavelengths up to a maximum of 40 length, single mode, and high beam quality
mJ/pulse. The second mode locked beam line input. Our calculations show that doubling
is used to pump a fourth ThSapphire amplifier efficiencies, at 810 nm, of x4 percent are
in the 765 nm wavelength train, bringing this achievable and that tripling of 765 nm could
energy per pulse up to 120 mJ. occur at the 40-50 percent level. Presently,

The pump geometry for a single Ti:Sapphlre typical pulse energies are 10 mJ at 255, 405,
amplifier is shown schematically In Fig. 3 for and 777 nm. These beams are overlapped by
the 765 nm beam. As shown, a colinear *end" using dichroc mirrors prior to mixing in the Hg
pump configuration is employed in which the cell.
pump and extraction beams are overlapped in Temporally smooth, spatially uniform pump
the Ti:Sapphire brick and they are beams are required in order to obtain high
counterpropagating. The 765 nm extraction mixing efficiencies in a collimated geometry.
beam follows the 532 nm mode locked pump As a result of this requirement, we have paid a
beam in time by appmxkmately 200 ns. great deal of attention to the quality of the
Dichrolc splitters are used to separate the 25S. 405. and 777 nm Input laser beams. A
pump, extraction, and amplified beams. Typical typical spatial profile for the 405 nm pump
energy gains are 4 per Tl:Sapphlre amplifier beam is shown in Fig. 4: The 255 and 405
stage. nm spatial profiles are similar. This spatial

Following the ThSapphire amplifiers, the 765 profile was obtained at the input to the Hg
nm radiation is tripled (doubled and mixed) in vapor cell following the dye and Ti:Sapphlre
frequency to 255 em, while the 810 nm amplifiers. The energy per pulse was
wavelength is doubled In frequency to 405 nm. approximately 10 mJ, the bandwidth was <400
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C11L

0-0-A--- --. em

X y Figure 6. Schematic representation of the Hg
vapor cell and VUV diagnostics.

Figure 4. Typical spatial profile for the 405 However, the copper gaskets are silver plated
nm 2pump beam. The measured diameter to prevent reaction with Hg vapor. The Hg
(l/e ) is approximately 8 mm. vapor pressure is controlled with an external

*cold finger.' Three inch diameter MgF2 Input

MHz. and the beam diameter (1/e2) was 8 and output Brewster windows are sealed to thymm. stainless steel cell with a silicon-based cement.

The laboratory arrangement for the complete As used, the cement maintains vacuum integrity
laser system is shown piakorally In Fig. S. above 250 C. The output end of the Hg cell

The 21 oscillators or amplifiers lasers described is Interfaced to a vacuum diagnostics box which

previously are arranged in three beam lines on contains a VUV prism for separating the 130

six optical tables. The Hg vapor four-wave- nm radiation from the 777 nm. 405 nm, and

mixing cell and VUV diagnostic chamber occupy 255 nm input pump wavelengths. Both ends

the seventh optical table. of the Hg cell outside the oven are evacuated
In order to prevent heat loss. The 130 nm
energy. E130 , is measured with a Laser
Precision energy monitor. This device is
located In a small nitrogen-purged cavity

... connected to the vacuum diagnostics box. A
\/ MgF t window separates the two regions.

Accurate knowledge of the window and
prism transmission at 130 nm is critical to

j rc7 -- determining energy conversion efficiency. The
percent transmission, T. of the 6 mmn thick
MgF t windows at 130 nm. (250 C. T=46%

... and 20 C. T=50%). was measured with the
oxygen discharge lamp and the Input VUV
spectrometer shown In Fig. 6. Transmission
through a I cm path In the VUV prism was

Figure 5. Pictorial of the laboratory layout. measured to be 38%. Absorption In the Hg
cell at 130 nm due to Impurities such as HO
vapor or organics is negligible. Consequently.

FOUR-WAVE-MIXING CELL 91.3% of the genrated 130 nm energy Is
absorbed In the two partially transmitting MgF2

FIg. 6 shows a schematic of the 1.1 m long windows and In the VUV prism prior to
Hg vapor four-wave-mixing cell. This Hg cell measurement. In other words. 130 nm energ
is a 'hot ce design wher the windows. cell produced as a result of the four-wave-mixing
body, pressure taneducars, etc. ae maintained process in the Hg cell Is a factor of 11.4
at a constant temperature of 200 C. The greater then the measured enry after
ultrahigh vacuum stainless steel cell Is transmission through two MgF t windows and a
assembled from standwrd cool at parts. VUV prism.
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130 nm MEASUREMENTS vapor. These codes assume a temporally fiat
pulse shape and monochromatic radiation. For

A natural isotopic mixture of Hg was used for laser input energies of E=7.0/8.5/5.5 mJ per
the results reported in this paper, and the pulse at X = 255/405/777 nm, Hg vapor
mass 202 two-photon resonant 7S transition pressure of 5 torr. and 8 mm diameter beams.
was excited in exact resonance. The Hg 71S- the measured E130  was 0.1 mJ per pulse.
61 P structure is shown in Fig. 7. This plot This corresponds to 1.1 mJ per pulse In the
was obtained by scanning wao (with w = Hg cell due to the four-wave-mixing process
39212.01 cm- ) across the 7S level while when allowances are made for optical losses as
observing the 1014 nm 71S-6 1P emission discussed above. The energy conversion
signal. The Hg isotope structure is clearly efficiency is 5.2%. These results are in good
discernible. Note that each peak is labeled agreement with calculations from the two-
with the Isotope number and the excitation dimensional code which predict 7.8% conversion
wavelengtj. The measured Doppler wi(9J of efficiency. Further increases in conversion
0.06 cm- (2 x 0.03 cm" ) for the £U2 Hg efficiency may be possible once experimental
isotope is in good agreement with a calculated conditions have been optimized.
value of 0.07 cm- . In addition, the emission A typical spatial profile for the 130 nm
signal for each line In Fig. 7 fairly accurately beam is shown in Fig. 8. The Input pump
represents the fraction of the isotope in nat'Iral beams were near-Gausslans (as shown in
Hf. Substantial Rabi broadening of the 7 S- Fig. 4) with a pump pulse energy E=9/7/5 mJ
6 transition occurs for the Input power levels at )=255/405/777 nm. The pressure in the
necessary to mix efficiently. Consequently, for Hg cell was 3.84 torr. The 130 nm spatial
exact resonance experiments, it is necessary to profiles were recorded by using a sodium
tune 1I  + ' 2  to the exact two-photon saflcylate coated window and observing
wavelengths prior to higher power mixing fluroescence at 420 nm. The 130 nm beam
experiments, diameter is approximtaely 6 mm and is in good

Both one dimension 2(plane) and two- agreement with a calculated beam diameter of
dimension (Gaussian) codes2 have been written 6.6 mm.
to simulate the four-wave-mixing process in Hg An upper limit to the 130 nm bandwidth

has been determined by nning the VUV

Hg 202 Hg(200+201) source through the P - So oxygen atom

63927.91) f'63928.09 absorption profile at 76795 cm-1. The oxygen
Hg(198+199) atoms were produced by dissociating O in a

63928.23

Z

w 0.03 cm

Hg 204

63927.81 L

12357.90 12358.00 12358.10 12358.20 Y

W 2 12, cn - 1

Figure 7. EmIsslin scan of the Hg (7 S- P) Figure 8. Spatal profile of the 130 nnj VUV
transition obtained by varying Y, with w, beam. The beam diameter (lie) Is
fixed. approximmately 6 mm.
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low current discharge. Absorption was
measured downstream from the discharge In the
cold flowing afterglow. As shown in Fig. 9.
the absorption profile corresponds to a 330 K
Doppler width. If we assume a room
temperature (300 K) oxygen atom temperature.
then the 130 nm tource bandwidth would be
less thn 0.075 cm-1 . Figure 11. Shearing interference pattern at 130

nm for three consecutive laser shots.

1.0 A Sum-frequency-mixing in Hg vapor should be

tunable between 120 and 140 nm by setting
0.0 the wavelength of the input beams for proper

phase matching conditions. In our case. with
0.6- w, and V2 fixed, however, It Is still possible to

0.4- T 3obtain limited tunability at 130 nm by scanning
&0 over the width of the index matching peak.

0.2 The range of tunability depends on the product
of the Hg vapor density and cell length [Hg]L.

0.0 ,,For [HgIL = 101 cm (Hg = 5 torr and L =
1266.6 12666.6 12867.0 1297.2 100 cm). we calculate, using the one-

W)3 (Cf') dimensional codes, approximately 2 cm4

Figure 9. Oxygen atom absorption scan. The tunability around 130 nm. As shown in
dFt were otoined by tuning the VUV beam Fig. 12, the measured tuning range is roughly
dtaough w e I 3 by tuanstin The bestbeam 2.5 cm-1 for these conditions. Note that the
through the P2 - S transition. The best fit measured and calculated signals have been
shown by the solid line corresponds to a 330 normalized to the same Intensity for Am 3 = 0.
K doppler temperature. and I and 2 are fixed In wavelength. A

The 130 nm wavefront quality has been greatly increase tuning range can be obtained

measured by using the LIF lateral shearing by scanning 1 and &2 while maintaining Index

interferometry shown in Fig. 10. The fringe match with 103 .
patterns for three consecutive laser shots shown
in Fig. 1 correspond to an estimated
wavefront distortion of <0/2. Additional
experiments are planned to Investigate the
dependency of wavefront quality on the Input
laser conditions.

40
w

TO MEASURED

G= 6.22 SECONDS
.F SHEAR PLATE

o020- A
W SUAA

INTERFERENCE 10o A
e'/ PATTERN

UTP I A/ W1NOOW / l W

SAIUCYLATE ;jj -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
SEAM ,,c A) 3 (cr6 1 )

Figure 10. Schemakc of VUV lateral shearing Figure 12. Phase matching curve for 130 nm
interferometer. prodt.tlon with &, and w2 fixed.
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The 130 nm output energy (and thus the CONCLUSIONS
four-wave-mixing efficiency) is strongly
dependent on the Hg vapor pressure. This We have obtained efficient two-photon-resonant
dependency is shown in Fig. 13 for the sum-frequency mixing in Hg vapor for the
conditions noted. The solid triangles represent production of 130 nm VUV coherent radiation.
calculations based on the 2-dimensional codes. Collimated qnfocused power densities exceeding
Note that the agreement between experiment 1 MW cm have been produced at 130 nm.
and theory is good up to a Hg vapor pressure At the present time mixing efficiencies are
of approximately 4 torr. At this point. >5%. The 130 nm radiation Is tunable over
however, the measured VUV energies begin to 2.5 cm" with v, and "2 fixed. Measurements
decrease and the discrepancy between and calculations are in good agreement.
experiment and calculations begins to widen. indicating that *exact resonance" conversion
At 9 torr the measured 130 nm energy has efficiencies of 10% may be possible. Additional
decreased by a factor of almost four. The experiments to investigate near-resonance mixing
mechanism leading to this rollover in energy efficiencies are planned.
has been Identified. We have found that the
rollover is due to absorption of the 130 nm
photons followed by a 4.18 pm stimulated 1. C.H. Muller. Ill. D.D. Lowenthal.
Raman transition to the 81S, state in Hg. M.A. DeFaccio. A.V. Smith, "High
This process will b. discussed in detail in a efficiency, energy-scalable, coherent 130-nm
subsequent publication, source by four-wave mixing in Hg vapor,"

Opt. Lett. 13. 651 (1988).
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Intense Coherent Radiation in the VUV and XUV Region
with Electron Beam Pumped Rare Gas Excimer Lasers
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Rare gas excimer lasers are attractive coverage by stimulated Raman scattering in
sources for applications in laser hydrogen molecules.
spectroscopy, plasma diagnostics and 3) Discussion of anti-Stokes Raman lasing in
photolytic pumping of other lasers. Since group VI atoms with the aim to generate XUV
1981, we have developed high-power rare-gas radiation.
excimer lasers pumped by a pulsed electron Lasing conditions of rare gas excimer
beam and studied their performance using lasers are summarized in Table 1. Our
tunable cavities 11,2J. efforts have been focused on the Ar and Kr

This report presents an overview of excimer lasers which oscillate in the
intense coherent sources in the VUV and XUV vicinity of 126nm and 146nm, respectively.
spectral region based on such excimer lasers Finding high reflectance cavity mirrors and
and frequency conversion techniques of efficient transmitting optics in this
stimulated Raman scattering and anti-Stokes wavelength region posed serious problems.
Raman laser pumping to extend the wavelength Good multi-layered dielectric mirror are not
coverage, well developed, necessitating a systematic

Three topics are emphasized: test of efficiencies and damage thresholds
1) Present status of rare gas excimer lasers of several materials for the cavity mirrors,
in our laboratory; namely, Al film, quartz glass plate, single
2) Extension of the excimer laser wavelength crystal Si, Mo, and SiC, and MgF2.

Table 1: Present status of rare gas excimer lasers

Wavelength Peak power Band width Resonator
[nm] [MW] [rm]

Ne 80 SiC-SiC USR

Ar 126 16 1 SiC-NgF2

124-128(tuned) >1 0.3 16 NgF 2 (prism)

Kr 146 7 1 Si-HgF
145.5(tuned) 3.5 0.1 32 MgF 2 (prism)

Xe 172* 400 - -

170-176** 1 0.1 NgF 2

* E.R.Ault et al.:Unpublished.
** C.B.Edwards et al.:Rev. Sci. Inst., 50, 1201 (1978).
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Although the Mo and SiC mirrors were found
to have high damage threshold, (much better E
than deposited Al film mirrors), output
powers were finally limited by damage to E c E E
the MgF2 output mirror. *q V

The maximum peak output power of the Ar 9 ) (
excimer laser was 16MW with lnm band width V T T
when using a SiC back mirror and MgF2 output E (1

mirror. A Si back mirror and MgF2  output
mirror worked best for the Kr excimer laser, ( D
yielding 7MW in a inm band width. The C ±

largest peak power Xe excimer laser, ( C
developed by Ault et al. [31, yielded 400MW, VN

but details of this laser have not been
published. Ne excimers fluoresce near
8Onm[4], but have not been made to lase due L
to high threshold power requirements and I i I I I I nm
poor optical quality of cavity mirrors in 110 120 130 140 150 160 170

the XUV region. However, the recently
developed SiC mirror was measured to have a Figure 1: Stimulated Raman scattering
high reflectance of 40% at 80 nm. An spectrum of the Kr excimer laser source
unstable reson- or composed by SiC-SiC using melecular hydrogen. Calibration
mirrors is presL tly being developed. lines at 116.5 and 123.6um were produced by

Broad band gain profiles of the rare a Kr discharge lamp.
gas excimer lasers permit laser wavelength
tuning by using dispersive optics. A MgF2
prism with 16 apex angle was inserted in
the cavity of the Ar excimer laser to yield
a tuning range of 124nm to 128nm at a line
width of 0.3 nm. A larger apex angle MgF2
prism (32 ) was used in the Kr excimer laser
to provide the same dispersion. The tuning 70 1
range was not fully tested, but a peak power
of 3.5MW in a narrow linewidth of 0.1 nm was
produced. Tunable oscillation has also 60
been demonstrated for the Xe excimer laser
[5].

The limited spectral coverage of rare
gas excimer lasers in the VUV spectral 50

region has stimulated efforts to expand the 0

spectral tuning range and permit wider
spectroscopic applications of these sources. ' 40
Stimulated Raman scattering, a popular 0 0

C
frequency converting technique of longer .2
wavelength laser radiation, is somewhat 0 30 S1
limited in application to the VUV due to the 2 S2
lack of non-absorbing molecules. Only
hydrogen and deuterium gases have been found 20
suitable as Raman medium for rare gas
excimer lasers.

A typical stimulated Raman scattering
spectrum of Kr excimer laser radiation in 10
hydrogen molecules is shown in Fig. 1. The
Kr excimer laser output at 145.8nm was I A

converted into 1st (154.8nm) and 2nd 0 L
(165.4nm) order Stokes radiation and also 0 1 2 3 4

1st order anti-Stokes radiation (137.5nm).
Calibration lines at 116.5 and 123.6nm were H2 Gas Pressure (atm)
produced by a Kr discharge lamp.

The dependence of Raman line power with Figure 2: Fractional stimulated Raman
hydrogen gas pressure is plotted in Fig. 2 scattering output power as a function of H2
as a function of total output power. Also pressure. Laser power was 2.5MW.
included is the fraction of reduced Fraction of fundamental laser power is shown
fundamental laser power. The intensities by P.
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are seen to increase with increasing H
pressure to 40% efficiency for the isi 02 L.-J .J
Stokes line and 20% efficiency for the 2nd H2 L J L

Stokes line at 4atm of H2 pressure. However, Xe2LJ

the 1st anti-Stokes line intensity decreases D2 .J L_J

with increasing H2 pressure from a peak H2 ta rzJ l

conversion efficiency of 15% at 0.5atm Kr2*W

pressure.
The stimulated Raman scattering power 02 L.J LW

and reduced fundamental laser power are H2  -J z4
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of pumping Ar LJ
laser power at 145.8nm. Note that the II
onset of 1st anti-Stokes radiation occurs at 100 150 200

lower pumping power than that for the 2nd WAVELENGTH (nm)

Stokes radiation.
The tunable VUV ranges provided by rare Figure 4 Tuning ranges available in the

gas excimer lasers and the hydrogen Raman VUV region with rare gas excimer lasers and
shifter are summarized in Fig. 4 together their Raman shifted output using H2 and D2
with the expected tuning range using a gas. Hatched regions show wavelengths
deuterium Raman shifter. In addition to generated in this laboratory.
the Ist and 2nd Stokes lines and the 1st
anti-Stokes line, 3rd Stokes radiation was
also generated in H2 gas with the Kr excimer In order to generate shorter
output. Anti-Stokes radiation could not be wavelengths reaching into the XUV spectral
generated with the Ar excimer laser, but Ist region, new techniques must be considered.
and 2nd Stokes lines were observed. Raman One possible shame is the anti-Stokes Raman
conversion of Xe excimer laser radiation was laser (ASRL), which unlike anti-Stokes
not tested but the expected tuning rages are stimulated Raman scattering, requires a
included in Fig. 4. Stimulated Raman population inversion between the initial and
scattering provides a convenient technique final state of the Raman transition.
for efficient wavelength conversion in the White[61 proposed several ASRL
VUV spectral region, reaching limitations transitions based on population inversion in
only at the shortest wavelengths, near group VI atoms, 0, S and Se, and lasing has
iOOnm, due to the dispersion and absorption been successfully demonstrated at a few VUV
by H2 gas. wavelengths[7]. In the case of group VI

atoms the population inversion can be formed
by photodissociation of molecules using
excimer laser radiation. N 0 gas can be2
dissociated with Ar excimer laser radiation1as follows:

p

00

0
000

0.
= AS3

CL89nm ©12 nmn 00nm

0 ,

0
0 1 2 3D 2

Input Peak Power (MW) .1.2.

Figure 5: Energy level diagram of atomic
Figure 3: Peak power of stimulated Raman oxygen showing relevant states and
scattering lines as a function of pumping wavelengths for three possible pathways of
saser power for a H2 pressure of 2atm. ASRL.
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Figure 6: Experimental arrangement for an
XUV anti-Stokes Raman laser pumped with an

Ar excimer laser.

N20 + h (126nm)--> O( S0) (1) fully breach the N20 gas. In schemes 2 and
3, auxiliary sources based on anti-Stokes
shifted Ar excimer laser radiation in gas

Ihe quantum yield for the metastable state (121/8n) and Kr excimer laser radiation

S is approximately 0.8[8], resultijg in a (148.5), respectively, are needed to pump
0eut~ the ASRL.popul~tion inversion with the ground -P^ h S

po o invtaersion with stmear ouP2However, the first ASRL scheme is much
or s tate Arsimin S( 0 ) and simpler, requiring only Ar excimer radiation
inv Irsion can be produced in S( S 0)an tobh oidscteN0 ndroatl
Se( S0 ) by photodissociation of COS gas with to both photdssocate N 0 and resonantly
Kr excimer laser radiation and COSe gas by photopump OCSo) at 124. nm. Also, this
Xe excimer laser radiation respectively, scheme produces the shortest wavelength at

The maximum possible frequency shift occurs 89nm. The major drawback_19 tke small
3 ASRL cross-section of 9.7x10 cm /W which

between thi So and Pj, states, yielding arises from the weak oscillator stregth f
22446he inter cornaton transition 2 3s
33791 cm for 0. We are interested in the S it
large frequency shift available in oxygen to 0 Table 2 also lists the expected laser
generate the shortest possible wavelength, pumping intensities at the Raman cell focus,
An energy level diagram of initial, which give rise to threshold popyation
intermediate, and final states relevant to invefionS in the rane of 5x10 to
ASRL in oxygen atoms is show in Fig. 5. 3x10 cm- for the various scheme. The
ne can tune to near jesovances 2p33s"3P° - large population iyersion of the first
S 3 (sc~eme 1), 2p 3s" P - IS0 (scheme 2, and scheme, namely 3x1O cm -, can be generated

3s D - S (scheme 3), using pump in the laser focal volume with a modest 10mJ
wavelengtRs of 124.8nm, 121.8nm, and of the Ar excimer laser output energy.
148.5nm, respectively, to finally produce The experiments arrangement of test
ASRL wavelengths of 88.9nm, 100.Onm, and ASRL in N 0 using Ar excimer radiation is
99.Om, respectively, shown in fig.6. The Ar excimer laser

Estimates of threshold lasing condition output is focused with a 1500mm focal length
(Gain x Length - 30) are given in Table 2 MgF 2  lens into the center of a 30cm long
for each ASRL scheme. Ar excimer laser Raman cell containing 1-2torr of N 0 gas.
radiation is focused into a Raman cell to Multi-capillary arrays are used as efficient
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Table 2: Threshold conditions for three ASRL schemes
in atomic oxygen.

Photo- Power Pump Pump ASRL Threshold
dissociation radiation intensity cross population
laser [MW] source [W/cm ] section inve~sion

[cm /W] [cm I

Ar *(tuned) 10 Ar *(tuned) 3.3x10
8  9.7x10

2 7  3.1x10
1 7

134.8nm 14.8nm

Ar *(tuned) 5 AS in D2 1.7x1O
7  1.2xl0

2 2  4.9x10
1 4

126.4nm 121.8nm

Ar * 5 Kr *(tuned) 3.3x108 1.7x10
2 5  1.7x10

1 6

116nm 148.5nm

and high damage resistant input and output A proposal to operate an XUV ASRL at 89nm
windows. A differential .Rumping was described.
arrangement maintains vacuum of 10 mmHg
outside of the Raman cell.

To date, threshold ASRL conditions were
not met due largely to the poor beam References
divergence of the pump laser. The stable
resonator consists of a pair of flat mirrors [f1Y.Uehara et al.: Opt. Lett. 10, 487
having low cavity Q, which together prevents (1985).
a tight focus of 0.2mm diameter to occur in [2]K.Kurosawa et al.: IEEE, J. Quantum
the Raman cell. An unstable resonator Electron., QE-24, No.9 (1988).
based on SiC mirrors is proposed to solve [3]E.R.Ault et al.: ARPA Contract No.0014-
this problem. Also, intracavity dispersion 72-C-0456 (1975).
optics are necessary to reduce the Ar [4]Y.Tanaka et al.: J.Opt. Soc. Am., 45, 663
excimer laser bandwidth and therefore tune (1955).
more closely to resonance. [5JC.B.Edwards et al.: Rev. Sci. Instrum.,

In summary, powerful and tunable Ar and 50, 1201 (1979).
Kr excimer lasers operating at VUV [6]J.C.White: Opt. Lett., 9, 38 (1984).
wavelength were developed. Hydrogen Raman [7]K.Ludewigt et al.: IEEE, J. Quantum
shifters were demonstrated to widely expand Electron., QE-22, 1967 (1986).
the tuning range of these excimer lasers [8]G.Black et al.: J. Chem. Phys., 62, 4266
within the VUV spectral region (i.e. 124nm (1975).
to 200nm) with high conversion efficiencies.
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X-Ray Emission Studies of Sub-Picosecond Laser Produced Plasmas

M. M. Murnane, H. C. Kapteyn, and R. W. Falcone

Department of Physics, University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract emission lines from various ionization stages and
We report on both experimental and theoretical studies reflectivity measurements; this temperature is consistent
of high-temperature, high-density plasmas produced with predictions of one-dimensional (1-D) heat flow
when a solid is illuminated with intense, 160 models describing the laser-solid interaction.[1,2]
femtosecond laser pulses. Time resolved measurements Emission from the plasma extended over a broad
have determined the x-ray pulsewidth from the plasma spectrum up to photon energies of at least I keV.
to be 2 ± 2 psec in all spectral regions up to a kilovolt. The theoretical model employed to model the laser
Spectroscopic observations demonstrate that the x-ray energy absorption by the solid involves a set of coupled
emission comes from regions of density higher than equations in 1-D which describe the temperature
those found in a conventional laser produced plasma. evolution of the electrons (Te) and ions (Ti) as a
Finally reflectivity measurements indicate that the laser function of time -
is absorbed at the surface of the solid before it expands.

12cc -! i) T G(T, - T) + (I - R)cdea

With the advent of high power, short pulse laser C d t- - dz 2
systems, it is now possible to extend psec pulse dzj
generation into the x-ray regime.[l-1e] This is achieved (dti )  (.T
by focusing the laser onto the surface of a solid, thus cG -
producing a high temperature x-ray emitting plasma.
Provided the laser pulse is short and has a rapid rising where ce and ci are the electron and ion heat capacities,
edge, energy can be absorbed by the electrons at solid K is the thermal conductivity of the electrons, G is the
densities in an optical skin depth, before significant electron-ion coupling constant, R is the laser
ablation of the solid occurs.[l] Rapid cooling of these reflectivity and a is the absorption length. In this
hot electrons is expected due to rapid thermal conduction model the electrons are heated by the laser while the
into the underlying cold material, electron energy loss ions are heated only due to collisions with the hotter
to ions, and expansion into the surrounding electrons. With increasing temperature the system
vacuum.[l,2,8,9,10] This can lead to rapid changes from an ordered solid to a high-temperature,
recombination in the plasma, thus terminating the x-ray high-density plasma and hence the physical parameters
emission. in the above expression will change as a function of

The laser system used for these studies consisted of a time - by several orders of magnitude in some cases.colliding pulse mode-locked laser at 616nm, amplified Inelastic and expansion cooling have not been included,
in a series of five dye amplifiers to give a final output which results in a slower predicted cooling than
energy of 3.5mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, with a expected experimentally. Since the plasma is in local
pulselength of 160 fsec. III The focusing optic was an thermodynamic equilibrium, inelastic cooling is not the
aberration free, off-axis parabolic mirror which focused dominant cooling mechanism at the temperatures
the laser pulses at intensities exceeding 1016 Wcm -2  reached for these experiments, but expansion cooling is
onto a solid target mounted on a scanning stage. significant and can cause the electron temperature to
Plasma temperatures of greater than 230 eV were drop by a factor of 2 - 4 in 1 psec under our
obtained as estimated from both the intensities of the experimental conditions. Figure 1 shows the model
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prediction for the electron temperature as a function of illumination. Temporal dispersion through the streak
time. The peak electron temperature is 350eV, whereas camera( 10] will then lead to a slightly different impulse
the ions attain temperatures of only 20eV during the response in the two different wavelength regions, with a
same period. However, even without considering faster response in the uv. Thus deconvolution yields
expansion cooling the electron temperature drops rapidly only an uiidr limit of 2 rpc for the x-ray emission
after the laser pulse and the x-ray emission from this pulsewidth. For silicon, the x-ray pulsewidth was
hot plasma is expected to decay even more rapidly. measured both with and without a 100 nm thick filter of

aluminum between the plasma and the photocathode, no
change in pulsewidth was observed using the aluminum

400 filter, which eliminated all radiation below 50 eV.

> 300,

- 200,

2
j.-4 100

0 1000 2000 300

Time (fsec)

Figure 1 Results of theoretical model for the
electron temperature of silicon as a function of time for
a 160 fsec FWHM excitation pulse with a peak 0 10 20 30 40 50
intensity of 1016 Wcm- 2.

Time (psec)
A Kenwch x-ray streak camera with a 10 n slit

and 35kV/cm extraction field was used to measure the
emission pulsewidth; the composite photocathode Figure 2 (a) Streak camera measurement of the soft
consisted of lexan (100 nm), aluminum (25 nm) and x-ray pulsewidth from a silicon plasma showing a
potassium bromide (150 nm). This photocathode has FWHM of 6.0 psec.
good quantum efficiency [121 at photon energies (b) Streak camera response using a 500 fsec, 308 nm
exceeding 30 eV. An estimate of the time resolution pulse incident on the same photocathode, showing a
and sweep speed calibration of the x-ray streak camera FWHM of 5.6 psec.
was obtained using two 500 fsec laser pulses at 308
nm, separated by a known time delay. The ultraviolet A tantalum target was also used to investigate the
(uv) pulses had to be focused on the photocathode to plasma emission in the keV region of the spectrum, by
obtain a response, due to the extremely low placing an 8 jim beryllium filter in the path of the x-
photoelectron yield at this wavelength. A CCD camera rays to eliminate all radiation below 800 eV. A slightly
and computer system were used to record the streak shorter emission pulsewidth was observed under these
camera output with a precision of 0.3 psec and with a conditions, since the high energy states giving rise to
sensitivity of a single photoelectron, this radiation recombine rapidly. The tantalum target

Figure 2 shows streak camera traces of the plasma x- yielded signals at least 5 times more intense than
ray emission from a silicon target (Fig. 2(a)), and the silicon for all energy ranges. At very high intensities,
response to the uv laser pulse (Fig. 2(b)). The full- space charge effects in the streak camera lead to
width at half-maximum intensity pulsewidths are broadening of the measured pulse duration both in the
6.0 psec and 5.6 psec respectively, and are repeatable uv and x-ray regions, with almost identical saturation
within 10 %. These measurements give a deconvolved characteristics.[14,151
x-ray pulsewidth of 2 ± 2 psec. We note that it is not Very different results were obtained when the short
strictly correct to deconvo!ve the x-ray and uv curves in laser pulse was preceded by laser energy on a
order to obtain the tru Y-ray pulselength since the nanosecond time scale resulting from amplified
secondary electron energy distribution is not the same spontaneous emission (ASE) originating in the dye
for x-ray and uv wavelengths. Under uv illumination, laser amplifiers.[1 11 Figure 3(a) shows a 77 psec x-ray
electrons are emitted from a well defined F-center[ 13] in decay time from a silicon target obtained when the ASE
the photocathode and have a narrower distribution and energy was about 10% of the energy in the short laser
extent than those emitted as a result of x-ray pulse. As shown in Fig. 3(b), this reduced to 40 psec
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when an additional aluminum filter was used to of a prepulse.[7] The streak camera data indicates that a
eliminate all radiation below 50 eV. Figure 3(c) shows great portion of the increased efficiency comes from
the short pulse x-ray emission obtained when the ASE radiation emitted at later times.
was less than 10-4 of the short pulse energy (normal Time resolved measurements can also explain the
conditions), for comparison. In all cases the fast increase in intensity observed when a target is irradiated
risetimes are streak camera limited at 2.7 psec, but the several times on the same spot. As shown in Fig. 4,
decay time is much longer when ASE is present. When when several laser pulses are incident on the same spot,
the ASE energy was reduced to 5% the decay time was a second peak in intensity appears which is delayed later
reduced to 10 - 20 psec; the ASE threshold for in time with increasing number of shots. However the
observable x-ray pulse broadening was 4pi. ASE alone initial peak remains short in duration but changes in
did not generate any detectable short wavelength intensity with repeated shots. The large increase in
radiation. intensity observed when time-integrated experiments are

performed arises mainly due to radiation emitted at later
times. With increasing number of shots on target, a
deeper crater is drilled, starting at 10 p diameter for a
single shot and reaching 50 g. after 10 shots. The
radiation at later times is probably due to confinement
of the plasma by the walls of the crater. The increase in
intensity of the initial peak with increasing irradiation

(a) may be due to surface roughness which can increase the
absorption of the laser light.

(b)

0 1 shot

0 50 100 150 200

time (psec)

Figure 3 Soft x-ray pulsewidths obtained from a
silicon plasma under various conditions; peak
intensities have been normalized.
(a) Short pulse excitation with 10% ASE energy 7
presenL
(b) As in 3(a) but filtered to show response above 50eV -
only. (intensity multiplied by 4) 10 shots
(c) Short pulse excitation with less that 10-4 ASE
energy background. (intensity multiplied by 3) 15ISshots

We interpret the long measured decay time in the
presence of ASE prepulse as emission coming from a 0 100 200 300 400 5oo
lower density plasma compared to the case of no ASE. Time (psec)
The ASE energy which precedes the short pulse laser
can vaporize the solid and create a region of lower
electron density away from the solid surface which will Figure 4 Streak Camera measurements of the time-
effectively absorb the short pulse laser at the critical history of the emission from a silicon target irradiated
density, where the plasma frequency equals the optical on the same spot for different numbers of shots.
frequency. [3,16] In this lower density plasma, two and
three body recombination rates will be reduced; also, Additional evidence for the presence of a high density,
reduced thermal conduction and slower expansive rapidly quenched plasma was obtained from time-
cooling will result from the decreased temperature and integrated high resolution plasma spectroscopy
density gradients due to longer scale-lengths. These experiments. As shown in Fig. 5(a), when the ASE
conditions lead to an expected increase in the x-ray prepulse background energy is simultaneously incident
emission decay time, which is consistent with our on the target with the short laser pulse we observe both
observations. These experiments explained the increase singlet and triplet lines of the Si V (2p 6 - 2p5 3s)
in efficiency observed by other groups with the presence transitions at 11.79 nm and 11.90 nm. We do not
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observe the triplet line in the absence of the ASE is not expected to apply. At high temperatures, the
bckground, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Similar behavior is calculations assume a Drude model for the dielectric
seen for the cae of the Al IV (2p6 - 2p53s) transitions constant [19] of the ionized material and equilibrium
at 16.01 nin and 16.17 nm. In silicon (aluminum), the ionization conditions computed as a function of electron
lifetime of the singlet excited state is 33 psec (59 psec) temperature.
while the triplet state lifetime is 300 psec (770 psec).
[17) We attribute the absence of the long lived triplet
emissions under short pulse illumination only to rapid 1.0
quenching in the plasma. Assuming the mechanisms 0.9,
popilating the levels are the same for both experiments, .(a)
in the case of the short pulse plasma the density is
sufficiently high that the levels remain coupled during 0 .7 .

the entire emission. Thus the radiation from the singlet 0.;

domninates since the radiative rate of this state is 10
times faster than that of the triplet state. For the lower OA•

density plasma created when ASE is present as a 0"3,
prepulse, the levels become uncoupled during the 0.3 t ' t
expansion so that both lines are observed. o2 (b)

0.1

(a) .001 .01 .1 1 10 100 1000 1000

Energy Fluence (J/cm 2 )

V Figure 6 Experimental values for the reflectivity of a
8 silicon as a function of energy fluence on target at an

angle of incidence of 5 degrees to the normal.
(a) Short pulse laser illumination.
(b) 7 nsec long laser pulse illumination.

(b) Figure 6(a) shows the reflectivity (R) of silicon as it
evolves from a room temperature solid at low laser

_- 2 fluence, with R = 35%, to a high temperature, partially
ionized plasma, with R = 75%. The high reflectivity
data is consistent with the model at temperatures of

! I approximately 230±20 eV, when both spatial and
wu& temporal averaging of the reflected beam are taken into

account. This value is to be compared with the
predicted peak temperature of 350 eV from Fig. 1. The

11.8 11.9 12.0 reflected short pulse laser beam is specular and image-
Wavelength (nm) preserving, even at incident intensities of 1016 Wcm -2 .

However, after the short pulse is incident on the surface,
SFl re 5 Plasma emission at the Si V (2p6 IS - a several micron deep crater is produced as a result of theFi~reshock.

2p3s 1p3p) transitions at 11.79 un and 11.9 nm. Previous measurements [20,21] have determined the
(a) Short pulse laser illumination with 10% ASE Peiu esrmns[0l aedtrie h
(neryba)kh opue lincreasing reflectivity of silicon up to fluences of about

(b) Short pulse laser illumination only. 2 J cm- 2 and are in agreement with Fig. 6(a). Figure
6(b) shows the reflectivity of a typical long pulse (7 ns)

Figure 6 shows the reflectivity of the short p e 532 am laser pulse. In this case, the reflectivity isFigue 6sho s te releciviy o theshot plse significantly lower for a given energy fluence due to
laser from the silicon target (measured at an angle of efficnt co we en eler ande o
incidence of 5 degrees to the normal), as a function of efficient coupling between the laser and the lower
incident laser fluence. The results can be compared with density material formed by vaporization of the solid
model calculations of the reflectivity of the solid versus during the rising edge of the pulse.[3,16] In addition
electron temperature, shown in Fig. 7. At low the reflected portion of the 7 bs pulse is completely
temperatures, the reflectivity in Fig. 7 is computed diffuse with no retention of beam structure. The
from data [18) on room temperature and liquid silicon. reflectivity in the long pulse experiment was measured
In the intermediate temperature, cross-hatched region the using a large area lens to sample a known solid angle,
reflectivity was not calculated because a plasma model from which the total reflectivity could be deduced since

the reflected beam was reasonably uniform over the half
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Observations of High Density Plasmas Produced with
a Picosecond High Power KrF Laser

0. Will, G. Kiehn, J. Edwards, V. Barrow, and R. Smith

Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College of Science and Technology
Prince Consort Roa4 London SW7 2BZ England

ABSTRACT: 2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT:

The interaction of a single picosecond, high power KrF The experiments were carried out at the SERC Central
laser pulse with solid targets has been studied using Laser Facility (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory) using
time integrated and time resolved x-ray spectroscopy. the recently developed short pulse, high power KrF
Fully ionized aluminum plasmas with temneratures of laser system SPRITE [1]. The short pulse is generated
about 400 eV and densities well above lop cm"3 were by a mode-locked dye laser which operates at 746 nm
observed when the ASE prepulse was less than le. and is amplified in a three stage dye amplifier system.

It is then frequency tripled in two KDP crystals result-
1. INTRODUCTION: ing in a wavelength of 248 Dn. Finally, the 3.5 ps pulse

is amplified to energies up to 2-5 J in one discharge and
The recent development of high power picosecond two electron beam pumped KrF amplifiers. The laser
lasers have opened up exciting possibilities of produc- beam was focused onto target with an f/2.5 aspheric lens
ing very hot high density plasmas. This is because the to a 20 pm focal spot. Irradiances up to 1j 7 Wcm 2

laser energy is absorbed very close to the initial target were achieved. The focal spot size was monitored using
surface since no significant hydrodynamic motion can an x-ray pinhole camera with 15 ;Lm resolution while
occur on a subpicosecond time scale. It is crucial the focal spot distribution was recorded with an
however that the contrast ratio between the prepulse equivalent plane monitor using a similar lens. A fast op-
and the main pulse is high so that the target surface is tical diode was used to measure the ASE prepulse level.
not damaged by the prepulse and no plasma is The total laser energy was recorded with an energy
produced ahead of the main pulse. Otherwise the laser calorimeter.
energy of the short pulse is deposited close to the criti-
cal density resulting in plasmas which are only hot close The primary diagnostic used to study the plasma was a
to the critical density layer. time resolved crystal spectrogragh. A flat TLAP crystal

was coupled to an x-ray streak camera operating in the
This paper describes experimental observations and 5-7 A spectral window. The spectral and temporal
computational modeling on the interaction of a 3.5 ps resolutions were 15 mA and 15 ps respectively. Time in-
high power KrF laser pulse with solid targets at ir- tegrated spectra were recorded with a PET crystal.
radiances up to 1017 Wcm "2. Fully ionized Al plasmas Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement.
close to solid density with temperatures of 400 eV were
observed when the prepulse level was low. The results
were modeled by a 1-D hydrodynamic computer code.
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Finally, titanium targets overcoated with layers of plas-
tic 0.5 to 4 m in thickness were used to study the x-ray
emission of titanium. A large Ka signal as well as the

TIME RESOLVED X-RAY He-like resonance spectrum was seen for large prepul-

SPECTROMETER ses. When the prepulse was small only the Ka emissionwas seen on targets with plastic layers thinner than 2 gim
demonstrating that the small ASE pulse did not
damage the plastic coating of the target.

F/2"5 ASPHERIC DOUBLET
3.2. High density observations:

LASER A number of features typical of ultra high density plas-
mas such as Stark broadening and continuum lowering

TARGET X- RAY PINHOLE were seen in x-ray spectra from shots with a low ASE
CAME R A prepulse. Figure 2 shows an x- ray streak spectrum from

an Al foil target irradiated with a 3x100 Wcm 2 laser
pulse. The Al He3 (1s2- ls3p) transition is very wide and

// intense, completely dominating the spectrum. Higher
series transitions from H and He like ions are faint and

TSMECTE TED Rstart to turn on some 15 ps after the Hep3 transition. In
SPECTROME TER contrast, a distinctly different spectrum was obtained

when there was a large ASE prepulse.
Figure 1. Experimental arrangement.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

-73.1. Measurements of the prepulse level: -
I--

A high contrast ratio between the main pulse and the - He
ASE is crucial for the production of fully ionized plas- W
mas with densities close to solid. Otherwise a large cold -J "-H e
plasma corona is formed by the ASE pulse resulting in W -
the heating of the plasma at the critical density by the 6
short pulse. This leads to a sharp fall-off of the tempera-
ture above critical.

25ps TIME
Various observations were made to investigate the level
of the ASE pulse incident on the target surface. Opti- Figure 2. Streak image of an aluminum target which
cal diodes were used to measure the contrast ratio. was irradiated with a 3.5 ps laser pulse with a small ASE
Energy levels of less than one per cent were measured prepulse.
for low prepulse shots resulting in a contrast ratio of less
than 10" in power since the ASE is emitted during 20 Figure 3 shows a spectrum taken on an Al target ir-
ns. radiated by a pulse with an ASE energy of 30% of the

total laser energy. The spectrum contains the full H and
Secondly, targets irradiated with large ASE pulses He like series. The width of the Hep3 transition is much
showed craters up to 200 im in diameter on the target smaller and the lines are emitted for several hundred
surface in contrast to the 20 gAm focal spot of the main picoseconds without significant change in brightness in-
pulse. This is an indication that the divergence of the dicating a large plasma corona.
ASE pulse is larger than that of the main short pulse but
this is not a quantitative measurement since lateral The electron density is obtained by comparing the Stark
energy flow may have occurred during the 20 s time in- widths of the He3 and Hey transitions with profiles
terval. Thirdly, a time resolved VUV spectrograph was predicted by the atomic physics codes RATION and
used to study the emission from the preformed plasma SPECTRA[2]. Figure 4 shows densitometer traces of
produced by the ASE pulse. For large prepulses (10% the He{3 and He-y line profiles of figure 2 taken about
or more of the total energy), transitions in the 15 ps after the start of the emission. Superimposed are
XUV/VUV spectral region were clearly observed. two line profiles predicted by RATION and SPECTRA
When the ASE pulse was small no plasma emission was for an electron density of 1.6x1023 cm"3. The simula-
seen ahead of the 3.5 ps laser pulse. tions of the spectra used a temperature of 400 eV and

made corrections for opacity broadening.
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A further indication of high electron density is that the
higher series transitions are missing. At close to solid
density the number of bound states is reduced because
of the close proximity of the ions [3]. In addition, Stark

7 broadening also causes the lines to merge into a con-
Hep tinuum 14].

HThe temporal evolution of the spectral lines is il-
lustrated in figure 5. Microdensitometer traces of the

z streak image of figure 2 are shown at two different
W- Ly P times. Initially the He transition is very broad and in-
w tense, peaking after the start of the emission. The width
>. changes in time and is asymmetric towards higher ener-

gies. At about 25 ps after the start of the emission, the
profiles decreases in width and becomes weak at about
45 ps. The Hey line switches on after about 15 ps. After
about 30 ps the Lya transition is observable coincident

25ps TIME with the decrease in width of Hei.

The electron temperature was obtained from the ratio
Figure 3. Streak image recorded on an Al target which Al Ly* /A] Hea of time integrated spectra. A tempera-
was irradiated with 3.5 ps laser pulse superimposed on ture of 400 t 50 eV was found by using small opacity
a large ASE prepulse. corrections.

10

EXPERIMENT

ne=1.6x10 2 3 cm-3 (Te=400eV)

Hej3
6

I-/

z . Hey-
I-

2

, I a I - , *I i I ,

-40 0 +40 -80 0 +80

LINE WIDTH (mA)

Figure 4. Comparison of experimental line profiles of Al Hey and Al He43 with predicted profiles calculated with Te
= 400 eV and ne = 1.6 x 10 cm 3.
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3.3. Ti K Alpha Measurements:

Titanium foil targets overcoated with various thick-
nesses of plastic were used to investigate the level of hot

Hep electron production in shots with and without a large
TIME 20ps ASE prepulse. The Ka signal was measured with time
Hey integrated x-ray crystal spectrometers. Figure 6 shows

z microdensitometer traces of Ka spectra taken on a bare

- 2 titanium and a titanium target overcoated with 0.5 i
of plastic. No Ka signal was seen with 2 im of plastic
overcoats when the prepulse level was very low. From

>- 6 tthe Ka intensity of these shots it was found that aboutIt:= -e TIME =35ps
V) 20% of the incident laser energy was deposited in hot
z Hy electrons with energies larger than 4.5 keV. In contrast,
E 2 /Hy Lyp when the prepulse level was large a strong Ka signal and

He-like lines were observed indicating that several
microns of plastic were ablated by the prepulse.

20 eV
4. MODELING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

1.8 KeV 22KeV DATA:

Detailed hydrodynamic simulations were carried out
Figure 5. Microdensitometer traces of the experimen- using the 1-D hydrocode MEDUSA. All the simula-
tal spectrum shown in figure 2 at 20 ps and 35 ps after tions were performed with a laser wavelength of 248 nm
the beginning of the emission, and aluminum and plastic coated titanium target

material. The low prepulse simulations were run for a
The electron density was also obtained for spectra 0.55 J, 3.5 ps (FWHM) gaussian pulse to model the ex-
recorded on targets with large ASE prepulses. The perimental shot shown in figure 2.
Stark width was again compared with synthetic spectra
produced by RATION and SPECTRA and good agree- The laser energy was absorbed via inverse bremsstrah-
ment was found for ne = 3x10" Wcm 2 . This is consis- lung up to the critical density. 20% of the remaining
tent with x-ray emission from densities close to critical energy was dumped at the critical density surface to
(1.6x102 cm "3 ) for 248 nm laser light. simulate resonance absorption. The fraction of

resonantly absorbed energy producing hot electrons
was assumed to be 0.9. A flux limiter of 0.1 x classical
free streaming limit was used. The simulations show
that only up to 0.5 per cent of the laser energy is ab-

B a r e T sorbed via inverse bremsstrahlung. This is because very
little sub-critical plasma is formed during the 3 ps laserKtC pulse. Figure 7 shows MEDUSA outputs of No, Te and

2 Z the average ionization stage for an Al slab target
during and after the laser pulse. The code predicts

>_ 1higher densities during the pulse than are seen ex-
perimentally and this is due to the 15 ps resolution of
the x- ray spectrometer resulting in temporal smearing.CH on Ti After the laser pulse the predicted temperature and

Z density are better in agreement with the experiment.
w

J f--~ 1The simulations indicate that the laser pulse might have
Z interacted with the solid but due to the low temporal

resolution of the spectrograph the solid density could
not have been observed.

WAVELENGTH The effect of laser prepulse was also simulated. A 20 ns

gaussian pulse containing 30% of the short pulse ener-
Figure 6. Ti Ka emission from a bare and a 0.5 gIam plas- gy was superimposed on a 3 ps 0.8 J pulse. During the
tic coated Ti target. prepulse several microns of plastic was ablated result-

ing in a large preformed plasma corona with a tempera-
ture of about 100 eV. The short pulse was completely
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absorbed via inverse bremsstrahlung in the large under--
dense plasma corona resulting to electron tempera- -

tures up to several keV in the 1-D calculations. Due to wJ
these large temperatures a flux limiter of 0.03 x classi- 700 TIME < Ops m
cal free streaming limit has to be used in the code. Zr

ci:Otherwise the overdense plasma temperature becomes w -- 0 /

unrealistically large. Figure 8 shows the simulation 500 24 X ~ i
results for the prepulse case. 2-D) Fokker-Planck UJZ
simulations clearly show that most of the absorbed laser Z 300_ e
energy is transported laterally across the target surface 0 /

it/ 1.1023 Z
leading to a 1 keV plasm close to the critical density eL
when a large underdense plasma is present. Conse- LiO- 10 - --

quently the 1-D hydrocode simulations overestimated WJ J 1 l 122 F-

grosslythe temperature invoking asmall fluxlimiter. On 5 -20 -10 0 10 20
the other hand when no preformed plsawas present IDISTANCE (pm)
the Fokker-Planck simulations show that almost theW
total absorbed energy is transported into the target, ie, 7 -TIME :lops . __m

towards higher electron densities justifying the large - /m
flux limiter (O.1x free streaming limit for the prepulse wJ / 0 2.

free conditions). q-, 5-T 0 -

. 100 M
ne */'/ 0nta Tre

01~~ F5Zfc

3 01

DITAC (2m)

-~~~ - iue8 yrdnmcsulatio ofa35ppus

5: '101 0 10 2

-'T 1 X10 24 
M with a 30% prepulse showing the evolution of the

- -, electron density, temperature and average ionization
-- Cl before and after the interaction of the short laser pulse.~300- M

.- 'e 5 1 X10 23 Z

5. CONCLUSIONS:

1j00- -

I III22 Fa ionized aluminum pamswith electron densities
-3 - 1 0 +1 - close to solid and temperatures of about 400 eV have

DISTANCE (p)been produced by a single picosecond high power KrF
pm) laser pulse with a high contrast ratio. The density was

S700 Tirne 4 t. 8ps Z inferred from Stark widths and continuum lowering

10 measurements. Ka measurements on Ti targets indi-
a. 500- 1---------0 mwietetmertr a ane rmln ai

11-0 rx cated that about 20 % of tetotal laser energy was
Te coupled into suprathermal electrons. 1-D

300 hydrodynamic code simulations were in good agree-
- ne 5-1xo2  ment with the experimental observations.

100 0IiilTre f ACKNOWLEDGMENT:WSurface-i 221
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FIgure 7. Hydrodynamic simulations of a 3.5 ps laser
pulse without prepulse, showing the evolution of the
electron density, temperature, and average ionization
during and after the laser pulse.
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Current Prospects for

Free-Electron Lasers in the Extreme Ultraviolet*

Brian E. Newnam
Chemical and Laser Sciences Division, MS J564

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

505/667-7979

In the last few years, free-electron laser (FEL) oscillators and amplifiers have

produced coherent radiation over a broad spectral range extending from 463 nm in the visible

to millimeter wavelengths as summarized graphically in Fig. 1. These successful demon-

strations have encouraged a number of research centers to boldly consider extension of this

electron-accelerator-based technology to the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) below 100 nm where

no powerful, tunable, coherent-radiation source presently exists. Here, the peak- and

average-power output of FEL oscillators and amplifiers should surpass the capabilities of any

existing, continuously tunable photon sources by many orders of magnitude.

Extending FELs to ever shorter wavelengths, however, is inherently difficult since the

gain decreases monotonically with the square-root of the wavelength, and below 100 nm the

available mirrors for resonators have comparatively low reflectance, generally <50%. With

such mirrors, the small-signal power gain for a single pass through the magnetic undulator

must exceed 400% just to reach the threshold for oscillation. Increased gain can be attained

with long undulators comprising several hundred periods and peak current of 2100 A.

However, long undulators have reduced homogeneous gain bandwidth equal to 1/4N, where N is

the number of periods. Since the gain is decreased by transverse beam emittance and

longitudinal energy spread, it is essential that the accelerators deliver very bright electron

beams. Storage rings and rf-linear accelerators, as indicated in Fig. 2, appear to be the only

sources of electron beams with brightness adequate for XUV FELs.

The proposed FEL schemes include oscillators using optical resonators, single-pass

amplifiers based on self-amplification of spontaneous emission (SASE), multiple-pass

regenerative amplifiers, and optical klystrons in which electrons bunched by external lasers

radiate coherent harmonics. We review the features and output parameters of several of these

active or proposed programs and the technological challenges that must be met to guarantee

their successful operation.

* This work was supported by the Division of Advanced Energy Projects of the U. S. Dept. of

Energy Office of Basic Energy Sciences and by Los Alamos National Laboratory (ISR&D).
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Figure 1. FEL oscillators presently span a broad wavelength range from the visible to the far-ir.
Devices to operate in the 10 - 100 nm range have been designed for demonstration experiments.
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Figure 2. FELs for different wavelength regimes use different accelerator technologies. The FEL
resonance equation states that wavelength depends inversely as the square of the electron energy.
Thus, low-voltage machines such as diode pulsers and electrostatic accelerators are generally used
for the far-infrared and millimeter wave regions. To reach shorter wavelengths, higher electron
energy with high beam brightness is required. Storage rings and rf linacs with advanced injectors
appear capable of extending FEL operation to 100 nm and below.
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Compact X-Ray Free-Electron Laser

W. Barletta,** M. Atac,* A. Bhowmik, 0B. Bobbs, isD. B. Cline, .R. A. Cover,"
F. P. Dixon, is J. Gallardo,t J. Kolonko,* C. Pellegrini,t

G. Rakowsky, 0X. Wang,* t and G. Westenskowv

Center for Advanced Accelerators, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024
tBroo(Javen National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratoy, University of California
Livermore, california 94550

*Rockwell International Corporationz, Rocketdyne Division, Canoga Park Califoria 91303

ABSTACTWavelengqth, mm

124 12.4 1.24 0.124

We present a design concept and simulation of
the performance of a compact x-ray, free electron
laser driven by ultra -high gradient rf -linacs. The ICE.
accelerator design kL based on recent advances in F0 EL peak 0I -GeV)
high gradient technology by a LLNL/SLAC/LBL
coUaboratioi; and on the development of bright, FL(GV
high current electron sources by BNL and LANL. .2la.<ELI-Gv
The GeV electron beams generated with such accel- 7 GeV
erators can be converted to soft x-rays in the range Z12e Ui~~O'

from 2 - 10 nm by passagie through short period, 101" ,,1u- 2 Ge '

high field strength wigglerll as are being designed at dul7tGev
Rocketdyne. Linear light sources of this type can Z SS _ ~ ~
produce trains of picosecond (or shorter) pulses of /o" NSL -I wigle

extremely high spectral brilliance suitable for flash
holography of biological specimens invivo and for
studies of fast chemical reactions. t04 SSRL 54-poe iggler

~1 to"NSLS
. Introurfln7 

: !
Over the past decade thes material, chemical, isio SSRL

and biological science research communities have
demonstrated an ever increasing interest in using jTan~talus oydfur
sources of radiation of XUV and soft x-ray radi- CWVe K
ation. The most important sources in this speic- Cope K
tral region are storage ring facilities which pro- Alumfinum K
duce broad band, incoherent synchrotron radiation. Cro
The spectral brilliance of storage ring sources is re- 0' arbn
stricted both by the incoherence of the radiation continuumW~

process and by limitations in beam density. More- I
over, the minimum pulse lengths available exceed lo
20 ps l10 101 10.1 1 10 lot

tWork performed under the auspices of tb. U.S. Dept. Poo nry e

of Energy by LLNL under contract W-7406-3140-45. Figure 1
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As an alternative to storage ring sources, it is the FEL amplifier saturates. This process has been
now feasible to develop compact sources of intense, demonstrated in a quasi -optical experiment with 2
coherent soft x-rays with extremely high peak and mm radiation in the ELF experiment at LLNL3.
time average spectral brilliance (Figure 1), very The usual resonance condition connecting the
short pulse duration (picosecond or less), and broad beam energy, -y, the wiggler wavelength, Aw, and
frequency tunability. The x-rays are generated by the signal wavelength, A, is
self-amplified spontanteous emission from an in-
tense electron beam traversing a wiggler in a sin- ,Aw (I + aw)
gle-pass free electron laser (FEL) architecture. X- A (-j)+
ray FEL's driven by ultra-high gradient, rf-linacs,
should find a wide range of uses due to the possibil- where aw is the dimensionless vector potential of
ity of constructing instruments with unique char- the planar wiggler,
acteristics tailored to the specific need.s of the user. eAw B

The basic elements of the linear x-ray source aw = 2v1mec2 (2)
as illustrated in Figure 2 are, 1) a laser driven,
high gradient r.f. electron gun plus a conventional A simple expression for the amplification in a pla-
S-band post accelerator, 2) an ultra-high gradient nar wiggler can be estimated in the cold beam limit
linac to produce a GeV beam, 3) and a high field of the one-dimensional FEL theory'. The power
strength, short wavelength wiggler with a precision grows exponentially with an e -folding length of
beam control system.

Sm m X-band kltron Ls = (3)

85 M1
m| -ndion drive RK convrerwhere

F .n IPit , , Wiggler P = (:a p)1. (4)4 w
05 gm 2. Sm

In Equation (4), wp is the beam plasma frequency
.. gM .2.5 m divided by -I- and ww is the wiggler frequency. The

Figure 2 power at saturation will be PFL = PPbe.m; for the
parameters of interest for x-ray FELs the efficiency

This report describes the prospects for the de- at saturation can be approximately 0.1%. At this
sign of a compact, X-ray FEL and of the various point additional energy can be extracted from the
component sub-systems. It includes recent simul- electron beam by tapering the wiggler, or the elec-
tations plus rules for scaling the FEL performance trons can be diverted to a second converter for the
to other wavelengths. Finally, the critical issues production of harder, incoherent x-rays.
for the construction of an instrument in the near The resonance condition constrains the allow-
future are addressed, able spread of longitudinal velocities of the elec-

trons in the beam such that the electrons do notII. SEaling Basis For the X - Ray slip more than a small fraction of an optical wave-
FEL Desipin length per gain length. This consideration leads to

constraints on the beam emittance, ED, and energy
Building a compact, soft x-ray FEL presents spednaey

two main design difficulties: a) producing a high spread; namely,

energy electron beam with sufficiently high den- A-y p
sity and sufficiently small momentum spread as re- 4/ 4, (5)
quired to generate high gain, b) producing high
precision, high field strength wigglers. The archi- and
tecture for the FEL relies on single pass growth A-Y
from self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) e< < A-. (6)
starting from beam noise in a long undulator l .2 . 21r

This process can be viewed as the natural exten- Equation (5) should be applied in the restrictive
sion of the emission of synchrotron radiation from sense of a constraint on the spread in the longitu-
an undulator. If the undulator is long enough and if dinal component of y. Another design condition
the beam intensity is high enough, the spontaneous for the FEL comes from requiring that diffraction
emission will be amplified by the beam itself, and does not take energy out of the beam in a distance
the output radiation will grow exponentially until equal to a gain lenth, L. , Hence, the gain length of
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the laser must be shorter than the Rayleigh range, The results indicate that an rms field error of ow 0.1
ZR; % is adequate.

Z = W&2(7) AJIZT S

CAiK I CASE 11

Hence, -} -5

2 A. AW,___ ___

a 2 > 4' (8) M E v (GeV) 1.02 L4
Wingl, Wavwesto (cm) 1.0 2.0

where a is the sise of the beam in the wiggler. If Map.tk Fie (T) 1.514 0.757
the wiggler employs natural focussing, the betatron
wavelength in the wiggler and the beam sise are Wigs16 Length (m) 8.1 11.5

related by Curr=& (A) 400 400

Xw-yV5 Eneg Spmad (%) 0.1 0.1= -- (9)
&W Normalised Emitteace (ram-arad) 1.0 1.0

Additional focussing may be employed to increase Table I
p as long as the constraints on longitudinal velocity abl e c
spread remain satisfied. If enough focussing can be As the simulations show, efficient conversionadde tokee .~ contan wih icreaingenegy, of the high energy electron beam to soft x-rays re-added to keep A# constant with increasing energy,

than one can show that quires the fabrication of long, high accuracy, high
field strength wigglers with precision beam control.

p- '-%, (10) Considerable progress in precision wiggler design
using diverse magnet technologies has been made

a far more favorable scaling with wavelength than over the past four years. For example, the 25-m
obtains for atomic lasers, long Paladin wiggler at LLNL - a hybrid electro-

magnet design with curved pole faces4 and 8 cm
I1. Simulation of the X - Ray FEL period - has f 300 periods with a measured un-

Performance & Undulator Design correlated field error of < 0.1 %. An alternative
approach, especially attractive for wigglers with a

To go beyond the estimate of FEL performance periodicity shorter than 4 cm, is a pure permanent
based on scaling laws, the Rocketdyne simulation magnet (PPM) structure.
code, FELOPT, was used to calculate the perfor-
mance of a 2.5 nm SASE amplifier and to assess the

pmsur IN SAN a Fvwcwosensitivity of the gain to energy spread, emittance, o ,. .Un"
and wiggler errors. Two sets of parameters, listed
in Table I, were chosen that differ in the assumed
electron beam energy and in the wiggler magnetic
field strength and period. In both cases, the wig-
gler poles are assumed to be curved so as to provide 1 ,0'
natural focussing in both transverse planes. The
electron beam has a parabolic radial distribution
of charge and is uniformly distributed in transverse
phase space with 90 % of the electrons in the energy
interval ±0.05 %.

As illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, both am- 100.
plifiers saturate in w 800 wiggler periods to yield
powers of a few hundred megawatts. The sensitiv-
ity of the performance to increase in energy spread __

or emittance is indicated in Table 11. Doubling e. 0 A5 sr ',. 44 6" .,

or A-y significantly decreases the saturated output. W;", W" (,mo
Still, the output is adequate for most purposes. Figure 3
Sensitivity to wiggler phase errors is presented in
Table III. Steering errors are neglected; L.e., per-
fected corrections to the trajectory are assumed.
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rithm, "simulated annealine, to compensate for
o' .normal production tolerances in the field strength

and polarisation angle of individual magnets.

Rocketdyne is now extending this technique to
,o minimise phase errors between the electrons and

the optical field in the design of new higher field
PPM arrays for retrofit into the 2-m wiggler.

S101-

SENSITIVITY TO CHANGES8 IN ELECTRON

WLTTANCE AND ENERGY 8PREA.D

230, WIGGLER LZNGT, Lw -0 m

NORMIALIZED

ENERGY SPREAD JICITTANCE POWER OUT

(%) (m- - a,) (W)

5 is W 0.1 1 S.8x0

Wio mop( 0.1 2 3.0x X10o
Figure 4

An 80 period, 2 m long, PPM wiggler built by 0.2 1 3.6 x 10'
Rocketdyne for experiments at the Stanford Mark Table 11
III accelerator5 has demonstrated precision control
of electron trajectories equivalent to an uncorre- The high field wiggler design has been vali-

lated field error of 0.055 %. A photograph of the dated in full -scale laboratory models. Special mag-

functioning wiggler is given in Figure S. net module assembly fixtures and insertion/ex-
traction tools have been developed for safe han-
dling and accurate positioning of magnets in the
presence of strong magnetic forces. Improved mag-
net measurement procedures have in turn lead to
improved field models and improved wiggler opti-
misation algorithms.

EZIECT OF PHASE EILRORS

RESULTING FROM WIGGLER FIELD ERRORS

Power at Poak of Gain Cam (8 w & 17 m, Rupctively)

WFE (%) 0 0.3 0.5 1.0

Can. 1 (-r - 2001) (x108 W) 4.9 4.2 3.0

Case 2 (-y - 2830) (x106 W) 5.8 5.7 5.5 4.0

Table Ill

The basic PPM wiggler design is readily scal-
able subject to some practical limitations. First, all
magnet dimensions scale directly with AW. Hence,

- the minimum period is limited to v 1 cm by the
difficulties in handling, assembling, and clamping
fragile wafers of powerful SmCos magnets. The

A replacement arrays for the 2-m wiggler have a po-/ riod of 2.4 cm. This high field configuration has
been extended in a detailed design to even shorter

5 periods (1.2 cm). Another critical dimension, the
Figure 5minimum gap, g, between the poles may be set

The design used an innovative optimisation algo- by optical aperture requirements or by mechanical
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limitations in the vacuum chamber design. Since driven photo-cathodes (both metallic and semi-
B. - exp(-g/Aw), the minimum practical gap conductor) in cavities with very high accelerating
height constrains the choice of B. and Aw for a fields (10 to 100 MeV/m) followed by magnetic
given beam energy. compression to reduce space charge effects at low

The PPM wiggler for the x-ray FEL will have beam energy. For example, the if-gn built a Los
several hundred periods and an overall length from Alamos7, using a Cs3Sb cathode in a 1.3 GHs cay-
several to twenty meters. The wiggler could be ity, has produced a beam of - 300 A with a nor.
built in sections to be assembled and aligned on mialised rms emittance of 10- ' m-rad at a beam
site. The structure will consist of a series of linked, energy of 1.1 MeV and a pulse length of o 50 ps.
kinematically mounted space frames (Figure 6) or 1 1 1 1 1
tables depending on the desired orientation of the -- wand
wiggle plane (and consequent polarisation of the \ t red .

x-rays).

Figure 6
The magnet arrays themselves will also be

built in optimised sections of 100 periods and join-
ed in a way that maintains the prescribed peri-
odicity and field strength across each joint. Me- Figure 7
chanical support and gap adjustment are also pro-
vided at each joint. Beam position monitors and Limitations on the emittance of an electronsteering correction coils are also provided at 100 gun are imposed by several physical effects: the
period internals. Sinc the PPM array is iron- maximum current density available from the cath-frid iode, non-linear electro-magnetic forces in the rf-free and the relative permeability of SmCos is near cavity and space charge forces. One means of re-
unity, fields superimpose linearly. Therefore, steer- cing thd space charge forc e to ry
ing coils and additional distributed quadrupole fo- ducing the space charge forces is to apply a verycusing coils can be mounted externally along the strong if-field at the cathode surface in order to
wiggler, accelerate the beam rapidly to relativistic veloci.ties. This approach is being followed in an injec-

The separate aluminum vacuum chamber will tor now being built at BNL. The BNL gun, illus.
consist of extruded segments in the shape of an I- trated in Figure 7, is expected to produce a beam
beam with an elliptical beam aperture through the of 200 A in 3 ps with a normalized rms emittance
center of the web. The I-beam shape is sufficiently of w 3 x 10-6 mrad with a pulse length of < 5 pe.
strong that the chamber can be supported indepen- In the BNL gun a mode locked, frequency doubled
dently of the magnet arrays. Wigglers longer than Nd:YAG laser is used to drive a metallic photo-
a few meters will require vacuum joints in the beam cathode in a 2.87 GHs cavity (11 cells) to emit a
tube welded in situ. Access ports drilled through beam with a current density <600 A/cm 2. A sin-
the web to the beam aperture allow for diagnostic gle master oscillator locks the phase of the electron
access and provide vacuum ports. bunch with the if-power drive of the injector. Ac-

IV. Description of Accelerator Components celerating fields as high as 100 MeV/m raise the
beam energy to 4.8 MeV in < 8 cm. Such a gun

Although the use of SASE eliminates the need could produce a useful x-ray FEL based on SASE
for mirrors, single pass architectures will require in the range from 5 - 10 nm. Combining this ap-
> 10 small signal gain to yield x-ray beams of proach with magnetic compression at high energies,
high spectral brilliance. A pre-requisite for such it should be practical to construct guns with m I
high gains is the generation of extremely bright, kA of peak current in 1 p. at a normalised rms
high current electron beams. Recent advances at emittance of 10-6 m -rd. Such a bright gun should
LANL, BNL, and other laboratories in developing extend the accessible wavelength range to 1 nm.
electron guns with a brightness exceeding that of The GeV-class linear accelerator that drives
operating storage rinp such as the SLC damping the x-ray FEL can be made far more compact than
ring (greater than 1010 A/m2 -rad2). These elec- present rf-linacs through the use of the ultra-high
tron injectors are based on the technology of laser gradient structures now under investigation by a
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SLAC/LLNL/LBL coliabotation for a linear col- high peak power rf is then fed via waveguides to
lider at TeV energies. The performance goals" for the minisAurised rf-cavitiee of the high gradient rf -
theme structures ane gradient@ exceeding 200 MeV/m linac.
and cost < 1 M$/GeV. The peak currents wil Initial experiments" at LLNL have extrap-
be -- 1 kA at a normalized brightness of about oae ovninl ihgi lsrndsg
e01ach 2r~2 of 1 p tdrain and spce by 0. to- 1 using velocity modulation to < 1 MV operation
eas. The- ps train rpatd sate abrquy 1tof1 to produce a source of more than 200 MW of rf-no. he uls trin s rpeatd a a reqenc of power at 11.4 GHs (X-band). This source has been100 - 1000 Hs; the rms energy spread through the used to power a 25 cm, long section of X-band, disk

macr-puse mst e <01 ~loaded waveguide structure to obtain an accelerat-
The physical phenomenon which form. the ba- ing gradient exceeding 135 MeV/m in a demonstra-

sis for scaling the gradient in if -linac. from the 17 tion earlier this yewr.
MeV/m of the Stanford Linear Colider to the de--________________
sired ow 200 M*V/m for compact linear light sources, Chra g siedlifv fgvz -MyIlL
is the increase in peak electric field that can be M aestrAclrto
sustained without breakdowns with increasing if - ______

frequency and with shortening duration of the if - Be- Fawn (GeV) 1 Phequucy (OH.) 11.49
power. For disk -loaded waveguide structures the Pea Cun (A) 100 if-elicy 50%
peak field that can be maintained is 

_____ Pe . hsa nO) 43

Ek= 120 MV/in (28 fH~ (11) PanLgh(mu) 0.4 Fll T/sama. T 0.15

Norm Emin (rnmurad) 0.001 Bach (fkUf Phas) 5.1
The accelerating field is a factor of so 2 less than Npt 72x19 TVU/ .4
the peak value. The total peak if -power needed to Npt . V ~ p~/ .4
drive the accelerator based on a 21r/3 disk-loaded Sise is Liam (oa) 24.1 Kmegy/m (3/rn) 28.9

waveguide can be estimated as A-YPY M% 0.1 C-rnax (MV/rn) 375S

Prf id6 GW(A-MOV/M)2( I )(-'xmm)*. (12) a Buches 9 Grad (MGV/M) 16554

Buach Spece (as) 10.26 Length (m) 6.59
For compact 1 GeV linac. to be practical and Rep Raw. 200 Cavity Sine (rnm)_ 10.7

affordable a new class of if -power sources is needed. FnLnt m .One of the most promising approaches to powerFilLnh(n) 04
compact linac. is the relativistic klystron1 0 driven mnduction Dive Fill Factioa 0.98
by an induction linac, as illustrated in Figure 8. I-inductios (A) 3000 if P (MW/rn) 1128

SceatcofareaivsickysrnOverall length (a) 9.5 Loadiag % 0.8

V -induction (M*V) 5.4 Boe Efficiescy (%) 3.1

eV*Length Induction Driv 7.1 de spply (m2) 28

Table IV
For the 1 GeV linac needed to drive the FEL

described by the FELOPT simulation, one injects
the beam from a photo -cathode gun into a linac at

~ a conventional gradient which acts as a matching
N dl section for bringing the beam into the high gra-

dient structure operating at 11.4 GHs. The char-
acteristics of the X-band linac with its relativistic

~ ~' klystron power supply can be determined from well
known scaling laws' 12 and are listed in Table IV.
This linac would produce a train of five micropulses

Figure 8 spaced by 0.46 ns. Operating at a repetition rate
In the relativistic klystron a multi-kA, multi-MeV of 200 Hs, the FEL driven by such an accelerator
beam produced with a linear induction accelerator would produce x-rays with a peak spectral bril-
(LIA) is modulated at the desired if -frequency (10 liance ow 3 x 1032 (photons-*"-' -mm 2 -mrad-2 )
to 15 OHs); the modulated high current beam then per 0.1 % bandwidth. The time average brilliance
excites an rf -generating transfer structure. The for this design is ee 4 x 1019.
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V. Critical Isue and Conclusions state without dehydration or staining. This wave-

length regime is also the most suitable for holo-

The x-ray FEL relies on the performance of graphic imaging of proteins in viv. Moreover, the

components that have been shown to operate well, picosecond duration exposures at multi-GHz rates,

although not necessarily in the required parame- obtainable with linear light sources, will allow dy-
ter range. The ultimate performance of the laser namic measurements of specimens. Such studies

will depend not just on the component level perfor- of samples in a normal physiological environment
mance, but also on the integrated system of high would be complementary to ordinary scanning elec-
precision beam generation, guidance, and control. tron microscopy. X-ray spectroscopy in the range

The issue most critical to the extension of free elec- of 2 - 4 keV accesses the K-edges of P, 5, Na, K,
tron laser technology to the x-ray regime can be Ca, and Cl - all elements of considerable biological
summarized as significance. Based on the cost algorithm of Refer-

0) generation of extremely high brightness ence 11, the expected cost of such high brilliance

electron beams and preservation of beam qual- x-ray instruments is expected to be under 10 M$.

ity during the acc,. eration and energy conver- ]erne
sion process

In addition to the difficulties of beam generation, 1. R. Bonifacio, C. Pellegrini, L. M. Narducci,
the following four areas will be critical to the Ul- Opt. Comm., §k 373 (1984)
timate performance of the FEL in that they pro- 2 J.B. Murphy and C. Pellegrini, J. Opt. Soc.
foundly affect beam quality: Am., DI2 259 (1985)

1) pulse-to-pulse reproducibility and stability 3 A.L. Throop, et al.; 'Experimental results of
of the electron beam a high-gain microwave FEL operating at 140
2) phase and amplitude stability of the rela- GHs'; LLNL, UCRL-97706, presented at the
tivistic klystron power drive with respect to Ninth International FEL Conference,
the electron pulses from the photo-injector Williamsburg, VA, Sept 14 - 18, 1987; to be
3) beam transport into and through the wig- published in Nuclear Instrumentation Meth-
gler ods.
4) wake-field suppression in the high gradient 4 G. Deis, et l, 'A Long Electromagnetic Wig-
rf-linac gler for the Paladin Free -Electron Laser Ex-

Each of these areas must be studied in the lab- periments', IEEE Transactions on Magnetics,

oratory at the component level and eventually in Vol 24, No. 2, March 1988.

integrated sub-scale tests at longer wavelengths. 5 A. Bohwmik, et. al., -First Operation of the
Rocketdyne/Stanford Free Electron Laser,

Compact x-ray FELs will require precise me- roc. d ntenaona Free Electron Laser

chanical alignment of the cavities, beam tube, mag- Conferenernationalbree Elect Laser
netic centerline, and optical axis. Laer alignment 6 Conference, Williamsburg, VA, Sept 1987.

techniques used for large optical systems may be Vo. . Cox an 91 - 97, 1985.
useful. Insertable screens and steering correction Vol. 582, pp 91 - 97, 1985.

may provide initial alignment of magnetic mechan- Elern d REL3 Sei9 J1 Qanu

ical axes. In the wiggler, the beam should not de-- Electronics QE-23, 1489 (1987)icalaxe. Inthewiggerthebeamshold nt d- 8R. Palmer, Interdependence of Parameters for

viate from the centerline by more than a fraction TeV Collders, SLAC -4295.

of the beam sise. A key to the success of this pro- 9 lW. Wang, V.Nguyen-Tuong, and G.A.Loew,

gram will be the development of fast beam position RF Breakdown Studies in a SLAC Disk -loaded
monitors with an accuracy of m 20 microns. Structure, Proceedings of the 1986 Linear Ac-

Industrial applications of compact sources of celerator Conference, SLAC-303 (1986)
coherent x-rays with very high time average bril- 10 A.M. Sessler and S.S. Yu, Phys. Rev. Lett.
liance include integrated circuit lithography using A8, 2439 (1987)
imaging masks and soft x-ray (4 - 5 nm) reflective 11 M. Allen, et l, Proceedings of the European
optics. This technique offers ultimate feature size Particle Accelerator Conference, (1988)
of about 50 - 150 nm, well below that currently 12 W.A. Barletta, High Gradient Accelerators for
achieved (I to I microns). Linear Light Sources, LLNL report UCRL-

X-ray FELs driven by compact linacs could 99288, Rev I, to be published in Nuc. Instru-

also provide sources of extremely high peak bril- ments and Methods, (1988)
liance. Imaging of biological samples with x-rays
in the wavelength range of 4 - 5 nm will allow
resolution of cellular sub -structures in the natural
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Targets for Efficient Femtosecond-Time-Scale X-Ray Generation

J. D. Kmetec and S. E. Harris

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Abstract: radiative recombination. Characteristic recombination
times are slow compared to currently available

High power femtosecond lasers can be used to femtosecond lasers. We propose conditions which
generate bright x-ray sources. The choice of element for maximize line radiation excited by hot electrons. The
the laser-produced-plasma target strongly affects the radiative rates and the heating and cooling times of the
nature of the emitted x-rays. Combining low Z and electrons can be much faster than recombination times.
high Z elements results in the brightest femtosecond The electrons are heated by the high power density of
x-ray radiators. Examples of lithium and tin the laser, and cooled by inelastic ionizing collisions
combinations yielding 3.6 A x-rays with up to several with the ions and by thermal diffusion. On a
percent conversion efficiencies are given. femtosecond time scale, ablation is negligible and thus

very little cooling is achieved by plasma expansion.
Introduction: High Z elements have low thermal conductivity but

very high inelastic cooling rates which prevent the laser
For many years, the output of pulsed laser systems from heating the electrons to high temperatures. Low Z

have been focussed onto solid targets to generate elements quickly ionize completely and lose all inelastic
plasmas. It is well known that a laser-produced- plasma
can efficiently radiate in the XUV to x-ray regions of 1000 .
the spectrum. The recent development of very high
peak power femtosecond lasers promises to yield even 800
brighter plasmas emitting at even shorter wavelengths cc ~0% Sn
(1). We have studied the role of the laser target in a 0 60

Lar 600-
femtosecond-time-scale plasma and suggest several ,
configurations which maximize the x-ray conversion
efficiency while retaining the short pulse nature of the -400 - 5% Sn

laser. 0
The dominant radiative processes in a '- 200 20% Sn

laser-produced-plasma are line emission and two-body
recombination. There have been experiments using 0
picosecond and femtosecond lasers to drive 0 2000 4000 6000
x-ray-emitting plasmas (2-5), and also some DISTANCE (A)
measurements which show x-ray pulse lengthening well Figure 1: Electron temperature vs. distance for a solid
into the picosecond range (6). Both because of the Li-Sn mixed target at an absorbed energy of I kJ/cm 2 ,
relatively low power density on target, and because the for different values of Sn density. The profiles are
targets were heavy metals, the electron temperatures evaluated 50 fs after the peak of the laser pulse.
were low, and the rise and fall times of the x-ray pulse Reproduced with permission from Ref. 7. Copyright
were dominated by avalanche stripdown and two-body 1988, American Physical Society.
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cooling power, allowing the plasma to heat to 10-2 (a)

temperatures required for efficient x-ray line excitation. (a)
High Z elements re clearly necessary for x-ray line 032000 J/cm2

emission, thus proper combinations of low Z and high L 10-4.
Z elements can maximize the x-ray yield. Using an 1

example of tin (Sn) and lithium (Li). we present three '9 1000 J/cm
cases: solid Sn-Li mixed species, a thin foil of Sn-Li W"

mixed species, and a thin film of Sn on solid Li. The 10-6
x-ray spectrum under our conditions will be dominated 500 J/cm2

by Sn L-M radiation at 3.6 A. For a given absorbed 10-7
laser energy each of these cases can provide greater than 0 20 40 60 80 100
an order of magnitude increase in Sn L-M emission over Atomic Percent Sn
that of a solid Sn target.

Q

Model ( 200 000 /cm2 (b)

A description of the model can be found elsewhere E 2000 Jcm

(7). Briefly, we assume that a tightly focussed 100 fs E

laser pulse (gaussian in time) is incident on the surface u 100
of a target and that some fraction of the laser energy is
absorbed in a skin depth of about 150 . Electrons in M
the interior of the metal are heated by electron-electron - 50

0
u.1 0 20 40 60 80 100

1000 J/cm2  (a) Atomic Percent Sn

10-4  Figure 3: Thin (1000 A) foil of Li-Sn mixed-species
o results: (a) X-ray peak power conversion efficiency

10-  500 J/cm2  (X=3.6 A) as a function of percent Sn. (b) X-ray pulse
width for a 100 fs laser pulse.

LW 10-6

10-7. . . - ,

0 20 40 60 80 100 diffusive energy transfer and are cooled by ionizing
Atomic Percent Sn collisions with heavy metal atoms and also by thermal

diffusion further into the interior. The diffusion is
120 determined from an inelastic loss-modified thermal

(b) conductivity (7). X-ray line emission arises from
E electron impact ionization of L-shell electrons or, after
= 100
E Sn has stripped enough to have vacancies in the
9 M-shell, by electron impact L-M excitation (8). In
2 80 1000 J/cm2  both cases, the x-ray yield is weighted by a radiative
Cbranching ratio (9). Reference (7) did not contain the

latter mechanism of x-ray generation. The plasma
60 500 J/cm2  remains optically thin to the L-M radiation.

= 40 .. .. Results:4 0 20 40 60 80 100

Atomic Percent Sn
A computer code was written to evaluate the thermal

Figure 2: Solid Li-Sn mixed-species target results: (a) diffusion and ionization subject to an incident absorbed
X-ray peak power conversion efficiency (,=3.6 A) as a energy. Figure 1 shows the electron temperature as a
function of percent Sn. (b) X-ray pulse width for a 100 function of distance for different values of Sn density in
fs laser pulse. a Sn-Li solid. The absorbed energy is I kJ/cm 2 and the
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profiles are evaluated 50 fs after the peak of the laser
Pulse. 1 -

Figure 2 (ab) shows the conversion efficiency 10-1
(absolute) from peak absorbed laser power to peak 3.6 A
x-ray power and the resulting x-ray pulse width as a 10-2.
function of atomic percent Sn. This target is solid
Sn-Li mixed species and the cooling necessary for rapid 10-3

termination of the x-rays is achieved by both inelastic
and diffusive cooling. LU 10- 1000 j/cm2

Figure 3 (a,b) is similar, except the target is a thin
(1000 A) foil of a Sn-Li mixture. The thin foil
prevents diffusive cooling, thus inelastic processes 10 . . . .
provide all the cooling. Sufficiently low Sn densities 0 500 1000 1500
are not able to cool the hot electrons following the laser Sn Thickness (A)
heating. In these cases, the Sn is severely ionized and
two-body radiative recombination becomes the dominant Z 120
mechanism to generate x-ray photons. The expected ) 10 (b)
x-ray pulse length is then likely to be in excess of
several picoseconds. E 100

- Figure 4 (ab) are the results for a thin layer of Sn on 90
solid Li. A layer that is thinner than the heated region CU 2000 J/cm2

represents a smaller inelastic cooling rate to the hot M 80
electrons, since these electrons spend a fraction of their - 70
time in Li, which has little inelastic cooling. Thus M 1000 d/cm 2

higher electron temperatures are achieved; while the
presence of Li behind the layer allows for diffusive 50

= 0 500 1000 1500cooling, ensuring that the x-ray pulse remains short.
This target configuration is likely to be the brightest Sn Thickness (A)
x-ray radiator, with absorbed laser power to x-ray power
conversion efficiencies exceeding one percent. Figure 4: Thin film of pure Sn on solid Li results: (a)

X-ray peak power conversion efficiency (0=3.6 A) as a
Conclusion: function of percent Sn. (b) X-ray pulse width for a 100

fs laser pulse.
We have shown that the inelastic cooling rate of a

heavy metal, together with diffusive cooling, allows an
x-ray pulse to replicate a laser pulse on a femtosecond
time scale; and to achieve such an x-ray pulse, the
quantity of heavy metal must be reduced to a level References:
commensurate with the absorbed laser energy. Greater
available laser energy allows conversion to x-rays of 1. R. W. Falcone and M.M. Murnane, "Proposal for a
shorter wavelength than the example given here. femtosecond x-ray light source", in Short
similar efficiencies we obtained for 1.5 A L-M radiation Wavelength Coherent Radiation: Generaton and
from lithium-tungsten combinations, at absorbed Applications, edited by D.T. Anwood and J. Bokor,
energies in the 20 to 50 kJ/m 2 range. AlP Conference Proceedings No. 147 (American

For a 10-13 sec, 1012 W (peak) laser driver, and 30 Institute of Physics, New York, 1986), pp. 81-85.
percent absorpion (invere bremnmsrallung of 2 kJ/cm 2  2. O.R. Wood, 11, W.T. Silfvast, LW.K. Tom, W.H.
on pure Sn), a 200 A Sn film on Li will allow the Knox, R.L. Fork, C.I. Brito-Cruz, M.C. Downer,
generation of femtosecond 3.6 A x-ray pulses with a and PJ. Maloney, "Effect of pulse duration on short
peak power of 1010 W. At ten hertz this will produce a wavelength emission from femtosecond and
point source with an average power of 10 milliwatts. picosecond laser-produced Ta plasmas", AppL Phys.

Lett. 53(8), 654-656 (1988).
This work has been supported by the U.S. Air Force 3. D. Kuelke, V. Herpers, and D. Von der Linde, "Soft

Office of Scientific Research, the U.S. Army Research x-ray emission from subpcosecond laser-produced
Office, and the U.S. Office of Naval Research. plasmas", Appl. Phys. Lett. 50, 1785-1787 (198n.
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6. N. Nakano and FL Kuroda, "Energies and
Wae-resolved spectroscopy of 10-2000 A emissions
from laser plasmas produced by a picosecond laser",
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7. S.E. Harris and J.D. Kmetec, "Mixed-species targets
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Part 2
High Intensity Laser Interaction with Matter



The Stark Effect in Atoms at Extremely High Intensities:
Ponderomotive Potentials and All That

Richard R. Freeman

A T&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill New Jersey 07974

ABSTRACT wavelengths [2]. Indeed, ATI can be quite
pronounced: Fig. 1 shows ATI in xenon for

Recent measurements of the kinetic energies 1.06pum laser light at 2X 1013W/cm 2 and

of photoelectrons produced in multiphoton 100 psec pulse duration. The threshold

ionization of the rare gases for ultra-short (< ionization electron peak, the only peak that
250 femtosec), high intensity ( 10i4W/cm') would be in the spectrum at lower energies, is

light near 616 nm reveals a complex spectra, dwarfed in magnitude by the higher order

rich in structure with some features so narrow peaks which occur at energies separated by

in energy that they are limited by the 1.16 eV, the energy of a 1.06pmo photon.

spectrometer resolution. In this paper I show
that this thoroughly unanticipated result is a 1200

signature of a general phenomena, one that is o
'1000

present (but often hidden) in all multiphoton
experiments regardless of the pulse length
employed in the particular experiment. 600

Further, I argue this phenomena is directly- 400

related to the ponderomotive potential in 200
associated with the "wiggle" motion that an 0 5 10 15

electron executes under the influence of an electron energy (eV)

intense optical field.intese oticl fild.1. The ATI spectrum in xenon for 1.06 pm
laser light at - 2X 10i3W/cm 2 and 100
psec pulse duration.

At intensities exceeding approximately

1013 W/cm2 , most atoms and molecules begin
to ionize, regardless of the wavelength of light. In an effort to understand the origins of ATI,
Under these conditions, simple threshold the experimental efforts of a number of groups
ionization processes become replaced with have concentrated on the behavior of these
"higher-order" ones, the most prominent being higher order peaks as a function of laser
the occurrence of multiple electron peaks intensity [3], polarization [4] and pulse width
separated by the photon energy. This [5]. Initial experiments were performed with
phenomena, first reported by Agostini et al. in relatively long laser pulses, and while the
1979 [1], is now called "above threshold spectra wcre found to be insensitive to the
ionization" (ATI). Far from being a singular nominal pulse width, they were critically
occurrence, ATI has since been observed in dependent not only on the laser polarization,
many different atoms and molecules by but on the intensity of the laser as well [6].
investigators using lasers with widely differing Recently ATI has been investigated using
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ultra-short laser pulses [5], and to the sinusoidal motion of the electron driven by the
amazement of all concerned, the observed E and B fields of the light beam. The
spectra bore virtually no resemblance to those interaction energy of an electron in an optical
recorded with long pulses. However, analysis field with peak value E, is
of all the experimental data, both long and
short pulse, reveals that one physical concept e2 E 2

plays a substantial, if not dominant role in all U 2 (1)
of the observed phenomena: the 4mew
ponderomotive potential of free and bound
electrons in an intense electromagnetic field. Note that the interaction energy scales as the

At low intensities, the only interaction intensity of the light, and inversely with the
between an electron and an electromagnetic square of the frequency. For an electron
wave is spontaneous Thompson scattering, irradiated with 1.064pm light, Up has a value
Extrapolating the linear spontaneous of 1 eV for 1013W/cm 2 .
Thompson scattering rate to high field The total energy of the electron [9] is equal to
intensities yields the prediction that an the instantaneous value of Up plus its energy
electron will scatter virtually no photons from of directed motion; that is
a laser pulse and in turn suffer no changes in
either momentum or energy. However,
Bucksbaum and coworkers [7] have recently Etta - Up + Ekinetic (2)
shown that a 1 eV electron attempting to
traverse a focused Nd:YAG beam with where Ekinetic is the energy associated with the
1013 W/cm2 peak intensity will actually be time averaged motion. When the laser beam is

backscattered! The resolution to this

apparent contradiction is that electrons constant, or changes so slowly that there is no

interact with high intensity light via appreciable change in its amplitude during the
passage of the electron through it, then Etota

stimulated scattering, a coherent process in is a constant of the motion and Eq. (2) may be
which the effective cross section is immensely used to predict the average motion of an
larger than the normal spontaneous process. electron in the vicinity of or within a high
Within the context of quantum intensity laser beam. On the other hand, if
electrodynamics, the interaction of an electron the electron passes through the laser beam in
with a high intensity electromagnetic wave is times comparable to the duration of the laser
completely described in terms of this coherent pulse, Eq. (2) still describes the total energy of
photon picture [8]. Often referred to as the electron, but Etoj becomes a function of
"stimulated Compton scattering", it makes use time and the total energy of the electron is no
of differential photon occupation in the longer conserved. There have been several
various spatial and frequency modes of the recent experiments showing the effects of
focused, short pulsed laser. For example, at ponderomotive forces (the spatial gradient of
some physical position within the laser beam Eq. (1) arising from the Gaussian distribution
focus the electron can absorb a photon from of electric field intensities within the laser
one spatial mode k, and scatter this photon focus) [6], and the energy nonconservation of
preferentially into another mode, k2 , whose the total energy of electrons arising from the
photon occupation is higher. The difference in finite pulse width of laser pulse 1101.
photon momentum, TF(k2 - kl), is given to the
electron in the direction of the gradient of the We now turn our concern to the effects of high
intensity, intensity fields on electrons bound in atoms.

The highly excited Rydberg states are
As mathematically complete as the stimulated particularly easy to understand: they have
scattering picture is, when it comes to one's wavefunctions that differ only slightly from
intuition about the result of experiments, or to the continuum states just above them in
the calculation of the effect of a real laser energy, so they are expected to behave nearly
beam on an atom, it is far more useful to identically. Thus the states near the
convert to a classical field picture of the ionization limit will increase by Up in a field
interaction. Indeed, the classical with peak intensity E0 and frequency w. For
manifestation of the stimulated scattering of a deeply bound states, however, the answer is
very large number of coherent photons is the quite different. Here the wavefunction is
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pulled into the core, and contains high values at the moment of ionization. Freeman et al.
of momenta due to the strong pull of the core. [51 and Agostini et al. [12] have demonstrated
Classically one can immediately estimate the how the ATI peaks shift as the pulse length of
effect of an outside field at frequency w the ionizing laser is reduced from the "long
driving an electron bound with a characteristic pulse" limit through the intermediate regime
frequency wo by solving the electric force to the onset of the "short pulse" limit.
equation. After averaging over an optical Figure 2 shows the effect of pulse length on
cycle, the effective potential, U of the deeply ATI peaks for 616 nm light in xenon as
bound electron is given by Up, = Up(w/w0 ), .  originally reported by Freeman et al.. [5]. The
For example, in heavy rare gases ground states orignall repote b ean en a
are bound with an energy of approximately 10 expected shift of the peaks to lower energy as
eV, while the energy of a Nd:YAG photon is
on the order of 1 eV. Thus while the states -

nearly at the ionization limit are increasing in
energy with Up, the ground state is increasing • t~ ps

by only 1% as much. Thus we are led to the i p
amusing, and at first glance quite surprising,
result that the ionization potential of an atom
increases approximately as Up, at least in ther
limit of long wavelengths and deeply bound
ground states. Upon reflection, however, this Tps
result is entirely physical, for more work is- 7ps

required to ionize an atom in an intense field,
and the extra work is just the ponderomotive
energy the newly created free electron must
possess at the value of field where it leaves the
atom [Ill.

In nearly all of the original ATI experiments, 5ps
the effects of ionization potential changes were a

nearly impossible to detect. This is due to
energy conservation for all photoemission p
processes that employed laser pulses with 0 -

relatively long duration: The ionization .

potential of the atom increases by Up, thus
decreasing the initial directed energy of the
photoemitted electron by the same amount. O8ps
However, the photoemitted electron is created
with Up worth of oscillatory energy so if it
leaves the beam before the light intensity
changes, it converts this oscillatory energy
back into directed energy, just compensating
for the original decrease in initial kinetic
energy due to the raised ionization potential 04ps
[11].

Quite clearly this energy conservation depends
upon the electron leaving the laser beam •
before the light intensity changes appreciably. 0 5eV i0eV
In the opposite extreme limit the laser pulse is KINETIC ENERGY
so short that the electron does not have a
chance to sample any significant variation in 2. The effect of pulse length on ATI peaks
the laser intensity. Under these circumstances for 616 nm light in xenon.

the oscillatory energy of the photoemitted
electron, that is, Up, is given back to the
optical field and the electron arrives at the
detector with the velocity and direction it had
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the pulse length passes from the long pulse
regime at 13 psec to the short pulse regime at
less than 5 psec is clearly visible. The
remarkable, and totally unexpected, results
obtained for pulse lengths shorter than 5 psec
are shown in the bottom Lwo spectra: For the 410'
shortest pulses the ATI peaks break up into a
narrow fine structure. This fine structure was
found to be reproducible and independent of
the spatial and temporal modes of the laser
pulse. The fine structure is quite narrow in
energy width, in fact much of the apparent
width of the structure in Fig. 2 is simply the
resolution of the electron energy analyzer D

0employed in these original investigations. C 5f 6f 7f 8f

The spectrum for xenon using a pulse width of 4
approximately 200 femtosec at 616nm with a
peak intensity of approximately 1014W/cm2 is
shown on Fig. 3. For these measurements the
detector electronics were adjusted to record . . ..0I_ . . . .___. . . .

spectra according to the total energy in the 1.0 15 Z0 2.5

pulse: thus for each run we recorded 7 KINETIC ENERGY

separate spectra binned according to the total
energy within the pulse (and assuming no 3. The high resolution ATI spectrum for
pulse-to-pulse changes in the pulse width, xenon using a pulse width of
according to the peak intensity as well). For a approximately 200 femtosee at 616 nm
typical run the laser had 100% energy with a peak intensity of approximately
fluctuations, so the individual bins contained 10 14W/cm2 .
variations of less than 15%. We also employed
a new high sensitivity electron energy analyzer
which is capable of collecting over 27r sr in a
field-free environment while maintaining high
energy resolution. (This device is described by
Van Woerkom et al. elsewhere in this volume.)

The explanation of this structure lies in the 3

ponderomotive energy that Rydberg states . 1 p 12 1 V

possess in the optical field. Consider the 12m,,6 5 'P

schematic energy level diagram shown in Fig. 4 -- 7p

4. Highly excited states shift up in energy -6P

with increasing intensity approximately as the
ponderomotive energy Up given in Eq. 1. c
Because the ground state effectively does not 2- 2m-

change its energy, the excited states will come
W

into resonance with a harmonic of the optical woo
field at some intensity. When this resonance
occurs, the ionization rate is increased and an
increased photoelectron yield is recorded. In 4. Schematic level diagram of xenon; also
the case where the excited states increase their shown is the n=6 resonance for 616 nm
energy precisely as Up (an approximation that laser radiation.
is excellent for high lying states and less so for
more deeply bound ones), this model makes
specific predictions for the energies of the
increased photoelectron yield arising from
resonance with any state; Viz,
E = Iw- Ebinding, where Ebinding is the
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absolute value of the binding energy of the where X is in microns, and AE in eV. Thus
atomic state in question. The recorded regardless of the length of the laser pulse, just

energies at which the increases in the the fact that high intensities are employed in

photoelectron yield occur for a given atomic the experiment is usually all that is required to

state is independent of the position of the guarantee that the atomic structure of the

atom within the laser focus, or of the temporal atom will play a role. Certainly this work calls

nature of the ionizing beam. That is, if the into question the usual assumption of
beam is long in duration, the exact process multiphoton ionization that only the ground

described above goes on, only the electrons state and and some general potential is enough
produced have a chance to slide down the to specify the problem.
ponderomotive hill of the laser beam on their
way to the detector: the amount of initial
directed kinetic energy a photoelectron at any
given location within the laser focus is missing
is precisely made up for by the height of the
ponderomotive hill at the location of the atom. REFERENCES
Thus all electrons arrive at the detector with
the same energy; however, they will indeed be
inhomogeneous in the sense that they were
produced by different resonances within the 1. P. Agostini, F. Fabre, G. Mainfray, G.

atom. In the short pulse case, the electrons' Petite and N. Rahman, Phys. Rev. Lett.

energy is recorded as they were ionized and 42, 1127 (1979).

the influence of the structure of the atom of 2. T. J. McIrath, P.H. Bucksbaum, R.R.

the photoelectron process is uncovered. In Freeman, and M. Bashkansky, Phys Rev.
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Abstract that atomic and molecular material will respond
in very unusual ways to such severely perturbed

A laboratory means for the generation of ultrahigh conditions and It has been conjectured, in contrast
energy density states of matter, corresponding to Interactions associated with weak fields, that
approximately to 0.1 - 1.0 W/atom at solid fundamentally different types of electronic
density, appears within technological reach. This motions [91 may be driven under such circumstances.
capability enables the production, in a convenient At the outset, therefore, we expect, In comparison
laboratory environment, of energy densities to the normal weakly excited conditions, sig-
comparable to those occurring In stellar Interiors. nificant modifications of (1) the properties of
The use of this technology will permit the study electromagnetic interactions with free atoms, (2)
of a new realm of atomic phenomena Involving the behavior of dense plasmas, and (3) the modes
(1) the behavior of matter In very strong fields, of electromagnetic propagation (101 occurring
(2) the properties of highly stripped Ions, (3) the through such highly excited material.
characteristics of dense highly non-equilibrium Considerable data support the conclusion that
plasmas, (4) high-field modes of electromagnetic very high energy deposition rates can be achieved
propagation, and (5) the possibility of a new in materials as a consequence of the strong
laser-driven means for the excitation and control electromagnetic perturbations associated with
of nuclear reactions. laser Intensities significantly exceeding 10'"

W/cm2 . This view is based on the accumulating
Introduction evidence, derived from both experimental findings

[4,111 and theoretical analyses, (12] that extremely
The availability of a technology [1,2] capable of high peall energy transfer rates can be achieved.
producing subpicosecond ultraviolet pulses with For example, recent studies [13] of the kinetic energy
energies at the joule level In low divergence distributions of Ionic fragments, produced by
beams at high repetition rates is making possible multiphoton ionization of N2 and other molecules,
a new regime of laboratory-scale physical study 114] clearly indicate that a considerable fraction
concerning the behavior of matter exposed to of the energy transfer occurs over a maximum time
extremely high energy densities and field strengths interval bounded by a few cycles of the wave. For
[3,4]. With this new experimental means, a the case of N2, at an intensity of - 101* W/cm2

maximum electric field strength E on the order with 248-nm radiation, [131 a peak rate on the
of 100 (e/a,) should be attainable, a condition order of a few milliwatts/molecule was Inferred
that should permit the generation of energy from this work. It is projected [12], that for
densities comparable to, or possibly exceeding, higher Intensities, in the range of 10" - 10
those characteristic of stellar environments. W/cm2 , the rate may approach a value of - 1
Moreover, an electric amplitude of this magnitude W/atom, particularly for heavy materials. The
at ultraviolet wavelengths will cause the development implication Is a transferred energy In the range
of strongly relativistic [5-81 electronic motions with of - 100 keV/atom, a magnitude sufficient to
an energy scale comparable to typical nuclear binding lead to Ionization of electrons in the L-shell of
energies, uranium (- 21 keV).

Several Important Implications stem directly It Is Important to realize that this estimate is
from the technical capability to generate such not an enormous extrapolation from existing
unusually high energy densities and strong experimental results. As described elsewhere in
electromagnetic forces. Foremost, It Is expected this volume, [15] radiation from Ar" * produced In
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a gaseous target has been observed from the I &V LAER
(2s2p) state, a level that lies more than 1.1 keV Qw.
above that of the neutral atom ground state. *04-M,

Ionization [161 of the L-shell of Ara* alone requires 2 fme

0.42 keV. M DY LQM

Overall, the evidence points overwhelmingly A - t M

to the conclusion that states of matter involving ,2o-& D"-N- ---- we,0 - ARV
very high energy densities, on the order of - 1 22GM.) 1 ALw v "8-
W/atom at solid density (- 102 W/cms), can be 74 IV A P V

studied at a high data rate by relatively simple
laboratory means. Furthermore, since the time WW X/2 Mt
scale for the production of these conditions is
extremely short (- 100 fs), unusual plasma states -,Tw
far from equilibrium conditions are expected. 248 n fpstW F t,
The study of such physical conditions is anticipated
to lead to Insights on the non-equilibrium properties 24/ |
of extremely high energy density states of matter.

The availability of an ultrahigh brightness Amlifier
ultraviolet laser technology will serve the study COMO
of (1) the fundamental behavior of atomic material
in very strong fields (E >> e/a4, (2) the properties Figure 1. Schematic of high brightness subpicosecond
of highly stripped Ions, (3) the characteristics source Incorporating a large aperture (100 cm)
of dense noequilibrium plasmas, and (4) the power amplifier (Prometheus).
modes of electromagnetic propagation occurring
under extreme conditions of material excitation. chief design criteria for the large aperture
These four topics all represent frontiers in the system. The result of a measurement a24] on
realm of atomic phenomena. In addition to these part of the beam profile, (the diagnostic equipment
four areas, there Is a fifth subject, although not could only accept a beam 3 cm In diameter) at a
strictly limited to the atomic domain, In which point after the power amplifier, Is illustrated In
important fundamental Information should be Fig. (2). A focal diameter of - 1.4 pm, produced
forthcoming. It involves the coupling of atomic with an f/2 optical system, Is shown, .a value
and nuclear degrees of freedom with the possible very close to the diffraction limit (- 0.9 pm).
outcome that a new means for the control of Further refinement of the system may enable
nuclear reactions would become available. A this diameter to be reduced to the - 1.0 - 1.2
range of possibilities exists for various nuclear pm range.
systems, [17-20] Including that of fission. [21]

Discussion FOCAL SPOT SIZE (248 nm)

Ultrahigh Brightness Subplcosecond Laser Technology. -(after powr h-ifir)

Since the feasibility of this new realm of physical i
research Is fundamentally predicated on the -

availability of bright high-peak-power ultraviolet 0n N-l.. k ,-
sources, we describe the development of those -
sources and the performance limits that can be 9 1achieved. t. -

The presently operating KrF* (248-nm) system, W - -J

which incorporates a large aperture (100 cm 2) - - -JI-- - J
power amplifier, Is Illustrated In Fig. (1). Currently, I
the output energy is measured to be - 350 mJ in (n. - -

a pulse length of - 600 fs. These are the -_ _

parameters delivered at the end of the beam -4
lin at the experimental stations. The pulse - 1 204. 307.2 4MG 512.0
width of - 365 fa measured [22) in a previous
Instrument [21 has been broadened to some extent Pixel rurber
by the effect of group velocity dispersion arising
from the additional optical elements associated Figure 2. Spatial profile of focal spot recorded
with the large aperture power amplifier. This for the seed beam after the power amplifier with
pulse broadening effect can be eliminated by an f/2 optical system. A spot diameter of - 1.4
known techniques [23] of compensation using either pm Is measured.
prisms or gratings.

An essential parameter governing the brightness The present capabilities of the source, based
of the 248-nm source Is the focal spot size that on the measurements described above, are summarized
can be achieved. Therefore, the ability to in Table 1. Assuming the total 350 mJ Is focusable
produce a small focal volume was one of the to 1.4 pm, then a maximum intensity I = 3.8 x
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1019 W/cm2 Is derived, a value only slightly a process which, overall, produces ions, electrons
below the Compton Intensity, [5,71 Ice 4.5 x and photons. Although certainly far from complete,
10l W/cm2. this work has revealed several Important characteris-

These parameters of performance can be tics of the strong field interaction.
compared with the values believed to be the In the effort to understand the coupling
limiting achievable figures for the system being represented by process (1), the properties of ion
developed. The comparisons are presented In charge state distributions, [251 electron energy
Table 2. In terms of the maximum electric spectra, [26,281 and both fluorescence and harmonic
field, or equivalently, the force that can be radiation 14,113 produced by Irradiation of atoms
exerted on a charged particle, the present system with Intense ultraviolet radiation have been
is within a factor of six of the limiting value. investigated. The substantial body of information

contained in earlier work concerning the Ion and
electron distributions Is documented extensively

Table 1. Summary of Current Operating Parameters in references [3,4,25-281 and associated citations.
of 248-nm System Theoretically, the picture is diverse and

controversial. The models describing the electronic
motion under strong fields range from those

Measured Quantities: involving sequential electron emission [291 on one
hand to others which consider the consequences

" E = 350 mJ (output energy) of more organized multi-electron motions. [9,30,311
" T = 600 fs (pulse width after power The role of screening has been evaluated [321 and

amplifier) analogies with atomic, [30] ionic, [33 and electronic
" d = 1.4 pzm (seed beam diameter after [341 collisions have been discussed.

power amplifier) At the present, for the most Interesting
regime in which the external field Is far larger

Derived Quantity: than an atomic unit, no comprehensive theory
exists and the experimental capability is just

* 1 3.8 x 10l W/cm2  now, as discussed above, permitting the study of
that important region.

Conclusions
Table 2. Comparison of Current and Projected
Operating Parameters for the 248-nm System A high-data-rate laboratory-scale capability for

the exploration of matter at energy densities
Parameter Current Projected comparable to those characteristic of a stellar

Measured Developed environment would greatly enhance the ability to
Value Value understand the complex behavior associated with

those extreme conditions. Such experimental
Pulse Energy (J) - 0.350 1.0 methods now appear within our technological

reach. The use of this new technology should
Pulse Width (fs) - 600 100 permit the study of new realms of atomic phenomena.

Specifically, the areas involve (1) the behavior
Focal Spot of matter In very strong fields, (2) the properties
Diameter (pm) - 1.4 1.0 - 1.2 of highly stripped ions, (3) the characteristics of

dense highly non-equilibrium plasmas, (4) high-
Maximum field modes of electromagnetic propagation, and
Intensity (W/cm2 ) 3.8 x 1013 -10o z  (5) the possibility of a laser-driven means for

the excitation and control of nuclear reactions.
Maximum Electric
Field (V/cm) - 1.5 x 1011 - 9x 101 Acknowledgements
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Abstract ionization of high-Z ions using
subpicosecond visible or uv laser pumps.

In the long wavelength (or high intensity) One of the earliest concepts proposed
limit, above threshold ionization (ATI) is for the production of laboratory XUV laser
primarily the result of the interaction of a plasmas was to produce ionization
newly freed electron with the laser field. A disequilibrium in recombining plasmas by
classical model of ATI predicts that the rapid cooling [4]. A related but little noted
energy of a newly released electron can proposal was to produce ionization
be controlled by varying the laser disequilibrium using multiphoton ionization
wavelength and polarization. Similar to make cold, fully ionized plasmas on a
predictions are made by Keldysh-style time scale less than the recombination
theories. Measurements, performed using time [5]. We shall refer to these as
both linearly and circularly polarized recombination lasers. Ionization
picosecond 10 im pulses, confirm these disequilibrium can also be produced by
conclusions. introducing a small fractional population of

Cold, high-Z plasmas for recombination superheated electrons into an equilibrium
XUV lasers can be produced by or supercooled plasma [6]. We will refer to
multiphoton ionization with linearly these as ionization or excitation schemes.
polarized visible or UV radiation. Hot The application of optical field induced
electrons, potentially suitable for electron- ionization to the production of plasmas for
pumping of ionization-phase XUV lasers recombination schemes requires that highly
can be produced using longer wavelength stripped ions be produced on a sub-
or circularly polarized light, picosecond time scale and that the

resulting plasma have an electron
I Introduction: temperature much colder than the

ionization potential of the final ionization
Efficient production of highly ionized state of the recombining ion. We will show
plasmas for laboratory XUV laser studies is that this is possible, using linearly
a problem of much contemporary interest polarized UV laser light as the ionizing
[1]. Impressive progress has been made in source.
demonstrating gain from highly ionized We will also discuss the possibility of
plasmas in both the electron collisionally producing plasmas for ionization or
pumped [2] and recombination [3] regimes. excitation phase XUV lasers by partially
However, experiments reported to date are stripping a high-Z ion with high intensity
noteworthy for the extremely poor laser radiation and then using either the
efficiency in transferring visible laser pump coherent oscillation energy or incoherent
energy into the upper level of the XUV drift energy (in the case of circularly
laser. In this paper we will discuss the polarized light) of the optical field produced
possibility of efficiently producing XUV electrons to induce further ionization or
laser plasmas by optica field induced excitation. Considerable choice of hot
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electron energy is afforded by varying the the nonrelativistic limit, is proportional to
ionization potential of the intermediate the electric field given by E=Ecos(w t)e, +
ionization state and the wavelength and ctEosin(w t)ey where a<1 allows for arbitrary
polarization of the optical laser. polarization.

The electron motion in the field of the
II A Semi-Classical Model of ATI: laser is given by:

It is clear that the precise control of v1=vosin(w t)+vo. vy=-(avo)cos(w t)+Voy (1)
ionization and the resuiting electron
velocity distribution is important for the X- where vo=qEom w and v.. and vo, can be
ray laser schemes discussed above. If the evaluated from the initial conditions. If the
laser medium is to be an optically electron is produced with t'=0 by linearly
produced low density plasma, then it is polarized light, we see that vo=O. In
essential to understand the process of general the drift velocity of the erectron is
multiphoton ionization (MPI) and in given by vo,=-vosin w t' and voY=aVocos wt .
particular the energy distribution of the The probability of ionization as a function
electrons that are produced. In recent of time can be calculated in the quasi-
years there has been considerable static limit using DC tunnelling theory (11]:
research on MPI [7] and there are now
some well established concepts. In the .E, 15 /2 E I E 3 / 2E 2
short pulse, high power or the long w(t)=4-%(.5 E e ( ) a (2)
wavelength limits the internal structure of E-H E(t) 3 Eh
the atom can play little role in determining
the overall ionization rate [8]. In these where wo=me4/49 is the atomic frequency
cases the purely atomic physics aspects of unit, E, and E, are the ionization potentials
multiphoton ionization will be the simplest. of hydrogen and the atom under

consideration and E =m2e/ A 4 is the atomic
Keldysh-style theories [9] should be unit of electric field. By substituting

applicable to these cases. This is E(t)=Eocos(w t), and integrating over one
confirmed with picosecond [10] and cycle, it is possible to obtain a distribution
subpicosecond [8] 0.6 gm pulses by of drift energy for the linearly polarized
observation of ion spectra. Although these case,
low intensity 0.6 gm experiments are
strongly suggestive of the physics that w(E (3)OU ))1/2
should be expected with higher intensity or F(Qa 1/2 0 1/2
longer wavelength pulses, appropriate (&/o) (1-U&0)
experiments have not been performed. 0

We will describe some measurements of where .. = q2E 2/2m w 2 If this distribution
the energy of electrons produced during is multiplied by the phase averaged
multiphoton ionization of xenon with long ionization rate as a function of laser
wavelength ultrashort pulses. Long intensity and integrated over the laser
wavelength pulses produce an ionization pulse shape, the electron distribution
regime which is analogous to that shown in Fig. 1 (solid curve) is obtained
encountered in the ionization of high for a 2.5 psec, 10 j±m pulse with a peak
ionization potential ions with shorter intensity of 1x10'- W/cm-, ionizing a
wavelength lasers. We will show that the hydrogen like ion with E,=12.1 eV.
results of the long wavelength experiments For circularly polarized light (c=l), we
are also closely described by Keldysh-style can always orient the co-ordinate system
theories but first we will introduce a so that t'=0. The initial conditions then
classical, quasi-static theory of ATI, which give a drift velocity of v0,=0 and v =vo.
accurately describes the experimental That is, the electron drifts in a direction
results and agrees, over a wide parameter perpendicular to the field in which it was
range with Keldysh theories. The classical released (ionized). The electron
theory gives a simple physical picture of distribution shown in Fig. 1 (dashed curve)
ATI and allows us to derive electron is obtained for circularly polarized light with
temperature distributions for the resulting a peak intensity of 2x1014 W/cm2 and other
plasma. parameters the same as above. Whereas

Consider an electron released from rest the width of the distribution for linearly
at t=t' into a strong laser field. The polarized light is primarily determined by
electron will experience a force which, in the phase angle at which the electron is
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roduced, the width for circularly polarized for all measurements. The beam was
iht is characteristic of the pulse envelope, focused between parallel electrodes that

could be biased (with an extraction
potential) so as to extract either electrons
or ions which were measured with an
electron multiplier. Time of flight was used
to establish the ion species. Only Xe '

o .0was present in the measurementsD described herein.
The electron energy spectrum was

determined by collecting those electrons
05 with sufficient energy to pass through a

o- grid biased with a retardation potential.
/ \ Any detected electron possessed sufficient

" / \drift energy in the direction of the electron
multiplier to overcome the retardation

000 potential minus that portion of the
0 500 WOOo ,500 extraction potential seen by the electron.

ENERGY (eV) The detected signal is S(E,)= C- n(E)dE
where n(E) is the number of electr8ns with

Figure 1. Electron energy distribution drift energy E
calculated using the classical theory of Figure 2(a) is a graph of the electron
above threshold ionization for a hydrogen- energy observed with the electric field of
like ion with an ionization potential of 12.1 the 10 g~m radiation perpendicular to the
eV. Linear polarized (solid curve, peak direction of the extraction and retardation
intensity of 1014 W/cm 2) and circularly fields. Classically the drift energy in this
polarized (dashed curve, peak intensity of direction should be zero. This fact can be
2x10 14 W/cm2) 10 Itm radiation and 2.5 used to calibrate the extraction potential as
psec pulses were assumed. seen by the electron at 240 V (the applied

extraction potential was 400 V, the focus
III ATI with Picosecond 10 ptm Pulses: was approximately half way between the

electrodes). If 240 eV is subtracted from
To confirm these predictions, an the electron energy we obtain a typical
experiment was performed using a electron energy in the direction
picosecond, 9.3 pm pulse produced in a perpendicular to the laser field of <10 eV.
laser system described elsewhere [12]. Considering the electrical noise in the
For the present experiment the maximum vicinity of the measurement and the
pulse energy was approximately 60 mJ. mechanical stability of the apparatus, we
The coherent structure of the pulse is such cannot be sure that this is not the
that approximately 65 % of the energy is resolution limit of the experiment.
in a 2.5 psec pulse [13]. Most of the However, there are additional sources of
remainder appears 25 psec later in a electron energy. Although the 10 pgm
second 2.5 psec pulse. Thus the peak pulse is short, the ponderomotive potential
laser power was as high as 2.5x1010 W. (E =q E /4md) is very large (approximately

The laser was designed to produce 50o eV). An electron needs to travel only
linearly polarized light. The plane of a very small distance in the direction of
polarization was changed by adding an the electron multiplier to gain a few
additional reflecting surface along the path electron volts of energy from the
followed by the beam as it was transported ponderomotive potential. Alternately, if the
from the laser to the target chamber. electromagnetic field has a slightly elliptical
Circularly polarized light was produced by component (a=0.1), 10 eV electrons would
passing the beam through a Fresnel be produced.
rhomb. The beam was focused into a Figure 2(b) shows the distribution of
target chamber with either a 25 cm electron energies measured with the
(linearly polarized) or a 12.5 cm (circularly electric field of the ionizing radiation
polarized) focal length lens to a beam pointing in the direction of the extraction
waist of 170 or 85 pgm. and retardation potentials. The 240 V

The target chamber could be eumped to extraction field has been subtracted from
a background pressure of 10- Torr. A the measured electron energy. It is clear
xenon pressure of 10e Torr was used from a comparison of Fig. 2 (a) and (b)
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that the electrons drift primarily along the the 12.5 cm lens. Considering the random
direction of the laser field. distribution of ionization sites and the

random direction of the electrons the
ponderomotive potential will significantly
broaden the electron spectrum relative to
what it would have been in its absence
and add a significant fraction of the
ponderomotive energy to the most
favourably directed and positioned
electrons. The ponderomotive contribution

C probably accounts for the differences
,- ,between experiment and the predictions of

vthe quasi-static model (Fig. 2(b) dashed
_ 05 (a)curve).

0 5 (a) The approach that we have taken is
-D very reminiscent of Keldysh-style theories.
a \ Keldysh theories dress the outgoing wave

0 o 0 function to account for the main effects of
200 250 0 500 1000 ,500 the optical field. The ionization rate is

RETARDATION POTENTIAL (V) then determined by a first order
perturbation calculation of the transition

Figure 2. Relative number of ATI probability from the ground state to the
electrons with energy in excess of the dressed free state of the electron. In our
retardation potential plotted as a function classical theory of ATI we have dressed
of the retardation potential. A 2.5 6psec, the electron classically for the main effects
9.3 gm pulse was used to ionize 10 Torr of the laser field rather than quantum
of xenon. (a) Electron energy measured mechanically.
in the direction perpendicular to the electric
vector of the laser field. The laser focus IV Plasma Requirements for
was at a potential of 240 volts as noted by Recombination XUV Lasers:
the arrow. (b) Electron energy measured
(solid data points) and calculated (solid The problem of producing population
curve) in the direction of the laser electric inversions in recombining hydrogen-like
field. Also shown are experimental data ions has been the subject of considerable
(open data points) and calculated (dashed analysis especially under conditions where
curve) obtained with circularly polarized ionization disequilibrium is produced by a
light. rapid cooling of the plasma. The possibility

of producing gain in plasmas which start
off in ionization disequilibrium has been

The intensity at which ionization occurs, studied in a series of papers by Jones and
for linearly polarized light, is approximately Ali [15,16]. Although they do not elaborate
5x10 1 3 W/cm 2. Thus for our 2.5 psec methods for producing such a situation,
pulse, the electron is left with <10% of the their simulations follow the recombination
oscillatory energy after the laser pulse has of initially fully stripped ions in an electron
passed. As we shall show in the next two reservoir of arbitrary initial temperature.
sections, this is an important observation They point out that under such conditions,
for recombination lasers. Fig. 2(b) (solid it is possible to obtain gain on the ground
curve) is a plot of the calculated value of state (n=2-1) transition of the hydrogen-like
S(E0), using the quasi-static model ion as well as the more usual (n=3-2)
described above with a DC ionization rate transition. Such a ground state laser is
modified to agree with the expression particularly attractive from the point of view
given by Perelomov et al [14] ( this gives of scaling recombination lasers to shorter
a value very nearly equal to Eq. 2 for Xe wavelengths but has been ruled out, in
1). recombination schemes relying on

Fig. 2(b) (open circles) shows the adiabatic expansion of an initially near
electron energy distribution obtained with equilibrium plasma, by the extremely rapid
circularly polarized light. A typical electron cooling requirement. Using optical field
energy is 1200 eV. With that energy, an induced ionization, a cold fully stripped ion
electron will travel approximately 5 can be allowed to recombine on a time
wavelengths in the smaller focal spot of scale of hundreds of femtoseconds
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resulting in just the situation described by 1/2( E" EhE'3/2' 1/2
Jones and Ali. The threshold-like W =3)( h WIE (4)
nonlinearity in ionization rates from ac-t a i
tunnelling in an optical field will ensure
complete evacuation of the ground state of This expression yields an ionization rate
the hydrogen-like ion at the start of the that is virtually identical to that predicted
recombination process. using Eq. (1) of Ref 9 for hydrogen-like

The initial electron density required for ions over the range shown in Fig. 3.
optimum gain in recombing ions is
determined by the twin requirements that 10o, 1 ,o

three body recombination populates the
upper laser level but that the electron 1o1 ,0z E
density is not so high as to collisionally "ii
quench the population inversion. In the ,o, 10
case of carbon, the desired electron - >
density for the L, laser is in the range 1

from 102_1102 cm, while for the carbon CD

n=3-2 laser electron densities in the range a:
from 10191020 cm-3 are required. An

indication of the time scales required for a:W
an initially fully stripped plasma to develop _ 1o0" 10 -

maximum gain on these transitions can be
obtained from the calculations of Jones 10-3 ,o-,
and Ali. These times are one to two ,oo o00 o300 400 50o

hundred femtoseconds and one to two IONIZATION POTENTIAL (eV)

picoseconds at optimum density on the
carbon 2-1 and 3-2 transitions respectively. Figure 3. Light intensity required to give

an ionization rate of 10 sec" from Ref 9.
V Cold Plasmas from Multiphoton For ionization potentials greater than 50 eV
Ionization the theory predicts no wavelength

dependence of the ionization rate for
Having introduced a simple model of ATI optical frequencies.
we now show that electron distributions
produced by UV ionization of helium or For nonhydrogen-like atoms, static field
carbon should lead to gain on a number of calculations indicate that the ionization rate
XUV transitions. We will also show that will be greatly increased. Ionization of
the wavelengths and intensities required of more complex atoms or ions is described
the ionizing laser fall Within the domain of by a static ionization rate of [14]
the classical model and are accessible to 2
current ultrashort pulse laser technology. w =W oC n*,Ei (2Z+1) (Z+Imj)!

The ionization potential of hydrogen-like St Z (5)
ions with Z in the range from 2 to 6 varies 2Eh 21m (ImI)!(Z-jmj),
from 54.4 eV for He to 490 eV for Cs+.  3/2
The optical intensity required to remove (2 (E3 Eo)2n _imi-l exp ( _o3Ei )
the last electron can be estimated from E -I -'h)
Keldysh theory (Eq. (1) in Ref. 9). The
laser intensity for an ionization rate of where n" is the effective principal quantum
1012 sec' is plotted in Fig. 3 for ionization number (n*=Z/(E/E)" 2), Z is the orbital
potentials in the range from 100 to 500 eV angular momentum quantum number and
and optical wavelengths in the range from Z is the charge state of the resulting ion.
0.1-10gm. The ionization rate is very nearly Cn*, is a constant approximately equal to
frequency independent over this parameter two.
range. This is the tunnelling limit of Using Eq. (5) in the quasi-static
Keldysh theory ( y<<1, where y, the approximation, the intensity necessary to
Keldysh parameter r=- (2mE,)" 2/qEo). This give an ionization rate of 1012 for various
is also the domain of the quasi-static ions of potential XUV laser interest is
assumption of Sec 2. plotted in Fig. 4. It is apparent that optical
In fact, when Eq. (2) is averaged over a intensities in the range from 1016 W/cm 2 to

complete optical cycle, one obtains [14] 1018 W/cm 2 are required.
As described in Sec (2), in the quasi-
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static limit the ionization current will be oscillatory energy of the electrons will be
restricted to narrow intervals near the peak much larger than the final state ionization
of the electromagnetic wave because of potential for practical ionizing lasers. In
the exponential dependence of the order to have a cold dense plasma at the
ionization rate on the electric field end of the pulse it is essential, therefore,
amplitude. The average ATI energy then that the electrons produced in the optical
becomes field interact with it adiabatically as the

pulse is extinguished.
<> =,11/2 2E Ws(:,E. ) cos2 e de Strong field electron heating by inverseot i (6) bremsstrahlung is discussed in Ref 17.

j.T/2 WSt (E,E i ) d8 Inverse bremsstrahlung heating is most
0 concern at the high densities required for a

carbon 2-1 lasers. In this limit the electron
where E=Eosin e. heating rate is given by

1019 10
3

4
C (33A) d n. TZEg) 1(4 (7)

B- ( ) dt 1/21 /2 :q
1018 o E MkT kT

Be" (75;) q e
0 A 1'0 148A) "IU

> Assuming that the electron density is
o A,'* ,50A ) obtained by hydrogen doping, the Z

.0 o, (300 I dependence of Eq. (7) can be ignored. In,oo that case ATI dominates for pulse
,, a:' durations less than about 100 fsec at

10" 102 > electron densities of 10' cm".
_J l0

'
0

-

30 3  

T 
I
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Figure 4. Laser intensity required to yield vm 0.10
an ionization rate of 102 sec" using the ,_MC.D

quasi-static approximation for various ions c 102

of potential XUV laser interest.,z
Wavelengths for transitions between the ,
ground state and the first excited state of
these ions are indicated. The open circles n

are obtained from Eq. (2) and the closed
circles from Eq. (5), both averaged over
one period. 10 ......

10 0 0

The average energy is plotted in Fig. 5 IONIZATION POTENTIAL E (eV)

for a variety of laser wavelengths at a Figure 5. The average ATI energy
laser intensity corresponding to an obtained when hydrogen-like ions are
ionization rate of 10'2 as calculated using ionized at a rate of 101 sec" as a function
Eq. (6). Clearly the average ATI energy of the ionization potential and ionizing laser
can be kept below the ionization potential wavelength.
for ionization potentials up to about 500 ev
by employing UV laser radiation. (Fig. 5
considerably overestimates the average
electron energy of an MPI produced high-Z Another limitation is imposed by the
plasma since the majority of the free motion of electrons in the large
electrons come from the lower ionization ponderomotive potential gradients
stages. This point will be discussed more surrounding the laser focus. The time for
fubelow.) free electrons to leave the focus, thereby

It is apparent that the coherent acquiring an energy equal to the
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nderomotive potential is on the order of pumped by electrons from optical field
2r w)(d/X)(c/vo ) where d is the focal spot induced ionization is probably only limited

diameter and for intensities of relevance to by one's imagination, it is possible to
the XUV laser problem, v,,/c is of the speculate about general requirements. One
order of 0.1. The time for ponderomotive should look for stable ionization states
heating can be short, especially since d (closed shells) where the last surplus
will be restricted by the need to limit the electron is produced into an optical field
optical power. The situation is alleviated with Eq large enough that the electron can
in sufficiently dense plasmas where the ionize or excite the closed shell
electrons will be electrostatically coupled to configuration. In the case of circularly
the massive ions. The spatial scale length polarized light, the drift energy will be
of such coupling will be Xd=(E/47tnoe ). For equal to the coherent component and will
d>>X the time scale for ponderomotive remain with those electrons produced in
heating will be increased by (m/zme)11 2. The the final ionization stage even after the
laser pulse durations required to avoid optical pulse is extinguished. In the case
ponderomotive electron heating are not of linearly polarized light, and negligib'3
incompatible with the time scale required in electron-ion scattering, the coherently
any event to produce population inversion oscillating electrons will return their energy
in recombining high-Z ions. to the optical field as the ionizing laser

It is apparent that the average intrinsic pulse is extinguished. Both cases are of
electron drift energy scales approximately potential interest.
as the ponderomotive energy in the optical It is interesting to note that a number of
field at threshold for ionization. If one then short wavelength schemes presently being
considers the ionization of a high-Z ion in developed [1] use electron excitation. The
a short optical pulse, the initial stages of independent control of the electron energy
ionization will occur at low laser intensity and the ionization state that is possible
and the resulting electrons will have much through multiphoton ionization by varying
less drift energy than will electrons the polarization and the wavelength of the
produced by the final stage of ionization. ionizing laser will be important for these
Provided that all of the electrons interact and similar approaches.
adiabatically with the optical laser pulse,
the average electron drift energy will be VII Lasers for MPI:
considerably less than that shown in Fig.
5. In the case of carbon for example, the The development of short pulse lasers
average electron energy 1 will be over the last 5 years has been very
decreased by a factor of three to four from favourable to the above approach to XUV
the drift energy carried by the final lasers. The main energy storage lasers
electron. Immediately after the extinction of (CO2 and Nd:glass) can now be efficiently
the optical pulse the electron distribution operated with picosecond pulses and
will be highly non-Maxwellian with an promise to scale to very high powers [18].
excess of electrons at very low energy. However, it is not necessary to develop
Although, in principle, this situation is ultra-high power lasers, to reach conditions
highly advantageous from the point of view that are compatible with gain in He!ium II (
of obtaining population inversion, the La transition at 30nm), for example. Both
electrons will relax towards an equilibrium XeCl and KrF lasers can be operated with
(Maxwellian) distribution through electron- pulses of approximately 100 fsec duration
electron collisions on a time scale less and peak powers in excess of 1012 W have
than the time scales involved in already been achieved [19]. Such a pulse
recombination. Under these conditions, the could reach an intensity of 1016 W/cm2 (n
most conservative assumption of a excess of that needed to produce He")
Maxwellian electron distribution with over an interaction length of 1 cm. For
temperature given by T, = 0.667 4,, is longitudinal pumping, beam defocusing due
likely to provide a reasonable starting point to plasma induced index of refraction
for calculations of recombination kinetics, changes would limit the plasma density to

less than approximately 5x101 7 cm' (a ir4
VI Requirements for Ionization and phase change over one cm) [20]. This
Excitation XUV Lasers: density is near optimum for gain on the La

line in Hell.
Although the number of possible schemes
for ionization and excitation XUV lasers VIII Conclusions:
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In conclusion we have introduced a 13. P.B. Corkum, IEEE J. Quantum
semiclassical description of ATI which Electron. QE-21, 216 (1985).
agrees, in the tunnelling limit, with the 14. A.M. Perelomov, V.S. Popov and M.V.
description of ATI implicit in Keldysh type Terent'ev, Soy. Phys. JETP 23, 924
theories. ATI allows considerable control (1965).
of the plasma conditions produced by 15. W.W. Jones and A.W. Ali, Appl. Phys.
multiphoton ionization. This control will be Left. 26, 450 (1975).
an important new parameter in plasma 16. W.W. Jones and A.W. Ali, J. Phys. B:
experiments. It appears possible, using At. Mol. Phys. 11, 187, (1978).
linearly polarized UV radiation, to ionize 17. G.J. Pert, J Phys. A: Gen Phys. 5, 506
ions with ionization potential up to the 500 (1972).
eV level and maintain an adequately cold 18. P.B. Corkum, Laser Acceleration of
electron energy distribution for Particles, C. Joshi and T. Katsouleas
recombination type XUV laser schemes. editors, AlP Conference Proceedings

No. 130, p. 493, (1985).
19. see S. Watanabe, et. al. in this
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Charge-Displacement Self-Channeling as a Method for Energy Concentration

K. Boyer, T. S. Luk, J. C. Solern,t and C. K. Rhodes
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University of Illinois at Chicago, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680

Abstract Indeed, preliminary analysis (7] supports the
presence of the following mechanism. For a

The concentration of energy arising from charge- sufficiently short pulse (- 100 fs), the massive
displacement self-channeling is discussed. Since ions remain spatially fixed while the relatively
high energy deposition rates are expected to mobile electrons are expelled by the ponderomotive
arise from multiphoton coupling and the channel force from the high intensity zone. Thereby, a
can also serve as an effective waveguide for state of equilibrium can be established between
secondary radiation, such circumstances are the ponderomotive and the electrostatic force
ideal for generating coherent short wavelength densities owing to the charge displacement.
radiation. Since the electrons, which embody a negative

contribution to the Index, are expelled, an on-
Channeled Propagation axis region of relatively high refractive Index Is

formed which supports the channeling. In a
Amplification In the x-ray region requires prodigious limiting case, it appears that the behavior approaches
energy deposition rates [11 spatially organized In that characteristic of a metallic waveguide.
a high-aspect-ratio volume of material. The Interestingly, a focusing mechanism of this type
fundamental question, therefore, centers on the is not describable in terms of the conventional [81
controlled deposition of energy at high specific nonlinear index parameter n. A further unusual
powers. We show that the use of extremely aspect of this process, since there is a strong
intense (10" - 1022 W/cm2) short pulse (- 100 tendency to locally reduce the plasma frequency
fs) radiation may be able to produce both the wl In the region where the intensity is high, is
necessary deposition rates and spatial control by that it may enable propagation for appreciable
combining (1) the energy deposition (2,31 arising distances In plasmas that would normally be
from high-order multiphoton processes with (2) a considered as overdense.
new mode of channeled propagation involving a The essence of the Idea can be understood in
charge-displacement mechanism. A significant the following manner. The steady-state force
point that will emerge is that the conditions balance between the radially outward ponderomotive
needed for the strong multiphoton coupling are force and the oppositely directed electron-ion
identical to those found required for the confined attraction Is represented, in cylindrical symmetry
propagation. for a completely ionized tenuous (t >> p)

It appears [4-61 that a fundamentally new regime plasma, by
of electromagnetic propagation will develop in
plasmas for subplcosecond radiation of sufficient 2we' + 92 p(r) (r - r')
Intensity. In the high Intensity case of interest, - VI(r) ene j dsr' = 0. (1)
In which processes generating ionization dominate m c Ir - r'
the coupling, multiphoton ionization Is expected
to produce a substantial reduction of both the For a cylindrical gausslan intensity distribution
linear and nonlinear refractive Indices of the 1(r), the total charge density p(r) can be written
medium. For a suitably Ionized plasma, this In exact form as
combination of high charge state Ions with the
electron density produced by the multiphoton p(r) - 2B (1 - r2 /r2) exp(-r 2 /ro) (2)
coupling appears capable of producing a new
mode of radiative channeling. In which B = Io(ma=cner) " and m, c, ne, and
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r, denote the electron mass, speed of light. Controlled Energy Concentration - Summary
quiescent plasma density, and radius (HWHM) of
the assumed gaussian Intensity profile, respectively. In terms of the basic question of the controlled
The form of this solution Is shown In Fig. (1) for deposition of energy at high specific powers, the
a value of B = 0.4. The expulsion of the electrons answer that emerges from these considerations
from the central region is apparent. Involves three separate components. They are

A charge distribuion of this nature can lead (1) a new ultraviolet pulsed power technology, [101
to channeled propagation. An estimate of the (2) an energy deposition mechanism based on
condition necessary can now be made by describing highly nonlinear coupling, [11] and (3) a condition
the charge displacement by two regions, such for channeled propagation. (71 It can be seen that
that p(r < r.4 =p(0) and p(r) r,4 =p(rV'), these three elements, which appear capable of
and equating the angle of total internal reflection producing conditions comparable to, or possibly
to the angle corresponding to the first minimum exceeding those of a thermonuclear environment,
of diffraction. This procedure yields a critical [101 fit together in a remarkably congenial way.
intensIt Figure (2) Illustrates these relationships. A

principal finding is that the radiative conditions
wm 0c m2c needed for the strong multiphoton coupling

I= 64(1+ e)r -2 - (4.3 x 10 -) -, (3) governing the energy transfer rate [11] are essentially
64(1 + e)r, re Identical to those required for the channeled

propagation [7 and that the laser technology [10
in which re denotes the classical electron radius. can readily produce the regime of irradiation
Significantly, this Intensity is indeoendent of the necessary. The compatibility of these three
electron density ne and contrasts with the power factors Is a key feature of this method for the
threshold [81 normally arising from induced Index attainment of very high energy density states of
charges in transparent dielectrics. Analytic matter.
approximations extending to high electron density
show a significant dependence of Ic on ne only
quite near the critical density. Furthermore, It
Is easily demonstrated that Ic normalized to the
Compton intensity [91 Is a constant (0.54) independent Multiphoton Energy Transfer Cross Section
of frequency, a finding which shows that the
charge-displacement mechanism is associated with + A - everything (ionization)
relativistic conditions. For a wavelength of 248
nm, Ic = 2.4 x 10l W/cm2 . Finally, a striking a./aBIT "? yity

aspect of the analysis [71 is the extremely strong r mft
frequency dependence favoring the use of ultraviolet ----------

wavelengths to establish the conditions for LARGE

channeling. Scaling laws are derived [71 Indicating APERTLIRE

variations as rapid as too. SYSTEM

b0 FOCUJSING \ / / /t

41 K - edge

Charge -Displacement Focusing
(Low Density Plasma) 101

0

o= 248

/P 10-10" 10"2 1018 'o,' 10" 10' 100

Intensity (W/cm2)

0 - -Figure 2. Illustration of how (1) the energy transfer
cross section a, (2) the channeling condition, and

r (3) the pulse power technology all fit together.
0 1 F2 2 3 The significant fact Is that the conditions needed

for the strong multiphoton coupling governing the
r/r= energy transfer (I = 'co = 10' " W/cm2 ) are

Identical to those required for the channeled
Figure 1. Illustration of the total charge density propagation (If = 1co = 10"1 W/cm2), and that the
p as a function of normalized radial distance r/r o  developing large aperture ultraviolet laser technology
for B = 0.4. moves us Into the desired range.
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Abstract
r = np (1)

We report the scattering of low energy free electrons from
an optical standing wave at intensities of 1013 to
1014W/cm 2.1 This interaction is the high intensity limit of where n is the number of photons per mode in the standing
the Kapitza-Dirac effect, wherein electrons Bragg scatter wave, p is the photon flux fromn either laser beam, and
from the standing wave "lattice". In this regime, the r/2 is the differential Thomsreoton ro ectao, evaluated
momentum exchanged exceeds the reciprocal lattice vetor in the backscattering direction. For two equal linearly polar-
by a factor of 500 or more, and the scattering rate is compar- ized counterpropagating plane waves, this yields

able to the optical frequency. The electron motion is most I~l U2 e (
]r ~ ~ - = L_caly analyzed by classical mechanics. V 3 m= 2C4 = T , (2)

where
Introduction __21Uo= 2 1 v (3)

The Kapitza-Dirac (K-D) effect is the wave-particle dual of 2wMCV2

Bragg scattering: a particle beam scatters from a periodic is the ponderomotive potential (essentially, the electron
lattice of light, exchanging integer multiples of momentum "quiver" energy) due to each laser beam alone,4 I is the
I!G = 211k, where G is the reciprocal lattice vector of an opt- intensity of each beam, v its frequency, and Av its
ical standing wave, and k is the optical wave vector. For bandwidth. This is identical to Kapitza and Dirac's original
electrons, the K-D effect comes from stimulated Thomson result,2 exceqt for an enhancement factor of two due to
scattering, in which virtual photo-absorption from r , of the polarization (they assumed that the light in the standing
two traveling wave modes in the standing wave is accom- wave was unpolarized).
panied by stimulated emission into the opposing mode (see For example, if the standing wave is made from counter-
figure la). The Bragg condition (see equation 5 below) is propagating NdiYAG laser beams (v=2.gx1014Hz) with a
equivalent to simultaneous conservation of energy and temporal coherence of 100 psec (Av=5GHz), then the scatter-
momentuja for electron-photon backscattering. ing rte into the +1 or -1 Bragg order is

Here we report on the K-D effect for electrons in very
high intensity light, where the momentum transferred to the r = 5.2 I MHz. (4)
electrons by the light exceeds the Bragg condition by a fac- m2

tor of five hundred or more. This is the first experimental The Bragg condition is
study of the high intensity K-D effect.3 The large momentum
transfer can be understood in terms of the classical motion of =Xcos, (5)
the electron in a spatially periodic effective potential. where a is the electron DeBroglie wavelength, the lattice

spacing is X/2, and the electron angle with respect to the
laser direction is0.

Low Intensity scattering rate

The steady state rate r for K-D scattering by a nonrelativis- Modifications at higher intensities
tic electron in a standing wave produced by two counterpro-
pegating lasers, is given in lowest order perturbation theory These formulae hold for intensities low enough that r does
by not exceed the bandwidth of the light, or for 1<30MW/cm 2
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in the example above. Current pulsed laser beams can Experimental apparatus
exceed this intensity by a factor of 167 or more. We wish to
examine how equation 2 is modified in an intense laser field. Our high intensity standing waves were made by colliding
For intensities above 30 MW/cm2, equation 2 breaks down two focused 1064 nm laser pulses (see figure 2). The pulses
because the number of photons per mode depends on the were 100 psec long, and approximately fourier-transform
coheren time l/Av of the light. If the mean time between limited, to insure a uniform stationary standing wave during
scatterings is less than this time, the phase of the electron is the =10-20 psec transit of the electrons through the focus.
interrupted early, so that the relevant coherence time is no To form the standing wave, a single amplified pulse is split
longer I/Av, but the time since the last scattering. This sug- by a dielectric beamsplitter, and each arm is focused to 15
gests the substitution Av-*l', leading to a high intensity for- pum at a common point, from opposite directions. The inten-
mula sity, polarization, and arival time of each beam may be

adjusted independently.

I ] The electrons in this experiment come from above-
° = 160 /cm 2 GHz (1>30MW/cm 2). (6) threshold ionization (ATI) of low density (l0-10'0cn - ')
i 1 GW/ xenon and krypton in the standing wave itself' The highly

nonlinear intensity dependence of ATI (at least 11 photons
Thus we arrive at an important difference between the are required to ionize xenon, 12 for krypton) insures that the

high and low intensity regimes: for low intensities, the electrons have maximum spatial and temporal overlap with
stimulated scattering rate depends on the product of the two the high intensity standing wave. The ATI electron energies
laser intensities in the standing wave; for higher intensities, range from zero to 20 eV.
the rate is linear in intensity, and therefore linear in the pon- FXPERIMENTAL SETUP

deromotive potential.
CCD Canera

As the intensity increases still further, the rate increases P

until the simple analogy to Bragg scattering breaks down.
At I10 GW/cm2 , the scattering length approaches a single . -!'PZ -

wavelength, so that the electron wave function is no longer G~d,

sensitive to the periodicity of the light lattice. Then equation W.-
(5) no longer applies.

DeIay

The rate continues to increase with intensity, and for
intensities greater than 10" W/cm 2, r in equation (6)
exceeds the laser frequency! Then the K-D effect becomes 1.0.

considerably more complicated than the simple picture just 4
given. In addition to the lowest order process suggested by
figure la, higher order diagrams leading to the same net F.d.y 1-1.w

momentum transfer also contribute, as shown in figure lb.
Furthermore, scattering into higher Bragg orders (figure 1c),
and multiple scattering (figure ld) also must be taken into Figure 2. Experimental geometry, showing laser beam
account. There have been several attempt to deal with the lines. The layout is essentially a Mach-Zender inter-
theory for high intensities. - 7 Here we present the fist ferometr. In fact, we used the interferometic align-
experimental study of the high intensity K-D effect, carried meit to measure the tempord coherence length of the
out in standing waves with peak intensities of 1013 to laser pulses. A Faraday isolator was used to keep
1014W/CM2 . light from re-entering the laser amplifier chain. (From

reference 1)

The detector used to observe electrons under these condi-
ttions is shown schematically in figure 3. Each electron

scatters from the focused standing wave for up to 20 psec as
it drifts out of the light. After leaving the focus, elections
traverse a 5 cm field-free region to an image intensified
detection screen subtending 0.08 sr (66" opening ialk),

Pz bisecting the polarization plane. Retarding grids at the screen
can select electrons at specific energies. Arrival angles we

(a) (b) (c) (d) detected by a television camera and collected over many
laser pulses, resulting in two-dimensional histograms in 0
(the polar angle with respect to k) and# (the azimuthal

Figure 1. Feynma graphs for K-D scattering. (a): angle).
lowest order diagram, for net momentum transfer of
+213k. (b): higher order correctios to the lowest order
Bragg peak in (a). (c): lowest order diagram for Data
scattering into the next order Bragg peak. (d): multiple
scattering. in the case shown, the is no net momen- Figure 4 is a histogram of the photelectron angular distribu-
turn ransfer. (From reference 1) tion from a single focused laser beam (no standing wave).
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The detection region is conered on the polarization, and
most photoelectrons am emitted near this direction. The
elongation in azimuthal (*) angles is due to ponderomotive
scattering from intensity gradients as the electrons leave the
focus!' This distribution is typical of abovethreshold
linearly polarized multiphoton ionization in rare gases. s

Figure 3. Experimental geometry. Photoelectrons pro-
dced in a standing wave scatter out of the focus, and
we detected on a screen. (From reference 1)

LL10 r0 e g (des

Figure 5. Top: K-D effect in a linearly polarized stand-
ing wave, for 9 to 12 eV electrons. As in figure 4, the
peak laser intensity is approximately 8XI1 3W/cm2.
Bottom: Reduced contrast standing wave, made from
beams of unequal intensities. (From reference 1)

If the contrast of the standing wave is reduced by using laser

Figure 4. Typical electron angular distribution for elec beams with unequal intensities, the two peaks move together,

trons with 9 to 12 V of energy, from AT! in xenon indicating a reduction in the K-D scattering (bottom of figure

produced by a single 1064 ns laser beam (no standing 5).

wave). The peak laser intensity is approximately
XIO' 3W/CM2. (From reference 1) We have investigated th dependence of the scattering

angle on electron energy, laser polarization, and on the con-
trast of the standing wave. Most interesting is the effect for
a circularly polarized standing wave, shown in figure 6. If

Figure 5 shows electrons emitted from a standing wave the two light pulses have the opposite helicity (hence equ
with the same geometry and polaization as the traveling angular momentum), then K-D scattering is quite pro-
wave focus in figure 4. The angular distribution splits to nounced. (upper figure in 6). If the beams have equal heli-
form two peaks symmetric with respect to the polarization city, hence the opposite angular momentumn, then all
plane. This is the K-D effect. It is, however, quite unlike diagrams in figure I are forbidden by angular momenaun
the single Bragg scattering case in magnitude; for these elec- conservation. No K-D scattering is expected, or observed
tirns have absorbed on the order of 1000 Irk of momentum. (lower figure 6).
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Figure 7. Polar angle distributions for electrons of dif-
ferent energies from AT! in xenon in the same standl-
ing wave. All distributions are plotted vs. polar angle
(top scale). Bottom scale shows the momentum

U_ 00 tuisfer for each energy. Solid lines we data, collected
00 0 in a 2 eV window bracketing the energy shown.

60 e (degre Dashed lines are results of Monte Carlo electiona tra-
jectories. (From reference 1)

Figure 6. Top: K-D effect in a circularly polarizedFgue8sosteaeditbtonutfrkpon
standing wave, with opposite heliites in the two iur e t8 shasfows t the saelecib ,bt fron brypthe.
beams. Bottom: K-D effect is absent in a circularly setanighe isenu still neednto of electo enry bthis

polarize starnding wae wiheulh)iiisi uniformly higher than for xenon. This indicates that these
beam. (Fom fCiiO 1)electrons may have come from higher intensities in the

standing wave.

uectron 8nryefet (degrees)
enryC~s50 70 90 110 130

The rate of above-threshold ionization is an extremely strong Data . . . .
function of intensity of the electric field. T1he ionization pro eV
bability varies from negligible to near unity over a rather
small range of intensity. In fact, a reasonably successful sim- r \ _
ple model assumes that all ionization for a particular atom -1 0 1
occurs at roughly the same intensity, depending only on the 12.5
laser wa-, cength and the work f1unction of th tm.i h eV
lCD effects using two different atmic sources are compsted, _1 0
for exampie xenon (L.P.m12.128 eV) vs. krypton (.P.=13.996 5 16.8
eV), any changes should be due to the different m aeriten- WeV
sty where electrons me formed in the standing wave. On -1 0 1
the other hand, distributions of electronts with different ener- 1.
Ves, but from the sun atom, should start at about th sameV
lawer sty The next two figures demontrate this effect. -2 -1 0 1 2

Figure 7 shows the scattering distribution for xenon as a p. (Key/c)
function of electron energy. Lower energ electrons mre scat- Figure S. Polar angle distributions for krypton AT!
tered at large angles, but the net momentum trisfer is electrons of different energies in the same standing
roughly independent of electroni energy. wave plotted as in figure 7.
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Another way to change the momentum transfer is to In order to compare our results to the predictions of this
lessen the contrast of the standing wave, as in figure 5 (hot- classical approximation, we have calculated electron trajec-
tom). As one laser beam is attenuated, the net scattering in tories with a time varying spatially periodic ponderomotive
the polar direction is reduced, approaching the distribution potential appropriate for a standing wave formed by two per-
for a single laser beam (figure 4). fectly overlapped 100 psec pulses meeting in a "IMo gaus-

sian focus, Electrons were launched in the simulation
Analysis according to a very simple model, in which all ionization

takes place at a single threshold intensity of approximately
For these high intensiies, pertbation theory is quite 3xl0taW/cm2 . This is the ionization intensity appropriate
unwieldy.' More p methods treat the light as a for xenon 9 The photoelectrons are initially directed along
time varying potential.6 In the non-relativistic plane wave the laser polarization, but immediately begin to oscillate in
approximation, Schroedinger's equation may be written: the k direction under the influence of the ponderomotive

spatial grating. Eventually they migrate to the edges of the
(P-eA(x't))2 beam, where the standing wave intensity is lower. At some

c(xt) = iyf (7) point, after several oscillations, the electrons reach a part of
2m. at the focus with a low enough potential to convert from bound

where A(x,t) is the classical (non-quantized) time-dependent to unbound motion. This is shown for a single trajectory in
vector potential for a standing wave produced by two coun- figure 9. Histograms for Monte Carlo generated electron
teipropagating plane waves along i: distributions at several energies are shown along with the

xenon data in figure 7. Results are quite consistent with the
A(x,t) = Ao(cos(kz-ett)+ 2 cos(kz+ot)) (8) data, and lend strong support to the ponderomotive

If A were a trave/ing plane wave, the solution to equation hypothesis.
(7) would be a Volkov state t0 but for the standing wave, no
analytic solution to equation (7) has been found. Since the
scattering rate is so large, we resort to a classical apoxima- Conclusion
tion, in which the Hamiltmian operator on the left side of
equation (7) becomes a classical Hamiltonian H describing We have demonstrated the Kapitza-Dinn effect at light
the motion of a nonrelativistic spinless electron in a standing intensities where the scattering rate equals or exceeds the
light wave.

For slowly moving electrons, the rapidly oscillating por- 1.06am
tion of H may be replaced by a time-averaged spatially e
periodic effective potential If il and i are identcal linear
polarizations, then the effective potential takes the form
Up(z) = 4Uocos2(kz). Thus the K-D effect is simply poten-
tial scattering from a periodic grating of height 4Uo.
Equation (6) must be replaced by a position dependent
scauering rate

rl-2(z) = -T- sin2kz), (9)

where 1-+2 means that this is the net scattering rate of pho-
tons from beam I to beam 2. This rate can be positive or
negative. Quantum calculations in the high intensity limit
yield similar results (reference 7, equations 46-49).

This classical Hamiltonian is identical to that of a simple
pendulum of mass in. and length 1/(2k) under a uniform
force 4kU0.1 Electrons whose total energy E is less than
the antinodal maximum potential 4U0 are localized in a Figure 9. The calculated trajectory of an AT! electron
sinuoidal potential well centered on an electric field node of drifting out of he standing wave. showing one cycle
the standing wave, where they oscillate in the i direction of bounded motion in a potential trough, followed by a
with angular frequency transition from bounded to unbounded motion along .

/2 (From reference 1)

Hem X(E) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind optical frequency. The results resemble classical scattering
X of point elecums from a ponderomotive grating. This poe-
2 dx deromotive approach is expected to break down at still

(M I-(E/4Uo) 2 Sift2X]I 2  (1) higher intensities, when the oscillation frequency of an elec-ton bound in the standing wave potential well approaches
For eamqle, the oscillation period for a I eV electron in a an optical cycle. This regime also corresponds to the onset
peak potatial of 10 eV (conesoxAng to =1014W/cm 2 for of relativistic effects in the electron motion. Intensities of
Nd:YAG radiation) is 0.3 psec. this magnitude will be available in the near future.
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Search for X-Rays Generated by Collisionless Multiphoton Processes

Peter H. Y. Lee, Donald E. Casperson, and Gottfried T. Schappert

Physics Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
P.O. Box 1663, Mail Stop E526, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT mechanism is presently being tested by
Dyer et al.[5]

We have conducted photon counting In order to directly test the idea of
experiments to search for x rays which may whether or not multiphoton processes at
be generated by either collisionless very high laser irradiance can drive
multiphoton induced inner-shell processes outer-shell electrons into coherent motion
or bremsstrahlung at high laser and induce inner-shell excitation or
irradiance. Using KrF light at an generate bremsstrahlung, we have used the
irradiance - 3 x 1017 W/cm2 on low density Los Alamos Bright Source (LABS) laser to
Xe gas targets, we detect no prompt irradiate low-density Xe gas targets at
photons which are characteristic of these I > iO 7 W/cm2 and have conducted photon
processes. counting experiments to search for

"prompt" radiation, i.e., photons
INTRODUCTION characteristic of the relaxation of

collisionless inner-shell excitations or
For some time, Boyer and Rhodes[l] have bremsstrahlung due to collective electron
advocated that at very high laser quiver. In the present context,
irradiance (i.e., such that the optical "inner-shell" means the shells adjacent to
field strength exceeds an atomic unit the outermost shell. The radiation which
e/a.2), the outer shell electrons of an is characteristic of multiphoton
atom can be driven into coherent motion, inner-shell excitation in Xe appears as
resulting in strong coupling of the laser photons in the 90-140 eV range for
energy to the atoms by inducing transitions between the N and 0 levels and
inner-shell excitation. The consequence photons in the 500-1000 eV range for
of this is that x rays may be emitted from transitions between the M and N levels.
relaxation of the excited states. On the Bremmstrahlung is a continuum. Since the
other hand, collective quivering of an electron quiver energy is E - (e2/,mc3)IA2 ,
entire shell in the vicinity of the parent peak energies over 1 KeV are possible for
ion may also generate bremsstrahlung. We a KrF laser at I > 1017 W/cm2 . Photons
shall call these collisionless multiphoton generated by either the inner-shell
processes of x ray generation. process or bremsstrahlung are, in

Although Lambropoulous[2] doubts that an principle, spectrally distinguishable.
entire atomic outer-shell can be excited
and Wendin et al.[3] pointed out that EXPERIMENTAL
screening by outermost shells will make it
very difficult to create inner-shell The LABS laser consists of a mode-locked
vacancies, Biedenharn et al.[41 have visible dye laser heterodyned to 248 run
suggested that the collective outer-shell and amplified in two KrF amplifiers.
motion may offer a method of achieving Output is typically 20 mJ of 0.7 ps pulses
collisionless nuclear excitation. This at a repetition rate of 3 Hz. The pulse
idea of laser-atom-nucleus coupling can be focused, using an f/l parabolic
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mirror, to a minimum spot size of - 5 pm2 . angles were obtained at a background
A detailed description of LABS is target chamber pressure of ix10"7 Torr, for
published elsewhere.[6] Figure 1 shows the a total of 3.4xi04  laser shots. The
schematic of the experimental background count rate is found to be 0.3
configuration. Laser pulses from LABS are per 103 shots for the fast MCP and < 0.7
directed into the target chamber by a per 103 shots for the slower MCP/phosphor/
turning mirror, while a small fraction of PMT, regardless of filter used.
the light passes through the mirror to a
fast photodiode providing a trigger for TARGET GAS TRIGGER
timing reference in the detector CHAMBER
electronics. A 50 mm diameter f/l MIRROR WINOW FAT
parabolic mirror focuses the beam down to PHOTODIODE

best focus at the center of the target
chamber. The target chamber is filled
with Xe at low pressure. Average peak -- MIRROR

irradiance on target, accounting for all

measured mirror and target chamber window
losses, is - 3x10 W/CM

2
; the optical4

field strength corresponding to this FILTER

irradiance is - 3 atomic units. X-ray 7 PHOTON

photons generated in the focal region PHOTON O DETECTOR

(i.e., the laser-atom interaction region) ELECTRONICS Kr PULSE

are detected through a thin-foil filter by

a photon counting system consisting of
either a fast, high-gain microchannel- Figure 1. Schematic of experiment. The
plate (MCP) detector or a slower, high- vacuum on the detector side is maintained

gain MCP/phosphor/photomultiplier detector at - 10-7 Torr while the target chamber gas
assembly; the detectors subtend a variety pressure can be varied between 3x10-8 to
of solid angles with respect to the 0.3 Torr. The thin x-ray filter serves as
interaction region. Three different a vacuum window as well as a uv (5 eV
filters were used for the experiments: laser photons) shield. Photon counting
Filter-I consists of 1 pm of Parylene data are accumulated by a 1024-channel
(CsHe) and 1000 A of aluminum (500 A multichannel analyzer with l-ns
evaporated on each side of the Parylene); resolution.
Filter-2 consists of 2 pm of Parylene and
2000 A of aluminum; Filter-3 consists of 5
pm of beryllium. The filter transmissions 10 I fl[
are plotted in Figure 2 using data of 10-  ,
Henke et al.[7] Z "Z

For photon detection, a fiducial at O - "__
"zero-time" is established by measuring -).0

the "prompt" x rays generated from a solid UI- I
target when irradiated by KrF pulses. A 1_ - ; . /  I
multichannel analyzer with 1-ns resolution 0 10

provides temporal discrimination betweenC 
- 

- -

"prompt" (< 1 ns delay) and delayed x 1- -7

rays. Spectral discrimination is provided 10[I

by the set of different thin-foil filters 10 j---
described above.

The zero-time fiducial measurement is PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

made each time a new experimental
configuration is used, and checked often Figure 2. Transmission of thin-foil
between experimental runs. A typical filters used in the experiments. Dashed
200-shot zero-time fiducial measurement line: Filter-i (1 pm Parylene + 0.1 pm
using the fast MCP detector establishes Aluminum); dotted line: Filter-2 (2 pm
the t. (prompt) bin of the multichannel Parylene + 0.2 pm Aluminum); solid line:
analyzer with a FWHM of 1.4 ns, which is Filter-3 (5 pm Beryllium). The
indicative of the temporal resolution experimental results indicate that the
of the photon counting system electronics, energy range immediately below the Be
Background calibrations of both types K-edge (111 eV) is the region where
of detectors at a variety of solid delayed photons are observed.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION Folding in all these parameters we arrive
at an upper limit for P:

Four photon counting experiments using the
fast (FWHM - 1.4 ns) MCP and Xe gas at
0.124 Torr gave the following results: The probability of quivering electrons
1) With the detector subtending a solid producing bremmstrahlung can be estimated
angle 0 of 7.85x10-3 Sr and using Filter-l, from the thermal bremmstrahlung emission
a 1.2xl04-shot run produced a total of 60 formula:
counts between the zero to 1000 ns bins.
For this run, the earliest count was C - 1.4x10-21 jeneniZ2gB (erg s-1 cm-3)

recorded at 6 ns after the to fiducial. We where gB is a frequency average of the
note that there are many delayed photons velocity averaged Gaunt factor. Using
but no prompt ones. The 1000 A of reasonably high electron densities
aluminum on the filter serves as a uv (ne > ni), Z - 10, and an unrealistically
shield; in its absence the detector would large electron temperature (i.e., Te
record scattered 5 eV laser photons at to corresponding to peak electron quiver
from every laser shot. energy of 1 keV) still yields negligible
2) At 0 - 7.85xi0- 3 Sr with Filter-3, a values of e. Since the filters do not
2.8xlO 4-shot run recorded a total of 69 transmit any photons with energy less than
counts. Again there are delayed photons, - 50 eV, we may say that at I - 3x1017
with the earliest count recorded at 2 ns W/cm2 of KrF light, there are no measurablf
after to. prompt photons of energy > 50 eV,
3) Using Filter-i and changing to a regardless of the generating mechanism.
larger solid angle (0 - 2xlO -2 Sr), a
1.2xlO4-shot run recorded 120 counts, with
the earliest count occurring at 3 ns after
to.

4) At Q - 2xlO -2 Sr with Filter-2, a
104-shot run provided only 3 delayed
counts, which, incidentally, is the
background count rate. This means that
the delayed photons are practically not 3

transmitted through Filter-2. ( )I

From the experimental results, we note z
2

the following: Filter-l is more 0

transmissive (by more than a factor of 2)
than FilterL3, while Filter-2 is not

transmissive. The count rate peaks at a

- 8 ns after to followed by a gradual 0 s@ US0 258 300 350

decay over several hundred nanoseconds. A TIME BIN (ns)
typical count histogram is shown in
Figure 3. Figure 3. A typical count histogram

With the null result of prompt photons displaying channels 100 to 350. This was
in Experiments I to 3 described above, we recorded from a 1.2xlO-shot run with Xe
can estimate an upper limit for theproabliy F)tht aprmp xra wll gas at 0.124 Torr using the fast MCP
probability (P) that a prompt x ray will detector at a solid angle of 0 - 2x10 -2 Sr
be generated in a Xe atom by either the and the compound filter of 1 pm Parylene +
multiphoton inner-shell excitation or 1000 A Aluminum. The dotted line marks
bremsstrahlung mechanism. The number the to fiducial, i.e., the time at which
density of Xe atoms at 0.124 Torr is prompt x rays should arrive. The earliest
4.38x10 15 cm-3 and the focal volume (focal count for this run was recorded at 3 ns
spot area x Rayleigh range) is - 100 1m3; after to. Common to all the data, no
hence, there are N - 4.38xi05 atoms in the prompt counts were recorded and peak count
focal volume. The detector solid angle is rate occurred at - 8 ns after to. Although
0 - 7.85xi0-3 Sr (we will use the smaller the multichannel analyzer has l-ns
value for a conservative estimate). A resolution, this histogram is bin-averaged
filter transmission of T - 10-3 is assumed (4 ns-wide bin) for easier visualization.
(again being conservative, since P will be The model constant/!l+(t-tp)/] 2, with r -
smaller if T is larger), and the MCP 15 ns gives the best fit (dashed curve) to
efficiency for sub-keV photons is q - 0.1. the "decay" of count rate with respect to
The total number of shots was Ns - 5.2xI04. time.
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On the other hand, the probability of values. These results clearly indicate

generating a delayed photon per atom in that the generation of delayed photons is

the focal volume is - 10-2, as derived from not a simple process. In any case, we are
our measurements. The energy of the certain that delayed photons are not
delayed photons can be determined by generated by collisionless multiphoton
noting that Filter-l is more transmissive processes.
than Filter-3, while Filter-2 does not

transmit the delayed photons. Examining CONCLUSION
Figure 2, we find that such a condition

can only be satisfied in the energy range In conclusion, based on the results of
of 80-110 eV. We need to point out, detecting no prompt photons, we believe
however, that the transmission values of that even if the mechanism of laser driven

thin foils below - 70 eV are not well coherent outer-shell oscillation were
characterized and subject to great possible, it is not capable of inducing
uncertainty. In any case, we can inner-shell excitation at I - 3x101 7 W/cm 2.
conservatively claim that the delayed Perhaps the mechanism will become
photons are in the energy range below effective at significantly higher
110 eV. irradiances (I >> 1017 W/cm 2) and

From the experimental results, we significantly shorter pulses (<< 1 ps),
believe that delayed photons are generated but this remains to be seen.
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Abstract lines can be Identified from Ar', Ar", and
Ar7" as well as a doublet from Ar9'. From the

VUV spectra of a highly ionized argon plasma Ar7' spectrum an electron temperature can be
produced by a high-power subplcosecond laser are deduced by comparing the line Intensities to
analyzed to determine the electron temperature. calculated values. A value of 20 eV Is obtained
The calculated electron temperature Is too low and found to be inconsistent with the observed
to support the highest observed charge state, Ar9* radiation.
showing the plasma charge state distribution to
be out of Saha equilibrium. Experiment

As the laser, target, and spectrometer used in
Introduction this experiment have been described In detail

elsewhere [1,2,3,4], only a brief summary Is presented
Unusual states of highly ionized plasmas can be here. SubpIcosecond pulses at 745 nm are extracted
generated over a wide range of electron densities from a hybridly mode-locked dye laser. These
with the use of high-power subpicosecond ultraviolet pulses are frequency tripled to 248 nm, pre-amplifled
lasers. Plasmas created by such means should have by a commercial KrF* excimer and spatially
characteristics quite different from those produced filtered. The pulses are then amplified by 1) a second
by traditional techniques involving current-pinches commercial excimer to 10-20 mJ and focused with
or laser radiation In the much longer nanosecond an F/14 spherical lens to a peak Intensity - 1016
time regime. Generally, the conventional approaches Wcm -2 or 2) the Prometheus amplifier system [4]
involve electron collisions over a considerable time to - 300 mJ and focused with an F/15 spherical
period (e.g. - 10-9 sec) as the main mechanism lens to an estimated peak Intensity of - x 1O0
producing the higher charge states. Consequently, Wcm-2. The rather small Increase in peak
this process often can be well described In ther- intensity for the more powerful beam is due to
modynamic terms. In contrast, plasmas produced severe spherical abberatlon In the F/15 focusing
by multi-photon Ionization on a subpicosecond lens. The target Is produced by a pulsed valve
time scale Involve a high level of Ionization, low giving densities of 2x 1016 - 2x 1019 cm "

'.

electron heating, negligible Ion heating, and The radiation Is observed by a McPherson grazing
Insignificant heavy-body hydrodynamic motion. incidence spectrometer recording from 25- 750
This type of plasma is perfectly suited to angstroms. The spectrometer was calibrated with
recombination laser schemes: the low electron a HeNe discharge lamp and fluorescence lines to
temperature leads to rapid recombination, the an absolute accuracy of ± 0.3 angstroms.
low ion temperature reduces doppler broadening,
and, most importantly, the Initial charge state Results
distribution can be substantially out of thermal
equilibrium. Fig. 1 shows a typical region of the spectrum

This work prevents VUV spectra of argon produced by the 10 GW beam with identified
plasmas produced by a high power subpicosecond transitions from various charge states as well as
ultraviolet laser over a wide range of laser power some possible new Identifications. Almost all the
(10-300 GW) and electron density (2x 1013 - lines were Identified from published results for the
2x10 cm-'). Most of the observed spectral Ar1°, Ar", Ar °, Ar °, and Ar' . spectra [5,6,7,8].
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literature citation were seen in the spectrum at
the calculated wavelengths. With literature values

14 -and the computer analysis, It was possible to
2 o assign over 85% of the argon lines in the range

,~.~100 - 300 A.10 Z,1 o ,

... The spectrum produced with the 300 GW beam
8,was virtually identical to the 10 GW beam except
, for a prominent doublet shown In Fig. 3. This

0 6. doublet can clearly be Identified [6,8] as the
4 2s 22pM-2s2p6 doublet in Ar" by the absolute

_ measurement of the wavelength (± 0.3 A), the
2 splitting of the doublet (± 0.1 A), and the consistency

, , , , with the previous assignments. We considered
* 6 -31 - + 61 -. - 4d } aS,97 t the possibility that these were satellite lines, but

ruled that out based on calculations [91 of satellite
150 168 186 204 222 240 structures in both Ar 7* and Ar.

Wavelength (A) 175

Fig. 1. Typical region of the argon spectrum 7* 3

taken with the 10 GW beam showing the assignments
from the literature (above the spectrum) and the 140
computer calculations (below the spectrum).

There was no evidence for radiation from the

Ar 2 , Ar', and Ar' charge states although 105
these species have numerous transitions in the Ai (2s'2g -2s2

spectral range studied. Figure 2 shows a grotrian

diagram of Ar ° with the solid lines Indicating the
transitions observed in the plasma. The n = 3 to " 70

n = 3 transitions were not detected, possibly a
because of radiation trapping.

35
6P 6d

5d 2 5f

6554d M 155 159 163 167 171 175
4p 162 20 Wavelenth (1)

46 75 Fig. 3. Argon spectrum showing Ar" lines produced
307 0by the 300 GW beam.

In addition, detailed dependencies on the gas

3d density of the target for the Ar 7 (3s-4p) (159
A) and the Ar'*(2s 22p5- 2s2pa) (165 A) transitions
were obtained.

3p Discussion

Ar' To understand more about the argon plasma from
3a the spectra, a plasma model was developed In

order to calculate the effects of different electron
Fig. 2. Ar 7 grotrian diagram showing the observed temperatures and densities on the dynamics of the
transitions in the data. Transition rates (106 Ara, Ar , and Ar' ions. The model will be
sec "') from Ref. 13 are shown for each line. discussed In more detail elsewhere [10], but It Is

essentially a complete set of collislonal-radlatIve
In an attempt to Identify the remaining rate equations in the spirit of Bates, Kingston and

features In the spectrum, doubly excited transitions McWhirter [11]. Are* is described simply as a ground
In Are* were calculated with the computer code state because of the large excitation energy of the
developed by Cowan [91, as transitions of this type lowest excited state (250 eV), all Ar'* levels are
are not commonly reported in the literature. Included up to n = 7, and the Ar7

* ground state
Four Ar** transitions were calculated: 3p2 - 3p4s, Is allowed to recombine to Ara*, although the details
3s3p -3p4p, 3p2 - 3p4d, 3p3d - 3p4f. In all four of the Ar' energy level structure were not
cases, liner previously unidentified on the basis of explicitly Included. Dielectronic recombination
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from Are* to Ar 7* was neglected [121 because of
the closed shell structure of Ar°. Rate coefficients
were obtained from a variety of sources [9,13,14].

The plasma electron temperature was calculated
by comparing ratios of experimental line intensities
for isolated transitions in the Ar' ° spectrum with
numerical predictions of the plasma model. The
results are shown in Fig. 4. Since the model had
no free parameters, except the electron temperature *E
and initial charge state distribution, the agreement
between the data and the model for a temperature
of 20 eV is remarkable. The discrepancy for the
Ar 7 (3d-4f) transition could be explained by Its
wavelength as it is rather different from the
other transitions and so could be susceptible to CO
systematic errors in the spectrometer. It is also z
possible that other processes are playing a role =
in determining the emission from this level. O
Further study of this matter is required. This C.
value of 20 eV compares well with an electron
spectrum taken with the 10 GW laser beam under
collision free conditions at a somewhat lower 2 6 10 100
intensity [15]. The data are shown in Fig. 5 and
suggest an average electron kinetic energy of ELECTRON ENERGY (eVI
about 20 eV for the highest charge states. This
would imply that no additional electron heating Fig. 5. Electron energy spectrum for argon at
occurs in the gas target at the densities used in 7x 10's Wcm-2 , from Ref. 15.
the present experiment.

In addition to determining the electron
temperature, the plasma model can predict the
density dependence of the Ar7 ° transitions. The
results of the calculations and the experimental
data from the 300 GW beam are compared In Fig.
6. Besides an overall scaling factor, the model
had no free parameters except the electron

. 1.25 temperature determined previously. However,
0 Data one additional effect needed to be considered in
22 rra Modal: order for the model to match the observed

20eV pressure dependence [10]. The spectral data are
1 1.00 2 Plasma Model: time integrated and, hence, the line intensities

50 eV

0.75

04 1 7' (3s-4) 159 A

0.50128' 9 (2S2pa - 2s2pg)0 1* 12- 165 A
44 . 0 

-7* (3s-40) modeled

" 0.25 ;0b 64

O 32

A-'

30-4* 3-5d 3p-Od 3e-5p 3w-O ° .
20 A 13s A 123 A 120 A 107A 0.00 0.45 0.90 5 1W 225

Argon 7 transitions Ion Density (10" cm")

Fig. 4. Line Intensities for selected Ar 7* lines Fig. 6. Pressure dependencies of various lines, both
normalized to the Ar 7°(3s- 4p) transition. Open experimental (300 GW beam) and modeled (T. = 20
regions In the bar correspond to varying the initial eV). Turn over at higher densities Is due to non-
conditions in the plasma model. *AlU 3d - 4f resonant absorption of the fluorescence by the
Intensities are divided by 10. surrounding gas.
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depend on the lifetime of the plasma. The radiation indicates that the charge state distribution
lifetime of the plasma, in turn, depends on the is not in Saha equilibrium as the electron temperature
cooling rate of the plasma. Under these conditions, and density of the plasma can not support the
electron conduction cooling is the dominant Ars" charge state.
cooling mechanism. As the thermal conductivity
Is inversely proportional to gas density, the Acknowledgements
lifetime of the plasma will be directly proportional
to the gas density. Taking this effect into The authors would like to thank J. Peek for
account, the plasma model correctly predicts the providing the Cowan code and Indispensable
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Thus, the line radiation from Ar7 is consistent and J. Wright for their technical assistance.
with a collisional-radiative model with an electron This work was supported by AFOSR, LLNL, ONR,
temperature of - 20 eV. NSF, and SDI.
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Abstract citation). This type of approach was pioneered by
Keldysh[2], who studied the ionization of a hydro-

We introduce an approach to the study of excita- gen atom. Perelomov, Popov and Terentev[3] in an
tion and ionization for a system containing a model alternative way studied the ionization of an electron
confining potential consisting of a set of 6-functions. from a 6-function potential. Several authors[4, 5)
In particular, analytical and numerical results are have studied the excitation of a two-level system
presented for the multiphoton ionization rate, under when w/AE is considered a small parameter. Non-
strong field conditions, od an c!ectron confined by a perturbative methods should eventually provide a
6-function potential. way of studying the competition between excitation

and ionization and understanding the possibility of

1 Introduction obtaining in the laboratory population inversions
due to multiphoton pumping, between levels with

Recently, there has been an increase of interest in an energy difference in the X-ray region[6].

the study of methods to calculate the excitation and
ionization of atoms in the presence of strong electro- In recent experiments on the ionization of atoms
magnetic fields. This interest stems from the avail- the outcoming electron was analyzed in energy[7, 8].
ability in the laboratory of very powerful lasers ca- Several features like ponderomotive corrections to
pable of delivering a focused intensity on the order the ionization potential and above-threshold ion-
of and beyond the typical intensity felt by an elec- ization, where the electron absorbs more than the
tro in the atom (_ 1016Watt/cm 2 ). Such strong minimum number of photons necessary for ioniza-
fields make the problem of calculating rates non- tion, were observed. These features were already
perturbative in character whereas traditional meth- predicted qualitatively in the above-mentioned ap-
ods which are based on a perturbation expansion in proaches.

the applied field over the atomic field, F/Fat,,m, are

of limited applicability.
In many of the experiments the photon energy w The purpose of the present work is to examine

(we adopt atomic units everywhere) is much smaller some aspects of the strong field, many photon limit
than the typical ionization potential I,. (or the typ- in a class of models that represent the atom (or en-
ical energy difference between the atomic levels of ergy levels of interest) with model potentials con-
interest, AE). For instance, for a CO 2 laser w sisting of a sum of 6-functions. The analytic results
0.1 eV and for a Nd laser w - I eV but. ionization given here are derived using a new method which
potentials are usually tens of eV. Clearly, one way to is asymptotically correct when the number of pho-
proceed is to formulate a theory in which wo/l (or tons goes to infinity. The results are quite good,
w/AE, for excitation) is treated as smalll]. Note however, for a few photons. We compare some ana-
that, for small fields, ,/w (AE/w) is roughly the lytic results with direct numerical integration of the
number of photons involved in the ionization (ex- equations. The agreement is good.
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2 The Model x exp[iSd(,t;x',t')] V(x')4(z',t'). (5)

We will represent our atom by the following binding The inhomogeneous term is the wavefunction
potential: t(,(x, t) which coincides with the bound state at

M t -- 0 and which at later times evolves with the

V(x) Bib (x - x) (1harniltonian of the electron in the external field only.
exp(iSd)/Vf2i(t- t') is the Green's function[1O]

V(x) is clearly a short-range potential and has the for, and Sd(x,t;x',t') is the classical action of, an

following properties: I)The number of bound states electron subject to the potential (3) which starts at

that it can have lies between 1 and M (number of 6- X', t' and ends at z, t. In our case V(z') is given by

functions). 2)It has a continuum spectrum for all Eq. (2) and then the x' integral is straightforward.

energies above zero. 3)By adjusting the parame- Specializing the equation to x = 0 we obtain an in-

ters Bi and x, we can make the energy levels of tegral equation, now in time only, for x(t) = f(0,t):

the model coincide with any M levels of a real atom
we are interested in studying. We will concentrate i 0-2B dT
here in presenting our numerical and analytical re- X(t) = xo(t)+ V-7B V
suits for the simplest potential of this class, the one
6-function potential (M= 1), studied by Perelomov where S(t, t - T) = Sd (0, t; 0, t - T) and is given by
et al.. This potential has one bound state and a
continuum and hence will allow us to study ioniza- S(t,t - T) [x0(t) - xo(t - T)]2 - i"(r)d-.
tion. Detailed derivations of the formulas will be 2T 2 J-T

presented elsewhere. We will also relegate the study (7)
of the next simpler member of the class of potentials xo(t) is the classical position of an electron subject
(1), M - 2, in which already the competition between to the external field only.
excitation and ionization can be studied, to a future Note that we have eliminated in this way the space
publication[9], dependence from the problem. From the solution

x(t) of Eq. (6), we can reconstruct tp(x,t) by means
3 Multiphoton Ionization in a Delta finc- of Eq. (5). However, this is unnecessary for comput-

tion potential ing the ionization rate.
We look for a solution of the integral equation (6)

3.1 Analytical Treatment in the eikonal form

We are going to study, then, an electron bound by [if (8)
the potential ) expj] /()-,

V(x) = -B (x). (2) where Re ll(r) is the eigenvalue of the bound state

This potential has only one bound state, of energy plus its a.c. shift and Im1(r) is half of the instanta-

- B2 /2 (I_ = B2 /2), where the electron is going to neous ionization rate. With this form of the solution
be at t -- 0. We will subject this system to the we can calculate, basically by a steepest descentsbe a t .W wil sbjec ths sste tothe method in the complex T-plane, the time-averaged
linearly polarized field (we choose to work in the

F x gauge) ionization rate w. The assumptions used in the
derivation are that the number of photons be large,

Ve.t = Fzcos(wt), (3) B 2 /2w > 1, and at the same time y2 <<number of
photons, where y = wB/F is Keldysh's parameter.

F is the amplitude of the applied field (all the expres- The result is
sions will be given in atomic units). Schr6dinger's
equation for this system is thenW = 2_2 0 

2 -

alp (X,t) 'I 20(X,t) 7r P>- PB

8i(.~t - I0 2 (x ~-B6(x)ik(x,t) B J2  k2  1 l
at2 8aX 2  X exp1  ((1 -+ I)vo +- B V-UI

fx cos(wt) O(x, t). (4) B 2 2-y2  + B

It proves to be more convenient to work with the x { 4 I-fcos (1 + - + - )Uo

following integral form of Eq. (4). fW B 2 2y

p(x't) = o(xt) L2-oJ d-_d J d' + 1.3k + 1 2kyl)] (9)

(t - t') 2- B 2i artn BO)f
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where the uo, vo have the following definitions:

3 #88T0194
I i I I I I I I .. . I

uo -arccos V + - +,2,

vo = arcsinh a+ - +"Y2 , (10) nphoton= 3 0

2 4 -5 0

with a defined by k-

of 2 kI Y -6 B= 1.59
B2 ,- (11)

ul,v, defined by -7

-8 I I I I I

/3 /2 kp -2.7 -2.5 -2.3 -2.1 -1.9 -1.7

2 V4 B In(F IFatom)

- + V-
-  (12) Figure 1: Log-log plot of the ionization rate versus

2 4 B the relative field.

and /3 defined by
The two formulas, Eqs. (9) and (15), are quali-

2 . (13) tatively the same but differ substantially in cases
B2 +where the higher terms beyond the first are impor-

k2/2 is the kinetic energy of the electron ejected by tant; that is towards the tunneling limit in Keldysh's
absorbing p-photons which satisfies the energy con- nomenclature (y - 1 or lower).
servation relation

3.2 Numerical Treatment
B2  F 2 + 2

2 4 2 +pw (14) We have developed a code that solves the integral
equation (6), by advancing in time the wavefunc--B 2/2 is the ionization potential of the atom in the tion at z 0; that is p(o,t) =x(t). From it,

absence of the external field, -F 2/4w 2 is the correc-

to the field, the one could reconstruct the wavefunction O(z, t) us-
tion to the ion on potential duet ing Eq. (5). However, we are only interested here

The sum in formula (9) expresses the fact that in calculating the average ionization rate. The aver-
the rate is a sum of processes involving the ab- age decay rate of Ix(t)12 is the ionization rate; this
soertis an integeroumbe pnofviphotsher acan be obtained from a plot of ln x(t)12 versus time.
sorption of an integer number p of photons, where The results obtained from the code are compared
p > v =_ B2/2w + F 2/4w 3 . This is the so-called with the analytic results of Eq. (9) in Figs. I and
above-threshold ionization[7, 8]. 2 2 3 for a variety of cases. In Fig. 1, the logarithm

If we expand Eq. (9) up to k/B 2 ; that is, to of the ionization rate w given by Eq. (9) is plotted
first order in the kinetic energy of the ejected elec- against the logarithm of the relative field F/Ft.
tron over the 'bare' ionization potential, we obtain The range of intensities in the graph corresponds in
the expression for w due to Perelomov, Popov and hydrogen to 1.6. 1014 WCM 2 to 1.2- 1015 Wcm 2 .Terentevl3]: hdoe o161 z  c -  o12 0 s Wm 2

The atomic field seen by the electron in the bound
2F _ _

2  state of the potential (2) is Fat, m B3 . We choose
w 7r (1+ y2)1 / 2  for the calculations a value of B 1.59 a.u., whichcorresponds to ]p = 1.27 a.u.. By choosing the pho-

x 2e2)  2ny 1 ] ton energy w : 0.5 a.u., we have that the num-xe -- 1+i 2-' ber of photons necessary to reach the continuum is

x -_[ + (-1,)Pcos(2Bp 2 [Iv/wl + I = 3 for small fields(the notation [ J
P>V denotes 2'integer part of'). As the ponderomotive

[_ 2 term F2 /4w 2 starts to increase by going to higher

1 F/p I ' -arcsinhy)]. (15) field amplitudes, we see a dramatic change in the
x w f -+ 2 slope of the log-log curve. This change correspo,,ds
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Figure 2: Natural logarithm of the probability of Figure 3: Log-log plot of the ionization rate versus
remaining at the origin versus time. the relative field.
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Multiphoton Spectroscopy of Multielectron Atoms
and the Quest for Direct Two-Electron Ejection

P. Lambropoulos

University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0484

Abstract as compared to the experimental 644.8 cm-',
and 3-photon Rabi frequency 3xI0-

7 I3/2
I present a brief review of recent high as compared to the experimental 2.16xI0-'
intensity experiments showing the partici- 13/2. Considering the complexities of both
pation of multiphoton resonances with bound theory and experiment (which can not be
atomic states. The results compare discussed in detail here), the agreement is
favorably with some of our calculations on excellent.
rare gases and alkaline earths. The proximity of bound atomic states to

multiphoton resonance appears to play a
Until about a year ago, it was generally significant role even when resonance
accepted that multiphoton ionization under structure is not obvious or has not been
strong lasers (say above 1012 W/cm 2) were examined in detail experimentally. I take
insensitive to the details of atomic here as a brief example 6-photon ionization
structure. Recent experiments -, however, of Xe with radiation of two different
have shown that, even at intensities as wavelengths, namely X,=532 nm and X2=583
large as 5xl0 4 W/cm 2 , resonance with bound nm. Measurements6'7 of the saturation
atomic states have a profound effect on the intensity at these wavelengths seems to
process. Not only does the ionization suggest (after adjusting for differences in
signal show pronounced enhancement, but the pulse duration etc.) that ionization at 532
position, width and height of the resonance nm is much more efficient than at 583 rnm.
can be correlated surprisingly well with A calculattionO of the relevant 6-photon
the properties of specific atomic states. generalized cross sections reveals that at

Consider, for example the results of 532 rm the cross section is of the order of
Landen et all, and Perry and Landen 2 who 10-'' cm1 2 secs while at 583 rum it is of
have reported resonant enhancement via a the order of 10-60 cm2 sec'. The
3-photon resonance (in 4-photon ionization) difference between these two cross sections
with states such as 4d(J-1) and 4d'(J=3) in more or less accounts for the difference
Kr. From their data, these authors have between the observed saturation
extracted values for AC Stark shifts and intensities. The reason can be traced to a
ionization cross sections (for the resonant 5-photon near resonance with the 7s state
states), as well as for the 3-photon Rabi for 583 rum and with 8d for 532 nm. The 8d
frequency between the ground and the has an ionization cross section larger by
resonant state. We have performed calcu- more than an order of magnitude than the
lations for these processes, employing 7s, and the corresponding 5-photon Rabi
multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT) frequency is more than two orders of
which we have recently expandeds so as to magnitude for the 8d. Also the AC Stark
include states with angular momentum up to shifts play their role in this case.
J-4. The resulting values of the atomic Further evidence on the influence of
parameters for the 4d(J-1) state of Kr are: bound states shifting through resonance
Photoionization cross section 4.42xIO-1' during fast (sub-picosecond) pulses has
cm2 as compared to the experimental 8xO -'e been provided in very recent experiments by
cm 2, AC Stark shift 639 cm-' per 10i' W/cm 2  Freeman et al' and by Muller et al.4
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Calculations that we have performed most 9. X. Tang, A. Lyras and P. Lambropoulos,
recently9 on models with realistic atomic submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
parameters confirm the role of such 10. For an up to date review of the status
resonances and suggest an even larger of this problem see P. Lambropoulos,
variety of phenomena. X. Tang, P. Agostini, G. Petite and

At somewhat lower intensities (_101
2  Anne L'Huillier, Phys. Rev. A in press

W/cm'), experiments"0 on Sr have produced a (December 15, 1988).
wealth of experimental data showing 11. For a thorough discussion of this
resonances not only with intermediate bound question, see P. Lambropoulos and
states but also with doubly excited bound X. Tang, JOSAB 4, 821 (1987).
and autoionizing states. The simultaneous
excitation of the electrons above the first
threshold has certainly been observed and
the absorption of at least one additional
photon above the first threshold has also
been confirmed. As a result of such
additional photon absorptions, the ion
(Sr*) has been left to excited states such
as 4d and 5p. It has, however, been
impossible to observe the direct
two-electron ejection. It appears that
competition from decays into single-
electron autoionization channels still
dominates"' at pulses longer than 20 ps or
so. With shorter pulses becoming now
readily available, it may well be that two-
electron ejection will be more favorable,
especially if wavelengths producing
resonances with selected doubly excited
states can be chosen.
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Symmetries and Asymmetries in Above-Threshold Ionization

P. H. Bucksbaum, M. Bashkansky, and D. W. Schumacher

AT&TBell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

Abstract set of experiments helps to explain this difference, and also
reveals the role of the static potential of the ion in control-

Angular distributions of atomic electrons photoionized above ling the evolution of photoelectrons.
threshold by intense elliptically polarized light contain strong After a brief introduction to KFR theories, the experi-
asymmetries with respect to reflection about either principal ments on elliptically polaized light will be discussed i
polarization axis.' These observations, which contradict deal By bringing totr loort in e ics-
Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss theory predictions, 2"1' point to the detail. By bringing together all of our data in one publica-
significant role of the long range electrostatic potential of the tion, we hope to provide a useful guide to theorists interested
ion in shaping the wave function of the outgoing electron.

The experimental evidence for this phenomenon is reviewed
for helium, krypton, and xenon photoelectron spectra, as a Keldyh-FaW-Reiss Theories
function of laser intensity, polarization, and electron energy.

KFR theories depart from perturbative treatments of the radi-

Introduction ation field, by viewing the laser interaction as a classical
time-varying potential in which the electron wave function

Nearly ten years after the discovery of above-threshold ioni- evolves from a localized packet around the ion core, to an
zation (ATI, 5 there is still considerable controversy about outgoing free electron in the presence of the laser field. The
the correct theoretical description of this ubiquitous high most straightforward, if inelegant, path to solving this prob-
intensity phenomenon. AT, also called "excess photon" lem involves direct computer integration of Schroedinger's
ionization, is multiphoton ionization (MPI) in which the final equation. Although much progress has been made recently,
kinetic energy of the photoelectrons exceeds hv. The elec- full three dimensional treatments have not been done.
timo spectra generally contain a series of sharp peaks or The KFR approach considers photoionization as a
groups of peaks, separated by hv. AT7 becomes the dom- scattering problem. The ansatz that distinguishes KFR treat-
inant feature of MPI spectroscopy when six or more photons ments from the exact problem is that the final state electron
are required to ionize, and seems to nearly always occur is dominated by the classical electric field of the laser, with
when laser intensities exceed about 5x10' 2W/cm 2. AT has the coulomb field of the ion playing a negligible role,
been linked to the breakdown of minimum-order perturbation whereas the initial state is dominated by the static potential
theory in the interaction of atoms with a laser field.6  of the ion. Schroedinger's equation for the final state elec-

The ATI experiments with elliptically polarized light tron can be written (in the A-p gauge)
described here disagree with predictions of theories proposed
by Reiss4 and Faisal,' based on older work by Keldysh 2

(so-called Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss, or KFR theories). These [P-.A(x,t)]2
theories have risen to prominence in recent years because of c -w(x,t) = ilV (1)
their success in describing phooionization with circularly 2m. &
polarized light 7 At the same time, the KFR approach is where A(x,t) is the classical (non-quantized) vector potential,
generally less successful in accurately predicting spectra usually expressed in the electric dipole approximation as:
obtained with linearly polarized light.' The examination of
the intermediate case (elliptical polarization) in the current A(x,t) = A(t) = iAosinof (2)
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The solutions, called Volkov states, are the quantum- Photons absorbed
mechanical versions of free willing electrons.' When 12 14 16 18 20 22
described in the A-p gauge, they are plmae waves whose time J I I

dependence has been modified by the electromagnetic vector Data
potential. For example, in the case of linear polarization i,
the Volkov solution is:

'vaiv(xt) = exp -.x - t e 4me 2 t
it I 2m, It 4m~c2

8wi eAO I i.p , i~w (3)i 2A sin(2&)t) + f 1 - c (3) To
If 8oxn.c"C, Theory

Like plane waves, these solutions are eigenstates of the
canonical momentum with eigenvalue p. The extra time-
dependent phases are periodic energy fluctuations caused by
the oscillating field. The three extra phase factors are: the 0 5 10 15
average kinetic energy change due to wiggling in the pres- Electron energy (eV)
ence of the laser electric field; the periodic fluctuations about
this value with frequency 2); and oscillation at a (the &pterm), due to the component of the driving force in the Figure 1. Top: ATI spectrum for circularly polarized
direction of the drift. 1064 nm light in xenon (from reference 10). Bot-

tom: A computer simulation of the experiment,
It is useful to compare these wave functions to classical using ionization rates from the Keldysh theory of H.

electrons. These solutions are not eigenstates of energy, just Reiss (reference 7), integrated over the measured
as a classical charged particle in a classical oscillating elec- temporal and spatial profile of the laser pulse.
tric field does not have have constant energy. However,
while classical wiggling particles have a continuous but
finite energy range, between a minimum and a maximum Much poorer agreement is achieved for linear polarization

value, the Volkov state is a superposition of plane wave (figure 2) However, the prinicpal features are there: a series

energy eigenstates that are distributed over an infinite energy of energy peaks, separated by hv, decreasing gradually at

range, but are separated by discrete amounts equal to integer higher energies.

multiples of Pro). This can easily be demonstrated by Photons absorbed
expanding equation 3 in plane waves: 12 14 16 18 20 22

_2_ > 0.3
-, -1-1. Data

\v .&.oy(xt) e 0,if)

. _ Up eA i  0a 0.2
(0-0,2.~~_ 0•VI ) 4 .

0.0
Here J.'s are cylindrical Bessel functions, whose arguments .. . . .
ae the coefficients of the oscillating terms in the Volkov
phase in equation 3; and Up is the time-averaged wiggle > 0.3 Ter
kinetic energy, or ponderomotive potential, of the electron.
Thus Volkov states have at least one feature in common 0.2
with ATI final states: they both consist of a series of energy 0
peaks separated by Itc. 0.1 -1

ATI in Circularly Polarized Light 0.0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

An example of the success of the KFR approximation in Electron energy (eV)
reproducing circularly polarized AT spectra is shown in
figure 1. The laser intensity is the only adjustable pamme- Figure 2. Comparison between KFR calculation and
tr.7.10 data, as in figure 1, but for linearly polarized light.
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Tho Volkov wave function is more complicated for linear pressure of 1x10 - torr, seeded with 10' to 10"l atoms/cm'
polarization than for circular. For example, for linear polari- of xenon, krypton, or helium.
zation, the wave function is usually quite sharply peaked Electrons were collected by two methods: The first was a
along the polarization axis, while it is isotropic in the polari- time-of-flight spectrometer subtending a solid angle of 0.003
zation (*) plane for circular polrization. However, there sr in the polarization plane. In this device, angular distribu-
may be an even more straightforward explanation for the tions were obtained by rotating the polarization, which was
systematic failure of KFR theories to deal as effectively with set as follows: Firt, the laser light passed through a linear
linear polarization as with circular polarization: Since the polarizer, then through a hl wave-plate, a quarter wave-
final state electrons in a circularly polarized ATI experiment plate, and a secodd half wave-plate. The retardation plates
must remove the angular momentum gained by absorbing were all crystalline quartz, multiple order, anti-reflection
many photons, they must posses high angular momentum coated, and commercially supplied. Although only one
wave functions. These are excluded from the vicinity of the half-wave and one quarter-wave-plate are required to fix any
ion core by the centrifugal barrier. Therefore, the final states polarization, the additional half-wave-plate provides more
only sample regions of space where the KFR approximation control. Here the first half-wave-plate may be moved while
neglecting final state coulomb forces is approximately valid, the quarter-wave-plate remains fixed, to establish the helicity
i.e. regions where the ion potential is weak. For linear without moving the orientation of the major and minor
polarization, this is not the case, and the coulomb potential polarization axes. The second half-wave-plate then rotates
of the ion substantially modifies the escaping electron wave the polarization ellipse to the desired orientation. The
function. scheme is imperfect, because wave-plates are seldom

manufactured to the required tolerance, and are also
extremely sensitive to alignment in the mount. To combat

KFR predictions ror Elliptically Polarized Light these problems, the polarization was analyzed at each orien-
tation. We were thus able to maintain the retardation andThese arguments motivated the current investigation of AT orientation to within +2", The sign of the helicity (i.e. right-

for elliptical polarization. Here Keldysh theories make oinaint ihn±* h ino h eiiy(~.rgt
dforite reicplition . Heoutangr Kds teors mell avs. left-handed polarization) was determined by a zero-order
definite predictions about angular distributions as well as circular analyzer, constructed using stetched polyethylene

spectra. The predictions may be obtained easily from a gen- film and a linear polarizer.

eralization of equation 3 to elliptical polarization. If the

atomic ground state wave function is spherically symmetric, A different detector has been employed more recently to
the distribution for the electron peak due to k photon absorp- obtain higher angular resolution, at the expense of energy
tion, apart from an overall factor, is given by resolution, or to view angles away from the polarization

I - P plane. This second device consisted of a set of retarding
dW/di I J(A)Jk.(B)e0+)l , (5) grids, followed by microchanmel electron multipliers subtend-

_ ing 0.08 sr (66" opening angle), centered in the polarization

where plane perpendicular to k. Electrons from the channel plates
impinged onto a phosphor-coated conductive glass plate,

U which was viewed from behind by a television camera. Elec-
= coh ) trns were collected over many laser pulses, resulting in

2 _______________ two-dimensional histograms in 0 (the polar angle with
h n rehv pect to k) 3.. # (the azimuthal angle). By rotating the

polarization to different orientations, a mosaic was con-xi is relaed to helicity h by = arcsin(h), E is the atomic stucted consisting of the full angular distribution between
ground state energy, and X.=artan(tan(@)tan( /2)). 0=60' and 0=120', over all angles in*.

These four-fold symmetric patterns in the polarization
plane, which range from butterfly-shapes to clover leaves to Eariy work
figure-eights, are the result of wave-mechanical interference
in the outgoing electron wave, as it is driven back and forth In early work, electrons were collected over one quadrant in
by the time-varying electric field, the azimuthal (*) plane perpendicular to the laser direction k,

spanning angles between the polarization semi-major and
semi-minor axes. 2 The polarization was nearly (but not

Lasers and Data Collection quite!) circular (helicity =0.985). Fits were made to a gen-
eral four-fold symmetric function

The data in these studies were obtained using an amplified
mode-locked NdiYAG laser and its second harmonic. The 4 a 2osn, (6)
pulsewidth was variable between 0.10 and 0.15 nsec, and
was monitored by standard autocorrelation techniques. The where # is the azimuthal angle (with rset to i in the i-y
spatial profile of the beam was a truncated central airy disk, plane). These resemble the KFR predictions, although a
focused to an area 20 ;Am in diameter at half intensity. The number of systematic discrepancies were od. Ponderomo-
focus was measured with a simple achromatic microscope Live effects are evident in the lower energy electron peaks; in
imaged onto a television camera. Ionization occurred in a addition, it vs usually necessary to adjust the helicity in
magnetically and electrically shielded vacuum with a base order to obtain the best fit (see figure 3).
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Asymmetric distributions Figure 5 and the figures that follow also show that the
distributions invert when the helicity is reversed. Along

The KFR predictions contain more symmetry than the elec- with symmetry under i-+-i, y---, this feature helps to
tric dipole Hamiltonian, because they do not distinguish the rule out a large class of potential experimental systematic
sense of rotation of the light. Reversal of helicity affects the errors, such as stray magnetic fields.
phase, but not the amplitude, of the Volkov state, and there-
fore has no effect on the energy spectrum. However, an
extension of the measurements to the full azimuthal plane
reveals that equation 6 is generally inadequate to fit the data. i 2
Instead, it must be expand to

kacos2n + bsin2n. (7)

This is the most general angular distribution consistent with

17 >(22 27

18 23 " 28

19 24 29 C

Figure 4. Azimuthal angular distribution for 19
20 25 30 photon ionization of krypton by 1064 nm light of

150 psec duration, focuzed to approximately
2xlOt3

W/cm 2 , and elliptically polarized with hefi-
31 city h=-0.82. Dashed line is prediction of the21 26 ~ -)Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss theory, with no ponderomotive

effcts included. Data fail to display fourfold sym-
metry predicted by this and other ATI theories.

Figure 3. ATI in krypton with nearly circularly (From reference 1)
polarized fight (hl=0.985). Points are data collected
over one quadrant. Solid lines are fits to a series in
cos(2n*) for 0=0,1,2,3. Dotted lines are predictions Krypton, which has a higher ionization potential than
of the KFR theory for Ih1=0.94. (From reference 11) xenon (13.996 eV vs. 12.128 eV), produces similiar asym-

metric distributions, as shown in figure 6 Helium, with twice
invariance unckx rotation about k (I axis) by 7. The light- the ionization potential of xenon, has been studied using
atom system must be invariant with respect to this rotation photons with twice the energy (X=532nm, hv=2.330eV).
in order to satisfy spatial isotropy; however, the four-fold The results are shown in figure 7.
invariance of equation I is lost. We have also investigated the polar angle dependence

A typical example is shown in figure 4, which displays and find that electrons are nearly all emitted in the polariza-
the full anguV -distribution of the ATI electrons from kryp- tion plane, symmetric with respect to the forward and back-
ton ionized by 19. 1064 nm photons. In this example, the ward hemispheres (Figure 8). The only unexpected asym-
laser was "right elliptically polarized" (negative helicity), metry is in the azimuthal angles.
with h"-.82 (4=-55"). The dotted line is the KFR predic- The asymmetry is nearly always present for elliptical
tion, neglecting all ponderomotive effects. The obvious polarization, but has never been observed for either linear or
discrepancy is the strong asymmetry with respect to circular. (For circular polarization, such an asymmetry is for-
reflection about either the major or minor axes. Simultane- bidden by spatial isotropy.) As the absolute value of the
otis reflection x-i, i-+4~ is symmetric, as expected. helicity increases, starting from h = 0 (linear polarization),

These azimuthal asymmetries depend on the All peak, the asymmetries gradually appear. This can be seen in the
the atom, the laser wavelength and intensity, the sign and series of distributions for krypton in figure 9. This figure
magnitude of the retardation, and on the laser focus parame- also shows the gradual change in the distributions with the
ters. Figure 5 shows how angular distributions for xenon AT peak, and a change with laser intensity. The latter is
evolve from low to high energy electrons at fixed laser inten- somewhat obscured by the well-known ponderomotive
sity. The solid fines are fits to a fourier series of the form in scattering effects which tend to smear out the angular distri-
expression (7). butions for slower electrons at high intensities. 12
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Xenon 1064nm Ihf=0.82 Krypton 1064nm Jhl=0.82
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Figure 5. ATI for elliptical polarization in xenon. Figure 6. Kr 1064rm: l..k=4xl0 3W/cm 2; P312The laser pulsewidth was 0.10 to 0.12 nsec, and its final states only. (From reference 1)
helicity is _±0.82. L,i=4xl0' 3W/cm2 . Pxr and P312

final states were not resolved, so numbers indicate
photons absorbed for the P>312 final state. (From
reference 1)

Helium 532nm IhI=0.82

phenomena, it is clear that specific atomic structure does_________ ________

play a role. This is most obvious in the case of xenon ion- Nized bysix 532nm phtn othe P~lion final sttshown 12 _
in figure 10. Here the sign of the asymmetry is reversed

relative to all other cases studied, including higher ATI
peaks in the same atom. Analysis 13 k .U 18-

A semi-classical argument provides a qualitative understand-
ing of this phenomenon. An electron that ionizes by absorb-
ing many elliptically polarized photons carries off several 14 19
units of angular momentum. In helium, for example, where
the initial atom and final ion are both s states, the electron "
carries off about nhlt units of angular momentum, where h is 15 2 0
the light helicity and n is the number of photons absorbed.
If the electron and ion were classical particles, the electron-
ion system would have a classical impact parameter b
(neglecting internal degrees of freedom), of 1 6

b nlF0+EaU) (8) Figure 7. Helium 532nm: lpk=lxl01'W/cm2.
(From reference 1)

Here Eo is the (negative) ground state energy, and Up is the
ponderomotive potential energy of the electron, wl-'h sub- During the escape of the electron from the ion field, the
tracts from its drift kinetic energy.13 The 'quantum- angular momentum is constant (neglecting further interac-
mechanical manifestation of the classical impact parameter is tions with the laser field), but linear momentum is not. For
the exclusion of the final state wave function from the ion a coulomb potential, a classical electron describes a hyper-
by a centrifugal potential barTier. bolic trajectory. The asymptotic momentum deviates from
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Figure 8. Angular distributions in the azimuthal (0) 20 -
and polar (0) directions, for xenon photoionized by
1064 nm light with helicity h-+0.82 (top) and
h=-0.82 (bottom). Data set contains all Al peaks
with energies of 9 eV and higher, sunmed together. 21 C

The laser wave vector k lies along 0=0. This view
emphasizes the fore-aft symmetry about the polari-
zation plane defined by 0=/2. The only observed
asymmetry is in the azimuthal direction. (From Figure 9. Azimuthal distributions for various retar-

reference 1) kaions and laser intensiies, for krypton photoion-
ized by 1064 nm light. Numbers to the left of each
row designate photons absorbed to the P3/2 ion final

state for each AT7 peak. First column: linear polari-
the momentum at the point of closest approach by an angle zation, IP=2.5xl013W/cm 2. Second column:
given by h=-0.5, I..=2x1013 W/cm 2 . Third column:

h I=- -
1

/
2  h-0.5, I..--4xl013

W/cm
2 . Fourth column:

hDV sift- 1+ "(hT2 nr+o-p 9 a-.82, LP.k=2Xl1 3W/CM2. Fifth column:
Ihl [+ mse4  I ] /=--0.82, 1 --k=4x1013

W/cm
2

. (From reference 1.)

For example, consider negative helicity 532 nm light,
retarded to 4 = -55' (/=-0.82), incident on helium (shown ply the ion potential phase shift itself. This is precisely the
in figure 7). Electrons ejected after absorbing 14 photons quantum analog of the curved trajectory of a classical elec-
have an energy of approxinately 8 eV, and for the peak tron climbing out of an ion potential.
intensity in figure 7, approximately 2.5 eV of this total is in
the form of ponderomotive potential energy. These numbers The interaction between the outgoing electron and the
imply an angular deviation during the electrons transit out of ion potential leads to a complex phase eu1 multiplying the
the ion potential, of -8", i.e. counterclockwise when viewed ordinary complex azimuthal dependence of spherical waves
along 4 The helium spectra for h=-0.82 in figure 7 do with definite angular momentum I and z-component m1 For
appear to be distorted counterclockwise from the distribu- potentials that fall off faster than l/r, the asymptotic wave
tions predicted by the KFR theory. These classical ideas do can always be written in the form:15

not explain all of the observations, but they may suggest a
physical principle responsible for the broken symmetry. u.(r,0,0eR(r)Pi(O)e * .  (10)

Final State Effects Here E is the electron energy, and Ph,(O) is an associated
Legendre polynomial. For a free outgc-g spherical electron

Recently, it has been noted 14 that the quantum-mechanical wave, 8 vanishes, and RE(r) is (except for a normalization)
origins of these deviations are phase shifts imposed on the a spherical Bessel function j1(pr/Il). (p is the electron radial
outgoing election wave. Although such shifts have several momentum.) For a Coulomb potential, the asymptotic phase
sources, such as bound state resonances, or continuum- shift is not well defined, because it continues to increase as
continuum transitions, the principal contribution may be sim- log(pr/ft); however, this logarithmic r-dependent phase
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suggested. Since this subject is still only a few weeks old,

Xenon 532nm Krypton 532nmn the outcome and significance of these observations ant!new
speculations are not yet known.

(S~i (~i ~® (i~i) ~We gratefully acknowledge spirited discussions with M.
Mittleman, and comments by T. 1. Mclirath, who suggested

6 (7 ) we study helium.
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There are a number of reasons to use subpicosecond pulses in multiphoton

ionization experiments. Pulses with shorter risetimes make it possible to

study processes with higher rates before one runs into the problem of

depletion of target atoms. Furthermore the momentum of the electron does not

change between the point of ionization and the detector if the pulse expires

before the electron has time to sample the spatial inhomogeneity of the light

intensity. This makes it possible to identify the intensity at which an

electron was formed from the energy with which it reaches the detector.

Yet another advantage is the fact that the primary ionization products

are subject to the ionizing radiation for only a short amount of time, thus

reducing the probability of sequential ionization as compared to direct

processes. In this paper the experimental results on the multiphoton

ionization of xenon with pulses of 100 fs, that were obtained during the

preceding year at ENSTA, Palaiseau, will be presented.
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Abstract Here gt denotes a dipole matrix element, N is the density

of scatterers, and A1 m n contains resonance denomi-
We report on light scattering in multiphoton ionization nators:
(MPI) computer experiments at high laser intensity.
The plateau and cut-off features recently reported in A _ 3()_1

laboratory experiments on high-order harmonic Almn = IW g
generation by McPherson, et al., and by Ferray, et al., (in g - 2w))- 1 ((dnc - co)- 1 + (...) (1.2)
are corroborated. We report scattered light spectra in four
different cases and exhibit the corresponding ATI where (...) means counter-resonant (and therefore
photoelectron spectra. We propose a connection between smaller) terms with the signs of the ao's in the various
ATI and high-order harmonics. factors reversed.

We can use this expression for susceptibility to make
a dimensional analysis of the third order polarization1 Nonlinear Optics, a Quick Review dniywihi ie ydensity which is given by:

The usual problem in nonlinear optics is to determine P(3 )(3w) - eo X(3 )( "3w, to, co, 03) C3 (o) (1.3)

the susceptibility that governs the wave-mixing process
of interest. In the present case we will be interested in
nonlinear light scattering accompanying multiphoton We see that p(3 ) has the generic form:
ionization (MPI) at high incident intensities. There is
typically only one incident field in an MPI experiment, p(3 ) - N I (c) 3  (1.4)
and so the relevant wave-mixing process is harmonic
generation. At low light intensities the first harmonic where the dimensionless parameter ic is defined to be
order of any interest is generally the third, so for
reference we reproduce here the expression for the ic= (J / AE) . (1.5)
nonlinear susceptibility responsible for third harmonic
generation: Expression (1.4) indicates that p(3 ) equals a typical

polarization density N gx times a dimensionless factor
X(-3o, co, to w) = (N / eo 153 )  taken to the power corresponding to the order of the

X n gn g Amn (1.1) harmonic to be generated. Here we have denoted all
lmn g] 'mn ng in (1.1) dipole matrix elements by i and all resonance
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denominators by AE. Of course the range of actual 2 Representative Model Atom and Its Wave
values for both I's and AE's is very large, but we are Functions
interested mainly in "average" values that will define a
typical "critical" value of C when we put ic - 1. Our model atom is defined by the one-dimensional bare

Hamiltonian (in atomic units)

This critical value of field strength can have key
significance in nonlinear optical phenomena because it H, = - (1/2) a2/ax 2 - 1/(l +x2) (2.1)
defines the incident laser intensity above which the
usual perturbative susceptibility analysis must be There is no fundamental basis for our specific choice of
regarded as unreliable. For example, if x > I the lowest "representative" binding potential V(x) = -1/4(1+x2),
(third order) contribution to third harmonic generation, but it is simple and satisfies these elementary
given above in Eq. (1.1), will be smaller than the requirements that are shared by all real atoms:
higher order (5th, 7th ...... ) contributions to the third (a) V(x) = V(-x), to ensure that parity is a good quantum
harmonic. This is related to the physical meaning of the number, and
term "breakdown of perturbation theory," since (b) V(x) - 1/Ix1 for large x, to ensure coulombic
perturbation theory is founded on the assumption of the behavior near to and above ionization threshold; and
opposite behavior, namely that higher order (c) V(x) is monotonic increasing.
contributions and processes are progressively smaller. The absence of a singularity at x = 0 is, in one

It is easy to showla that sensible average values of g dimension, the analog of a three-dimensional atom's
and AE lead to a critical value of the incident field reduced severity of singularity at r = 0. To this bare
strength equal to about 1% of the atomic unit, which Hamiltonian we add the laser-atom interaction in dipole

gives Icrit - 1013 watts/cm2 . This is the same approximation:

conclusion about the critical intensity that has also been
reached in several other ways. lb H' = - xE() = - xCo(t) sincot (2.2)

where Go(t) is a pulse-shape function. We will show
Thus, in the intensity range of interest (1013 - 1015 re frbth s a pulseshapes.

W/cm) i reentMEP wor onaboe-tresold results for both square and smooth pulse shapes.W/c m2) in recent MPI work on above-threshold Using Ho we compute numerically the bare atomic

ionization(ATI), 2 it is doubtful whether perturbation eigenvectors I Em> , and using the full Hamiltonian

theory is usable at all. This means there is no
we numerically compute the time-dependent state vectorappropriate expression for susceptibility available, I''t>,suiggon-tt nta odtos u

which creates an important theoretical question: how to

make reliable calculations about nonlinear optical numerical methods have been reported elsewhere. 3 a We

phenomena accompanying ATI. It appears to us best to show a bare energy-level diagram, drawn to scale for our

return to first principles and recall that all coherent representative atom, in Fig. 1 for later reference.

stimulated atomic radiation (in the dipole approxi- With the state vector I 'P(t) > we can evaluate the

mation) is governed by the oscillations of the atomic atomic dipole moment: D(t) = < 'P(t) I x I 'I(t) > . The

dipole moment D(t). For example, we could compute frequencies at which D(t) oscillates will appear in the

its Fourier transform to determine the coherent part of scattered light spectrum. The number of photons

the scattered light spectrum. While this procedure is coherently scattered at a given frequency is proportional

certainly non-perturbative and exactly correct, it usually to the square of D(o), the Fourier transform of D(t).

cannot be carried out, even numerically, because D(t) is Thus we take ID(e)I 2 to represent the scattered light

not known for any real atom in the presence of a spectrum.
radiation field, not even for hydrogen. Our approach is If we label the positive-energy eigenstates of Ho by
to calculate numerically the atomic wave functions their kinetic energy W, then the probability that the
needed to compute D(t) for a simplified but electron, following a laser pulse, has kinetic energy W
"representative" model atom instead, in the range dW is P(W) dW = j< W I 'P(t) >12 dW and
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in the range 1013 - 1014 W/cm 2 ). The fourth experi-

ment uses shorter wavelength incident light corre-
sponding to 2-photon ionization, with IO = 0.05 au.

and a smooth envelope given by sin 2 (Qrv) where T is
96 cycles long.

IE > In Figs. 2-4 we show both the AT! photoelectron
spectra and the scattered light spectra from the 10-
photon MPI experiments. There are many well-resolved
peaks in the light spectra. The most prominent peaks

1 4 > occur exactly at the positions of the harmonics qow of
the incident light, but there are other subsidiary and

intermediate peaks and a continuous background as well,

12> ~of much lower intensity. The AT! peaks have the same
spacing as the harmonic peaks, and several are labelled

harmonic
" -I- I 1 I I I I I I 1 i I 1 I I I I I

13 (a) ATI

I> 1

Figure 1. Energy level diagram for model atom used in 15

this paper. The high-lying Rydberg levels are not

shown. The vertical arrows indicate to scale the 2-

photon and l0-photon ionization processes discussed in - - I I i I I ,

Secs. 3 and 4. 0 5 10 15 20

the total ionized fraction is given by P() = S dW P(W). (b) harmonics

the ~plateau
A plot of P(W) vs. W gives the AT! (above-threshold 13 15

ionization) spectrum for the multiphoton process. cut-off
Clearly the AT! spectrum is just as easily obtained from
our numerical wave functions as is D(t), and we have
previously reported a number of An[ results. 3b c  rl 11 1111111 1 1,11 1 ,

0 5 10 15 20 25
3 Multiphoton Ionization and High-Order

Harmonics Figure 2. (a) AT! spectrum and (b) light scattering
spectrum computed for the same 16.25 cycle square

We now present the results of four multiphoton laser pulse. The vertical axes are linear in (a) and loga-
ionization computer experiments. The first three rithmic (base 10) in (b), normalized to fit the graph
experiments are for relatively long-wavelength incident window. The horizontal axes measure photon energy
light. In each of them we chose a square laser pulse of and electron kinetic energy, respectively, in units of the
16 1/4 cycles duration with photon frequency (o = 0.07 incident laser photon energy o) = 0.07 a.u. Various
a.u. Since the ground state of our model is at -0.670 peaks are labelled with their q-number. Here Co = 0.04
a.u., this frequency corresponds to (nominal, weak-field) a.u., AT peak-13 height = 0.077, and third harmonic
10-photon ionization. The experiments employ field peak height = 7.70, in arbitrary units that are held the
strengths of Co = 0.04, 0.05, and 0.06 au. (intensities same in ail figures below.
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S, I ", , ,However, the cut-off is evidently intensity-dependent

and we assume it is also present but outside the

1computed range in Fig. 4. Note that for this model

13 atom the strength of the background grows rapidly with

17 increasing incident light intensity.
The peaks in the ATI spectra of Figs. 2-4 are located

as expected at the energies Wq = qco - EI (where El is

11 ,I the effective ionization potential) and in each figure
0 5 10 15 20 several peaks are prominent and easily identified above

the background.
, , I, T 7 In Fig. 5 we show the results of our 2-photon

lateau ionization computer experiment. There are many
11 13 1differences compared to the 10-photon case. An obvious

cause of some of the differences, of course, is the
frequency scale change. However, three other differences

() h c are (1) the practical absence of any harmonics - only
(b) harmonics the third harmonic occurs, (2) the appearance of sharp

_,_,,_,___,_,__,,_,,_,,_,,_,, __ ,well-resolved non-harmonic lines in the light-scattering
0 5 10 15 20 25 spectrum, and (3) the much richer structure in the

photoelectron spectrum, which has been reported

Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2, except Co = 0.05 a.u., ATI before.3 c

peak-13 height = 0.116, and third harmonic peak height

= 54.2.

I I , , I 1I I I I I I I i I I I I

13 15 (a) ATI

the ground state. The q-value (or "multiphoton index")
of the lowest ATI peak increases by one unit from
figure to figure. This is due to the upward shifting of

the ionization threshold to higher eaergy as a function

of the increased laser intensity, because of the ac Stark ____,____,_,_._,___,_,__,,_

effect: 0 5 10 15 20

AE = _02/4(02, (3.1) 11'1'1 1 11 1 1 1 1-

(b) harmonics
which is the same as the so-called ponderomotive

potential energy. 13 15

In the light scattering spectra we call attention to the

appearance of the "cut-off" phenomenon identified for
the first time by Ferray, et al., 4 in laboratory

experiments on harmonic generation and to the , , 11,, ,,1,,, , , ,
appearance of the "plateau" of slowly-changing 0 5 10 15 20 25

harmonic intensities observed by Ferray,et al., and

earlier by McPherson, et al.5  A plateau of relatively Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2, except Co = 0.06 a.u., ATI

high harmonics with a fairly abrupt cut-off is evident 6  peak- 13 height = 1.11, and third harmonic peak height =
in Figs. 2 and 3. Only a plateau appears in Fig. 4. 282.
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! I appears in the harmonic plateau (the 11 th) than appears

q=2 direct (a) ATI in the ATI plateau. We believe this is because the

2"- q-3 Rydberg region of our model atom cannot resolve
electron energies very well in 16 1/4 cycles and the

" 4"missing" ATI peak is present below the threshold.

Does this explanation also hold for the two-photon
results in Fig. 5, even though only the third harmonic

appears there, about three orders of magnitude above the
background? We believe that it does, since the missing

0 1 2 3 5th harmonic would be associated with a q = 5 ATI

peak. While we can guess from the lower AT peaks
fundamental that a q = 5 peak will be clearly evident if we compute-[ (b) harmonics-

-ami for slightly higher ATI energies, it will be 5-6 orders of

(2,1) magnitude weaker than the q = 3 peak. For this reason
41)harmonic the 5th harmonic peak falls below the background and is

not seen.
The presence of the "extra" lines in the light-

scattering spectrum of Fig. 5 have not been obtained
theoretically previously. They simply show the

1 i 2 3 4 5 presence of population transiently but coherently excited
into various low-lying bound states. These states all

have dipole matrix elements with the initial state, and
Figure 5. Same as Fig. 2, except that Co = 0.05 a.u., so the transition frequencies show up in the dipole

o = 0.52, the pulse is 96-cycles and smooth, and the spectrum. Thus the high-order harmonics are a reflection
ATI vertical scale is logarithmic. ATI 2-photon peak of above-threshold electron excitation, and the lower
height = 0.0675, third harmonic peak height = 5.0 x non-harmonic frequencies arise from below-threshold

10- 5. excitation. In an actual experiment these excitations
would be much more likely to appear as line radiation,
not coherent scattering, and so we have labelled 1 em in

the figure by the initial and final atomic states i'nolved.

5 Summary

4 Conclusions We propose that the "plateau" and "cut-off" features of
laboratory harmonic spectra 4.5 should be understood as

We now briefly explain how we presently understand parallel expressions7 of the fundamental photon-electron
the phenomena shown in Figs. 2-5. We think that interaction process previously probed in ATI experi-
plateau and cut-off features in harmonic spectra will be ments. We suppose that this is true of any atomic
consistently reproduced in the corresponding ATI species, not only noble gases. Since our model is
spectra, and at closely corresponding q values. Consider intrinsically one-electron in nature, our data suggests
Fig. 3 as a good example. From q = 11 to q = 17 there that (despite the non-negligible gas pressures em-
is a "plateau" of approximately equal-strength harmonic ployed) the laboratory experiments have observed
peaks, and after q = 17 there is an abrupt cutoff. fundamental single-atom phenomena in light scattering.
Comparison with the corresponding ATI spectrum A more complete discussion of the correspondence of
shows essentially the same behavior - approximately high harmonics and ATI, including a non-perturbative
equal ATI peaks for q = 13, 15 and 17, and a clear drop non-numerical analysis of the electron state vector, has
in strength beyond q = 17. Note that one extra peak been submitted elsewhere. 7
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Advances in x-ray microscopy coupled with the development of
bright, partially coherent radiation at x-ray wavelengths, herald a
new period in which scientists in diverse disciplines will use x-
ray imaging and probing techniques to see ever smaller
structures, write ever smaller patterns, and study physical,
chemical and biological systems, not only with an elemental
sensitivity, but in many cases with a sensitivity to details of
bonding. The combination of x-ray microscopy and various
emission spectroscopies will pe.rmit the study of surfaces, thin
films and material interfaces, as well as biological samples in
their natural, unaltered and hydrated state 1.2.

In this brief report we describe two recent x-ray microscopy
experiments which demonstrate achievement of significant
milestones in the development of high spatial resolution x-ray
microscopy for the life and physical sciences. In one series of
experiments it was clearly demonstrated that x-ray optical
systems are capable of forming images of nanostructure patterns
associated with future microelectronic devices, to a spatial
resolution better than 0.1 microns. In the second set of
experiments, unaltered biological material was imaged in its
natural state without recourse to sectioning, staining, fixing or
drying, at a spatial resolution well beyond that of the optical
microscope, and with a delivered energy dose well below that of
an electron microscope.

The series of experiments 3 in which it was shown that x-ray Figure 1. The gold Fresnel zone plate lens used to image
optical systems are capable of imaging microelectronic circuits, nanostructure electronic patterns at BESSY. The lens has 500
to a spatial resolution better than 0.1 microns, were performed zones, with a nominal outer zone width of 400A, a gold
by collaborators from LBL's Center for X-Ray Optics, IBM's thickness of 700A, and a bar to space ratio in the outer region of
Nanotechnology Group, and the Universitat G~ttingen's 2:1. The lens has an outer diameter of 801.m, and a focal length
Forschungsgruppe Rdntgenmikroskopie. The microelectronic of 0.71 mm at the 45A wavelength used for pattern imaging.
pattern imaging experiments were performed using a new 400A The effective aperture is F/9.

4 Figure 2 shows x-ray images of nanostructure patterns(outer zone width) gold Fresnel zone plate objective lens4 , in the associated with a developmental, fast gating timhe FET of interest
Gflttingen group's x-ray microscope , operated at 45A to IBM 6 '7 . The opaque gold pattern is supported by a thin
wavelength at the Berlin Electron Synchrotron facility (BESSY). (-1,000A), x-ray transmissive silicon nitride membrane. Pattern
The new 400A zone plate lens was fabricated at IBM as part of a features well below 0.1 micron (I ,000A) are clearly resolved,
collaborative agreement with the Center for X-Ray Optics. The demonstrating an ability to "see" such features albeit on a
theoretical resolution of such a lens is 500A, a value which relatively small transverse field (-30 microns wide). The next
appears to have been achieved or closely approached in these step is to "write" patterns with this scale of detail, and then to

3experiments . Figure I shows an SEM photograph of the gold devise a combination of methods for doing so on a larger
Fresnel zone plate lens. transverse field.
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involving damage sensitive biological material, were performed
with the Stony Brook/NSLS scanning x-ray microscope at
Brookhaven National Laboratory's National Synchrotron Light

Source (NSLS) 9 , as a part of a collaboration involving SUNY
Stony Brook, Brookhaven National Laboratory, UC San
Francisco, IBM's Nanotechnology Group, and LBL's Center for
X-Ray Optics. Figure 3 shows an image obtained at 32k
wavelength of a pancreatic secretion granule, separated from a
male Sprague-Dawley rat, but maintained whole and otherwise
unaltered in a specifically constructed fixture capable of
maintaining an aqueous environment, with thin x-ray
transmissive windows suitable for use with soft x-rays, and
designed for use with the Stoney Brook/NSLS scanning

microscope10 . This particular image was obtained with a 700A
outer zone width lens. Image formation in the scanning
microscope is obtained on a pixel by pixel basis, by recording
variations in transmitted x-ray flux as a function of position as
the sample is rastered past the lens focal spot. In figure 3, a
color image has been formed from the resultant array of
numbers. The quantitative color assignment provides a
mechanism for feature recognition through x-ray absorption.
Low count rates, and thus high absorption, are represented by
red, while blue represents low absorption. The chemical nature
of this experiment and the wavelength used, suggest that red to
orange appearance indicates varying concentrations of carbon
containing proteins, while blue areas indicate prevalence of
water.Comparison to electron microscope data is discussed in
reference 8, Although the radiation dose was relatively high for
this sample, approximately one megarad, the specimen was
observed about 20 minutes later in a second image, and except
for small scale spatial variations near the resolution limit of the
microscope, appeared to be unchanged. Future experiments will
attempt to study not only structural integrity and elemental

mapping I but will also attempt to study biological function as
well, through variation of chemical environment between
exposures.

Figure 2.(a) A soft x-ray image, taken at 45k wavelength, of
the gate level pattern associated with an experimental 0.1 micron
MOSFET under development at IBM. The 1,000k (0.1 micron)
gold bars are clearly resolved. The gold pattern is supported by
an x-ray transmissive silicon nitride membrane of approximately
1,000k thickness. The image shown is one portion of a
repetitive pattern which is approximately 30 microns across. (b)
A soft x-ray image of two levels of the same MOSFET showing
further pattern detail, including a clearly resolved 700k gap (0.07
micron) between gold fingers.

In the second series of experiments 8 , a significant milestone
was achieved in that for the first time unaltered biological Figure 3. The image of a one micron diameter zymogen
material, in its wet and natural environment, was imaged with a granule, obtained at 32A wavelength with the scanning
spatial resolution well beyond that of the optical microscope. In absorption microscope at NSLS. Protein content, indicated by
these experiments approximately 1 micron diameter vesicles higher absorbtivity at this wavelength, is shown in reddish
containing digestive enzymes were imaged at a spatial resolution orange. Water, indicated by relatively low x-ray absorption is
better than 1,000A, using IBM-CXRO Fresnel zone plates shown in blue. Color is quantitatively related to count rate, and

similar to those discussed above , but having a thick apodized thus absorption. Spatial resolution in this particular image, is
central region, and outer zone widths of 500,A or 700A, approximately equal to the 1,000k by 1,000A square shown in
depending on the particular experiment. These experiments, the figure.
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In conclusion, it is evident that x-ray optics and x-ray
microscopy are making regular progress in the development of
new tools for science and technology. The authors are pleased to
acknowledge assistance from the staffs at NSLS and BESSY, use
of the Ci6tingen microscope developed by G. Schmahi and D.
Rudolph. and financial support from the U.S. Department of
Enzrgy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Material
Sciences, through contracts DE-AC03-76SF-00098 and DE-
ACO2-76-CH0OOI6, the U.S. Department or Defense, Air Force
Office of Scientific Research through University Research
initiative contract F49620-87-K-O0l, the German Federal
Ministery for Research Technology, and the U.S. National
Science Foundation through grant BBS 8618066.
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Abstract on fragile, living biological specimens.
We are developing a novel microscope

A soft X-ray laser of output energy design which will enable the operator
1-3 mJ at 18.2 nm has been used to record to view and manipulate the specimen just
high resolution images of biological prioz to exposure (see later).
specimens. The contact images were
recorded on photoresist which was later X-Ray Laser Development at Princeton
viewed in a scanning electron microscope.
We also present a Composite Optical The soft X-ray laser at Princeton is

X-Ray Laser Microscope "COXRALM" of based on a rapidly recombining plasma
novel design, confined in a magnetic field. A commercial

CO2 laser with maximum energy 1 kJ and
Introduction duration 70 nsec, is focussed onto a

carbon disc located in a strong (up to
The emerging technology of X-ray lasers 90 kG) magnetic field, creating a plasma
r1,21 will have increasing impact in of sufficient temperature that a
a number of fields. Microscopy using substantial fraction of the ions are
soft X-ray lasers offers the exciting stripped of electrons. Radiation cooling
prospect of imaging live cells at high after the laser pulse produces rapid
resolution, thereby bridging the gap three-body recombination into highly
between electron microscope images of excited states in hydrogen-like carbon.
non-live cells that have undergone The m = 2 level is rapidly depopulated
extensive specimen preparation, and by the strong 2 ' 1 radiative transition
low resolution but high fidelity images and in this way a population inversion
of live cells recorded with light is built up between levels 3 and 2, leading
microscopes [3,41. In this paper we to amplified spontaneous emission and
present high resolution images of several lasing at 18.2 nm (Fig. 1). The strong
different biological specimens obtained confining magnetic field provides several
with a soft X-ray laser. The soft X-ray advantages. It enables the electron
laser at Princeton is well suited to density to be controlled to the optimum
contact microscopy as the pulse length value and forms the plasma into a long
(10-30 nsec) and pulse energy (1-3 mJ) thin geometry suitable for a laser.
are sufficient to record a flash image The geometry is also suited to fast
of a biological specimen on photoresist radiation cooling, and the radiation
in a single shot. At the laser wavelength cooling can be enhanced by the addition
of 18.2 nm the absorption cross section of high Z materials.
of oxygen is three times that of carbon, The CO2 laser is focussed onto a target
providing good contrast between carbon chamber inside a solenoidal magnet that
in the cell proteins and oxygen in the is surrounded by diagnostic spectrometers
surrounding water. (see Fig. 2). The spectrometers are

To be of maximum utility to biologists calibrated absolutely and measure the
a soft X-ray laser contact microscope soft X-ray galn by measuring the
should be suitable for everyday use directionality of the emitted radiation.
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Table 1

THRE SOYORECOATIO Soft X-Ray Laser Output

Parameters

COLLSIONAL-RAIATIVE CASCADE Gain - Length 8
4

Wavelength 18.2 nm

3

LASING TRANSIflON AT 182 A Energy 1-3 mJ

IN CVI

2 Power 100 kW

Duration 10-30 nsec
FAST RADIATIVE DECAY

Divergence 5 mrad

Efficiency 10 -5

Figure 1. Principle of generation of Shortest Wavelength 12.9 nm
population inversion and lasing action
in hydrogen-like ions in a rapidly re- Repetition Time 3 min.
combining plasma.

In a long thin plasma most of the increasing the output energy of the 18.2
stimulated emission is along the plasma nm laser by additional amplifiers 19]
axis and the gain is measured by comparing and exploring a new approach to developing
the axial to transverse intensity. X-ray lasers in the wavelength region

The target is a carbon disc with from 5 nm down to 1 nm [10].
one to four blades attached perpendicular
to the target surface. The blades help Contact Microscopy Using a Soft X-Ray
to generate an elongated plasma. They Laser
also help to cool the plasma by thermal
conduction and additional radiation Much progress has been made in Biology
losses. An important feature is the and Medicine due to the high resolution
radial profile of the plasma. The plasma images obtained from electron microscopes.
pressure is balanced by the magnetic However, in order to be viewed by an
field pressure so that on axis there electron microscope the specimen must
is a high temperature due to heating be dried, stained and sectioned and it
by the laser, and corresponding low is clear that some information about
density. In the outer cooler regions the living cell is lost in the process.
the density is higher and it is in these One can view a live cell with a light
outer regions that the conditions are microscope with high fidelity but the

most favorable for fast recombination. resolution is of course limited. Soft
The gain is generated in an annular X-ray contact microscopy offers a new
region around the center of the method to obtain high resoltilon images
cylindrical plasma. An off-axis slot of live cells. The specimen is contained
in the target transmits the stimulated in an environmental cell isolated from
emission to the axial spectrometer. the X-ray laser vacuum system by a 120
The system has a very accessible output nm thick silicon nitride window. The
beam, can be fired every three minutes image is recorded on photoresist which
and operated by only two people. is later viewed by an electron microscope

A gain-length of GL8 on the 3-2 [11]. This approach has been used recently
transition at 18.2 nm has been achieved with plasma light sources and synchrotrons
with an output energy of 1-3 mJ in a [3,12]. The highly collimated output
low divergence, (5 mrad), beam. This beam of the soft X-ray laser compared
system has been described previously to a conventional plasma light source
in a number of publications, see e.g. has the advantage of less penumbral
[51 - [71. More recently efforts to blurring of the image and more flexible
obtain gain at wavelengths shorter than microscope design. The soft X-ray laser
18.2 nm have resulted in measurements also has the advantage of a 10-30 nsec
of gain-length GL %3-4 at 15.4 nm in exposure time enabling flash images of
AlXI and GL bl-2 at 12.9 nm in SiXII live cells to be recorded, unlike the
(81. Current research is focussed on several minutes needed for synchrotron
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Figure 2. Contact microscope installed on the soft X-ray laser.

sources which effectively prevents the A suspension of diatoms (silicified
imaging of live cells with synchrotrons. skeletons of planktonic algae) was placed

The soft X-ray laser output beam on photoresist and left to dry. After
originates from an annular gain region exposure in vacuum by the soft X-ray
50-100 pm wide in the plasma. The beam laser the copolymer photoresist was
is emitted along the magnetic field developed for one minute in a mix of
axis and is normally detected with a equal parts methyl isobutyl ketone and
grazing-incidence spectrograph equipped isopropyl alcohol and viewed in a scanning
with a multichannel detector. For electron microscope (SEM). The SEM image
microscopy experiments, an ellipsoidal is shown in Fig. 3 and a resolution of
mirror is used to deflect the soft X-ray 0.1 pm is apparent. Since the diatoms
beam to the photoresist in a contact are high contrast objects this technique
microscope. The mirror is a diamond can also be described as microlithography
turned, post polished, rhodium coated and illustrates the potential application
ellipsoid which provides an image of of X-ray lasers to micro-electronics.
the soft X-ray gain region in the plasma It was found that the photoresist
on the photoresist. PBS (polybutene-l-sulfone) was a factor

In the first experiments a contact of three more sensitive than the copolymer
image of # 100 mesh was made on both resist and was therefore used for
Kodak 101 film and copolymer photoresist subsequent exposures of biological
P(MMA co MAA). While the film was much specimens. The PBS resist was developed
more sensitive, the inevitable grain in methyl ethyl ketone (2 parts) and
structure degraded the resolution to isopropanol (1 part) for 15 seconds.
a few microns. Much higher resolution In initial experiments with biological
was obtained on the photoresist. specimens placed in contact with the
Noteworthy here is that although the resist, it proved difficult to remove
photoresist is much less sensitive than the specimens from the resist after the
film, needing of the order of 100 mJ exposure. This opened the possibility
cm " 2 for exposure, the available energy of confusion of remnants left on the
in the soft X-ray laser beam was resist with the relief image formed in
sufficient to expose the resist in one the resist [131. In order to avoid this
shot. problem the biological specimens were

In contact microscopy the shadow mounted on a thin (5 nm) carbon film
of the specimen is recorded in the resist supported on a standard TEM grid (Fig.
in the following way. Exposure to X-rays 4). This was placed in contact with
produces chain scission in the long the resist for the exposure and could
polymer molecules in the photoresist be easily removed and if necessary reused
and hence the exposed areas dissolve in later exposures.
faster in a suitable solvent. After One topic of considerable current
development, a relief map of the X-ray interest in biology is immunology and
absorption by the specimen is formed since this involves the dynamic response
on the surface of the resist. The resist of immune cells to foreign matter it
is then coated with a thin layer of is a natural subject for investigation
Au/Pd and viewed at high resolution by soft X-ray laser microscopy. One
in a scanning electron microscope. of the most primitive and hence simplest,
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Figure 3. SEM image of replica of Figure 5. SEM image of replica ofDiatom fragment (silicified skeleton of Granulocytes from Limulus Pol yphemus
planktonic algae). (Horseshoe Crab).

Soft X-ray
Laser Beam

T.E.M. Grid
- -- - / -Carbon Film

--------------- Specimen
P.B.S. Resist

-- Silicon

Figure 4. Contact Microscopy of biolog-
ical specimens.
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Figure 6. SEN image of replica of bela cells (Helen Lane cervical cancer cell).
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immune systems is found in the horseshoe microscopic techniques to have a significant
crab (Limulus Polyphemus) where there impact in biology they must be practical
is only one type of immune cell to fulfill and convenient to use. To this end we
several functions. A sample of blood have developed a Composite Optical Soft
from the horseshoe crab was dehydrated X-ray Laser Microscope, "COXRALM" Figs.
in an ethanol series and critical point 7, 8. This is a new type of microscope
dried using the standard procedure but combining an inverted phase contrast
was not fixed or stained and an exposure optical microscope with a soft X-ray
was taken with the soft X-ray laser laser contact microscope. The inverted
contact microscope. The resulting images optical microscope has already been used
viewed in an JEOL 840 scanning electron [14] as a microspectrofluorometer for
microscope are shown in Fig. 5. The the study of transient coenzyme
depressions apparent in the granulocyte fluorescence changes in living cells
are known to exhibit immune functions as a result of the intracellular
from work in conventional electron microinjection of metabolites. This
microscopy. The smaller white features research is aimed at understanding the
covering the cell are new and were not pathology and physiology of cancer cells.
apparent on images obtained in However the inevitable limitations in
conventional electron microscopy. Their resolution of the optical microscope
identity and function is presently meant that many features of the metabolic
'-known. processes inside the cells remained

One of the difficulties of reading obscure.
a relief pattern in a photoresist with COXRALM offers the possibility of
a SEM is that the electron beam in the making an X-ray contact image of these
SEM is capable of writing a raster pattern cells while preserving the ability to
in the resist and destroying the image. select and observe through the optical
In the above images the accelerating microscope and perform microinjection
voltage was reduced to 5 kV to avoid of metabolites and/or inhibitors and
this effect but the resulcing readout xenobiotics just prior to X-ray exposure.
process is lengthy. We have developed The cells will be mounted on resist
a technique which enables the resist on a transparent substrate. When a contact
image to be quickly acquired and read X-ray image is desired the X-ray laser
out at a much lower beam current (2 beam tube will be lowered until the silicon
x 10-12 A compared to the 2 x 10-11 nitride vacuum window at the tip is in
A used previously). In this technique contact with the cell and then the X-ray
the resist has a 1000 A thick gold laser is triggered. The system has been
underlay which increases the flux of installed on the X-ray laser and was
backscattered electrons. The SEM image used in initial experiments without the
is then predominantly formed by optical microscope to generate the contact
backscattered electrons rather than images shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
secondary electrons from the surface.
There is a minor decrease in the ultimate Acknowledgements
achievable resolution of the SEM with
this technique but this does not appear We would like to thank Scott Orenbcrg
to be a significant factor at present. and David Ornelles for preparation of

This technique was used in the image the biological specimens and Elaine Lenk
of Hela cells shown in Figure 6. This for the Electron Microscopy, and
is an embedment-free section of a acknowledge significant contributions
monolayer of extracted Hela cells on from E. Kohen, L. Meixler, T. Bennett,
a carbon/formvar base. Hela cells are and P.C. Cheng. The silicon nitride
cultured human cervical cancer cells windows and copolymer resist were provided
and the clumping feature apparent in by the IBM Watson Research Center. COXRALM
the irregularly shaped nuclei are the was fabricated by Princeton X-Ray Laser
result of invasion by a virus. Inc. This work was made possible by
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Perhaps the greatest potential for soft
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Abstract
advantage arises naturally, since control over the

The properties of an x-ray Fourier-transform fringe frequency can be readily obtained by
holographic Instrument suitable for Imaging simple adjustment of the geometrical parameters,
hydrated biological samples are described, such as the distances of the detector from the

reference and/or the object. Additionally,
1. Introduction because of the possibility of close relative placement

of reference and object, the Fourier configuration
Recent advances in coherent x-ray source technology is congenially suited to a source having a small
are making diffraction-limited holograms of beam size and a low divergence,[4] natural
microscopic structures, with corresponding high spatial properties of a laser. The geometry of a system
resolution, a reality. A high priority application of this type is depicted In Fig. 1.
of snapshot x-ray holography Is the study of
microscopic biological structures in the hydrated optical element
living state.fi X-rays offer both high resolution producing expanding
and high contrast for important structures within wavefront
living organisms, thereby rendering unnecessary
the staining of specimens, essential for optical
and electron microscopy, if the wavelength Is 0
properly chosen. Furthermore, the snapshot
feature, arising from picosecond or subplcosecond
exposure times, eliminates blurring occurring
from either thermal heating(li or normal biological
activity of the sample. Finally, with sufficiently
high photon fluxes, such as those available from
x-ray lasers, the x-ray snapshot can be accomplished
with a single pulse, thereby yielding complete
three-dimensional Information on a sample having
normal biological Integrity at the moment of exposure. coherent

Fourier transform holography requires a illumination
reference source which emits spherical or convexly
curved waves which Interfere at the recording
surface with the waves scattered from the
specimen. In the envisioned configuration, the sanle detector
specimen Is Illuminated by a plane wave source.21
This approach Is called Fourier-transform-holography Figure 1. Geometry for Fourier-transform holography.
because, to a first approximation, spatial separations
map uniquely to spatial frequencies at the recording The Ideal source, because of its very high
surface. A configuration of this nature Is particularly peak brightness, would be an x-ray laser. Simple
suited to the microholographic application, since scaling shows that such systems will be capable
it Is essentially the only practical geometry of delivering enough energy In one pulse to
permitting the use of a low resolution medium make a holographic exposure () 1000 photons/pixel
for the detector, such as a CCD array.[31 This of the CCD array). However, It should be
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mentioned that lower peak power x-ray sources,
such as synchrotrons, may be employed using X-Ray
time exposures if the sample Is sufficiently X-Ray LaserCCD
Immobile and immune to radiation damage. For Mosaic
example, a specimen rotld be cooled to retard
motion caused by norr,al biological activity. For 2.36nm < X,<4.47nH
hydrated materials, .ne desired wavelength Is in
the range spanr" ig 25 - 45 A, the well known[l]
"water window". Spherical

Current developmental trends in digital processing Reference
and electronic Imaging greatly favor digital (i.e. Scatterer
numerical) reconstruction of the 3-0 image Corrpter
directly from the hologram. Together, the System
Fourier transform geometry, the CCD array
detector, and the computer system for digital 0
reconstruction, represent a basic triad for a future
microholographIc Instrument. The overall anatomy
of such a system Is shown in Fig. 2. The AT I
presents Itself as a practical, compact, and cost
effective choice for the host computer. The
holographic data are made available to the computer
by a video digitizer, and a fast floating-point
array processor Is used to perform rapidly the Biological Sanlole
necessary calculations. A high volume, fast-
access data storage capability is also required. Figure 3. Schematic showing the primary components
A schematic representation of the entire microscope of the holographic microscope.
Is presented In Fig. 3.

grazing angle. A survey of the periodic table[6]
H00Wt shows that nickel (Z = 28) Is clearly the best

D y reflector for = 44.7 A (near the carbon K-
iVkbo [edge), at grazing angles up to about 140, and Is

so"I ideo surpassed only by rhenium (Z = 75) and osmium
Vidm (Z = 76) at greater angles. The referenco Illumination

V~doo Afy Die-y ~ scattered from nickel Is Judged to be adequate
Dotgzw ProcsW BMfor good fringe visibility up to a grazing angle

of about 150, a point where It Is - 3% of the
Incident Intensity. X-rays scattered from the

IBM AT HOST specimen will also generally be less Intense at
larger angles, so the mismatch between the
reference and signal waves Is not expected to be
great at these larger angles. A grazing angle of

-Wd D4 Kytybwd 150 corresponds to a total scattering angle of 300,
stotrag thus about i/9 steradlans will receive adequate

reference Illumination. For X = 31.6 A, the
Figure 2. Image reconstruction system. wavelength of maximum contrast between water

and protein, osmium Is superior to nickel at 100,
1. The Target System a point where Its reflectivity Is about 6%. In

this case, the maximum usable scattering angle Is
The target consists of the sample to be Imaged, about 220, a value corresponding to about w/17
a reference scatterer, and a device suitable for steradlans.
mounting and positioning these components with The resolutions achievable In the transverse
respect to each other and the detector. and longitudinal directions depend differently on

A critical element of this design is the reference the scattering angle 8. Transverse resolution Is
scatterer which acts as the source of the reference limited to - X/20, while longitudinal resolution[3]
wave. The spatial orientation of the reference has a limit given by - ./402 . The usable scattering
scatterer cannot be controlled so it must be a angles for both the 44.7 A and 31.6 A cases are
sphere. Unlike the parabolic reference scatterer, sufficient to give a spatial resolution on the
usually discussed In connection with spherical order of X In both the longitudinal and transverse
Fourier-transform[5] holography, the spherical directions.
reference scatterer does not produce true spherical A technique exists for the fabrication of
waves; they emanate from a line rather than a smooth, round, nickel spheres with diameters In
point and are spherical only at large distances. the 2 - 10 pm range. Smoothness of the reference
Furthermore, an Ideal sphere would produce scatterer, of course, is particularly Important to
Isotropic reference Illumination, but, in the soft avoid speckle.
x-ray regime, reflectivity is a strong function of For hydrated biological specimens, given the
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opacity of water In the soft x-ray region, a biological
useful and practical biological sample thickness specimen
would be approximately 1 pm. supporting carbon

An ima- ..g system of this type can, in principle, foil poly-L-lysine
be used to investigate a wide range of specimens. (100-2OO A thick (glue)
One possibility involves the base-pair sequencing
of the human genome. This could be accomplished
by chemically marking the four bases with
specifically associated linker-arms and tags
Involving groups of four corresponding heavy
atoms. It appears that this chemical step can be suporting grid structure
readily performed with the appropriate polymerase. (cross-ction)
Exposures made with four properly selected

wavelengths would then furnish the information Ni/Os reference
necessary to reconstruct the base-pair sequence. scatterer thin carbon layer
Preliminary estimates indicate that this method 2-10 encapsulating and
of direct Imaging of DNA for sequencing is fixing scattering
competitive with other currently used approaches. sphere

Clearly, samples other than biological entitlescanals bestuied Fo exmpl, te pysial Figure 4. Sketch of one possible configurationcan also be studied. For example, the physical of the holographic target (Le. scattering system).
characteristics of small-scale semiconductor
components could be visualized, linear, and can be linked directly to a computer.

A proper target system must exhibit several Charge-coupled devices[7] capable of quantum
properties. It Is, for example, desirable to have efficiencies as high as 80% in the soft x-ray
a statically mounted scattering system Incorporating regime can be prepared by removing most of the
both the reference scatterer and the sample. In backing layer of a conventional CCD. Such
one possible embodiment, they are placed on a components are available in arrays with 2000 x 2000
thin foil which is chosen to have a low scattering pixels. The spatial resolution of the detector Is
power so that the transmission of the soft x- important In Fourier transform holography only
rays Is not appreciably Influenced. Moreover, it as a constraint on the overall size of the Instrument.
Is important that the structure not degrade the However, the number of pixels will ultimately
spatial coherence of the Illumination, a criterion determine the volume of the field of view.
requiring that the foil be of sufficiently uniform Currently, a pixel size in the 10 to 15 pm range
thickness over the region exposed. Suitable is available.
materials for the foil are thin sections of low-Z The theoretical approach to the process of
material such as beryllium and carbon. Grids reconstruction Is founded on a set of basis
providing support of the films include structures functions which map to individual points In the
made of beryllium, carbon composite, and nylon reconstruction space. A more detailed description
mesh coated with carbon, copper, or gold. Such of the procedure involved is described elsewhere.18]
grids, wich are routinely used In electron With this approach, the object is described as a
microscopy, are available in a range of meshes, collection of point sources of scattered radiation.
as well as In a honeycomb configuration, with In the limit of large distances from the object
round or slit hole designs. Carbon and beryllium and reference scatterers, the reconstruction
films havlnC a thickness of - 200 A or less can reduces to a Fourier transform. However, in
be fabricated and should be satisfactory for this this paraxial limit, the analysis Is restricted to a
application. two-dimensional object occupying the plane parallel

Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of to the detector plane and to a small aperture for
the spherical reference scatterpr and the biological the detector.[9] In order to have high resolution
specimen under investigation mounted on a film In both the longitudinal and transverse directions,
which Is supported by a grid structure. Since a large detector aperture is necessary and,
these films generally exhibit a low affinity for consequently, the simple Fourier transform Is no
biological materials, the use of a thin layer of longer suitable as the reconstruction algorithm.
poly-L-lysine, which has a high charge affinity A solution Is found by the use of a different set
for many biological specimens, can be used to of basis functions, not necessarily trigonometric,
anchor the samples. Since the poly-L-lyslne Is similar to the application of a Fourier transform.
optically thin and has an amorphous character, These functions can be thought of as the set of
Its presence does not confuse the scattered wave all holograms of the individual points which
from the sample. comprise the object. The projection or Inner

product of the holographic function, measured by
Ill. Data Acquisition and Analysis the detector array and the basis functions, yields

the amplitude of the points in the reconstructed
Since the Fourier-transform holographic configuration object. In principle, It Is desirable that the
does not require a high-resolution recording basis functions be orthogonal. In fact, however,
medium, the detector can be a mosaic of charge- absolute orthogonality is not present due to the
coupled devices (CCD), which are efficient, detector specifications and the geometry of the
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system. This feature, which will always be
present in any finite system, is the main source
of distortion in the reconstruction process.

It is possible to use digital processing to
Improve the image quality and performance of
the system. Specifically, the 'confusing wave'
can be removed by applying a high pass frequency
filter to the holographic function before performing
the reconstruction. The 'confusing wave' arises
from the Interference among waves emanating
from the various scattering bodies within the
object under Investigation. The hologram produced . .
from this interference naturally has low spatial
frequencies, since these bodies are close together.
What is of Interest, of course, is the signal
produced from the interference pattern of the
scattering from bodies within the object with the
scattered reference wave. If the reference
scatterer Is sufficiently far from the object, this
important Information can be concentrated In the
signal at high spatial frequencies. Therefore, a
high pass filter applied to the detected data can
markedly simplify the reconstruction process.
Furthermore, fast Fourier transforms can be d)
adapted for use in this procedure, thereby enabling
rapid and efficient computation.

An algorithm has been developed and tested
In two dimensions for reconstruction of the
physical characteristics of samples from measured
spatial frequencies. Geometrical optics and
plane-wave irradiation are assumed. It Is also
assumed that the reference scatterer is perfectly
spherical.

IV. Computer Experiments (,)
Theoretical simulations of the reconstruction
algorithm have been performed as well as simple Figure 5. Computer simulations: (a) original
experiments on actual optically generated holographic test object; (b) Image formed from hologram
data. To do this efficiently, the problem has synthesized with fully corrected basis set but
been reduced to one transverse dimension. The reconstructed with a primitive uncorrected basis
reduction to single transverse dimensions can be set; (c) Image produced by reconstruction with a
done with no loss of generality, since the two fully corrected basis set; (d) Image formed when
transverse dimensions are exactly equivalent, angular variation In reflectivity is not accounted
The specimen was the *happy face" shown in Fig. for In basis set for reconstruction; (e) reconstruc-
5a, Its horizontal dimension In the longitudinal tion arising from the use of the fully corrected
direction and its vertical dimension In the transverse basis set with an appropriate preprocessing step
direction. This IW.-dimenslonal specimen was on the holographic data.
then numerically mapped into a gk-dimensional
hologram. The reconstruction algorithm was angular variation of Intensity In reflection. This
then applied. The demonstration is quite satisfying model properly simulates the real physical situation
considering that it was performed with the In which an actual holographic exposure would
rather limited computational capacity of an IBM be performed. Now consider the reconstruction
PC/AT. of that hologram with a primitive basis set that

The loss of holographic signal In the region Incorporates neilther of the corrections noted
of large angle, due to the angular variation In above. Obviously, the reconstruction accomplished
the reflectivity of the NI/Os scattering, Is In this manner does not take into account two
expected to affect both the resolution and Important physical features of the true exposure.
contrast of the reconstruction. Therefore, the The result of this operation Is the reconstructed
consequences of this situation have been computation- Image shown in Fig. 5b. The form of the object
ally -fumined. Consider the test object illustrated Is essentially lost and no recognizable Image Is
In Fig. 5a. Imagine the formation of a simulated formed. Conversely, reconstruction of the
hologram made with the use of basis functions hologram with the fully corrected basis set leads
properly corrected for the use of a spherical scatterer to the Image Illustrated In Fig. 5c. A clear and
of nonvanishing radius and Incorporating the recognizable Image appears.
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Thu Influence of the angular variation In
scattering strength can be Isolated by comparison
with a reconstruction arising from the use of
basis functions corrected for the radius of the
spherical reference scatterer, but lacking the
angular correction. The image thus formed is
shown In Fig. Sd. The comparison of the images
appearing In Fig. Sc and Fig. 5d reveals that the
angular variation In scattering power leads to
some distortion of the Image, with respect to
both spatial resolution and contrast, but that the
degradation In Image quality Is not great.

Further study has Indicated, however, that It
may be possible to process the holographic
Information prior to reconstruction In such a
way that the degradation of the Image caused by
the diminished reflection at large angles is
significantly reduced. Fig. 5e illustrates the
result of a selective preprocessing of the holographic
data with the outcome that an Improved Image Is
obtained. Basically, the preprocessing step used
enables the Information in the fringes at the
edges of the hologram to be effectively used In
the reconstruction, while simultaneously preventing
the Introduction of distortions from other regions.
We expect that procedures of this type can be
further developed which, although not entirely
eliminating the Image distortion, will be effective
In substantially ameliorating the loss of Image quality
due to the angular variation in reference sphere
reflectivity.

Other causes of uncontrolled variations In the
amplitude of the hologram can also degrade the
quality of the Image. These can occur from
modulations In the sensitivity of the recording
CCD array. In an extreme case, Inoperative
pixels, or rows of pixels, both common manufacturing Figure 6. Computer simulations: (a) original
defects, can cause a complete loss of information test object; (b) reconstructed Image of hologram
over certain portions of the holographic exposure. of original test object with no amplitude varlatlo s

The overall sensitivity of the reconstructed Imposed; (c) reconstruction of hologram having -
Image to variations In the amplitude of the 200 pixel gap Imposed at the center; (d) reconstruc-
hologram has been examined and found to be tion of hologram with a 400 pixel gap at the
remarkably low. Indeed, high quality Images can center; (e) reconstruction obtained with random
be reconstructed from holograms grossly altered flaws supe~imposed on the hologram with a modulation
by the loss of amplitude Information over substantial depth 100%.
regions of the exposure. This finding is consistent
with the known fact that holographic data are astonishingly large fraction of the holographic
quite resistant to this type of damage. data can be lost without destruction of the

The original test object, the reconstruction of overall features of the reconstructed Image.
the unflawed hologram, and the reconstruction of
the hologram having a 200 pixel gap cut from V. Conclusions
the center, are shown In Fig. 6a, 6b, and 6c,
respectively. For further comparison, Fig. 6d shows A complete system suitable for x-ray microholography
the reconstruction of the same hologram with a has been designed. This Includes target fabrication,
400 pixel gap Imposed at the center. This gap reference wave production, the methods used for
represents a very substantial amount of the recording the hologram, and the reconstruction
holographic Information, since the hologram Is of the Image from the holographic data. Furthermore,
only 2048 pixels long. the approach has been verified by computer

Random flaws superimposed on the hologram, simulation and the performance of simple experl--
even with a modulation depth of one hundred ments.[lO]
percent, are not effective In destroying the The development of a new x-ray microholographic
Image. An Image rather close to that produced technology applicable for structural assays of
with the unflawed hologram Is obtained, as living biological materials has been advanced
shown In Fig. Be. sufficiently so that a prototype Instrument can

These studies have demonstrated that an be constructed. It Is significant that recent
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advances in computer technology particularly

favor a design involving direct electronic recording.
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First Images from the Stanford Tabletop Scanning Soft X-Ray Microscope

J. A. Trail and R. L. Byer

Applied Physics Depaitment, Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

Abstract to such instruments. For soft x-ray microscopy to
become more widely used it is necessary to have a

We have constructed a scanning soft x-ray microscope compact microscope which can fit in the biologist's
which uses a laser-produced plasma as the soft x-ray laboratory.
source and normal incidence multilayer coated mirrors in By combining a compact, high brightness, laser-a Schwarzschild configuration as the focusing opics. produced plasma soft x-ray source with high throughput

The microscope operates at a wavelength of 140 A, has normal incidence multilayer mirror optics, we have
a spatial resolution of 0.5 i, and has a soft x-ray built a scanning soft x-ray microscope similar in size
photon flux through the focus of 104 s- 1 when operated and accessibility to an electron microscope. Our
with only 170 mW of average laser power. The microscope is shown schematically in Fig. 1, and a
microscope is compact; the complete system, including photograph of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The
the laser, fits on a single optical table. In this paper length from source to detector is 1.4 meters. Although
we describe the microscope and present images of our ultimate goal is to construct a microscope which
metallic microstructures. operates in the water window, the present microscope

operates at a wavelength of 140 A.
hibvI9ducli"

The Micmscope
Soft x-ray microscopes operating in the 'water window'
between 2.3 nm and 4.4 nm are capable of imaging wet, The laser-produced plasma (LPP) is a compact, high
live biological cells with a resolution many times that brightness source of soft x-ray radiation.[5] In our
of a visible light microscope.[Il To date, the highest present microscope the LPP is formed by focusing
soft x-ray microscope resolution of 100 A has been pulses of 1064 nm radiation from a Q-switched Quanta
achieved with a contact microscope,[2] however much Ray DCR II Nd:YAG laser onto a rotating solid copper
of the current effort is directed at developing scanning cylinder located inside a vacuum chamber. The laser
soft x-ray microscopes. Scanning microscopes expose operates at 10 Hz with a pulse length of 8 ns and pulse
the biological sample to the minimum dose of damag- energies of up to 800 mJ. The present microscope
ing radiation, and the data is immediately available on a operates with laser energies of only 20 mJ per pulse.
computer where subsequent image processing can be With a focal spot diameter of 30 gtm the resulting
performed. At present there exist three scanning soft x- intensity on the copper target is -4 x 1011 W cm-2.
ray microscopes operating in the 'water window', all The target is rotated on a 40 pitch threaded rod in order
using synchrotrons as the source of soft x-rays and to produce a fresh area for each laser shot.
Fresnel zone plates as the focusing optics.[3] Although The diameter of the plasma source is dependent on
their performances are comparable, the state-of-the-art is pulse length and laser focal size. In our microscope the
represented by the Stony Brook / Brookhaven micro- laser pulse length of 8 ns and focus of 30 i result in a
scope [4] with a resolution of 750 A and a soft x-ray plasma diameter of -100Lt, with the plasma radiating
flux through the focus of 2 x 105 s- 1. isotropically into 2n steradians. As illustrated in Fig. 1

The success of the synchrotron based microscopes is a small fraction of this radiation is collected by the
very encouraging, however few biologists have access Schwarzschild microscope objective and focused to form

the microprobe. The objective has a focal length of 13
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of the microscope showing the major components. The dotted line indicates the extent of the
vacuum (< 10-5 torr). The distance from the plasma source to the MCP detector is -1.4 meters.

FIGURE 2. Photograph of the complete microscope. The laser is just visible at the top left of the optical table.
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mm, so with the source - objective distance of 1.3 m the region of sample to be imaged via a TV camera and
the source is demagnified by a factor of 100. By using a flip mirror.
pinholes to aperture the plasma source we can ensure Proper alignment of the mirrors is critical to the
that the microprobe diameter is not limited by the de- achievement of high resolution. The mirror positions
magnified source diameter. are adjusted by 5 optically encoded DC motors con-

The design of our Schwarzschild microscope ob- trolled by a personal computer. In the future this sys-
jective has been presented previously.[6] The spherical tem will allow the final alignment to be performed
zerodur mirror blanks were custom fabricated by Zygo using x-rays, however at present the mirror alignment is
Corporation, and the parameters are given in Table 1. optimized using visible HeNe laser light.
Advantages of the Schwarzschild include high numerical The scanning stage used to scan the sample through
aperture, zero spherical aberration, and relative ease of the x-ray focus is a three axis (XYZ) Newport
fabricating spherical mirrors, translation stage driven by encoded DC motors. This

stage has a range of over 12 mm in all three axes and a
Table 1 Schwarzschild Objective resolution of 0.1 lim. For high resolution knife edge

scans of the x-ray focus a low voltage (150V)
Convex Concave piezoelectric transducer with a 15 lim range was in-

Radius of Curvature 13.4 mm 23.7 mm corporated into the X axis of the translation stage.

Mirror Diameter 8.0 mm 22.2 mm The x-ray photons transmitted by the sample are

Surface Figure Error a (P-V) 160 A 12o A detected with a microchannel plate (MCP) detector. The

a (rms) 12 MCP is better suited to the high peak flux of our pulsed
Surface Figure Error (rms) A 24 A system than a proportional counter, although it has the
Surface Roughness b (rms) 7 A 7 A disadvantage of requiring a vacuum of 10-5 torr.

In keeping with the spirit of the microscope the
Numerical Aperture 0.3 instrumentation is simple, compact, and easy to use.

All control of the microscope is performed by an IBM
a) Surface figure measured using a Zygo Mark III AT personal computer with the software written in

Interferometer. Pascal. A single rack of electronics interfaced to the
b) Surface roughness measured using a Wyco computer is used to drive the motors for the scanning

Profilometer stage and mirror alignment. The signal from the MCP
detector is processed in a boxcar integrator before being

The use of normal incidence focusing optics for soft sent to the computer via an RS232 link.

x-rays is made possible by multilayer mirror coat-
ings.[7,8] The mirrors of the objective were coated
with a molybdenum / silicon multilayer designed to 0.7
give a peak throughput of the objective at 140A. These
coatings were deposited by J.B. Kortright at the Center 0.6
for X-ray Optics in the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 05
Figure 3 shows the measured [9] reflectance of the wit-

ness sample coated in the same run as the Schwarzschild 0.4
mirror blanks. The measured peak reflectance is (55 ±

5) % with a bandwidth of 7A (5%). The witness - 0.3
sample substrate is a polished silicon wafer with low W

effective surface roughness. The 7A roughness of the 0.2
Schwarzschild mirrors may reduce the peak reflectance
by up to a third [10] to give a single mirror normal 0.1
incidence reflectance of - 40%.

A consideration in constructing a two mirror ob- 0.0
jective with narrow bandpass mirrors is the overlap of 130 135 140 145 150 155 160

reflectance of the two mirrors for the various rays pass- Wavelength (A)
ing through the objective. With the vertices of the two
mirrors placed at the same distance from the sputtering FIGURE 3. Measured reflectance of the witness sample
source in the coating chamber the bandwidth overlap is for the Mo/Si multilayer coating deposited on the
virtually perfect across the full aperture of our objective. Schwarzschild mirrors.
The expected throughput of the coated microscope ob-

ctive is 8% across a 10 A bandwidth centered at 140
A. Results

The Mo/Si multilayer coating has high reflectance at
visible wavelengths. This feature allows alignment of The microscope resolution was determined by scanning
the mirrors with visible light, and also permits the a knife edge through the x-ray focus. Figure 4 shows
microscope operator to look through the microscope at
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the result of one scan taken using the piezoelectric consists of transparent areas in a free standing 1000 A
transducer and a step size of 600 A. Using the criterion thick gold film. The lines and spaces of the pattern
of 10 - 90% the resolution is 0.8±0.1 im while using were intended to be 5 im, 2 pm, and I pun, however
the criterion of 25%-75% the resolution is 0.5±0.1 pan. over-etching during processing produced 3 pm. spaces
For this measurement a 10 tjm pinhole aperture was and I pm lines in place of the 2 jim pattern and washed
placed in front of the plasma to reduce the source image out the nominally I pn pattern.
size to 0.1 Pum.

c4

-. '

cn2 0.5 im

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Razor Position (jin)

FIGURE 4. Razor edge scan through the x-ray focus FIGURE 5a. Optical microscope image of the resolu-
demonstrating the 0.5Vi resolution (25%-75%). The step tion test pattern. The pattern is etched in a 1000 A free
size is 600A. standing gold film and consists of lines and gaps of

nominal widths 5 pam, 2 ptm, and 1 pm. Over-etching
The factors influencing resolution and their estimated has produced smaller lines and larger gaps.

contributions are given below in Table 2. The present
limiting factor in the resolution appears to be the mirror
alignment. The mirrors are aligned to diffraction
limited performance in the visible i.e., resolution
-0.91. but it is quite possible that this is not sufficient
to obtain the 0.241 indicated in Table 2. The effect of
mirror figure is an approximate estimate only and could
be worse than 0.15 jun, however it is unlikely to be as
high as 0.5 im.

Table 2 Contributions to Focal Spot Diameter

Mirror Figure 0.15 tum
Diffraction (1.22 fX) 0.03 tzm
Demagnified Source Size (f1O pinhole) 01Lun
Sub-Total 0.2 pm

Mirror Alignment ,<0.9 A

With the lOt pinhole aperture in front of the
plasma, and using only 17mJ per pulse incident on the
copper target to produce the plasma, we obtain 1000 x-
ray photons per pulse through the focus of the micro-
scope. With the laser operating at 10Hz this photon
number corresponds to a flux of 104 s- 1. FIGURE 5b. Soft x-ray image of the 3 pm space, I pm

Although the microscope operating wavelength of line area of a test pattern sample nearly identical to the

140 A is not appropriate for taking images of biological one shown in 5 a). The I jgm features are clearly

samples we have taken several images of artificial visible.

microstructure. One such sample is the resolution testpattern shown in the optical photograph of Fig. 5a. Figure 5b is an x-ray image taken with our micro-
The pattern was produced by optical lithography and scope of a nearly identical pattern fabricated on the samesilicon chip. Note that this image was taken without
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any aperture on the plasma source so the resolution is References
expected to be dominated by the source image diameter
of 1 pum. The x-ray image includes only the vertical
bars of the 3 pum space and I pni line pattern. The vis- 1 J. Kirz and H. Rarback, Rev. Sci. Instr., 56 1,
ibility of the 1 jpm lines is consistent with the expected (1985).
resolution of 1 jun. 2 R. Feder, V. Mayne-Banton, D. Sayre, J. Costa,

The x-ray image shown in Fig. 5b is a smoothed B.K. Kim, M.G. Baldini, and P.C. Cheng, in X-
version of the original data. The original data consisted Ray Microscopy, p279 (Springer, Berlin, 1984).
of a 60 x 30 pixel image with pixels 0.25 jum across by 3 X-Ray Microscopy II, edited by D. Sayre et. al.
0.5 pin high. Although there was sufficient x-ray flux (Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 1988).
to take a pixel with every laser shot the time to take a 4 H. Rarback, D. Shu, S.C. Feng, H. Ade, C.
picture is currently limited by the motion of the scan- Jacobsen, J. Kirz, I. McNulty, Y. Vladimirsky, D.
ning stage. This 60 x 30 image took 20 minutes to Kern and P. Cheng, in Ray Microscopy II, edited
acquire. by D. Sayre et. al. (Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg,

1988).
Summar7  5 D.J. Nagel, C. M. Brown, M.C. Peckerar, M. L.

Ginter, J. A. Robinson, T. 3. Mcllrath, and P. K.
We have constructed a compact scanning soft X-ray Carroll, Appl. Opt. 23, 1428 (1984).
microscope which fits entirely on a single optical table. 6 J.A. Trail and R.L. Byer, Proc. SPIE, 563, 90,
Our approach is to use laboratory scale, high average (1985).
power, pulsed lasers to produce a plasma soft X-ray 7 T. W. Barbee, Jr., ATP Conf. Proc. 75, 131 (1981).
source of high average brightness, and to combine this 8 E. Spiller, A. Segmuller, J. Rife, and R.P.
source with high throughput, multilayer coated normal Haelbich, Appl. Phys. Lett. 37, 1048 (1980).
incidence optics. The present microscope operates at a 9 J.A. Trail, R.L. Byer, T.W. Barbee Jr., Appl.
wavelength of 140 A, has a resolution of 0.5±0.1 pi, Phys. Lett. 52, 269, (1988).
and an x-ray flux through the focus of 104 s- 1 while 10 H. Hogrefe and C. Kunz, Applied Optics, 26, 2851
using only 170 mW of laser power. We have demon- (1987).
strated the imaging capability of the microscope by
taking pictures of lithographically produced micro-
structures.

In the future the use of higher repetition rate ( > I
kHz) and shorter pulse (100 ps) lasers to drive the LPP
source will reduce picture time and produce hotter,
brighter plasmas with more emission at shorter wave-
lengths. Improvements in mirror alignment and surface
figure should result in higher resolution, and extending
operation to the more interesting region of the 'water
window' should be possible with further progress in
multilayer coatings and mirror surface quality. A
compact microscope operating in the water window
would provide an attractive complement to the more
powerful but less accessible synchrotron based micro-
scopes.
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Abstract when the desired resolution becomes close to
the reconstruction wavelength, the aberra-

We investigate the maximum resolution which tion level degrades significantly the image,
can be obtained from x-ray holograms through and resolution is far from diffraction
optical reconstruction. This implies to re- limited.
ject paraxial approximations, i.e. to consi- For this reason, and also because the
der high numerical apertures, and to take quality of optical reconstruction is very
into account the holographic aberrations. We sensitive to coherent noise, computer re-
determine first the limits to a perfectly construction became attractive in the recent
corrected reconstruction, set by diffraction years [7], whith the parallel price decrease
(in terms of numerical aperture and resolu- and power increase of microcomputers. How-
tion). It is shown that the diffraction li- ever, this implies an intermediate digitiza-
mit can be as good as X /2.8, in a particu- tion step, as long as the recording step in-C

lar reconstruction configuration (N\ re- volves photochemical recording (a real-time
construction wavelength). Discussion of position-sensitive photon detector, with the

practical implementation suggests that required position resolution and accuracy

X /2.2 is reasonably feasible. would change this discussion). This digiti-
C zation is a quite heavy process: in the case

1. Introduction of a parallel reference beam, it requires a
complex instrumentation with a very high di-

Since Gabor's basic idea in 1948, the possi- mensional accuracy in the hologram analysis.
bility of using holography for x-ray micro- On the other hand, we came to the idea
scopy was considered by several authors [1- that the conditions of a good optical
3]. Attempts at recording x-ray holograms reconstruction were not really investigated.
were made as early as 1969 by Giles [4], un- To our knowledge, in particular, the ques-
der difficult experimental conditions, and tion of the best possible, diffraction-limi-
then, since 1972 by other authors using syn- ted (i.e. corrected for aberrations) optical
chrotron radiation sources [5,6]. In the ye- reconstruction was never considered. It was
ry first experiments, the only reconstruc- assumed by everybody, including the present
tion method, following Gabor's idea, was op- authors, that the ultimate limit was half
tics: visible or near visible wavelength was the reconstruction wavelength, as in clas-
used, and a high magnification was seeked. sical imaging. It is the main goal of this
However, the reconstruction process was ne- paper to investigate the theoretical condi-
ver investigated specifically in the scope tions and performances of a corrected high
of optimum reconstruction, although the aperture reconstruction . Then, the prac-
existence of aberrations was always mention- tical implementation problems will be dis-
ned. The latter were analyzed in a classical cussed, and reasonable figures will be
3rd order frame [3], and it was proved that given.
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2. The basic equations of Gabor holography one object point is a Fresnel zone pattern.
A ray diffracted at angle a, interferes on

2.1 Notations and formulae the hologram and produces a local spatial
Throughout "Nis paper, we shall consider on- period 2a such that ao= X /2sin % . The lo-
ly Gabor in-line holography, with a parallel cal period 2a is recorded at the radial co-
reference beam. Reconstruction will always o
make use of a diverging wavefront (i.e. real ordinate 0= zotg % . The holographic magni-
source point), and of the first real conver- fication is:
ging order. Although general holographic e-
quations imply algebraic parameters, these M = l+z /zc = (l-Zo/,Zcr- (1)
restrictions allow using arithmetic quanti-
ties, easier to manipulate. and the image and source positions are:

parallellocal period: zl= Mzo/Ix and zc= Mzo/(M-). (2)

reference 0X

beam 30 ao 2.2 Resolutions and numerical apertures
Analysing the performances of the hologra-

o phic microscopy process requires considering
three different (although related) resolu-

object tions. These are the "recorded resolution",
point the "image resolution", and finally "the ho-

lographic resolution" (the practical one),
which is just the latter, divided by the ho-

lographic magnification.
The recorded resolution tells which ob-

HOLOGRAM ject spatial frequencies contributed to the
hologram formation. In other words, it des-
cribes the acceptance of the recording step,

soc rmainly limited by the coherence conditions
waverrnt wavefront and the recorder spatial cut-off frequency.

Poefon It therefore also depicts the information

ac content of the recorded hologram. By analogy
- .. . . . . . .. -- -- -- -- - ---- -with the formalism of resolution and numeri-

cal aperture in imaging (and according to
Fig. 1), we call sine "x the recording nume-
rical aperture (N.A.), and ro= MIN(a o)

- = c Z/2sinel*the recorded resolution [9].

HOLOGRAM In the case of a stigmatic (i.e. spheri-
of one point cal) reconstructed wavefront, the image re-

solution, and the associated imaging N.A.
Figure 1. The holographic process: geometri- are, as usual: rt= X /2sinoI , and sine,
cal parameters. Top: recording step; bottom: where %t is the marginal (edge) ray angle of
reconstruction step the reconstructed wavefront. When the re-

constructed wavefront is aberrated, i.e. non
Following Meier's notations [8], Fig. 1 spherical, it is necessary to distinguish

gives the useful geometrical parameters for between paraxial and marginal N.A. (see Fig.
both the recording and reconstruction steps. 2). Whereas their difference is related to
The object, reconstruction source, image the aberration level, the paraxial N.A. gi-
distances to the hologram are zo , zc , z . yes the image resolution which could be ob-
Transverse coordinates are (xo,y o ) or tained if a perfect correction was

implemented.

P 0 in the hologram plane. X and X Because this paper is focussed onto the0o W + Yo. in th oormpae on c reconstruction process, we assume in the
are respectively the recording and recons- next sections that the recorded N.A. is
truction wavelengths, with \c/Xo= x.Because matched to the image aperture, i.e. that the
the reference beam is parallel, the recor- edge recorded period diffracts the marginal
ding step is shift invariant, i.e. the holo- incident ray into the marginal image rays.
gram of one object does not depend on its In other words, all the spatial frequencies
transverse position, except for a shift, contained in the hologram can be processed

As well is known, the Gabor hologram of by the reconstruction step. Extension to non
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rays from a c = (M-l)X /2Mr = (M-)IA% /M.
non-spherical wf

The holographic N.A. HNA = MoI is therefore
"'a iHNA = = A /2r . These relationships are

aocus plotted on Fig. 3.

aperture "c/2r 0
H marginal ray souce NR

Figure 2. Marginal and paraxial NA's, in the X./4 .-

case of a non spherical wavefront.

image NR

123 ....

matched cases is straightforward.
Finally, the holographic resolution r ist iaglye holograph resolution rback tos Figure 3. Recorded, image, and holographicthe image resolution "back to object", i.e.

r,= r /M. The aperture formalism suggests to NA's in the paraxial case Cr." A

introduce the "holographic N.A." HNA=Msinoc,
such that: r = X /2(HNA). It is first found that the final resolu-

It should be noted that we use no small tion rm =\ /2HNA is always equal to the re-
angle approximations. Except when stating corded resolution r0. r1 does not depend on
explicitly the paraxial approximation, we the magnification, which is very different
only assume that Ac/o = A > 1 and r 0) A0, of imaging an object through a lens. There-
which are valid to an excellent accuracy in fore, the magnification cannot be chosen on
all the numerical cases we shall consider. a best resolution criterion. The second re-
The second approximation implies a < ( 1 and sult, also specific to the holographic ima-
sine0 = ,and therefore: ging process, is of primary practical impor-

tance in the microscopy process. The cons-
o = X0zo/2r °  (3) tant resolution r, is obtained at a diffe-
0 0 0 0 rent cost, in term of the necessary optical

paraxial case apertures on the source and image sides. In
particular, M=2 allows working at NA A,/4ro,

Before proceeding with a rigorous, non para- which is only half the value needed in ordi-

xial analysis, we present shortly the para- nary imaging to obtain a final resolution of
xial case, in order to enlighten two deep r0. Obviously, the use of lower NA, with the
differences between the reconstruction pro- same final resolution, is an advantage, es-
cess at A , and a simple imaging process pecially if an exotic (UV) wavelength is toC

using the same wavelength, be used for resolution improvement.

As we just recalled, the reconstruction However, improving the resolution as much

consists in illuminating the hologram with a as possible leads to a high reconstruction

point source, located at z in front of the aperture, and therefore to a highly aberra-
a hted reconstructed image. It is intuitive

hologram. Choosing z determines the magni that departure from the paraxial approxima-
fication M. It seems reasonable to design tion can change the above results. Therefo-
the setup for best resolution at minimum re, as long as we are looking for the best
cost, and cost here means optics specifica- possible performances (highest resolution +
tions, mainly numerical aperture. Therefore, lowest N.A.), we have to solve two different
considering the variations of the different problems. The very basic one is to know, for
N.A. with M should give all the useful in- each M, what are the best diffraction-limi-
formation. By definition, 0= p0 /zo= A /2r°  ted resolution and the associated N.A., al-
(Fig. ), and (paraxial approximation), lowed by the laws of diffraction, i.e. when
at= P0 /z1  Xcf= P0/z,. From Eq. 2, we find: performing an aberration-corrected recons-

truction. The solution of the second pro-
09= Ak/2Mr = A /M blem, namely the practical implementation of
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corrected reconstruction, should take into PO 0z0 /2r 0  C
account the results of the former. tgo = - =- (5)

z zM / t 2Mr
4. High aperture corrected reconstruction I 0o

We consider the holographic impulse respon- which in turn produces:
se, i.e. the on-axis reconstruction of the
hologram of one object point. In general, sinm + sinoL = Mtg% (6)

this yields a non spherical wavefront, when
the incident one is spherical. As a matter By the way, this equation is valid for each
of fact, the most naturalcorrection scheme ray pair in the pupil, thus determining the
consists in compensating the incident wave- correct incident wavefront shape.
front, in order to obtain a spherical re- When increasing the image aperture o%
constructed wavefront. However, other sche- the marginal ray incidence angle o increa-
mes are possible, namely correcting the re- ses according to Eq. 6 (this is illustrated
constructed wavefront, or partially correc- by Fig. 4, where the evolution of rays with
ting both sides. increasing apertures is qualitatively cor-

We shall first treat the source correc- rect). However, this process cannot work
tion case in detail (for I<M<(), because of beyond the point where the incident ray is
its simplicity. Other cases, while more com- at grazing incidence. When this limit is
plex, proceed of the same approach. We shall reached, sinoc = 1, and the image aperture
discuss the split correction scheme for M=2, and magnification are related through:because of its practical interest.

4.1 Correcting the source wavefront: diffra- Mtg 1- sins1 = 1 (7)

ction limited performances
In order to make a rigorous analysis, we Solving this equation for sini vs M
have to find out the real ray paths in the yields the maximum image aperture alloed by
reconstruction process, without using small

angle approximations (except %< 1). The diffraction, when aberrations are perfectly
0 corrected as indicated. In turn, the highest

geometry of ray paths is depicted on Fig. 4. possible holographic N.A. (Msin%), and the-
refore the best final resolution X /2(HNA)

is staightforwardly deduced. The source pa-
'cc"' raxial aperture can be computed from
pphoi ro tgOp= p /zc  and H-1 = z /z (Eq. 1),Incident spherical c 0

avfrn rcnrutd f yielding:

-- ----- ---- --- tgotx = ( -1l)tga 1  (8)

However, it should be kept in mind that the
of---z zsource wavefront is not stigmatic: the mar-

ginal ray incidence is given by Eq. 6.
HOLOGRAM As in the paraxial case, the resulting

NA's can be plotted vs M (Fig. 5). The main
Figure 4. Ray paths for a stigmatic recons- features are commented hereafter.
tructed wavefront. 1) The highest possible holographic N.A. is

not constant with magnification; therefore,
Owing to the correction scheme chosen, all an optimum reconstruction geometry exists,
diffracted rays converge to the paraxial when looking for the highest resolution.
image position z . This is true in ptrticu- 2) Except for M very close to 1, the highest
lar for the marginal rays, which are dif- possible holographic N.A. is always greater

fracted by the spatial period 2r0 . Therefo- than 1, with a maximum of 3J3/4 1.3, for
re, the incidence and emergence angles obey M=3h/22.6. In other words, the best reso-
the grating equation: lution which can be obtained from the holo-

sine + sinos = Xc/2r (4) gram, when correcting the incident wave-
c 0 front, is X /2.6. It is obtained with anC

From the expressions of po and zI (Eqs 2,3), image aperture sin 1 = .50, and a paraxial

it follows: source aperture sinsP= .68, (but the margi-
c
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nal source aperture is 1). lution cannot be as good.
3) For high magnification, the maximum pos- A good way to make the high-resolution,
sible resolution is X /2. Eq. 5 yields low magnification reconstruction much sim-c

tgot I /N: the image aperture is very small, pler would be to use identical optics for
hologram illumination and image observation.

T This requires that the source and image wa-
can be computed, using Eq. 8. One obtains vefronts are strictly identical, including

tgoltP 1-1/M z 1 , i.e. sinPt .71. This is aberrations, which means that the correction
(for large M) the maximum usable paraxial process is split between the source wave-
source aperture, corresponding to a marginal front and the image observation optics. In
NA equal to 1.

Identical optical systems

and non-spherical wf

NA
1.3 :f 

Holo. N R

1 -T ----- - --------------- - --- - - --- - -- - ---- point tAT ...ondaryou crrated Imae

?0? -- . . . . .- - --- ----- ---- H recofstr.
parax. NA image

Figure 6. The symmetrical reconstruction
image NR scheme. The hologram is a symmetry plane for

I 2the whole system, includinq wavefronts.

such a system (Fig. 6), a point source pro-

Figure 5. Extreme NA's allowed by diffrac- duces a spherical wavefront, imaged by some
special optics into the partially correctedtion, in the case of a perfectly corrected wavefront. Because the reconstructed wave-

reconstructed wavefront. front is identical to the incident one (ex-

cept for propagation direction),'an identi-
4) The holographic resolution r. can be com- cal optics converts it into a stigmatic one,
pared to the recorded resolution r° needed, observable if the optics magnification is

i.e. corresponding to the marginal ray. From high enough.
the definition of r. and Eqs. 2-5, we have: Besides, reconstructing the hologram in

reflection (relief hologram) would allow to

r,= r /cosot (9) use the same optics for illumination and ob-
servation, with two side advantages: higher
diffraction efficiency than in transmissionIn order to reconstruct with resolution r ,
and no substrate absorption or thickness

a better resolution in the recording process problem.
is required. This overresolvance of the re- For better readability, Figs. 6-7 depict
cording step is the price to be paid for u- the transmission case. The required situa-
sing an aberrating optical process (i.e. the tion is realized (for on-axis reconstruc-
holographic process), even if perfectly tion) when zc= z , (i.e. M=2, for equal wa-
corrected. vefront curvature), and when each pair inci-

dent-diffracted rays is symmetrical with
4.2 he ymmericl corecionrespect to the hologram plane . This correc-

Principle. Although reconstructing at M=2 to tionech a the irst ne,.cannotcork
3 prvids te bs .reslutonthelowsa- tion scheme, as the first one, cannot work

3providesn thue doesoutioak the leonm- for any image aperture: a maximum exists for
gnification value does not make the recons- cretdhlgahcNA

tructed image directly observable. The re- crecbe holorac r.AA

construction process therefore requires two me tion St . te rectd A

different optics, one specially corrected mentionned in Sect. 2.2, the corrected image

for hologram illumination, and the other

being stigmatic, and providing a highly ma- aperture e and the usual expression

gnified image, both with reasonable apertu- /2sine .
res. Conversely, with a high magnification c tUsing the same equations as in Sect. 4.1
(a few tens at least), only the special op- Icads to different conclusions, due to the
tics on the source side is needed. The image different correction scheme. The grating e-
can be observed directly (e.g. with a CCD or quation applied to the marginal ray pair be-
some other electronic camera), but the reso-
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comes (using the symmetry condition) (Fig. should only mentionned that optical design
7): computations proved that a 4-component lens

(with 2 refractive indices) gives a diffrac-
2sinoc - 2sinx1 = X,/2re (10) tion limited reconstruction (for one givenz ) , with a paraxial aperture in the range

where %c , az are true incidence angles, dif- 0.50 to 0.55. Although the combination could
ferent from paraxial aperture angles. E. 5 in principle work down to Xc= .18 iAm, opera-
therefore does not hold any more. tion at X c 2500 A is certainly more practi-

cal. Table 1 shows the aperture and resolu-
tion values derived from the same marginal

'oca I N.A. 0.66, in different reconstruction
lerfod 2r, configurations.

To obtain better resolutions, it is ne-
cessary to decrease significantly the wave-

p,.. ourc, parxial length. This implies to use mirror optics,
So on-axis for shaping and mounting accuracy

(thus with central obturation). We know,
from recent realizations of the Institut

HOLO GRAM d'Optique's optical workshop [10], that such
optics are feasible, including a small
aspherization [11], and work at 0.12-0.10 km
with NA 0.25. The maximum reasonable aper-
ture, however, is not yet fixed: NA=.4, if

Figure 7. Ray paths for a symmetrical re- pse, wove t e t fi gure f
possible, would give the excellent figure of

construction scheme. The reconstructed wave- 650 A at X = 0.10 i.m. Of course, reconstruc-c

front is only partially corrected. tion with such a short wavelength would be
done with the synchrotron radiation source
(SR), and in the vacuum.

The highest paraxial aperture can be
found out by noting that the extreme correc- Table 1. Practical NA's and resolution
tion is reached when both incident and dif- (Pa: paraxial; Ma: Marginal)
fracted edge rays are at grazing angle, i.e.

= = n/2. It follows (Eq. 10) that the case 1: source wavefront correction
smallest (usable for reconstruction) value
of r0  is X\ /4 (incidentally, X /2 is the source NA image NA resolutionsmales CM @X 0.25 m
smallest spatial period 2r0  which can be Ma (Pa) Ma=Pa c
used in a diffraction process at wavelength )l 0.66 0.55 41 (1/M) Xc/1.3 0.19 Rm

.c ). From Eq. 3, the period Xc /2 is recorded 0
at p0= X0z0 /2ro= 2z o/04. But for M=2, 2.6 0.66 0.53 0.38 X /1.9 0.13 m
zC= z1 = 2zo /1 and we have tgo= p0 /z= 1.

Hence sinai 1/f2 = .707 , the holographic case 2: symmetrically split correction

N.A. Msinae is 1.41, and the best possible 2 0.66 0.55 Ma Pa X /2.2 0.11 Va
resolution is r = X c/2.8 . Finally, because 0.66 0.55 C

Eq. 2 is related to the paraxial coordina-
tes, Eq. 7 is still valid with the paraxial
image N.A. and r, = roO. 5. Discussion: field correction and optical

noise
4.3 Practical implementation of the on axis
correction. These results pertain to the theoretical and
As usual, these maximum diffraction limited reasonable resolution which can be obtained
performances are difficult to produce prac- from an on-axis, perfectly corrected recons-
tically, in particular because the optics truction. However, holograms of extended ob-
design should compromise between high aper- jects should be considered, which are re-
ture and low stray light from optical surfa- constructed in noisy conditions, due to co-
ces. A detailed analysis of the holographic herent stray light. These constraints intro-
aberrations and of the perfect correction duce additionnal problems, the solution of
conditions is out of the scope of this pa- which varies with the reconstruction scheme
per, and will be published elsewhere. We used.
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In the symmetrical correction case, the
observation optics must provide the same
correction over the whole field. Of course
this is not impossible with a refractive
lens design, but it would certainly produce
much more complex optics, which therefore
would generate more noise, and probably lo-
wer average performances. Besides, it is
well known that the stray light problems are
even more critical with a reflection system
(which would be used if reconstructing in
reflection with only one optics). On the
other hand, the field correction is practi-
cally impossible with the mirror optics
which must be used at the shortest wave-
lengths, not speaking of the noise generated
by the central obturation.

This suggests to implement a scanning re-
construction device, in which optics works
always on-axis, by mechanically scanning the
hologram itself over the desired field.
Here, the pixel-sized detector is placed at
the secondary on-axis image position, which
is the optical conjugate of the source pin-
hole. The main feature of such a design is
to be very similar to a "confocal microsco-
pe" [12]. In particular, it can be expected
to have the same excellent properties of low
coherent noise and out-of-focus rejection
(twin image and zero order), solving at once
the main problems of the optical reconstruc-
tion. The scanning operation, although less
comfortable than real time observation for
device adjustment, could be expected to be
done in a few seconds per image, owing to
the high flux of the available sources: UV
lasers or SR in the UV domain. Such a frame
rate should give reasonable constraints of
mechanical drift, even at the highest
resolution.

In the high magnification geometry (with
source wavefront correction and direct image
observation), It can be shown that there are
no field aberrations over the reconstructed
field, once the on-axis point is well cor-
rected. It is therefore possible to observe
directly an extended field, with a practical
resolution of A./1.3, by using a source op-
tics similar to optics to be used in the
symmetrical case. Real time observation of a
corrected image is probably an interesting
feature of this set-up, despite its lower Figure 8. Experimental results. Top view:
resolution. But the noise reduction problem SEX image of a typical diatom. Middle view:
should be taken into account, in particular x-ray hologram of a similar one (see ref. 9)
through high quality lens coating and dust Bottom view: optical reconstruction.
free operation.

were attempted under very non-optimal condi-

6. Conclusion tions: red light (He-Ne laser), off-the-
shelf microscope objective (with a high le-

The design and realization of the "recons- vel of stray light), and the high magnifica-
truction microscope" is the work of the next tion configuration. We used holograms recor-
few years. So far, optical reconstructions ded at LURE, in march 1987 [9]: objects are
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diatoms, and the recording wavelength ray microscopy II, D. Sayre,
ho is 100 A. Aberrations were partially cor- M. Howells, J. Kirz, and H. Rarback,
rected by use of a mirror microscope optics, eds. (Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1988).

adjustable for a variable spherical aberra- 8. R.W. Meier, "Magnification and third-
tion (for compensation of cover glass thick- order aberrations in holography," J.
ness). A reconstructed image is presented on Opt. Soc. Am., 55, 987-992 (1965).
Fig. 8, together with the original hologram 9. D. Joyeux, S. Lowenthal, F. Polack,
(phase contrast microphotography of the re- and A. Bernstein, "X-ray microscopy by
sist hologram), and a SEN image of a very holography at LURE," in X-ray micro-
similar diatom. Despite a weak contrast, and sCOPY II, D. Sayre, M. Howells,
a high noise level, the main structure of J. Kirz, and H. Rarback, eds. (Sprin-
the diatom is clearly seen. Resolution can ger Verlag, Berlin, 1988).
be estimated to 0.6-0.5 &m. 10. J.P. Marioge, Institut d'Optique, Or-

The theoretical results presented in this say, France; private communication (to
paper, as well as the practical implementa- be published)
tion proposed, prove that optics can defi- 11. J.P. Chauvineau, J.P. Marioge, F. Bri-
nitly do much better. dou, G. Tissot, L. Valiergue, B. Boni-

no, "X-uv optics in near normal inci-
Acknowledgements dence realised at the Institut d'opti-

que," in Soft x-ray optics and techno-
Part of this work was done with the finan- logy, E.E. Koch and G. Schmahl, eds.
cial support of DRET . We are indebted to Proc SPIE 733, 301-305 (1987).
Raymond Mercier (Institut d'Optique), who 12. Numerous references can be found in
made optical design calculations, proving Scanned image microscopy, E.A. Ash ed.
that a simple, .55 NA, refractive recons- (Academic Press, New York, 1980).
truction optics is a realistic goal.
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Soft x-ray holography has long been considered In principle, one could reduce the electron mi-
as a technique for x-ray microscopy [1]. It has been crographs to a net hologram magnification m p 250
only recently, however, that sub-micron resolution and then obtain reconstructions at visible wave-
has been obtained in x-ray holography (2-4]. This lengths, where the wavelength ratio
paper will concentrate on recent progress we have
made in obtaining reconstructed images of improved / ,
quality.

The recording of our holograms has been de- would match m. If the distances between the il-
scribed elsewhere [2,3]. Briefly, the holograms were lumination source and the hologram were similarly
recorded in November 1986 and February 1987 us- scaled between the recording and reconstruction
ing A1 = 25 A radiation from a N=10 period soft steps, such a reconstruction would give a magnified
x-ray undulator and a temporary beamline at the image with no aberrations, in what was described
National Synchrotron Light Source 2.5 GeV stor- by Gabor as "lensless microscopy" [7]. However,
age ring [5]. (This system has since been consid- our holograms contain a highly non-linear mapping
erably upgraded, and is now returning to normal of the incident x-ray intensity, which would lead to
operation with a brighter undulator and a perma- a poor signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed im-
nent soft x-ray microscopy beamline [6]). We were age if no corrections were made. For that reason,
able to obtain a coherent soft x-ray flux of about we have chosen to adopt a numerical approach to
108 photons per second through the use of a grat- hologram reconstruction. By digitizing the electron
ing monochromator for temporal coherence and a micrographs with a scanning microdensitometer, we
spatial filtering pinhole for spatial coherence. Dry are able to obtain a numerical map of electron film
specimens supported on Formvar-film-coated elec- density. Through the use of a simple model for
tron microscope grids were illuminated by plane- the photoresist exposure, development, and read-
wave soft x-rays, and were followed at multiples of out process, an approximate mapping of film den-
400 pm by PMMA and/or MMA-MAA photoresists sity back to incident x-ray irradiance can be made,
used as holographic recording media in the Gabor at least for low spatial freqencies [8]. The linearized
geometry. The photoresists were then "developed" hologram is a diffracting structure which will fo-
in the solvent MIBK to convert the incident x-ray cus an incident plane wave down to an image of
irradiance distribution to a surface relief pattern; the specimen (plus the "twin image" present in Ga-
the contrast of the relief was enhanced by vacuum bor holography, and weak intermodulation terms).
evaporation of Pd:Au at 70 grazing incidence. A In fact, the optical reconstruction process with the
transmission electron microscope was then used to original reference beam can be mimicked by comput-
enlarge the holograms -. 2000x and read out the ing the magnitude squared of the Fresnel transform
information encoded in sub-micron fringes, of the hologram transmittance [9,10]. Ultimately,
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the power of the numerical approach lies in the fact with an optical microscope, as can be seen in Fig-
that it allows non-linear processing algorithms such ure 2. The scanning electron micrograph of Figure
as that of Liu and Scott [11] to be used to supress 3 shows that the granule membrane remains in a
the unwanted signals. spherical shape even when air-dried. Figures 1, 2,

The holograms are of rat zymogen granules, and 3 are all of different areas of the same specimen
which hold precursors of digestive enzymes in the grid.
pancreas. Following isolation by the standard tech- Figure 4 shows a section of a hologram and re-
nique [12], the granules were fixed in 1.5% glu- constructed image of the same granule clump as is
taraldehyde in 150 mM sucrose, but were not stained shown in Figure 2. The holographic image is clearly
with heavy metals in the manner which would be consistent with the optical micrograph of Figure 2,
followed for transmission electron microscopy. The except that much higher resolution information is
granule suspension was subsequently diluted further contained in the holographic image. Fringes which
in sucrose, after which a micropipette was used to would correspond to a resolution of about 500 A
place a drop of the suspension on a standard 300 are visible by inspection of the electron-microscope-
mesh TEM locator grid coated with - 100 A of enlarged hologram, and power spectra of hologram
carbon-reinforced Formvar. The excess liquid was linescans suggest that information is recorded at or
wicked away, and the grid was then air-dried, leaving below the 200 A level (3]. The reconstructed im-
occasional isolated granules and, more commonly, age in Figure 4 is the result of a 5122 pixel sam-
granule clumps on the grid. pling of the hologram, while Figure 5A shows a re-

These objects have been examined by using var- constructed image made from a 10242 pixel sam-

ious conventional microscopic techniques and by x-
ray holography. Figure 1 demonstrates that these
unsectioned preparations are sufficiently thick to
appear as opaque objects when viewed in a 100
KeV transmission electron microscope. Further-
more, their small size means that, once again, only
the outlines of granules in a clump can be resolved

Figure 2. Optical micrograph of a different area
of the same specimen grid as is shown in Figures 1

~and 3. A 400x objective was used with a numerical

aperture of 0.95; the diffraction-limited resolution of
the micrograph is therefore about 0.4 pm. There-
fore, only the general outline of the - 0.6 pm-sized

Figure 1. Transmission electron micrograph of individual granules is visible. Because of waviness in
fixed, air-dried, but unstained zymogen granules as the supporting Formvar film, the two smaller gran-
prepared for x-ray holography. The unsectioned ule clumps at the bottom of the micrograph are in
granules are spherical with a diameter of about 0.6 focus, while the larger clump at top is not. One
pm, and thus appear opaque to a 100 KeV electron granule clump is indicated for comparison with Fig-
beam. Micrograph courtesy of T. Ermak. ures 4, 5, and 6.
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pling of the same hologram in which the diffraction-
limited resolution would be 470 A. (Because of sam-
pling considerations, the images of Figure 5 are dis-
played with pixel sizes of 290 A). Figures 5B, 5C,
and 5D show the results of highpass filtering the re-
constructed image to block out all information at
spatial frequencies below (2 x 3760)-1, (2 x 2090)-1,
and (2 x 990)- 1 A-1, respectively. Such a filtering
process means that only information at a size scale
smaller than

1
'6cutoff =

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrograph of a dif-
ferent ,ranule clump from the same specimen grid is preserved, so that Figure 5B shows only sub-3760

as is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The fixed, air-dried, A detail, Figure 5C shows sub-2090 A detail, and

but unstained granules (with about 50 A of Pt sput- Figure 5D shows only sub-990 A detail. The Fig-

tered onto their surface) appear as perfectly smooth ures demonstrate that the reconstructed image con-

spheres for the first few seconds of SEM examina- tains almost exclusively sub-optical resolution infor-

tion; the slight "rippling" that can be seen on the mation. Furthermore, granule edges clearly stand

granule surfaces in the Figure is the result of radia- out in Figure 5D, indicating that the signal-to-noise
tion damage from the scanned electron beam. The ratio is still significant for strong sub-1000 A detail.

radiation dose required to form the SEM image is Interpretation of the high-resolution informa-
three to four orders of magnitude higher than that tion in the granule micrograph is a topic of ongoing
required to record the x-ray hologram. Micrograph study. As can be seen in Figure 6, a focal series
courtesy of D. Pardoe and J. Bastacky. of the granule shows a few "features". changing as

Figure 4. Portion of an x-ray hologram (left) and
its reconstructed image (right) of the same granule
clump as is indicated in Figure 2. Individual gran-
ules are clearly resolved in the reconstructed image,
which emerges rather dramatically from the holo-
gram.
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Figure 5. Enlarged, 3.0 pm x 3.0 pm views of the
reconstructed image shown in Figure 4. A: the re-
constructed image, with 290 A pixel size. B: the
same image highpass filtered so that only sub-3760
A detail is shown. C: the same image highpass fil-
tered so that only sub-2090 A detail is shown. D:
the same image highpass filtered so that only sub-
990 A detail is shown. As can be seen, most of the
detail in the image is beyond the resolution limit of
the optical microscope, and significant information
appears to be contained at and below the 1000 A
level.
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in holographic imaging, and the possibility of exten-
sion to diffraction tomography for achieving high-
resolution, three-dimensional images. Obtaining in-
ages which show detail not visible in optical or elec-
tron microscopes gives us confidence that soft x-ray

holographic microscopy is a technique with consid-
erable potential for high resolution imaging.
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Amplitude- and Phase-Contrast X-Ray Microscopy

G. Schmahl, University of Gottingen
Geiststrae 11, 3400 G~ttingen
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Summary

X-ray photons in the wavelength range of about 0.5 - 5 nm are best suited
for x-ray microscopy. In the wavelength range A > 2.5 nm the absorption
cross sections are about one order of magnitude smaller than the cross
sections for electrons in the energy range in which electron microscopy is
performed. These absorption cross sections for soft x-rays are appropriate
for high resolution investigation of biological specimens in their natural
state having a thickness of up to about 10 micrometer. Especially inter-
esting is the wavelength range between the K absorption edges of oxygen
( A = 2.34 nm) and carbon ( 'A = 4.38 nm) because in this wavelength range
the radiation is weakly absorbed by water but strongly absorbed by organic
matter resulting in a rather good amplitude contrast of wet specimens.
For many elements and wavelengths phase shift is the dominating process
and not photoelectric absorption. That means that phase-contrast x-ray
microscopy can be performed with the following advantages compared to
x-ray microscopy modes using amplitude contrast: For wavelengths larger
than the carbon K-edge, the amplitude contrast of organic material sur-
rounded by water is very low. To the contrary, for wavelengths slightly
larger than CK, the phase contrast of such an object is high. Even in the
wavelength range between the K-edges of carbon and oxygen (water window)
wavelengths are found for which imaging in phase contrast is better
concerning contrast and dosage compared to amplitude contrast imaging.
In addition, imaging with phase contrast can be extended to wavelengths of
about 0.5 nm with a dosage comparable to that necessary for imaging with
amplitude contrast in the water window. The last point may be of prac-
tical importance in future work because with shorter wavelengths thicker
specimens can be investigated than up to now.
X-ray microscopy experiments performed in amplitude- and phase-contrast
at the electron storage ring BESSY in Berlin will be discussed.
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X-Ray Holography: X-Ray Interactions and Their Effects

Richard A. London, James E. Trebes, and Mordecai D. Rosen

University of California; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

Abstract Livermore National Laboratory has been
engaged in a study of the feasibility of

We summarize a theoretical study of the producing useful, high-spatial resolution
interactions of x rays with a biological sample (-300A) 3-D images of biological structure
during the creation of a hologram. The choice within living cells using soft x rays. The
of an optimal wavelength for x-ray holography group has explored candidate biological objects
is discussed, based on a description of to image, studied the choice of wavelength
scattering by objects within an aqueous based on the x-ray interactions with the
environment. sample, studied the design of a holography

The problem of the motion resulting from the system, developed computer codes for simula-
absorption of x rays during a short exposure is tion and reconstruction of holograms, and
described. The possibility of using very short fielded analog holography experiments using
exposures in order to capture the image before visible light. There is also an ongoing effort to
motion can compromise the resolution is develop optically pumped x-ray lasers at
explored. Livermore.

The impact of these calculation on the In this paper we discuss one area of this work:
question of the feasibility of using an x-ray the selection of a wavelength for holography
laser for holography of biological structures is based on the x-ray interactions with the
discussed. sample. For a certain desired resolution, we

apply three criteria: i) minimize the quantity
of x rays with which the sample must be

Introduction irradiated and thus minimize the required
source energy, ii) minimize the absorption

The imaging of biological samples using within the primary structures of interest, and
x-ray holography has long been recognized as iii) maximize the penetration of the x rays
a possibly powerful technique to gather through the water surroundings. The first two
information about structures on small criteria amount to maximizing the scattering
scales [11. Compared to optical light, x rays efficiency of the sample, while at the same time
offer the possibility for finer resolution because minimizing the absorption. We also explore
of their shorter wavelength. Compared to the influence of sample heating on the selection
electrons, x rays have the advantage of higher of an x-ray exposure length. The inherently
penetrability through water, thereby enabling short duration of x-ray laser pulses (10 psec -
the structure of living cells or organisms to be 10 nsec), potentially allows the imaging of
studied, avoiding unknown changes which dynamic processes, but unlike synchrotrons,
may occur in the process of sample preparation precludes the use of conduction for removal of
for electron microscopy. heat deposited in the sample by the x rays. The

A group of physicists, biologists, and heat is expected to lead to hydrodynamic
electrical engineers at the Lawrence motions of parts of the sample. This may be
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precludes the use of conduction for removal of radius of the sphere (r), the wavelength of the
heat deposited in the sample by the x rays. The x rays, and refractive index of the object (m1 )
heat is expected to lead to hydrodynamic and that of the surrounding material (m).
motions of parts of the sample. This may be For the problems of interest, the refractive
avoided by using very short pulses in order to indices are near unity and the (complex) phase
capture the image before significant motion shift of the x-rays across the object is small. In
occurs [2-5]. this case, there exists a useful simplification to

The analysis of the wavelength selection the scattering theory, namely the Rayleigh-
criteria depends on a description of the Gans method, equivalent to the Born
interactions of x rays with the sample. We approximation in quantum scattering theory.
shall assume the sample to consist of protein The characteristic phase shift is defined as:
and DNA structures within the aqueous envi- p = 4nr I Am I /X, where Am i m - m2 . The
ronment of a cell. The primary interactions general conditions for the validity of the
are elastic scattering and absorption. Scatter- Rayleigh-Gans approximation may be stated
ing is essential to create a hologram. Absorp- as: I Am I << 1 and p << 1. The angular width
tion is an undesirable, but unavoidable conse- of the scattered power is approximately )d2ir.
quence of illuminating a sample with x rays. In the limit of interest (r >> )d2), the total

cross section (integrated over angle) is:
X-Ray Interactions

In order to create a hologram, x-ray photons 0 s 1 Am 12. (3)
must be scattered by the sample. This requires
a certain irradiating fluence, and an
associated dose to the sample. Estimating the Writing the indices of refraction of
minimum number of scattered photons to the sphere and surroundings as:
obtain an image of a specified quality is a
complex problem. In order to address this m1 ,2 = 1 -81,2 -if3 2 , (4)
question in an approximate manner, we first
specify the size of the smallest features which where 8 and 0 are called the optical constants
we wish to resolve ("object pixels"), and for a particular material, we can express the
require that a certain number of photons be cross section as:
scattered from these features. Since larger
features will scatter more photons, the smallest 8C3r4
features place the limiting constraints on the Cs - -[ (81-82 )2 + (1 -02 )2]. (5)
x-ray irradiation and dose. In this paper we
shall use 10 scattered photons per object pixel
as the criterion. We follow Henke et al [7] in calculating the

Given the number of scattered photons, N., optical constants for a material from the
the fluence (energy per unit area) in the atomic scattering factors. The use of atomic
irradiating beam may be written: scattering factors for real materials is expected

to introduce some errors in the optical
F = NshodAos), (1) constants, particularly near absorption edges,

because of effects of atomic interactions. This
where X is the x-ray wavelength and as is the is currently being investigated.
scattering cross section of the object pixel. For Using Eq. (5) and the data from ref. [7], we
an optically thin sample, the absorbed dose have calculated the wavelength dependence of
(energy per unit mass) is given by: the total scattering cross section for a 150 A

radius sphere of protein, both in vacuum and in
D = Fia, (2) water, shown in Figure 1.

For the more appropriate case of protein in
where "a is the absorption opacity (cross section water, the cross-section has a pronounced peak
per unit mass) of the material. extending across the the carbon K-edge at

In order to make quantitative estimates of the 43.7 A, whereas for protein in vacuum, there is
required irradiating fluence and sample dose, a minimum in this region. This difference
we assume that each of the smallest features results from the complicated behavior of the
can be approximated by isolated spheres index components near the edge (the
surrounded by a homogeneous medium. We "anomalous dispersion"), and the large
use physical optics theory to calculate the x-ray amount of cancellation which occurs between
scattering, following the book on light scatter- the index components of the protein and those of
ing by Van de Hulst [6]. The differential the water. For the case of protein in water, the
scattering cross section is a function of the main contribution to the scattering near the
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carbon K-edge comes from the larger value of through the object. They include only the 1
the real scattering factor for water as compared term in Eq. (5), ignoring the real part of the
to that for protein (i.e. 82 > 81). The fact that the index and the effect of the surrounding
cross-section is sensitive to the differences medium totally. In addition, it appears that
between the object and the surroundings they have a normalizing factor which is 32/9 -
emphasizes the importance of an accurate 3.6 times higher than in Eq. (5) in the weak
model for the composition of the materials scattering limit.
under study, as well as the promise for Recently, Howells [8] (see also ref. [9]) has
achieving high sensitivity to spatial variations discussed scattering by a self consistently
in elemental composition. defined resolution volume within the sample

(generally an ellipsoid elongated in the
direction of the incident wave). Within the

10- 1  resolution element, a coherent addition of
in vacuum, scattring from the individual atoms is

assumed, including both real and imaginary
parts of the scattering amplitude. This pre-
scription is in essential agreement with

10- Eq. (5), for spheres the size of the resolution
element, except that it does not account for the
influence of the surrounding medium. In ad-

in water dition, we believe that the increased amount ofiscattering achieved by using an ellipsoid as
0compared to a sphere (of the same minor axis),

2may not be realized in practice, unless the

feature under study is actually shaped like an
ellipsoid with the appropriate aspect ratio and

10-i alignment.
1As pointed out by Howells [81 and Jacobsen [91,

20 30 40 50 60 the true resolution element for holography is

wavelength (A) approximately an ellipsoid. The depth
resolution is about ten times worse than the
transverse resolution, for typical sizes and

Figure 1. Scattering cross section for a 150A wavelengths. This difficulty in achieving 3-D
ren resolution is possibly overcome by taking

protein sphere, both in vacuum and in water. several concurrent holograms at different

The small phase shift assumption behind the viewing angles [10, 11].
Rayleigh-Gans approximation breaks down
for protein spheres larger than about 2x10 3 A- Fluence and Dose
For larger spheres the anomalous diffraction Using Eqs. (1) and (5), we have calculated theapproximation may be applied [6].Tep enetrmation layegt forlied x .rwavelength dependence of the fluence for a

The penetration length for x rays is of 150A radius sphere to scatter 103 photons.
interest in determining the overall size of a Th.re is a dsre ta dip near the carbon K-
sample which could be imaged. The opacity is edge, with a minimum value of about 3x107
almost entirely absorptive and can be calcu- erg cm 2 .

lated from the imaginary scattering factors for The doses to the protein and to the
each atom as described in ref. [7]. The e-fold- Theudse te pro ted to E

in p neraio l nghin water ranges from surrounding water, calculated from Eq. (2),
ing penetration length in watelngesieom are illustrated in Figure 2. It is apparent that
9 g~m at 23.2 A (on the long wavelength side of for protein in water, the minimum dose is
the oxygen edge) to 2 jim at 43.7 A (the carbonedge. Th peetraion hrogh potei isachieved just above the carbon K-edge, ata
edge). The penetration through protein is wavelength of about 44 A. Both the fluence and
small (< 1/2 pm) at wavelengths shorter than absorbed dose scale as r4. This means that
the carbon edge, and jumps to about 2 gm on the imaes of slightly larger features of a sample
long wavelength side. ige osl igtly l es -ray

Several authors have discussed x-ray scatter- might be possible with significantly less x-ray
ing cross-sections in connection with holo- power and with less damage.
graphy. Solem, Chapline, and Baldwin [2-5] Optimal wavelength
have used a prescription based on quantum
scattering theory for particles. In the weak The analysis of the fluence, dose and attenua-
scattering limit, their cross section is taken thena therie c oe an se ea -
equal to the geometric cross section times the tion length described above has several impli-
square of the extinction (mainly by absorption) cations for the choice of an operating x-ray
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wavelength. One of the advantages of soft originated in the field of x-ray microscopy.
x rays over electrons for imaging is their pen- For this purpose, the important wavelength
etrability through water. To maximize this, selection criterion is the contrast in absorption
one would like to work at short wavelengths, cross section between carbon and oxygen. The
near the oxygen K-edge at 23.3 A, where the carrying over of the concept to holography was

penetration length is about 9 I.m. However, to based on the idea that the scattering by a sample
was dominated by the imaginary part of the

minimize the x-ray fluence, one would use index of refraction. As we have discussed, this
wavelengths near the carbon edge. The dose is not generally true for the appropriate
jumps by a factor of about 10 in going from a materials and wavelengths. Therefore the
wavelength of 43 A, just below the edge to 44A, concept of the water window is apparently not
just above the edge, because of the sharp change valid for holography, although the optimal
in absorption opacity. Therefore, wavelengths wavelength is only slightly outside of the
right above the edge, say 44-45 A, appear to be window.
best for minimizing both the fluence and the A similar analysis applied to phase contrast
dose to the sample. At 44A, the penetration microscopy indicates that the water window is
length through water is about 2 gm, which may also not the best operating region for this

be sufficient for a sample placed in a small technique [12,13].

water filled container. In addition, since the Hydrodynamics and short pulse exposure
penetration length in protein is maximized
above the K-edge, holography of samples hay- It is expected that x-ray absorption by the
ing alot of protein in addition to the particular sample will lead to hydrodynamic motion,
objects under study may be best done at 44A possibly compromising the spatial resolution of
Another reason to prefer the longer wave- the hologram. In principle, this can be avoided

lengths is the increasing difficulty of making by using a very short exposure in order to cap-
shorter wavelength x-ray lasers. ture the image before significant motion occurs

[2,4,51. In this scheme, there exists a maximum
allowable exposure time, obtainable either
through a short duration x-ray pulse, or by fast

1014 shuttering of the recording device. To estimate
the maximum exposure time, we shall use a
hydrodynamics model presented by Solem [2,51
to make rough estimates of the amount of
motion. The model is for a sphere embedded in

10 13 an equal density surrounding material. It
assumes a constant heating rate per unit mass

pin the sphere, H; a ratio of heating of the sphereto that of the surrounding material, c; and anMi adiabatic index equation of state for both
1012 materials, with index y. The expansion of the

sphere, for early times such that the radius has
v! not yet doubled, is given approximately as:

-r = ro +[f(Y) C-1H]1/2 t3/2, (6)
20 30 40 50 where r is the initial radius, t is time and

wavelength (A) f(y) = 2/8(y - 1) (y + 1)2. Solem suggests a
value of y of 1.1 for protein for temperatures

Figure 2. The dose absorbed by both the less than 103 K. An ideal gas
protein and the water in a sample. We have would have y = 5/3. The contrast frctor, c, is
assumed that a 150A radius protein sphere quite uncertain. The worst case is when the
scatters 103 photons. protein is heated, but the water is not (c = -).

Values as small as c = 1.1 have been consid-
Our findings are qualitatively different ered. We use Eq. (6) to find the maximum

than the conclusions of previous workers who allowable pulse length by solving for the time

have suggested the "water window" - between at which r = 2r o. Identifying the dose discussed
23.3 A and 43.7A, as the best operating region above as D = (At), and using a plausible range23.3 of y and c, we estimate that maximum expo-
[4]. We suggest working at slightly longer
wavelength. The concept of the water window sures between 15 and 50 psec would be required
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Part 4
Optics and Detectors



Recent Advances and Prospects of Bragg-Fresnel Optics

V. V. Aristov

Institute of Problems of Microelectronics Technology and High Purity Materials
USSR Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow District, USSR

Diffraction optics, i.e. Fresnel zone wavelength range. It is essential that
plates, holograms and diffraction gratings, these elements can be reproduced in
has a limited application in the optical production quantities.
wavelength range. A decrease in wave- Below is a summary of the results
length to 100 nm and less changes obtained at the Institute of Problems of
conventional relationships between dif- Microelectronics Technology and High
ferent types of optical elements owing Purity Materials (IRllvT) of the USSR
to the change in the radiation-substance Acedemy of Sciences in 1984-88 [1-151
interaction since absorption starts to Emphasis is placed on Bragg-and Bragg-
play a more important role as compared Fresnel elements that are fundamental
to refraction. Therefore at 1 nm4A 4100nm for future X-ray optics.
focusing elements may be fabricated
only from thin membranes di stinguished Elements of Two-Dimensional Diffraction
by an abrupt change of either absorp- Optics (0.5 nmi6A!! 100nm: Advantapes
tion (amplitude zone plates) or trans- and Limitations
mitted wave phase (phase zone plates).
The possibility exists of fabricating
kinoform plates in which the wave phase Fig. 1 shows a photograph of part
varies smoothly from 0 to 21r because of a Fresnel zone plate fabricated at
of a smooth increase in membrane thick- IPMT. The minimum zone size is 350nm,
ness, the latter decreasing again to silicon la ,er thickness 2.4M m.
zero. A further decrease in the wave-
length and the refractive index causes
an in 5 rease in zone plate thickness up
to 10 -10 of radiation wavelengths
which is required for attaining a r Ihase
shift. In this case the membrane should
be regarded as three-dimensional and,
hence, a flat Fresnel lens becomes in-
efficient when fabricated without reference
to three-dimensional scattering. In this
wavelength range it is necessary that
three-dimensional Bragg and Bragg-
Fresnel elements should be used. Three-
dimensional elements appear to be ef-
ficient for 2the whole short wavelength
range 10 nm K X: 100nm. In doing so,
the use of Bragg diffraction enables
fabrication of high resolution gratings, Figure 1. Part of a Fresnel zone plate.
radiation modulators and prisms. Thus,
two- and three-dimensional diffraction
elements from the basis for production This Fresnel zone plate is to be used
of multifunctional X-ray optics in a wide for the 1 nm wavelength. The advantages
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of Fresnel zone plates are simplicity of The disadvantage of Bragg optical
fabrication involving 2-3 precise opera- elements is that the spatial resolution is
tions, possibility of quantity production limited by the Bloch wavelength. The
and simplicity of calculations, theoretical description of the operation

The disadvantages of such elements of such elements and, hence, their cal-
are low thermal and radiation stability, culation are based on the dynamic theo-
limitations on the operating wavelength ry of diffraction taking into account mul-
range (Al 0.5.- nm) and the maximum tiple radiation scattering inside the scat-
angular aperture owing toI ree-dimen- tering volume.
sional scattering (T (1-n) ), where The advantage of Bragg optics is
n is the refractive index), a lirit2tion on that it can be most efficiently used to
resolution to a value 2A (-n) , impos- control hard x-ray radiation. It also al-
sibility of fabricating controlled and tu- lows application of microelectronic tech-
nable elements, presence of chromatic nology for reproduction of optical elem-
aberrations. ents.

Elements of 'T]ree-rirnensional Diffraction b) Bragg-Fresnel optical elements
(0.0c nm s A OO nm).

Optics This type of optical elements was

a) Bragg optical elements (0.01 nm !5 A4 proposed and realized in some of our
/ 0.5 nm). - works [1-7,11-14]. The studies of x-4 0. ray scattering on a perfect three-dimen-X-ray radiation is effectively scat- sional crystal are commonly reduced to

tered by Bragg diffraction on a perfect the investigation of lattice distortions
crystal. By virtue of a regular arrange- deforming the diffracting wave front. We
ment of the lattice atoms, radiation scat- hhave attempted to solve the reverse
tering is enhanced in certain directions, problem, namely, to use the potentialities
Radiation scattered by a perfect crystal of epitaxial growth of perfect films and
retains its coherent properties. The char- microstructuring for fabrication of a "per-
acteristic parameter of Bragg scattering fect" x-ray optical element with specified
is its extinction length A eor the Bloch ryst defects which is capable of cha-
wavelength proportional to A /(l-n) (n ( 1, c
A .eS 1-10, m). The Bloch wavelength nging the wavefront of incident- radiation

in a preset way. For instance, a spher-
rather than radiation wavelength deter- ical wave may be focused into a sn-all
mines spatial resolution and the spect- spot upon Bragg scattering on a film with
ral characteristics of Bragg elements. It a specific deformation gradient or amor-
is essential that the requirements on the phous layers [ 71.
precision of fabrication of x-ray optical Efficient Brag elements may be fab-
Bragg elements are governed by the ricated for hard (A < 1 A) and neutron
Bloch wavelength. Table 1 lists the elem- radiation. A three-dimensional point
ents of Bloch wave Bragg optics sugges- hologram, being a system of ellipsoids
ted by different authors. The technology and paraboloids, is an ideal Bragg-Fres-
of fabrication of various types of x-ray nel lens. Such a lens is free from chro--
elements is being developed at IPMT. matic aberrations and focuses all wave-
By way of illustration Fig.2 shows a lengths reflected by the lattice Into one
photograph of a silicon x-ray microinter- point. We obtained a three-dimensional
ferometer. system of Bragg-Fresnel zones for a

perfect lattice composed of equidistant
planes by superimposing ellipsoids on
the lattice and separating the regions in
which the positions of ellipsoid and lat-
tice planes coincide or differ by no more
thafn a quarter of the interplane distance.
The focusing effect can be achieved by
a zone-to-zone variation of the phase
or coefficient of scattering.

We have fabricated various types of
Bragg-Fresnel zone plates including
phase zone plates on multilayer mirrors
with Ni and C layers as well as on Si
single crystals. The lenses were tested
on SR facilities in Novosibirsk and Ham-
burg and by means of conventional point

Figure 2. X-ray microinterferometer. radiation sources. Focusing has been
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Table 1. X-Ray Optical Elements and Their Application

Optical elements Authors A pp~ication

1. x-ray interferometer Bonse, Hart, a) measurement of refractive indices of
1965 materials

b) measurement of defect stress jields with
a sensitivity A d/d - 10--I0 -

2. x-ray micro- Aristov, a) local measurements of stress fields with
interferometer Snigirev, a sensitivity a d/d - 10-8 and locality

Nikulin, a r:10 nm
Yerokhin, b) formation of x-ray coherent beams
Kuznetsov, c) spatial and time modulation of x-ray
1987 radiation, measurement of local

displacements

3. x-ray prism Aristov, x-ray optical arrangements
A fa na syev,
Kohn,
Polovinkina,
1983

4. zone plate for Indenbom, precision x-ray topography
focusing of Suvorov E.,
crystal Bloch 1979
waves A ristov, Basov,

Suvorov A.,
Snigirev, 1988

5. x-ray echelon Aristov, Erko, spectral measurements with a resolution
Snigirev, 4 A/- 106_108
Nikulin,
Suvorov A.,
1988
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experimentally realized with a spatial re- 2. V.VAristov, YuA.3asov, and AA.Snig-
solution of 1 m and a diffraction effi- irev, Pisrna Zh. Tekh. F'iz. 13, 114-
ciency I0-200 . 118 (1987).

Therefore, one-dimensional Bragg- 3. V.VAristov, YuA.Basov, S.V.Redkin,
F'resnel elements are diffraction prisms, AA.Snigirev, and VA.Yunkin," Bragg
and two-dimensional ones are focusing zone plates for hard x-ray focusing",
lenses. In principle,it is possible to cal- Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A261, 72-74
culate the position of Bragg reflecting (1987).
planes for a desired transformation of the 4. V.VAristov, YuA.Basov, G.N.Kulipanov,
wavefront. As in the case of Bragg op- V.F.Pindyurin, AA.Snigirev, and A.S.
tics of Bloch waves, plane shift can be Sokolov, Pisma Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 14,
controlled by the reflection coefficient. 3-5 (1988).
Bragg-Fresnel elements can be used in 5. V.VAristov, YuA.Basov, G.N.Kulipanov,
a wide wavelength range and exhibit V.F.Pindyurin, A.A.Snigirev, and A.S.
greater mechanical, thermal and radiation Sokolov, "Image transmission by Bragg-
stability when compared to Fresnel op- Fresnel x-ray lens", Opt. Commun.
tics, the aperture and resolution being 66, 183-185 (1988).
limited by the fabrication technology. 6. V.VAristov, YuA.Basov, G.N.Kulipanov,
Bragg-F'resnel elements may be control- V.F.Pindyurin, AA.Snigirev, and A.S.

led by electrical and optical signals as Sokolov, "Focusing properties of a
well as by ultrasound. Bragg-Fresnel lens in the white spect-

The disadvantage of Bragg-Fresnel rum of synchrotron radiation", Nucl.
elements lies in the complexity of their Instr. and Meth. (1988) to be pub-
calculation and fabrication. The calcula- lished.
tion requires application of the dynamical 7. E.V.Shulakov, and V.VAristov, Kris-
scattering theory. The fabrication tech- tallografiya. 33, 13-21 (1988).
nology involves epitaxial growth of multi- 8. V.VAristov, AA.Snigirev, A.M.Afana-
layer structure and precision microstruc- syev, and V.G.Kohn, "Dynamical dif-
turing. With further development of tech- fraction of x-ray spherical wave in
nology and design methods, Bragg-Fres- two perfect crystals", Acta Cryst.
nel elements are most likely to become A42, 426-435 (1986).
the basic elements of x-ray and neutron 9. V.VAristov, V.G.Kohn, and A.A.Snigir-
optics. ev, Kristallografiya. 31, 1059-1065(1986).
Conclusion 10. A.V.Davydov, A.I.Erko, LAPanchenko,

S.V.Redkin, G.D.Sazonova, and VA.
The experiments performed point to Yunkin, Pisma Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 13,

the possibility of realizing various x-ray 1017-1020 (1987).
optical diffraction elements, namely, dif- 11. V.VAristov, A.I.Erko, and V.V.Marty-
fraction gratings, echelons, mirrors and nov, "Principles of Bragg-Fresnel
monochromators, lenses, prisms, inter- Multilayer Optics", Rev. Phys. Appl.
ferometers, modulators. The use of three- 23, 229-236 (1988).
dimensional scattering on regularly ar- 12. V.VAristov, S.V.Gaponov, V.M.Genkin,.
ranged atoms of scattering material al- YuA.Gorbatov, A.I.Erko, V.V.Martynov,
lows for devising a wide range of op- LA.Matveeva, N.N.Salashchenko, and
tical elements. Further improvement of A.A.Fraerman, Pisma Zh. Eksp. Teor.
x-ray optical elements calls for develop- Fiz. 44, 207-209 (1986).
ment of the epitaxial methods of perfect 13. V.VAristov, S.V.Gaponov, N.N.Sala-
layer growth, the methods of microstruc- shchenko, and A.I.Erko, "Profiled
turing, ion implantation for creating a multilayer mirrors for x-ray imaging
specific deformation gradient, improvement and spectroscopy", Optics News. 12,
of other fabrication techniques and wor- 128 (1986).
king ott methods of calculation of three- 14. V.VAristov, G.V.Vereshchyagin, A.I.
dimensional x-ray optical elements and Erko, LA.Matveeva, and D.V.Roshchu-
their systems. pkin, "Observation of x-ray diffraction

on a multilayer structure modulated
References by surface acoustic waves", Pisma

Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 13, 1288-1291 (1987).
1. V.VAristov, AA.Snigirev, YuA.Basov, 15. V.VAristov, A.I.Erko, and V.V.Martynov,

and A.Yu.Nikulin, "X-Ray Bragg Op- "X-ray Fourier optics" in Proceeding

tics", in Proceedings of the Conference of the Conference on Short Wave-
on Short Wavelength Coherent Radiation: GenerationonSotW 'lnt ChrnRal-and Applications (Monterey, USA,
tion: Generation and Applications 1986).

(Monterey, USA, 1986). 1986).
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Reflectance of Aluminum Reflectors in the Extreme Ultraviolet

Marion L. Scott

Materials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT Our present work on multi-facet reflec-

tors was motivated by the resonator mirror
We have investigated a new concept in requirements of an XUV free-electron-laser
retro-reflectors for use in the extreme to be constructed at Los Alamos National
ultraviolet, namely, UHV aluminum coated, Laboratory [2). The resonator mirrors are
multi-facet, grazing-incidence mirrors, required to equal or exceed 40% retro-

Our results indicate that this type of reflectance over the wavelength range from
mirror, which utilizes total-external- 10 rnm to 100 nm. It is possible to con-
reflectance, works very well in the wave- struct the XUV FEL in segments so that one
length range from 35 nm to 100 nm (89 ± 3% resonator does not have to span the entire
measured retroreflectance at 58.4 nm for a wavelength range, however, the wavelength
9-facet mirror). However, the coated tunability of the FEL necessitates that
mirror surfaces must not be allowed to the resonator mirrors be as broad-band as
oxidize after deposition, which implies possible. The total-external-reflectance
that the retro-reflector must be coated of UHV aluminum at 58.4 nm measured in our
and used in situ or the oxide layer must previous work (98.66% + 2% for a single
be removed in a ultra-high vacuum (UHV) bounce at 80 degrees) indicated that a 9-
system. facet reflector with this coating would

yield a retro-reflectance between 74% and

100% at this wavelength [3].
INTRODUCTION

The search for good reflector in the
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) spectrum has MULTI-FACET MIRROR
gone on for many years. Some samples of
silicon carbide and diamond have been A 9-facet mirror structure was designed on
shown to exceed 40% normal incidence the Los Alamos computer-assisted-design
reflectance at wavelengths greater than 60 system and fabricated with the aid of a
nm. The silicon carbide results have not numerically-controlled mill (see Fig. 1).
proven to be easily reproduced with thin The nine silicon mirror substrates were
film depositions. Diamond film technology fabricated by Laser Optics to a figure
has greatly improved in recent years, how- accuracy of 1/20 wave in the visible and
ever, XUV reflectance measurements on 0.5 nm rms surface roughness. The assem-
these thin films have not yet come up to bled 9-facet mirror aligned with a visible
bulk values. Near-normal incidence HeNe laser is shown in Fig. 2. Note that
reflectance measurements on multilayer the visible beam accurately strikes the
coatings have reached 60% at 17 nm (1] but center of each of the nine facets before
reproducibility has been a problem and exiting the array parallel to the input
multilayers at longer wavelengths have not beam. This 9-facet structure is supported
been very successful. Also, multilayer in our UHV deposition and analysis system
reflectors will only reflect over a narrow by UHV alignment manipulators attached to
spectral band. each side of the three strut frame.
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UHV DEPOSITION SYSTEM

Our UHV deposition system (illustrated in
Fig. 3) has been previously described and
only a cursory description will be given

here. The UHV chamber has a base pressure
of 5x10 Torr and is pumped with hydro-
carbon free pumps to avoid carbon contami-

nation of the coated reflector. A water-
cooled e-gun source located in the lower
part of the deposition chamber is shielded
with a cylinder to a,oid wide angle coat-

ing in the chamber. Some additional
shielding inside the 9-facet array
requires lateral movement of the array
between the position for deposition and
the position used in later reflectance

measurements. The deposited coating
thickness is monitored with a quartz crys-
tal monitor connected to an IC 6000 rate
controller.

Figure 1. The 9-facet XUV mirror structure

fabricated and measured at Los Alamos.

Figure 3. UHV deposition and analysis sys-
tem utilized in demonstrating the 9-facet

XUV reflector.

UHV ALUMINUM DEPOSITION
Figure 2. The 9-facet XUV mirror shown
with a retroreflected HeNe alignment A thin film (70 nm) of high purity alu-
laser. minum is deposited through appropriate
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masking onto three of the nine silicon The reflectance of the 9-facet array is
mirror substrates simultaneously, before then computed from the ratio of the cor-
rotating the structure to coat the remain- rected counts recorded from the beam exit-
ing substrates in groups of three. We ing the array to those entering the array.
have achieved good results with a deposi- The result of averaging several such
tion rate of approximately 0.1 run/sec measurements on the 9-facet mirror array
although we have not performed measure- was 89 + 3%. This value is within the
ments to determine whether this rate is uncertainty of our previous single surface
optimum. After coating deposition on all reflectance measurement on UHV aluminum at
nine mirror substrates, the mirror assem- 80 degrees incidence angle raised to the
bly is moved into position and aligned to ninth power (74% to 100%).
make the XUV reflectance measurement at
58.4 run.

CONCLUSIONS

IN SITU XUV REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENT We conclude that an unoxidixed, UHV
aluminum, 9-facet reflector is an excel-

Many modifications were made to our UHV lent XUV retroreflector at 58.4 run. We
system to adapt the in situ XUV reflec- also conclude that an XUV mirror con-
tometer (previously used to measure sin- structed in this fashion will provide an
gle-surface reflectance) to measure the adequate reflectance over a significant
reflectance of a 9-facet retroreflector. portion of the XUV spectrum (35-100 nn) to
The XUV beam entrance to the UHV chamber operate an XUV free-electron laser
had to be lowered and the sample holder resonator.
had to be raised. The detector was
mounted on a linear feedthrough in the top
of the chamber and is capable of rotation ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
about the axis of this magnetically cou-
pled feedthrough. The high voltage and The author would like to acknowledge the
signal leads to the imaging microchannel support of this work by the DOE Office of
plate detector are also in the top of the Basic Energy Sciences, Advanced Energy
chamber for easy removal. The mirror Projects Division.
array can be accurately aligned for
reflectance measurement by use of the
Huntington x,y,z rotatable feedthroughs on REFERENCES
either side of the array.

The measurement of the reflectance of 1. T. W. Barbee, Jr., S. Mrowka, and M.
this 9-facet mirror at 58.4 run was accom- Hettrick, "Molybdenum Silicon
plished by first positioning the imaging Multilayer Mirrors for the Extreme
detector in front of the XUV beam entrance Ultraviolet," Appl. Opt., 24, 883-
to the UHV chamber and carefully noting 886 (1985).
the x,y position of the beam on the detec- 2. B. E. Newnam, "Multifacet, Metal
tor and recording the ccunt rate of the Mirror Design for Extreme
source. Secondly, the detector is raised Ultraviolet and Soft X-Ray Free-
and rotated to intercept the XUV beam Electron Laser Resonators,"
exiting the properly aligned, 9-facet Proceedings of Laser Induced Damage
mirror. The detector is positioned to in Optical Materials: 1985, NBS
place the beam image at the same spot on SDec. Pub. 746, 261-269 (1988).
the detector as in the previous measure- 3. M. L. Scott, P. N. Arendt, B. J.
ment and the count rate in this detector Cameron, J. M. Saber, and B. E.
position is recorded. Newnam, "Extreme Ultraviolet

A correction must be made to the raw Reflectance Degradation of Aluminum
count rates recorded in this manner and Silicon From Surface Oxidation,"
because the detector responds to counts Appl. Opt., 21, 1503-1507 (1988).
that are outside of the well defined beam
image seer, on the oscilloscope. These
out-of-beam counts arise from scattering
in the system, as well as dark counts from
the detector. This correction is deter-
mined for each detector position by elec-
tronically gating out those counts which
are outside the beam image to determine
the ratio of beam to scattered counts.
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SOFT X-RAY LENSES WiTH 400 A OUTER ZONE WIDTH

Y. Vladimirsky*, D. Kernt, T.H.P. Changt, W. Meyer-Ilse, P. Guttmannl,
B. Greinket, and D. Attwood*

*Center for X-ray Optics, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720,415-486-4463

tIBM, T.J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

tUniversitit G~ttingen, Forschungsgruppe Rntgenmikroskopie
Geist Strasse 11, D-3400 G6ttingen, FRG

Summar

Fresnel zone plate lenses for focussing and imaging radiation in the 10-50 A wavelength

region have been fabricated with outer zone widths as small as 400 A. The zone plates were

fabricated by electron beam lithography using a high resolution vector scan system designed

specifically for nanometer pattern writing. A special circular pattern generation technique, utilizing

high speed polar/cartesian conversion was utilized. Field size was calibrated for squareness and

orthogonality using electron beam lithography calibration marks and laser interferometry. Patterns

were written in a 180-200 nm thick PMMA resist on a 30 nm gold electroplating base. The

substrate was a 100 nm silicon nitride film. The pattern received a dose of 250 gtC/cm 2 at

25 KeV. Special patterns requiring a thick central stop region, received a doubled dose, followed

by a double development/double plating technique.

A method utilizing the phenomenon of form birefringence was used for monitoring the

development of the fine features. In the optical microscope with polarized light and crossed

analyzer, a distinct change of the reflected intensity is observed during the final stages of

development.

Text patterns imaged at 45 A wavelength demonstrate a spatial resolution approaching

500 A. Measurements of zone plate efficiency are also described.
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Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy of Laser-Produced Plasma

Shi-sheng Chen, Zhi-zhan Xu*, and Zheng-quan Zhang

Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics

Academia Sinica, P.O.Box 8211, Shanghai, China

Laser-produced plasmas emit intense X radiation primarily at sub-KeV Photon

energies. Spectra in the sub-KeV region were measured with a pinhole trans-

mission grating and grazing incidence spectrographs respectively. The trans-

mission grating spectrometer with two pinholes of 25 um and 50 um in diameter

is consisted of free-standing gold bars (1000 Lines/mm, bar thickness 0.45 Wm).

The wavelength resolution achieved in the spectrometer was 10A. The grazing

incidence spectrograph is composed of a toroidal mirror and a concave grating.

It is designed to cover the spectral range of 10v45C A in the first difraction

order. The angles of incidence on both mirror and grating are 87- 7.5 in

order to maintain good efficiency down to 20 A. The spectrograph of 998.8 mm

radius and 2400 grooves/mm, the brazing angle being 2.

The plasmas were produced by an asperical lens with f=6Omm focusing a high

power Nd3+ glass laser beam with pulseduration of -200ps and energy of 10 J

on flat targets with different atomic number Z.

The main results include identification and classification of spectra of

XUV emission soft X-ray population inversion, and interpreting pinhole trans-

mission grating spectra of low, intermediate, and high Z targets.

Also with China Center of Advanced Science and Technology (World Lab.),

Beijing.
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Large Holographic Diffraction Gratings
Made by a Multiple Exposure Technique

L. Wosinski and M. Breidne

Institute of Optical Research, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract pattern between the reference grating structure and the
structure of the illuminating pattern is observed. When

The maximum size of a holographic grating that can be the frequency and orientation are completely matched,
manufactured in a specific set-up is, in principle, the interference pattern consists of an uniformly il-
limited by the size of the collimating optics (mirrors) luminated zero fringe. The relative intensity of the
in this set-up. A technique, which permits to circum- fringe indicates the phase difference between the
vent the limitation set by the mirrors and fabricate grating structure and the illuminating pattern.
large holographic gratings, is described. The accuracy By providing the holographic set-up for making
of phase agreement, when two gratings are bound gratings with a reference grating, it is thus possible not
together, is better than V20. only to observe and monitor the fringe movement, but

also to adjust the exposing pattern relative to the
Introduction grating with a very high degree of accuracy, which is

necessary for multiple exposure technique.
EUV and soft X-ray sources often requires grazing Fig. 1 shows the moir6 pattern from the reference
incidence optics in order to obtain high through-put. grating obtained, when the exposing pattern is of
Therefore gratings (and mirrors) in monochromators slightly different frequency and orientation. Such
and spectrometers have to have large dimensions, reference grating should be located on the same
When fabricating holographic gratings, the area of substrate as the grating to be made.This ensures that
exposing interference pattern is limited by the size of the position between the reference and the exposing
optics used in the recording system. pattern is constant over the surface, during the entire

In this paper we describe a technique for fabrica- manufacturing process.
tion of holographic, "combined" gratings by using a
computer controlled system to keep the interference
pattern stationary under multiple exposure process.
The idea is very simple. On a large substrate gratings
are exposed sequentially and in phase with help of a
reference grating. To be able to do this, it is necessary
to control the phase of the exposing interference
pattern. The reference grating monitors both, fre-
quency and phase errors. The active servosystem
automatically counteracts any movements of the inter-
ference fringes and also permits multiple exposures
with arbitrary adjusted phase [i]. In principle this
technique can be used to make very large gratings.

Phase control

In the described method, the fringe pattern, which
serves to record the grating, is also projected on a Figure 1. Photograf of the interferogram obtained at
reference grating of the same or almost the same the reference grating, demonstrating imperfect adjust-
spatial frequency and angular orientation. A moire ment of both, fringe density and angular orientation of

the exposing pattern.
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Experimental details decoded and processed. Servo signals from the com-
puter displace mirrors M, and M. in a manner which

The apparatus used in our laboratory for making counteracts changes of frequency and orientation in the
multiple exposure gratings is presented in fig.2. exposing pattern.

The system is designed to keep the patterns located
with a deviation of less than one tenth of the grating

-M, period.

Results and conclusion

8S M4z' " * Before starting the exposure, some data must be fed
r- - into the computer to provide correct control of the

7 D . "process. At a given wavelength, the efficiency of

0,2- - grating depends on grating geometry: grooves
depth,profile and spacing 121. After the calculation,t - --i required parameters are stored in the computer mem-

__2f ory.
IThe phase control system allows to produce sequen-

I . j-tialy exposed gratings with high accuracy. Figure 3
-, shows an interferogram of such a grating composed of

------ --- - J three subsequent elements.

Figure 2. Arrangement for recording multiple exposure
gratings. BS, beam-splitter; RG, reference grating; M,
mirrors; L, lenses; P, pin-holes; D, detectors.

An Ar-laser beam is divided by the beam-splitter
(BS), filtered and collimated by two off-axis parabolic
mirrors M and M, to obtain two plane wavefronts. The
two beams reflect then from plane mirrors M5, M. and
form the interference pattern on the substrate surface
with the reference grating situated on it. The light
diffracted from the reference grating falls onto a
photodetector D, which continuously monitors the
phase between the exposing pattern and the reference
grating. The signal from the detector is fed to the
computer. If the exposing pattern moves, the detector
vrill see a change in irradiance. The computer checks
the degree of movement and reacts by displacing Figure 3. Interferogram of two boundaries between
mirror M, an appropriate amount. The signal from three subsequent gratings.
detector D, is normalized through division with a
signal proportional to a total irradiance on the sub- The accuracy of phase alignment is better than A/20. In
strate. This signal is provided by a second detector D, principle, this technique allows to make very large
In this way a change in laser power will not influence gratings consisting of many segments.
the location of the exposing pattern.

In the fabrication of multiple exposure gratings with References
phase alignment, two additional factors are important
for a successful result, namely the frequency and I. M. Breidne , S. Johansson, L. E. Nilsson, and H.
angular orientation of all segment gratings must be Aien, "Blazed holographic gratings," Optica Acta
precisely the same. To achieve this precision, when 26, 1427-1441 (1979).
combining two or more segments, four additional 2. M. Breidne, A. Roger, "Optimization of the effi-
detectors "observe" light diffracted from the reference ciency of plane gratings used in the soft X-ray
grating and detect positions of moir6 fringes. The region," Opt. Commun. 48, 5,301-305 (1984).
plane mirrors M, and M, are mounted in such a way,
that one of them can be precisely adjust through an
axis parallel to the direction of fringes and the other
one through an axis perpendicular to the fringes. After
every change of the substrate position, the two plane
mirrors are adjusted for "zero fringe" pattern from the
reference grating and this moire picture is hold during
exposure by computer control system. Any changes in
this picture, caused by instabilities in the system, are
detected and the signals from the four detectors are
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Effectiveness of Metal-Coated Diffraction Gratings
at Grazing and Near Normal Incidence as Harmonic Scrubbers

P. J. Wantuck and Q. D. Appert

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chemical and Laser Sciences Division
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

K. Tong and D. J. Pistoresi

Boeing Aerospace Company, P.O. Box 3999, Seattle, Washington 98124

Abstract FEL resonator. Such a grating would be invisible
to the fundamental wavelength but would diffract

High power free electron lasers (FEL) can produce the harmonics out of the resonator plane. For an
significant amounts of harmonic radiation. These effective application, the gratings should exhibit
harmonic components represent a substantial dam- high diffraction efficiency for the harmonic wave-
age threat to the optical elements comprising the lengths.
laser resonator. In this paper we discuss the merits The use of metal-coated diffraction gratings as
of using blind gratings in both the paraboloid and harmonic filters is investigated for a 1.06-micron
grazing incidence hyperboloid mirrors of a 1.06- FEL tentatively planned for operation at Boeing in
micron FEL under construction by the Boeing the early 1990 timeframe. This FEL features a
Aerospace Company. Grating designs developed grazing incidence ring resonator with two identical
for use at grazing incidence are not very efficient for telescopes. Each telescope contains a grazing inci-
dispersing the harmonics. However, blind gratings dence hyperboloid mirror and a near normal inci-
positioned in the paraboloid exhibit better filtering dence paraboloid mirror. The current resonator
capability, design sets the grazing angle to the hyperboloid at

87 degrees while the angle of incidence to the pa-
raboloid is 6 degrees. A diffraction grating rhomb

Introduction will be incorporated in the resonator for the purpose
of sideband suppression and optical beam outcou-

A high power FEL will produce radiation at wave- pling.[2] A diagram of the proposed FEL resonator
lengths that are harmonics of the fundamental. For is shown in Fig. 1.
a laser operating at 1.06 microns the harmonic Because of its high reflectivity at 1.06 microns
wavelengths are defined as 1.06/n microns where and anticipated resistance to laser-induced damage
n = 1, 2, 3, ..., m. For such an FEL, harmonic (high ionization potential), the various FEL optical
production will occur at both UV and VUV wave- elements will be coated with silver. Gold (which
lengths. Experiments performed by Billardon et exhibits high reflectivity at 1.06 micron) represents
al. [11 have shown that UV harmonics can induce another potential metal coating that could be em-
damage in FEL optical coatings. Higher order ployed with these resonator optics. However, the
harmonics pose a threat to coatings through ioniza- reflectance of gold degrades faster than silver in the
tion processes. Multilayer dielectrics are particu- UV and it is not as suitable a coating for gratings
larly susceptible to such damage. designed for harmonic dispersal. Thus, any grat-

For long-term laser operation, the harmonic con- ings placed in the telescope mirrors would be silver
tent of the FEL optical beam needs to be removed or coated. For the purpose of comparison, however,
at least substantially minimized. One possible filter- we have established grating designs using both
ing scheme would be to place a "blind" grating in metal coatings.
the reflecting surface of an optical element of the
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Figure 1. FEL ring resonator.

Rhomb Grating Design for FEL Sideband incidence for a TE, silver-coated lamellar grating.
Suppression We observe that with both profiles the agreement

between predicted and measured efficiencies is quite
As mentioned above, a diffraction grating rhomb is good.
to be used in the Boeing FEL for sideband suppres-
sion and outcoupling. Sidebands represent optical
radiation at wavelengths other than the fundamental Design Procedure for Diffraction Grating
and are generated by unstable electron trajectories in Harmonic Scrubbers
the wiggler section of the laser.[31 These sidebands
are detrimental to laser operation as they lower the The surfaces of both the downstream (with respect
extraction efficiency of the device. Because the to the clockwise propagating electron beam in the
travel time of light through a rhomb is a function of wiggler; see Fig. 1) paraboloid and the hyperboloid
wavelength, the rhomb suppresses the sidebands by mirrors are candidates for a blind grating. The
altering the temporal and spatial overlap of the side- planned substrate material for these mirrors is single
bands and the electron beam pulse in the wiggler. crystal silicon. Subsequent to polishing, a grating
As a result, the sidebands are not amplified. The can be placed in the surface of these elements using
rhomb grating designs for the Burst Mode FEL, a current holographic grating fabrication technology.
device operating at 0.6328 microns, were developed Grating fabrication techniques use interference-
with the use of the OMEGA diffraction grating generated fringes to establish the required grating
code. The OMEGA code provides a full vector period in a photoresist covered material. After a
simulation of bare metal gratings for any profile (generally) one-step exposure, the photoresist is
(blazed, sinusoidal, and lamellar) in the UV, visi- developed leaving a grating pattern in photoresist.
ble, and infrared region by solving Maystre's inte- This grating pattern is transferred into the substrate
gral method.[41 The code has been benchmarked in using an ion beam or reactive ion etch and then
this optical regime and our results for the Burst coated.
Mode grating program provide yet another FEL physics codes predict that the third harmonic
illustration of the code's predictive capabilities, will exhibit the greatest intensity.[5] This corre-
Figure 2 shows OMEGA-predicted absolute sponds to a 0.353-micron wavelength for a 1.06-
diffraction efficiencies as a function of angle of micron device. The third harmonic is predicted to
incidence for a TE polarization (incident radiation exhibit approximately a factor of 10 greater intensity
electric field vector parallel to the grating grooves), than the second and a factor of 100 greater intensity
silver-coated, sinusoidal grating. Figure 3 illus- than the fourth harmonic. Because of this predicted
trates diffraction efficiency variation with angle of
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Figure 2. Predicted and measured diffraction efficiency vs. angle of incidence for
a TE, silver-coated sinusoidal Burst Mode FEL grating.
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Figure 3. Predicted and measured diffraction efficiency vs. angle of incidence for
a TE, silver-coated lamellar Burst Mode FEL grating.
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harmonic intensity pattern, we attempted to optimize Discussion and Results
the blind gratings for maximum diffraction effi-
ciency with the third harmonic. We attempted to optimize the diffraction efficiency

The notion of a blind grating is easily understood of bare metal, sinusoidal, and lamellar gratings for

by considering the grating equation, i.e., sinOm = operation with the third harmonic at 0.353 microns.
The Burst Mode grating rhomb program has dem-

sinOi + m Md, where m represents the order onstrated that gratings with such profiles can be

number, Om the diffraction angle for order m, Oi the fabricated to the size and tolerances required for the
hyperboloid and paraboloid mirror harmonic grat-angle of incidence, X. the wavelength of the incident ings. Subsequent to this optimization, we then

radiation, and d the grating period. For fixed wave- examined the diffraction efficiency of the gratings

length and angle of incidence, the selection of formthe theraonice o egtg

groove spacing or period will determine what

orders the grating will support. With only a spec-
ular order present, the grating acts like a reflective 1. Grating at Grazing Incidence
element to the incident radiation. The angle of inci- Predicted absolute efficiency values for optimized
dence (AOD) for a grating placed into the surface of grazing incidence, lamellar and sinusoidal gratings
the hyperboloid mirror is 87 degrees, while for the (silver- and gold-coated) are presented in Table 1.
paraboloid mirror the AOI is 6 degrees. One can Gratings operating at grazing incidence are not very
readily establish that for 1.06-micron radiation inci- efficient at diffracting the harmonics. The silver-
dent at 6 degrees, the maximum groove period that coated sinusoidal grating produced the highest total
can be utilized for a blind grating such that it will (absolute) diffraction efficiency for the third har-
support no order other than the specular is 0.959 monic, namely, 10.9% This efficiency represents
microns. With an angle of incidence of 87 degrees the sum of the energy channeled into the -1 and -2
the groove spacing must remain smaller than 0.53 orders, both of which are supported with this de-
microns. sign. As expected, gold-coated gratings exhibit

For a fixed groove period and grating material, even lower diffraction efficiency, due to the metals
diffraction order efficiencies are varied by adjusting decreased reflectivity (compared to silver) at
parameters characteristic to the profile under consid- 353 nm. For both the lamellar and sinusoidal grat-
eration. For a sinusoidal profile grating, the groove ings, the majority of the incident harmonic radiation
depth is the important parameter, for a lamellar pro- is reflected into the specular or th order and chan-
file grating both the duty cycle and depth control the neled back into the resonator. Such low diffraction
diffraction efficiency, while for a blazed grating the efficiency is presumably due to the extreme shading
blaze and apex angles influence diffraction effi- of the grooves by a beam impinging the grating with
ciency. of t h g h a of inc ine.

The efficiency characteristics of a grating also such a high angle of incidence.
depend strongly upon the state of polarization of the 2. Grating at Nea Nomal Incidence
incident radiation. High diffraction efficiency is Absolute diffraction efficiencies for a grating placed

generally obtained over a narrow range of V/d (X in the surface of the paraboloid are higher than those
wavelength, d = groove spacing) for TE gratings obtained for the hyperboloid. As noted previously,
(electric field vector parallel to the grooves) whereas a grating blind to 1.06-micron radiation could have
gratings operating in a TIM mode (electric field a groove period as large as 0.96 microns. Gen-
vector perpendicular to the grooves) exhibit high erally, gratings with large groove periods (0.9

diffraction efficiency over a wider range of A/d. microns), are easier to fabicate than those with
The rhomb gratings are designed to operate in a TE smaller periods (0.5 microns). Therefore, we con-
mode because the optical beam is polarized in the centrated our optimization efforts for large period
horizontal plane and the ring resonator configuration gratings. Predicted absolute efficiency values for a
is positioned in a vertical plane. TM rhomb gratings 50% duty cycle (well width/groove period:0.45
installed in the resonator would exhibit diffraction microns/0.9 microns), lamellar profile grating as a
out of the plane of the resonator and would require function of groove depth are shown in Fig. 4. The
additional mounts, steering mirrors, and vacuum best (and total) diffraction efficiency for the third
enclosures. Because the hyperboloid and parabo- harmonic is obtained for a groove depth, h, of 0. 1
loid are set in orientations that support diffraction microns. For this particular groove depth, a total
from TE gratings, only TE harmonic-filtering of 75.4% of the incident energy is predicted to
grating designs were evaluated in this study.
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Table 1

Efficiency Results for Optimized Grazing Incidence Grating
X = 0.353 rn, ei = 870, TE Polarization, h = groove depth,

t = well width, d = groove period, Ti = absolute efficiency

Larnell

Coating h(gtm) t(pm) d(jum) rM(%) nl- + i.2(%) 1tot M

Ag 0.2 0.35 0.5 85.1 10.4 95.5

Au 0.2 0.35 0.5 80.0 5.8 85.8

Sinusoidal

Coating h(ptm) d(gm) M(%) 1.1 + 1_2(%) 1tot%

Ag 0.4 0.4 85.1 10.9 95.9

Au 0.45 0.5 81.1 5.6 86.7
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70 '0 ' 11o
X = 0.353 pim
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Figure 4. Predicted diffraction efficiency vs. groove depth for
a 1111 -line,,.nm, TE, silver-coated larnellar grating.
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channel into the -1 and -2 orders with less than a depth of 0.14 microns diffracts 76.2% of the inci-
0.1% reflecting back into the resonator through the dent 0.353-micron radiation into the -1, -2, 1, and 2
specular order. We define the total diffraction orders while reflecting less than a 0.1% into the
efficiency as the sum of the energy, in percent. that specular order. A 1250-line/mm grating (d = 0.8
is distributed in the non-specular orders. The sum micron, h = 0.14 microns) gave almost identical
of the efficiency for all the supported orders is performance results to the 1111-line/mm grating.
75.5%, which agrees well with the 76.4% reflec- The predicted maximum total diffraction efficiency
tance (calculated using optical constants provided in for the 1250-line/mm grating is equal to 75.9%
Palik[6]) predicted for silver at 353 nm at an angle while the specular order contained less than 0.1% of
of incidence of 6 degrees. Therefore, approxi- the incident third harmonic energy. Predicted effi-
mately one quarter of the incident radiation is ciency curves for this sinusoidal grating are shown
absorbed by the silver coating. The duty cycle of in Fig. 7.
this 111 1-line/mm lamellar grating was varied be- The effect of reducing the groove period on the
tween the extremes of 33 and 66% and the groove total diffraction efficiency is shown in Fig. 8 where
depth adjusted to maximize the total diffraction effi- we plot diffraction efficiency vs. groove depth for a
ciency. For a well width, t, of 0.3 microns and a 2000-line/mm sinusoidal grating. Note that the total
groove depth, h, of 0.1 microns, a maximum (best) diffraction efficiency for the third harmonic is less
total diffraction efficiency of 64% is obtained, while than that obtained for the 1111- and 1250-line/mm
for a grating with a 0.6-micron step size (again h = gratings.
0.1 microns) the maximum total diffraction effi- Predicted efficiencies for gratings employing a
ciency increased to 71%. This efficiency variation gold coating are (approximately) a factor of two less
is displayed in Fig. 5. than those calculated for their silver-coated counter-

Similar performance is exhibited by the silver- parts. This behavior is not surprising. Gold exhib-
coated sinusoidal grating with a groove period of its high absorptivity with 353-nm radiation at an
0.9 microns. A plot of predicted diffraction effi- AOI of 6 degrees (36.3% reflectance, 63.7%
ciency versus groove depth is shown in Fig. 6. A absorption).
1111-line/mm sinusoidal grating with a groove

80
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Z 0o, Spc t0"30.6

40 0 Non~o spc t =. 0.

40 0 Spec, t : 0.3 -
CNNon Spec, t z 0.3

30ff 0.353 M
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o I I I I I i
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Figure 5. Predicted diffraction efficiency vs. groove depth for a

1111-line/mm, TE, lamellar grating for two duty cycles.
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Figure 8. Predicted diffraction efficiency vs. groove depth for
a 2000-line/rm, TE, silver-coated sinusoidal grating.

3. Harmonic Diffraction Efficiencies for Optimizc Although blind silver gratings are good filters of
33n ltnsthe high intensity third harmonic as well as the
Absolute predicted diffraction efficiencies for har'- second (at near normal incidence), they are not very
monis 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 (1.06, 0.532, 0.266, 0.213, efficient at dispersing the shorter wavelength ha-
and 0. 177 microns) for both the I1111 -fine/mm la- monis. We are currently examining coatings that
mellar and sinusoidal gratings with silver coatings could be applied over the grating surface to increase
are displayed in Table 2. Note that both gratings are the harmonic filtering capabilities of the grating, yet
indeed "blind" to the 1.06-m-icron radiation with the not affect the fundamental. Gratings constructed of
incident light channeled into the specular order. or coated with diamond may be effective in such an
Overall, the sinusoidal grating exhibits slightly better application.
harmonic filtering characteristics. However, as
wavelength decreases so does the total diffraction
efficiency of the grating. As expected, this behavior
is due to the decrease in reflecivity of the metal (and Summary

increase in absorption) as the wavelength decreases.
The mean silver reflectance, defined as the average of We have investigated the filtering capabilities of a
both s and p polarization reflectance, for the various bare metal, blind grating to FEL harmonics at both
harmonics at an AOI of 6 degrees, is contained in grazing and near normal incidence. Good filtering
Table 3. One can see that for the wavelengths of the third and second harmonic of 1.06 microns
examined, the sum of all the order efficiencies is can be obtained with silver-coated lamellar and
approximately equal to the theoretical average e- sinusoidal gratings. However, metal reflectivity
flectance of the metal. For any metal-coated grating limits the effectiveness of the blind diffraction grat-
the choice of coating limits the maximum obtainable ings at dispersing the lower wavelength harmonics.

diffraction efficiency, i.e., the total diffraction effi-
ciency will not exceed the reflectance of the metal.
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Table 2

Efficiency Characteristics for Additional Harmonics with Optimized 0.353-.±

Lamellar and Sinusoidal Grating for 61 =64P

L~amellar: h = 0.1 gim, t(well width) = 0.45 g~m, d = 0.9 g±m,

I= absolute efficiency (%) in order j

X4iM) 's11.4 11.TI3 71-2 TI-I 110 '+ 1+ 42 T1+3 T1+4 '1tot

1.06 - - - - 97.9 - - - - 97.9

0.53 - - - - 36.3 32.1 26.9 - - - 95.3

0.265 - - 2.6 1.5 6.3 6.5 6.5 1.9 0.7 - 26.0
0.212 - 1.6 0.7 0.9 0.5 17.9 1.0 1.3 2.1 - 26.0
0.177 0.9 0.8 -0 0.3 1.3 14.7 0.7 0.4 0.3 1.2 19.8

Sinusoidal: h = 0. 14 rim, d = 0.9 ^m iij as above

V1pm) 11-5 '- 11. I3 71-2 T1-1 110 11 11+2 11+3 11+4 '1tot

1.06 - - - - - 98.1 - - - - 98.1

0.53 - - - - 39.5 24.7 31.3 - - - 95.5

0.265 - - 3.1 7.8 1.7 2.9 2.2 7.9 0.7 - 26.3

0.212 - 1.5 4.4 4.2 0.27 4.2 0.1 5.9 5.4 - 25.9

0.177 0.4 3.3 4.6 0.2 2.1 0.8 2.0 0.8 4.5 2.3 21.0
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Saddle Toroid Arrays: Novel Grazing Incidence Optics
for Synchrotron X-Ray Lithography

R. J. Rosser and P. M. J. H. Wormell

Room 305, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College
London S W7 2BZ, England

Abstract Introduction

Replacing the scanning mirror in a X-ray lithography using synchrotron
synchrotron lithography beamline with a sources is rapidly approaching commercial
fixed saddle-toroid array mirror will give reality. IBM has ordered its own compact.
uniform illumination over wafer-size fields, superconducting synchrotron from Oxford
without the problem of moving parts in the Instruments, England for delivery to their
high vacuum section of the beamline, the Fishkill, NY production facility in 1989,
constraints of oscillating the electron and several Japanese companies are
beam in the storage ring or the reported to be building synchrotrons for
engineering difficulties of moving the production purposes [1]. Recently IBM
entire wafer alignment system. announced the world's first semiconductor

Ray tracing results for one and two device produced entirely by x-ray
saddle-toroid systems are presented, lithography, manufactured at the U6
showing that a single saddle-toroid mirror research beamline at the National
provides a satisfactory alternative to the Synchrotron Light Source [2]. All this
scanning cylindrical mirrors used in activity indicates that within the next five
existing lithography beamlines, if the input years, x-ray lithography will become a
beam is uniform. A two element system, production tool for producing integrated
comprising a saddle-toroid and a circuits.
cylindrical mirror, can be used to give a Although synchrotron radiation has the
nearly rectangular patch of illumination, necessary brightness for cost effective
closely matched to the needs of lithography, it has one major shortcoming -
lithography. However the total usable flux very low divergence in the vertical
through the such a device is lower, because direction. The divergence is machine and
of the extra reflection. wavelength dependant, but is typically ImR

Both designs require a uniform input at 1.0nm. The radiation at the end of a
beam and are not suitable for the gaussian beam pipe is therefore an horizontal line,
profiled synchrotron beam. By using the as wide as the apertures allows, but only
techniques developed to produce about 10mm high at 10m distance.
micro-lens arrays, saddle-toroid arrays can Lithography requires the illumination of
be made which spatially average the beam. rectangular masks measuring about 40mm
These provide outputs that are uniform, by 50mm.
even from a synchrotron beam. Three methods have been used to

Though designed with storage ring match the synchrotron output to the needs
x-ray lithography in mind, saddle-toroid of lithography.
arrays may have applications in expanding The simplest is to scan the wafer past
undulator and free-electron laser output. the beam. In production, this would mean

Patents are pending. scanning the entire wafer alignment
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system, weighing of the order of a ton,, past
the beam. Whilst not impossible, it is
clearly not the ideal solution.

A second method is to oscillate the r
electron beam in the storage ring. On - ,
compact rings, with tight machine lattices,
this can mean that only a small number of ,
beamlines have satisfactory illumination.

The third is to have a scanning
cylindrical mirror in the beamline. This is
the method used with great success at the
IBM U6 lithography research beamline, R %
which produced the first chips made ,
entirely by x-ray lithography. However -
there are potential problems in a
production environment. The mirror is in a Figure 1. A saddle-toroid mirror.
high vacuum region (typically 10 exp -9
torr), necessary to avoid contamination Saddle-toroid arrays: definition and means
and to allow the long electron beam of manufacture
lifetimes that make synchrotron radiation
commercially viable. This high vacuum is A saddle-toroid array (STA) mirror is
maintained in a beamline for a length of at shown in figure 2 and consists of a large
least 5m to allow sufficient acoustic delay number (up to 1000) micro saddle-toroids
that, in the event of an accident, a fast all on the same substrate. Such devices can
valve can close before the storage ring be made by standard techniques used in
vacuum is compromised. If the scanning the microelectronihs industry, as
mechanism fails, as it is likely to do when demonstrated by the production of arrays
used 24hrs a day, 365 days a year, it would of micro lenses 151 or by micro machining
be necessary to break and then remake the of polymers using uv photoablation by
high vacuum in order to effect the repair. excimer laser [61. The simple method
This means a shutdown of the order of achieves high quality figure and surface
DAYS because of the bakeout required to
obtain high vacuums. Such delays are a
nuisance in research; they would be
intolerable in production. ,

This paper discusses a forth option; an
array of micro saddle-toroidal mirrors that
allows a fixed mirror to uniformly
illuminate an area matched to the needs of
a particular beamline.

Saddle-toroids: definition and means of
manufacture

To understand saddle-torold arrays (STA),
it is first necessary to look at a single
saddle-toroid. This is a toroid with a
concave minor radius and a convex major
radius, as shown in Fig. 1.

Such shapes do not appear to have
been used very much in optical design,
possibly because they would be difficult to Figure 2. A saddle-toroid array. For
make by conventional grinding. Bending clarity, only a small number of the
sections of glass tubing has been shown to elements of the array are shown, and the
be a satisfactory and inexpensive way of relative size of the minor radius r has been
making toroidal mirrors [41, and provides exaggerated with respect to the major
an easy means of making saddle toroids. radius R.
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finish by exploiting surface tension, the technique allows an array of identical
The stages of making a micro-lens are lenses to be formed on the same substrate.

shown in Fig. 3. A circular pedestal of
higher melting point polymer A is formed having polymers in the design prove
on the surface of the substrate. On top of problematic. suitable metals could be
the pedestal, a defined amount of lower substituted. One possibility would be to
melting point polymer B is deposited. The etch the pedestal directly into a glass
whole device is heated to a temperature at substrate, on which a correct thickness
which B is liquid, but A is not, allowing it layer of the appropriate metal had already
to flow to the perimeter set by the been deposited.
pedestal. Polymer B assumes a surface of The reason for using saddle-toroid
minimum energy under surface tension, arrays is that a single saddle toroid will
forming part of a sphere. If the pedestal is expand a beam, but the expanded beam
a line rather than a circle, the surface is will have the same non-uniformities as the
part of a cylinder, incoming beam. In the case of a

To produce an array of micro saddle synchrotron, the beam has a gaussian
toroids, the substrate is a cylindrical profile in the vertical direction. In a
section of the appropriate radius. Strip scanning system, this is averaged out over
shaped pedestals are constructed at right the time of the scan. By using an STA
angles to the axis of the cylinder. On these, mirror, each micro toroid sees a small
the right quantity of the lower temperature sector of incoming beam and averages that
polymer is placed. When heated, surface over the entire output. In this way, the
tension molds the molten polymer into incoming beam is smoothed out, but using
micro-saddle toroids. A thin layer of a spatial rather than temporal averaging.
suitable material, such as gold, is then
evaporated on top to provide a surface One element systems for lithography:
suitable for reflecting x-rays. cylindrical scanning mirror

The technique should also work for
other non-polymer materials. Should In order to have a point of reference with

V,2lymliler A: higher melting, poInt ZI

*A.- k 'ubtre Au coated, cylindrical mirror
134mm radius

Step A-. A coating of higher melting point
polymer A o spun onto the substrate.s

.. 48mR

by olterapy 73mRi

Step B. A pedestal of polymer A Is producedby UthograpW. *---2.7m 7.3m

Polymer Bo a. Side elevation

C~k uSource

Stop C. A defined amount of lower melting (SO R)
point polymer B to applied. mm x-ray

S Lthography

cylindrical station

Step D. The device Is heated so that polymer mirror
B flows and assume. a n"Inmu

energ surface under surface tension, while b. Plan view
polymer A remains seond.

Figure 4. The optical companants of the
Figure 3. Producing an array of micro IBM U6 beamline at the NSLS, (after
lenses. Although only one lens is shown, Warlumont (3)).
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which we could compare the predicted overscan, and the only losses were the
performance of our designs, and to ensure reflectivity and the light falling outside a
that the parameters used where close to usable rectangle, 48% of the light incident
what will be required in practise, we have on the mirror would be usable for
used the IBM U6 beamline at the NSLS as a lithography. IBM reach similar conclusions
model [3]. claiming that a well designed scanning

The optical layout of the IBM U6 system could utilize 50% of the incident
beamline is shown in Fig. 4, (3). The radiation).
scanning cylindrical mirror is 2.7m from
the tangent point, or effective source, and One element systems for lithography:
the exposure station is a further 7m saddle-toroid mirror
downstream of the mirror. The mirror is
gold coated and has a radius of 134mm. It The saddle toroid can be thought of as a
is scanned +\- 3mR about a central offset cylindrical mirror which achieves
of 48mR. (50mR is roughly 3degrees). dispersion in the vertical direction by

Using the Imperial College Optical being bent rather than scanned. The
Design Analysis Program, we ray traced the amount of bending in the major axis is
IBM system to obtain a reference figure for relatively small for the designs required for
comparison. The footprint that would be synchrotron lithography, being of the order
produced at the lithography station is of 50m radius. This means that such optics
shown in Fig. 5. could easily be formed by bending

This is a composite of the mirror used cylindrical mirrors.
in five different positions, to simulate the Raytracing was done on a single saddle
effect of scanning the mirror. As can be toroid designed to operate in the IBM U6
seen from the broad crescent shaped beamline. The minor radius was 134mm,
footprint, roughly 35% of the light the major radius 60 000mm. The spot
reflected from the mirror is outside a diagram of the final output are shown in
usable rectangular patch. In practise the Fig. 6.
situation is considerably worse, because the The output beam has a more
mirror has to be overscanned to prevent pronounced crescent shape than the
dwelling at either the top or the bottom simple cylinder, and only 48% of the
and producing non-uniform exposure. reflected light falls into a usable rectangle,
Warlumont (31 gives the throughput at the as compared with 65% for a cylinder.,
U6 beamline as being 25% of what strikes However, because there is no need to scan
the mirror. Assuming a reflectivity for Au of the mirror, there are no other losses apart
75% at the 1.0nm, 20mR conditions that from the reflectivity. The total throughput
prevail, this means that about 25% of the would therefore exceed that
light incident on the mirror is being lost experimentally obtained with cylindrical
due to overscan or other obsurations in the mirrors (almost 50% more) and would be
system.(i.e. if there was no need to

50mm~~~9 Fiue6 h ac filmnto* C **. o... ! -

single~~~s sadetrl irr

•, ::: :*: 50mmn

: 50filmFigure 6. The patch of illumination
: produced at the lithography station by a

single saddle toroid mirror.
Figure 5. The patch of illumination
produced at the lithography station by the within 26% of the most optimistic
scanning cylindrical mirror in the U6 estimates for the maximum throughput for
beamline. ignoring beamline apertures. scanning cylinders.
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The major disadvantage of using a where the primed quantities refer to the
simple saddle-toroid would be the second mirror, and d is the vertical
non-uniformity of the illuminated area at separation of the mirrors as in Fig. 7.
the lithography mask, caused by the mirror
merely expanding the gaussian profiled
synchrotron light. This can be overcome by
using a saddle-toroid array (STA) mirror,
manufactured as described previously. This 2nd mirror.O ...-----
is a large number of micro saddle-toroids, o- 4/
all on the same cylindrical substrate, each o 'b
of which disperses a small element of the
input beam over the entire illuminated
area. This averaging should ensure that the '6
wafer is illuminated to the required +\-
10% uniformity necessary for chip o1st mirror
production.

There is a slight loss of throughput
due to the micro saddle-toroids not Figure 7. Notation used in discussing two
covering 100% of the area of the substrate, mirror designs.
as the must be a physical separation
between individual elements. This wouldresult in a throughput loss of between 1 to For simplicity, J6 = 13' , giving an output
4%, in on the design details, beam that is parallel to the input beam.depending This would be of practical benefit as all
Two mirror designs for lithography: theory points on the beamline would be at the

same height,
With two mirror systems it is possible to
tailor the illuminated patch so that it and r'= nr (7)
matches the rectangular lithography
masks. We investigated such systems to see where n simply a number defining the
if the benefit of a more rectangular beam relationship between the two radii.
outweighed the losses of a second The problem is that given u, -6, d and
reflective surface. n, we need to find r and hence r'.

From the standard equations for From Eqs. (4),(5) and (6) we can
grazing incidence mirrors:- eliminate v, u' and r' and end up with the

following expression:-1/u +1/v = I/f (1)

r = (A +/- 4(A*A - B))/(2n) (8)
f = r/(2sin-6) (2)

where A = (u(n+1)sinj3 + d) (9)
f =(Rsir1)/2 (3)

and B = 4nudsin- (10)
where u is the object distance, v is the
image distance, f is the focal length, 3 is Using Eqns. (7) and (8). it was
the angle of grazing incidence, r is the possible to raytrace a variety of
minor radius of a toroid. and R is the major combinations of minor radii, looking for
radius. combinations that would give the best

A two mirror system producing an shape of output beam. The optical set up
output that is parallel in the horizontal was chosen so as to apply to the IBM U6
plane needs to satisfy the following beamline, in order to be able to make
equations:- comparisons with both the cylindrical and

one toroid design.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 8,

1/u + I/v = (2sin-)/r) (4) which shows the scale of each spot
diagram and the shape of the beam at the

1/u' = (2sinj3')/r' (5) plane of the lithographic mask.
The raytracing set up for the results

u' + v = d/(sin.6) (6) shown was to have a source point, radiating
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uniformly in all directions. One meter away
was an aperture measuring +/- 7.4mm in
the horizontal direction and +/- 0.5mm in
the vertical direction. This slit was then

: uniformly filled, creating a first
approximation to synchrotron radiation.

I- 200mmJ (The same slit aperture was used in the
single cylinder and single toroid raytraces

......... referred to previously). The centre of the
1st toroid was placed a further 1.7m
downstream of the slit. The position of the
second toroid was determined by the

.. 17bmm J vertical separation d. This was chosen as
30mm, so that the separation between the

.. line of the incoming beam and the exiting
beam was 60mm. This allows the
positioning of the statutory lead or uranium

::162 mmJ safety beamstop. The grazing angle of
incidence was 20mR (1.5degrees). This
means that the second mirror center was
1145.6mm from the first. The lithography
station was placed a further 7m
downstream.

...... i- 164mm The parameters for the spot diagrams
..... J shown in Fig. 7 are listed in table 1.

In these trials the first element was a

:...:........ cylindrical mirror and the second was bent:::::::::: ~........... .: :!:::
...... ..:: "vi! into a saddle-toroid, with a major radius of

...................... .::.....80 000mm.

-- 166mm J The shape of the lithography mask
illumination patch varied from a crescent
to a near rectangle. At the optimum values
the shape was such that 86% of it fell
within a usable rectangle.

:.-....mm: Table 1. Cylinder-toroid parameters.:..... . -199m m J

number n r r.

(mm) (mm)

1 (top) -0.4 413 165
2 -0.6 251 150

267mm4 3 -0.66 222 146
4 -0.68 213 145
5 -0.70 205 144
6 -0.80 172 138
7 -1.00 127 127
8(bottom) -1.20 98 118

' 358mm-i
This solution was a diluting one, in

1st mirror 2nd mirror Output that the first mirror expands the beam
and the second causes it to re converge.
This means that the final intensity of the

Figure 8. Spot diagrams for the cylinder beam in the horizontal was slightly less
-saddle-toroid systems listed in table 1. , than if the same fan of synchrotron
as produced by the Imperial College radiation had been reflected by a single
Optical Design Analysis Program. mirror. Compared with letting the beam
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Flux at the lithograpy station

Optical system G S R A 0 Total

No mirror, wafer scanned 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5
(1.0) (1.0)

Flat scanning mirror 1.0 1.0 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.375
(1.0) (0.75)

Cylindrical scanning mirror 3.7 0.65 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.90
(1.0) (1.80)

Stationary saddle-toroid 3.7 0.48 0.75 1.0 1.0 1.33
Stationary STA mirror 3.7 0.48 0.75 0.96 1.0 1.27
Stationary cylindrical
+ saddle-toroid 2.2 0.86 0.56 1.0 1.0 1.06
Stationary cylindrical
+ STA mirror 2.2 0.86 0.56 0.96 1.0 1.02

G Geometric compression: increased intensity due to horizontal focussing.
S Shape: mismatch between final beam and the rectangular mask.
R Reflectivity; Au coated, 1.Onm wavelength, 20mR grazing incidence.
O Over scan factor; based on the experimental results from U6 beamline.
A Aperture factor: accounts for STA mirrors having gaps between elements.
T Total: A relative figure of merit.

Table 2. Comparison of photon Intensity/ unit area at the lithographic station
for different ways of matching synchrotron output to lithographic meask.shape

expand naturally to a final point 10m from within 26% of the most optimistic
the tangent point, a single toroid or predictions for the throughput of a single
cylinder condenses the illumination by a scanning mirror.
factor of 3.7, while this two mirror system The two element system with an STA
only condenses it by a factor of 2.2. That mirror would be less efficient giving a
combined with the greater reflection predicted 41% improvement over the
losses of this system, 56% total reflectivity experimentally measured U6 results, and
compared to 75% for a single surface, would be 29% less efficient than the most
mean that the total usable fraction of light optimistic one mirror scanning system.
was down by about 21% from that of a The STA mirrors would be in a high
single saddle-torold system. vacuum, but would have no moving parts. If

It seemed likely that there would be constructed with two polymers they
another set of solutions for a condensing should last as long as gold coated replica
system, in which the first mirror gratings. If made of gold directly on
converges the beam and the second quartz, they would be bakable and even
diverges it. We found that this was not longer lasting. They would require
possible. periodic, insitu cleaning with an oxygen

The second mirror, the toroid, could ion plasma, but this could be carried out at
be replaced by a STA mirror to give predetermined times, and would not
uniformity of illumination, but the disrupt the schedule.
throughput would be slightly less, due to The optimum practical way of
the elements of the STA not completely coupling the synchrotron beam to the
covering the substrate. This would give an lithography station would appear to be a
added loss of between 1 to 4%, depending single STA mirror.
on the details of the STA design.
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Diffraction Contrast of a Bragg-Fresnel Lens
in White and Monochromatic Radiation

V. V. Aristov, Yu. A. Basov, R. Frahm,* W. Graeff,* G. Materlik,* and A. A. Snigirev

Institute of Problems of Microelectronics Technology and High Purity Materials
USSR Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chemogolovka, Moscow District, USSR

*Hasylab DES, D-2000 Hamburg 52, Federal Republic of Germany

Introduction 4 L= / sin 2 e B towards lower
ange7s (= ois the F'ourier component
of crystal polarizability). Therefore, the

Recent advances in the studies of contribution of different types of diffrac-
x-ray diffraction phenomena and the tion to the formation of contrast by a
technology of structures with elements crystal-lens in the observation plane can
up to hundreds of angstr6ms in size be varied by collimation and monochro-
open up possibilities for fabrication of matization of the SR beam and by vary-
effective x-ray focusing elements with ing the angle of its incidence on the
three-dimensional Presnel zone struc- crystal in the vicinity of 0 by A 0 .
tures, namely, Bragg-Fresnel lenses The experiment* was performed in
(BF'L) [1-4] . BL differs favourably a double crystal scheme with preliminary
from the Fresnel zone plate by the ab- monochromatization of incident radiation
sence of chromatic aberrations which is (wavelength A%= 1.83 X, Si (iii) reflec-
due to the high spectral setectivityof ting planes) (Fig.2). The radiation
Bragg reflection, AA/k. I0- 10' .  source-BFL distance YA 40 m, and

This enables observation of focusing
[5] and image transmission [6-7] in

the white spectrum of synchrotron
radiation (SR).

Classical Diffraction

The zones of the BFL have a rec-
tangular profile (Fig.1). The radiation
scattering on such a relief has a fairly
intricate pattern, i.e. Laue-Laue (L-L)
and combined Bragg-Laue (B-I,) and
Laue-Bragg \L-3) diffraction is realized
(lateral zone surface serves as an ent-
rance slit for Laue diffraction) in addi- Figure 1. Bragg-Fresnel lens.
tion to the Bragg-Bragg (B-B) case.
Owing to the rectangular boundary con-
ditions, the Bragg angle for the Laue * The experiments described here were
case is shifted with respect to the E)- carried out using DESY SR (Hamburg,
Bragg angle for Bragg diffracion by FRG).
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diffraction, and the lens is a phase one,
i.e. the phase shift between the beams
reflected from the upper and lower zone
surfaces is defined by ag=,4do h/\ 2 ,
where h is the zone height.

In the present work conical focusing
has been studied in the single-crystal

2 3 (Fig.4) as well as double-crystal (F4 5)
schemes Q.rA = 40 m; ra = 0.5 m;

'A= 2 . In both experiments we
used BFL (Si (III) reflecting planes)

Figure 2. Double-crystal scheme with a zone height h = 5.4 1am which

with preliminary col- corresponds to a phase shift = 0.3 TI'
limation and monochro- (the optimal phase shift A f=Tr). The
matiaon and incent experimental topographs (Fig.6 and 7)
matiation show a focused image of the radiation
radiation, source in the centre of the topographic

the BEL -observation plane distance image of the lens. Comparison of the
he B -obsem.rvton plae tace topographs reveals that the contrast of4'E = 0.047 m. From the topographs the focused image of the radiation

shown in Fig.3 it is readily seen that soue image ore radin

at AG>O the observation plane exhibits source is much more pronounced in the
an intricate interference pattern (Fig.3bc) double-crystal scheme since radiation

i rmonochromatization in the direction per-T!his results fr~om the fact thbat the c Dn - pniua otezn tutr aog

tribution of all the types of diffraction is pendicular to the zone structure (along)

approximately the same. At Ao=-e the crystal surface) causes the back-

(the exact Bragg condition is flfilIedL ground level to decrease. Analysis of
the topograph obtained (Fig.7) suggests

for the entrance for Laue diffraction) that in the case in question the focusirg
the contribution of B-B and B-L dif- efficiency was 10%, the size of the
fraction becomes negligible as compared focused image 20 jam. Besides, with due
to that of the two other cases. The regard for the reduction coefficient
diffraction pattern observed on the ex- (K=8o) the scheme provides a source
perimental topograph (Fig.3a) was
produced by the coherent interaction of size f= 1.6 mm which is coincident
waves corresponding to L-L and L-B with the size of the radiating region.
diffraction.

Figure 4. Scheme of conical
focusing exclusive of

monochromatization

a
Figure 3. Experimental topographs:

a - = A ,Oa-q.

b- A= 0; c - AG>o

Conical Diffraction

A scheme of conical diffraction has 4
been suggested [5] in which splitting
into Fresnel zones is carried out in the Figure 5. Scheme of conical
direction perpendicular to the diffraction focusing with mono-
plane. The scheme involves only B-B chromatization
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Conciusions

Thus, the experiments performed have

led us to conclude that: 1. The scheme
with preliminary collimation and mono-
chromatization of incident radiation
("ig.2) offers variation of the contribu-
tion of each type of diffraction to for-
mation of the pattern. The maximum image
contrast is observed v/ih deviation of the
crystal with respect to 9, by L OB-A
towards lower angles.

2. The use of conical diffraction
allows for obtaining a phase BFL. More-
over, monochromatization of incident
radiation ensures a considerable increase
of image contrast.
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Proposed Method for the Measurement
of the Spatial Coherence of Laboratory X-Ray Lasers

James Trebes, Troy Barbee, Howard Nathel, and Abraham Szoke

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

Abstrct degree of coherence (g) between any two
points in the x-ray laser output beam is

A proposed method of measuring the given by:
spatial coherence length of laboratory x-ray
lasers is described. The method is based on k k
the coherence dependent interference i(Axt + Ay)
pattern produced by double slit arrays. The I (t)e z dtdij

neon-like Se laser at 208A is used as an g(Ax,Ay) f
example. f I(,n)d~dT

The brightness and coherence of where I(tTi) = intensity distribution in x-ray
laboratory x-ray lasers needs to be improved laser at output aperture. Z is the distance
in order to allow the use of these lasers in from the aperture to the position in the
such applications as high resolution beam where the coherence is being
holography and nonlinear x-ray optics. It evaluated. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1.
has been proposed to improve both the A phase factor which is approximately 1 for
brightness and spatial coherence by the use all cases considered in this paper has been
of oscillator-amplifier x-ray laser neglected.
configurations[I]. Experiments to verify this
improvement will require the development
of coherence diagnostics for x-ray lasers. x
This paper describes a spatial coherence
diagnostic based on the coherence
dependent interference patterns produced
from arrays of double slits. This technique Points 1 and 2
is an extension of the double pinhole method separated by
described in Born and Wolf[2]. x-ray laser

The spatial coherence length of current Ir Ax andAy
x-ray lasers can be calculated aasuming
that they have a large number of transverse
modes in the x-ray output. More formally
this corresponds to the case when the y
coherence area at the x-ray laser output
aperture is much smaller than the aperture
itself. With this assumption and in the Fig. 1. Geometry for evaluating degree of
far-field the spatial coherence can be coherence expression for determining
determined using the Van Citteret-Zernike spatial coherence between two points
theorem[2]. From this theorem the complex separated by Ax and Ay.
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The spatial coherence length is defined produced by an aperture illuminated with
as the distance between points 1 and 2 at partially coherent x-rays is given by [ref. 31:
which the complex degree of coherence
decreases from g = 1 to g = 0.88 [ref. 2]. By l(XlY1) 0I x Ax+YAkM~dAy
assuming that I( ,1) is constant across the =---IP(Ax,Ay)g(Ax,Ae z
x-ray laser aperture, an analytic expression (Xz)
for g can be determined. The result is given where P is the autocorrelation aperture
by the following expression: amplitude function, xI and yj are the

r rspatial coordinates at the detector plane a
2J 1(kr2  2 2J 1(kr 1L) distance z from the aperture, and Ax and Ay

r2 r, -" are the relative coordinates in the aperture.
kr 2  kr r For multiple slits ( width 2a, height 2b, and

prr zseparation d), this expression has been
2 2 evaluated to give [ref. 4]:

r 2 - r 1

where J1 = the Bessel function of the I(x0)=Io(4b) sinc2(ka N+2 (N-d
first kind z Z M =1
r2 = the outer radius of the x-ray
laser aperture This expression is valid in the far-field and
rI = the inner radius of the x-ray for y = 0. N = the number of slits. For 2 slits,
laser aperture
z = the axial distance to the the complex degree of coherence . is the
position where the coherence is fringe visibility in the interference pattern.
being determined Measuring the fringe visibility as a function
r = the distance normal from of slit separation allows the spatial
the x-ray laser output axis to the coherence length to be determined. The slit
position where the coherence is separation which produces a fringe
being determined, visibility of 0.88 is the spatial coherence

length in the x-ray laser beam.
This expression was evaluated for three A proposed diagnostic for measuring the
laboratory x-ray lasers. An inner and outer fringe visibility as a function of slit
radius were included since two of the lasers separation is shown in Fig. 2. This
have annular emission regions. The results diagnostic is designed to provide a time
are listed in Table 1. integrated measurement of the fringe

visibility and therefore the spatial coherence
of a 3 cm long, 100-kW neon-like selenuim
x-ray laser at 208A. This diagnostic consists
of a reflective array of slits placed 1.5 meters

Table 1. from the x-ray laser. At this position the
Spatial Coherent Lengths for Select X-ray slit separations required to adequately cover

Laser Laboratory the calculated coherence length range from

X-ray 500 to 50 gim. The detector used is Kodak 101
Lae Spatial Coherence Length x-ray film with a 1.5-pm aluminum stray
Se (208k) 66 jgm (LLNL, circular) light filter. The detector is placed at z = 0.6

meters from the slit array. At this distance
the smallest fringe separation is 30 gm,

C (182A) 21 jim (Rutherford, annular) which can be easily resolved by the x-ray
film. In order to make a time resolved
meassurement with a detector such as an
x-ray streak camera, the slit array can be
placed closer to the x-ray laser allowing

The complex degree of coherence can be smaller slit separations and larger fringe
measured directly from the coherence spacing to be used. This also increases the
dependent inLerfirece pattern produced by incident flux and therefore increases the
multiple slits[2]. The intensity distribution intensity in the signal.
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Use of reflective slits constructed from length results. In the case of d << coherence
narrow bandpass multilayer x-ray mirrors length, the fringe visibility should be 1.
rather than transmissive slits significantly The spatial coherence diagnostic
improves the signal-to-noise ratio by described above can provide time-integrated
eliminating broadband radiation. This spatial coherence lengths for laboratory
broadband radiation is produced by the high x-ray lasers. This diagnostic will be built
temperature, highly ionized plasma and tested using the neon-like selenium
constituting the x-ray laser. The reflective x-ray laser. Future work will be directed
slits are fabricated by depositing multilayer toward developing time resolving versions
x-ray mirrors in rectangular patterns on a of this system, the use of multiple rather
superpolished substrate than double slits, and the development of a

Calculated interference patterns for suitable theoretical formalism for handling
different slit separations are shown in Figs. the case of highly coherent x-ray lasers

3 and 4. A measured source size of 50 jum in when the coherence area is comparable to
radius was used in calculating the complex the x-ray laser output aperture. All of these
degree of coherence[5]. concepts and diagnostics can be developed

In principle the spatial coherence could and tested on analog visible light laser
be determined from the measurement of a systems[6]. This will also be explored.
single double slit measurement. This
would, however, be dependent on a model References
for the complex degree of coherence. This
function depends on the intensity 1. M. Rosen, et. al., Comm. Plasma Phys.
distribution at the output of the x-ray laser. Cont. Fusion, 10l, 245 (1987).
By making a series of measurements with 2. M. Born and E. Wolf, Principle of Ogic,
different slit widths, the complex degree of 6 th ed., Pergamon Press,Oxford,
coherence is mapped out and the coherence England (1980).
length determined is model independent. In 3 J. Goodman, S11 I i c, John Wiley
addition, the intensity distribution can in and Sons, New York (1985).
principle be determined from the degree of 4. T. Asakura and H. Fujii, Optik, 40, 217
coherence. By using slit separations (1974)
smaller than the spatial coherence length, 5 h e74)
instrumental effects which may reduce the 5. D. Whelan, et. as., SPIE, 81,275 (1987).
fringe visibility can be measured and 6. H. Nathel, et. al., J. Opt. Soc. Am. B, 5
deconvolved from the spatial coherence 1528 (1988).

0.6 meters

Kodak 101/x-ray film

/Al filter
1.5 microns

0m i d MLM slit array

Se x-ray laser R= 25% @ 208A

208A 3 cm length

4 0 1.5 meters

Fig. 2. Schematic arrangement of x-ray laser spatial coherence diagnostic
utilizing multi-layer mirror array and x-ray film detector.
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3 Be Laier(208A), Z- 60 cm, d=100 microns
2a- 10 microns, 2b = 100 microns,
1.5 microns Al filter
degree of coherence- 0.87

2

.8i

0

0 200 400 600 800 1000

X position in microns

Se Laser(208A), &. 60 cm, d=200 microns
2a= 10 microns, 2b f 100 microns,
1.5 microns A] filter
degree of coherence= 0.54

S 2

0

0 2;0 4o 600 000 1000

X position in microns

Fig. 3. The calculated interference patterns for a slit separation of 100
microns (top) and 200 microns (bottom). The fringe visibility of 0.87 at a
separation of 100 microns indicates a coherence length of 100 microns.
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Se Laser(208A), Z- 60 cm, d--300 microns
2a-. 10 microns, 2b -100 midcrons,
1.5 microns Al filter
degree of coherence. O.-18

0 2010 00 80 10

X position in microns

3 SBe Laser(208A), Z=- 60 cm, d-400 microns

0 2a- 10 microns, 2b =100 midcrons,
1.5 midcrons Al filter
degree of coherence= 0.06

2-

W0

0 200 400 600 800 1o00

X position in microns

Fig. 4. The calculated interference patterns for slit separations of 300 (top)
and 400 (bottomn) microns.
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Coplanar vacuum photodiode for measurement of
short-wavelength picosecond pulses

J. Bokor, A. M. Johnson, W. M. Simpson, and R. H. Storz
AT&T Bell Laboratories

Holmdel, NJ 07733

A vacuum photodiode is the most elementary photoelectric detector. Such a device is
sensitive to photon energies which exceed the photocathode work function in accord

with the classical photoelectric effect. For vacuum ultraviolet and soft X-ray radiation,
photoelectric quantum yields in excess of 50% can be reached. 1 With a carefully

designed external circuit, the response time of such a detector is limited by the diode
capacitance. The present state-6f-the-art risetime in a commercial biplanar vacuum

photodiode 2 is 60 psec.

Recent studies3 have demonstrated the utility of the coplanar transmission line geometry
with lateral dimensions of several micrometers for the generation and propagation of

picosecond electrical pulses. We have realized an ultrafast vacuum photodiode detector

by taking advantage of a microfabricated coplanar stripline geometry. Two parallel
stripline electrodes themselves serve as the photocathode and collection anode. A
representation of our initial devices is shown in Figure 1. In the application primarily

envisioned for this device, namely the measurement of short soft X-ray pulses radiated
by picosecond laser plasma sources, the photodiode is optimized to give high sensitivity

for soft X-rays, while a small portion of the pump laser pulse used to create the plasma
is also used to trigger a conventional photoconductive sampler in order to read out the

photodiode pulse.

The device has been tested using 266 nm ultraviolet (UV) laser pulses of -500 fsec

duration derived from a compressed, mode-locked Nd:YAG laser. The results are shown
in Figure 2. With 60 V applied bias, we obtained a 4 psec rise time and a 12 psec fail

time. It was not possible to apply a higher bias voltage to this device due to avalanche

breakdown of the silicon between the lines. By improving the device processing to

eliminate the silicon between the striplines, higher bias voltage and hence higher speed
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should be obtained.
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Fig. 1: Coplanar vacuum
photodiode and V-=..;Aconventional sidegap V
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X-Ray Optics for X-Ray Laser Research Applications

N. M. Ceglio

University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

Abstract Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. As
such it incorporates contributions by the group

State of the art capabilities in soft x-ray lenses, members (A. M. Hawryluk, D. G. Stearns, D. P.
multilayer mirrors, beamsplitters, and syn- Gaines, ...) as well as outside collaborators:
thetically generated holograms are reviewed. LLNL X-ray Laser Group (D. Matthews, C.
Application of these capabilities in recent x-ray Keane, B. MacGowan, J. Trebes, R. London, ...),
laser cavity experiments, and to the develop- LLNL Dept. of Chemistry and Materials Science
ment of a soft x-ray interferometer and a high (M. Sattler, ...), Dept. of Physics and Center for
intensity ( Z1013 watt/cm2 ) soft x-ray laser are Solid State Science at Arizona State University
discussed. (M. B. Stearns, A. K. Petford-Long, ...) and the

PTB Institut, Berlin (M. Kuhne, P. Muller, B.
Introduction Wende).

Specifically reviewed in the next section is
The emerging field of x-ray optics has reached a progress in the design, fabrication, and
new stage of maturation. There are currentiy performance of Fresnel zone plate lensing
available (albeit at lower efficiency) all the basic elements, multilayer mirrors, beamsplitters and
optical components typically taken for granted at holographic optical components. The final
visible wavelengths (lenses, normal incidence section is devoted to the near term application
mirrors and beamsplitters, and holographic of these x-ray optics technologies. Recent
optical components), as well as high brightness, results from double- and multi-pass x-ray laser
(partially) coherent sources (undulators, soft cavity experiments are reported. In addition,
x-ray lasers, laser produced plasmas). Utilizing "work in progress" toward the development of a
these capabilities we are taking the first soft x-ray interferometer and a high intensity soft
tentative steps toward the development of x-ray laser is discussed, as well as their
sophisticated optical systems - interferometers, potential application in probing high density
resonant laser cavities with focussed, high plasmas (interferometer) and generating
intensity output - at soft x-ray wavelengths, non-linear x-ray optical phenomena (high
These advanced optical systems have the intensity laser).
potential for thrusting us into a new era of
modern x-ray optics in which high density, X-ray Optical Components
optically thick plasmas and materials may be
probed, and nonlinear x-ray optical phenomena Development of optical components for the
generated. manipulation of soft x-rays has enjoyed

This manuscript is a brief review of recent remarkably rapid progress in recent years [1-6].
accomplishments and current "work in progress" This effort is motivated by a multidisciplinary
of the Advanced X-ray Optics Group at interest in short wavelength radiation. Fresnel
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zone plate lenses with ten-nanometer resolution front [1,2], the discussion here centers on
are being developed for x-ray microscopy of live Molybdenum/Silicon mirrors operating in a
microbiological specimens, and for applications spectral band from 125A to 220A. This
in solid state and surface physics, as well as bandwidth is of particular interest because
integrated circuit mask inspection in x-ray many of the laboratory x-ray lasers operate
lithography. Multilayer mirrors and beam- within this band (e.g., neon-like Selenium at
splitters are of broad interest for applications in 206.3A and 209.6A [14], hydrogen-like carbon
spectroscopy, synchrotron beam manipulation, at 181A [15], neon-like Yttrium at 154.9A [14],
plasma physics, soft x-ray interferometry, and and neon-like Molybdenum at 131A [16]). In
x-ray laser research. addition silicon has L absorption edges at

Fresnel zone plates and phase plates provide approximately 123A, so that its absorption is low
the potential for diffraction limited x-ray imaging for x>125A, providing a possibility of fairly
with a spatial resolution approaching the efficient mirrors at these wavelengths. Equally
dimension of the minimum (i.e. outermost) zone important is the fact that the Mo/Si system
width [7-10]. Fresnel zone plates with minimum exhibits good long term stability, and has layer
zone widths of 500A are currently operating as interfaces which are reasonably sharp and well
objective lenses in experimental x-ray defined [17].
microscopes covering the spectral range from The Mo/Si mmultilayer mirrors are deposited
30A - 45A. These microscopes report image using a multi-head magnetron sputter system in
resolutions approaching 500A in the imaging which all process parameters are actively
mode [11], and 750A in the scanning mode [12]. feedback controlled (substrate temperature
More recently [3], Fresnel zone plates with feedback control is also in the process of being
400A minimum zone width have been used in implemented) and recorded into computer
an imaging microscope at 45A for inspection of memory during layer deposition. In addition the
integrated circuit masks. A spatial resolution mirror substrates undergo a compound rotation
approaching 400A - 500A was reported. during sputter deposition to insure layer

Work is underway at a number of facilities to uniformity over the substrate area [5]. Test
fabricate (using electron beam lithography) the experiments indicate that the control systems
next generation of Fresnel zone plate strurtures provide layer-to-layer uniformity, and area-wide
with minimum zone widths approaching looA. homogeneity (over a 3 inch diameter substrate)
As linewidths become narrower the zone plate to better than +/- 1%.
lens improves in both diffraction limited Multilayer mirror production and
resolution (8-Ar) and speed (f# = Arrk) [7]. (Where characterization follows a standard procedure:
8 is spatial resolution, Ar is minimum zone width, Once a wavelength and incidence angle have
f# is the f/number of the lens, and x is the x-ray been chosen (e.g., 206.3A at normal incidence
wavelength). Typically one does not expect for x-ray laser cavity), the appropriate multilayer
zone plate lens efficiency to depend on mirror is designed (materials, d spacing, y[ratio
linewidth, e.g., ideal first order diffraction of high index material thickness to d spacing], N
efficiency is typically quoted as 10% for a zone [number of layer pairs]) using a versatile
plate and 40% for a phase plate independent of computer code employing a matrix method to
A r [10]. However, as lens f# is reduced below calculate the scattering at each interface and
A r/ X-- 10, one is forced to view the zone plate propagation through each layer [18]. Mirrors
lens as a three dimensional diffraction (along with control samples) are fabricated to
element. It is no longer accurate to treat it as a the design specifications using the magnetron
simple two dimensional diffraction mask. In sputter system discussed above. The mirrors
particular one must take into account are then screened for correct "d" and "y" values
"waveguide" propagation effect, for soft x-rays using small angle diffractometer measurements

passing through the outer zones when X, r and at the CuKaline (- 8 key). The mirrors are next

.<<t (t is the thickness of the zone plate tested for x-ray reflectivity (and transmission in
structure). Such "waveguide" effects can have the case of beamsplitters) at the wavelengths
a significant influence on diffraction efficiency and incidence angles i interest at the Bessy
[131, and under some truly pathologic conditions synchrotron [19]. Control samples are
even reduce zone plate resolution. sk ctioned and thinned for TEM analysis in order

While significant progress in multilayer mirror to inspect interface sharpness, layer to layer
fabrication has been recorded over a broad uniformity, and layer smoothness [17,18].
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Results from this detailed fabrication and Transmission electron micrograph of Mo/S multi-layer d t 115A

characterization process are illustrated in Figs. N 25

1 (a), (b), (c). Figure 1 (a) shows a TEM
micrograph of a Mo/Si mirror with d = 115A, y=
0.51, N = 25 designed for use at normal
incidence in a cavity experiment on the
neon-like Selenium x-ray laser with laser lines Molybdenum

at 206.3A and 209.6A. Figure 1 (b) shows the (.!59A)

measured x-ray reflectivity of that same mirror at Silicon -- Carbon
virtual normal incidence (= 0.5 degrees off (_A) - undercoat

normal). The peak reflectivity of 28 % occurs at (_iuA)

210A and the mirror bandpass (FWHM) is 25A. silicon

Figure 1(c) shows the measured x-ray substrate

reflectivity for a mirror designed for use at Figure 1(a): TEM micrograph of a Mo/Si
normal incidence in a cavity experiment on the multilayer mirror designed for x-ray laser
neon-like Molybdenum x-ray laser with lines at cavity at 206.3A and 209.6A.
131A and 132.7A. The mirror is a Mo/Si
multilayer with the following characteristics:
N = 30; d z 71 A; y=-0.4. The peak reflectivity of
61% occurs at ;L = 130A, and the mirror 30 -1- 1
bandpass (FWHM) is IOA. 20 = 1'iMo/Si multilayer mirror

The current state of the art in Mo/Si (d=115A. N=25)

multilayers over the spectral range 125A- 220A 20-

allows us to design, fabricate, and verify high
efficiency, high optical quality mirrors with a _
high degree of confidence, as illustrated in 10
Fig. 1.

The optical beamsplitter is a fundamental
optical component the importance of which is o 1oo 200 240 280
often overlooked. It plays a vital role in Wavelength 4

holographic, interferometric, and schlieren

systems. It is important as an output coupler for Figure 1(b): Measured x-ray reflectivity of
laser cavities, is useful for beam monitoring multilayer mirror shown in Fig. 1(a).
functions, and in general provides versatility in
sophisticated optical applications. We have
pioneered the development of multilayer
beamsplitters for use at soft x-ray wavelengths
[4,5,6,18,20,211. Using silicon nitride mem- 2mr Mo/51I multilayer mirror (111-g)
brane technology originally developed by the 5o (d 71 A; N =30)
integrated circuit industry for x-ray lithographic
applications (22], we have designed, fabricated, k

and tested Mo/Si muililayers supported by thin
.'-300A), x-ray transparent silicon nitride 1 25
membranes. Details of beamsplitter fabrication
are provided elsewhere [5,20]. Generally
speaking, a polished silicon wafer is coated
(via chemical vapor deposition) with a thin 0

silicon nitride film onto which a Mo/Si multilayer 100 120 140 160 I8O

is deposited (via magnetron sputtering). Using Wevelegmh (A)

conventional patterning and anisotropic etch Figure 1(c): Measured x-ray reflectivity of
techniques [23], the underlying silicon is Mo/Si multilayer mirror designed for x-ray
removed from an area typically 10 - 20 mm2 , laser cavity at 131A and 132.7A.
leaving a window of silicon nitride supported
multilayer, which is partially reflecting and
transmitting as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Mo/Si multilayer (d = 71A; N = 11)
on 300A Si3N4 membrane

.l-r---------------------

Reflected Transmitted

1Or - 50 F-

F:~ , 20 ",,, ,,.,.,,,,,,.,,

1 0 160 180 200 220 100 120 140 160 180 200 22

Wavelength (A) Wavelength (A)

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of multilayer beamsplitter behavior along withmeasured x-ray reflectivity ard transmission for a "top" side deposited beamsplitter
designed for use at 131A.

The primary challenge in producing high contact with the polished silicon. Figures 3 (a),
optical quality soft x-ray beamsplitters lies in (b) compare TEM micrographs of Mo/Siachieving a smooth interface between the beamsplitters deposited on the "rough" top sidesilicon nitride (or other transparent support of the silicon nitride (Fig. 3(a)), and deposited
membrane) and the multilayer structure. It is not on the "smooth" bottom side of the silicon nitrideuncommon for the CVD silicon nitriae film to (Fig. 3(b)). In Fig. 3(a) the beamsplitterhave a surface roughness of order IQA - 15A. specifications are: Mo/Si; d=1 15A; y,--O.5;This roughness is replicated in the multilayer N=7; silicon nitride=440A. In Fig. 3(b) thestructure resulting in a reduced reflectivity [24] beamsplitter specifications are: Mo/Si; d = 65A;
and possible wavefront distortion of the yz_ 0.4; N = 13; silicon nitride=3OOA. Figure 3
reflected beam. While efforts are underway to shows the reduced roughness in thproduce smoother silicon nitride films, "bottom-side" deposited multilayers. Figure 4improvements in beamsplitter performance illustrates the comparative performance of "top"have already been achieved by depositing the and "bottom" side deposited multilayers versusmultilayer onto the back side of the silicon multilayers deposited onto a polished siliconnitride membrane, after the silicon has first been wafer. All samples were prepared in the same
anisotropically etched. In this procedure the run of the magnetron sputter system. Nominallysilicon nitride film is deposited onto the highly they are all Mo/Si multilayers with d = 65A; 7"polished silicon wafer. The interface between 0.3; N = 13. As illustrated, peak reflectivities
the silicon nitride and the silic n appears to be are 17%, 13.4%, and 9.7% for the multilayersalmost as smooth as the polished wafer. After deposited on the polished wafer, the "bottom"the silicon has been etched away, the Mo/Si side of the silicon nitride, and the "top" side ofmultilayer is then deposited onto the "smooth" the silicon nitride, respectively. These results
surface of the silicon nitride that had been in
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' 1 I I

Silicon OIIi o
nitride ]1i i

(a) (b)

Mo/Si beamsplitter Mo/Si beamsplitter
top side deposition bottom side deposited

0 0d=115 A d = 65 A
N=7 N =13

(BS-4) (EU-9-6-88-2)

Figure 3: Comparative TEM micrographs showing multilayer beamsplitters which
were (a) "top" side deposited and (b) "bottom" side deposited onto silicon nitride.
The "bottom" side deposited layer has less interface roughness.

0.20 I 1 indicate that the "bottom side" deposited
..... (M-73) Reference bearnsplitters, while better than the "top side"

- mirror deposited optics, are not yet as good as has
I(B9) Back been achieved with multilayers deposited on0.15 surface BS highly polished substrates. (Note also the

•-(BS-10) Front apparent shift in d spacing for the "bottom side": surface BS
S BSdeposited multilayer presumably due to

shadowing effects).
. -'. - The value of synthetically generated

* "holographic optical components is well
established at infrared and visible wavelengths
[25]. As generalized diffractive optical elements

0.05- they represent the ultimate in the application of
3 \modern computer and microfabrication tech-

o =nologies to the control and manipulation of
0- J electromagnetic radiation. We have pioneered
100 120 140 160 180 the development of synthetically generated

Wavelength holographic optical components for use at soft
x-ray wavelengths [4,5,20,21]. We haveFigure4: Measured x-ray reflectivities for combined nanometer lithographic techniqueswafer (M-73); "bottom side" deposited onto (UV holographic lithography, e-beam litho-

silicon nitride (BS-9); and "top side" deposited graphy, x-ray lithography) with multilayer thin
onto silicon nitride (BS-10). All multilayers film deposition capabilities to produce three
were fabricated on the same run. dimensional diffractive structures, which are
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synthetically generated x-ray reflection holo- 3000A, the multilayer is Mo/Si, with d = 113A,
grams. Specifically, we have patterned ioooA g = 0.4; and N = 30. Special note should be
linewidth linear gratings into (and onto) taken of the remarkable control over structural
multilayers to produce high efficiency, normal detail, i.e. the layer to layer uniformity, the sharp
incidence reflection gratings (also called highly interfaces between the Mo and Si layers, the
dispersive x-ray mirrors). We have also precise etch control in providing edge definition

patterned micro-Fresnel zone plates onto of the grating pattern, the very few damaged

multilayers to produce planar focussing mirrors. layers, and no evidence of residue in the etched

In principle, using e-beam lithographic regions.

capabilities, we could pattern multilayers in any We have characterized the x-ray performance
generalized fashion allowing complete of such grating- in-multilayer holographic optical
amplitude and phase control (if coherently components at the Bessy synchrotron. The
illuminated) - and thereby focus control - over results from such a measurement are presented
the reflected x-rays. in Table 1. Shown are the measured diffraction
Details of the fabrication of holographic optical efficiencies into the zeroth through fourth orders
components (HOC) are provided elsewhere[5]. for a Mo/Si multilayer ( d = 65A; y = 0. 3 ; N = 30)
While a variety of techniques may be used in patterned with a linear grating ( period = 1 g±m;
HOC fabrication, the patterned multilayer mirror reflecting line/space ratio =_1.1) and illuminated
shown in Fig. 5 was prepared as follows: the at virtual normal incidence (--0.8 degree off
Mo/Si multilayer mirror was deposited onto a
polished silicon wafer using magnetron normal) at X = 130A. A control mirror
sputtering; a 5000A thick layer of photoresist (fabricated at the same time) was measured to
was deposited atop the multilayer mirror and a have a normal incidence reflectivity of 43 .5% at
3000A period linear grating pattern was 130A. From this value we can calculate the
recorded (i.e. exposed and developed) into the expected diffraction efficiency values from an
resist using UV holographic lithography. A thin ideal linear grating having the above
layer (-50A) of chromium was next evaporated characteristics. These calculated (theoretical)
(at oblique angle of incidence) atop the resist values are also listed in Table 1. The good
grating pattern. The Cr coated grating pattern agreement between the measured and
was then used as a pattern mask for gueementfbetwen the masued and
subsequent reactive ion etching into the calculated diffraction efficiency values at low
multilayer. The etch gases used were a mixture orders is strong testimony to our ability to
of CClF3 and 02 (5% by mass flow rate) at 5 fabricate high quality holographic optical
mTorr pressure. Figure 5 is a TEM micrograph elements for soft x-ray wavelengths. The
of a sectioned and thinned piece of the grating- disagreement at higher orders is most likely due
in-multilayer pattern. The grating period is to sidewall taper in the real structures which is

not accounted for in the ideal grating
calculations.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: TEM migrographs of a 3000A period grating etched into a Mo/Si multilayer
mirrorwithd= 113A; y = 0.4;N=30.
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TABLE I. performed in neon-like Selenium at 206.3A and
Measured and calculated diffraction efficiency 209.6A, and in neon-like Molybdenum at 131A

values at X = 130A for a linear grating etched and 132.7A [29,30]. In these experiments the
into a Mo/Si multilayer. The disagreement for cavity output was time resolved permitting
higher orders may be due to sidewall taper in temporal separation and distinct identification of
the real structures which is not accounted for in the single- and double-pass amplified beams. In
the calculations. addition to providing an unequivocal

demonstration of double pass amplification, the
Measured Calculated 20 ps time resolution of these experiments

Diffracted Diffraction Diffraction provided two additional opportunities: it allowed
Ode Eff;cienc direct calculation of the time varying "effective

gain" of the medium [29]; and it provided a direct
0th 11.3% 12.0% measurement of double pass: single pass
1st 4.5% 4.4% amplification (on a single experiment) showing
2nd 0.04% 0.03% that beam intensity was increased by as much
3rd 0.24% 0.46% as 20X and beam brightness by as much as
4th 0.05% 0.03% 600X (due to the 6X decrease in divergence).

The most advanced demonstration to date of
soft x-ray laser cavity performance is illustrated
in Fig. 6, in which the time resolved triple-pass
amplified output (at 206.3A) from a multipass

Applications cavity is presented [311. In this experiment the
cavity consisted of a spherical mirror ( R = 12

One of the early motivations for the cm) placed 3.5 cm from one end of the gain
development of normal incidence multilayer medium, and a flat beamsplitter placed 3.0 cm
mirrors and beamsplitters was the need for from the other end of the gain medium. The
resonant cavities for newly developed soft x-ray gain medium was a neon-like Selenium
sources of amplified spontaneous emission plasma, 2 cm long. The spherical mirror was a
114,15,16,261. Cavity development was and is Mo/Si multilayer (d = 111A; y z 0.4; N = 30)
viewed as a crucial step toward the ultimate deposited on a highly polished BK-7 substrate.
transformation of these x-ray gain media into Its measured reflectivity at 206.3A was
relatively efficient lasers with optimized approximately 20%. The beamsplitter was a
divergence and coherence properties. Mo/Si multilayer (d = 114A; - 0.5; N = 6)

There are a number of obstacles to laser supported by a 400A thick silicon nitride
cavity development. Typical soft x-ray gain membrane. Measured beamsplitter reflectivity
media are short duration, high temperature, and transmission at 206.3A were 15% and 5%
high density plasmas produced by intense respectively.
optical laser irradiation of foil, fiber, or solid The single-, double-, and triple- pass
targets. These aain media provide a hostile amplified signals are easily identified in Fig. 6.
x-ray environment for cavity optics. In addition, The double pass signal is 22X more intense
the gain media may be subject to local than and the triple-pass signal approximately
inhomogeneities that could compromise equal to, the single-pass ASE. The low intensity
coherent transport of amplified radiation, and of the triple pass signal may be attributed to the
the short gain lifetime (typically a few hundred short duration of the amplifier gain. These
picoseconds) leaves little opportunity for many experiments provide strong encouragement for
amplification passes. the viability of multipass cavity optics. If gain

Significant progress has been made in lifetime can be increased without compromising
addressing these challenges. Experiments the survivability of the optics, the prospects for
demonstrating Mo/Si mirror survival (at least for soft x-ray lasers with optimized efficiency,
the duration of the gain medium) in the hostile divergence, and coherence properties appears
x-ray laser environment (of present generation promising.
laboratory x-ray lasers) have been completed, There is a great deal of discussion about the
and are in agreement with calculations of most appropriate near term applications for the
anticipated mirror damage [27,281. Double pass x-ray laser and x-ray optics technologies
cavity experiments have been successfully illustrated herein [32]. A particularly promising
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proposal, involving a marriage of the laser and than the 470 ps required for the double pass
optics technologies, is the development of a traversal of the cavity). The mirror is assumed to
high intensity ( >1013 watt/cm2 ) soft x-ray laser. have a reflectivity of 50 % at 164A.
Such a laser could deliver an unprecedented Under these conditions the radiation
intensity of narrowband soft x-rays to a target emerging from the double pass cavity would
and perhaps launch a new field of nonlinear have an intensity
x-ray optics by allowing the controlled IL = Isatg(L-.9) R 3x 1011 watt/cm 2

laboratory study of laser-matter interactions at where
specific x-ray wavelengths at intensities never Isat = saturation intensity = 2 x 1010 watt/cm2

before achieved in the laboratory.
Conceptually, the high intensity laser would g = 4.5 cm-1L = amplification length = 10 cm

consist of a soft x-ray gain medium within a A = saturation length (i.e. g= 15)
double or multipass cavity. The radiation R = mirror reflectivity = 0.5
emerging from the cavity would be imaged by a and a divergence
reduction lens (a Fresnel zone plate or a series d L -3
of multilayer coated mirrors) to a small, high AO=- = 1.4 x 10 radian
intensity spot. The potential for such a device is LO
illustrated in the simple design study that where
follows: dL = diameter of laser gain medium = 200 gim

For a gain medium we choose the well Lo =cavity length = 14cm
characterized neon-like Strontium laser [33], 5
cm long and approximately 200 im diameter. or eqiaenl6 so
The dominant line emission is at 164A. It d l o 2 x 10-6 sr
exhibits a small signal gain of 4.5 cm- 1, and has The laser output beam ( 3 x 101-1 watt/cm 2

an anticipated (i.e. calculated) saturation over a 200 m diameter, with 2 x 10-6 sr
intensity of 2 x 1010 watt/cm2, which should be divergence solid angle) is imaged by# an
achieved with a gain-length product of 15. In appropriate reduction camera of f/number, f , to
this design the ASE is double pass amplified a spot size, d, where
using a normal incidence spherical multilayer d = dL f#A9.
mirror placed 2 cm from the end of the gain For example, if f# = 7
medium. The overall amplification length is then, d a 2 gm
therefore 10 cm, and the double pass cavity the d i i aom
length is 14 cm. (The x-ray laser target will be and the focussed intensity is approximately
redesigned to provide a gain duration greater 'focus = 3 x 1014 watt/cm 2.

This value presumes a 10% first order diffraction
efficiency for the reduction lens. It does not
account for a possible fill factor loss (i.e. lens

2 pass MUM-PM O ' =,diameter smaller than beam diameter) or
______s________ possible reduction lens damage. These matters

iat Pe are discussed in Appendix 1.
MIf one were to presume an f# =2 reduction

loam lens, then the focussed spot diameter would be
In "=1f reduced to d =-0.6 gm, and the focused inten-

sity would be
'focus = 3 x 1015 watt/cm 2,

again accounting for lens efficiency but not for
fill factor loss or possible lens damage (see

o A ._Appendix 1).0 O.2 0 14 08 . 1.0

T~M* (,) The numbers presented here are intended
only as a crude design study to illustrate the

Figure 6: Time resolved multipass cavity potential of the x-ray laser and optics
output at 206.3A. Total cavity length was 8.5 technologies which are presently available. In
cm. "re gain medium was a 2 cm long. The the course of development, different design
reduced amplification for the third and higher
number of passes was due to the short gain choices may be required, and an actual first
lifetime, generation system may miss the above design
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goals by one or two orders of magnitude. Lp 2

Nevertheless, the message should be clear thatf nds_ (nLp) m xa 1/X
the technology is at hand for the development of f
high intensity x-ray lasers which could parallel Where Lp is the size of the plasma, n is the

the development of high intensity optical lasers, plasma electron density, and . is the

A reliable assessment of specific applications wavelength of the interferometric probe. This

of the high intensity x-ray laser is difficult. indicates that the maximum plasma

However, one need only recognize how high "density-length product" which can be

intensity optical lasers have altered the scientific measured by the probe beam, increases

and technological landscape to appreciats the quadratically as probe wavelength is

potential of such a capability at soft x-ray decreased. The shortest wavelength at which

wavelengths. An area of application of plasma interferometry has been successfully

particular interest to those of us working in x-ray applied is 2660 A[37]. A decrease in probe

optics is the generation and study of nonlinear wavelength to 131A (where there exist high

x-ray optical phenomena driven by the large, efficiency Mo/Si multilayer optics and the

high frequency electric fields that the high neon-like Molybdenum laser) would increase

intensity laser could bring to bear on plasma or

solid targets. For example, crude estimates of (nLp)max by a factor of more than 400X.

third harmonic generation in an appropriately Another intriguing short wavelength
engineered plasma indicate that at 1014 diagnostic possibility is Hook Interferometry [38]
watt/cm2 perhaps a 1% conversion efficiency (i.e. interferometric spectroscopy) to address
into the third harmonic (e.g., 164A to 54.7A) questions of atomic kinetics in high density
could be achieved [34]. While such estimates plasmas by direct, time resolved measurement
may at this early stage appear somewhat of population densities of excited states. The
optimistic, the long term potential of this Hook method employs an interferometer
technology should be clear to anyone with more (typically a Mach Zehnder, see Fig. 7)
than a passing interest, illuminated with collimated, broadband

Another technological outgrowth from the radiation. The resulting (blurred) fringe pattern
recent advances in x-ray optical components is spectrally dispersed using an imaging
(esp. mirrors and beamsplitters) and high spectrometer. The output (which can be
brightness x-ray sources (esp. lasers, displayed across the slit of a soft x-ray streak
synchrotron undulators, and laser produced camera for time resolution) is then simply a
plasmas) will undoubtedly be the emergence of linear fringe pattern displayed versus
x-ray interferometry as a viable diagnostic tool. wavelength (see Appendix 3). However, in
Interferometry has been used at visible and regions of anomalous absorption (i.e. at
ultraviolet wavelengths for the study of wavelengths near transitions) the fringes are not
aerodynamics and fluid flow, plasma dynamics simply linear, in fact they form sharp hook
and atomic phenomena [35]. At hard x-ray patterns. The separation between the hooks
wavelengths it has been used to study crystal depends on the population difference of the
structure and surface topography [36]. transition and the oscillator strength:
However, to date there has been no significant {aJLP }1/
interferometry at soft x-ray wavelengths owing to A jfjds
the lack of appropriate optics and sources. But, 0
as described in this maruscript, the where
technological landscape has been changed, Lp = length of the plasma probed
and the opportunity for the development of soft
x-ray interferometry is upon us. = Ni - N1 = population difference (cm-3)

Short wavelength interferometry will allow the fij = oscillator strength for the transition at 'ij.
direct measurement of electron density profiles Details of the Hook method are presented in
at well above the critical density for large scale Appendix 3. For our purposes here it is worth
laser produced plasmas. Such measurements noting that with this technique the measureable
have in the past been impossible. It is easy to quantity is a simple distance, AH, on the
show (see Appendix 2) that in a high density detector. As a result, the technique does not
plasma with strong radial density gradients, the require careful photometry or detector linearity
quantity (as does absorption spectroscopy). It is best
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suited for strong transitions (to give larger AH), laboratory soft x-ray lasers. Topics covered
has large dynamic range (since AH a (Nij )1/2), include zone plate imaging optics, multilayer
and (since it measures phase shift away from mirrors, beamsplitters, and holographic opticalal(inceer it mas hasenitie tosh a fcomponents, x-ray laser cavities and
line center) it is not sensitive to lineshape and interferometric techniques for measurement of
can be used on optically thick trarsitions. electron density profiles and atomic kinetics in

The Hook method is a sophisticated high density, large scale plasmas.
interferometnc technique, powerful in its ability

to provide detailed spectroscopic information
about plasmas, which are otherwise difficult to Acknowledgements
access. Hook interferometry has never been
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Appendix I where

Details are provided for a zone plate reduction ID = intensity at the zone plate which -night

lens discussed with regard to the high possibly damage the optic
intensity laser. In the calculations that follow IL = output laser intensity = 3 x 101 '-/cm2

all numbers are liberally rounded off and are In this case
therefore approximate.

Example I: In this example an f # = 7 lens is D 2 x 1 09 /cm2

presumed. Such a lens will have a minimum Clearly such an x-ray intensity has the
zone width of potential for damaging the zone plate lens.

Ar =_ 1150A If the damage (e.g., zone plate disassembly)
since occurs on a time scale long compared to that

# Ar needed to modulate and thereby focus the
f x-rays, then it may be required to replace the

lens after each laser shot (not a great
for the zone plate lens. In this casp it is acting inconvenience, since the laser target and
as a simple reduction lens imaging the cavity mirror will also be destroyed on each
200 gm output aperture of the x-ray laser gain shot). However, if the damage process
medium down to a 2 lim diameter spot. The interferes with the focussing process, different
reduction factor is 1 00x so that design choices may be required. Such issues

L =_100f are best addressed experimentally.
where =Example 2:where The same calculations performed for an

L = distance from x-ray laser to zone plate T 2, N 5 lens a r foll os:

lens f # 2, N = 5000 lens are as follows:

f = zone plate lens focal distance. A r 325A, dZp = 650 gm, f =- 1.3 mm.
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The laser output is imaged down to a 0.6 gm f/number, f#. The largest deflection angle
diameter spot. The reduction factor is 333 x so collected determines the maximum value of

L _ 43.3 cm. nLp:
Beam size at the lens is AO- 1

dB_8199Lm. fmax 2

The fill factor is F _= 0.63. so
So that for this example the intensity at focus 1 ,
would be 63% of the 3 x 1015 W/cm 2 quoted in (n LO.. 1.1 X 10 . (e/cm)
the text. The laser intensity at the plane of the f # X2

zone plate is A useful example:
ID __2x100W/cm2 ,  For =131A

Appendix II .= 100 Im (typical x-ray !a:r gain
medium)

Interferometric Measurement of Radial f# = 3 (i.e. zone plate lens with Ar 400A)
Electron Density Profiles:

This technique has been applied by
Attwood, et al. [37] for the diagnosis of laser
produced plasmas with a probe beam of s
2660A. They used a double exposure one could access electron densities as great
holographic interferometry technique. at 1022 e/cm3 .

For convenience consider a cylindrically
symmetric plasma of length, Lp, with radial Appendix III
electron density profile of scale length,.9 The Hook Interferometry at Soft X-ray
electron density profile may be written Wavelengths:

n(r) =nexp(. r-rc) The details of the hook method of

where = x interferometry are well documented elsewhere
n(r) = electron density [39]. The intention here is to provide a brief
nc = critical electron density summary of the technique, paying specific

13 cattention to those details relevant to its

1.1 x 1013 cm implemegitation at soft x-ray wavelengths. A
2 ( proposed Hook interferometer layout is

. presented in Fig. 7. Shown is a Mach
rc = radius of the critical electron density Zehnder interferometer utilizing multilayer

X.= probe wavelength, mirrors and beamsplitters (presumed 25A
Now the refractive index (real) of the plasma bandwidth at a wavelength of choice). The

is system is illuminated with broadband
emission from a small laser produced plasma.

nc-/ The emission is collimated by a grazingincidence reflection parabolic mirror (L1) with
A ray passing through the plasma will be focal length, fl. The interferometer has a
deflected by an angle AO given by reference arm and test arm (in which is placed,, the plasma to be probed, e.g., an x-ray laser

_L AK gain medium) which are presumed slightly
AO= -- ds tilted to provide reference fringes at plane (A)

prior to placing the plasma in the test arm. As
which is evaluated as shown, the "white-light" fringe pattern at plane

(A) is blurred because the fringe spacing is
2O= p n wavelength dependent. The fringe pattern is

= nc focussed (in one dimension) onto a detector

the radiation passing through (and deflected (D) using a grazing incidence reflection
by) the plasma is collected by an x-ray lens of cylindrical mirror (L2 ) of focal length f2.
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Between 1.2 and (0) is placed a linear (3 ~
transmission grating (G) (with period p) to rX i
disperse the fringe pattern. The dispersed AH = (NO- fNij ds 1/2 (A-3)
fringe pattern, as illustrated, is linear and ' itlpl
unblurred (with no plasma in the test arm). 10
The fringe pattern may be analyzed as follows: We can illustrate the application of equation
On the optical axis of the interferometer the (A-3) by a hypothetical example: Assume we
fringe number, Po, is related to the optical path are operating in a spectral band (135A - 160A)
difference with

POX= (n -n*) L ij -=- 150A
where ANij a 1015 cm-3

n = refractive index in test arm Nij 1 0 cm
n* = refractive index in reference arm fij 0.4
L = geometrical path length L 1 _= I cm (x-ray laser gain medium)

At a distance "Y" away from the c, +ical axis the IpI a 10
fringe number, p, is given by fl - 30cm

Y =(p- po)W f.3c

where f 2 
= 100 cm

W = V/4, is the fringe spacing p = 2000A
=tilt angel between the reference and test We presume cylindrical mirror, L2, has a

arm beams. 50 gm focal spot matching the spatial
Sn = - (n-n) resolution of the streak camera detector, D.

y .... *) (A-) (Since only hook separation is measured, one
4) spatial dimension is adequate for the detector,

where providing a second dimension for time
P=0,+1, ±2.... resolution.) The dispersion of the

yielding e fringe pattern in the (Y,X.) plane transmission grating spectrometer is
having slope (P/0) and intercept, -(n-n*) L/$. dx f 2

If we now introduce a plasma into the test dX- P
arm, its refractive index is The hook separation in wavelength space is:

n = n + i -13 -6 3 15

where the real part of the refractive index AH= 2.8x 10 (1.5x 10 ) 10 (0.4) 1 )1/2

(near a transition Xij and neglecting electron n 10
density effects) may be written 3H ~ 0.35A.

r (Ni- N) fijX3 In the spatial plane of the detectorn (X = 1+ _O_ i (A-) Adx
+ AH=0. 35 (--) = 175 m

where a hook separation easily resolved by the 50
ro = classical electron radius = 4m resolution of the streak camera.

2.8 x 10- 13cm In such a hypothetical experiment one could

fij= oscillation strength in principle observe the time varying hook

Ni =population density of state i separations on a variety of lines (within the
25A bandwidth of the optics) simultaneously.

j= transition wavelength between states This would provide direct measurement of the

i andj (j>i) temporal history of the populations of a

If we next substitute equation (A-2) into number of states in the plasma, perhaps

equation (A-i), and set the derivative observing directly the creation of inverted

dY populations on laser lines.
- =0, Throughout this analysis it is presumed that
dX. near transitions of interest the variation in

this defines the hook positions. Then the refractive index due to anomalous dispersion
separation between the hooks in wavelength is much greater than that produced by
space is: gradients in plasma density.
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Sub-Nanosecond, Photon Counting, Imaging, X-Ray Camera

D. A. Whelan, M. R. Carter, D. F. Price, and R. E. Stewart

Unit'ersity of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808 L-43, Livennore, California 94550

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

A high temporal bandwidth x-ray detector has The development of ultra-fast, high resolution,
been developed for time resolved one dimensional sensitive x-ray detectors has become crucial to
x-ray imaging experiments. The detector serves the development of advanced diagnostics for
as a high gain, high quantum efficiency research in the fields of high density plasma
preamplifier for a streak camera, and consists of physics, x-ray lasers and radiation transport.
a reflective x-ray photocathode, an active New instruments are being developed to allow
microchannel plate, optional electrostatic optics, spatially - temporally resolved, spectrally -
and a sub-nanosecond phosphor. The optional temporally resolved, and spectrally - spatially -
electrostatic optics allows the detector to be used temporally resolved measurements of the x-ray
for either two dimensional imaging with a 100 emission from laser produced plasmas.
picosecond framing (without focusing optics), or Time resolutions of 100 ps have been
as a high gain one dimensional imaging detector, achieved using gated microchannel plate framing
with either a 100 picosecond gated Reticon cameras 1 , these detectors are sensitive but require
camera, or a streak camera. Other versions of the unique electronics to achieve good resolution and
one dimensional detector have been developed, in sensitivity. Streaked x-ray spectrometers have
which the microchannel plate which employs a been developed, but have suffered from poor
reflective photocathode on the front surface of sensitivity.
the microchannel plate, is replaced with a We have developed a ungated
transmission photocathode consisting of a microchannel plate x-ray detector with time
photocathode deposited on a thin polypropylene resolution of about 400 ps. This allows high
foil. The detector exhibits a time resolution of 400 resolution spectral or spatial measurements to be
picoseconds FWHM, a spatial resolution of 350 made with good continuous time resolution. The

mn with an electron compression of ten to one detector spectral sensitivity is determined by the
(100pim resolution without compression). photocathode, and can be tailored to exhibit a
Quantum efficiency of 40% have been achieved, desired response characteristics. We have used
and effective quantum efficiency greater than Csl and Cul photocathodes, for their high
100% have been achieved with the one quantum efficiency, electrostatic focusing, and
dimensional electrostatic optics. Data will be efficient fast phosphors such as Indium doped
presented on the efficiency, time response and CdS or WL1201 to make the detector sensitive
spatial resolution of the one dimensional enough to detect single photons.
detectors.
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X-RAY CAMERA DESIGN The gain of the MCP, and thus the gain of
the camera is determined by the bias voltage

The x-ray camera consists of a front surface applied across the plate, gains of 100 to several
reflective x-ray photocathode coated on the 1000's are attainable. Electron-. are emergent from
surface of a microchannel plate, focusing a region 5 mm x 40 mm (integrating direction x
electrodes, and a metalized phosphor coated on a imaging direction, see figure #1), and are line
shaped fiber optic face plate, which serves as focused onto the anode, 05 mm x 40 mm. This
the anode. A schematic representation is shown compression of the electrons in one dimension
in figure 1. allows for enhanced signal sensitivity and an

X-rays are incident onto the microchannel effective increase in the quantum efficiency. The
plate photocathode at an angle of 3 5Q off normal, focusing is stigmatic and preserves the spatial
upon striking the photocathode a photoelectron resolution in the imaging direction.
is ejected. The detector is operated off normal The anode consists of a shaped fiber optic
because only photoelectrons ejected from within coated with transparent metal film, a thin layer
the channels are collected and amplified, the of fast phosphor, and finally over coated with a
photoelectrons originating from the interchannel thin top layer of Aluminum. The Al also acts to
webbing have a vanishing small probability of block visible light from the fiber optic array, and
traveling to the channels. Thus operating the to reflect phosphor emission back towards the
detector off normal increases the effective fiber optic output. The fiber optic faceplate acts
detector area. not only as the anode, but also allows for

transmission of the light out of the vacuum

SIDE VIEW system.
The emergent photons are then coupled to a

Electrostatic coherent fiber optic bundle, whose other end is
Microchannel Plate focusing coupled to the front end of a Streak Camera. We

Intensifier electrode have developed several other versions of this

CdS detector including a detector without the electron

phosphor focusing electrodes for use as a two dimensional
incident framing camera and one which uses a
x-rays Uphotons polyproplyene supported transmission

photocathode without microchannel plate.

or sIIntegrating
Cul or Csl 'X direction X-RAY PHOTOCATHODES

photocathode electronsath A reflective photocathode is constructed using an
uncoated microchannel plate to which the active
area is coated with 2000 gm of gold. The gold

-IkV Filayer provides a known photo electron yield for
Fiber optic high energy x-rays which penetrate the top

+20kV faceplate photocathode surface, and as an electrode to bias
the MCP. The gold could also be replaced with

QUARTER VIEW poorer photo emitter to reduce detector
Fast Phosphor sensitivity to high energy photons. The gold is

(CdS) Fiber optic deposited on the front surface at a grazing angle
faceplate (150) to prevent the gold from traveling down the

m "microchannels. The CsI (CuI) photocathode is
deposited on top of the gold at 45Q using the

technique developed by Whiteley et al. 3
Several different x-ray photocathodes

have been tried including Au, Cul, and Csl.
Typical thicknesses for CuI and CsI are about .1

Imaging Direction .jim. The photocathode is deposited on the front
of the MCP at a 450 angle. This is the nominal

Figure 1. Schematic of a microchannel angle of incidence of the x-rays for most of our
plate intensified x-ray camera. immediate applications. The expected front
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10. the back of the MCP in one dimension. We have
modeled the electron trajectories between the

----- CS' MCP and the phosphor for various electrode
geometries.

Vu Figure 3 shows a typical set of electron
"T orbits between the MCP and the phosphor. In

this case the back of the MCP and the focusing
2 1", electrodes are grounded. The phosphor coated

fiber faceplate is biased to +20 kV. The peak
electric field between the focusing electrode and
the faceplate is 6500 V/mm. We assume the
electrons are emitted from the MCP normal to the
surface with energy of 75 eV. We find, for this

100 1 ,0 10000 geometry, we can collect electrons from a 4.7 mm

Photon Energy WV) wide area of the MCP onto the 500 gm wide area
on the faceplate. This corresponds to a

Figure 2. Expected front surface quantum compression ratio of 9.4.

yield for CuI and CsI photocathodes. 2

surface quantum yields as measured by Henke2 for 1.4
CuI and CsI versus incident x-ray energy are
shown in Fig. 2. CsI is expected to be about a
factor of five more sensitive for x-rays from 600 .o-
eV to 1,000 eV. fiber

A gold electrode is also deposited on the
back surface of the MCP at an angle of 450, this
angle provides a small amount of gain spoiling at 36
the end of the MCP reducing the angular spread
of the electrons. Thus the electrons emitted from
the photocathode surfaces within the channel 0 - .

walls are multiplied as they travel down the MCP"  Distance cn)
microchannels. Electron gains greater than 1000 electron equlpotll,.
can be expected from the MCP depending on the trajectories

bias voltage.
The transmission photocathode design Figure 3. Electron trajectories between the

consisted of a thin polyproplyene substrate (0.5 MCP and the phosphor coated faceplate.
pm), onto which a 0.1 pm Al electrode is
deposited on the back (fiber optic) side. The CsI We have also studied the electron
(CuI) photocathode is then deosited on top of trajectories for more realistic initial conditions
the Al to a thickness of 1000 A. The including, variations in initial energy and angle.
polyproplyene and the Al are fairly transparent We have found these effects to be relatively
to x-rays above 400 eV(factor of 2 loss), thus the small over typical ranges expected for the output
x-ray response is determined by the of the MCP.
photocathode yield, which is well represented We can also estimate the loss of spatial
by the front surface yield shown in figure #2. The resolution in the direction perpendicular to the
transmission photocathode design is simpler in compression direction. We can calculate the
construction and operation, but does not provide a transit time of the electrons from the MCP to the
variable gain detector. phosphor, assume an initial direction and

velocity and calculate how far the electron
ELECTRON OPTICS travels in the resolution direction from the time

it leaves the MCP until it impacts the phosphor.
When resolution in only one dimension is desired Typical initial angles are less than or equal to 10

one can further enhance the efficiency of the degrees. Initial energies are typically less than
detector by compressing the electron current out of 100 eV. This corresponds to a displacement of
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about 100 lim. The spatial resolution of the EFFICIENCY
detector FWHM should be on the order of 200 pn.

The efficiency, c, of the detector is defined as the
PHOSPHORS ratio of the output fluence of the phosphor (into

4nc) to the input x-ray fluence as shown below.
We examined two sub-nanosecond phosphors,
which were developed by W. Lehman, for Eout (output fluence into 4nr in ergs/cm2 )
sensitivity, temporal emission characteristics, = - (incident fluence in ergs/cm2 )
and spectral character. They were Indium doped (1)
Cadmium Sulfide (CdS) or WL1198 and Zinc
oxide or WL1201. Indium doped CdS exhibited a We have measured the detector efficiency
fast emission at 520 nm (green), while WL1201 and time resolution at the Janus laser facility at
emits at 390 nm (blue) with a slightly longer time LLNL. The Janus laser is a frequency doubled
constant. The efficiency of WL1201 is YAG laser with output energies in the range of .01
approximately 10 -3 into 4 xr, and that of WL1198 J to 60 J at 532 nm. The 532 nrn laser output was
is about twice that. focused onto a Titanium target to approximately

Single crystal cadmium sulfide has been a 70 i diameter spot. The nominal laser energy
shown to emit in the red with a characteristic was 0.1 J in 125 ps resulting in laser intensities of
time of about 5 gsec.4 The red emission is about 2x10 13 W/cm2.
suppressed for properly prepared indium doped The resulting x-rays emitted from the
CdS. By selecting only the smallest particles target are viewed by the detector through a 100
(diameter < 10 im) in a batch of indium doped eV wide bandpass filter consisting of a grazing
CdS, we are able to create a phosphor with both incidence carbon mirror (1.9 degree incident angle)
a fast green component (400 ps, 520 nm) and a slow and a filter set containing Be, Fe, and Al filters.
red component (5 jgsec, 700 nm). Figure 4 shows The transmitted x-rays with energies of 750 + 50
the spectral output of small grain size indium eV are incident on the detector. The incident x-
doped CdS, showing a narrow emission centered ray fluence is measured just in front of the detector
at 520 nm and a much broader component centered with a calibrated PIN diode. The PIN diode
near 700 nm. The spectrum in the red agrees well calibration is 0.29A/(W/cm2) for 700 eV x-rays.
with that measured by Rotter.4  Since the PIN diode does not have

sufficient time response to follow the incident x-
ray pulse, we must integrate the total current
output from the PIN diode to determine the total

rd ,,x-ray fluence incident on the detector. We can
slow red then calculate the input x-ray flux in W/cm 2 by

2: las grn .wdividing the total energy deposited by the time

duaino h -ray pulse as measured by a fast
- . x-ray diode.

We measured the output of the detector
_J with a microchannel plate intensified streak

0o camera. The readout system is shown in Figure 5.
Wavelength Oni) The output light of the phosphor collected by a

coherent fiber optic faceplate with a numerical

Figure 4. Spectral output of small grain aperture of .66. The light out of the faceplate is

size Indium doped Cadmium Sulfide. transferred to the streak camera through a 200
im core quartz fiber (NA .27).

We can calculate the output energy of the
phosphor from the energy collected by the streak

By selecting only CdS particles larger than camera using the following expression:
10 im, we can eliminate the red emission. The
resulting phosphor has a time response of about Eout(41) (NA) 2 Afiber
400 ps. Our speculation is that the smaller Esc (ergs) =
particles are not properly doped with Indium 2
resulting in significant red emission. Eout(47t) x 1.145 x 10-5 cm 2  (2)
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US quartz fiber We have also measured the efficiency of
incident 200 urn core the detector versus phosphor voltage. Figure 7

ax-rys N.27shows the measured variation in efficiency vs.
I Thompson streal, phosphor voltage for a fixed microchannel plate

or CS,, Ccamera voltage (-985 V) and Cul photocathode. We find
that the efficiency varies linearly with
phosphor voltage with a threshold of about 9
kV. This threshold is due to electron energy

Fiber optic deposition in the Al layer overcoating the
MC+20kV faceplate phosphor.

NA .66

Figure 5. Detector-streak camera 200 MCP voltage -985 V

calibration setup
150

where Esc is the energy (in ergs) recorded by Efficiency

the streak camera, NA is the numerical aperture

of the quartz fiber (.27), Afiber is the active area 100

of the fiber (3.14 x 10-4 cm2). Equation 2 neglects
any losses in the optical chain and assumes the
output of the phosphor is isotropic.

1000. 0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

CsI X Phosphor Voltage (kV)

100.

Efficiency Figure 7. Measured detector efficiency for
CuI photocathode vs. phosphor voltage

10 (MCP voltage = -985 V)
1SPATIAL 

RESOLUTION

__ __ ___ The spatial resolution of the detector is

500 600 700 800 900 1000 determined primarily by the electron focusing
MCP Voltage (-V) optics. The spatial resolution depends upon the

velocity and angular distributions of the electrons
Figure 6. Detector efficiency for CsI and emitted from the microchannel plate, and the
CuI photocathodes vs. MCP voltage flight time from the MCP to the phosphor coated

faceplate. In order to integrate over a large area
of the microchannel plate, we need a large

Figure 6 shows the measured detector electron compression between the output of the
efficiency, as defined in equations 1 and 2, for MCP and the phosphor. Large compression
various microchannel plate voltages for both Cul factors can be obtained by increasing the distance
and CsI photocathodes. For this data set the between the MCP and the phosphor. This results
phosphor voltage was held constant at 17 kV. in longer electron flight times and thus decreasing
We find that the detector efficiency increases by spatial resolution. Our present application
about a fatcr of 7 for every 50 V increase in the requires spatial resolution better than 500 gm,
MCP voltage. Peak efficiency of 1000 have been and electron compression factors of about 10.
attained with CsI photocathode. We find that We have measured the spatial resolution
CsI is about a factor of 5 more efficient than Cul. of the detector by placing a 140 pin wide slit just
This is in agreement with Henke's photocathode in front of the microchannel plate. A DC x-ray
response data shown in figure 2. source illuminated the detector through the slit.
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Figure 8. Output spatial profile of the Figure 9. Streak camera measured detector
detector illuminated by a 140 gm wide slit. time response.

The slit was oriented perpendicular to the CONCLUSIONS
imaging direction. The spatial profile of the
light output was measured using a one We have developed an inaging x-ray detector
dimensional, microchannel plate intensified, with sub-nanosecond time response, high
Reticon camera. Figure 8 shows the output of the efficiency and good spatial resolution. The
detector in the imaging direction. We find that detector consists of an x-ray photocathode, a
the full width half maximum of the output peak microchannel plate, one dimensional electron
is about 350 i. We can estimate the resolution focusing electrodes and a fast phosphor. The
of the detector by subtracting the finite width of measured time response is determined by
the slit in quadruture. We find that the spatial properties of the phosphor. The measured time
resolution is 320 pm. response is approximately 400 ps.

The efficiency of the detector, defined as
R=-(140 = 320 Pm (3) the ratio of energy out of the phosphor into 4n to

(350 in) 2 -(40m)2  30)the x-ray energy input, can be as high as 1000 for

Csl photocathodes. Efficiencies for Cul are a
TIME RESPONSE factor of 5 less than CsI. The spatial resolution

We have measured the detector time response at for the present detector assembly is about 320 gm.We hve easred he etetortimeresons atThis resolution can be improved by decreasing the
the Janus laser facility. The incident x-ray pulse electron transit time from the MCP to the

has been measured at 215 ps full width half phosphor at the expense of detector efficiency.

maximum. The output of the detector is sent to a Variations of the detector without the

Thomson streak camera through a 10 foot long mi at e of the eto r fou sing

quartz fiber array. The modal dispersion in the microchannel plate and the electron focusing

quartz fiber array has been measured at 250 ps.

The streak camera has a time resolution of 8.7 ps. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The detector output measured by the streak
camera is shown in figure 9. The measured rise The authors wish to thank Mark Bowe. Carl
time (10% to 90%) is about 230 ps. The full width Bruns, George Cameron, Mark Eckart, Richard
half maximum is 500 ps. We can calculate thedtco taximem rspon0s e n suracg the odaFortner, Mark Rotter, and Jim Swain for their
detector time response by subtracting the modal help in this research. This work was performed
dispersion in the fibers, and the finite incident under the auspices of the U. S. Department of
pulse width. Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory under Contract N. W-7405-Eng-48.
T = 4J(500 ps)2 - (250 ps) 2 - (215 ps) 2

T= 375 ps (4) *Curent address: Hughes Aircraft Corporation
P.O. Box 92426,

The measured time response is thought to be RS/R1/D417
die largely to the phosphor decay time. Los Angeles, California 99009
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Parabolic Mirror Electron Energy Analyzer
for Multiphoton Photoemission Spectroscopy

L. D. Van Woerkom, D. J. Trevor, and R. R. Freeman

A T& T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

ABSTRACT

We report the use of a new, extremely efficient due to its ready interpretation in terms of the
electron energy analyzer for recording high electronic structure of the target atom or
resolution electron spectra from multiphoton molecule. However, at very high laser light
photoemission. The analyzer uses an intensities, several new, unexpected
electrostatic parabolic mirror and has a phenomena appear in the electron spectra of
collection solid angle in excess of 27r sr with an even the simplest atom. Chief among these is
energy resolution of 35 meV at 1.8 eV. We the appearance of multiple electron peaks
have used this detector to record the above separated by the photon energy, a result now
threshold ionization spectra emitted in xenon generally referred to as "above threshold
using a 275 fsec, 616 nm, 2 x 1014 W/cm2 laser ionization" (ATI).1I] Recent experiments have
pulse. shown that at ultra-short pulse excitation, the

individual ATI peaks break up into a large
We report the use of a new time-of-flight number of peaks which are separated from
electron energy analyzer for recording high each other by energies on the order of their
resolution electron spectra obtained in high width, so that the well ordered, symmetric
intensity gas phase photoemission. This structure of long pulse ATI becomes a plethora
analyzer has a collection solid angle is excess of of individual lines of varying strength and
2fr sr and an energy resolution of 35 meV at width.[2 The challenge, then, is to record
1.8 eV while simultaneously preserving the these lines with sufficient signal-to-noise that
angular information of the photoemission they can be related to the structure of the
process. We have recorded the high resolution atom in the high intensity radiation
spectra of electrons emitted in high intensity, environment.
multiphoton photoemission in xenon with this The problem that plagues virtually all
analyzer. Because of the extremely high multiphoton photoemission experiments is
collection efficiency of this new detector, the muatephoton Besioneperimnt pdrecorded spectra are found to be free from space charge. Because the lasers that produce
erfecrdef spete care, founthe high energy pulses have low repetition
effects of space charge. rates, the detected electrons come from a

Recent advances in high power, short pulse relatively few number of laser shots. In order
lasers have provided the means to probe new to record the energy of the emitted electrons
facets of the interaction of matter with high with some accuracy, most analyzers collect
intensity radiation. Electron spectroscopy has only a small portion of the available 41r solid
long been the detection technique of choice in angle: thus only a tiny fraction (typically
multiphoton ionization (MPI), in large measure < 10- 3 ) of the electrons produced in each laser
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Imulse are recorded at the detector. Within resolution is the magnetic bottle spectrometer
each shot all of the electrons come from atoms of Kruit and Read.131 Although this
which are ionized essentially simultaneously spectrometer collects 50% of the full solid
within the laser focus. If the number of angle, there are two potentially serious

ionized atomis is sufficiently large, the slower limitations: there exist large magnetic fields in

electrons will experience the field of the ions the ionization region, and the angular
anld have their energy reduced when measured information carried by the emitted electron
at the detector. The signature of this effect is can be difficult to extract due to the complex

a preferential shift to lower energies of the low trajectories of the electrons through the

energy electrons, or a smearing of a broad magnetic field gradients.
distribution to lower energies. Indeed, in We have built and tested a new large solid
circumstances where the nascent energy angle collection electron spectrometer that
distribution is not known, the presence of retains all of the original angular information
space charge canl be extremely difficult to of the electron and has good energy resolution
determine. The only way to deal with space over several electron volts or energy. The
charge is to reduce the number of ions made motion of electrons through spectrometer is
il each shot (by reducing the laser intensity or analogous to trajectories of light in a parabolic
decreasing the gas pressure). In most mirror, and we have chosen to call it a
experimental situations, where the signal-to- "Parabolic Mirror Analyzer" (PMA). Fig. 1
noise is limited by statistics, the price of this shows a schematic of the spectrometer which
cure is severe in terms of experimental time. consists of two parabolic grids separated by

The solution to this conundrum is to use a about 1 mm and a 75 mm diameter flight tube
detector that collects all of the electrons from leading to large area microchannel plate
each laser shot, but possesses good energy (MCI") detectors. The parabolic grids have a
resolution. Further, this ideal detector would focal length of 10 min and the length from the

preserve information about the angular focus to the detector is 980 mm. The laser

distribution of the emission process as well. passes through 5 mm holes cut in the grids
Currently the only detector that balances high with its focus set on the focus of the

collection efficiency with good energy paraboloid. An electron emitted at the focus

eE-
d E-

"L . . . ,."-

17 x30

Laser Defecfor

Flight Tube

0.98 m

Fig. 1: A cross section of the time-of-flight
spectrometer. The detail box shows electrons
trajectories through the parabolic grids.
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of the paraboloid travels in a straight line mirror through holes cut in the inner and
until it encounters the inner parabolic grid. It outer grids. The electron spectra were
passes through the grid and experiences an digitized with a Tektronix 7912 digitizer, pulse
electric field normal to the parabolic surface. discriminated by software and stored on an
The component of the electron's velocity AT&T PC6300 computer for each shot. The
normal to the surface is reversed and the pressure of xenon was kept less than 10-8
electron passes back out through the inner 'rorr to avoid significant space charge
grid and travels on a straight line path parallel broadening and shifting. Fig. 2 shows the
to the flight tube to the MCP detector. This is photoelectron spectrum obtained after
illustrated in the top half of Fig. 1. converting from time to kinetic energy using

In the ideal case, the electron follows the E=---tnL2 /(t-to)2 +Eo where to is the time
optical analog trajectory and the entire offset and E0 is the contact potential offset.proces analogstraectiory f t th ene Bin widths constant in energy were generatedprocess is just normal time of flight with an from the time data, which is recorded with bin
increasedwidths constant in time, by multiplying by the
focal length of the parabola). In practice, Jacobian of the time-energy transformation.

however, the electron spends time between the

parabolic grids while it is being reflected. This The two highest energy photoelectron peaks in
time, which depends upon the energy and Fig. 2 are due to the first above threshold
angle of incidence of the electron, is a small ionization (ATI)[1I process, which corresponds
fraction of the total flight time through the to an overall seven photon absorption. The
spectrometer. Thus the error in the calculated lowest energy peak shown is the 2P3/2 state of
energy introduced by the neglect of this Xe+ produced by a six photon process with
transit time is small. The upper right hand equivalent photon energy of 13.981eV. The
side of Fig. I shows three trajectories. This record length (512 channels) of the transient
expanded region of the grids shows electron recorder excluded the 2p1/2 state from being
trajectories for energy E- 0 (the ideal optical 4x10 4 - .I I I I I I .....
analog), E, and E-6 (the dashed line represents (b)-
an equivalent optical path for energy E). (The -
time to energy conversion and trajetory > -

I-

details are published elsewhere.141) z

For our considerations the ideal optical 0 2
trajectory is sufficient. The main advantages
of the PMA are twofold: First, in principle, a Z
very large solid angle can be collected by the on
parabolic grids. For our present spectrometer
the theoretical limit is about 60% of the full LI
In. In analogy to the optical parabolic mirror, Ca)
all electrons with the same energy arrive at the 2500
detector at the same time, regardless of the- 2000

angle of emission. Thus, good energy 4oo

resolution is maintained. Second, the Z 100
ionization region, which is at the focus of the 3
paraboloid, is designed to be field-free since i ooo0I
the reflection field is isolated between the two z
grids. (We have found this idealization to be Ci 0oo
only approximate for the grid structure we
used here: for a reflection potential of 5 Volts o 1 2 3 4 5
we observed an uniform potential of something KINETIC ENERGY (eVI
less than 20 meV in the ionization region.) Fig. 2: TOF spectra of Xe taken with 30 mJ

To test this instrument the NIPI electron of 532 nm, 4 nsec laser pulses. In part (a) the
spectrum of xenon was measured using grid is turned off and polarization is pointed
nanosecond pulses of 532 nm doubled down the tube. Part (b) shows the gain of 16
Nd:YAG. A 30 mJ beam was focused with a in signal obtained with -2.5 V on the outer
250 mm lens at the center of the parabolic grid and the laser polarization at 80 .
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:ieasured in these experiments. In the upper The apparent loss in resolution for increasing
part of Fig. 2 the laser polarization vector was energy is due to two factors: First, the
80 * with respect to the flight tube axis. All of resolution in energy is related to the time bins
the photoelectrons are collected by the grid-, by
and the signal observed under these conditions dE dt
is sixteen times larger than in the lower part Eoc t o dt V'K 1
where the polarization is aligned with the TOF E (
axis and the mirror is turned off. The angular where dt is a constant set by the transient
acceptance of the flight tube in the absence of digitizer sweep speed. For our data, dt is 4
the mirror is only 0.0046 str (4.4 °) or 0.037% nsec, and the resolution decays rapidly with
of the sphere. On the other hand the mirror increasing energy. Second, the ultrashort laser
subtends 8 str ( 64% of the sphere). Including pulses have a bandwidth of nearly 6 meV, so
the expected transmission reduction caused by that when 7-15 photons go into a given ATI
passing through the inner grid twice of 0.64 peak, the apparent resolution is reduced.
(0.82) the maximum gain in the use of this Fig. 3b is an expanded view of the 1 to 2 eV
instrumsent is 1100. However, it is well known region of the spectrum. The small narrow
that this MPI source of electrons is highly features between I and 1.4 eV are still further
peaked in the laser polarization directionfl].
Taking a conservative estimate for the opening
angle of 42 which corresponds to a cos10 0 2.0 , ,

angular dependence, the straight TOF (b)

analyzer can collect at most 1.7% of the 1.5
electrons. We thus estimate the maximum gain
possible for this experimental configuration to
be 37. Given the uncertainty in the angular 1.0
distribution and the strong possibility that the
grid's transmission for low energy electrons is
less than their optical value, this is excellent 16 0-5
agreement.
We have made use of the large solid angle , I I, I I , ,, I , 

collection efficiency to perform experiments on 1' 1.2 1.4 1.6 .1.8 - 2.C

ATI in Xenon using femtosecond laser pulses.
All of the data presented here was taken with 2 2.0
275 fsec pulses with approximately 200 (a)
microjoules per pulse. A colliding pulse mode-
locked laser (CPM) produced 80 fsec nanojoule --
pulses at 616 nm and a repetition rate of 100
Mhz. Pulses were selected and amplified in a 1.0
four stage dye amplifier pumped at 10 Hz by a
Nd:YAG laser. The light was focussed with a
250m focal length achromat lens into the 0.5

paraboloid through small holes cut in the
grids. The peak power density was 2 x 1014 o
W/cm 2. The electron spectra were recorded 2 E 4 Q6
and stored as in the testing experiments. KINETC ENEGY (evI

Fig. 3 shows the transformed time data into Fig. 3: a) Above Threshold Ionization data
energy. Fig. 3a shows a large energy range accumulated with the the PMA detector. The
with considerable structure. The periodic periodic groups of peaks are due to above
groups of peaks are due to the well known threshold processes that occur at very high
phenomena of ATI, with each group separated intensities. The structure repeats at an
from its neighbor by the photon energy, 2.01 interval equal to the photon energy. b) High
eV. The substructure within each group is due resolution plot of the region between I and 2
to the breakup of the ATI grouping eV. The structure is due to atomic resonances
introduced by the short pulse excitation, as made visible by the use of short pulses, as
discussed by Freeman et a(.. described in reference 2.
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,itomic resonances.121 This figure illustrates We have already demonstrated that the
that very good energy resolution is retained Parabolic Mirror Analyzer is easy to use and of
while collecting most of the electrons emitted, great versatility In low data rate experiments

Fig. 4 shows the effects or space charge on the such as short pulse multiphoton ionization.
time of flight spectrum for two gas pressures.

The solid curve is taken with the PMA and
less than 2 x 1010 Xe/cm3 , well below the REFERENCES
space charge limit. The dashed curve, taken
without tie PMA but with nearly 2 x 1012

Xe/cu 3 so as to record the same number of 1 P. Agostini, F. Fabre, G. Mainfray, G.
elcctrons, clearly shows a shift and long time Petind F. Fare, . ny, G.
tail on the longest time electrons (lowest Petite and N.K. Rahman, Phys. Rev.enery).'1'e lage oli anle clletio isLett., 42, 1127 (1979); R.R. Freeman, P.eergy). The large solid angle collection is II. Bucksbaum and T. J. Mcllrath, IEEE
evident by virtue of the high signal-to-noise JQE 2, 1461 (1988).
present in the low density spectrum. The
central point is that the PMA collects a large 2. 1.11. Freeman, P.11. Bucksbaum, II.
fraction of the electrons emitted, yielding high Milchberg, S. Darack, D. Schumacher,
signal-to-noise while keeping the total number and M.E. Geusic, PRL 59, 1092 (1987).
of ion charges well below the space charge
limit. 3. P. Kruit and F.H. Read, J. Phys. E: Sc!

Inst. 16, 313 (1983).

II conclusion, we have demonstrated a new

large solid angle electron spectrometer ideally 4. D.J. Trevor, L.D. Van Woerkom, and

suited for high power pulsed laser R.R. Freeman, to be published.

experiments. It features high collection f. L.D. Van Woerkom, D. J. Trevor, and
efficiency with excellent energy resolution. R.R. Freeman, submitted to Optics
'lie instrument is simple and elegant with no Letters.
large fields in the ionization region. Several
improvements and generalizations are
currently being made. We are currently
replacing the monolithic detector with a
segmented detector in order to qualify the
spectrometer's ability to record the angular
distributions of the photoemitted electrons.5
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2r4000 -Z

2 3000
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KINETIC ENERGY (I)

Fig. 4: The effect of space charge on the time
of flight spectrum for two gas pressures. The
I'MA was used for the solid curve, with a gas
density or 2 x 1010 Xe/cm3 , while the dashed
curve was obtained without the use of the
I'MA, but with 2 x 1012 Xe/cm3 in order to
obtain the same signal strength. The space
charge i, the latter case gives rise to shifts to
lower energies and broadenings.
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Vacuum Ultraviolet Laser Spectroscopy of Molecular Autoionizing States
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University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada

ABSTRACT
light sources. However, resolution is not always
important, and sometimes the other features of a light

This paper describes a new apparatus which source, such as tuning range, total photon flux, ease
uses coherent vacuum ultraviolet light to photoionize and reliability of operation, etc., determine its
molecules in a supersonic molecular beam, and usefulness. Thus, even in the 6 to 20 eV energy range,
energy analyzes the resulting photoelectrons by time where good coherent sources have existed for more
of flight spectroscopy. The broadly tunable coherent than decade, synchrotrons and lamps still rule
VUV is generated by four wave sum mixing in Hg. supreme for experimental applications.
Using this apparatus, we have studied the dynamics of
autoionization for two different systems: spin-orbit This does not mean that there are not frequent
autoionization in HI, and vibrational autoionization in cases where coherent VUV sources are far superior,
NO. In both cases, our recent results have pointed out and in fact the point of this paper is to describe
dramatic new features of the dynamics in these experiments that would not be possible without the
molecules. use of a coherent VUV light source. What is meant by

the caveat expressed. above is that coherent VUV
INTRODUCTION sources are useful for experiments which require the

benefits of coherence, which include energy
resolution (and therefore spectral brightness) and/or

Since the first third harmonic generation time resolution, and not necessarily useful for all
experiments in metal vapours were carried out in the experiments requiring VUV. Over the past few years,
early 1970's, producers of coherent vacuum we have done a lot of work in photofragment
ultraviolet (VUV) have proclaimed its virtues. spectroscopy, using coherent VUV for product
Because sychrotron light sources were being detection. These experiments require spectroscopic
developed at the same time, and had obvious virtues, detection of very low densities of photofragments
these proclamations frequently took the form of formed under molecular beam conditions, and a great
somewhat specious comparisons between deal of information about the products is contained in
synchrotrons and coherent sources. The most the Doppler lineshape, so laser-based detection is an
frequently compared property was the spectral absolute necessity. To detect products like CO, H2,
brightness, and the coherent sources won hands down, and a range of atoms, one must work in the VUV, and
with orders of magnitude superiority. The reason for thus a coherent source of VUV is required. We have
this is that the coherent sources are extremely high used four-wave sum mixing in Mg to generate broadly
resolution compared to the incoherent synchrotrons, tunable and intense VUV, which has been used for
so the photon flux per unit bandwidth is far higher. laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection of CO ,nd
For laser spectroscopists, used to striving for the S products from photofragmentation of CS2

1, OCS-, 3,

highest possible resolution, this seemed to be a Fe(CO)5
4, 5, and glyoxal6 . The success of these studies

convincing argument in favour of the laser VUV have clearly demonstrated the usefulness of coherent
VUV for these types of experiments.

apresent address: Laser Chemistry Group, When coherent VUV generation by frequency
National Research Council Ottawa. Ont., K1A 0R6 mixing was first demonstrated, the potentialapplication most commonly considered was

bAlfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow. 1988-1990
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spectroscopy. While the number of groups currently photon flux allowed the spectrum to be recorded for
using coherent VUV for this purpose is limited, the HI in a supersonic molecular beam. By using this
papers of Stoicheff and coworkers on LIF of rare gas combination, we showed that there are significant
dimers in supersonic jets7 , Lee and coworkers studies differences between the autoionization of 300K HI
on photoionization spectroscopy 8 and our work on and 10K HI, and that the 10K HI actually does
radiative lifetimes of perturbed 2A states in NO", resemble Xe in its behaviour.
illustrate the power of coherent VUV for \\\\\\ \\\ \\\ \\\\N \\,
spectroscopy. In this paper, we would like to discuss B Alx-
an application of coherent VUV that involves both
spectroscopy and dynamics, the study of the dynamics
of molecular autoionization. The process of
autoionization in molecules is significantly more
complicated than in atoms, and not nearly as well _______

understood. In a molecule, there are many different
ionization limits, corresponding to formation of the ____

ion with varying degrees of internal excitation. Each
of these ionization limits has Rydberg series
converging on it, and as a result higher members of
series converging on excited state ions can lie above
lower ionization limits, as shown in figure 1. These
Rydberg states can ionize by interacting with the
various continua associated with the lower ionization
limits, a process called autoionization. The excitation
in the ionic core of a given Rydberg state
(corresponding to the state of the ion in the limit for
the series) can be an electronic or spin-orbit excited
state in both atoms and molecules, the most common
example being doubly excited states. This gives rise to
electronic autoionization, a process that might be
viewed as the same in atoms and molecules. However, Figure 1
the presence of rotational angular momentum can
complicate even purely electronic autoionization, as it The second experiments to be discussed
can couple to the electronic angular momenta and investigated vibrational autoionization in NO which,
complicated the assignment of electronic states. along with H2 , has been a model system for this
Molecular Rydberg states can also be in excited process. The unanswered question in NO relates to the
vibrational and rotational states, giving rise to quantum state distribution in the NO' products
vibrational and rotational autoionization. Another resulting from vibrational autoionization. With
complicating factor in molecules is that the lowest reference to fig. 1, when a Rydberg state that lies
ionization limit is essentially always above the lowest above several different ionization limits is populated,
dissociation threshold, and thus one may also have to there are many possible product channels.
take dissociative continua into account. In other Measurement of the branching into these channels,
words, predissociation of Rydberg states can often and how the nature of the Rydberg state affects that
compete with autoionization, or even dramatically branching, provides important insight into the
change the dynamics of the autoionization process. dynamics of the autoionization process. Making such
The two systems that will be discussed in this paper a measurement requires selective excitation of a
illustrate aspects of these complications that arise in particular Rydberg resonance, followed by energy
molecular autoionization. analysis of the resulting photoelectrons, which is

impossible without the high spectral brightness of a
In the first study to be discussed, the high coherent source. In the particular case of NO,

resolution and intensity of coherent VUV was previous work comparing the photoionization and
exploited to study spin-orbit autoionization in HI, to absorption spectra showed the presence of
understand the similarities and differences between HI autoionizing resonances which could only autoionize
and the isoelectronic atomic system, Xe. This search by a transfer of 2 or more quanta of vibrational en~rgy
for similarities between spin-orbit autoionization in from the core to the departing Rydberg electron 2, in
Xe, which is very well understood, and the less well apparent violation of the Av=- 1 propensity rule first
undecstood HI was suggested by McGlynn 10, but the derived by Berry13. Giusti-Suzor and JungenI
highest resolution work done with incoherent sources, proposed an explanation for this behaviour, based on
that of Eland and Berkowitz 1, found only qualitative an interaction between the autoionizing Rydberg state
similarities between the photoionization spectra of Xe and the dissociation continuum. In our study, we were
and HI in the energy range where there is spin-orbit able to probe, for the first time, the actual change in
autoionization. In the work reported here, the the core vibrational state by measuring the vibrational
significantly better resolution of the coherent VUV state distributions in the NO' ions resulting from
source was used to look for sharp resonances in the autoionization of Rydberg states with varying degrees
photoionization spectrum of HI, while the higher of vibrational excitation.
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EXPERIMENTAL photons/pulse, corresponding to a 104-10 5

conversion efficiency, although significantly higher
efficiencies were observed over the 119 to 129 nm

Both of the experiments described in this range, in the region of Rydberg resonances in Hg15 .
paper were carried out in the same apparatus, which is
shown schematically in fig. 2. This machine used The molecular beam was generated from a
VUV continuously tunable below 130 nm to ionize pulsed supersonic source , collimated by a skimmer
molecules in a collimated supersonic beam, and and intersected with the VUV beam inside the
employed a time of flight energy analyzer to detect photoelectron spectrometer. For the 300K HI
the resulting photoelectrons. experiments, an effusive source, consisting of a 1/8"

tube terminating in the experimental chamber, was
The VUV was enerated by four-wave sum used. The photoelectrons were detected in a time of

mixing in Hg vapourTS, using the 6s7s(IS 0) -- flight spectrometer, shown in cross section in fig. 2,
6s 2(1 S0 ) two photon resonance for resonant which was perpendicular to the plane formed by the
enhancement of the v  = 2v, + v2 mixing process. VUV and molecular beams. The design was based on
Two Nd:YAG pumped dye lasers (Quanta-Ray the threshold spectrometer of Tsai et a117 , with a 31
DCR2A, Lambda Physik 2002E) were used as the cm flight tube separating the extraction optics from
driving lasers, with one fixed at the resonant the channel plate detector. To measure the total
wavelength of 312.8 nm, and the other tunable photoionization cross section, an extraction field of 2
throughout the visible, from 396 nm to 770 nm, V/cm was applied across the ionization region,
corresponding to VUV wavelengths from 112 nm to followed by a secondary acceleration, and detection of
130 nm. These two beams were overlapped in a Glan- the total signal with a boxcar integrator (SRS 250).
laser prism and focussed into a Hg oven containing 10 For recording the energy spectrum, no extraction field
torr of Hg and 60 torr of He. The resulting VUV was was used, a 0. to 0.5 V acceleration field was applied,
collimated by a LiF lens, and detected and monitored and the signal was detected with a CAMAC based
on the far side of the experimental chamber by a half transient recorder (Transiac 2101S, 4100). To
meter Seya-Namioka vacuum monochromator with a eliminate magnetic fields in the spectrometer, two
solar blind phototube. The linewidth of the VUV was nested magnetic shields were used, with 6 mm entry
determined by recording the laser-induced and exit holes for the laser and molecular beams. The
fluorescence spectrum of CO in a supersonic beam, VUV had to be carefully defined by optical baffles to
using the (0,0) band of the B'VI (-- X'VI system prevent it from striking metal surfaces and generating
around 115 nm. Although the linewidth could be background electrons. Experiments are being done to
reduced below 0.5 cm"1, this made it difficult to tune calibrate the collection efficiency of the spectrometer
the VUV wavelength broadly, so a linewidth of 0.75 as a function of electron energy, and to provide an
cm 1 was used for these experiments. Calibration of absolute energy calibration.Collection efficiency is
the dye lasers by optogalvanic spectroscopy on a estimated to be 0.1% to 0.01%, and the relative
U/Ne hollow cathode lamp made it possible to have energy scale is accurate to 10 meV. The resolution,
an absolute VUV wavenumber calibration of ±0.2 which is currently limited by the 10 nsec time
cm 1 . The average VUV intensity over the spectral resolution of the transient recorder, is 20 meV
range studied was estimated to be 1010 to 10l 1 (FWHM), for electrons with energies less than 1 eV.
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the previous spectrum. A portion of our 300K
spectrum, between 115.5 nm and 116.8 nm, is shown
in figure 3, along with the previous spectrum of Eland
and Berkowitz' r . However, the picture changed very
dramatically when the spectrum of 10K HI was
recorded, and these results are shown in figure 4. This
spectrum is dominated by sharp resonances, with
linewidths on the order of 10 cm - .Also shown in fig.
4 is a simulated spectrum, which will be discussed
briefly in the next section.

NO photoelectron spectra

To date, we have obtained only preliminary
results on NO, but these results are very exciting, and

1154.0 1156.0 1158.0 1160.0 11620 1164.0 1166,0 1168,0 1170.0 work on this problem is ongoing. Rydberg states
Wavelength (Angstroms) above the NO+(v=l) limit have been probed, using

VUV in the 128.4 nm to 129.4 nm spectral range.
Figure 3 Several different Rydberg states in this range were

looked at, first by recording the total photoionization
cross section spectra for the different states, in the
same way that this was done for HI. Once a particular

po do f- IR(A 0) ,tat. band had been identified and characterized, the VUV
was tuned so that particular lines in the band were
excited, and the resulting photoelectrons were energy

oanalyzed. The VUV was then tuned to the continuum
just beside that line, and the photoelectron spectrum
was collected for that excitation.

o h .

L(A ) tates fo @a do pC 0

0.60 10.62 10.64 10.66 1066 10.70 1. 10.74

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 
4

RESULTS
0HI photoionization spectrum 0

These results will be published in detail ia s . a-M 7 1288 85 2 8 960 12695 100 1289

elsewhere 18, so only some of them will be Ween (Mgstros)

summarized here. The major motivation for doing Figure 5
experiments on HI was a recent theoretical calculation
by Lefebvre-Brion and coworkers19 , which was
restricted to the 115.5 nm to 116.8 nm spectral range, In figure 5, he photoionization spectrum for
and predicted the presence of very strong, very the 9sa(v=2) +- XI11 t2(v=0) band is shown. The
narrow, autoionizing resonances, which had not been individual rotational lines in this spectrum are
observed in previous workl t . To compare with the resolved, and from the relative intensities of the
previous photoionization spectrum, which had been R (1/2) and R I(3/2) lines, a rotational temperature
recorded at 300K, an effusive source was used, and o? 2 K was obtained for the NO in the supersonic
the spectrum was recorded between 112 nm and 120 beam. This degree of rotational cooling was
nm. The spectrum recorded with coherent VUV was necessary, because the spectrum of NO in this region
very similar to the previous, lower resolution is extremely congested, with bands every 50 cm "v. If
spectrum, in spite of the roughly lOx improvement in the rotational temperature were significantly higher,
resolution. In the region were the calculation had been spectral analysis and selective excitation would have
done, there was no evidence for the predicted sharp, been difficult. In figure 6, the photoelectron spectra
strong resonances, and the data was very much like taken for the 9so(v=2) state are shown. The top
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spectrum is the result of exciting one of the rotational the additional NO + is formed in v=O. Although a
lines in the band in fig. 5, the middle one is the energy detailed assignment has not been made, it is obvious
distribution resulting from excitation of the continuum from the rotational structure in fig. 7 that there are two
in this region, and the bottom trace shows the different Rydberg resonances in the spectrum, and this
difference between the two. In these spectra, the is reflected in the photoelectron spectra corresponding
electrons have been accelerated by about 0.25 eV to to different peaks. The three longest wavelength peaks
enhance the transmission of the low energy electrons result in a mixture of v=O and v=l NO' products,
(=60 meV) corresponding to NO+(v=1). The peak at while the other peaks produce exclusively NO+(v=0),
lowest energy corresponds to formation of NO + in as shown in fig. 8. Other v=2 Rydberg states
v=l, while the peak at higher energy is for NO' in investigated, the 8f(v=2) and 8po(v=2) produced only
v--. The reproducibility of the TOF spectra was NO+(v=l) products, while the 6px(v=3) state
checked by recording several spectra for continuum produced a mixture of NO+(v=0) and NO+(v=1), and
excitation in the region of a given band, and the 5pn(v--4) state produced only NO+(v=O).
comparing the peak areas for the v=0 and v=1 peaks.
In all cases, these areas showed only minor variations
from spectrum to spectrum. The spectra shown in fig.
6 were recorded with only 2000 laser pulses of signal
averaging, and the signal level was about 1
photoelectron per pulse.

'b°

2S3S 121, 324 12"0 .&MA 4. 1294.3 3234.4 12993Wavelength (WAstrozna

Figure 7
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Electron Energy (eV)
Figure 6
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Data has been collected for several other
bands and as an example the spectrum of the 5f(v:3)

--XZfllt2(v=0) band is shown in figure 7, with the
corresponhling photoelectron spectra for one of the
peaks, background continuum, and difference is given R.
in figure 8. By comparing fig. 6 and 8, it can be seen
that the products are very different for the two o
different Rydberg states. For the 9sor state, all of the " ' " • ' 'additional ionization due to the autoionizing 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 t.0
resonance generates NO+(v=l) products, while for the Electron Energy (eV)
particular peak of the 5f state excited in fig. 8, all of Figure 8
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shown in fig. 4 was calculated using a rotational
DISCUSSION temperature of 10K, which was in agreement with

measurements made on CO under the same
Spin-Orbit Autoionization of HI: conditions. A rotational constant of 6.5 cm "1 for the

Rydberg states was used, a value consistent with the
As mentioned in the previous section, the HI work of Tilford et a120 . Fano line profiles were used

results will be discussed in detail in another paper18 , for the resonances 21 , and their positions were
so only a brief summary will be given here. The determined by the standard quantum defect Rydberg
central concern of these experiments was to address formula. The linewidths, quantum defects, and
the apparent discrepancy between the theoretical relative cross sections for the various Rydberg states
results and the previously measured photoionization were used as parameters in the simulation, and the
spectra. The theory showed clear analogies between values used to calculate the spectrum shown in figure
the autoionization of HI and Xe, while experiments 418 were in reasonable agreement with those found by
showed little similarity in behaviour. In Xe, there are the ab initio multichannel quantum defect theory
two Rydberg series, ns and nd, converging on the calculation 19. The ab initio calculation ignored
upper spin-orbit component of the ground electronic molecular effects such as vibration and rotation, so it
state of Xe , the 2 p,/2 state. The splitting between the really directly probed the "Xe-like" character of the
2Po 2 and 2owe sates is 1.3 eV, and ns and nd states HI spin-orbit autoionization. The 10 K data reflectsand P3/2 limit can autoionize, leading to the similarity in autoionization mechanism between
a series of pronounced resonances in both the Xe and HI. This similarity is shown even more
absorption and photoionization spectra of Xe. The nd dramatically by a direct comparison of our HI results
series has very broad, assymetric resonances, while with the same principal quantum number region in the
the ns series consists of very sharp, strong resonances. Xe photoionization spectrum, shown in figure 922.
HI is isoelectronic with Xe, and the HI+ ground state The Xe 8d resonance in fig. 9 shows the Beutler-Fano
also exhibits a large spin-orbit splitting into a 2nl/ line profile, while the 10s resonance shown in fig. 9
ground state, and H1,, excited spin-orbit state. ThR has been instrument broadened, and the actual peak is
configuration of HI, core](5so) (5p) 2(5pXt) 4 , has even narrower. The close resemblance between the
atomic like 5pnt electrons, which can be promoted into location, width, and lineshape of the 8d0t,8) and 10sa
Rydberg states, which converge on the ground state of resonances in HI, and the corresponding 8d and 10s
HIl. Thus, in HI, one would also expect to see an s peaks in Xe reflects the equivalence of the
and d series converging on the upper 1 / state, with autoionization mechanism in these two systems.
the reduced symmetry splitting the d states into do,
dir, and d8. Since the 5pit electron is not purely "p",
transitions to p and f Rydberg states are also expected.
The theoretical calculationly which was restricted to
an energy interval corresponding to a change of 1 in
principle quantum number, found a very broad,
assymetric dir, d8 resonance, and a series of very
sharp a resonances (so, po, do, fo), the result that one
would expect from taking a Xe atom and breaking its
spherical symmetry.

This is not what has been observed, even at
high resolution, for 300K HI, as can be seen from fig.
3. While rotational structure, ignored in the pseudo-
atomic calculation, would break up the sharp
resonances into several rotational lines, it happens that 5.5 56 5 s, o . 0 81 62 6.3 6.4 61 66

the rotational constant for the ground state of HI+ (and Effective quantum number

therefore, of the Rydberg states corresponding to the Figure 9
ground state) is essentially the same as for HI,
meaning that most of the sharp Rydberg states
predicted should exhibit sharp Q-heads, with side R In light of this, the lack of sharp resonances in
and P branches. In light of this, the appearance of the the 300 K HI spectrum is especially significant, as it
10K spectrum, shown in fig. 4, is especially surprising may be indicating a difference in the dynamics of HI
in that it is dominated by a series of sharp resonances. autoionization resulting from rotational excitation. At
The absense of these resonances in the 300 K 10 K, HI is in J--0 and 1 only, while at 300 K, the
spectrum results from more than additional rotational most probable state is J=4, and only 10% of the total
structure, as the Q-heads would persist with about the population in J=0 and 1. Because the Q branch lines
same intensity as the peaks seen in the 10 K spectrum. should overlap in the HI spectrum, the linewidth of

the higher J lines in the sharp resonances must be
To provide for a comparison with theory, and larger, resulting in a "washing out" of the sharp

to assign the spectrum shown in fig. 4, we carried out resonances in the spectrum as the rotational
a simulation, based on the expected spectroscopy of temperature is increased. One possible cause of this
the autoionizing states. The simulated 10 K spectrum would be the L-S uncoupling caused by J, which was
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discussed briefly by Lefebvre-Brion 19. This 5pit(v=4)), there was comparable v=O and v=1 NO'
uncoupling leads to a mixing of the various HI states product, but always more v=1 than v--O.
that are labelled in fig. 4, as the quantum labelling
shown is only approximate, and breaks down for a Our results support this theoretical work, but
rotating molecule. These couplings are strongly J are much more dramatic in their departure from the
dependent, and could lead to a mixing between the propensity rule. For the 9so(v=2) state, the expected
longer lived Rydberg states corresponding to the sharp behaviour for vibrational autoionization is observed.
resonances, and the short lived ones, shortening the This state is above the NO+(v=l) limit, so it can
autoionization lifetime and broadening the linewidths autoionize through a Av=-I channel, and does so
as this coupling increases. The conclusion is that exclusively. This state is not strongly predissociated,
while HI shows Xe-like autoionization when it is not as can be seen from the linewidths that we observed,
rotating, the atomic behaviour is washed out by which were laser limited. This means that for this
rotational excitation, and the process of spin-orbit state, one would not expect the predissociation
autoionization becomes more complicated than in induced autoionization to interfere strongly with the
atoms. vibrational autoionization. Jungen's theoretical results

for the 9pn(v=2) and lOpir(v=2) states also show the
Vibrational Autoionization of NO dominance of the Av=-1 channel for these

predissociating states. Although we do not yet have
Vibrational autoionization, a process peculiar data on these pnt states, the other v=2 Rydberg staes

to molecules, involves an exchange of energy between that were looked at in our study showed strictly Av=- I
the vibrationally excited core of the Rydberg state and autoionization, and narrow linewidths.
the Rydberg electron, resulting in a vibrational
deactivation in the core, and ionization of the For more highly vibrationally excited states in
molecule. This process was first described by Berry14  this energy range, the Av=-1 channel is closed.
for H2, and results from a kinetic energy coupling However, even for these states, the simple picture of
between the electronic and vibrational degrees of vibrational autoionization would predict a minimum
freedom, a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer change in vibration of the core, resuiting in NO+(v=l)
approximation. The form of the term in the products. This is the opposite of what happens to the
Hamiltonian responsible for this in Berry's original 5f(v=3) state, which produces only v--O NO+ products.
formulation resulted in a Av = -1 selection rule for the This is not only in complete disagreement with the
vibrational state of the core, if it behaved propensity rule, it is also a much more dramatic
harmonically. Much smaller probabilities for Av < -1 departure from propensity rule behaviour than was
resulted from anharmonicity in the core vibration, predicted for the pit states by Giusti-Suzor and
This behaviour, effectively minimizing the magnitude Jungen. For these states, our data is not as good, but
of Av in the core, was called the vibrational preliminary results would indicate that the 6pxt(v=3)
propensity rule b, Berry, and has been shown to work states produces both v=0 and v=1 NO, in agreement
very well for H24-. with theory, and the 5pit(v=4) state seems to produce

predominantly v=0 product, where the theory predicts
In the case of NO, it would appear that it an equal mixture of 0 and 1. However, these

should also be an ideal model system for vibrational resonances are weaker, and more data must be taken
autoionization, and in the photoionization spectrum to confirm these preliminary results. In any event, the
there are indeed several different autoionizing results on 5f(v=3) are quite clear, and indicate that
Rydberg series which converge on different something is very strongly perturbing the vibrational
vibrational states of the ground state of NO+. autoionization process in this state. The lines observed
However, in NO, where predissociatjon of the are both symmetrical and narrow, which means that
Rydberg states is known to occur ' , the best this state is neither strongly predissociated nor quickly
photoionization spectrum recorded to date 12 shows ionized.
strong resonances due to Rydberg states which can
only ionize through I Avl >1, which should not happen Much work remains to be done on this system.
in the presence of strong predissociation, if the The resonances observed have to be assigned and
propensity rule applies. Giusti-Suzor and Jungen 14  characterized, and the lineshapes need to be analyzed.
proposed an explanation for these observations, based Better data needs to be collected for the pit resonances
on the well known Rydberg-valence state interactions in this energy range, and the spectrometer has to be
which occur throughout the NO spectrum. By calibrated so that accurate NO' branching ratios can
applying a form of quantum defect theory which be measured. We also hope to investigate autoionizing
included dissociation and ionization simultaneously, states at higher energy, above the NO+ v=2 and v=3
they were able to show that the autoionization process thresholds, to provide more information on the
in NO is not purely vibrational, but is also actually dynamics of vibrational autoionization in NO when
promoted by predissociation. This runs counter to there are more available product channels. Finally,
intuition, which has predissociation competing with, more theoretical work needs to be done, to explain the
and thus inhibiting, autoionization. Their calculations product branching ratios already observed.
were restricted to pit states below the NO+(v=2)
threshold, and they showed that for states above the
v=l threshold that could not ionize by Av=-I (i.e.
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7 A.A. Medej, P.R. Herman, and B.P. Stoicheff,
Summary Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 1574 (1986); P.R. Herman,

P.E. LaRocque, and B.P. Stoicheff, J. Chem.
Phys. 89, 4535 (1988)

In this paper, we have discussed a new 8 R.H. Page, R.J. Larkin, Y.R. Shen, and Y.T.
application for coherent VUV which, once again, Lee, J. Chem. Phys. 88, 2249 (1988)
demonstrates the usefulness of frequency mixing 9 D.J. Hart and J.W. Hepburn, J. Chem. Phys.
techniques for experiments in molecular physics. 86, 1733(1987)
These experiments on autoionization dynamics have 10 H.T. Wang, W.S. Felps, G.L. Findley, A.R.P.
taken advantage of the resolution, intensity and Rau, and S.P. McGlynn, J. Chem. Phys. 67,
collimation of the coherent source to carry out studies 3940 (1977)
that would be impossible with other light sources such 11 J.H.D. Eland and J. Berkowitz, J. Chem. Phys.
as synchrotrons. This data has revealed new features 67, 5034 (1977)
of the dynamics of molecular autoionization, and 12 Y. Ono, S.H. Linn, H.F. Prest, C.Y. Ng, and E.
provide a challenge for the current theories. The Miescher, J. Chem. Phys. 73, 4855 (1980)
results on spin-orbit autoionization found that 13 R.S. Berry, J. Chem. Phys. 45, 1228 (1966)
molecular rotation has a very strong influence on this 14 A. Giusti-Suzor and Ch. Jungen, J. Chem.
electronic autoionization process, and if the HI Phys. 80,986 (1984)
molecule can be cooled into a rotationless state, its 15 R. Hilbig and R. Wallenstein, IEEE J. Quant.
behaviour resembles that of the isoelectronic Xe atom. Electron. QE-19, 1759 (1983)
The experiments on NO are similar to our other state 16 T.E. Adams, B.H. Rockney, R.J.S. Morrison,
resolved photofragmentation experiments, in that the and E.R. Grant, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 52, 1469
quantum state distributions resulting from (1981)
autoionization of specific Rydberg states have been 17 B. Tsai, T. Baer, and M.L. Horowitz, Rev. Sci.
determined. In this case, photoelectron spectroscopy Instum. 45, 494 (1974)
following VUV laser photoionization of 18 D.J. Hart and J.W. Hepburn, Chem. Phys., to
supersonically cooled NO has been used to find be published
dramatic propensity rule violation in the vibrational 19 H. Lefebvre-Brion, A. Giusti-Suzor, and G.
autoionization of NO. Future experiments on these, Raseev, J. Chem. Phys. 83, 1557 (1985)
and other similar systems are planned. Along with the 20 S.G. Tilford, M.L. Ginter, and A.M. Bass, J.
capabilities already shown in this paper, the apparatus Mol. Spec. 34, 327 (1970); ibid 57, 271 (1975)
described can also easily be used to measure angular 21 U. Fano and J. Cooper, Phys. Rev. 137, 1364
distributions of photoelectrons resulting from single (1965)
photon ionization of molecules, and these angular 22 The Xe spectrum shown is taken from ref. 11
distributions will be for specific product channels. 23 Photoabsorption, Photoionization, and
Work in this area is planned for the near future. Photoelectron Spectroscopy, J. Berkowitz
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Time-resolved study of surface recombination at Si(111) surfaces

N. J. Halas and J. Bokor
AT&T Bell Laboratories

Holmdel, NJ 07733

At present, the technologically important phenomenon of nonradiative surface

recombination at semiconductor surfaces and interfaces is very poorly understood.

Since the phenomenon was initially described by Shockley, Bardeen, and others over

30 years ago, knowledge of the basic physics has progressed surprisingly little. We

have endeavored to obtain a complete microscopic understanding of surface

recombination at a semiconductor surface, including knowledge of the surface-state

electronic structure and the detailed kinetics of the bulk-surface transfer of charge

carriers. The Si(l 11) cleaved surface is an excellent model system for this study since

the surface electronic structure is extremely well known experimentally and

theoretically. There is a single intrinsic mid-gap state at 0.45 eV above the bulk

valence band maximum (vbm) which is labelled n*. Previously, infrared radiation was

used [i ] to selectively excite the * state without exciting the bulk and the details of its

decay kinetics were measured. We have now directly observed the role played by this

state in surface recombination of bulk electrons and holes.

Using 50 psec laser pulses at 532 rm, a bulk electron-hole plasma was excited. The

time dependence of the bulk conduction electron density near the surface as well as

the population arising in the n* surface state due to surface recombination of the bulk

carriers were monitored using time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. ['] All of the

relevant bulk-surface scattering rates have now been obtained.
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It is clear from our measurements that transient surface charging occurs and

significantly affects the bulk transport via the induced space charge field. From these

and the previous measurements we have been able to construct a complete model for

Si(lll) 2x1 surface recombination which incorporates rate equations for the bulk-

surface state dynamics as the boundary conditions on the transport equations for bulk

electrons and holes, and includes the effects of the transient surface charge self-

consistently. It appears that departures from the Shockley-Read-Hall steady state

model of surface recombination should be quite common for photoexcited

semiconductors in the subnanosecond regime.
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Coherent Excitations of Nuclei in Crystals
by Synchrotron Radiation Pulses

G. T. Trammell and J. P. Hannon
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Abstract can be separated temporally.
Because both the pulse duration and the transit time

Synchrotron pulses will excite low lying nuclear of the pulse across the crystal are short compared to
levels, and in crystals, will create nuclear exciton the excited state lifetime F- 1, the pulse creates a
states which are spatially coherent superpositions of
the various excited state hyperfine levels of all the collective nuclear excited state e) which is a
nuclei in the crystal. The subsequent radiative decay spatially coherent superposition of the various excited
is radically affected by coherence, exhibiting both a state hyperfine levels of all the nuclei in the crystal
speed-up due to "coherent enhancement", and a [9,10]. The subsequent radiative decay is radically
quantum beat modulation of the decay rate which affected by coherence, exhibiting both a speed-up due
gives a periodic speed-up/slow-down of the rate for to "coherent enhancement" [9,11-211, and a quantum
photon decay into the coherent channels. For a nuclear beat modulation of the decay rate [9,20].
exciton in an antiferromagnet, the quantum beat "Coherent enhancement" occurs when the waves
modulation will result in an interesting "temporal emitted from the various nuclei in the crystal interfere
pendulasung" effect. constructively (this occurs, for example, when the

exciton spatial phasing wave vector ko satisfies the
condition for a Bragg reflection or for grazing

Introduction incidence reflection). There is then an increase in the
radiative width of the nuclear exciton, as compared to

Recently several groups have succeeded in producing that of an isolated nucleus, arising from coherence.
well-defined nuclear excitonic states in crystals using The partial widths for the incoherent decay processes
synchrotron radiation pulses and studied (e.g., internal conversion) remain unchanged, leading
experimentally some of the remarkable effects of to an increased probability for coherent radiative decay
coherence on the decay of these spatially coherent as compared to incoherent decay. Correspondingly,
states: notably, the marked speedup of the decay rate there is an increase in the radiative decay rate into the
and the quantum beats [1-8]. coherent channels, while the incoherent decay rates

Synchrotron radiation from a source operating in the remain unchanged, and the decay of the nuclear
single-bunch mode consists of sharp pulses of about exciton state I 1e ) is speeded up relative to the excited
10- 10 -sec duration and about 10"o-sec separation
between pulses. Excited nuclear states of energy less state decay of an isolated excited nucleus.
-100 keV commonly have lifetimes in the range F-1 - If, in addition, there are nuclear transitions of10- -10-10 sec. If the pulse, monochromatized to different frequencies at different sites (due to

hyperfine splitting of each nucleus, or due to chemical
perhaps 1--eV bandwidth at the nuclear transition, shifts between different sites), then, in the coherent
impinges on a small crystal containing the resonant channels, there will also be periodic
nuclei, then the electronically scattered x rays, constructive/destructive interference between the
photoelectrons, etc., will emerge promptly during the waves of different frequencies emanating from the
10-1 0-sec pulse, while those processes involving dif
nuclear excitation will be delayed a mean time r-1 ferent sites, leading to a periodic speed-up/slow-
Therefore, by using a timed detector which can down of the rate for photon decay into the coherent
recover from the prompt pulse in a time- short channels. These "quantum beats" in the coherent
compared to 1l7, the resonant and nonresonant events radiation occur at frequencies OB(n,mp;n',m',p') -
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WnmP)-on'm'(P'), corresponding to the difference Here ko= c-1wono , where wto is the mean transition
frequencies of all allowed nuclear hyperfine transitions frequency, and IG0(I)) indicates that all the other
w amn(p) from all the different nuclear sites p, from
which the hyperfine splitting of both the excited and nuclei (r *I) are in their initial ground states I g.m ,
ground states may be found, as well as any energy
shifts between nuclei located in different chemical or 'r
magnetic sites. There will also be quantum beats in I G0() =Iji gr mrt
the time spectrum for both the incoherently scattered t (1*0
-y-rays and the internal conversion electrons. For these
spatially incoherent processes, there is only
interference between transitions to the same ground Cntm1 gives the amplitude for exciting the nucleus at R,
state, so that here the beat frequencies reflect the
splittings of the hyperfine levels of the excited state, from Jgtm1 )-Jetnt), with no change in the vibrational
with no information about the ground-state splittings s . Fo
or of the shifts between different sites. state r an electric or magnetic dipole

For a nuclear exciton in an antiferromagnet, or any transition,
crystal in which the magnetic unit cell is larger than
the chemical unit cell, the spatially coherent quantum cn - ef ( ,e n, I. I g m )'F ,,
beat modulation can result in an interesting "temporal Cn hm
pendulosung" effect. This will occur when the
incident beam direction is chosen so that the resulting where f is the MOssbauer probability for recoilless
exciton spatial phasing wave vector ko satisfies the
condition for a pure magnetic Bragg reflection (i.e., ko  absorption, v. is the dipole moment operator, and F(0°
satisfies a Bragg condition for the magnetic unit cell is the resonant fourier component of the incident
and simultaneously an "anti-Bragg" condition for the synchrotron pulse (F = E for El and F = B for M1
chemical unit cell). Under these conditions, the coherent transitions),
emission will alternate back and forth in time between the
forward transmission channel T, and the reflection F(t
channel R, with the switching rate determined by the F= F(t)e dt
quantum beat frequencies. f

Nuclear Exciton State
Se ) is a collective nuclear excited state, i.e., a

The important new element in the synchrotron pulse spatially coherent superposition of the various excited
experiment is that the prompt, very well collimated state hyperfine levels of all the nuclei in the crystal. In
incident pulse creates a spatially coherent excitation each contributing term, one nucleus is excited into
of the resonant nuclei in the crystal. one of its excited state hyperfine levels, and all the

For a collection of N nuclei, located at sites R, (I = remaining nuclei remain in their initial ground states.
......N ), with the I th nucleus initially in the mtth The relative spatial phase is exp(iko.RI). Hence I 4 ) is

sublevel of its ground state, I g1m, ), then the initial a single exciton collective state, with one excitation
ground state of the system is distributed coherently over the entire system, with aspatial phasing wave vector ko.It's important to note

N though that because of the hyperfine splitting, 4e) is
not an energy eigenstate. As a consequence, there

I 410 ) = I g1 m) I X0 ) , will be a quantum beat modulation of the subsequent
decay.

I #e )gives the recoilless single exciton contribution
to the total state vector I*ll) which evolves from I 10 )

where I Xo ) is the initial vibrational state of the under the influence of the pulse perturbation. The
crystal. The incident synchrotron pulse F(t) is highly normalization of 14e) is
collimated about the direction no, and both the pulse
duration and the transit time of the pulse across the
crystal are generally short compared to the excited (t'eI e)=I -,,nI cnl 2,
state lifetime r' 1. Neglecting multiple scattering, the
resulting recoilless excitation just after the pulse the probability that a single exciton is created by the
transverses the system is [9] pulse, with no change in vibrational state. There will

also be contributions to 1*) corresponding to single
kR exciton states with recoil, and multiple exciton states

I*e)-2 e i'R c, ntIen)Go(O)IX) . (1) with and without recoil. ( For present synchrotron
1=1 n1  sources, (45I4sd)<<l, so multi-exciton states need
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not be considered.) width for radiative decay, and ra is the partial width

for internal conversion decay. For the synchrotron
Spatially Coherent and Incoherent Decay produced nuclear exciton state 4e), the total decay

The subsequent radiative decay, width is increased by the effect of spatially coherent
radiative decay,

'e)A f)+ Yk ' r-r'=rc+ry'+ra,

can be either spatially coherent, giving highly
directional emission into the coherent channels, or where rF is the partial width for spatially incoherent
spatially incoherent, giving essentially isotropic radiative decay, and rc is the partial width for spatially
emission into 41r sr. coherent decay 10-110> k given (in the Fermi

Spatially coherent decay occurs when 14e) makes a coe deca tion ) by gn t F
radiative transition to the original ground state, i.e.,
1 -f)=1 O). Viewed as a scattering process, the N 2

system resonantly scatters a photon Iko) in the rc(to)=rchNl(4l)-ifdff(n) e'k - (3)

incident synchrotron pulse to a final state I k), with "-i

the nuclear system undergoing the transition

'IPO)H1'e)A'), iLe., where ko = kono, k = kon, and Fcoh = [f C (2j 1+l) r

vk.o+ )4- e)Hk4'O)+yk - /(4j,+2)], where f is the Mossbauer factor, C is the
abundance of the resonant nuclear isotope, and Jo and

This is coherent elastic resonant scattering, and j, are the spins of the nuclear ground and excited
corresponds to "multi-slit interference": it is states. Here we have assumed that there is no
impossible to tell at which nucleus the scattering took hyperfine splitting of the nuclei. When the angular
place, so the scattered wave amplitude is then the sum integration is carried out, for each open coherent
of the individual scattered wave amplitudes from all
the nuclear sites, giving highly directional coherent channel (ko+) [the (k0 4x)-charnel is open if
scattering [ as well as a weak diffuse contribution due Iko+fl-lkjo where % is one of the reciprocal lattice
to the "isotope effect"]. vectors of the lattice], there will be a contribution
If lif) *I10), the decay will be spatially [11,211

incoherent. For single photon decay, 1f) can differ

from 10o) only by the spin state of a single nucleus, coh 2Trn* 2Lt,(ko")'

e.g., where n is the number of nuclei per unit volume, and

( ,L 11(ko+i-) is the thickness of the crystal in the direction
l1f) " gtm,' )JGO0 )) . m1' m1 ) oof (ko+"O.

In this case the I th site is "tagged" by "spin flip". Thus if the incidence direction no is taken so that

Viewed as a scattering process, the scattering ko satisfies the condition for a symmetric Bragg
definitely occurred at the 1 th nucleus. Thus the reflection from a thin crystal of resonant nuclei M-
scattered wave amplitude only contains this single layers thick, then there will be two coherent channels
contribution, giving essentially isotropic (diffuse) open, the reflection and transmission channels R and
scattering. T, and the partial width for coherent decay will

Similarly, if '4ie) decays by internal conversion, then be[l1,17,18]

one of the atoms will be tagged, now by the difference 2
in the initial and final electronic states. As a 4'n2 d
consequence, there can be no spatial coherence in rc )sin( )|Mrcoh
internal conversion decay.

For simplicity, we have ignored here those
processes in which the vibrational state of the crystal where 4o is the incidence angle with respect to the
changes when the quantum is absorbed or emitted. crystal planes, and d is the interplanar separation. For a
These give rise to weak coherent inelastic effects, as sufficiently thick crystal, typically M - 103-104 layers,
discussed in Ref. [9]. rc will exceed (r .Y'+Fa), and coherent decay will

Coherent Enhancement and Speedup dominate incoherent decay. The nuclear exciton then
de-excites at the speeded-up rate ( rc+ry'+ra )/h,

For an isolated nucleus, the total width for the primarily via coherent radiative decay into either the
excited level is r-r +ra , where rY is the partial R- or T-channel.
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There will also be strong coherent enhancement superposition of damped waves, exp{-i[ wnm (P)-
when a crystal is excited at grazing incidence (which iF'/2]t*}, of all the various resonance frequencies
can be viewed as a zero angle Bragg excitation) [20],
and even off-Bragg there is a contribution to Eq. (2) Wt(p) of all the nuclei within each unit cell.

coming from coherent forward scattering. [However, Furthermore, the amplitudes of the waves emitted at
there is an important distinction between the Bragg- the site p within the unit cell are proportional to the
and off-Bragg cases. The Bragg mode excitation is a spatial phase factor exp[-i(k - ko)p]. For the
true semi-stationary state radiative eigenmode with an transmission channel T (i.e., k = ko ), this factor is + 1,
enhanced width ( Fc+",ry'+Fa ), while the off-Bragg but for a reflection channel R, this factor will generally
excitation is in fact a superposition of radiative vary at different sites p, and will generally change with
eigenmodes of slightly differing frequencies]. the order of the Bragg reflection. As a consequence,

the pulsed coherent emission into the R- and T-
channels can be out of phase, giving a "temporal

Spatially Coherent Quantum Beats pendulosung" effect.

If there is hyperfine splitting of the nuclear levels, or The photon flux [ probability/cm 2 /sec of finding a
if there are shifts between the levels of nuclei located photon at (R,t) I for spatially coherent emission is
in different chemical sites, there will be periodic given by
constructive/destructive interference between waves F . 1 h 2
of different frequency emitted from the different ncoh(R,t) = [o (Rt) 1 (5)
sites. This results in a striking "quantum beat"
modulation of the spatially coherent decay rate, and the partial width for coherent emission is then

c r+ Fc(t), R 2 f d ncoh(Rt)

varying periodically between "superradiant" and Fc(t*)= (6)
"subradiant" emission into the coherent channels, with
beat frequencies determined by the frequency
differences among the various transition resonances. where (4e(t*)I Ie(t*)) = exp(-F't*).(41e1 Oe). If there

Letting R1 denote the lattice points of the crystal is no hyperfine splitting, then Fc(t)=rc , the
Bravais lattice, and denoting the equilibrium positions enhanced coherent decay rate given by Eq.(2). In the
of the nuclei within the unit cell by basis vectors p, presence of splitting, there will be a "quantum beat"
the photon potential for the spatially coherent modulation of the coherent decay rate, with rc(t)
emission, 14e)-" I0) Tk ,is given by [9,181 varying between a strongly enhanced peak decay rate

and a strongly suppressed minimum decay rate. An
o/ [kCf] 2 example of this behavior is given below.A. Ot = -i- -S(k-k . k The "quantum beats" in the coherent radiation

S2jo+ I n m occur at the frequencies

(3) O(n,mp;n',m',p') - wm(p) - Wn'm'P)-ix,. . - ir'/2]t*.+ (k-k0).p} Lcmp
x e mln *)Cnm(P) corresponding to the difference frequencies of all

allowed nuclear hyperfine transitions wn(p) from all
Here k = c-twR/R, t* = (t - R/c) is the retarded time, the different nuclear sites p, thus furnishing a method
and S( k - ko ) is the factor, for determining the hyperfine splitting of both the

excited and ground states, as well as any energy shifts
between nuclei located in different chemical or

S( k-k) - e I magnetic sites.
For the spin flip and internal conversion incoherent

decay modes, there is no interference between waves
from different sites, and at a particular site, the decaywhich makes the coherentdeahily ircon,

into the open coherent channels. In the first Born is Z Cnm I e n I g m') , so the quantum beats only
approximation, r'r-r y +ra , while in the second exhibit the splittings of the excited levels. There is no
Born approximation, information about the ground state splittings or of

energy shifts between different sites. Because there
to is no spatial coherence, there is no enhancement of

r'(t*) - (l/t*). 1 rc(t) + rf'(t) + Fa I dt . (4) the partial widths for incoherent decay, ra+rY'.
Furthermore, ra and the spin flip contribution to r.'
are time independent, in sharp contrast to Fc(t). The

The important new feature is that Ac h  is a spatially incoherent decay goes into all directions, and
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in any particular direction, a quantum beat modulation T-channels beat in phase with a cos 2(OEt/2)
will be observed. But since the contributing waves dependence, with the partial width for coherent decay
arise from different AJz-"oscillators", there will be no being
net interference when integrated over dOR. ( There
will, however, be a time dependence in the rc(t) = Fc(R)(t)+FcM(t) = 2 rc cos 2(fiEt/2).
contribution to r ,' which arises from the diffuse
elastic scattering associated with the "isotope effect", Thus for the (004) reflection, in contrast tc the (002)
as we will discuss elsewhere.) reflection, rc(t) is time dependent, with the

A striking example of the quantum beat modulation probability for photon decay (into either channel)
of the coherent rate has been observed in the being initially strongly enhanced, followed by
experiments on yttrium-iron-garnett (YIG) [2,3]. In complete suppression of coherent decay at a time -
YIG there are two inequivalent sites, dl and d2, with a Tr/OE - 50 nsec.
shift OE - 6r between the resonance frequencies at
the two sites. For the (002) Bragg reflection, the Acknowledgements
relative spatial phase factor exp[-i(k - ko).(pdl-Pd2)l is
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Nuclear Bragg Diffraction using Synchrotron Radiation

Rudolf Ruffer
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Nuclear Bragg diffraction in combination with synchrotron radiation will
become a powerful new X-ray source in the A-region. This new source exceeds
already Mossbauer sources in brilliance giving Mossbauer scattering
experiments further impetus. With the planned dedicated storage rings
synchrotron radiation, filtered by measures of the Mossbauer effect, will not
only allow new types of Mossbauer experiments but offers also a new X-ray
source foryeV resolution and long coherence length X-ray optics.

The first experiments' had shown that there is a resonance in the

diffraction spectra and even that the diffracted X-rays are highly
monochromatic (E/E -10-12). Although these experiments had shown the
expected time behavior, an improved fast detector revealed the complete time
spectra in all details2 .

These experiments point out the basic phenomena connected with the
nuclear Bragg diffraction of y-quanta:

speedup (coherent enhancement), quantum beats, and
polarization mixing (Faraday rotation, etc.).

The speedup in the time spectra - a dynamical effect of the diffraction,
depends on the angle of incidence and is most pronounced at the beginning of
the time spectra. This is clearly and very easily seen in the measurements
of the antiferromagnetic '7FeBO8 .

In the quantum beats the hyperfine splitting of the nuclear levels and/or
the resonance shifts between different nuclear sites in the crystal are
expressed. The observation of quantum beats allows a sensitive and direct
determination of the hyperfine interaction parameters.

Due to the fact that the nuclear Bragg diffraction is sensitive to the
internal hyperfine fields, a strong polarization mixing of the scattering
amplitudes may occur. Especially in the case of yttrium scattering iron
garnet crystals, the spectra show a strong mixing depending on the directions
between the 9-field and the Z-vector of the incident 7 -ray.
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The production of long coherence-length hard x-rays using
nuclear Bragg scattering of synchrotron radiation.

D. P. Siddons
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Upton, NY 11973.

Summary

Recently, several experimenters have successfully observed nuclear Bragg scatter-
ing from crystals containing 57Fe. By coherently exciting the 14.4keV resonance at
the Bragg condition, almost pure beams of extremely monochromatic radiation
can be generated. Although the intensities observed are so far quite low, the
brightness produced by these techniques exceeds that available from radioactive
sources. Instrumental improvements will s6on make possible interesting new ex-
periments. Several properties of the nuclear Bragg reflection process are interesting
in themselves. These include the observation of beating in the time domain
among hyperfine split resonance lines, and polarization mixing produced by
scattering from oriented circularly polarized oscillators. Some speculations on the
potential applications of this new source of long coherence-length radiation will be
presented.
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Measurement of the Quenching of Spontaneous Emission Coefficients
in Laser-Produced Plasmas

Y. Chung, H. Hirose,t and S. Suckewert

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory
P.O. Box 451, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

Abstract field and the radiating atom. In quantum electrody-

nanics(QED), the excited atom is driven to emit a

The quenching of Einstein A-coefficients was ob- photon and decay to a lower state by the fluctuation
served by measuring the branching ratio of visible in the vacuum field if the atom is located in free
and VUV line intensities for CIV, CIII and NV ions. space or a cavity whose dimension is much larger

than the radiation wavelength. As the dimensions
of the cavity become small compared to the radia-

l. Introduction tion wavelength, the density of modes accessible to
the atom decreases significantly. In this situation,

Since the formula for the Einstein A-coefficient was the excited atom can no longer decay as freely as in
derived in the pioneering works of Weisskopf and the large cavity, and the radiative transition is effec-
Wigner(WW)J1] based on Dirac's theory of light, tively suppressed. A similar effect was also observed
it has been widely accepted as valid in any prac- in the cyclotron radiation of an electron confined in
tically important cases. In essence, the expression a Penning trap[8] and has been predicted in solid
W"' obtained was the same as that for a classical state cavities.[9]

oscillating dipole except that the quantumi mechan- In a previous work,10] the observation that the
ical dipole moment matrix element between the up- branching ratio of two radiative transitions originat-
per and the lower level of transition replaced the ing from the same upper level decreased by about
classical dipole moment. They also assumed an ex- an order of magnitude at electron density of around
ponential decrease for the excitation probability of 10 9 cm 3 compared to the ratio at 101 8 cm- 3 led us
the upper state as Ansatz and proved it a posteriori. to the conclusion that the coefficients of spontaneous

However, the derivation of Einstein A-coefficient emission were not constants. The term branching
has often been the subject of rigorous theoretical in- ratio in this paper denotes the ratio of the experi-
vestigation on the basis of other theories of light.[2,3] mentally measured intensities of the visible and the
Even though essentially the same expressions as VUV light unless specified otherwise. The sponta-
that of WW were obtained, it strongly suggests neous emission intensity 1,,, (in photons) for tran-
that the nature of light is not yet fully known. It sition n -+ m is proportional to the upper level pop-
was also noted by several authors[I-7J that the rate ulation density, the A-coefficient and a geometrical
of spontaneous radiative decay can deviate signifi- factor, that, is,[1 I]

cantly from Weisskopf-Wigner expression in certain
environments where the atoms are located. Most
notably, the spontaneous emission of radiation by Hence, the branching ratio for optically thin plas-
an excited atom is completely suppressed in a cav- imas is the samne as the ratio of the corresponding
itv whose characteristic dimension is less than half A-coefficients. Therefore, if the A-coefficients are
the wavelength of the photon. It is believed that constant independent of the electron density or other
this effect is related to the decoupling of the vacuum enivironmiental factors, the branching ratio should re-
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main constant even as we observe regions of different on ruby-laser-produced CIV ions, (4) measurement

electron density in the plasma. It was our primary of the branching ratio on C0 2 -laser-produced NV

finding that this was not true. ions, and (5) measurement of the light attenuation
The observed change of branching ratio could e.g., by self-absorption and refraction, due to the

have been attributed to the following reasons: plasma.

(1) self-absorption of the visible light
(2)cut-off of the visible light in a region of high Viewin SN S
electron density where the plasma frequency vp ( pm) (a) Side View

'w e A Vacuum chfamkiw

is larger than the visible light frequency /vvs

(3) refraction of the visible light out of the spectrom- Co2 liner

eter line of sight beam

(4) improper alignment of the spectrometers T et
(5)stinmulated emission of the VUV lighL at a level

comparable to the spontaneous emission
(6)non-linear detector sensitivity at low and high bbeTmView
intensity SINS

(7)other experimental errors including misinterpre- to D
tation of the data MIW + HV Entranc SIN

(8) deviation of the spontaneous emission coefficients -W Grating

from the vacuum (or low density) value.
An extremely careful examination, including sup- FoC=Z lens"1

p lem entary ex p erim ents, of th e o ther p ossib ilities (1- P1 rat
7) confirmed the hypothesis that in higher-density / \V
plasmas the spontaneous-emission coefficients de- 1/ -vlt "
creased. This may be a result of free electrons' in- ARoM" cde
teraction with atoms and ions. In previous work, we

reported the first observation of a surprising decrease to DAS

of the branching ratio of the visible to the VUV line Viabl Pail XUV Part
intensities emitted by laser-prcduced plasmas with
increasing plasma density using a novel VUV-visible Figure 1. Experimental Setup

duo-inultichannel spectrometer.
In section 2, we will first describe measurements The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The

of the change of branching atio of CIV (312 A and arrangement primarily consists of the lasers, the tar-

5801-5812 A), CII1 (574 A and 5696 A), NV (209 get chamber, the spectrometers and the supporting

A and 4603-4620 A) transitions and recent results systems, such as vacuum pumps and the data acqui-

obtained from higher density plasmas produced by sition system. The ruby laser is on top of the CO2

a ruby laser. These show an even larger decrease in laser and the two laser beams run parallel to each

branching ratio than could be obtained with a CO 2  other. The C02 laser beam is focused onto the tar-

laser as reported in Ref.10. In section 3 is shown our get by a NaCI lens of focal length f = 50cm, and

effort to explain this phenomenon, and in section 4, the ruby laser beam is focused by a quartz lens of

we will draw conclusions, focal length f = 25cm after being redirected by a
periscope into the CO2 laser beam axis. The posi-

2. Experiment tion of the focusing lens for the ruby laser beam can
be adjusted up to ±3cm to provide optimal condi-

In this section, we will describe: (1) experimen- tions for the generation ofdifferent ionization stages.

tal arrangements, (2) the branching ratio measure- The XeCI laser beam is positioned at approximately

mient experiment on C0 2 -laser-produced CIV and 450 to the C02 laser and the ruby laser. The char-

CIII ions, (3) measurement of the branching ratio acteristics of these lasers are summarized in Table 1.

'Fable I

Laser Energy(J) Pulse(ns) Beam Shape Beam Size Wavelength

c02 10J =50ns Annular 3.75"(OD), 1.75"(ID) 1060nm
Ruby 5. 20ns Circular I" diameter 694nm
XeCI IJ 40ns Rectangular 3cm x 2cm 308nm
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Figure 2. VUV and visible spectra of CIV taken simultaneously at a distance of (a)d 0.2mm and (b)d 0.4mm
from the target surface. The upper ones are VUV spectra and the lower ones are visible spectra.

600 600
CIII 574 A -
Area - 327 CIV 289 A x 2 l5p
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Figure 3. VUV and visible spectra of CiI taken simultaneously at a distance of (a)d = 0.6mm and (b)d - 1.3mm
from the target surface. The upper ones are VUV spectra and the lower ones are visible spectra.

The plasma was created by interaction of the ceptably low. Moreover, these targets tended to be
laser beam and a solid target in the vacuum cham- easily destroyed after a few shots of laser irradia-
ber. The typical length of the target was 24rnm and tion. Targets of width larger than 1mm didn't have
each step was 4mm long. Several targets of vari- this problem, but it was clear that there was VUV
ous widths ranging from 20014m to 4mm were tested self- absorption close to the target. As a compro-

in this experiment. Even though narrower targets mise, the targets were fabricated at 300tpm - 500pjm
of width z 20014m gave results unaffected by VUV for the measurement of the branching ratio. Targets
self-absorption, the signal to noise ratio was unac- of larger widths were used only to demonstrate the
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3.0 12.0 to target surface increased by 200pm with each

3.0 12.0 step. The radiation emitted from the plasma first

passed through a narrow slit S of 200jam width,

:j 2.5 10.0<_ U Intensity.
.. -I (NV 342o A)

2.0 V '8.0 1 NV 63209A)
Branching Ratio i 0.2 -(V )
R = I (C115696 A)i(CII 574 A) C

1.5 -- 6.0 _

0 -
L 1.0 4.0 0

Nomalizaion I0.1
0.5 Po.nt - 2.0

Visible -1.0 C

0.0 Intonsity _j 0.Ik0.0 0.3 0.6 1.3 0.0.
Higher No Lower No 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Distance from the target surface (mm) Higher Ne  Lower No
Distance from the target surface (mm)

Figure 4. Branching ratio R - lvls/lvuv for CIII Figure 6. Branching ratio R = Ivis/Ivuv for NV
574 A and 5696 A lines as a function of distance from 207 A and 4603-4620 A lines as a function of distance
the target surface. Note that even though the VUV from the target surface. The plasma was produced
line intensity increases sharply near the target, the by a CO 2 laser.
visible line intensity does not change very much.

0.5 which was fixed in the target chamber at a distance
of 15mm from the target. The width ofthis slit S was

T7 also chosen as a trade-off between the signal to noise
0.4 -- 8 ratio and the spatial resolution of the measurement.

R I (CIV 5801 -5812 Since the distance between the slit S and the target
I (CIV 312A) surface varied by 200pm, we chose the slit width S

0.3 to be 200'm as well. A larger slit width would give

Tbetter signal to noise ratio, but would also nullify
9 the resolution provided by the target steps.0.2 -±. We used one or more of the lasers to produce the

dplasma. For the measurement of the branching ratio
1- Plasma dya ruylaser

0. laNesmt =10 cmy itself, we primarily used the CO2 laser for producing29 relatively low density plasmas (ne < 101 cm- 3 ) and

C the Ruby laser or the XeCi laser for high density
0.0 plasmas (e < 102 1cm- 3 ).00 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Higher No  Lower N0  Fig. 2 shows the spectra obtained in the vicinity
Distance from the target surface (mm) of CIV 312 A and 5801-5812 A(the shaded lines)

at distances of (a) 0.2mm and (b) 0.4mm from the
Figure 5. Branching ratio R -vis,'Ivuv for CIV target, and Fig. 3 shows the spectra obtained in the
312 A and 5801-5812 A lines as a function ofdistance vicinity of CIII 574 A and 5696 A(the shaded lines)
from the target surface. The plasma was produced at distances of (a) 0.6mm and (b) 1.3mm from the
by a ruby laser for higher density (102 1cm - 3). target. The branching ratio R was calculated from

the ratio of the shaded areas of the visible and the
VUV self-absorption. The target had several VUV lines. It is shown clearly in Fig. 3 that while
steps (typically 6) as shown in Fig. I, and plas- the VUV intensity drops by a factor of 4, the visible
mas at various distances from the target stir- intensity even increases slightly as the distance d
face could be observed by moving the target increases from 0.6mm to 1.3ram. The result of the
up and down with a micrometer with vacuum measurement for Cill is presented in Fig. 4. We also
feedthrough. The distance from observation region measured the change of branching ratio for the CIV
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312 A and 5801-5812 A lines with the ruby laser and was taken to be

NV 209 A and 4603-4620 A lines with the CO 2 laser. 11+2 -

The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The result T -
for CIV 312 A and 5801-5812 A has already been 12
reported in our earlier work.[Ref. 10, Fig. 3] The result shows that within the experimental error

(a) Stup there was insufficient absorption of visible light to

Stepped Carton Targets Splltng Window account for the observed order of magnitude change
in the branching ratio.

2 2200
cog Laser1
Beam(a

1850
Slt- 20,m -FW IM = 8.0 A .

Focusing Lens 1500 -

To Spectrometer

(b) Result 
1150

1.5 -800 ,s8oIA 5812A
" Error an I-~ ~ Sooo Rne50 0 700 PIXEL 80

V V N XUV
1.0- V IN- M ] I V VISA"e 250

_.- (b)

+ 0.5 188-
I I I I I I

"" 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.81.ow r N

Higher N 'LowerN 125 FWHM=4.6
Distance from target (mm) N , 3.4x10

Figure 7. Absorption measurement experiment (a)
experimental setup and (b) transmissivity of the

plasma 1 created on the narrow target as a function 0 - I - I
of distance from the target. 550 600 680 750

Figure 8. Fitting of the experimental data with the
convolution of Lorentzian profiles of CIV 5801 A and
5812 A lines. (a) d O .2mm, R :0.92, (b) d=

To make sure that the branching ratio we mea- 0.4mm, R =2.9.

sured was truly the ratio of the spontaneous emission

intensities and was not affected by absorption, we
measured the transmissivity of the plasma at various Another evidence that the spontaneous emission

distances from the target. The experimental setup was not absorbed is manifest in the near perfect co-
is shown in Fig. 7(a). The CO 2 laser beam was split incidence of the experimentally measured profile of

into two identical beams by a NaCI window tilted CIV 5801 A(J = 3/2) and 5812 A(J = 1/2) and the
at ; 300 with respect to the plane perpendicular convolution of their Lorentzian profiles with a 2:1
to the beam axis. The resulting separation of the intensity ratio. Fig. 8 shows the fitting of the ex-
two plasmas created at the target 50cm away from perimental data and the convolution of Lorentzian
the focusing lens was 2.5mm. The narrower target profiles of CIV visible lines is shown in Fig. 2. If
was 5001im wide and the other target was 2.7mm there had been any absorption, the intensity ratio
wide. The position of the beams were adjusted so of the two lines would not be the theoretical ratio

that the plasmas were created at the center of the of 2:1 but closer to 1:1, since stronger line would be
left target and at the edge of the right target. To more absorbed. This analysis also strongly suggests
measure the transrnissivity of the plasma on the left that the plasma was optically thin.
target, we first obtained spectra from the left plasma Measurements of the branching ratio between

and the right plasma separately by blocking one of two transitions that share the same upper level is
the laser beams. Then we obtained the spectra with independent of several factors concerning the popu-
two plasmas. The measured intensities are denoted lation changes that could affect the line intensities.

by I, (left plasma), 12 (right plasma) and 1142 (to- liere lies the simplicity of the principle involved in
gether), respectively in Fg. 7. The transmissivity T this experiment. Even though the measurement of
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the temporal behaviour of the lines can be of assis- relatively small compared to the observed change in

tance in understanding the change of the branching branching ratio.

ratio, it was not deemed to be essential. Since the 2200
decay time of a transition is, except for the resonance
transitions, equal to not the reciprocal of the corre- 1850-
sponding A-coefficient but the radiative lifetime of Area 1 - 23500Area 2 = 20300

an excited level which is given by the reciprocal of 1500 Area 3 = 14200
the sum of all the transition probabilities, i.e.,

11150 3., - kA~k"

Hence, all the transitions that branch from the 500 600 700 PIXEL 800
same upper level should have the same temporal
behaviour but with different amplitudes propor- 3.0
tional to the A-coefficients. Therefore, assuming
the plasma density was constant while the emission g

lasted so that the A-coefficients did not change, we 2.0 2
would have

N3(t.,A32A41.0-= C(constant), (3) TheorticalCurve
N3 ( t) A 32 At,ThreiaCre
N3 (4,)A3 1 A", based on Loretzian model

I [ I Integratipon Range
0.0 1: 12o0A (. 15 x FWHM)

where N 3(tJ) is the upper level population at time t, 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 2: 750 (= 9.3 x FWHM)
and At, is the incremental time interval. If we take Integration Range in FWHM 3: 50 A (=6 x FWHM)

At, --, 0 and integrate over time, Eqs. (1) and (3) Figure 9. Estimation of error in integrating the line
will give wl g f32 32 ()dt k32  profile. The integration was done below the exper-

131()dt k 3 C, imental profile and above the artificial background
'i3 f 131 (t)dt k3 marked as dashed lines.

which is also constant. 1 and IT are the time-
integrated intensities. This shows that change of the

branching ratio R can be deduced from the change 3. Theory
of the ratio of the time-integrated intensities alone.

As the final remark, we discuss uncertainties aris- The theoretical effort has been on-going since we ob-
ing from the integration of the experimental profile tained the preliminary results from the experiments
used in the calculation of the branching ratio R. If of measuring the branching ratio in C1V with a VUV
the line is very broad, the boundary of the line pro- multichannel detector and a visible monochromater
file to be integrated becomes less distinct, and this two years ago. However, there does not yet exist a
may introduce error in the integration. This can theoretical model that can clearly and unequivocally
be quite a serious problem in the correct estinmation explain this phenomenon. In this section, we will de-

of the total intensity when the background level is scribe our initial unsuccessful attempt, and then go
noisy or bumpy. Therefore, it is important to choose on with a suggestion for possible future work.

the end points of integration very carefully (and con- We first speculated that the screening of the
servatively) in order not to underestimate the inten- atomic potential by the surrounding plasma could

sity of the visible transition at high plasma density. modify the Coulomb field experienced by the elec-

However, it is our belief the uncertainty in integra- tron and thus significantly change the transition
tion cannot account for the observed change in the probabilities. Several authors[12] have tried to oh-

branching ratio. Fig. 9 shows three cases of integra- tain solutions of Schr6dinger equation for a par-
tion with different end points and the comparison tice in a screened Coulomb potential. Roussell

of these values with the theoretical curve based on and O'Connell calculated the spontaneous emission
the assumption that the line profiles are Lorentzian. probabilities in the dipole approximation as a func-
The end points we used for the actual calculation of tion of Debye-Hiickel screening length ro for hy-
the area are the same as the end points of the artifi- drogen atom (Z = 1) and showed that the sponta-
cial background level line marked 1. This shows that neous enission probabilities began to drop sharply
as long as this artificial background level line does at ro ) 50a(,, where a(, is the Bohr radius.

not deviate visibly from the adjacent background In our case, the Schrdinger equation was solved
level, the error in the integration of the profile is numerically for CIV ions in the electric potential of
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2.0 S'(i, n' ) >_ < ,dr!d,(n rt' > 12

TrL~71
J

The theoretical branching ratio It between the two
transitions, rT3li n -? 2 12 arid n 3 13  - nil,, is thenA(3p--3s)

1.5 cIv (Z--6, Z=2) given by
R A (n313 . n 2 12 )

A(n' 31. -n il&)

.2 Fig. 10 shows the result obtained for the cases
10 (5p - 'Is, 5p Is) of the hydrogen atomi (Z-

1,Z' 0) and (3p , 3s, 3p ' 2s) of the CIV ion

Ii ____ (Z - 6, Z' - 2) as functions of the Debye radius
H=1, Z--O)A) r D . For the transitions between lower lying states

A(5p-+ls) in the hydrogen atom, we obtained the same results
0.5 as Roussell and O'Connell. As rf) approaches 10ao,

the branching ratio begins to increase very rapidly
for the CIV ion in contrast to the hydrogen atom.
For hydrogenic ions (Z > 1), the higher the Z num-

I ber, the less drastic was this effect. The main cause
for the change in CIV was the changes in the tran-110 100 1000

r. in unitsot a0  sition strength S(nl nT), while in the case of
hydrogen atom, it was the shift of energy levels. It

Figure It0. l'heoretical branching ratio R oh- must be noted here that this result is not consistent
tained bv sodving Schrodinger equation with 1)ebye- with the experimental results in that no line shift
Iluckel screened Coulomb potential for CIV (3p -4 was observed with increasing electron density, i.e.,
3s and 3p , 2s) and H (5p , Is and 5p Is) as with decreasing I)ebye radius. This inconsistency
functions of the I)ebve radius r). clearly indicates that (1) the I)ebve-Iliickel screened

potential is not. valid in our case since the plasma

surrounding plasma. This potential was approxi- parameter

mated by using l)ebve radius rD (x N, 2, assuming g - nrl)

T, the electron temlerature, to be constant. The is not much larger than I and/or (2) the electron
transitions of the valence electron were assumed to density is still too low for the screening effect to
occur in the internal potential of two bound elec- become iml)ortant. Assuming T, zz 5eV and ne <
trons (Is2), approximated by a uniform charge cloud 10tm cm 3, we have rD > 100a0 and g > 1.5. r) and
of radius 14) and influenced by the external field. g become larger as the electron density decreases if
Therefore, the potential V(r) was given by T, is constant. This is far away from the region

Z'e 2  ( r Z where the screening of the potential can alter the
"[ 2  3  (R,) }eR1 transition probability significantly, and we conclude

S2 {3 rJ J that the quenching of Einstein A-coefficient as ob-

V(r) ifr < R0 served in the experiment is due to some cause other

1 (Z /')e 2  than the screening of the static Coulomb potential

e r/rn otherwise, by the surrounding plasma.
r I ~A different approach to the development of a

where e is the electron charge, r is the distance from theoretical model has been the modification of the
the center of the charge cloud, Z - 6 and Z' 2 Weisskopf-Wigner (WW) approximation of expo-
for (IV and Hi, was taken to be much smaller than nential decay of excited atonis.[13-16] Ref. 14 is es-
rj). Once the eigenfunctions were obtained by solv- sentially an extension of the WW in the sense that
ig t he Schriimnger equation, it was straightforward the coupling between the first cont inuum of states to

t, obtain the branching ratio between the two tran- which the excited atom initially decays and the sec-

sit ions. In dipole approximation, the Einstein A- (od continuum was taken into account. In this case,
c, eflicient s are given bv the decay rate of initial excited state can decrease

if the first continuum of states is itself unstable and

A(nl , n'1l') InAEI3 rt /I coupled to a still lower lying cont inuumi of states.
3(21 f 1) SEven though the probability that the excited state

, here stays there reimains exponential, the decay rate may
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Abstract Design Goals

A near-transform-limited VUV-XUV laser The goals follow from the desire that the
source with 210 MHz resolution has been source will be used for photoionization and
constructed and used to study the hyperfine LIF study of small to intermediate sized
splitting, isotope shift, and lifetime of molecules in a pulsed molecular beam
the three lowest ns (n=5,6,7) Rydberg states setting:
of Krypton.

* broad tunability, at least from 70 nm
.o 160 nm.;
high spectral brightness, preferably

Introduction transform-limited;
* high intensity, 1015 to 1016 photons

Transform-limited tunable lasers represent per second at 10 Hz.;
photon sources with the highest spectral * uniform spatial profile;
purity and spectral brightness. The ability * user friendly.
to deliver photons in the narrowest possible
spectral width finds applications not only
in high-resolution spectroscopy, but also in If these goals are met the laser source not
cases where efficient use of photons are only will be able to serve as a universal
desired. Examples of this are plenty in the probe of many chemical processes but also as
field of chemical physics. Experiments a powerful excitation source to initiate
involving selective excitation of molecules: such processes.
stimulated-emission pumping studies,
resonance-enhanced multiphoton excitation
and ionization, laser-induced fluorescence, Approach
molecular beam excitation studies, and
studies of molecules or impurities embedded Since the first and foremost requirement for
in liquids, matrices, and crystals can all the source is broad tunability it is a
benefit from these lasers. Near transform- simple choice to use the technique of four-
limited tunable pulsed lasers in the visible wave mixing for the generation of vuv and
and near-uv have been available for several xuv in the prescribed range. This well-
years.[ I,2] Recently we have extended the established technique [5] has very broad
tuning range of these types of lasers to the wavelength coverage, potentially can be very
vuv and xuv region. In this article we efficient (6], and uses reliable commercial
shall describe the basic requirements and components. Successful exploitation of this
the approach we took for the laser develop- technique, which involves high order
ment and a brief summary of the first nonlinear optical processes, requires
application of this source: a hyperfine careful control on the spectral, temporal,
study of the ns Rydberg states of krypton. and spatial properties of the visible
Details of the laser development and the laser(s) used. For this reason the follow-
krypton study have been submitted for ings were chosen to constitute the major
publication elsewhere.[3,4] components of our system:
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a pulse-amplified CW single- Hyperfine study of Krypton
longitudinal-mode dye laser for ;ood
frequency control; Utility of this source has been demonstrated
an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser as in a high-resolution study of the 4p-
pump laser for a smooth Gaussian 5s[3/2], -5s'[1/2], -6s[3/2], -6s'[ 1/2] and
temporal profile; -7sf3/2] J=l transitions of Kr spanning the

* side-pumped prism dye cells to preserve spectral region from 123.6nm to 94.5nm. The
the spatial quality of the dye beam; ns states (n=5,6,7) were studied using I + I
a pulsed nozzle as the vuv generator resonant multiphoton ionization where the ns
for simplicity and flexibility in the states form the resonant intermediate.
choice of four-wave mixing medium; Calibrations using known 12 frequencies
a 1-meter grating monochromator to yield an improved absolute calibration of
disperse the vuv-xuv wavelengths from the 86Kr 4p-ns transition frequencies by
the incident visible and uv radiation, more than an order of magnitude. The hyper-
a Faraday optical rotator for isolation fine parameters for the 5s[3/2] level are in
of the CW dye laser from the pulsed dye very good agreement with those measured
amplifiers; using interferometric techniques. This is
lens-pinhole-lens spatial filtering the first time that determination of
between successive stages of dye hyperfine parameters for the other levels
amplification to control amplified- listed above are possible. From these
spontaneous-emission growth. parameters we find that for n=5 the jj

quantum numbers are good to 99.63 + 0.06%
while for n>5 the jj quantum numbers are
good to at least 99.99%.

Auto-tracked second-harmonic-generation Isotope shifts for the more abundant
crystals are used to convert the visible to (>0.1% natural abundance) isotopes were
the uv prior to the four-wave mixing stage. obtained. These shifts can be explained by
Table I is a summary of the performance of the simple Bohr shift and the specific mass
the laser. Entries to the table are self- effect. To within our resolution we do not
explanatory. It is however necessary to observe a volume effect on the shift.
point out that we measure a frequency shift Lifetimes for the n=6 and 7 states which are
of 0 to 20 MHz between the CW laser longer than the duration of our laser pulse
frequency and the amplified output frequen- can also be measured. Our lifetime results
cy. This shift depends on the dye used in differ substantially from calculations
the amplifiers as well as the number of reported in the literature. These results
amplification stages used. At this point we should form a basis for the atomic theorists
are trying to understand the cause of this to obtain an improved set of wavefunctions
shift. But it is clear that for experiments for Kr.
where this shift is significant to the
results it is necessary to determine the Remarks
shift for each frequency measurement.
Details of the characterization of the laser The laser system described above meets most
are provided in reference 4. of the goals outlined in the beginning of

Table I: Summary of Laser Performance

Visible VUV-XUV

Energy 100 mJ 30 mJ I uJ

Bandwidth 91 MHz 140 MHz 210 MHz
(FWHM)

Pulsewidth 7 nsec <7 nsec 4 nsec

Temporal near near near
Profile Gaussian Gaussian Gaussian

Tuning Range 562-620 nm 281-310 nm 74-124 nm
(tested) 222-240 nm

Frequency Amplifier configuration and dye dependent
Shift
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this article. However, a major shortcoming
is that the intensity falls short of the
goal by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. A
second pulse-amplified single-mode dye laser
system is under construction to provide a
second frequency for resonance-enhanced
four-wave mixing operation. This could
improve the intensity by two orders of
magnitude. Amplification in the vuv using
inert-gas excimer systems or free-electron
lasers is certainly possible. Other plans
include use of tunable solid-state ampli-
fiers (alexandrite, Ti-sapphire), use of
high-repetition-rate pump lasers, and use of
high power excimer lasers to facilitate
efficient pumping of blue-green dyes.
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Non-Reciprocity of Autoionizing Interferences: Lasers Without Inversion

S. E. Harris

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Abstract understanding of the mechanism for pumping the
upper level, we do not understand how inversion is

Interferences of autoionizing lines may reduce obtained; that is, why do electrons not populate
or eliminate absorption of lower level atoms. the lower laser level? Though earlier proposals
Stimulated emission shows no such interferences, [1] suggested the use of a ionizing laser to empty
thereby allowing laser gain without population the lower level, no such laser was used in the Cs
inversion, experiments.

117 702 cm-1  5p 55d 6s 4D°/ 2
(14.6 eV) 

5

Introduction

During the last several years we have made sig-
nificant progress toward the realization of a class
of extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray lasers where electron 96.9 nm
the upper laser level is embedded in the contin- pumping laser

uum of the valence electron [1]. The advantage
of this type of laser, as compared to more typical
ionic lasers, is that the upper laser level occurs at
much lower energy, and therefore may be pumped
by cooler x-rays or electrons; this allows the oper-
ation of such lasers at pumping energies and pow- 31407 cm -1 . 5p 6 1So Cs +

ers which are much lower than would otherwise be (3.9 eV) .

possible. Highlights of recent work include: the
demonstration that levels in the continuum may
be pumped by electrons and retain their metasta- 14 499 cm "1- 5p65d 2 D3/2
bility under practical operating conditions [2]; the (1.8 eV)

development of the technique of depletion spec- 0 c - 5P6 6 s 2S/2
troscopy for the measurement of autoionizing life-
times [3]; and most recently the demonstration of Figure 1-Partial energy level diagram for neutral
an extraordinary 12.8 eV laser in neutral Cs [4]. Cs showing the laser transition.
This laser achieves an equivalent small signal gain
of exp(83), at a pumping energy of 3 joules in 20 In trying to understand this system the
psec. thought occured to me that perhaps inversion is

An energy level diagram for the Cs laser not necessary. Perhaps, interference between two
is shown in Fig. 1. Though we have a good autoionizing levels could result in a cancellation of
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loss, while leaving the gain relatively unchanged. (a) Autoionization
We soon found a precedent to this idea; i.e., the
work of Arkhipkin and Heller [5] who show that a
simple Fano interference between a discrete level 13)
and a continuum is non-reciprocal; that is, if the
upper level is populated, the gain cross section will A + + e
not exhibit interference. 12)

Though of great conceptual interest, the effect
of Arkhipkin and Heller is too small to be useful. ()
The Fano interference occurs when the absorption
of the discrete line has fallen to the level of the
continuum. At the point of zero loss, the gain is
that of the continuum itself. For alkali atoms this
gain is often four orders of magnitude smaller than I]
that of a peak discrete line gain.

In this work I consider the interference of two
lines and a continuum. Here, the zero loss point (b) Tunneling
occurs at approximately that frequency where
there is a balance of virtual autoionizations, and
the gain at this point may be very large. There
is also a strikingly new effect: an upper populated + =]" e
level with zero oscillator strength to the lower laser
level will acquire gain from a coupled nearby level,
and will do so with zero absorption at line center.

It is particularly important that the inter-
ference of the two lines does not require the di-
rect coupling of the electromagnetic field to the
continuum. The essential ingredient of the non- (c) Photoionization
reciprocity of gain and loss is lifetime broaden-
ing. Figure 2 shows several isomorphic systems
to which the formulae given in section III apply. A A+ + e
The systems share the common feature that vir- -_II/II/_////

tual excitation of either of the two upper levels
decays to an identical continuum. Because of its
simplicity and potential appliction to artificially
layered materials, the tunneling system is partic- YYY (YY

ularly interesting.

Formulae Development

The development of the formulae will be given
separately [61 and will only be sketched here. To Figure 2-Energy level diagrams of three proto-
start, the basis set for the development is that of type systems that wil exhibit nonreciprocal gain
the discrete bound levels and of the continuum, and loss proviles; in each case the upper two levels
This allows a particle, at t = 0, to be put into decay to the same continuum.
the bound level. The effects described in this
paper may well have gone undetected for so long equations for the time varying amplitudes a,(t)
as a result of the traditional use of the Fano basis of levels 11), 12) and 13). These equations have
set [7]. Though a superposition of Fano levels as inputs the Rabi frequencies, autoionizing rates,
may be used to establish the initial condition, and photoionization rates of the respective levels.
the mathematics of the subsequent evolution is The formula for the absorption cross section
difficult. is obtained by applying the t = 0 boundary

In this work, the continuum is eliminated by condition a, = 1, a2 = a3 = 0, taking the E
a method which is analogous to that of Cohen- field to be very small, and solving for a2 (t) and
Tannoudji, et a/. [8]. One obtains three coupled as(t). These quantities are then substituted into
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the equation for al(t) to obtain the absorption The factor r/12 is the ratio of the autoioniz-
transition probability and cross section. ing time of the coupled (level 12) - level 13)) system

The formula for stimulated emission is ob- tc the autoionizing time of level 12), if alone. The
tained by applying the t = 0 boundary condition quantity AE is the spacing of levels 12) and 13).
a2 = 1, a, = a3 = 0, and solving (exactly) As the spacing becomes large, r/r 2 approaches
for a2 (t) and as(t). This solution is then used, one. For AE small, the autoionization rate of level
in the presence of a small E field, to find the 12) is suppressed. Equation (2b) has the condition
t = co population of level 11). This quantity, that r > r 2.
divided by the coupled decay rate of the upper Perhaps the most interesting result of Eqs. (1)
levels, gives the stimulated transition probability and (2) is obtained as q2 approaches or equals
and gain cross section. zero. One finds a nearly Lorentzian shaped gain

profile centered on a line with zero oscillator
Results strength. Figure 3 shows this result. Both gain

and loss are plotted as a function of normalized
We give the results in terms of the Fano detuning (in units of %72). The only parameter
parameters t/i and q,. The i/i are the detunings which varies between graphs is q2. Note again,
from the respective lines, each normalized to its that it is level 12) which is populated at t = 0, and
autoionizing halfwidth. The q are the ratio of whose oscillator strength is progessively reduced
the Rabi frequency of each line to the square root in this sequence of graphs. As noted, these graphs
of the product of its autoionizing time multiplied all assume q32 = 1000 and assume that this latter
by its photoionization rate. level is located two thousand linewidths of level

The absorption cross section normalized to 12) from level 12).
the continuum cross section is then

Detailed Balance

.__ - q2 + 272 q3 + th 1s (1) At first glance, one wonders whether results of
1c [ s + (72 + '73)2 this type violate detailed balance. The answer is[2 1 +that they do not and the reason is that detailed

This result is implicit in Fano's original paper. balance applies between the initial level and the
Readily obtained special cases include a single final level. The initial level is level I1) and the
line alone, a single line in a continuum, or two final level is an ion plus a free electron. To
interfering lines without a continuum. (Note that state this differently, if one attempted to make
to remove a line from this formula, one must a recombination laser (starting with electrons
set both its q = 0, and also its j7 = oo; and ions) by this method one could not do so.
thereby allowing both its oscillator strength and For a single line in a continuum, recombination
its autoionizing time to approach zero.) Two cases exhibits a Fano profile [91; and two lines in a
are of special interest; the zero which occurs at the continuum exhibit an interference of their (virtual)
balance of virtual autoionizations for strong lines dielectronic recombinations.
and the zero which occurs at line center ('72 = 0) It is important to note that we have included
when q2 = 0. This latter zero is the equivalent no other broadenings and thus direct population
of the effect, which for a single line, is sometimes of level 12) by a monochromatic photon from level
termed as a window resonance. I1), is not possible. All absorption leads (in a

The cross section for stimulated emission, single step) to the production of a free electron.
again normalized to the continuum cross section To the extent that other broadenings are on scale
is with the decay broadening, then level 12) could be

directly populated by photons from level I1), and
the interference effects will be blurred.

r - Lf 2P7 + [(q - q) ] '7 J (2 a Angular M omentum: r.) [ 72'7+ 7+73 ( 272 Momntu

where The above formulae have also assumed that all
processes, i.e. the excitation of the continuum and

r _ (2 AE)2  (2b) of levels 12) and 13) all produce the same final
P2  ( 2 + r 3 )2 + (2AE)i continuum. For one dimensional tunneling this is

the case. For certain special cases in atoms, this is
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I I 'Summary
1000 LOSS GAIN (a)

Though it is commonly believed that inversion

C) 8W 2 is a requirement for stimulated emission, this
0q 2 = 1000 does not appear to be the case. Interferences in
-600 absorption need not appear in emission. These
O effects may occur naturally in XUV and x-ray

400 lasers or they may be synthesized using artificially
alayered materials. Interferences between discrete

200 7 levels, even in the absence of photoionization are
predicted. The tunneling system of Fig. 2 is the

0 ' prototypical example.

LOSS k GAIN (b) The author gratefully acknowledges the suppport

16/ of the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research,C1 2 and the U.S. Army Research Office.
U) q 10
O -- /
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Studies of Hot, Solid Materials Produced by an Ultrashort Pulse Laser
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Abstract by a Drude model index of refraction,

A series of ultrashort pulse laser-solid n 2  /W(+iv) , ()
interaction experiments have been performed P

using copper and aluminum which illustrate at all temperatures of this experiment, one
charge transport properties of these strong- can invert Fig. I to generate Fig. 2, a plot
ly heated materials at near-solid density. of resistivity,
In aluminum, as a Drude metal at the laser 2
wavelength, the transport is seen to be p = me v/N ee (2)
strongly dominated by collisions with the
appearance of a minimum mean free path. In 10 ALUMINUM REFLECTIVITY
copper, band absorption of the laser light ... :,TPUL - 400fs 8 i 45*
is seen to be a strong process even at
~50 eV temperatures. 0.8 . '-.,.

In the context of using ultra-short pulse S-POL
laser-produced plasmas as a source of ultra-
short pulse soft X-rays, evidence is pre- 0.6'
sented that heat loss mechanisms in these R
hot solids may not be sufficiently rapid to .".
result in subpicosecond soft X-ray bursts. 0.4- P-POL

Reflectivity Results 0.2

Pulses of light of energy 0-5 mJ, 0 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

(A = 308 nm), and 400 fs FWHM were specu- 1011 1012 io3 1014 1015

larly reflected (with beam mode preserved) INTENSITY (W/cmt)
from optically smooth metallic targets. The
laser was operated at 10 Hz and the target Figure 1. Self reflection as a function of
was stepped at each pulse. The pulse lead- intensity of S and P polarized light at 308
ing edge ASE (amplified spontaneous gmission) nm, for - 400 fs FWHM pulses. Each point
energy was kept below a fraction 10 of the represents the reflection of a single pulse
energy in the main ultrashort pulse. I was from an optically smooth At surface.
found that a fraction as small as 10 - f was
deleterious to the experiment because of Here v is the electron-ion collision fre-
absorption and scattering in a pre-expanded quency and N is the electron density. Ne
vapor or plasma. is supplied ty assuming local thermal equi-

Figure I is a plot of self-reflection (re- librium (LTE) [11, and in any case it is not
flected energy/incident energy) vs. incident strongly sensitive over our temperature
intensity for aluminum for S and P polarized range due to high 3-body recombination rates
light. With the assumption that aluminum's at these densities. The inversion procedure
optical properties at 308 rn are described was performed by using the Fresnel equations
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(for step-function interfaces) for the re- electrons and ions. In the region 10-40 eV,
flectivity, or by directly integrating the p is sublinear in Te, indicating the pres-
Helmholtz wave equations through a small ence of temperature dependent electron-ion
(W< X) gradient scale length [2). At the coupling. The turnover in p at temperatures
levels of collisionality v in these > 50 eV is consistent with the behavior of a
experiments, both methods gave very similar high temperature plasma: a decrease in p at
results. high Te due to the energy denominator in the

electron-ion collision cross section. The
400 maximum in p near 200 in-cm and T - 40 eV

ALUMINUM RESISTIVITY is identified as "resistivity saturation",
and a calculation of the electron mean free

300 S path, 1, using these measured values of p
E and Te gives I - 3 A, which is approximately
, the interatomic separation in solid alumi-

• 200" num. This suggests that this is truly a
limiting resistivity, independent of the
specifics of material preparation.

100 A similar experiment was performed using
copper. Figure 3 shows the results for S-
polarized 400 fs FWHM pulses, with data from

0 I i I 20 ps pulses shown for comparison. The long
400- pulse result of decreasing R with increasing

intensity (temperature) is consistent with

P greater absorption in longer scale length

300_ copper plasma, and onset of non-specular
E reflection (resulting in light scattered

. . outside the collection solid angle) due to

j.200 .refraction in the vapor/plasma and reflec-
.. ,.U tion from the presumably rippled critical

density surface.
100•

1.0 -
COPPER REFLECTIVITY

............ .. I S- POLARIZATION 8i 45*
1011 1012 1013 1014 1015 40.is

INTENSITY (W/cm 2 ) 
, $

To= 0.8 2.2 6.3 19 40 65 10S eV

0.6.
Figure 2. Resistivity vs. intensity and R
electron temperature for S and P
polarization. 0.4 " ' :.e . *,. ,.. . 201p

The similarity of the S and P results in
Fig. 2 is a positive check on the data 0.2

analysis, since the resistivity should be
polarization independent. The temperatures O
indicated in Fig. 2 were obtained by moni- to" 1012 1013 1014 1015
toring the blue shift and broading of the INTENSITY (W/cm 2 )

specularly reflected light with an optical
multichannel analyzer [3]. This spectral Figure 3. Self reflection vs. intensity for
modification was attributed to mass motion S polarized light from an optically smooth
of the heated material given by copper surface. Pulsewidths are 400 fs and

2 1ZkTe/m -1/2 20 ps.vex= y-- Zemi ( 3)
exp -1 eThe rise in R with intensity for the 400

for unsteady flow into vacuum [4]. It was fs data illustrates the fundamentally
shown that self-phase modulation plays a different properties attributable to hot,
negligible role in producing the shifts and near-solid density Cu in comparison to lower
broadenings. Fig. 2 illustrates three density copper plasma. The data of both
regions of electron transport, with a promi- pulse widths converge to the cold solid Cu
nent saturation in the resistivity near 200 reflectivity of - 40% at low intensities.
Un-cm for TL - 40 eV. For Te < 5-10 eV, The absorption of the cold material is pri-
p incre.ases approximately linearly with Tel marly 3d band absorption of 308 nm photons.
suggesting constant coupling between the Evidently, for short pulses (and near-solid
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densities) the band continues to exist, and from Fig. 1. This represents an upper bound
the rise in R with temperature might be re- on thermal conduction. The maximum thermal

lated to the gradual promotion of electrons flux from the heated material is at most 25%
out of the band. We can roughly estimate of the absorbed power once Te is greater
the band "persistence" by comparing 3-body than -1 eV.
recombination rates (assumed into the band) The increase in the contribution of thermal
at 30 eV and 100 eV, typical temperatures of conduction below -1 eV is due to the lower
this experiment. Using a rough formula value of absorbed power in this range. At
based on a weakly coupled Maxwellian plasma, higher temperature, the approximate constan-

cy of K and linear scaling of Te with P(abs)
V 3b - 10 -2 7  NeNi(kTe)9/2 s -  (4) results in a roughly constant fractional

contribution of thermal conduction. At the
for the 3 body recombination rate [5], gives higher temperatures at which soft X-ray

- 14 fs at 30 eV and T3b = 3 ps at 100 sources might be considered, it is apparent
e. bThis indicates that at 30 eV, the 3d from Fig. 4 that for solid aluminum, the
band efficiently repopulates during the 400 temperature may not drop fast enough to
fs laser pulse, with the excess energy being produce a thermal soft X-ray emission pulse
carried away by the third body, an electron comparable in duration to the laser pulse.
in the conduction band. At 100 eV, however, In fact, the observation that the target
the band is not repopulated during the pulse heats up substantially in the first place is

and so the amount of band absorption of UV testimony to the small contribution of
photons decreases. The increase in reflec- competing loss mechanisms. Under these

tivity with intensity (and temperature) may conditions, the temperature of hot solid
thus indicate the depopulation of the 3d aluminum depends on the absorbed energy
band. rather than on peak power.

Beat Loss from Hot Solid-Density Aluminum

If these ultrashort-pulse heated solid 0.0 qmax

materials are to be a source of ultrashort abs
pulse soft X-ray emission, and if the emis-
sion is thermal in character, it is impor- 0.6

tant that the electron temperature decay on
a time scale comparable to the laser pulse
width. The dominant temperature drop mech-

anisms are expansion and thermal conduction. 6.4

It may be shown (by assuming a black body

emitter) that radiation contributes compara-
tively little to the drop in T . The
temperatures measured from the Dopprer shift log(Te(eV))
and broadening due to the expanding inter- e,, . i

face [3] reflect cooling that has already 9.5 1
occurred during the expansion, through

conversion of electron thermal energy into
directed ion kinetic energy. Losses due to Figure 4. (Maximum rate of thermal conduc-

thermal conduction can be assigned an upper tion)/(absorbed laser power) vs. electron
bound as follows. temperature. Thermal conductivity was

The measurement of p in hot solid aluminum determined from the measured resistivity

as a function of temperature allows the (see text).
determination of the thermal conductivity,
K, through the Weidemann-Franz relation, Conclusions

k-P T (5) High energy, short pulse reflectivity
measurements of solid materials indicate

The maximum thermal flux q occurs for behavior quite different from lower density
q - K dT e/dx - T /8 - q(max) where 6 is plasmas of comparable temperature. In a
the absorption skin depth of the laser light collision dominated material, aluminum, the
in the material. The skin depth 8 is a onset and passage through a regime of
minimum (- 100 A) at low Te where v(and p) "resistivity saturation" was observed, where
is small and increases (to - 400 A) in the the minimum electron mean free path was set
regime of high collisionality. Here, we by the interatomic spacing of the solid,
take 6 - 8 "n 5 100 A and plot q(max)/P(abs) independent of the extent of any further
vs. incide-n power and temperature in Fig. disorder in the material.
4, where P(abs) is absorbed power obtained In copper, primarily a band absorber at
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the incident laser wavelength, the persist-
ence of band absorption at high temperature

is explained by the high rate of band
refilling at solid densities.
Determining hot solid aluminum thermal

conductivity from measured resistivity

allows an upper bound calculation of the
effectiveness of thermal conduction cooling

as a means to generate ultrashort soft X-ray
bursts. The conclusion is that this loss

mechanism is marginal.
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ALL SHORT PULSE MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION IS RESONANT IONIZATION

W. COOKE, UNIV. OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
R.R. FREEMAN, AT&T BELL LABORATORIES

T.J. MCILRATH, UNIV. OF MARYLAND

ABSTRACT

Energy resolved pnotoelectron spectra of multiphoton ionization taken with

a 300 fs laser pulse at 616 nm shows tnat the ionization probability is highly

structured as a function of !aser intensity. The spectrum is consistent with all

of tne ionization occurring at intensity resonances.

Photoelectron spectra have been obtained for photoelectrons resulting from

multipnoton ionization using 300 fs pulses of 6!6nm radiation. The light pulses

are sufficiently short that tne electrons remained fixed during the duration of

the light pulse. The result is that no energy is acquired or lost to the

Ponderomotive potential during the duration of the pulse. The electrons therefore

retain the directed velocity (velocity averaged over several optical cycles)

wnich they possessed when produced. The electron energies were recorded with a

time of flight spectrometer and the resulting spectrum is a record of the initial

directed kinetic energy (total kinetic energy minus quiver energy) of the

electrons.

The kinetic energy of the initial electrons is determined by the number

of photons absorbed (Nh ) and the Ionization energy of the atom (U). If the

number of photons absorbed Is known, then the electron energy is known. The

kinetic energy is partitioned between quiver energy (Ponderomotive energy) and

directed kinetic energy. If the light pulse decays before there is significant

movement of the electron, then the quiver energy follows the local intensity and
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decays to zero with no transfer to directed Kinetic energy. The deficit

between the measured kinetic energy of the detected electron (1/2 mv ) and the

initial energy of the electron (NhV - U) is a measure of the Ponderomotive energy

at the time of ionization. Because the Ponderomotive energy is proportional to

intensity, the kinetic energy spectrum of the electrons is a spectrum of the

number of electrons produced as a function of laser intensity in the beam.

Figure I shows a typical spectrum. The ionization clearly has resonances

with low ionization occurring at intensities above or below the resonance. We

present angle resolved data as well as total electron yields and argue that the

data shows that the ionization process is a resonant process in energy. This has

several implications, including the prediction that ionization is spatially non-

uniform with most ions formed in shells which surround largely unionized gas.

It indicates that saturation phenomena are very difficult to achieve since

increases in intensity simply increase the spatial extent of the shells, leaving

the overall form of the structure unchanged. Finally it indicates that theories

of Multiphoton ionization which do not include atomic structure can only be

correct in a general, averaged sense. An Interpretation of the resonances In

terms of the Stark shifts of atomic levels has been developed but the

interpretation of the data In terms of Intensity resonances and non-uniform

ionization is independent of these models.
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